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Plaintiffs Exhibits.

DiAGEAMS.
Offered In

Exhibit Evidence Printed
No. Page Page

139 Beach Diagram No. 15 3088 5155

140 " " " 16 3088 5156

237 Grosveuor Diagram No. 1 4073 6335

238 " " " 3 4173 5386

339 " '• " 3 4173 5337

240 " " " 4 4174 5338

241 " " " 5 4175 5339

287 " '• " 6. showing Apparatus

in which Moving Pictures were taken 4718 5457

290 Wilding Explanatory Diagram 4726 5488

Drawings and Sketches.

254 Drawings of Cataract Machine 4491 5368

Flow Sheets.

242 Flow Sheet Anaconda C. M. Co 4293 5342

243 Flow Sheet Anaconda Slime Flotation Plant... 4293 5345

344 Anaconda Zinc Ore Concentrator 4296 5346

245 Flow Sheet Magna Mill Utah Copper Co 4333 5347

246 Flow Sheet Timber Butte Mill 4364 5350

350 Flow Sheet No. 2 Copper Section Timber Butte

MillingCo 4379 5356

300 Flow Sheet of Inspiration Mill 4729 5534

301 Flow Sheet Braden Copper Co 4783 5535

Miscellaneous Documents.

1 Agreement between Butte &, Superior Copper
Company Limited and James M. Hyde of

July 22, 1911 , 2295 4889
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Offered In
Exhibit Evidence Printed
No. Page Page

2 Agreement same (Modification of Agreement

ExhibitNo.l) 2296 4897

3 Letter, M. W. Atwater to James M. Hyde,

September 21, 1911 2297 4900

4 Letter, James M. Hyde to J. L. Bruce, April

24. 1913 2297 4903

5 Letter, N. B. MacKelvie to J. L. Bruce. July

2, 1913 2297 4904

6 Letter, James M. Hyde to M. W. Atwater,

Jan. 5, 1912 2298 4907

7 Letter, J. L. Bruce to D. C. Jackling, May 17,

1913 2301 4910

8 Letter, J. M. Hyde to N. B. MacKelvie, July

15, 1913 2302 4911

9 Letter, F. R. Wicks to F. G. Janney, Sept. 16,

1913 2303 4928

10 Letter, N. B. MacKelvie to A. H. Rogers,

March 1, 1913 ; Expense Account of J. M.
Hyde. Jan. 29, 1913 2303 4947

11 Voucher, Butte & Superior Copper Co. to J.

M. Hyde for $601.70 2304 4949

12 Check of Butte & Superior Copper Co. to J.

M. Hyde for $601.70 2304 4950

13 Expense Account of J. M. Hyde, and Voucher
for $325.65 2305 4952

18 Paragraph from 3rd Annual Report of Butte

& Superior Co. Read in Record 2349 4955

46 Disclaimer Slip of Letters Patent 835,120 2747 5035

233 Letter, J. M. Hyde to W. A. Clark, Jr 3987 5316

236 Affidavit of Harry Falck as to Minerals Separa-

tion United States Licensees — 4030 5332

288 Agreement of July 8, 1913 between Minerals

Separation Ltd. and Minerals Separation

American Syndicate (1913) Ltd 4719 5458

289 Bill of Sale from Minerals Separation American

Syndicate 1913 Ltd. to Minerals Separation

North American Corporation 4719 5472

291 Abstract of Minerals Separation Licenses 4726 5489

292 Minerals Separation North American Corpora-

tion License Form 4727 5518

Patents.

33 No. 1,167,076, T. A. Janney 2588 4998

34 No. 1,201,053, T. A. Janney 2588 5006
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4711 5447

4711 5448

4711 5449

4711 5450

4712 5451

4712 5452

4712 5453

4712 5455
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Photographs.
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No.

278 Grosvenor Photograph 0-1

279 Grosvenor Photograph 0-2 4711

280 " " 0-3

281 " " 0-4

282 " " A-1

283 " " A-2
284 " " A-3

285 " '• A-4

286 " " A-5

Physical.

14 Seal ou Car. So. 15.679 2306

15 Memorandum of Car 2306

16 Bag Containing Defendant's Concentrate 2307

17 Bottle Containing Concentrates after Treat-

ment 2307

276 Bottle of Non-volatile Oil Recovered from Slime

Concentrates Defendant's Plant. April 29,

1917 4705

277 Moving Pictiire Films Shown by Dr. Gros-

venor 4707

293 Kirby Mixing Tank A 4728

294 Kirby Separating Tank B 4728

295 Gabbett Machine. 4728

296 Cattermole Upcast 4728

297 Slide Gabbett 4728

298 Bar Mixer 4728

299 Batea 4729

Publications.

138 Article in Transaction of American Institute

of Mining and Engineering Entitled "An
Explanation of the Flotation Process " by

Messrs. Taggart & Beach, Sept., 1916,

Marked for Identification not in Evidence... 3078

Reports, Tables and Assays.

Anaconda Copper Mining Company.

309 Department of Concentration, Table Reagent

Consumption—Lbs. Per Ton of Flotation

Feed, March, 1917 4868 5551

310 Same, February, 1917 4868 5552

311 Same, January, 1917 4868 5553
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312 Department of Concentration. Current Mills

Slime-Percent Copper 4868 5554

313 Reagent Consumption and Sulphide Content

of Ore. Januarj'. 1917 48G8 5555

314 Same. February. 1917 4868 5556

315 Same. March. 1917 4868 5556

Reports. Tabt.es and Assays.

Butte & Svperior Copper Company.

252 Report of Visit of Minerals Separation Party,

April 29, 1917. Test run 1:00 to 5:00 P. M. . 4439 5865

257 Statement of Butte & Superior Copper Co. filed

in Court Pursuant to Order of November 15.

1913. for Month of January, 1916 4642 5375

258 Same. February. 1916 4642 5379

259 Same. March. 1916 4642 5383

260 Same. April. 1916 4642 5387

261 Same, May, 1916 4642 5391

262 Same. June, 1916 4642 5395

263 Same. July. 1916 4642 5399

264 Same. August. 1916 4642 5403

265 Same. September, 1916 4642 5407

266 Same. October. 1916 4642 5411

267 Same, Xovember. 1916 4642 5415

268 Same. December. 1916 4642 5419

269 Same, January, 1917 4643 5423

270 Same. February, 1917 4642 5427

271 Same, March, 1917 4642 5431

272 Table of Butte & Superior Mining Company
Flotation Plant Results Calculated from the

Sworn Statements of the Manager to the

Federal Court. Butte. Montana 4643 5436

273 Same. Comparisons made Between the Results

of Operation with Excess Oil with those of

Operation with Small Quantities 4649 5438

274 Atwater Tabulation Estimate of Increased

Revenue to Butte & Superior Copper Co. had

it fv-)llowed T\'et Concentration With Flota-

tion During Period of Milling Operations at

Basin. Montana. January 1. 1910. to April

30, 1912 .4669 5441

275 Table Comparisons of Results at Timber Butte

and Butte 6c Superior Mills for 1st Quarter

of 1917 4671 5443

317 Assaj- Report Butte »£; Superior Miniature

Plant Test. Minerals Separation 4883 5561



Reports, Tables and Assays.

Chino Copper Company.

Offered In
Exblblt Evidence Printed
No. Page Page

255 Table Referring to Defendant's Exhibit 29,

Retreatnient of Vanner Concentrates, Mr.

Wick's Evidence, Q. 25 and Q. 26 4626 5370

Reports, Tables and Assays.

Ray Consolidated Copper Company.

256 Table Referring to Defendant's Exhibit No.

150, Retreatment of Vanner Concentrate

Products, Mr. Englemann's Testimonj% Q.

32, Q. 37 and Q. 84 4636 5372

Reports, Tables and Assays.

Timber Butte Milling Company.

247 Report Flotation Oil Consumptions and Acid

Consumptions 4372 5353

248 Record of Flotation Oils 4374 5354

249 Comparison of Yearly Metallurgical Results.

Figures Based on Mill Weights and Assays... 4375 5355

275 Table Comparisons of Results at Timber Butte

and Butte & Superior Mills for 1st Quarter

of 1917 4671 5443

Utah Copper Company.

253 Assay Report Utah Copper Samples Minerals

Separation Party Visit 4446 5367

Miscellaneous Assays.

318 Assays of Higgin's Tests, Minerals Separation 4884 5562
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Diagrams.
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126 Taggart Diagram No. 3 2957 .5142

127 " " " 4 2961 5143

128 " '•' " 5 2976 5144

129 " " " 6 2989 5145

130 " " " 7 3002 5146

131 Beach Diagram No. 8 3035 5147

132 " " " 9 3037 5148

133 " " " 10 3042 5149

134 " " "11 3045 5150

135 " " "12 3047 5151

136 " " "13 3053 5152

137 " " "14 3058 5153

141 Taggart Diagram " 1 3088 5157

142 " " " 2 3088 5158

144 Beach Diagram "17 3095 5160

145 " " "18 3098 5161

146 " " "19 3099 5162

147 " " " 20 3101 5163

148 " " "21 3131 5164

179 Taggart Diagram "22 3414 5223

180 " '• "23 3414 5224

199 Graph Chart A-1, Utah Copper Co. Arthur

Plant 3533 5247

200 Taggart Diagram No. 24 3541 5248

201 Graph Chart No. 3, Utah Copper Co. Magna
Plant , 3545 5249

202 Graph Chart No. 1, Utah Copper Co. Magna
Plant 3545 5250

203 Graph Chart No. 4, Ray Consolidated Copper

Co. Hayden, Arizona 3546 5251

204 Graph Chart No. 2, Ray Consolidated Copper

Co. Hayden, Arizona 3546 5252

205 Graph Chart No. 2, Chino Copper Co. Hurley

Plant 3546 5253

206 Graph Chart No. 2, Butte & Superior Mining

Co 3546 5254

207 Graph Chart No. 2, Utah Copper Co. Magna
Plant 3551 5255

208 Graph Chart No. 1, Butte & Superior Mining

Co. Hurley Plant 3551 5256

209 Graph Chart No. 1, Chino Copper Co. Hurley

Plant 3552 5257

210 Graph Chart No. 3, Ray Consolidated Copper

Co. Hayden, Arizona 3552 5258

211 Graph Chart No. 1, Ray Consolidated Copper

Co. Hayden Plant 3552 5259
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Drawings and Sketches.
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27 Wick's Sketch 2441 4988

37 Sketch made by R. A. Conrads of Flotation

Section No. 3, at Magna Plant, Utah Copper

Co 2647 5019

45 Engelmann's Sketch, Retreating Machine-

Mechanical Agitation Janney Type 2742 5034

149 Engelmann's Sketch, Ray Consolidated Copper

Co., Air Machine Treating Slime Vanner
Tailing 3247 5165

152 Engelmann's Sketch, Janney Mechanical Air

Cells on Pyramid Installation Treating

Slime Vanner Tailing 3253 5168

182 Drawing of ('aiaract Machine 3471 5225

183 " " Janney Machine 3472 5226

184 " " Square Glass Jar Machine 3472 5227

217 " " Fryer Hill Machine 3687 5273

325 Sketch of Model Pyramid Plant Machine 3897 5289

Flow Sheets.

37 Utah Copper Co. Magna Plant Flotation Sec-

tion No. 3 2647 5019

45 Ray Consolidated Copper Co. Retreating

Machine-Mechanical Agitation Janney
Type 2742 5034

149 Ray Consolidated Copper Co. Air Machine
Treating Slime Vanner Tailing 3247 5165

152 Ray Consolidated Copper Co. Janney Mechan-
ical Air Cells on Pyramid Installation Treat-

ing Slime Vanner Tailing .3253 5168

165 Flow Sheet Butte & Superior Plant 3387 5202

219 Flow Sheet for Concentrate Flotation Plant-
Arthur Plant, Utah Copper Co 3797 5278

221 Flow Sheet for Slime Flotation Plant—Arthur
Plant, Utah Copper Co 3844 5280

222 Flow Sheet of Butte & Superior Flotation

Plant 3879 5282

224 Flow Sheet of Butte & Superior 7 Cell Test

Machine 3896 5286

251 Flow Sheet for Flotation Plant as Operated on

April 21, 1917, Utah Copper Co. Magna
Plant 4419 5362
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MlSOELLANEOUS DOCUMENTS.

Offered In

Exhibit Evidence Printed
No. Page Page

25 Letter Henry D. Williams to Utah Copper Co.

January 30. 1917 2383 4983

156 Circular Standard K & K Flotation Machine

Type A 2612 3282 5177

157 Circular K & K Flotation Machine Bulletin

No. 1 3282 5179

166 Voucher Butte & Superior Copper Co. to Hyde
Month July 1911, $165.00 3408 5205

167 Same, August, 1911, $155 3408 5206

168 Same, September, 1911, $150 3408 5207

169 Same, September, 1911, $150 3408 5208

170 Same, September, 1911, $150 3408 5209

171 Same, October, 1911, $5,000 3408 5210

172 Same, October, 1911, $130 3408 5211

173 Expense Account of J. M. Hyde and Voucher

of Butte & Superior Copper Co. .$230.15 3409 5212

174 Voucher Butte & Superior Copper Co. to J. M.

Hyde, Month March. $369.47 3409 5214

175 Same, April, $400 3409 5215

176 Check. July 8. 1912, $200 3409 5216

177 Check Bui teifc Superior Copper Co. Ltd. to

J. M. Hyde, November 21, 1912, $602.50.—

Letter J. M. Hyde to M. W. Atwater, Octo-

ber 23, 1912—Expense Account of J. M.

Hyde, Trip to Washington Leaving Butte,

April 17, 1912, $334.05—Expense'Account

of J. M. Hyde, Trip to London Leaving

Butte. July 18, 1912, $868.45—Voucher

Butte & Superior Copper Co. November

21, 1912 to James M. Hyde, $602.50 3410 5217

178 Letter N. B. MacKelvie to J. L. Bruce, July

31, 1913, aiid Letter J. M. Hyde to N. B.

MacKelvie July 30, 1913 3410 5222

229 Extract from Printed Oral Arguments in the

Supreme Court of the United States, Min-

erals Separation ee aZ. v. Hyde 3919 5303

232 Assignment James M. Hyde to Butte & Su-

perior Copper Co. Ltd. of Patent No.

1,022,085 3974 5312

234 Certificate of Patent Office that no Disclaimer

has been filed to Patent No. 835,120, other

than one filed March 28, 1917 4017 5321

United States Patents.

48 No. 266,219 to Stebbins 2849 5053

49 " 306,4.41 to Sullivan 2850 5056

218 " 962,678 to Sul man e« rtZ 3687 5274
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Bkitish Pate>"t.
Offered in

Exlilblt Evidence Printed
No. Page Page

216 No. 10,929 of 1910 to Hoover & Minerals Sep-

aration Ltd 3687 5269

Photographs.

53 Phillip's Photograph 16-3 2876 5068

53 " " 17-3 2876 5069

54 " " 1-3 .... 2876 5070

55 " " 2-3 2876 5071

56 " " 3-3 2876 5072

57 " " 4-3 2876 5073

58 " " 8-3 2876 5074

59 " " 5-3 2876 5075

m " " 16-2 2878 5076

61 " " 17-2 2879 5077

62 " " 1-2 2880 5078

63 " " 3-2 2880 5079

64 " " 3-2 2880 5080

65 " " 4-3 2881 5081

66 " " 8-2 2883 5082

67 " " 5-2 2882 5083

68 " " 16-1 2884 5084

69 " " 17-1 2885 5085

70 " " 1-1 2885 5086

71 " " 3-1 3885 5087

73 " " 3-1 3886 5088

73 " " 4-1 3886 5089

74 " " 8-1 3886 5090

75 " " 5-1 3887 5091

76 " " 31-3 3888 5093

77 " " 33-3 2888 5093

78 " " 9-3 2889 5094

79 " " 10-3 2890 5095

80 " " 11-3 2890 5096

81 " " 13-3 3890 5097

83 " " 13-3 3890 5098

83 " " 14-3 3891 5099

84 " " 31-3 3891 5100

85 " " 33-3 3893 5101

86 " " 9-2 2893 5103

87 " " 10-3 3893 5103

88 " " 11-3 2893 5104

89 " " 13-2 3894 5105

90 " " 13-3 2894 5106

91 " " 14-3 2894 5107

92 " " 21-1 2895 5108

S3 " " 22-1 2895 5109

94 " " 9-1 2896 5110

95 " " 10-1 2896 5111



Exhibit
No.

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

113

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

130

131

123

123

124

153

Offered d
Evidence Printed

Page

Phillip's Photograph 11-1 2897

155

306

307

308

12-1.

13-1.

14-1

18-3.

18-2.

18-1.

15-2.

19-2

20-3.

15-1.

19-1.

20-1

19-3.

20-3

37-1.

27-3.

27-2.

28-2.

28-1

23 .

24 .

25 .

26

29

30 .

HI .

32 .,

Photograph of Phillip's Bar Mixer Apparatus

Photograph No. 2, Pyramid, South Side, Ray
Consolidated Copper Co 3253

Engelmann's Photograph K. & K. Machine,

Treating 100 Tons. Ray Consolidated Copper

Co 3258

Photograph Model Pyramid Machine (View
showing side pnd Front of Cells 4867

Same, (View showing Rear Sludge Tank) 4867

Same, (View showing Rear of Cells, Drives,

etc.) 4867

2897 5113

2897 5113

2897 5114

2898 5115

3898 5116

2899 5117

2900 5118

2902 5119

2903 5120

2903 5121

2904 5123

2904 5123

2905 5124

2905 5125

2906 5126

2906 5127

2907 5128

2908 5129

2908 5130

2909 5131

2910 5132

2910 5133

2910 5134

2911 5135

2912 5136

2912 5137

2912 5138

2913 5138

2913 5139

517a

5175

5546

5547

554i>

Physical.

181 Phillip's Lantern Slides 3486

185 Janney Machine 3473

186 Cataract Machine 3474

187 Fryer Hill Machine 3475

188 Square Glass Jar Machine 3475

189 Cone Gabbett Including Upcast -3475



XI

Publications.

Offered In
Exmtit Evidence Printed

No. Page Page

226 Butte & Superior Model Pyramid Machine

(7 Cell Test Machine) 3909

19 Advertisement, Mining & Engineering World,

December 30, 1916, Page 12 2378 4956

20 Advertisement, Mining & Engineering Journal,

December 23, 1916, Page 35 2379 4957

21 Advertisement, Salt Lake Mining Review, Jan-

uary 15, 1917, Page 55 2379 4959

22 Advertisement, Mining & Scientific Press, Jan-

uary 6. 1917, Page 15 2380 4960

23 Advertisement. Boston News Bureau, Feb-

ruary 21, 1917, Page 10 2381 4961

24 Advertisement, New York Commercial, Jan-

uary 15, 1917, Page 14 2382 4963

47 California Journal of Techuologj-, November,

1903 2793 5036

50 Die Trocknendeu Oele by Andes, Pages 37

and 38 2855 5061

51 Agricola De Re Metallica, Illustration on

Page 299 2860 5064

143 Freundich Kapillarchemie, Figure 14-C on

Page 74 3091 5159

190 Article Entitled '• Ore Flotation " by Wilder

D. Bancroft iu Metallurgical and Chemical

Engineering, June 1, 1916 3482 5229

215 Ures Dictionary of Arts, Manufactures and

Mines, Pages 330, 331, 332. 335. 353,354,

355,356, 357, 362, 363 3602 5263

Reports, Tables and Assays.

Butte tfc Superior Mining Company

158 Flotation Operations 3357 5184

159 Flotation Plant Record, January, 1917 3370 5187

160 Statement of Percentages of Oils in Various

Mixtures Used in Flotation Plant During

the Months of January. February, March
and April, 1917 3371 5189

161 Flotation Plant Record, February, 1917 3372 5193

162 Flotation Plant Record, March, 1917 3372 5194

163 Flotation Pyramid Machines 3374 5196

164 Statement Showing Percentages of Oils in the

Various Mixtures Used on the Three Pyra-

mid Machines While Running Them on

Experimental Tests 3375 5199



XII

Offered In

Exhibit Evidence Printed
No. Page Page

194 Data Compiled from Original Records on

Flotation Plant Operations Month of No-

vember. 1916, Flotation Plant Feed 3509 5237

223 Flotation Plant Operations for the Month of

February, 1917 3893 6285

227 Report Showing Results of Samples Taken

from 1 to 5 P. M., Sunday. April 29, 1917,

at Time of Minerals Separation Visit 3911 5290

228 Data Compiled from Original Records of

Flotation Plant Operations Month of No-

vember. 1916, Flotation Plant Feed 3913 5303

235 Reports, Nos. 118. 119, 120 for April 28, to

April 30. Incl 4018 5325

303 Reports Screen Analyses Run on Samples

Taken on April 29, 1917, at Time Minerals

Separation Visit 4866 5537

Chino Copper Company.

Hurley Plant.

26 Record of Flotation Operations on the Re-

treatment of Vanner Concentrates 2429 4987

28 Record of Flotation Operations on the Treat-

ment of Slime Vanner Tailings 3446 ,4989

29 Record of Flotation Operations on the Re-

treatrnent of Vanner Concentrates 2536 4990

125 Record of Flotation Operations on the Treat-

ment of Slime Vanner Tailings 2941 5141

191 Data Compiled from Statement (Form 13-C)

Showing Results of Operation of Vanner

Concentrate Flotation Plant, Month of No-

vember, 1916 .• 3493 5234

230 Flotation Data for the period of November 1

to November 30, inclusive, 1916, Retreat-

ment of Concentrates .. 3923 5309

231 Rosin and Reagents Used in Vanner Concen-

trate Flotation Plant During November,

1916 3923 5311

316 Tabulation Referring to Defendant's Ex. 29,

Retreatment of Vanner Concentrates, Mr.

Wick's Evidence, Q. 25 and Q. 26 4875 5558



XIII

Reports, Tables and Assays.

Ray Consolidated Copper Company, Hayden Plant.

Offered In

ExMblt Evidence Printed
No. Page Page

44 Flotation Operations Retreating Vanuer Con-

centrate Products (marked for identifica-

tion) 2734 5033

150 Flotation Operations Retreating Vanner Con-

centrate Products 3250 5166

151 Treating Slime Vanner Headings and Slime

Vanner Tailings 3253 5167

154 Comparative Results Obtained on Air Ma-

chines and Retreating Machines when Con-

suming more than 1% of Oil Per Ton and

Also i of 10^ Oil Per Ton Using the Same
Oil Mixture Throughout 3257 5172

192 Data Compiled from Monthly Statements

(Form 63-R) Showing Results of Operation

of Vanner Concentrate Retreatmeut Plant

During Year 1916—Divided into 10 day

Periods 3503 5235

193 Data Compiled from Monthly Statements

(Form No. 62R) Showing Results of Flota-

tion Operations for Ten Day Periods During

Year 1916, Slime Vanner Tailing Plant 3503 5236

214 Data Compiled from Monthly Statements

(Form No. 62R) Showing Results of Opera-

tion of Vanner Concentrate Retreatment

Plant During Year 1916—Divided into 10

Day Periods—These Figures Submitted be-

low Consist of the Missing Periods as Shown
by Similar Report Compiled April 30, 1917.. 3590 5262

Utah Copper Company, Arthur Plant.

30 Flotation Retreatment Plant Results—Treating

Mineral Classifier Overflow, February 1,

1915 to April 8, 1917 2548

Substitute for Exhibit 30 admitted 3843 4992

31 Experimental and Research Department, Sum-
mary of Results obtained from Commercial
Experiments on Low Grade Concentrates.... 2555 4994

32 Summary of Returns Obtained from Commer-
cial Experiments on Slime Feed 2570 4997

212 Test No. 1, Machine No. 1, Retreatment Plant,

V6 Cells, Full Feed—No Circulation. Test

Performed 9:30 P. M. to 10:30 P. M.. April

21, 1917 (Not Admitted) 3556 5260



XIV

Offered In
Exhibit Evidence Printed

No. Page Page

213 Test No. 2. Mar-hine No. 1, Retreatment Plant.

13 Cells, Full Feed, No Circulation. Test

Performed 7:45 to 8:45 P. M.. April 21, 1917

(Not Admitted) 3560 5261

220 Metallurgical Department, 8 Hour Test Made
in Retreatment Plant, Consisting of Two
Emulsifiers and Thirteen Cells Using 323.78

Pounds of Oil Per Ton of Low Grade Con-

centrate—Tests Started April 29 at 5:45 P. M.

and Ended April 30 at 1:45 A. M 3830 5279

251 Experimental and Research Department—De-

terminations on Magna Flotation Products

for Butte and Superior Litigation 4419 5357

Utah Copper Company, Magna Plant.

35 Flotation Retreatment Plant Results—Treating

Mineral Classifier Overflow, and 4th and 5th

Spigots. Sept. 1, 1914 to December 24, 1916. 2641 5015

36 Metallurgical Department. Composite Flota-

tion Retreatment Plant— Results for Period

December 25, 1916 and April 7. 1917, In-

clusive 2641 5016

38 Statement Showing Loss in Lbs. of Copper and

Consequent Monetarj' Losses Due to Abnor-

mal Tailing Caused b3' Variations in Amounts
of Oil Used Per Ton of Ore Treated—Com-
parisons being Made Between a Normal
Period from December 25, 1916 to March 24,

1917—and Abnormal Da5's from March 25 to

• April 2. 1917—Copper Figured at Various

Prices 2665 5021

39 Composite Flotation Retreatment Plant Re-

sults, December 25 to 31, 1916 2685 5023

40 Month January. 1917 2685 5024

41 Month February, 1917 2685 5026

42 Month March. 1917 2686 5028

43 April 1st to 7, 1917 2686 5030

195 Metallurgical Department, Data Compiled

from Statement Giving Average Results by

Months of Operation of Vanner Concentrate

Flotation Plant, September, 1914, to Decem-
ber 1st to 24th. Inclusive, 1916 3514 5238

196 Data Compiled from Original Records of

Operation of Vanner Concentrate Flotation

Plant for the Year 1916 ; This Compilation

Embraces the Days of the Tear on which

the Percentage of Solids in Flotation Feed

Was Not Under 3\% nor Over 33%, Data

Platted on Chart No. 2 3515 5240
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197 This Calculation Embraces the Days of the

Year on which the Percentage Mineral

(100% Insol) in Feed was Between 24.5%

and 25.5% Data Platted on Chart No. 3 3515 524 2

198 Data Compiled from Original Record of Oper-

ation of Flotation Plant Treating Original

Slime Feed. The Dates Embraced in this

Compilation are September 1 to October 31,

1916, Inclusive, Excepting October 8 to 12

Inclusive, on which Days a Different Oil

Mixture was used, Data Platted on Chart

No. 1 3524 5244

Miscellaneous Reports.

302 Results of an Experiment Performed in Court

and Testified to by B. H. Dosenbach

—

Miniature Flotation Plant 4866 5536
304 Assay Results of Several Tests Performed by

B. H. Dosenbach 4866 5542

305 Results of an Experiment Performed in Court

and Testified to by B. H. Dosenbach—Test

No. 34 4866 5546
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THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into this

22nd day of July, 1911, by and between the Butte &

Superior Copper Company, Limited, a corpora-

tion created and operating under and by virtue of the

laws of Arizona, and doing business in Montana, party

of the first part, and J. M. Hyde, party of the second

part

;

WITNESSETH: WHEREAS, James M. Hyde

claims that he has knowledge of a method of treating

certain ores of the- character of the ore produced in

the BLACK ROCK MINE, the property of the Butte

& Superior Copper Company, Limited, by means of a

process known as "The Gas Bubble Flotation Process,"

and whereas the said Hyde represents that in his best

judgment an increased saving in the milling of said

ores being treated by the Butte & Superior Copper

Company, Limited, at the mill operated by the said

Butte and Superior Copper Company, Limited, at

Basin, may be made by the use of said process, and,

WHEREAS, The Butte and Superior Copper Com-

pany, Limited, is desirous of testing the efificiency of

the said process with a view of ascertaining whether

or not the use of the said process will increase the sav-

ing of values at its said mill;

NOW THEREFORE, for and in consideration of

the mutual promises and agreements of the parties

hereto and the covenants, and agreements hereinafter

contained, the parties hereto do hereby agree as fol-

lows, to-wit:
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The said Company agrees that it will furnish a sum

not to exceed Twenty-Five Hundred ($2500.00) Dol-

lars to be used by the said Hyde in the equipment and

installation of a fifty (50) ton experimental plant for

the use of the said flotation process at Basin, Montana,

the said plant to be erected under the supervision of

the said Hyde, he to have full charge of the erection

of said experimental plant provided, however, that in

the construction and operation of the said experimental

plant the running of the mill now operated by the Butte

and Superior Copper Company, Limited, shall in no-

wise be interfered with.

The said Company further agrees that the said Hyde

may engage his own assistants for the operation of the

said experimental plant provided that the payroll of

the men employed by the said Hyde in the operation

of the said experimental plant shall not exceed Forty

($40.00) Dollars per day, and the said Company

agrees that it will pay the said payroll provided the sum

does not exceed Forty ($40.00) Dollars per day. It

is expressly agreed and understood that the said Hyde

shall receive no sum whatsoever as compensation either

for the construction or operation of the said experi-

mental plant save and except his personal expenses

while engaged in mill work in the said Company's be-

half, said sum not to exceed Five ($5.00) Dollars per

day.

It is further agreed and understood by the said

Hyde that said experimental plant shall be operated
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for a period of thirty (30) days after its completion,

the said process above referred to to be used exclusive-

ly in the operation of said experimental plant and that

if in the judgment of the General Manager or Su-

perintendent of the Butte and Superior Copper Com-

pany, Limited, the plant has not shown that the pro-

cess used can increase the profits of said Company

by at least twenty-five (25c) per ton on each ton of

ore treated, the Company may at its option declare

this agreement null and void and of no force or effect

and neither party hereto shall have any further right

or claim under this agreement.

It is further agreed that if in the judgment of said

Hyde at the expiration of said thirty (30) days test

work in the experimental plant, it does not appear that

the process can be used by the Company to enough

profit to insure him a sufficient compensation to war-

rant him in giving further time to the business, he may

declare this agreement null and void and of no effect

after he has instructed an agent of the Company

thoroughly in the details of the process and has re-

leased the Company from all further financial obliga-

tion to him other than the payment of his expense ac-

count as herein provided.

It is further agreed and understood that if the treat-

ment of ore in the said experimental plant has not in-

dicated that the process can be operated to the finan-

xcial benefit of the said Company the said Company

shall so declare to the said Hyde and this agreement

shall be null and void and neither party hereto will

have anv riofht or claim hereunder.
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It is further agreed, however, that if in the judg-

ment of the General Manager or Superintendent of

the said Company, the said process is adaptable to the

profitable treatment of the ore mined at the. Butte and

Superior Copper Company, Limited, mines at Butte.

Montana, and that by use thereof a sufficient financial

saving can be made by the said Company to justify

the adoption of the use of the said process, the Com-

pany will immediately furnish funds for the purpose

of installing a plant sufficient in size to treat all of the

ore not recovered as jig concentrates in the present

plant operated by the said Company at Basin, Mon-

tana, when the mill is treating 400 dry tons per day,

provided, however, that the total cost of said last men-

tioned plant shall not exceed ten thousand (S10,000.00)

Dollars.

The said Hyde agrees to furnish plans for the erec-

tion and construction of said last mentioned plant and

further agrees to personally supervise the erection and

construction of the said plant, and the said Hyde fur-

ther agrees that he Vvill make no charge whatsoever

for his services in this connection save and except as

hereinafter provided for and the said Hyde further

agrees that after the completion of said last mentioned

plant, he will supervise its operation in the use of the

"Gas Bubble Flotation" process for a period of at

least ninety (90) days and that during said period he

will fully instruct an agent of the said Company in

the operation of the said plant so thoroughly that the

said agent of the said Company will be able to operate
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the said plant without the assistance of the said Hyde,

provided, however, that the said Hyde shall not be

obliged to devote more of his time to the personal su-

pervision of the plant than in the judgment of the Gen-

eral Manager or Superintendent of the said Company

is necessary to its successful operation or for the com-

plete instruction of the said Company's agent. It is

agreed and understood that during the erection of the

last mentioned plant and during the operation of same

the employees of the said Company may have full and

complete access thereto, but that during the erection

and the operation of the experimental plant the said

Hyde shall have the right to exclude any and all per-

sons from the building in which the said experimental

plant is being constructed or operated.

It is agreed and understood that the said Hyde shall

receive as full remuneration and compensation for all

services rendered (excepting personal expense ac-

count as herein provided) a sum equal to one and two-

ihirds of every dollar of increased profit which shall

accrue to the said Company through the operation of

ihe said larger plant during any continuous period of

thirty days v.'hich the said Hyde may select within

the first ninety days that the said plant is operating

after its final completion and during which the grade

of ore treated has not averaged over twenty-one (21%)
per cenL. zinc nor less than eighteen and one-half

(18^2%) per ceni. zinc and the tonnage treated has

been at least twelve thousand (12,000) dry tons dur-

inq- said period of thirt}- (30) days, it l)eing under-
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stood and agreed that the said Hyde shall receive no

further remuneration or compensation from the said

Company ,save and except the said compensation lo

be paid t£i8 Hyde on the increased profits which have

accrued to the Company during the said period of

thirty (30) days so selected by the said Hyde.

It is especially agreed and understood that the basis

of the increased profits of the said Company in the

operation of the said entire plant, upon which in-

creased compensation of the said Hyde shall be based,

shall be determined by comparing the profits of the

operation of the entire completed plant, including the

said flotation plant, with the operation of the said con-

centrating plant, in the following manner, to-wit:

1. The net smelter returns for the product made

during the thirty days so selected by the said Hyde

during which time his compensation shall be estimated,

shall be calculated on the basis of S5.20 per hundred

weight, as the market price of spelter, f. o. b. cars

St. Louis, Mo.

2. The milling cost of the concentrating plant a>

operated before the installation of the flotation equip-

ment shall be assumed to be one dollar and fifty-one

($1.51 ) cents per dry ton of ore treated.

3. The recovery of the concentrator plant as op-

erated before the installation of the flotation equip-

ment shall be assumed to be seventy (70%) per cent,

with the proportion and grades of concentrates, as

follovvs, to-wit:

82% of zinc recovered as concentrate containing

30.8% zinc, no penalty.

i
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5% of zinc recovered as concentrate containing

50.4% zinc, 50 cent screen penalty only.

13% of zinc recovered as concentrate containing

45.0% zinc, 50 cent screen penalty only.

4. In arriving at what shall constitute a dry ton

of ore it is agreed that 2.6% of the railway weight

shall be deducted from the ore treated during the said

thirty days period.

5. From the sum of the calculated net smelter re-

turns of the concentrating plant after the flotation

process has been installed shall be subtracted the total

cost of milling all ores in the Basin plant including the

flotation plant, the result thereof being a sum herein

designated as "Total Results".

^« From the calculated net smelter returns on the same

amount and equal grade of ore as treated during the

said 30 days on the basis of a seventy per cent, re-

covery with values as stated in paragraph No. 3, shall

be subtracted the total calculated cost of milling in

the concentrating plant at Basin, exclusive of the flo-

tation plant installed by the said Hyde, at the rate of

$1.51 per ton of dry ore treated, the result thereof

being a sum herein designated as "Present Results."

7. The said Hyde shall receive as full compensa-

tion for his services hereunder a sum equal to one and

two-thirds of the amount represented by subtracting

the sum herein referred to as "Present Results" from

the sum herein referred to as "Total Results", that is

to say, if the sum represented as "Total Results" should

be v$l 00.00 and the sum represented as "Present Re-
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suits" should be $60.00, the said Hyde shall receive

as his full compensation one and two thirds times

?4().00, equal in amount Sixty-six and two-thirds

($66.2/3) Dollars.

It is especially agreed and understood by and be-

tween the parties hereto that in no event shall the said

Hyde receive as compensation for his services a sum

in excess of $30,000.00

It is especially agreed and understood that the said

Company will at the expiration of any thirty continu-

ous days run of said mill and flotation plant during the

said ninety days after the completion of the said flota-

tion plant pay to the said Hyde as partial payment

not to exceed fifty (50%) per cent, of the amount

calculated by the Superintendent of the Butte and Su-

perior Copper Company, Limited, to be due him on

the increased earnings, if any, during the said thirty

day period.

It is further agreed and understood that the re-

mainder of the sum, if any, due to the said Hyde as

compensation under this contract, shall be paid by the

P>utte and Superior Copper Company. Limited, upon

receipt by the said Company of smelter returns on ores

treated during the period, upon which the compensa-

tion of the said Hyde, if any, is based.

It is further agreed and understood that in all cal-

culations ])rovided for in this contract and in calculat-

ing the amount due said Hyde hereunder, all sums re-

ceived or to be received by the Butte and Superior

Copper Company, Limited, from the sale of lead con-

centrate shall be eliminated.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto

have hereunto set their names and seals this day and

year first above written.

Butte and Superior Copper Company, Limited,

By A. B. Wolvin, Pres't.

James M. Hyde.

(Endor.sed)

AGREEMENT

Between

Rutte & Superior Copper Co.

Limited,

and

j. M. Hyde.

Kiled May IS, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROLLE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.

Plaintiff's Exhibit 2.

WHEREAS, James M. Llyde has undertaken cer-

tain work in connection with the milling operations of

the Butte and Superior Co])per Company, Limited;

and,

WHEREAS, under the terms of a contract now ex-

isting sums of money to be paid the said Hyde are not

}'et due; and,

WHEREAS, the said Hyde is desirous of obtaining

at this time, and in the near future, certain payments

of money

;
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NOW WHEREFORE, the said contract existing is

nov modified with respect to the time of payment of

moneys in the following manner, to-wit:

The said Butte and Superior Copper Company, Lim-

ited, has this day paid to the said Hyde the sum of

$5,000.00 to apply upon any future payments that

might be found to be due, and does agree to pay the

said Hyde $5,000.00 on the 1st day of January, 1912,

provided the milling operations at Basin, Montana,

conducted by the said Butte and Superior Copper Com-

pany, Limited, show an increase earning by virtue of

the use of the flotation plant therein installed in excess

of $5,000.00 for the month of December, 1911.

The said Butte and Superior Copper Company, Lim-

ited, agrees to pay the said Hyde $5,000.00 on the 1st

day of March, 1912, provided the milling operations

at Basin, ^^lontana, conducted by the said Butte and

Superior Copper Company, Limited, show an increase

er-.rning by virtue of the use of the flotation plant

therein installed in excess of $5,000.00 for the month

of February, 1912.

Tt being the intent of this agreement, that if the flo-

tation plant installed by the said Hyde at Basin, Mon-

tana, should cause an increase in the months of De-

cember and February to the extent of $5,000.00 for

each month, the said Company will make the pay-

ments aforesaid to the said Hyde; the total payments,

however, including the $5,000.00 paid this day, shall

not exceed $15,000.00 until ?uch time as the new con-

centrator f)f the Butte and Superior Copper Company,
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Limited, is in operation at Butte, Montana, when a

thirty day run of the selection of the said Hyde may

be made in the same manner and within the same time

as provided in the original contract between the said

Hyde and the said Company, and the Company shall

thereafter pay the said Hyde the sum in excess of $15,-

000.00 if any, found to be due him, not to exceed, how-

ever, the additional sum of $15,000.00. If no sum in

excess of $15,000.00 is found to be due the said Hyde

under the terms of said contract, then the said Hyd^

shall 1)0 considered to have been fully paid and com-

pensated under the terms of said contract.

It is understood and agreed between the parties

hereto that the terms of said contract with reference

to the amount to be expended in the construction of

the larger plant referred to in the contract heretofore

existing between the parties hereto shall be consid-

ered by both parties to have been fully satisfied with-

out additional expenditure on behalf of the Butte and

Superior Copper Company, Limited, at the Basin Con-

centrator.

The right is reserved to the said Hyde to select any

thirty consecutive days' run of the Basin Concentrator

during the continued operation thereof by the said

Company as the basis upon which his compensation

shall be fixed under the said contract, and to demand

that settlement be made thereon in accordance with

the original contract between the parties /hereto cred-

iting, however, all sums theretofore paid him by the

said Company as payments upon the amount found to

be due him.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have

hereunto set their hands and seals this 26 day of Oc-

tober, 1911.

James M. Hyde,

Butte and Superior Copper Company, Limited,

By A. B. Wolvin, Pres't.

* Filed May IS, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. II. WAEKER, Dc]mty.

Plaintiffs Exhibit 3.

September 21st, 1911.

j. M. Hyde, Esq.,

Basin, Montana.

Dear vSir:

With reference to the contract which J. Bruce

Kremer drew up last June in accordance with terms

which were agreeable to yourself and myself and

which 1 submitted to the directors of the Butte h Su-

perior Copper Company, Limited, for approval:

1 received on July 6th, from A. B. Wolvin, presi-

dent of the company, a telegram instructing me to pro-

ceed with you in accordance Avith the contract.

You installed and operated an experimental j)lant

and convinced me of the economic value of your pro-

cess as applied to Butte & Superior ore, and 1 have

recommended to the directors that the larger plant

referred to in the bodv of the contract be installed at
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Basin, at once, but with certain modifications, which

seemed under the circumstances governing conditions

at Basin to be advisable. I shall not enumerate the

conditions in this letter, as they are well known to both

of us, but the literal carrying out of the agreements

made in the contract with the above mentioned modi-

fications will not be fair to you, and I wish to present

to you the following proposition

You will remain in Basin until the construction oi

your larger plant is completed and operating, and un-

til the man appointed by Mr. Collins to do the work

shall have become thoroughly conversant with the

handling of the larger unit. As long as you remain

in Basin you are to receive the same amount of mone\

to cover living expenses as was provided in the con-

tract.

After you and I have mutually asrccd 'flfeT jC^

larger plant is operating as successfully as can be ex-

pected, you will be at liberty to depart. T have in mind

as the date of }our departure some time between the

10th and 20th of October, but it may be sooner.

After you leave Basin, you are to continue your in-

vestigations concerning the best plans to follow in the

erection of the gas bubble flotation unit, which is to

be part of the new zinc mill which we are to build at

Butte and advise me from time to time of your wishes

in the matter, so that the plant may be built to suit

you, as far as is consistent with the approximate ex-

penditure of $10,000.00 for apparatus and construc-

tion expenses. The building proper is not included in

this limit of expense.
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During your absence from Basin or Butte, I shall

keep you fully posted on the progress and details of

the construction of the new mill, so that you can ar-

range to be in Butte to supervise the completion of

your part of the plant and to start its operation. As

soon as the plant in the new mill is running smoothly,

we shall consider your 90 day test, as provided in the

contract, as on.

In consideration of the extended period you will

be obliged to devote to our business, you shall have

the right to demand an initial payment, under the terms

of, the contract, of up to $7500.00 before the end of
•C& ...

tliK calendar year. Or if you desire to remam in Ba-

sin for 90 days after your larger unit is running, and

accept the results thereof as final, this is to be your

privilege, and final settlement will be made under the

terms of the contract.

In case of any accident to yourself during your pro-

posed absence from Butte & Superior, which might

prevent your return, the Company will consider the

terms of the contract binding and pay to you or to

anyone you may legally designate such sums as may

be due you under the terms of this contract.

If you desire to accept the proposition, as outlined

herein, please notify me to that effect and I will for-

ward the proposal to Duluth for confirmation.

Yours very truly,

MWA/G
j^j

^^r ATWATER.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy. •

^
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1041 Shattick Ave.,

Berkeley, Cal.

April 24, 1913.

J. ].. llruce, Esq.,

Butte, Mont.

Dear Sir :

—

I did not have an opportunity to see you and discuss

the company's agreements with me before leaving

Butte. As the original agreement does not fit con-

ditions as they have been changed since it was entered

into, it will be necessary for me to take the matter up

anew with your officers. Mr. MacKelvie has sug-

gested that we get together and dispose of the matter

when he is in the west, and I am making arrange-

ments to meet him when he is in Butte early in May.

I enclose herewith my expense account for the re-

cent trip to Butte. The company agreed to pay my
actual expenses when my time was given to the suit or

to the milling operations. You will see by reference

to your accounts that this has been regularly done in

the past.

Hoping that all is going as well as can be desired

at the mill I remain

Respectfully yours

James M. Hyde.

JLB

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. \\'ALIvER. Deraitv.
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BUTTE AND SUPERIOR COPPER COMPAN^'
Limited

25 Broad Street

New York, July 2, 1913.

J. L. Bruce, Manager,

Butte & Superior Copper Co. Ltd.,

O'Rourke Estate Building,

Butte, Montana.

r^ear Sir.

Under date of June 14th I wrote you in reference

to your getting up some data in connection with the

Hyde process to use as a basis of settlement with him

as provided for in his contract with the company for

the installation of the Hyde flotation process.

Mr. Bocking took this matter up in his letter of June

27tli. Mr. Bocking forwarded me several statements

showing the comparative value of the mill zinc flota-

tion concentrates, also statement showing comparative

milling costs.

The direct charges against the flotation department

for the month of May" he gives as $L188L In report

form 19B, giving the distribution of cost of mill opera-

tion for repairs and maintenance, I find that the total

cost against the flotation department is .873865c, so

there is a discrepancy there of approximately 31c per

ton.
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Mr. Babbitt and myself have had a talk with Mr.

Hyde this morning and we feel that the settlement of

balance due on Mr. Hyde's contract should be based on

report of the operating officials. The maximum

amount to be paid to Mr. Hyde under any circum-

stances is $30,000, and of this amount he has already

received $10,300.

In taking this matter up with Mr. Jackling some

weeks ago, he stated that he was at a loss to suggest

a method of determining what is due Hyde, if, in fact,

anything is due him.

I have had in my mind the outcome of the suit of

the A'linerals Separation Company against Hyde, but

the contract with Hyde was entered into with prac-

tically full knowledge of this pending litigation, and

later the company made an agreement with Hyde to

defend this suit for him and at that time did not ask

for any modification of the then existing contract. I

have not the contract before me but it is my under-

standing that Hyde had the right to take the results of

anv 30-day period Vvathin three months after the con-

struction work had been completed, and it is Hyde's

claim that this construction period was not ended until

April of this year and that on the results for the month

of May he is entitled to $19,700 as the balance due

him.

There is no possible way with the data before us

that we can answer any of the contentions that Hyde

makes, particularly in being denied the privilege by
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the former management of making suggestions in re-

gard to the operation or appHcation of his process.

In Mr. JackHng's absence and in view of the fact

that Hyde has to return west today, I have suggested

his taking the matter up with you and Mr. Kremer

in Butte, and as a result of your conference with him

you can recommend to Mr. JackHng and myself the

proper basis on which to deal with the settlement of

this matter. Mr. Kremer must, of course, be very

familiar with the previous arrangements and under-

standing as to the application of the present contract to

the nevr mill at Butte, although the contract v/as based

on operations of the mill at Basin.

If at all necessary I would be very glad indeed to

meet Mr. Hyde in Butte or Salt Lake after Mr. Jack-

ling's return and finally dispose of this matter, but

you can familiarize yourself with the contract and if in

your discussion with Hyde there are any points you

feel should be passed on by Mr. Babbitt from a legal

point of view, you might wire me.

Yours very truly,

N. B. MacKelvie,

President.

Copy to Mr. D. C. Jackling.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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En route to Washington

Jan. 5, 1911 ?

1912

M. W. Atwater,

Butte, Montana.

My dear Max:

Ever since 1 left you I have been studying over the

matters which we discussed yesterday.

Re Rope Drive. It will be very easy for us to de-

termine the exact amount of power necessary to drive

a 24'' diam., 3'' high agitator at 300 R.P.M., and at

the same time make an important experiment con-

cerning the possibility of increasing the capacity of

your Basin flotation plant at almost no cost. As the

mixing boxes are 26" in the clear they will take this

size agitators, and after the test, if it is seen that they

are too large for those boxes, they will be available for

the new mill.

I consider this test as very important and want to

withdraw my final approval of your rope drive, and

ask you to hold up the order until this test is made, by

one of you with or without me. As I was yesterday

informed, for the first time, that the Basin machine

cannot handle the tonnage for which it was planned, it

seems possible that in the new^ mill a larger machine

than/ has been anticipated and one that will possibly

require more than 2^ H.P. per spindle may be needed.

Will you please have the Iron Works get out a set
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of propellers for the side of the machine which is shut

down. Make them 24" diam. 3'' high and have them

bored to place on the spindles so that when they are

driven as the spindles on that machine are the strength-

ening webs w^ill be on the back. Rush them through if

you can and have the machine already to run when 1

arrive if you can possibly do so.

I will have to spend a few days on personal busi-

ness in Washington and New York but will rush it

through and get back to Butte as soon as possible and

put in enough time there and at Basin to collect the

necessary data and complete the plans for the flota-

tion department of the new mill.

As the directors asked me, after the meeting in your

office at which the subsidiary contract was agreed up-

on, to supervise all of the planning of the flotation

department they will naturally hold me responsible as

to the success of the same unless my plans are ignored

and overridden. I am heartily in favor of a rope drive,

but we must be very certain that it will give all of the

power necessary to drive the size of machine which we

will have to use, and I am not yet convinced that 2^
HP per spindle w-ill be enough.

Re Pulp Thickening. All of my experience in draw-

ing thickened pulp from plugs, even under constant

pressure, indicates that it is extremely difficult to get

a flow of constant volume and thickness by that means.

The more I think of the device you have planned for

this v.'Ork the more certain I am that it will be a source

of not occasional, but constant trouble to yoii. There v-

no more important prol)lem to be met in the new mili
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ihaii that of giving the flotation machine a feed of abso-

lutely constant volume and'thickness. It is so important

as to warrant installing two complete sets of different

devices in order to be certain that the best results can

and will be achieved. I hope that you will save suit-

able space for installing two 16" tanks and their pumps

(two units of the device we discussed yesterday) and

that you will see the wisdom of having them installed

when the mill starts to run, so that there may be no

hitch in its work.

My understanding has been that there were to be

ample funds available to build the best mill that can

be planned. If that is the case it will be very unwise

to run any chance of not starting off right, in

<3rdcr to let the mill make money available for fur-

ther Cvquipment as you suggested yesterday. That pol-

icy is an extremely wasteful one as Basin has proven.

I will write a letter to Capt. Wolvin at once making

my recommendations with regard to this matter, as

we decided yesterday. 1 believe he will feel that

any moderate expense which is necessary to insure the

best work is warrantable.

I trust that I shall be back in about two weeks.

With best regards to you all 1 remain

Sincerely yours,

James M. Hyde.

P. S. Please have this typed & keep a copy for me.

Filed ^lay 18, 1017.

GEO. \V. SPROULE, Clerk.

P>y H. II. WALKER, Deputy.
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May 17, 1913.

Mr. D. C. Jackling,

Vice Pres. & General Mgr.,

Utah Copper Co.,

Salt Lake City, Utah:

Dear Sir:

I enclose herewith bill for professional services ren-

dered by Sheridan, Wilkinson, Scott and Richmond

as referred to me by Mr. Kremer, together with cor-

respondence regarding same. This bill seems very

high and Mr. Kremer thinks in view of the fact that

such considerable revenue has been derived by them

for professional services in connection with the case

prior to arguments of the same, that their charges for

the argument are unreasonably high and that the same

should be $2,000 to $2,350 less than the amount billed.

Will you kindly consider this matter, and in case

you are not satisfied with approving the bill, corres-

pond with Messrs. Sheridan and Scott until a satis-

factory amount is rendered by them.

Yours very truly,

J LB
Mana2:er.

J LB/FT
•^is'

Filed Mav 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

Rv H. IT. WALKER. Deput^
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Nevada City," Calif.

July 15, 1913.

Mr. N. B. MacKelvie,

25 Broad Street,

New York, New York.

My dear Mr. MacKelvie:

The result of our conferences at Butte was that Mr.

Bruce and Mr. Kremer came to the conclusion that it

would be better if the company's officers and I could

agree on a lump sum settlement and not be forced to go

into a close analysis of figures and a detailed interpre-

tation of my contract. They were led to this conclu-

sion by the discovery that our conceptions of the way

in which the contract should be interpreted were so

much at variance, that as they expressed it, we could

never settle on that basis without submitting the mat-

ter to an unbiased and disinterested third party as a

judge or arbitrator.

Of course, such a course as that would lead to de-

lay, expense and controversy, all of which we are all

most anxious to avoid.

The admission that a substantial payment should be

made seems to be inconsistent with their contention

that their interpretation of the contract is defensible,

as by their interpretation of the contract they are able
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to figure that nothing is due me. The plea that I

should be willing to accept much less than I consider

is due me, because the defense of my interests would be

costly in time and money is perhaps a forcible argu-

ment to one in my circumstances in dealing with a

powerful company, but it is not a convincing logical

proof that I am not entitled to what was originally

held out to me as an inducement to undertake this v.ork,

with all of the risks involved in it on the conditions un-

der which [ took it up.

As your own attitude has been so fair in this matter

and Mr. Bruce and Mr. Kremer arc convinced that a

substantial payment should be made me, it ought to be

]">ossible for us to come to a just and friendly con-

clusion of the matter. My own desire is that the ter-

mination of our work together may be marked by a

recognition upon your company's part of the great

service I have rendered in solving your difficult ore

treatment problems, accompanied with such a cash set-

tlement that I can feel that I have been dealt w'ith in a

thoroughly fair and broad-minded spirit.

I wrote to you some time since that I should leave

the matter of the interpretation of the contract en-

tirely to your board of directors. I should not be

prompted to any further explanation of the case if it

were not for the great injustice and professional in-

jury done me by the suggestion that my recommenda-

tions have lead to the installation of an unsuccessful

plant which caused your company great losses, and

that success was only attained after my plans were
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greatly changed by other engineers. I feel that that

suggestion was prompted by a lack of knowledge of the

facts of the case.

Knowing human nature as I do, 1 have foreseen

that such a contention might possibly be raised, and 1

have carefully preserved my records, data, and cor-

respondence, and have accumulated a mass of evidence

Vvhich, I am absolutely confident would, in case of

necessity, convince any unbiased umpire, board of

arbitration, judge or jury that my plans were never

substantially adopted until the month of April 1913,

and that instead of my plans having caused the com-

pany great losses, the fact is that the refusal to adopt

and Vv'ork in accordance v;ith my plans has cost the com-

pany an unnecessary loss of over half a million dollars.

It was not until April 1913, that the ore was

ground approximately and continuously to such a de-

gree of fineness that good recovery and a good grade

of concentrates could be made simultaneously, and the

pulp thickening ])lant was only then so amplified that

it was no longer the practice to throw away a con-

siderable portion of the finest and richest part of the

ore untreated.

The tacit refusal of the old management to adopt

and use ni}/ plans as called for by the contract has

caused me great professional and financial damage,

has denied me the advantage of a prompt demonstra-

tion of the striking value of the process I have perfect-

ed and has denied me the use of my money which

would have long since been due and paid, and would
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have been of great value to me during the period of

financial depression through which we are passing.

While these are matters which were not under your

individual control, they are acts of your company which

you should give due consideration in coming to a fair

settlement with me.

In order to take a fair view of this matter, it is es-

sential to understand the conditions under which my
relationships with the company were entered into, and

the steps through which they have progressed. The

misunderstandings which have arisen and the fact that

r=;ome of those who are to pass upon this matter have

no personal knowledge of the history of the transac-

tion warrants a brief statement of the case.

In ]\iarch or April 1911 I arrived in New York from

London with H. C. Hoover. From Chester Beatty,

Hoover learned that an examination of the Butte &
Superior Mine was to be made by Kuehn to deter-

mine if Hayden, Stone & Co., would be warranted in

taking up a bond issue on the property. I was intro-

duced to Beatty and it was arranged that I should go

along and assist Kuehn in the examination, and that

when through v.ith it I should make an independent

study of the treatment of the ore at my own expense

and report my findings to Hoover, who I was in-

formed, with Beatty, was to have the privilege of par-

ticipating in the bond issue, and who had agreed to

carry me for an interest with them if my work showed

that they were warranted in going into the venture.

After completing the regular examination, I com-
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menced a study of the ore with a test machine I had

had the local iron works build for me. I got R. M.

Atwater's permission to do so and he was very de-

sirous that I should report my results to him. I re-

fused to do so as 1 was making the tests at my own

expense and had no occasion to report to anyone save

Hoover, who I understood had some negotiations on

in which he would take care of me.

,
Nutter, representing Minerals Separation, was pres-

ent in Butte at this time, negotiating with the com-

pany, and shortly afterward went with the president

and manager to New York.

Just after his return to New York, I received a

request from Kuehn for some report of the results

of my tests as they were needed by his principals in

determining w'hether or not to take up the venture.

After consulting my associates by wire, I furnished

him with a statement that the results were satisfactory

and showed that greatly increased profits were pos-

sible. 1 under.'^lood from him later that my report was

a factor in determining- his ])rincipn]s to take up the

bond issue.

Shortly after this, I received a request from R. M.

Atwater to make a study of their problem and report

to them what could be done and how it could be ac-

complished.

At about this time 1 was informed by M. W. Atwater

that the company had found it absolutely impossible

to come to terms with Minerals Separation and that

they v.'ould like to have me investigate the problem of
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iheir ore and tell them what I could do. As he was

very urgent in the matter I cabled Hoover to learn

how his proposition was developing, and received word

from him that he was out of the venture, and to pro-

ceed independently if I saw fit to do so. I refused the

meager compensation offered me by your company for

a study of the problem, but told Atwater that I would

make a sporting proposition out of it and would make

a comprehensive study of the problem and report to

them, charging them only actual costs for the investi-

gation, on condition that they would make me a prop-

osition after receiving my report, which proposition 1

would either accept or reject and give no further time

to the matter.

Upon receipt of my report they made me the propo-

sition which is embodied in my contract with the com-

pany dated July 22, 1911.

The essence of this contract was that I should car-

ry out a test with a fifty-ton machine, receiving mere-

ly expenses for doing so, at the conclusion of which

lest, the company would,' if the results obtained had

v\^arranted it, build a plant according to my plans and

under my direction, which I should personally superin-

tend the running of for ninety days time, and that I

should receive as my compensation one and tv/o-thirds

time the increased profits ma'lc, over certciin assumed

previous results, in a thirty day period as a result of {.he

n?c of the process introduced by me.

As first proposed, ten thousand dollars was sug-

gested as the maximum fee to 1)e permitted. T in-
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formed the company that as I was taking this as a

sporting proposition that Hmit did not seem fair to

me, and they raised it to thirty thousand dollars to in-

duce me to take the matter up.

The 50-Lon test machine erected and run under m}-

directions for thirteen consecutive days gave a recovery

of 91% and a product averaging 51.4% zinc as shown

by assays and actual shipments.

It was decided to build a larger machine, and that

part of my plans relating to the machine itself was

carried out. This machine gave for the month of No-

vember, 1912, by the figures furnished me, 89.9% re-

covery in the form of a 48.2% product. The lower

grade product was due to treating coarse material. My
plans referred to in the contract were to cover the

subject of pulp collecting and thickening, fine grind-

ing of jig and table tailings, and the flotation treat-

ment of all the ore, not recovered as jig or table con-

centrates. The company decided that they did not want

to introduce the fine grinding and pulp thickening por-

tion of my plans at Basin and a subsidiary contract

was entered into postponing a final settlement until

the completion of a mill in Butte. It was my under-

standing with the directors that my judgment and

plans were to be followed in the new mill in those

matters which were covered by the agreement with re-

gard to the Basin mill.

For the new mill I planned the use of two four spitz-

kasten machines with 36' cells, gear driven, and

equipped with both air lifts and special pumps, to be
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accompanied with the use of the two three

spitzkasten 28'' cell, gear driven machines

from the Basin plant. That installation would «at have

had more capacity than the one now installed at Butte,

and was practically of the type to which the Butte

equipment was changed in April. The two machines at

Basin were abandoned and left there, although they

were in first class condition. The gear drives ad-

vised by me were abandoned for belt drives, which

caused endless trouble and were replaced with gear

drives early this spring.

My recommendation was that in addition to other

pulp thickening device, there should be installed, as a

safety measure, special automatic mechanical filters,

which were not adopted, w^ith the result that enormous

losses of easily recoverable high grade mineral have

taken place, and that the cost of treatment in the flo-

tation department is still higher than it would be if

these filters were being used to allow the re-use of the

hot, acid, oil bearing v/ater which could easily be re-

covered from the flotation tailings.

In my original report, in subsequent reports, in

a series of brief notes prepared last fall for your

engineers, and in tests and microscopic examinations

made this spring, I have pointed out the absolute neces-

sity of fine ^rrindinrr if the best commercial results are

to be obtained. Yet it was only in April 1913 that the

fineness of crushing necessary to the obtaining of the

maximum profits was adopted as a consistent policy.

Reference to my letter to you. of June 6th, 1912,
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written in response to your request tliat 1 should in-

form you of the outlook at the mill, will show that

when the mill was first started I was foretelling the

difficulties which have been experienced, and protest-

ing-, as I had done during the erection of the plant,

against the management's refusal to adopt my recom-

mendations as called for by contract.

For the refreshing of your memory and for the

information of others of your directors whom I assume

will see this letter, I will here again record the results

^vhich have at times followed the partial adoption of

my suggestions as to how the plant should be operated.

These records are suggestive of wdiaf phenomenal re-

sults would have been at any time achieved had my

recommendations been carried out in full under my

own personal supervision.

When I visited Butte in early December, as 1 re-

turned from attending the taking of testimony in the

patent suit, 1 found that the results which were being

obtained in the mill were extremiely unsatisfactory be-

cause the pulp was not being ground fine enough to

treat, the slime thickening devices wTre inadequate for

the tonnage being treated, and the use of chemicals

in pulp thickening was done in such a way as to unfit

the pulp for subsequent flotation treatment.

I went over all of the factors necessary for success

with Frank Janney, Jr. and readjustments of manipu-

Lation were adopted and a lesser tonnage treated, giving

tailinos as follow^s:
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(1 have no data at hand as to j>Tade of concen-

trate, etc.)

Due. 8, 1912, Flotation tails 3.5, 3.1, 3.3, Mill tails 5.1, 5.3, 5.2

Dec. 9, 1912
" " 2.4, 4.9, 2.6, " " 3.4, 5.2, 4.3

i)ec. 10, 1912
" " 2.7, 4.3, 5.6, " " 3.6, 6.4 9.1

A study of all the mill feeds and products indi-

cated that a recovery of 80% or better was being- ob-

tained, and certain alterations to bring the plant more

into accord with my plans were agreed upon. As it

would take some time to install these, I went to Calif-

ornia.

The next ] knew of results, I received word from

you that the plant w-as making a very poor recovery,

and went to Butte at once and found the following

types of tails being produced:

Ian. 8, 1912, Flotation tails 5.6, 7.0, 12.2 Mil] tails 9.3, 13.2, 12.1

Jan. 19, 1913
" " 7.8,7.4, 4.4 " "11.6,12.7, 8.2

Jan. 20, 1913
" " 6.0,9.7, 6.0 " "11.0,12.4 7.8

A stud}/ of the operations of January 23, 1913,

showed the following facts:

Ore i\Tilled 785 tons @ 21.4% zinc

Mill concentrates 110 " @ 42.9% zinc

Flotation concentrates 120 tons @ 46.1, 46.8, 49.4

Flotation tails 470 tons @ 6.2

General mill tails 555 tons @ 8.9

Overflov/ slimes thrown away untreated : 85 tons (a.,

23% zinc.

These figures show that as the operations were
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carried on, with exactly the same equipment which

gave the results shown above for January 8th, 9th

and 10th, a large proportion of the zinc was thrown

away as overflow slime, and that the material going

to the flotation department was too coarse to give

either a good recovery or a good grade of concentrate.

The principal difficulty was that a larger tomiage v/as

being milled than the mill could treat profitably.

Mr. 'Frank Janney, Jr. joined me at the mill, and

ordered that the tonnage be cut down until the ti^be

mills of the second section, which were standing idle.

CQuld be hooked up to handle part of the products of

the first section. By correcting the tonnage and other

factors, the following results were obtained:

Jan. 29, 1912 Flotation tails 2.8, 3.0, 2.9. Mill

tails 5.6, 5.8, 7.2> again indicating such a recovery

as obtained when operations were modified at m.y sug-

gestion in December.

Eyen better tailings than these were obtained later,

but the concentrates still showed that the grinding

was not fine enough to free the quartz from the blende

sufficiently to give high grade concentrates.

My sugges^-ion that the tailings from the cleaner

should be reground, which was made as early as

when the mill was being planned, was adopted in

April 1913, since when the concentrates have been

of a higher grade.

After I had gone over , the many factors involved

in the w^ork and shown Mr. Frank Janney, Sr. what
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my original plans called for, he did ine the justice

of telling- nie that he could see that if 1 had been

given an opportunity to do so, I would have made

a great success of the work long since.

I wish at this time to acknowledge my indebted-

ness to him and Frank Janney, Jr. for the efficient

way in which they have adopted my plans as fast

as I have been able to convince them of their prac-

ticability and for the assistance which they have rend-

ered in whij^Jng things into good mechanical condi-

tion.

It should be perfectly apparent to any fair-minded

person that in view of the facts of the case, it would

be doing me a great personal and professional injustice

to hold me responsible for the poor results w^hich

have followed from spurning my plans and going con-

trary to my repeated counsel and advice.

Even had my plans been followed in full, instead

of in part, it would have been necessary to have had

all the work of pulp thickening, fine grinding and

flotation done under my exclusive supervision, for

such a period as ninety days, as the contract plainly

called for, in order to give me an opportunity to dem-

onstrate the economies and profits of which the process

is capable, and never since the first tests on the fifty

ton machine liave I been permitted to have charge of

all of theJ^vorK necessary to insure the best results.

It is now plain to all concerned that your ore is

one which is especially difficult to treat successfully.
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et I have Avorkecl cut a special process for it which

ives at once a higher recovery and higher grade

Toduct than have even been made from a similar ore

o far as I can learn, and which could not be obtained

y any other known process.

Had you dealt with Minerals Separation, I am in-

ormed by Capt. Wolvin that they would have de-

landed a royalty of 25c per ton for the period covered

ly the life of their patents. That would have amounted

a royalty of $90,000 per year on a thousand ton

iiill. Even if that rate had been cut in two, it would

lave been $45,000 per year on a 1,000-ton basis, for

bout twelve years time. They had never used the

xact process which I have invented and patented

ven in Australia v/here they have done most of their

rork, and that exact procedure is apparently neces-

ary in order to get such results as I have achieved

/ith your ore.

The fact that a patent suit would result from pro-

eeding to use a flotation process was knov»m to all

oncerned, and the three attorneys upon the old board

f directors should have been able to anticipate what

. suit would mean in the way of costs. Our relation-

hips are in no ways modified by the fact that the

uit was brought in my name. Its object is to enjoin

our company from the use of the process or compel

t to pay a royalty, and is brought against me solely

or tlie performance of acts carried out for your com-

lany. Had it been brought in your company's name

lirect. it would have cost as much to defend it, and
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I would have given it as much of my time as 1 have.

1 am of course aware that it will be greatly to my

advantage -to win this suit, and I am glad to express

mv appreciation of the liberal attitude of your board

toward this whole matter of litigation.

I did not enter into this business as an impecunious

engineer anxious for an ordinary fee. f had given

up a position that would have paid me $10,000 per

year in order to vvork for myself, and 1 have, during'

the pendency of this work and suit, refused to con-

sider the managership of one of the largest Australian

zinc companies at a salary of £3,000 per year and per-

quisites, in part, because it was necessary to devote

my time to this case and your work.

I entered into this work as a sporting proposition,

taking most unusual risks of all kinds, and consider-

ing that I was allying myself with people who were

willing that, if I made money for them, I should m.ake

money with them.

The solution of the ore treatment problem which

I w'orked out was a large factor in increasing the

market value of the stock to such a point that the

bondholders could, if they saw fit, make 400% on

their money, and will undoubtedly assure them of

future opportunity of the same sort. The maximum

profit that 1 could possibly make out of the venture

is insignificant in comparison with the contribution

to the success of the business which my process has

proven to be.
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I have told Mr. Krenicr that, while 1 consider that

the full maximum fee should come to me, which would

entitle me to a further payment of $19,700, I will

accept $15,000 to avoid any prolonged discussion and

possible controversy, i really hope that your direc-

tors' sense of sportsmanship and fair play will make

ihera recognize that that is a concession which should

not be demanded, when they understand the case fully.

The fuil amount is scant compensation for the service

rendered, to say nothing of the trouble, worry and neg-

lect of other business which have been involved in this

•niit to gain you the right to operate without paying reg-

ular tribute to a fraudulent monopoly.

Mr. Bruce will go ahead with the preparation of

figures to submit to me if it becomes necessary to go

closely into all details of cost and recover}-, and I shall

not go into an analysis or figures until 1 have their

recommendations wliile waiting to hear from you.

At the time the contract was entered into, Mr.

Atwater and I figured that the process should yield

approximately 90% recovery and a 50% zinc concen-

trate; that the extra costs of treatment should be 55c

to 65c per ton, and that, on that basis, I would be en-

titled to $30,000 in full when but 12,000 tons per

month were being treated.

The only figures so far submitted to me show that

approximately 90% recovery and 50% product have

been achieved. The detailed figures which Wicks

showed me for one of tlie carh- spring months showed
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flotation department costs of about 60c per ton. (I

do not know how the high costs figured for May were

derived.) Apparently our early forecast has been

practically achieved, and on that basis by the terms

of the agreement, I have assumed that the maximum

fee should be due me, even if you had treated but

12,000 tons in May instead of 22,000 tons as you did.

If a settlement can be made as Kremer and Bruce

suggest, on the merits of the case, it should not be

necessary to aw^ait the preparation of more figures,

and I shall be greatly pleased to be spared the neces-

sity of making another long, expensive and tedious trip

to attend to the matter, if it can be attended to prompt-

ly by correspondence.

However, if you consider it desirable for me to

meet you and others in Salt Lake or Butte, I am

willing to do so, if other plans permit, at such time

as you may suggest.

I shall be glad to hear what you wish to proj/osc

in the matter.

Realizing that you agree with me in hoping that

the whole affair m.ny be disposed of within a sliort

time, I remain

Respectfully yours,

(Signed) James M. Hyde

My address v.-il! bo 1041 Shattuck Avenue, Berk-

elev, California as before.
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HAYDEN, STONE & CO. 20

BANKERS B

New York-Boston

New York, July 28, 1913.

Mr. J. L. Bruce,

Butte,

Montana.

Dear Sir:

For your information I am enclosing copy of a letter

I received from James M. Hyde, which was written

after a conference with you and Mr. Kremer.

Yours very truly,

N. B. MacKelvie

NBM..S

Enclosure

JLB

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Sept. 16, 1913.

Mr. F. G. Janney,

Manager of Mills,

Utah Copper Co.,

Salt Lake City, Utah.

Dear Sir:

Complyinj^- with your request of .Sept. 3rcl 1 have

«-one over the attached correspondence with Mr. Shim-

min, and have endeavored to show in this letter our

opinion as to Mr. Hyde's connection with the flota-

tion process.

We have gone back over the early records and cor-

respondence in connection with the subject and, with

the exception of three or four free hand pencil sketches

cannot find in the files any drawings, blueprints or

designs of any description which were gotten up by

Mr. .Hyde, nor any that bear Mr. Hyde's signature of

approval, nor. can I find any record of his having sub-

mitted any detailed drawings of flotation machines or

flotation installations of any kind.

In numerous letters Mr. Hyde refers to the prepara-

tion of plans and to the various schemes which he had

in mind but there is no record of any finished draw

ings having been submitted which could have been used

in the erection and installation of machines of his de-

sign. The sketches, notes, etc., which Hyde did submit

to this company are on file and originals or copies of
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them can be forwarded to 3^ou should you desire them,

but they are for the most part free hand, without di-

mensions and, decidedly incomplete and they bear very

slight resemblance to the machines now operating.

It is very evident from the early correspondence in

this matter tliat from the beginning of IMr. Hyde's

connection with this company a great amount of

difficulty was experienced in obtaining from him any

definite design or description of the type of machine

which he desired them to install in the first place, and

after the original machines were erected and failed to

produce the desired results, his suggestions for im-

provement were decidedly hazy and intangible and con-

sisted principally of criticism of the installation as it

existed rather than instructions for improvement.

These conditions existed from the first, but copies

of letters written to Mr. ]]}'de by Mr. Atwater indi-

cate a Vvillingness on the part of the lUitte & Superior

to follow Hyde's instructions on the first installations,

as the flotation problem was entirely new to any con-

nected with the company. I'he difficulties encountered

in obtaining satisfactory results from Hyde's work is

shown in the following paragraph quoted from Air. At-

water's letter to Captain Wolvin under date of Oct.

4th, 1911, a signed copy of Vshich is in our files:

"Hyde has proved to be an excellent theorist,

but a very poor practician. His process, I am sure,

is all right, but Collins and his men have had to

put it into shape to run and Hyde's repeated
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mistakes in the design of apparatus and his in-

attention to minor, though important, details have

consumed a good deal of unnecessary time. I have

always given him a free hand and made it a point

not to interfere in any 'way with his plans and

projects, except as to their miagnitude, but recently

while discussing the failure to work properly of

several features of his old and new plants, he said

that he did not consider himself to be a practical

n^an in any respect; so I proposed that he explain

his process fully to Collins and leave all further

points of construction as well as details of opera-

tion to Collins with Hyde acting as an advisor

only and not as an administrator as heretofore.

Hyde gladly accepted this arrangement. He and

Collins got along very well together and 1 think

that henceforth there will be fewer jobs in his de-

partment that will have to be done twice or three

times before they are correct."

Yon will note that this letter was written less than

three months after the closing of the contract. This

shows clearly the difficulties which were experienced in

obtaining satisfactory results from the first machine

erected, and it was only by repeated alteration and

rebuilding that the machine produced any results at all.

About three months later, or in February of 1912, Mv.

A. H. Rogers made a test of the flotation installation

;it the Basin plant and in conclusion on Page 23 of

MV. Kogers' report, dated March .^th, 1912. he savs

:
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*The process has shown to be well adapted to

the treatment of the Butte & Superior ore, even

as carried out in the apparatus installed at Basin.

it is believed, hou'ever, that there is room for

improvement in mSr apparatus attaining thereby

both iniproved metallurgical and economic effic-

iency Experiments to decide the best type of

apparatus are strongly recommended before decid-

ing on the design of apparatus to be installed in

the new mill It appears therefore that there

will be a very decided advantage in the use of

tlie process in the new mill but no time should

be lost in deciding on the form of apparatus to

use."

Dtiring the early part of 1912 there was consider-

able correspondence between Mr. Hyde and Mr. At-

water discussing various designs which both had in

mind lending \\\) to a cablegram from Hyde who was

then in London, 'fhis cablegram is dated July 30th,

1912, and reads:

"Am forwarding plans new pumpless machine

>m one level. Await these before building new

niachine."'

( Signed

)

Hyde.

The plans referred to were those referred to in his

letter from London the fono'\\^ing day in which he

says

:

"1 anT encloj-^iu'^ herewith a sketch with dimen-
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sions for a new flotation machine for the uncom-

pleted side of the mill, [t is along a line discussed

between myself and Air. T. J. Hoover over a year

ago Referring to the sketch you will note

that the machine consists of a number of agitators

and overflow boxes built together into a single

continuous tank through which the froth flows in

a practically straight line."

The machine referred to in this correspondence was

built as shown by Mr. Atwater's letter to Mr. Hyde

dated Aug. 27th, 1912, in which he siiys:

*M also have for acknowledf^'ment vour cable of

July 30th requesting that we await for plans of

new pumpless machine. Your letter describing

the new machine and enclosing sketch of sam.e

arrived in due time. We have five cells complete

according to your draw-ing and are now putting

them into place. The grave doubt that J have in

my mind that the machine vvill work is caused by

the small settling area of your spitzkasten."

In this Ijtter Air. Alwater goes on to explain to

Hyde a number of im])rovements which they had made

in the machines then operating and in conclusion says:

"At the Butte Reduction Works the Minerals

Separation have built a machine just like the draw-

ings that you sent me excepting that they have a

spitzkasten in front of every cell and the propellor

in each cell acts as a suction for the feed from the

spitzkasten back to the next propeller. T believe
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this Vvill be an improvement over yours because it

looks to me as though there would be a heavy de-

posit in each spitzkasten as you have drawn them

;

but if the machine will work the advantages of do-

ing away v/ith the pumps and more uniform flo\^

through the machine are so obvious that we will

try it as soon as we can."

The machine referred to in this correspondence

was at that time being built according to Mr. Hyde's

sketch as nearly as possible. It consisted of six agita-

tors in one row while the spitzkastens were inserted

between the agitators so as to form one continuous

line of boxes. The depth of the spitzkastens was des-

ign;i.ted as 16 inches below the water line and this

machine b.ears scarcely any resemblance to the one now

in use.

On Sej)!. 11th, 1912. Hyde answered Mr. Atwater's

letter of August 27th by submitting two additional

sketches showing a machine having the same identical

type of spitzkasten but the agitators and spitzkastens

W^fe placed in separate lines or rows and connected

by means of CY^ pipes so that the pulp might flow alter-

nately from an agitator to a spitzkasten and thence

to' the following: asO:itator. This change in desien was

pfoduced by Mr. Hyde principally to make it different

from the one which the Minerals Separation were build-

ing at the Butte Reduction Works but in this letter

Hyde did not attempt to explain to Mr. Atwater wh\

any of the difficulties which Atwater anticipated
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would not result after the machine had been com-

pleted. In fact he offered absolutely no suggestions

except one taken from an old report of Froment's in

which he suggests a revolving rake in the spitzkasten

to prevent the coarse material from settling.

On November 9th, 1912, Mr. Atvvater wrote to

Hyde who was then in New York on his way home

from London. In this letter Atwater says:

** The flotation unit which we built

in accordance with the drawings you sent us

from London did not work out at all. The pulp

would not float through the machine and if it

had flowed through the machine the spitzkasten

would have been much too small to allow the

concentrate to rise as well as in the old machine.

I think before you left here we had begun to

install 8' spitzkasten in place of the shorter ones

and the spitzkasten on the nevv machine were much

smaller than those on the original machine."

He also goes on to say that difficulty was still be-

ing experienced with the treatment of slimes and that

the Minerals Separation at the Butte Reduction Works

were having the same trouble: "to-wit:

a very high oil consumption and a very poor re-

covery whenever the percentage of slimes in the

feed becomes great. Green has been running a

number of tests on the flotation feed to determ-

ine a benefit derived by allowing the pulp to

stand for a period of time in contact with a weak
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solution of acid before treatment. He finds that

whenever he allows the flotation pulp to stand

for an hour or more with addition of two pounds

of acid per ton of solids that he gets a good

tailing and a good concentrate in the laboratory

machine, regardless of the percentage of slimes

and using from four to six pounds of oil per

ton of ore. His tests have been so successful

that we are now preparing to handle the mill

pulp in this manner."

He then goes on to explain the method of operat-

ing the settling tanks which it was expected would

give the desired time for acid bath and in conclusion

he says:

''I would like very much to have your opinion

on the above mentioned points We will

get more slimes into the flotation plant from the

North side of the mill than we are now getting

from the South side and I think that the flota-

tion heads will be much lower in grade, therefore

the outcome of the acid digesting scheme is of

material interest."

In reply to this letter Mr. Hyde wrote from the

offices of Hayden, Stone and Company, New York,

under date of Nov. 18th, 1912:

"Your letter of Nov. 9th was received. I am

sorry to hear that you still have trouble with

the treatment of slimes and think that the pro-
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longed treatment of weak acid which you sug

gest is very likely to be helpful. In the final ad-

justment of the plant, however, one of the most

vital matters to be arranged will be to have the

crushing so adjusted that an absolute minimum

of slimes will be made."

Nothing further in the way of suggestions, advice

or criticism is offered in the remainder of this letter

and Hyde does not refer in any way to Atwater's

statement that the flotation unit, which was built

according to Hyde's design, had proven an absolute

failure even though he acknowledges receipt of the

letter containing this statement. In the latter part

of the letter, which consists mainly of a discussion

of the possible value of pine tar oil, Mr. Hyde says

:

"I will leave here within a few days on my

way to California and will stop off at Butte and

see if I can be of any further assistance to you."

About that time my own personal knowledge of the

matter began and I recollect very clearly that Mr.

Atwater discussed the situation w-ith me, outlining

the various events indicated by the correspondence

quoted from, and it was very evident at that time

that Mr. Atwater had practically abandoned the idea

of obtaining any satisfactory results from Hyde's de-

sign or his advice or his presence at the plant.

Neither Hyde nor anyone here at that time could

give the reasons for the inefficiency of the flotation
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plant as it was considered more or less of a mystery

among all concerned, except Shimmin, who told me

upon my first visit to Butte in November that he and

Peterson "could fix up flotation if the bunch would

give them a chance."

The scheme for time treatment of slimes mentioned

in Mr. Atwater's letter of Nov. 9th w^as a plan suggest-

ed by Shimmin and he had Green do the first work on

this proposition, and submit a report together with a

proposed flow sheet which would admit of time treat-

ment of slimes by acid. Shimmin worked with Green

on this proposition for some time and it was a modi-

fication of this plan which represented the final solu-

tion of the problem of successfully treating slime ma-

terial in the flotation plant.

Shimmin saw the Hyde machine operating, or rather

was present during several attempts to make the ma-

chine run, and he states that it was absolutely impos-

sible to get a flotation pulp of any consistency to flow

through the machine and that the action of the agitat-

ors in the agitator cells threw most of the feed out of

the machine altogether. You will note that this was

Hyde's design of a machine for the uncompleted side

of the new mill. The machine which was then operat-

ing in the other side of the mill consisted of three

spitzkastens on the rougher side and three on the

cleaner side. I do not know just what the original in-

stallation in the new mill consisted of but the equip-

ment which was operating in October and November

of 1912 had at that time been altered, remodeled and
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torn out and rebuilt a number of times since the be-

ginning of operations in June and none of the arrange-

ments which had at this time been devised and proven

in any way satisfactory. There was nothing in the re-

sults being obtained at that time which would indi-

cate any likelihood that a 90% recovery and a 50%

concentrate would ever be obtained by the use of the

flotation process in connection with the jigs and tables.

There is nothing in the correspondence or sketches

on file to indicate the truth of Mr. Hyde's statement

that for the new mill he had planned to use two four-

spitzkasten machines with 36'' cells, gear driven, to-

gether with two three-spitzkasten 28'' cell gear driven

machines from Basin. There are several sketches of

double 3-cell machines but the first 4-cell machine

shown is the cleaner which was designed in December,

1912.

Regarding the 28'' cell machines at Basin which Mr.

Hyde states were abandoned and left at that place, al-

though they were in first class condition, appear to

have been left at Basin by direction of Mr. Hyde as on

May 24th, 1912, Hyde wired Mr. Atwater from New
York as follows : "Want machine left at Basin if pos-

sible without involving an}^ complications by leaving

it open to inspection."

In December of 1912 when you were here with Mr.

Jackling and Mr. Bradley on the way to Alaska, Hyde

was here also and at that time there were two machines

designed by Mr. Bradley who put into logical form the

recommendations of Mr. Hyde. One of these machines
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was the fifty ton test machine which was later partly

erected but not finished on account of our work in con-

nection with the big machines having shown that the.

fifty ton test machine was in no way adaptable to

the work it was expected to do. This test machine is in

no v/ay similar to the large machines now operating

but was considered by Mr. Hyde as the acme of per-

fection and was built from plans approved by him. The

other machine designed at that time was the 4-cell

cleaner machine which caused us so much trouble dur-

ing January and February. This consisted of four agi-

tators and four spitzkastens but the type of spitzkasten

was entirely incorrect in that it was too wide along the

overflow weir and too short when measured from the

agitator side to the weir so that we found it actually

produced at times a lovv^er grade of concentrate as a

finished product than was produced on the first and

second cells of the rougher machine of local design

which was then operating in connection with the

cleaner. This cleaner machine was built absolutely

according to drawings gotten up by Mr. Bradley and

with Mr. Hyde's approval and it was operated, if I re-

member correctly, until w^e shut down in April to re-

model the whole flotation plant.

At the tim.e of Mr. Hyde's visit in December neither

the mill nor the flotation plant v/ere doing satisfactory

work on account of the fact that we were changing

from the old section to the new or remodelled section

of the mill. In my report covering the first ten-day

period of December I stated
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"Operations were somewhat irregular and re-

sults a little erratic due to the starting of Section

Two and closing down of Section One on the third

and fourth of the month."

In Hyde's letter he enumerates the tailings assays

of December 8th, 9th and 10th showing the difference

between the flotation tailings and the general mill

tailings. These assays were correct so far as the sam-

ples were concerned but they did not represent the

actual w^ork of the plant as mineral was accumulating

in all portions of the mill such as the new elevator pits,

new 40' settling tanks and other places so that the flo-

tation plant received a much smaller tonnage

of actual mineral during the first few days of

operation of Section Two than vras represented

by the tonnage taken in at the head of the mill. This

is shown by the fact that the tailings on the 11th av-

eraged 8.1% and the average for the month of De-

cember was 7.1% in addition to which there was an

under-run for the month of 676,000 lbs. of zinc which

would represent a 1% higher tailing than the assays

indicated on account of mineral accumulated in vari-

ous portions of the mill.

The alterations mentioned in Mr. Hyde's letter

which were at that time agreed upon consisted of the

installation, of the nev/ cleaner machine of his design

and the installation of a few additional potform pumps

of Hyde's design to take the place of the air lifts or

to assist them in handling the feed. Contrary to Mr.
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Hyde's statement as to the results obtained during

January there was an improvement in recovery during

that month as compared with December. During De-

cember the mill produced 3,985 dry tons of zinc

concentrate averaging 47.8% representing a recovery

of 61%. In January the mill produced 5,604 dry

tons of zinc concentrate averaging 47.6% zinc which

produced a recovery of 68% showing that the net in-

crease in recovery was approximately 7%. The high

grade of averaged general tailings in January was

caused partly by a larger tonnage being treated but

was principally due to the intermittent operation of the

flotation plant and also to the retreatment of a large

quantity of slimes which had accumulated in the 40'

settling tanks during December and the first part of

January. You will recollect that at the time of your

visit here with Mr. Janney, Jr., in January, after your

return from Alaska, \wt were having trouble with the

Garfield tables and among other changes made by

Mr. Janney, Jr., at that time he had the riffles changed

on these tables, increased the slope of the decks and

made other changes which greatly improved their

work. This materially improved the work of

the entire mill, relieved the flotation plant of

considerable mineral and by making a very large

recovery of coarse concentrate at the expense of the

grade we were able to shdw an improvement in the

estimated recovery of the entire mill. The operation

of the tube mills on Section One mentioned in Hyde's

letter v^as not suggested by him as we had previously
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taken this matter up with Mr. Janney, Jr. I recall

that at that time Mr. Hyde was complaining that the

material for flotation treatment was not ground to the

correct fineness and that there was also too much

slime in the flotation feed and his suggestion to Mr.

Janney, Jr., in my presence was that all feed to the

flotation plant be ground through 50 mesh. In the dis-

cussion which took place about that time between

Green and Hyde and others, it was deemed essential

by all concerned that the flotation feed consist of a

combination of various sizes of sand together with a

limited amount of slime. It was the general impres-

sion at that time that neither a slime feed nor an en-

tirely sand feed was desirable but that a mixture of

various sizes was required, the theory being that the

coarse particles assisted in bringing up the fine par-

ticles of mineral and also admitted of more rapid set-

tling of the silicious portion of the pulp. It was for

that reason that Plyde stated that he believed the best

results might be obtained by grinding through 50 mesh

instead of grinding finer on account of finer grinding

producing too large a proportion of slime for flota-

tion treatment. This is quite contrary to Hyde's orig-

inal report in which he states that best results would

be obtained by grinding through 150 mesh screen in

order to obtain an ultimate recovery of 90%.

All of the improvements made in the flotation plant

such as the addition of spitzkastens, rearrangement of

flow, etc., made during the first three months of 1913,

were made by direction of Mr. Janney, Jr., These were
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improvements suggested by him or improvements sug-

gested by the boys at the plant and approved by him.

I cannot recall a single criticism made by Hyde

which upon being adopted represented a permanent and

positive improvement and I am quite confident that

had the operation of the flotation plant been left in sole

charge of Mr. Hyde it would be today in the same

chaotic condition that it was in at the time I first saw

the plant in October. Had Hyde been capable of pro-

ducing equipment for a flotation process and of op-

erating the ecjuipment after it was installed there had

surely been ample time and ample opportunity allowed

prior to December 1st, 1912. Even though he was

not given direct charge of the operations after that

date, it would have still been possible for him to have

designa*e4 and erected a machine of correct arrange-

ment had he been capable of doing so.

During March and the first part of April a tre-

mendous amount of work was done in an experimental

way in order to determine every weak point in the

mechanical arrangement of the plant and also to de-

termine the exact requirements for correct flotation

treatment. In this work those of us at the plant con-

sulted no one except yourself and Mr. Janney, Jr., and

while Mr. Hyde did make a few recommendations to

me, I referred them to Mr. Janney, Jr., and I am free

to state that I cannot recall a single one of his rec-

ommendations having been adopted except the addi-

tion of acid at the sludge tank along the lines originally

proposed by Mr. Shimmin several months before that.
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The design of the machines which are now operat-

ing did not seem to be along the Hnes desired by Mr.

Hyde and so far as i know did not originate from

any plans submitted by him. You will remember that

you had Mr. B. A. Mitchell from the Utah plants here

at the time and that he designed the gears and gear

case, making it possible to install a gear drive which

did not have the objection of excessive noise which the

previous installations had been burdened vvith. I re-

member that this gear case was your own idea

as I was present at the conference we had in the hotel

one evening when this and other matters in connec-

tion with the design of the machine was being taken

up. The present ribbed liner for the agitation cells

was of your design and I think originated from a sug-

gestion made by Peterson and Shimmin as they had

been doing experimenting with wooden baffles in the

cells before your visit at that time. The spitzkastens

now in use on the No. 1 rougher are remodelled spitz-

kastens remaining from one of the earlier machines

but those on the No. 2 rougher are entirely different

from anything which had been built before and en-

tirely unlike any sketch or design which had ever been

submitted by Mr. Hyde. Both of these roughers have

since been provided with one additional spitskasten of

the new style which has added greatly to their ef-

ficiency. The cleaner machine was provided with new

style spitskastens and the new style liners in the agi-

tation cells.

Fx)r the first time in the history of flotation opera-
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lion here we began using the system of producing a

middling product on the 3d and 4th rougher cells

after the remodelling. This scheme had been experi-

mented with somewhat during March but on all spits-

kastens of the rougher machine and this rough con-

centrate was sent to the cleaner for retreatment. Since

April we have been making a middling product on all

spitskastens of the rougher machine except the first

two which produce a rough concentrate for retreat-

ment in the cleaner. The middling products from the

other spitzkastens are about the same class of material

as the tailings from the cleaner machine and these

products are combined and returned to a tube mill for

regrinding. New methods of adding oil and acid were

also devised at that time and in fact the whole process

was given a complete and thorough remodelling along

radically different lines from anything which had here-

tofore been submitted. These changes were made en-

tirely without consul tadon with IMr. Hyde, so far as 1

know, and Vvcre, for the most part, made without his

knowledge. He had absolutely nothing to do with the

success of the remodelled plant and from his remarks at

the time he did not anticipate successful operation from

the new arrangement. Since his departure from the

plant, additional improvements and new methods of

operation have been devised which has brought the

flotation plant up to its present efficient condition, which

is the production of a 50% concentrate and a recov-

ery of 90% of the total metal content when operated

in connection with the jigs and tables which is the
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result which Mr. Hyde stated could be obtained by the

use of a process according to his plans.

So far as Shimmin and I were personally concerned,

our association with Mr. Hyde was always most pleas-

ant but even though neither of us knew anything of

the flotation process at first, his advice and instruc-

tion was of very little assistance to us in obtaining a

personal knowledge of flotation. I believe we all ob-

tained more benefit from the reading of Hoover's

book on flotation than we did from association with

Mr. Hyde as his advice was rather unreliable and his

opinions varied from day to day and his description

of mechanical arrangement rather vague so that it

was difficult to arrive at any personal opinion regard-

ing any phase of the process from the information

obtained from Hyde. 1 know that both Shimmin

and Green, as well as the operators in the plant, con-

sidered Hyde's presence detrimental and had no con-

fidence in his ability to remedy defective conditions and

I am also certain that his services were actually harm-

ful in that he knew so little of the process as to cause

his advice to be actually misleading.

Yours very truly,

F. R. Wick(^s

FRW/FT Mill Superintendent.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. Vv. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. \A'ALKER, Deputy.
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HAYDEN, STONE & CO.

Bankers

NEW YORK-BOSTON
NBM-K

New York, Mar. 1, 1913.

Mr. Allen H. Rogers,

C/o Butte & Superior Copper Co. Ltd.,

Butte, Montana.

Dear Sir:

Under date of February 6th, I received a bill from

Mr. J. M. Hyde, which I am enclosing your herewith,

amounting to $601.70, for expenses which I under-

stand are in connection with the litigation of the flota-

tion process.

In the contracts that we have with Mr. Hyde, I can-

not find any reference to providing for these payments,

but I understand from Mr. Babbitt that the company

agreed to assume these and Hyde also points this out

in previous accounts rendered in the early part of 1912,

so will you kindly have instructions given for a check

to be sent to Hyde, at 1041 Shattuck Ave., Berkeley,

Cal., for the enclosed bill?

Yours very truly,

N. B. MacKelvie.
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BUTTE AND SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY,
Ltd.

Jan. 29, 1913—191—

AUDITOR:

Pay to James M. Hyde,

For the Items and amounts listed below:

Room & Meals New York Oct. 9th to Nov 13,

1913, Incl. $245.00

Carfare, Baggage & Telegrams, etc., in

New York 17.50

Fare New York to Butte 75.50

Hotel, etc., Butte on Return Trip i 55.50

$393.50

Round trip Berkeley to Butte January &

February 1912 100.00

Thornton Hotd 85.70

Incidental meals, carfare, baggage, etc. 22.50

$601.70

Approved

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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BUTTE AND SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY
Limited.

Butte, Mont., March 6, 1913.

VOUCHER

PAYABLE TO James M. Hyde, .... $60170

SIX HUNDRED ONE and 70/100 .... DOLLARS
Approved for Payment Approved for Payment

C M. Everett

DETAILS OF VOUCHER

As per statement of Jan. 29th, 1913 and Mr.

MacKelvie's letter of March 1st, 601.70

Entered

Ledger

DISTRIBUTION

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

601.70

No. 5958

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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BUTTE AND SUPERIOR COPPER
COMPANY

Limited

Butte, Montana, March 6, 1913.

No. 5958

Pay to the Order of James M. Hyde, .... $60170

SIX HUNDRED ONE and 70/100 . . . DOLLARS

BUTTE 8z SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY, Ltd.

By C. M. Everett

To The Special

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Butte, Montana

(Paid Mar 17 1913)

(THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF BUTTE MONTANA)

(Endorsed)

Your endorsement hereon constitutes receipt in full

for account as per statement which you have detached

from this check.

James M. Hyde
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Pay to the Order of ANY BANK OR BANKER
All Prior Endorsements Guaranteed

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
90-42 Berkeley, Cal. 90-42

MORTIMER, Cashier

Mar. 11 1913

PAID Mar 17 1913, STATE SAVINGS BANK
(BUTTE, MONT.)
(PAYING TELLER)

( PAY TO THE ORDER OF ANY BANK, )

( BANKER OR TRUST CO. )

( Previous Endorsements Guaranteed )

( UNION BANK h TRUST COMPANY,
)

(
93-29 BUTTE, MONT. 93-29

)

R. O. Kaufman, Cashier

( Pay to the Order of Any Bank or Banker, )

(Prior Endorsements Guaranteed. C MAR 11 1913 Z)

( CALIFORNIA NATIONAL BANK, )

(
Sacramento, Calif. )

(
FRED W Cashier )

Filed Mrv 18, VV.7.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By I-I. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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AUDIT BILL

BUTTE AND SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY.
Ltd.

Apr. 30, 1913—191—

AUDITOR:
Pay to James M. Hyde, 1041 Shattuck Ave.,

Berkeley, Calif.

For the items and amounts listed below

:

Expense account Jas. M. Hyde during months of

March and April, 1913, in connection with Mill

and Patent Suit as per attached $325.65

Chgd

H. A. Atlofif (?)

Approved: J L B

Expense Account of James M. Hyde in Attendance on

Mill and Patent Suit. March and April 1913.

San Francisco to Butte and return Ticket.

Pullman, Meals, etc $ll'2.25

Thornton Hotel 181.90

Lunches and incidentals 18.75

Supplies, expressage, etc. in connection with suit 12.75

$325.65

O.K.

TLB
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BUTTE & SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY
LIMITED

Butte, Mont., May 2nd, 1913.

VOUCHER

PAYABLE TO James M. Hyde, . . . $325.65

Three hundred Twenty five and 65/100 . . Dollars

Approved for Payment Approved for Payment

C. M. Everett

DETAILS OF VOUCHER

As per expense bill of April 30th, 1913

in connection with Mill and Patent Suit. 325.65

Entered

Ledger

DISTRIBUTION

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

325.65

No. 6323

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By PL H. WALKER, De[)uty.
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Plaintiffs Ejilnbit 14.

Seal on car So. 15679.

(Physical Exhibit)

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.

FlaiJitsffs Exhibit 15.

Memorandum of car.

(Physical Exhibit)

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. PL WALKER, Deputy.

Plaintiffs Ejihibit 16.

Bag containing concentrates.

(Physical Exhibit)

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. IT. WALKER, Deputy.

Plaisitiffs Exlsibit 17.

Bottle containing concentrates after treatment.

(Physical Exhibit)

Filed May 18, 1917.

r;EO. W. SPROULF; Clerk.

\W I-L TL \\\'\LKER. Depnt^
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Flainfiff§ ExMbit 18.

Admitted.

Third Annual Report of Butte & Superior Company.

Part admitted and read in record and withdrawn

by plaintiff.

MR. GARRISON: (Reading) "The litigation in

connection with the Minerals Separation, Limited,

which, at the date of the last annual report was pend-

ing and undecided on appeal, in the United States Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals at San Francisco, has since that

time been decided in favor of your company by the

Court of Appeals holding the patents of the Minerals

Separation Company, Limited, as absolutely void. This

question has been taken to the Supreme Court of the

United States, where it is now pending, and a decision

cannot reasonably be expected before some time in the

spring or summer of 1916. Your directors have no

reason to modify to any extent the expressions in the

last annual i*eport regarding the final outcome of this

litigation. Respectfully submitted, N. Bruce Mac-

Kelvie:''

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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Admitted.

Advertisement in Mining & Engineering World,

December 30th, 1916. Page 12.

Mining and Engineering World

THE FLOTATION PROCESS

All rights under this process in North America

are now controlled by

MINERALS SEPARATION NORTH AMERICAN
CORPORATION

The Supreme Court of the United States having

established the validity of the basic patent for froth

flotation, notice is renewed that the Company is ready

to grant licenses for the use of this process to those

who wish to install and use it.

To those who have infringed the patent, notice is

given that a settlement for past infringement must

precede the granting of license^for future use of the

process.

Notice is also given that the Company will enforce

its patents and w^ill s,top all infringements.

The Company maintains a laboratory for testing

ores by flotation, and samples sent to its Chief Engi-

neer, ^.Ir. Edv/ard H. Nutter, at its San Francisco ad-

dress will be tested at minimum expense to prospective

licensees. No one else is authorized to represent the
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Defendant's Exhibit 20.

Company or to introduce its process and apparatus into

the United States, Canada or Mexico.

MINERALS SEPARATION NORTH AMERICAN
CORPORATION

Merchants Exchange Building

San Francisco, CaHfornia.

6] Broadway

New York, N. Y.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By ]-i. H. WALKER. Deputy.

Defenda5-r.fs Exhibit 20.

Admitted.

Copy of Mining & Engineering Journal,

December 23rd, 1916. Page 35.

THE FLOTATION PROCESS

All rights under this process in North America

are now controlled by

MINERALS SEPARATION NORTH AMERICAN
CORPORATION

The Supreme Court of the United States having

established the validity of the basic patent for froth

flotation, notice is renewed that the Company is ready

to grant licenses for the use of this process to those

who wish to install and use it.

To those who have infringed the patent, notice is
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given that a settlement for past infringement must

precede the granting of Hcense^ for future use of the

process.

Notice is also given that the Company will enforce

its patents and will stop all infringements.

The Company maintains a laboratory for testing

ores by flotation, and samples sent to its Chief Engi-

neer, Mr. Edward H. Nutter, at its San Francisco

address, will be tested at minimum expense to pros-

pective licensees. No one else is authorized to repre-

sent the Company or to introduce its process and ap-

paratus into the United States, Canada or Mexico.

MINERAI.S SEPARATION NORTH AMERICAN
CORPORATION

Merchants Exchange Building

San Francisco, California.

61 Broadway

New York, N. Y.

Filed May ]S, 1917.

CAiO. \V. SPROULE, Clerk.

\W 11. 11. WALKER, Deputy.
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Admitted.

J^age 55, of Salt Lake Mining Review,

January 15, 1917.

THE FLOTATION PROCESS

All rights under this process in North America

are now controlled by

MINERALS SEPARATION NORTH AMERICAN
CORPORATION

The Supreme Court of the United States having

established the validity of the basic patent for froth

flotation, notice is renewed that the Company is ready

to grant licenses for the use of this process to those

who wish to install and use it.

To those who have infringed the patent, notice is

given that a settlement for past infringement must

precede the granting of license for future use of the

process.

Notice is also given that the Company will enforce

its patents and will stop all infringements.

The Company maintains a laboratory for testing

ores by flotation, and samples sent to its Chief Engi-

neer, Mr. Edward H. Nutter, at its San Francisco

address, will be tested at minimum expense to pros-

pective licensees. No one else is authorized to repre-
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sent the Conipany or to introduce its process and ^)-

paratus into the United States, Canada or Mexico.

MINERALS SEPARATION NORTH AMERICAN
CORPORATION

Merchants Exchange Building

San Francisco, California.

01 Broadway

New York, N. Y.

Filed May 18. 191/.
'

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.

Defendant's Exhibit 22.

Admitted.

F*age 15 of Alining & Scientific Press,

January 6, 1917.

THE FLOTATION PROCESS

-Ml rights under this process in North America

are now controlled by

MINERALS SEPARATION NORTH AMERICAN
CORPORATION

The Supreme Court of the United States having

established the validity of the basic patent for froth

flotation, notice is renewed that the Company is ready

to grant licenses for the use of this process to those

who wish to install and use it.

To those who have infringed the patent, notice is

given that a settlement for past infringement must
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precede the granliiig of licensejfor future use of the

process.

Notice is also given that the Company will enforce

its patents and will stop all infringements.

The Company maintains a laboratory for testing

ores by flotation, and samples sent to its Chief Engi-

neer, Mr. Edward H. Nutter, at its San Francisco

address, will be tested at minimum expense to pros-

pective licensees. No one else is authorized to repre-

sent the Company or to introduce its process and ap-

paratus into the United States, Canada or Mexico.

MINERALS SEPARATION NORTH AMERICAN
CORPORATION

Merchants Exchange Building

Srm Francisco, California.

61 Broadway

New York, N. Y.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.

Adinincd.

Page 10 Boston News Bureau, February 21, 1917.

THE FLOTATION PROCESS
All rights under this process in North America

are now controlled by

MINERALS SEPARATION NORTH AMERICAN
CORPORATION

The Supreme Court of the United States having
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established the validity of the basic patent for froth

dotation, notice is renewed that the Company is ready

to g^rant licenses for the use of this process to those

who wish to install and use it.

To those who have infringed the patent, notice is

given that a settlement for past infringement must

precede the granting of licenses for future use of the

process.

Notice is also 2'iven that the Conujanv will enforce

its patents and will stop all infringements.

The Company maintains a laboratory for testing

ores by flotation, and samples sent to its Chief Engi-

neer, Mr. Edw-ard H. Nutter, at its San Francisco

address, will be tested at minimum expense to pros-

pective licensees. No one else is authorized to repre-

sent the Company or to introduce its process and ap-

paratus into the United States, Canada or Mexico.

MINERALS SEPARATION NORTH AMERICAN
CORPORATION

Alerchants Exchange Building

San Francisco, California.

61 Broadway

New York, N. Y.

F'led May 18, 1917.

GEO.' \\\ SPROULE, Clerk.

• Bv H. H. WALKER, Y^v^-v
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Admitted.

Page 14 New York Commercial

January 15, 1917.

MINERALS SEPARATION FLOTATION
PROCESS

The flotation process for the concentration of ores

is the latest and greatest invention in metallurgy. It

has revolutionized the art of concentrating the ores of

zinc, lead and copper. It gathers up with these metals

the traces of gold and silver found associated with

them and it has even entered the domain of purely

gold ores. It has changed the metal values in great

mounds and hills of dumps, previously rejected as

worthless, into dollars and pounds sterling. It has not

only reclaimed the waste of the past, but is preventing

the waste of the present. The leanest ores and dumps

are now made to yield their medium of values to this

process on easy terms of substantial profit, and the

yield from ordinary mining operations has in many in-

stances been raised from modest earnings to fabulous

profits.

MODE OF OPERATION

This marvellous invention utilizes little bubbles of

air coursing through a muddy ore pulp of finely ground

ore and water, to pick out and attach to themselves the

valuable metal particles and to repel and reject the

useless particles of dirt, rock or sand, or as it is gen-

erally called, gangue. The metal particles and air bub-
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bles once united cannot be separated. Each Httle air

bubble gathers up a load of metallic particles, and

when g-iven a reasonable opportunity will float them

to and through the surface of the pulp and form, rest-

ing upon the surface of the pulp, with other metal laden

bubbles, what is in fact a water-air froth of metal

carrying bubbles. Air bubbles and froth, the very

symbols of things transitory and useless, have now

been harnessed to the service of man as persistent and

reliable agents to carry out his will in a manner bor-

dering on the miraculous. On a quiet surface the

froth persists for days. In practice the froth may be

adjusted to such persistence as will assure that the

froth will overflow from the top of the liquid, pushed

along by constantly rising bubbles and new forming

froth, and safely carrying the metallic particles into a

launder or trough, ready for the smelter.

PRACTICAL ADVANTAGES

By this process concentrates of any desired richness

may be obtained, with a recovery so high that it was

proved in one of the litigations involving the process

that its adoption by five of the leading porphyry cop-

per mines of the United States Vs'ould effect a yearly

saving at normal market prices (not war prices) of at

least $17,000,000.

ORDINARY WATER CONCENTRATION

The metallic particles are usually considerablv

heavier than the gangue particles. Therefore in the
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ordinary process of ore concentration advantage is

taken of this fact to separate the particles by the dif-

ference in their sinking power in water. A great

amount of machinery is used, principally jigs, shaking

tables and vanners, all these machines depending upon

this difference in sinking power. The gold miner's

washing pan is the simplest example of this kind of

gravity treatment. The new process, however, does

the very opposite thing, it fioats the heavy metallic

particles above the surface of the water and permits

the lighter rock or gangue particles to sink or to re-

main suspended in the water. It operates in fact, by

picking out the heavier metallic particles ;ind lifting

them up out of the water.

HISTORY OF THE INVENTION

The flotation process was invented in March, 1905,

in London, England, at the metallurgical laboratory

of Minerals Separation, Ltd, The inventors are

Henry Livingstone Sulman, Hugh F. K. Picard, and

John Ballot. They were investigating a concentrating

process invented by Arthur E. Cattermole, wherein by

using oil in the proportion of from forty to one hun-

dred and twenty pounds per ton of ore, the metallic

particles were coated with a thin sticky film of oil and

by agitation they w^ere agglutinated together into larger

agglomerates or granules which would reliably sink

against a current of water sufficient to carry the

gangue upward and away. This metal sinking process

was in itself a great Q^A^antSgfc in the art, since it saved
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all the valuable metallic slimes (extremely fine par-

ticles necessarily produced in every crushing or grind-

ing process) which in all other then known processes

were carried away to waste with the gangue. They

had studied this Cattermole metal sinking process for

more than two years and were then erecting a concen-

trating plant at Broken Hill, Australia, to carry out

the process on a large/ scale. They had improved the

Cattermole process, and in improving it they had un-

witdiigly assembled all the conditions for the froth

'Sgi4ratTrm' process, even including an abundant aera-

tion of the pulp, although that aeration was a useless

incident of the violent agitation necessary for the Cat-

termole process as carried on in the type of agitation

vessel which they used. Having developed and largely

improved the Cattermole process to a working basis,

they decided to carry out a series of experiments in-

vestigating all of the factors of that process, and as a

part of this investigation to reduce the amount of oil

step by step, observing the results and pursuing the

investigation to the vanishing point. This work was

carefully, systematically and well done under their in-

struction^by one of the staff of Minerals Separation,

Arthur Howard Higgins, an able metallurgist, who

has since contributed largely by his inventions to the

improvement^ of the process. As the amount of oil

was diminished below Cattermole proportions, the Cat-

termole phenomena disappeared and no effective sink-

ing of metal was obtained and the results were worth-

less. Nevertheless the reduction was persisted in, and,
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to the surprise of everyone a persistent metallic froth

came to the surface. This, with the ore and oil used,

reached its maximum in metal flotation with about two

pounds of oil to the ton of ore, one-tenth of one per

cent, of the weight of the ore, one part of oil to a thou-

sand parts of ore. On examining this metallic froth

it was found that the oil had disappeared from sight

and touch and had lost all its ordinary qualities. Chem-

ical investigation showed that it was upon the concen-

trates, but in a film, so attenuated that its presence

could be detected onh^ by chemical means. It was

found that the oil when present in this minute quantity

had the peculiar function of controlling the formation

and action of the air bubbles so as to effect minute

bubble formation and so as to assist the selective ac-

tion of these bubbles for metallic particles, and so as

to give practical permanency to the bubbles, both when

immersed in the liquid and when gathered above the

h'qiiid in the froth.

THEORIES OF OPERATION

The explanation above given is the extent of exact

knowledge of the process which repeated scientific in-

v-estigations have determined. The process has not

yet been fully explained. Numerous theories have been

advanced,, and at one time electrical theories were fa-

vorably regarded, but the complete explanation of the

mysterious operations is yet to come. The inventors,

however, having found out how to work the process,

did not wait to discover why it worked, but immediate-
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ly put it to work, and the Cattermole plant in' Aus-

tralia was altered to carry on the new process. They

also patented it practically all over the world.

METALLURGICAL PROBLEM AT BROKEN
HILL, AUSTRALIA

There was at Broken Hill, Australia, a great ac-

cumulation of about twelve million tons of tailings of

former workings, containing about twenty-five per

cent of the metals, zinc and lead, with some silver, but

with the gangue of substantially the same weight as

the metals. The ordinary process of water concen-

tration, which depends upon the difference in the sink-

ing povvcr of the metallic and gangue particles, could

do nothing with these tailings. The Cattermole process

was devised to solve this metallurgical problem, and

might have done fairly well but for the discovery of

the vastly better flotation process.

The nevv' process v/as successful from the beginning,

and its use in Australia rapidly extended.

BRITISH AND AUSTRALIAN LITIGATION

A competitor who had failed to solve the problem

immediately commenced suit, first in England against

Minerals Separation, and then in Australia, against

one of the licensees, charging infringement of the

earlier Elmore patents. The process disclosed in these

patents required from one to three tons of oil to the

ton of ore. The metal particles were entrapped in a

mass of oil and floated by the buoyancy of the oil. That
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there was no resemblance between this process and the

new air bubble flotation or froth flotation process was

finally decided, first by the British House of Lords in

the suit commenced in England, and again by the

Privy Council of the British Empire in the suit com-

menced in Australia.

The growth of the use of the new process was re-

tarded by this litigation, and its introduction into use

in America was not undertaken until after the favor-

able decision of the House of Lords.

INTRODUCTION INTO AMERICA

Edward H. Nutter, an American mining engineer

and metallurgist, was appointed Chief Engineer of the

American Syndicate w'hich undertook the work of in-

troducing the process into use in North America. Be-

fore taking up his duties he studied the process in the

London laboratories of the Company, and then went to

Australia to study the extensive practical use of the

process there. Early in 1911, he returned to America,

organized a staff of metallurgists and commenced an

active and successful campaign to bring the process

to the attention of mine owners.

An American corporation has recently been formed,

Minerals Separation North American Corporation, in-

corporated under the laws of Maryland, which now

ov/ns or controls all of the patents in North America.

The directors of this Company are John Ballot, one

of the inventors, who has in fact been at the head of

the enterprise from the beginning; Dr. S. Gregory,
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who has had general supervision of the work in Amer-

ica, and Frank Altschul, of Lazard Freres, bankers.

The process has been adopted under license from the

patentees by many American mines, including the Ana-

conda (the greatest copper producer in the world),

the Inspiration, Senator Clark's companies, the Brit-

tannia Mining & Smelting Company, Ltd., the Portland

Gold Mining Company, the Vindicator Consolidated

Gold Mining Company, and scores of others. The In-

spiration plant is acknowledged to be the most modern

of the great copper mills, and treats about 15,000 tons

of ore per day and shortly will treat nearly 20,000 tons

of ore per day. The installation of the flotation pro-

cess at this mine effected an initial saving of more

than a million dollars in the cost of installation, and

has increased the capacity of the plant to more than

double that of the plant originally planned at much

greater cost, and has in fact converted the Inspiration '

mine from a moderately profitable to an enormously

profitable venture. The Anaconda Company, upon

adopting the process, reorganized and very nearly re- I

constructed its milling plant, replacing the cumbersome

machinery of former processes b}^ the simple machines

of the flotation process, and increased its recoveries

from 76% to 96%, while the capacity of the mill was

increased from 12,500 tons to 16,000 tons per day.

Many new problems had to be worked out in apply-

ing^)rocess to the American copper ores, and George

A. Chapman, a metallurgist of Minerals Separation,

Ltd., contributed several brilliant inventions in solv-
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ing these problems. He is in fact to be credited with

contributing largely to the successful installation of

the process at Broken Hill/, Australia, and at Inspira-

tion and Anaconda mills in the United States.

The process has also been successfully installed at,

and has proved an immense benefit to the Braden mines

in Chili and the El Covb^ mines in Cuba and many

other mines in other parts of the world.

INFRINGEMENT^AND LITIGATION

A considerable group of American companies,

notably the Jackling group of mines, determined to try

out flotation without reference to the rights of the

patentees. The first of these operations in defiance

of the patents v/as carried on by the Butte & Superior

Copper Company of Butte, Montana, now the Butte &
Superior Mining Company, one of the Jackling group.

They employed James M. Hj'de, a former engineer of

Minerals Separation, Ltd., for this purpose. He had

been given by Minerals Separation, Ltd., all informa-

tion and apparatus necessary to operate the process

and sent to visit various important mines in Mexico

and Canada, and while in America he was specifically

instructed by Minerals Separation to go to Butte, Mon-

tana, with the object of helping the Butte & Superior

Company solve its metallurgical problem. Instead of

doing what he v/as instructed to do, he returned to

London and terminated his connection with the Com-

pany. Thereafter he came back to the United States

and went to the mills of the Butte & Superior Com-

pany and there installed the flotation process. The
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result was the suit of Minerals Separation v. Hyde,

which was commenced in October, 1911, promptly after

this installation in defiance of the patents, and more

than five years later, on December 11, 1916, was final-

ly decided by the Supreme Court of the United States

in favor of the patentees. This suit was commenced

in the United States District Court of Montana, and

was there decided favorably to the patentees by Judge

George M. Bourquin of that court, in July, 1913. The

defendant then appealed to the United States Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, sitting at San

Francisco, California, and that court reversed Judge

Bourquin's decision in May, 1914, and held that the

patent was void. This was believed to be a final deci-

sion against the validity of the patent, and in fact the

Department of Mines then announced^hat this wonder-

ful process was nov/ free to all. There v/as no right

4a appeal from this adverse decision, but the Supreme >

Court of the United States in exceptional cases reviews

the decisions of the Circuit Court of Appeals in patent •'

c.
cases and the patentees succeeded in convin^ng the ^

i

Supreme Court that this was a proper case for such ;

review. In October, 1914, a v/rit of certiorari of the

Supreme Court v.as issued, and the case was brought

to that court for final determination, and argued and

determined there as above noted.

A suit for infringement was also commenced against

the Butte & Superior Company in 1913, but was held |

in abeyance awaiting the decision of the United States I

Supreme Court in the first suit. It will now be pressed '

I
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to final adjudication. A suit has also been carried on

against Miami Copper Company, a neighbor of the In-

spiration mine, who decided to add flotation without

obtaining a license, shortly after the successful dem-

onstration of that process at the Inspiration mill. This

suit was tried in Wilmington, Delaware, before Judge

Edward G. Bradford. The trial occupied nine weeks,

from March 29, 1915, until May 27, 1915, and was

decided in favor of Minerals Separation on September

29, 1916. The important new point here involved and

decided in favor of Minerals Separation, Ltd., was

that flotation concentration as carried on in what are

known as the Callow penumatic cells, is an infringe-

ment of the Minerals Separation's patents. The pat-

ent of Minerals Separation for a frothing agent which

is not an oil and is soluble in water w^as also included

in this suit and was held to be valid and infringed.

This case has been appealed to the United States Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit, sitting at

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and the appeal has been

set for argument late in January, the Miami Company

having given a bond for $250,000 to stay injunction

pending appeal.

A peculiar feature of the present situation is that

the mines which have been licensed by Minerals Sep-

aration, Ltd., have paid small royalties and have them-

selves reaped enormous profits from additional recov-

eries largely at v/ar prices, while the mines that have

proceeded in defiame of the patents have run the risk

of judgment against them for all of their additional
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profit, including their enormous war profits, attributal

to the invention. The rule of lavv^ is that an infringer

is to be treated as a trustee for the owner of the patent,

and must account to the owner of the patent for all

profits due to the invention. Further it is a funda-

mental principle of patent law that no one is permitted

to use a patented invention without the consent of the

patentees, and now that the basic patent has been final-

ly sustained by the Supreme Court of the United

States it is not to be expected that the patentees will

permit the continuance of further operations in de-

fiance of their patents.

Henry D. Williams, patent lawyer, of New York

City, has conducted all of the American litigation from

the beginning. William H. Kenyon of Kenyon &

Kenyon, also of New York City, has been associated

with him during the past two and a half years. In

the Wilmington suit Thomas F. Bayard, son of late

Ambassador and Secretary of State Bayard, is asso-

ciate counsel. In the United States Supreme Court

Lindley M. Garrison, now of New York, formerly Vice-

Chancellor of New Jersey and later Secretary of War,

and Frederic D. McKenney of Washington, D. C, are

associate counsel. Odell W. McConnell of Helena,

Montana, and John 11. Miller of San Francisco, Cal-

ifornia, have also contributed their assistance in Mon-

tana and California in the efiforts to sustain the patents

and secure to the inventors that protection and reward

guaranteed by our patent laws. It is to be remem-

bered that these laws, like the copyright laws, were en-
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acted pursuant to the clause of the Constitution of the*

United States empowering Congress, "to promote the

progress of science and useful arts by securing for

limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive

light to t'ueir respective Vv^ritings and discoveries."

POLICY OF MINERALS SEPARATION

The policy of Minerals Separation has always been,

aside from its ovv^n use of its process, to license the use

of its process to all who wished to use it, and to give

to its licensees the full benefit of all its experience,

research and knowledge, and to receive as compensa-

tion a reasonable royalty based upon material treated

or values recovered by its process. Thus its compen-

sation is based only upon the extent of the use of its

process, and is quite analogous to the royalty of an

author or playwright. Royalty to inventor is as much

a matter of equity and good conscience as is royalty

to authors. Piracy of inventions is as reprehensible

as piracy of literary work.

This policy of Minerals Separation has not met

with serious opposition in any part of the world ex-

cept the United States. Here it has been necessary

to fight to the finish to establish its rights as against

many of the users of its process. Abroad it was only

necessary to fight an unsuccessful competitor.

SUMMARY OF ADJUDICATIONS

Out of all this litigation have come adjudications by

the three greatest courts in the world as to the novelty
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•of the froth flotation process. These courts are the

Supreme Court of the United States, the British House

of. Lords, and the Privy Council of the British Em-

pire, the latter being a court composed in each instance

of a committee appointed by the Lord Chancellor from

the Law Lords of the House of Lords. In the Min-

erals Separation case, Viscount Haldane appointed a

committee of five, including himself. The House of

Lords' decision was rendered by five other Law Lords,

including the then Lord Chancellor, Lord Loreburn,

and the Supreme Court decision was given unanimous-

ly by the full bench of nine justices. Thus the judg-

ments and decisions express the conclusions of nineteen

of the greatest jurists in the v/orld. It is pleasing to

note that the opinions of Judge Bourquin of Butte,

Montana, and Judge Bradford, of Wilmington, Dela-

ware, are in harmony with these great courts and

were in fact followed by the Supreme Court of the

United States. It is believed that the legal battle as

to the rights of the inventors is now substantially

completed.

ADJUDICATIONS AS TO THE NOA^ELTY OF
THE INVENTION

It has been repeatedly stated in the literature of flo-

tation that Carrie J. Everson v\as the inventor of flo-

tation. The fact is that her patent of 1886, discloses a

metal-sinking process, in which the metallic particles

are mixed with enough oil to make them lighter than

gangue, but still heavier than water, and are separated
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in, suspension by reason of the fact that they do not

sink as fast as the gangue. To use her own words:

"The sand and mineral are merely transposed or their

relative positions are reversed, because the sand is

heavier than the mixture of mineral, oil and acid."

Her patent has now been considered both by the

House of Lords and the Supreme Court of the United

States, and the Supreme Court of the United States

has agreed with the House of Lords that her patent

does not disclose flotation. The following is an ex-

cerpt from the Supreme Court decision:

"It is not necessary for us to go into a detailed ex-

amination of the process in suit to distinguish it from

the process of the patents relied on as anticipations,

convinced as we are that the small amount of oil used

makes ii; clear that the lifting force that separates the

metallic particles of the pulp from the other substances

of it is not to be found principally in the buoyancy of

the oil used, as was the case in prior processes, but that

this force is to be found, chiefly, in the buoyancy of

the air bubbles introduced into the mixture by an agi-

tation greater than, and different from, that which

•had been resorted to before and that this advance on

the prior art and the resulting froth concentrate so dif-

ferent from the product of other processes make of it

a patentable discovery as new and original as it has

proved useful and economical. It results without more

discussion that we fully agree with the decision of the

House of Lords, arrived at upon a different record and

with different witnesses, but when dealing with the
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equivalent of the patent in suit, in Minerals Separa-

tion, Limited, v. British Ore Concentration Syndicate,

Limited, 27 R. P. C. ZZ. In this decision Lord Shaw,

speaking for the court and distinguishing the process

there in suit especially from the Elmore oil flotation

process which had gone before, but which was typical

of the then prior art said: "They (the patentees of the

Agitation Froth Process of the patent in suit) are not

promoting a method of separation vvliich had before

been described, but they are engaged upon a new

method of separation. Instead of relying upon the

lesser specific gravity of oil in bulk they rely upon the

production of a froth by means of an agitation which

not only assists the process of the minute quantities of

oil reaching the minute particles of metal, but forms

a multitude of air cells, the buoyancy of which air cells,

forming around single particles of the metal, floats

them to the surface of the liquid.**"

And Lord Atkinson said : '^In their process this

mysterious affinity of oil for the metallic particles of

the ore is availed of, yet the oil is used in such rela-

tively infinitesimal quantities, that the metallic particles

are only coated with a thin film of it, and the lifting*

force is found not in the natural buoyancy of the mass

of added oil, but in the buouancy of the air bubbles,

which, introduced into the mixture by the more or less

violent agitation of it, enveloped or becomes attached

to, the thinly oiled metallic particles, and raise them

to the surface, where they are maintained by what is

styled the surface tension of the w'ater.'
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"The record shows not only that the process in suit

was promptly considered by the patentees as an original

and important discovery, but that it was immediately

generally accepted as so great an advance over any

process knovv^n before that, without puffing or other

business exploitation, it promptly came into extensive

use for the concentration of ores in most, if not all, of

the principal mining companies of the world, notably

in the United States, Australia, Sweden, Chile and

Cuba, and that, because of its economy and simplicity,

it has largely replaced all earlier processes. This, of

itself, is persuasive evidence of that invention which it

is the purpose of the patent laws to reward and pro-

tect."

The Supreme Court of the United States and the

Privy Council of the British Empire, have both con-

sidered the Criley and Everson publication in the En-

gineering and Mjning Journal of 1890. The Privy

Council said that their attention had been directed in

considerable detail to this article and they found it so

incomplete that it was not even sufficient to anticipate

the Elmore patent (although the House of Lords had

held the British Elmore patent anticipated by the

Everson patent). They said of it:

"Even if the test process is not to be discarded as a

failure, it does no more than give information that if

to a greased mixture of pulverized metal and rock you

add boiling sulphuric acid in sufficient quantity, in

some way a differentiation is affected as between the

metal and the gangue."
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To Carrie J. Everson is to be given the credit of hav-

ing first discovered that in a process where oil is used

to entrap the metal of an ore pulp and add buoyancy to

it, an acid such as sulphuric acid will help to keep the

oil off the gangue. In her patent she did not add

enough oil to make the metal float. In what is de-

scribed in the publication above referred to she may

have done so, but the publication itself does not es-

tablish ^f?'fact. If she did, she completely anticipated

the Elmore oil-buoyancy metal-flotation process, but

what was no nearer the froth flotation process than

was Elmore \vith his minimum of ©»e ton ^i oil to a

ion of ore.

Thfptlv.tr prior patents v/hich have been relied upon

to anticipate the froth flotation process are all dis-

posed of by the decision of the Supreme Court of the

United States. As that court says of all prior pro-

cesses, including Everson:

—

"All of which, speaking broadly, consisted in mixing

finely c/i^hed or pov;dered ore with water and oil^i^^

and then in variously treating the mass—the pulp^

—

thus formed so as to separate the oil, w^hen it became

impregnated or loaded with the metal and metal-bear-

ing particles, from the valueless gangue."

As othervv^ise expressed in the decision, before the

froth fl-Otation process was invented, oil v/as loaded

with metal, and either floated the metal, as in El-

more, by v.hat the Supreme Court calls the "Surface

Flotation Process," or sank the metal, as in Catter-

mole, by what the Supreme Court call the "Metal Sink-

i
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ing Process". Everson, so far as disclosed in the pat-

ent, conies wilthin the latter class.

As contrasted vrith the utilization of oil as a buoy-

ant agent or as an agglutinating agent, the froth flo-

tation process utilizes air bubbles as the buoyant agent

and only utilizes oil to modify the air bubbles and

make them persistent and increase their adherence to

the metallic particles. The oil disappears from sight

and touch, and the apparatus, except at the point of

the introduction of the oil, remains as clean and as free

from oil as though no oil w^e used.

In Australia Minerals Separation and licensed users

have produced by flotation over 1,800,000 tons of zinc,

350,000 tons of lead, and 40,000,000 ounces of silver.

EXTENT OF USE OF THE INVENTION

The following are among the principal licensees

under Minerals Separation patents in North America:

Atlas Mining 8z Milling Co.

M. W. Atwater.

Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

Arizona Copper Co., Ltd.

Britannia Mining & Smelting Co., Ltd.

Burro Mountain Copper Co.

Broadwater Mills Co.

Brockmann & Co., Inc.

Cuba Copper Co.

Cusi Mining Co.

Consolidated Arizona Smelting Co.

Chicagoff Mining Co.
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Doe Run Lead Co.

Desloge Consolidated Lead Co.

Dutch-Sweeney Mining Co.

Engels Copper Mining Co.

Flint Mines, Ltd.

Greene-Cananea Copper Co.

Highland Valley Mining & Dev. Co.

Inspiration Cons. Copper Co.

Mountain Copper Co., Ltd.

Mond Nickel Co., Ltd.

Mineral Recovery Co.

Old Dom. Cop. Mining & Smelting Co.

Pingrey Mines & Ore Reduction Co.

Phelps, Dodge & Co.

Portland Gold Mining Co.

Reward Gold Mines Co.

St. Joseph Lead Co.

Timber Butte Milling Co.

Utah Leasing Co.

Vindicator Cons. Gold Mining Co.

Weedon Mining Co., Ltd.

In North America, and principally in the United

States, the use of the process has been carried on both

by licensees and infringers. It is estimated that over

1,000,000 tons of ore were treated by the process dur-

ing 1914, 5,000,000 tons during 1915, and about 25,-

000,000 tons during 1916.

In South America the Braden Copper Co. is the

largest user of the Minerals Separation flotation pro-
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cess. Tiie Cerro de Pasco Mining Co., Corocoro

United Copper Mines, Ltd., and the Societe des Mines

de Cuivre de Caternau are also South American Hcen-

sees.

There are also several licensees in Europe, but no

statistics are available because of the war.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.

Defendant's E-Jihilsit 25.

Admitted.

HENRY D. WILLIAMS.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law.

Solicitor of Patents

61 Broadway (Adams Building)

New York, January 30, 1917.

Utah Copper Company,

600 McCormick Building,

Salt Lake City, LJtah.

Gentlemen

:

In behalf of my clients. Minerals Separation, Lim-

ited, of London, England, and Minerals Separation

North American Corporation of 61 Broadway, New
York, N. Y., you are hereby notified of infringement

of my clients' patents for froth flotation concentra-

tion of ores, and particularly the basic patent for such

a process. No. 835,120, issued November 6, 1906, to

Sulman, Picard and Ballot, recently held to be valid
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and infringed by the Supreme Court of the United

States in the case of Minerals Separation, Ltd., and

another against Hyde. I am enclosing a copy of the

opinion and order of the Supreme Court and of the

decree and injunction affirmed thereby with imma-

terial modifications. My clients are willing to grant

licenses to those who wish to use their inventions, but

before any consideration can be given to tliat matter,

a full settlement for past infringements must be made,

and this altogether regardless of whether or not you

wish to continue to use flotation.

You are therefore hereby directed to send to me a

full statement of your infringing operations in ac-

cordance v/ith the interrogatories enclosed herewith,

in default whereof I am directed to commence suit

against you for an injunction, profits and damages,

including a preliminary injunction at the commence-

ment of the suit to immediately stop your infringing

operations.

Yours etc.,

(Signed) Henr}^ D. Williams.

2 encs.

Enclosed in letter from John M. Hays dated

Feb. 7, 1917.

STATEMENT OF FLOTATION OPERATIONS

1. Name of Company

2. AVhere incorporated

3. Home office address
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4. Name of Mine

5. Mine address

6. (a) Is mine in operation

(b) Is mill in operation

7. (a) Present daily tonnage

(b) Expected daily tonnage

8. General character of ore

9. Principal sulphide minerals

10. Principal gangue minerals

11. Type and daily capacity of milling plant

12. (a) Is the flotation process in use or has it been

used, experimentally or otherwise, in this mill

(b) For how long

13. What products are or have been treated by

flotation

14. What is the total mill recovery

15. What proportion of total recovery is due to

flotation

16. Number of tons treated daily by flotation

17. Total tonnage treated by flotation to date

18. Total concentrates produced by flotation to

date

19. Average assay value of flotation concentrates

20. Gross market value of all flotation concentrates

produced to date in this mill

21. Type and manufacture of flotation apparatus

used in this mill

22. (a) Have any flotation tests been made on this ore

(b) If so, by whom
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23. On separate sheet, give complete details of flo-

tation tests made

24. Remarks

Dated

Signed

Title

B

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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p. 4988, insert on drawing marked " Defendant's Exhibit
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" Tube I regulates liquid level and
should extend up to liquid level."
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Defendani i. u-

UTAH COPPER Ctf/.

Flotation Retreatment Plant R fc-

February 1, 191 :ii:

Estimated
Tons

Month Treated

1915
Feb 10,204

March 12,016

April 14,150

Mav 16.252

Tune 16.847

July 17,716

August 17,664

Sept 16,605

October 16,54/

November 16,405

December 15,719

1916
January 14,213

February .• 13.403

March 15,799
April 17,331

May 20,334

June 24,759

July 26,024
August 27,436
Sept 27,183
October 25,918
November 23.685
Dec. 1 to 21, incl 14,076

HEADING

Cu. I'C. Insol.

9.320 6.97 72.44

8.087 7.21 72.13

7.200 7.48 73.16
8.850 7.34 71.38

7.380 7.06 72.78

8.650 7.76 69.93

10.050 7.38 69.10

8.914 8.49 67.33

9.162 6.68 71.82

8.831 8.22 68.99
8.487 6.90 72.54

8.114 5.60 74.79

7.053 5.43 76.61

6.041 5.03 79.65

6.034 5.02 78.23

7.107 6.18 75.14
6.811 6.83 73.28
6.899 6.03 75.79

7.104 7.26 73.29

7.219 6.57 74.38
7.150 6.21 74.54

6.751 6.73 73.96

6.749 5.99 75.12

Tailing

Total 420,285

7.625

iH
Average 6.70 73.43 .361 -

USING 20 POUNDS OF '-

HEADING T
Tons Ci

Month Treated Cu. Fe. Inso!. Tailing Pro

Dec. 22 to 31, incl 2,321 4.908 3.98 81.82 .199 43

1917
January 17.905 5.288 5.14 78.77 .172 385

February 17.962 5.806 5.81 76.59 .223 445

March 19.937 5.189 6.04 77.22 .228 486

April 1-8 5,051 4.928 6.89 76.39 *.586 12:

Total 63,176 1483

Average 5.361 5.71 77.58 .238

* The high tailing obtained from April 1st to 8th. 1917, inclusive, was due tc

One machine in operation Febiuary 1st, 1915 to July 11th, 1916, inclusive.

Tv^'O machines in operation July 12th, 1916 to April 8th, 1917, inclusive.

Arthur. Utah.
April 21, 1917.

Copied Aug. 13th. 1917.

Butte, Mont.—MCD

Filed ^!av IS. GEO. W.
By H. H.

SPROULE. Clerk.

WALKER. Deputy

*l



dibit No. 30.

Y—ARTHUR PLANT
•eating Mineral Classifier Overflow

1 8, 1917—Inclusive

4993

CONCENTRATE

Cu. Fe. Insol.
Ind.
Ext'n

Ratio
Conct.

POUNDS PER TON

Oil Reagents
Per Cent
Solids

,
30.760

* 27.248

I
25.890

,
28.920

28.230
25.580

29.070
25.032

30.571

28.186

28.775

32.025

30.190
28.304

26.746
26.254
23.285

23.828
24.305

25.615
27.030
25.173

25.355

19.78

22.04

23.79
21.13

20.32

20.70
18.67

20.71

19.67

21.33

20.40

19.12

20.69

22.08
21.60

21.88
23.07

20.88
22.50

22.71

22.53

24.24

22.90

16.46

16.00

16.02

15.82

18.22

19.65

19.37

19.91

16.29

15.75

16.19

15.33

14.45

14.55

16.77

17.48

18.25

21.98

18.25

16.62

15.32

15.18

19.16

97.20
96.30
97.37
98.02
96.66
95.54
96.28
95.94

97.69
98.28
96.55

97.60
96.69
95.84
95.40
96.20
95.97
95.05
96.39

96.59
97.14

96.89
95.80

3.40

3.50

3.69

3.33

3.96

3.10

3.00

2.93

3.42

3.25

3.51

4.04

4.43

4.89

4.65

3.84

3.56

3.63

3.55

3.67

3.89

3.85

3.92

2.27

1.54

1.64

1.83

1.90

2.88

2.48

3.19

8.94

4.25

3.50

4.34
4.26

3.61

3.21

2.66

2.71

3.67

4.42

4.84

5.00

5.52

5.21

4.68

5.85

9.51

2.83

2.34

1.98

2.43

2.07

1.89

2.39

2.94

2.03

2.64

2.32

2.95

3.98

3.65

4.51

5.25

5.27

7.25

7.09

7.21

42.30
41.29

38.44

37.95
40.56
28.80

26.85
28.14
23.09

25.89
24.94

20.37
19.41

25.24

24.59
24.63

25.45
22.68
23.87
29.15

32.86
31.52

27.44

26.800 21.53 17.34 96.57 3.64 3.76 4.05 28.43

»R TON OF ORE TREATED

POUNDS PER TON

CONCENTRATE

Fe. Insol.

%
Ind.
Ext'n

Ratio
Conct.

OILS

New Circ. Total
Reagents Per Cent

Solids

2 713 19.38 21.75 96.69 5.36 23.95 23.95 9.90 26.00

2 153 21.58 18.85 97.44 4.64 19.73 1.02 20.75 5.04 28.94
2 733 20.76 22.58 97.11 4.03 15.39 2.91 18.30 5.51 29.09
2 712 22.09 21.70 96.67 4.10 15.33 4.93 20.26 6.35 30.71
1 >46 21.99 22.36 90.98 4.14 39.13 6.26 45.39 7.40 29.13

2 180 21.47 21.28 96.60 4.28 18.81 3.17 21.98 5.96 29.45

si ; experimenting with oils.

i'
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Defendant's Exhibit

UTAH COPPER COMPANY—

A

EXPERIMENTAL AND RESEAR(

Summary of Results Obtained from Commercial Exi

HEADING TAILING CONCENTRATE
Hours

Exp. Dura- Dry
No. tion Tons

1

2
3

4

5

6

7

8
9
10

11

12
13

14

15

16

17

18
19

20

8
24
24
24
24
24
24
16

24
16
24
24
24

24

151

638
594
697
652
627
597
278
731
438
572
693
643

53
218
244
181
120
147

628

%
Cu.

4.500
4.700
4.216
5.433

4.700
4.733
3.833

4.00

4.166

3.900
4.500
5.933

5.300

4.500
5.100
5.600
4.500
5.500
5.950

4.716

rs.
%

Insol.

Dry
Tons

7.40

6.53

6.60

6.03

6.97

6.87

6.27

5.65

7.10

6.95

7.30

6.80

7.53

7.50

6.40

7.40

8.00

6.20

5.50

5.86

76.20-

77.20
75.93

75.80
76.53

76.20
79.00
80.20

74.40
75.60
75.47

75.00

76.53

77.60
77.20

75.80
76.20

76.60
76.80

124.7

502.3
452.2
523.3
490.7.

471.8
478.1

213.2

553.1

323.3

425.7
473.7
452.8

49.0

186.5

185.6

143.5

106.5

114.8

%
Cu.

78.46 478.5

1.577

1.066

.456

.324

.226

.141

.076

.251

.119

.100

.166

.268

.272

3.433
2.460
.740

.810

3.502
1.217

.306

Dry
Tons Cu.

%
Fe. Insol.

Ratio
Conct.

%
Ind.
Ext's

Solids
in

Feed

Tons
Circ,

Feed

USING 59% SMELTER FUEL, 30% JONES, 10% AMERIC
26.3

135.7

141.8

173.7

161.3

155.2

118.9

64.8

177.9

114.7

146.3

219.3

190.2

4.0

31.5

58.4

37.5

13.5

32.2

149.5

18.325

18.158

16.209

20.818
18.321

18.692

18.950
16.325

16.764
14.600
17.099
18.169

17.250

17.400
20.700
21.050
18.650
21.250
22.850

18.812

28.10
25.75

25.33
22.87

25.81

24.50
23.69
24.95

22.26
24.93
22.14
18.87

19.61

11.90

16.28

17.78

20.14
16.51

18.77

19.39

17.40

23.20

21.83
22.24
27.62

25.76

5.73

4.70
4.19

4.01

4.04

4.04

5.02

4.29

4.11

3.82

3.91

3.16

3.38

71.07

82.14
92.43
95.52
96.38
97.76
98.41

95.19
97.84
98.11

97.26
96.91

96.39

30.35,
30.94

28.69
30.25

28.40
27.65

26.43

17.45

33.11

26.83
27.24
29.94
31.25

23
82
102
114
110
89
75
51

106
58
74
92
123

USING 91% AMERICAN CREOSOTE NO
25.80

26.15
27.30
27.87
25.85
24.40

19.69

16.20

14.00

10.40

12.20

16.25

16.00

13.09

6.91

4.18

4.83

8.88

4.57

29.54
58.75

89.95
85.72
43.49
84.02

27.04
30.18
31.09
23.64
30.15

28.57

6
46
32
21
16

22

USING 60% SMELTER FUEL Al

26.13 4.20 95.06 26.70

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.



I No. 31.

4995

ARTHUR PLANT
CH DEPARTMENT
[jeriments on Low Grade Concentrate

POUNDS CIRCULATING TOTAL NEW AND
—

NEW OIL ADDED OIL CIRCULATING OIL
DT nwr ("I7T T c RF Ani^'TVT'T'C

Tons
Total

Per Ton
New

Per Ton
Total

Per Ton
New

Per Ton
Total

Per Ton
New

Pfi«- Tr\
L^\J TY ^^*^ ^^ j\iz*r\v.

Total Total Total
ITCT 1 O
Total To To Total Pounds

Feed Pounds Feed Fcf,i Lbs. Feed Feed Pounds Feed Feed Bins Circ. Pounds Per Ton

AN CREOSOTE NO. 2, 1% YARYAN PINE
174 242 1.60 1.39 953 6.31 5.48 1195 7.91 6.87 7 21 1532 10.14

720 2394 3.75 3.33 3951 6.19 5.49 6345 9.94 8.82 6 22 5796 9.08

696 4419 7.44 6.35 3869 6.51 5.56 8288 13.95 11.91 7 21 4288 7.22

811 6863 9.85 8.46 4920 7.06 6.07 11783 16.91 14.53 9 19 4824 6.92

762 8031 12.32 10.54 4579 7.02 6.01 12610 19.34 16.55 7 21 3752 5.75

716 9418 15.02 13.15 5596 8.93 7.82 15014 23.95 20.97 7 21 3752 5.98

672 12133 20.33 18.06 5000 8.37 7.44 17133 28.70 25.50 6 22 3216 5.39

329 9210 33.13 27.99 2514 9.04 7.64 11724 42.17 35.63 7 21 3828 13.77

837 26614 36.41 31.80 3896 5.33 4.65 30510 41.74 36.45 12 16 6331 11.07

496 15514 35.42 31.28 2694 6.15 5.43 18208 41.57 36.71 8 20 4829 11.03

646 34060 59.55 52.72 4311 7.53 6.67 38371 67.08 59.39 10 18 6331 11.07

785 45008 64.95 57.33 5172 7.46 6.59 50180 72.41 63.92 14 14 3885 5.61

766 66512 103.44 86.83 7375 11.47 9.63 73887 114.91 96.46 12 16 6364 9.90

. 2 AND 9% YARYAN PINE Refer to\
Exp, ^

59 36 .68 .61 1 9 19 368 6.94

264 213 .98 .81 3 9 19 1398 6.41

276 364 1.49 1.32 4 7 21 1205 4.94
202 356 1.97 1.76 5 11 17 1282 7.08

136 129 1.08 .95 151 1.25 1.11 280 2.33 2.06 6 8 20 636 5.30

169 261 1.78 1.54 343 2.33 2.03 604 4.11 3.57 8 8 20 777 5.29

ID 40% JONES OIL
11206 17.84 28 3885 6.19





Butte & Sttperior Mining Company. 4997

Beiendant's EiiMfeit N©. 32.
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Filed Mav 18. 191/. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By ,H. H. WALKER. Dciiuty.
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Butte & Superior Mining Company. 5001

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFTCE:
THOMAS A, JANNEY, OP GARFIELD^ UTAH.

N OitE-COlTCENTHATlNG APPARATtTS.

1467,076. Specification cf Letters Pattnt. Patented Jan. 4, 1916.

AppQcatiQn filed August 10, 1914. Serial No. 856,092.

f?

altwhom it may concern

:

Be it known that I,.Thomas A. Janney,
citizen of the United States, residing at

arfield, in, the county of Salt Lake and

5 Itate of Utah, have invented certain new
,nd useful Improvements in Ore-Concen-
rating Apparatus, of which the following

s B specification. ,

^

, The. object of my invention is to provide

,o|in inrproved apparatus for carrying out
lotation processes of concentrating ores.

The apparatus herein described and
ilaimed is of the same general type as that

«t forth in my copending application,

ISjarial No. 833,973, filed April 23, 1914, in

hat its operation involves repeated circu-

ation of the ore pulp in each unit of tho
ipparatus, but difers in the simplification

)r the connections between ditlcrent units

10 )f the, apparatus when arranged in series,

thus economizing space, simplifying con-

istruction, and giving a more direct flow

bf the pulp from one unit of the appars£tus

Eo

the next.

Another improved feature of tho.appa-
atus herein described and claimed is thd

luse of an agitating vessel of less depth than,
and arranged on a higher level than the re-

|lated separating box or spitzkasten of the
Kpame unit. The shallower agitating vessel

leads to a great economy in power by rea-

!son of the fact that the agitating blades are
submerged under a much less head of liquid

and hence impart the requisite stirring while
working against a much decreased pres-
sure, and at the same time the necessary
depth of the separating box is maintained,
thus giving ample opportunity for separa-
tion of the floating and sinliing constituents
and" preventing disturbance of the floating

material by the currents caused by removal
of pulp from the bottom of the l>ox.

. The particular object and nature of my
invention, and the scope tliercof, v/ill more
i'uiiy appear from the following description,
and the accompanying drawings of one form
• i:' appan-.tus embodying the same.
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a vertical

.section tlirougli the agitation vessel and the
connected sepiiratingbox. Fig. 2 is a plan
view? partly iu soction to more fully sliov/

the coiiftriiction. Fig. 3 is an elevation of
the appar^.tiis, partly in section, from the
r;ght h:n:d side of Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is a dia-
,gra!uii)atic j^lan view of several units of the
Kpparatns coimectod in series.

The apparatus rests upon a foundation 1

haying an elevated pedestal to support the
agitating vessel D at a- higher level than ^

the separating box C. (50

The agitating vessel in the particular fonn '

of the device illustrated, consists of two'
main castings, A and B, the former rest-
ing upon the foundation I. In the lower
casting A at the bottom of the agitation 66
vessel, I provide a drainage spout 6 to which
is fitted a valve consisting of plate 9 secured
to the .end of spout S, tubular extension 10,
and valve member T^pivoted at 8 and adapt-
ed to control tho outlet from the bottom of 70
the agitation vessel. In operation the drain-
age spout 6 is closed and is opened only
for the purpose of flushing out the appa-
ratus when shut down for repairs or other-
wise. 75
The upper casting B of the agitation ves*

sel comprises a lower cylindrical part 11,
seated on the lower casting 4, an outwardly
extending substantially horizontal part 12,
from which there extends upv>'ardly the part 80
13, which is closed at its upper end by tho
inwardly extending top flange 14 and by
the base 15 of the motor casing 16. Tha
part 13, as shown in Fig. 2, is cylindrical
in form on the side away from the spitz- 85
kasten, but reci^angular on the side adjoin-
ing and communicating with the spitzkasten.
A cylindrical lining 17 extends from the
bottom of the main chamber of the agita-

tion vessel - to a point considerably above 90
the outward projection 12 of the upper cast-

ing B, the lining being apertured opposite
the spout 6, and opposite the ducts 18, 19
which form part of the lower casting and
communicate with the separating box C 95
The enlarged part 13 of the upper part of

the agitation vessel is provided on the sida

thereof adjacent the separating box with an
outlet opening 20 through Vi'hich tho pulp
after being agitated and thrown upwardly lOO

over the upper edge of tho lining 17, may
flow to tho separating box C. _

•

The shaft 25 of an electric motor within

the casing 10 is dotachably connected to the

agitator sliaft 21 by a coupling 20, and two 105

agitators 22 and 23, each consisting of four

radial arms, are secured to the shaft 21.

Projecting inwardly from the lining 17 of

the agitation vessel D, are ribs or bn files 24,

the arms of tho lower agitator 23 being no
shorter than those of the upper agitator 22

in order to just clear the baifics and just
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dear the inner surface of the lining 17.

The upper casting B of the agiti^tion ves-

sel D is strengthened by braces 27 and 28

which are cast integral therewith.- Liner

5 plates 29, are bolted or otherwise secured

to the braces 28 on the side thereof against

which the pulp is thrown by the agitator.

In the present instance the agitator is de-

signed to revolve in the direction indicated

;^0 by the arrow in Fig. 2. The braces 28 and
liner plates 29, perform the additional func-

tion of preventing the pulp, which is thrown
upwardJy and outwardly by the agitator,

from escaping through the air inlet pipes

15 30, which extend upwardly from openings

in the top 14 of the agitation vessel, the

upwardly extending pipes themselves form-

ing an additional safeguard against escape of

pmp. Upon the upper ends of the pipes 30

30 are valve casings 31, provided with valves

33 to regulate the admission of air, and with
deflector plates 32 extending across the axes

of the casings 31 to arrest e.ny pulp that

might be thrown upwardly in th? pipes 30.

26 The circular movement of the pulp as it is

thrown upwardly is arrested bv tae plsvtes

29, thus causing the pulp to lall into t^e
launder formed outside of the liner it^y
Uie upper part of the liner, the outwardly

iO extending floor 12 and the vertical wall 13.

The spitz box or separating box C is placed
opposite and adjacent the agitation vessel

D and is of the usual tapering form at its

lower end. The side 40 of the separating

36 box adjoining the agitation vessel is pro-
vided with an opening 20', registering with
the opening 20 in the enlarged part 13 of

the agitation vessel, and a sliding valve or
gate 41 is provided for regulating the open-

40 ing 20—^20'. The gate 41 is suspended on
Bcrew-threaded rods 42 in engagement with
screw-threaded adjusting wheels 43 which,
rest upon supports at the upper edge of
t^e wall of the Dox.

45 Extending upwardly and outwardly from
a point below the opening 20—^20' I provide
a g'^^.Q plate 45 designed, to giVe an up-
wiu'd air£;clioii to the pulp issuing from the
opening 20—•2tf*.

60 The box C is provided -with an adjustable
Oiverfiow gate 46. Extending upwardly from
ihe bottom, of th^ separating fcox C is a par-
tition or baffle 48, Ihe upper edge of the
gahie being located about midway between

SC the bottom of the box and the water level

therein as determined by the overflow
gat« 4G.

Pulp enters and leaves the apparatus
through inlet and outlet openings 50 and 49,

to in the ^ides of the separating box, but is pre-
vented' by the baffle 48 from passing through
the separating box without treversiijg the
©gitation ves^l. Extending from the lower
part oj the separating box are two circula-

55 tion pipes or ducts 60, 61, one on each side of

the baffle 48. THfese pipes' 60, 61 extend uA.
wardly to.the side of the box next the ngiti?
tion vcssej, where they communicate through

i

ports in t^?e side of the box, with the ducts 18,

'

19, extending outwardly from the lower part
of the agitation vessel. The openings ini

the lower ends of the pipes 60, 61, are coa
trolled by valves 62, 63, which have arnuj'
pivoted to said pipes as indicated at 64 and ;

65 and have an arcuate movement across the

ends thereof. The valves 02,' 63, ate^'pro-

vided with operating rods 70, and are ad-

justed by hand wheels 71 screw-threaded
thereon. The inlet and outlet openings 50

and 49, are regulated by valves 51, 52, which
are operated by hand wheels 57, 58, screw-',

threaded on .operating rods 55, 50. Th«»
baffle 48, is provided with an opening 72 at^i

the lower part of the separating-s^x, whichil

opening is normally closed by a valve 73,4
when the apparatus is in operation, the
valve 73 being opened only when one unit of
a series is to be put out of operation witt[o

out disturbing 4he operation of the oAief

'

members or units of the series. •*

j

Water supply jiipes 74, havinjg their ^m
directed into the ends of the pipes^O and 61,

are provided for the purpose of fliis^iing the I

apparatus in 'case it ^ets clogged thtexi^ l

settlement of tJhe ptilp.

Iti operatiotj the apparatus ihay be used (

either m sin^e units or in series as diagram-

1

matically illustrated ip Fig. 4. In opera-

tion the apparatus is. firrSt started or prii^ed i

with water, ore pulp not being admits (

until after the apparatus is started v/ith wa-

»

ter. In this way all liability is avoided of f

clogging the apparatus by 6et|Jenxent df the I

ore, which mijght occur if pulp were admit-

1

ted before a current was established through 1

the apparatus. Ih starting a single unit of i

the apparatus, the outilet valve 49 of the i

separating box is cloised aiidJihe inlet and i

circulation vatve^ (Opened. !^s ^opn as the

apparatus fills with -water to a. height suffi- i

cient to submerge the lower agttator 23,.the i

agitator comn^ences to agitaj:e and force ihe i

Water upward in the agitatibn vessel D, and i

to throw it through the opening at the top

thereof, whence it. flows through the duct
20—20' to the separating box C, A higher

eflfecti-ve level or hydyaulic head is thus es-

tablished in- the separating box and the wa-

ter begins to flow back to the agitation vessel

D through the ducts 60, 61, thus establish-

ing the local circulation. Thereupon the

outlet 49 is opened, and pulp instead of wa-

ter is admitted through the inlet 50. If

several units are to be operated in series as

diagramniatically illustrated in P'ig. 4, the

several units are preferably arranged upon
an incline, the pulp entering the highest unit

and discharging from the lowest. In Fijj. 3

I have shown tlve bottom of the separating

box inclining downward from the inlet to

)
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discharge side, and this inclination is

inuous in a series of machines, the bot-

90 extending under all of the separating

;s at the same inclination and the differ-

boxes being separated from each other

vertical walls 01. The extent of local

Illation imparted to the pulp in each
of the apparatus may be regulated

>'dgh adjustment of the valves and speed

the agitators, the circulation being
ight about by the fact that pulp is dis-

ged- upward from the agitation vessels

the spitz box at a more rapid rate than
;• supplied to and discharge from the

paratus through the inlet 50 and outlet 49.

I'll baffles or partitions 48 prevent the heavy
,n coarse material or any part of the pulp
rp passing directly through the separat-

n box vathout entering the agitation ves-

:: thus insure circulation. I provide
liing 72 in the baffle or partition 48,-

itkiiis opening is closed in thG_oporaticn of

h apparatus by a valve 73. in case ho'vv-

V it is necessary to stop t].'.e operation of-

,E one unit of a series for repairs or other

n 30se, this may be done without inter-

11 ,mg the operation of the other members
if ho series, if being necessary jnerely to
pi the valve .73 in the partition or br.file,

t; permiitirg the pulp to (low directly

h rgh the separali7xg borc.C of i'i>e disabled
X , without tr!iver.«ing the agitation vfrssel

heol
. I operation it ir)3y be found advarita-

'<£ IS to adjust tiie gate 11 ccntroliing the
ic 20—20' leading to the separating box
r .1 the agitation" vessel v>'ith the lower
d • cf ti).e gate beneath the iiqviid level.

Tihis event air cannot f!ov7 into the asita-
u vessel through the port £0—20', and I

'

if 5 therefore provided ths air pipes 30
icinbefore described, arid the air valves
S vhereby the amonri'S of air adirdited to'

h igitation vessel inay be conirolkd for the
•I 3ose of governiEg the character of froth
II iucsd.
• liati claini is:

lu a device of ths class described, an'

i atlon vessel, a separating box having ad-
a doii apd^' discharge diamberg provided
V I aclmission and discharge poxts respec-
Hvj- -sdnusjiioji chaniber v.nd discharge
aaiber ch'ciilatioii .ports connecting said
:1: Eibci-s ^respectively \vith. the lower part
d aid agitation vessel, and means for nrov-
? an ore pulp upwardly in said vcsssi and
I > said box. ,

• In a device of the class described, an
4 ;ation vgissel, a separating box ha-ing ad-
HBioii.and^ discharge chambers provided

I
I admission and discharge ports rcspec-

asly, adini.ssion chamber and discharge
'i aiber circulation ports connecting said
;1 rubers respectively with the lower part of
»

I airitation vessel, said scparatinjr bos

having an overflow lip, a duct conne^cting
said vessel and box at a point above said
overflow lip, and means for impelling an ore
pulp upwardly in said vessel.

\

3. In a device of the class described, ,an yo
agitation vessel, a separating box having ad-
mission and discharge chambers provided
v/ith valved admission and discharge ports
respectively, admission chamber a^nd dis-

charge chamber circulation ports connectir^g -vv

said chambers respectively with the lower
part of said agitation vessel, valves in said
ports, said separating box having an over-
flow lip, a duct connecting said vessel and
box at a point above said overflow lip, and so
means for impelling an ore pulp upvrardly
in said vessel.

4. In a device of the class described, an
agitation vessel, a separating bos adjacent
said vessel and communicating therewith 85
through two ducts adjacent the bottom
thereof, a baffle extending upward from tha
bottom of said box between said ducts to a
point above the same, admission and dis-

charge ports conimimicatiiig with said box 90
on opposite sides of said bafile, and means-
for moving an ore pulp upwardly in said
vessel and into s?id bos.

5. In an appareiua of the class described,

a series, of separating boxes and agitation O?
vessels, each ox &aid separating boxes having
com.Tnunication adjacent its lower end v/ith

an adjoining agitation vessel, and each box
having communication adjacent its iowcj;

end with the next succeeding box, a duet ex- 100
tending f f'om each agitation vessel above the
liquid level in the adjoining separating bos
and opening into said box, means for forcing
an ore pulp upwardly in said, agitation ves-

sels, and means for compeliing pulp enter- lOS
ing each bos to pass through the adjoining
vessel before passing to the next box.

6. In a device of tha class described, an
.figitdtion vessel, a separating box extending
to a loy/er level than said vessel, an upper llfl

dilct connecting said vessel and box at a
point higher than the liquid level therein,

and a lower duct connecting the same be-

neath the liquid level, and means in said

vessel for agitating an ore pulp and im- 113

pelling the same upward through said duct.

7. In a device of the class described, a
separating bos .provided with an overflow,

an agitating vessel of less depth than said

box and opposite the upper part thereof, 12fl

said vessel having an openuig above said

overflow and leading to said box, said ves-

sel and box being also connected" by a duct
leading from the lower part of said boxj and
means in said vessel for agitating an ore 13fl

pulp and impelling same upwardly.
8. In a device of the class described^ a

series of units each comprising an agitation

vessel and separgiting box, ducts connecting
said boxes at a point adjacent tho bott<mis *^
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thereof and ducts leading troni the lower

part of said boxes to said vessels :ind parti-

tions extending upwardly from the bottom

of sjiid boxes to prevent dirAt flow of pulp

5 therethrough.
9. In a device of the class described, a

series of units each comprising an agitation

vessel and separating box, ducts connecting

said boxes at a point adjacent the bottoms

10 thereof and ducts leading from the lower

part of said boxes to said vessels and parti-

tions extending upwardly from the bottom

of said boxes to prevent direct flow of pulp

therethrough, said partitions having orifices

16 and valves controlling said orifices.

10. In a device of the class described, as

agitation vessel- and sejjarating box omd-

niunicating with each other by a duct ex-

1

tt'nding above the liquid level in said boi

and opening into said box substantially at

the. liquid level, a substantially air-tight

covej- over said box, said cover having air

inlet openings and means for controlling tiw

inflow of air through said openings.

In testimony whereof, I have subscribad

my name.
THOMAS A. JANNEY.

Witnesses

:

r. h. hawi.ey,
Walteb a. Scott.

Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the " Commissioner of PateUr

Washington, D. C."

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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3 allwhom it mat/ concern:

3e it known that I, Thomas A. Janney,
itizen of the United States, residing at

Crfield, in the county of Salt Lake and

Site of Utah, have invented certain new
ai useful Improvements in Ore-Concen-

ti'ting Apparatus of which the following

if a specification.

Aj inj^ention has for its object the im-

p!>VBment of apparatus used in the concen-

•t! tion of ores by the oil flotation process,

which process the ore mixed with water

the form of a freely flowing pulp is agi-

d with oil and other reagents, if such

necessary or beneficial, with tl\e result

t the metalliferous part of the ore is

sed to float when -the pulp is removed
tn the zone of agitation and permitted to

lime a condition of substantial quiescence.

is process can be carried out in many
'erent forms of apparatus, but the appa-
us forming the subject-matter of my in-

tion possesses several distinct and novel

antages, among which are the facts that

apparatus, embodying a series of agitat-

chambers or mixers and separation
es, or spitz-boxes, may all be arranged
in the same level, the energy used for

lating the pulp serving in conjunction
[i gravity the purpose of moving the

p throligh the series of agitation ciiaui-

5 and spitz-boxes. In my improved ap-
piatus the mixture may also be subjected

uccessive periods of agitation and flotu-

i in each unit of the scries, this being
itcted by moving the mixture through as

ly cycles as desired in each unit before
asses to the next unit of the series. An-
ir advantage arises from the fact that
n a single agitating chamber and sepa-
ng ba*c are used for treating a single
fge, the pulp may be permitted to cir-

i ite for an indefinite period of time
I >ugh said chamber and box without per-
i \\ attention, the floating concentrate be-
n allowed to accumulate m the separating
< from which it may be removed intcr-
itently by mechanical mt-ans or overflow,
neing removed by overltow continilouslv
s 'ormed, such overflow being effected by
itably regulated supply of .water i-r pulp

) er advantages in simplicity bf.structure
Ihe a])paratus, durability an(h'simplicitv

of operation will appear from th^following
description and drawings, in wliich

—

65
Figure 1 is a vertical ^^'ctional view

through an agitating chamber and separat-
ing box. Fig. 2 is an elevation partly ii\

section of several units connected in series,
each unit consisting of an agitating cham- 60
ber and separating box, the section being
through the separating box of the first unit.
Fig. 3 is a plan view of the structure shown
in Fig. 1 ; and Fig. 4 is a fragmentary plan
view of the structure shown in Fig. 2, the 65

'

agitating vessels being in section upon a
plane between the lower and upper agi-
tators.

I will describe the mechanical construc-
tion of the apparatus principally with refer- 70
ence to Figs. 1 and o for the reason that
those figures being in section best illustrate

(he interior construction. While in my de-
scription I refer to the specific form and
ai-r:ingement of various parts, it v.iil be 75
ai)parent that wide variations may be made
in the mechanical form of the apparatus
without departing from the invention as de-
fined in the appended claims.
The agitating chamber 1 is preferably 80

cylindrical in form with an open upper end
f(irming a discharge outlet 2. A rotary
shaft y extends axially into the interior of
the agitating chamber 1. In the form of the
device ilhistriited the shaft 3 is rotated by 85
an electric motor 5 supported upon the top
of tlie apparatus and tlie lower end of the
.sliaft 3 extends through the bottom of the
voKsel 1 and is j^rovided with a bearing 6
beneath and exterior to the vessel 1, which 90

is supported upon a suitable standard 30.

liCakage from the vessel 1 is prevented b\

a stufHng-box 4 of any suitable form. For
the puri)ose of protecting (he packing in the

.stu(]ing-box 4 and the bearing from tl)e 95

injurious action of any of the pulp which
might leak pa.st the stuffing-box, I provide
a small opening, or duct, 7 leading through
(he wall of the stuffing-box above the pack-
ing therein and opening into an annular 100

rli.imber 8, which communicates through
passage 9 with the lower part of the vessel

1. A xcon.stant .supply of clear water under
suliiciont pressure passes through the duct •

7 into the vessel 1, thus preventing leakage 105

of any pulp with its contf»ined ore. The
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water so supplied through the passage 7

may, under some conditions of operation,

s^rve the additional purpose of maintain-

ing the pulp in the apparatus at the

5 proper level, that is, the water so supplied

may be utilized to compensate for the lower-

ing of level that would otherwise be caused

by withdrawing the floating concentrate.

The bearing G beneath the vessel 1 serves

iO to hold the shaft 3 in proper alihement and
to prevent vibration or whipping.

Projecting inwardly from the wall of the

cylindrical vessel 1 are a plurality of baffles

10 which take the form of inwardly pro-
15 jecting ribs. These baffles extend upwardly

about midwa}' the height of the vessel 1.

Upon the shaft 3, adjacent the bottom of

the vessel 1, there is secured an agitator or

impeller 12, which preferably takes the form
20 of a series of radiating arms, four in num-

ber, as shown in the construction illustrated.

The radial arms of the agitator 12 extend
outwardly with just sufficient clearance for

safety between the ends thereof and the
-•'' baffles 10. A second agitator or impeller 13

is secured to the shaft 3 just above the up-
per ends of the baffles 10, the radial arms of

the upper impeller preferably being longer

than those of the lower impeller and having
20 just sufficient clearance between their ends

and the wall of the vessel 1 to afford safety

of operation.

Rotation of the agitators 12 and 13, in

conjunction with the baffles 10, serves to im-
85 part a violent agitation to the pulp treated

m the apparatus. The lower agitator in con-

junction with the. baffles imparts a violent

agitation to the pulp, thus thoroughly in-

termingling the ingredients thereof, and
^^ also serves through centrifugal force to im-

part a tendency to the pulp to rise upon the

walls of the vessel. The upper agitator 13
lying near the surface of the -pulp imparts
further rotary movement to the same and

*^ centrifugal force causes the pulp to rise

upon the >valls of the vessel and overflow the
upper edge of the same as diagrammatically
indicated by the dotted line E in Fig. 1. Of
course the precise configuration of the upper

^0 surface of the pulp will vary according to
conditions such as the speed of sigitation and
rate of supply of pulp to the apparatus. In
order to avoid the possibility of any of the
pulp being ejected from the apparatus, I

^^ preferably inclose the upper end of the agi-
tating chamber 1 with a hood 14 which sur-
rounds the upper end of the agitating cham-
ber and extends a short distance above the
Siime. The upper end of the hood 14 may

^^ be closed by a cover 15. Adjoining the agi-
tating chamber 1 is a separating box 16, the
same preferably taking the form of a spitz-
box, or box tapering to substantially a point
at its lower end.

'^ The hood 14 is closed by a lower wall 17

situated beneath the upper edge or discharge

opening 2 of the chamber 1, said wall 17

closing the bottom of the annular space be-

tween the agitating chamber and hood and
forming a launder to receive the pulp. Just

above the wall 17 is a discharge duct 18

leading from the annular space 19 to the up-

per part of the separating box 16. In ordet'

to keep the material in the separating box

16 substantially quiet, I provide a deflector

or baffle 20 extending downwardly from the

wall of the hood 14 across the opening 18

and spaced sufficiently from the opening 18

to permit free flow of the pulp. I may also

prov-^de a second deflector or baffle 21 pro-

jecting upwardly across the opening 18 be-

yond the deflector 20. These deflectors serve

to arrest the current of pulp flowing into the

separating box and to convey the pulp into

the separating box without causing any ma-

terial disturbance of the pulp therein, thus

producing a condition conducive to the for-

mation or the floating concentrate.

At one or more edges the separating box

16 is provided with an overflow lip at sub-

stantially the same level as the bottom of the

port 18. Said lip is formed by the upper

edge of a wall 22, which may be adjustaolc

through a small range, taking the form of a

vertically movable gate operated by any suit-

able rneanj between guides 23. The rate of

fiov/ of pulp through the apparatus may be

so regulated that the floating material flows

over the upper edge of the gate 22 into the

'launder 24 fi-om which the same may be col-

lected through the discharge opening 11 as a

finished concentrate, or for further treat-

ment as the case may be. By reason of the

duct 18 and discharge lip of the gate 22 beii

upon substantially the same level the ag

tatecf pulp from the agitating vessel is de-t

positfcd upon the surface of the pulp in th«(

separator box. I find this to be a distinc

advantage over apparatus in which the agi^

tated pulp is discharged into the separatoi

box a considerable distance beneath the sur

face of the pulp in the separator box. ,^'i

The lower part of the separatiner box 1

is connected with the lower part of the agita

tion vessel 1 by means of a passage 25.- Th
passage 25 opens into the vessel 1 opposit.

or above the lower agitator 12, the effect o

this location of the opening of the passag

25 into the vessel 1 being that the pulp ei

ters the vessel 1 from the separating box H
against the outward centrifugal force in

parted to the material in the vessel 1 by tl;

agitator 12. That is. the flow of pulp fro

the separating box 16 into the vessel I is r

tarded, but not prevented, by the agitaM
12. For the purpose of regulating the flo

of pulp from the lower part of the separa

ing box into the vessel 1 the passage 25' i

provided with a regulating valve 20, whi'

mav be of any suitable form, such as a p)' ^
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-'alve. Pulp is supplied to the apparatus
hroug'li the pipes or ports 27. These 'ports

!7 are provided with" suitable re<i;ulatin|:r

•alves'28. After treatment in the apparatus,

)r one unit thereof, the puip is withdrawn
hrough the ports 29, which lead frora the

ower parts of Die spitz-boxes.

When the apparatus is used in series, as

llustrated in Fi^'^s. 2 and 4, the outlet ports

10 !9 from the separating or spitz-boxes 10,

communicate with the inlet ports 27, Vv-hich

•pmmunicate with the next adjacent ao::i-

ating vessel. When the apparatus is used
ts a single unit, either for experimental or

16)ractical operations, the inlet port 27 of

jhe agitating vessel 1 is closed after the ap-

)aratus is charged with the proper amount
)f pulp and other ingredients, and the out-

et port 29 leading from the spitz-box 16 is

JOilso closed until it is desired to discharge
he residues or tailings. When operated as

1 sipgle unit the port 29 is first closed and
I suitable amount of pulp with the other
lecessary ingredients is charged into the

25ipparatus through the port 27, or, if'con-

•enient, simply through the open top of the
;epar"tirig box. or in any other convenient
nanner.

In operating!; u]3on a single charge, as

30ibove stated, it will be understood that both
>f the ports 27 and 29 are closed and the
)ort 25 is opened to a suitable extent through
nanipulation ©f the valve 26. The charge

pulp supplied to the Apparatus is insuf-
icient to fill the same and preferably the
evel of the pulp before agitation is started
s considerably below the upj>er edge of the
hamber 1. The rotation of the agitators 12

md 13 imparts a violent agitation to the
nixture of ore, pulp and oil, thus dissemi-
lating the oil and causing efficient contact
hereof with the metalliferous mineral par-
icles and at the same time impelg- the pulp
nixture up\vard through the agitating
hamber 1 and discharges the same over the
op_ edge, 2, thereof, as hereinbefore ex-
)lained. Tiie pulp so forced upwardly out
>f the agitating chamlx^r falls in the annular
pace 19 between the upper end of the agi-
ating chamber- and the surrounding hood
ind by gravity flows through the duct 18
nto the separating box 16, the pulp at the
iaroe time flov>ing from the bottom of the
«?parating box IG into the lower part of the
igitating chamber 1 by reason of the higher
lead of water established in the separating
)ox IG due to the discharge of pulp therein
hrough the duct 18. A continuous curi-cnt

)f pulp mixture >ip\vai-d through the agitat-
ng chamber 1 and downward through the
icparatin^ box 10 is therebv caused.
The Gyration as described' is to cause tlie

>iled metalliferous part of the ore to float
ipon the surface of the pulp in the sepa-
ating box. the surface of which is sub-
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staatityily quiet. If desired the level of the
pulp in the separating box 16 msy be so
maintained that the Heating concentrate as

formed will float over the upper edge of
the gate 22 into the launder 24. Such rogu- 70
iation of the level of the pulp may be ef-

fected in various wa.ys, as by the inSow of
water through the passage 7 at the lower
en<i of the agitating vessel. If desired the
surface of the pulp in 4he separating box 75
16 may be maintained at a pomt below the
upper edge of the gate 24 and the froth
as formed may be removed by mechanical
means such as skioiminjof.

In the operation of the apparatus -as a go
single unit, as above described, the pulp Ls

thoroughly agitated, together with the ma-
terials added thereto, and is impelled up-
ward through the agitating vessel 1, whence
it flows through the port 18 into the sepa- 85
rating box 16, downward through the sepa-
rating box and back to the a,gitating vessel 1

through the port 25. The pulp thus moves
through a continuous cycle comprising alter-

nate periods of agitation and quiescence. 90
During the period of quiescence the concen-
trate which has been :• sufficiently,v treated
floats upon, the surface of the i>ulp in the

separating box 16, while the remainder of
the pulp continues to circulate through the 9^
agitating vessel and spitz-box. As the pulp
so circulates floating concentrate gradually
separates therefrom upon the surface of the

pulp in the separating box until the mate-
rial treated is practically exhau.sted of its 100
valuable content. I have found that in the

operation of the apparatus the continuous
circulation of the pulp through the sepa-

rating box and agitating vessel takes place

without material interference with the flota- jo,>

tion of the concentrate and that the amount
of floating concentrate upon the surface of
the pulp in the spitz-box gradually increases.

A considerable amount of concentrate niav

be allowed to so accumulate upon the surface j ;o

of the pulp in the spitz-box before it is nec-

essary to withdraw the same. In operation,
however, I find it i^referable to remove the
float from the surface of the pulp in the

spitz-box at intervals or continuously and iii
before too great a volume of float has be\Mi_

built up. As above indicated the removal
of the float may be either intermittent and"
effected by overflow or mechanical means, oi-

the .emoval of the float may be effected by J20
maintaining a suitable supply of Avater

through the port 7, clear water being sup-

plied when it is desired to treat a definite

amount of ore.

A single unit of the apparatus, such as ri".

illustrated in Fig. 1, or several units con-

nected in series, as shown in Fig. 2, njay be

used for the treatment of a continuous flow
of pulp through the apparatus. I will first

i-efer to the use of a single unit 01 the .ippa- is'O
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I

ratus in operating continuously upon pulp
flowing therethrough. When a single unit

uf the apparatus is used for continuous
treatment of ore pulp, as distinguished from

R a treatment of a single charge, the pulp is

supplied to the mixing vessel 1 through the

port 27, which need not be located precisely

as shown in the drawings, but is preferably
located somewhere adjacent the bottom of

10 the mixing vessel. The port 25 is left open,
adjustment of the duct through the port, if

necessary, being made by means of the valve

26. The pulp carrying with it oil and such
other ingredients as necessary for the flota-

15 tion of pulp flowing in through the port 27
is subjected to violent agitation and to an
upward force due to the rotation of the
agitator 12 and further agitation and up-
vrard i:npulse is given to the pulp by the

20 rotation of the upper agitator 13. The up-
v.-ard iiaipulse so imparted to the pulp car-

ries the seme over the upper edge of the agi-

tation vessel 1 and into the launder 19 and
through the port 18 to the separating box

25 16 as c.bove described. The surfa.ce of the

pulp in the separating box 16 being substan-

tially quiet the concentrate floats thereon as

soon as the material has received sufiicient

treatment to produce that effect. As the
SO i-ate of discharge through the port 29 is sub-

RtantiaJJy constant, and as the agitator-im-

peller moves the pulp from the agitation

rzssi'A to th& separator box at a more rapid
mto, the excess pulp so moved to the sepa-

55 rator box vrill return to the agitation vessel

tb?oi-'gh tha port 25, and will continue to

jBOTti tliroagb the local circuit or cycle com-
priaiEg tho p.gitation vessel, separator box
und coacsctixig ports until finally dis-

^ chzT^d iiiTOUgh port 29. By suitable ad-
jiislaieaS cf the valves and speed of the
agitator-impeller the amount ot pulp vrhich

is moved through this local circuit and the

iiiunber of cycles of movement imparted to
*6 it may be }:?.^id^i.ted. For instance, if the

port 2€> ba tifSj^ddcvshly restricted and the
port 25 be c^wned to a relatively large ex-

tent, a portion of the pulp will circulate

through the circuit formed by the agitation
50 vessel, the port 18, the settling box 16, and

the passage 25, a considerable number of
times before being discharged through the
port 29, the amount of such circulation im-
parted to the pulp depending, as above

*5 stated, upon the degree to which the porta
29 and 25 are opened and will also be in-

fluenced by the speed of the agitator. Dur-
ing the operation of the apparatus as de-
scribed the concentrate will gather as a float

*0 upon the surface of the pulp in the settling
box 16 and may be removed continuously by
regulating the feed through the port 27 in
such manner that the floating material will
pass over the upper edge of tne gate 22 into

€5 the c<mc9ntrate launder 24. Or the float

may be removed intermittently or contina

cusly by mechanical means, such as a skim
iiier, or ^by successive intermittent adjust

ments of the pulp level.

In the use of mechanism, such as hereto"

lore employed in the flotation process, tht

pulp passes through each agitating vesse

but once and successive treatments of th*

pulp are obtained only by increasing th
number of agitating vessels. In my iir

proved apparatus if the working capaciv'

of the apparatus is 500 gallons and 100 ga

Ions per minute are constantly fed throug

ihe inlet port 27 and a correspondiu
n mount per minute constantly discharge

through the waste port 29, in conjunctio.

with that taken off as concentrate in th

concentrate launder 24, there will constant!,

be in circulation in the apparatus 500 gai

Ions of pulp. Owing to the fact that th
gj

agitators impel the pulp at a rate muc
greater than 100 gallons per minute, a poi

tion of the pulp will circulate through th

;igitating vessel 1 and separating box 1

many times before it is discharged throug
the port 29. In othel: words, the agitatoi

impel the liquid from the agitating vessi.

into the spitz-box at a more rapid rate tha

the pulp can be discharged through tl

waste port 29, and the result is that tl
9;

material not discharged through the was
port 29 again enters the agitation ve

sel 1, through the port 25 to again pa
through the same circuit until finally wit!

drawn through the port 29 as waste or in 10

the launder 24 as concentrate. While tl

flow of pulp from the separating box :

through the port 25 into the agitation vess

1 is somewhat resisted by the outward ce>

tiifugal force set up by the lower agitat< ]0(

12, the head of pulp in the separating b<

16 when the pulp has risen sufficiently ther,

in will overcome such resistance and cau
the flow of pulp back into the agitation v<

sel in the course of its circulation throufT^
the circuit above described. |
When a plurality of units, such as illi^

trated in Fig. 1, are used in series the st-

eral units are connected as shown in Fig.

.

the outlet port 29 of the separating box t n
the first unit of the series being conn3ctl
to the inlet port 27 of the agitation vesi
of the next unit of the series, the valve )

serving to control the flow of pulp from cl

unit to the next. When so used in series U 120

pulp is treated in each unit of the apparalB
as heretofore described in connection w 1

the single unit shown in Fig. 1, the pulp i^

only passing through the entire series f

units, but being subjected to local circu^ 125

tion in each unit as above described in c<l-

nection with the apparatus shown in Fig.-
The extent of local circulation to which lb

pulp is subjected in each unit of the seiB
is determined as above described. In if 130
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npio\ed appa'ratus when so used ia series

16 pulp instead of being conveyed directly

irough the several units of the series, as in

ppai-atus heretofore used, is caused to cir-

iilate many times through each unit before

assino" to the next unit of the series, and

uring such repeated local circulation is

ubjected to repeated periods of agitation

nd quiescence for the formation of floating

.o'ioncgntrate. . .

j It will lie apparent that agitating mecha-

liism different from that herein illustrated

Imd described may be used for agitating the

jjulp and causing the circulation described

j.'ibove, and that many of the details of con-
'
itniction may be altered without departing

from the principle of my invention.

I claim

:

1. In a concentrating apparatus, an agita-

tion vessel and separating box communicat-

ing r-ith each other through upper and lower

ports, and agitating and impelling means in

said vessel for agitating an ore pulp therein

and adapted to move all of said pulp^ from

said vessel into said box and to move the

pulp in a circuit through one of said ports

fo^aid box and b..ok through the other port

iRTsaid vessel, said box having an overflow

li]^ below the level of said upper port.

2. In a device of the class described, an

agitation vessel and separating box having

^onununication with each other through

ports at the upper and lower parts thereof,

and means for imparting agitation to an ore

pulp contained in said vessel'and for moving
all of stiid pulp from said vessel through
said upper port into said box and for caus-

ing pulp to circulate repeatedly through said

vessel and box, said box having an overflow

lip below the level of said upper port.

3. In a device of the class described, an
agitation vessel, mea^s therein for agitating

and impelling upwardly an ore pulp, a sepa-

rating-^^ox, an upper duct connecting said

vessel and box, said agitating and impelling
means being adapted to move all of said

pulp from said vessel to said box through
said, upper duct, and a second duct for con-

ducting pulp back to said vessel from said

box, said box having an overflow lip below
the level of said upper port.

4. In a concentrating apparatus, a mixing
vessel and a separator box having com-
munication ports at points adjacent the top

5 and bottom thereof, and a rotary agitator in

said vessel adapted by centrifugal force to
elevate all of the ore pulp contained therein
and thereby to cause said pulp to flow into
said separator box through the upper port,

0 said box having an overflow lip below the
level of said upper port.

5. In a concentrating apparatus^ an agita-
tion vessel and separator box communicating
with each other through two ports, means

55 for feeding pulp' to said apparatus and for

discharging the same therefrom, and means

for agitating said pulp and for moving all

of said pulp from said agitation vessel to

said separator box at a more rapid rate than

the pulp is fed to and discharged from said 70

apparatus, thereby setting up a local circula-

tion of pulp through said vessel, box and

cf.nnecting ports.
, ,

G. In a concentrating apparatus, a mixmg
vessel and a separator box having communi- 75

cation ports therebetween at points adjacent

the top and bottom thereof, ^aid vessel hav-

ing an ore pulp feed port and said box a

tailings discharge port, and a rotary agi-

tator in said vessel adapted to elevate all of 80

the ore pulp supplied thereto and to dis-

charge the same into said box at a more

rapid rate than said pulp can be discharged

through said discharge port, thereby caus-

ing part of said pulp to cir9ulate repeatedly 88

through said vessel and box, said box having

an overflow Jip below the level of said upper

port.

7. In a flotation concentrating apparatus,

an agitation vessel having an inlet port for 90

ore pulp, a rotary agitator in said vessel, and

a separator box having a discharge Jip over

which floating concentrate may floWy^said

vessePand box being connected by a duct

above said discharge lip at the upper part 95

oi said vessel and opening into said box at

sul^stantially the same level as said discharge

lip, said agitator being adapted to raise all

of the ore pulp supplied to said vessel and to

discharge the same through said duct upon 100

the surface of the ore pulp in said box.

8. In a device of the class described, a se-

ries of units each comprising an agitation

vessel and separating box, the vessel and box

of each unit having communication with 106

each other through ports at the upper and
lower parts thereof and the box of each

unit having communication with the vessel

of the next succeeding unit, the first agita-

tion vessel of the series having an inlet port HO
for ore pulp, and means for imparting agi-

tation to the ore pulp in said vessels and for

moving all of the ore pulp supplied to each

vessel to the communicating box and causing

a circulation of pulp through the vessel and 115

box of each unit of the series.

9. In a device of the class described, an

agitating vessel having an open upper end, a

rotary agitator therein, a launder surround-

ing the upper end of said vessel to receive .12<>

ore pulp discharged therefrom, a separator

box communicating with said launder, and
having an overflow lip below the upper end
of said vessel, a duct connecting said box and
vessel at a point below said launder, said ^^
agitator being adapted to elevate all of the

pulp supplied to said vessel and to discharge

the same into said box.

10. In a device of the class described, an
agitation vessel, having an opening adjacent 130
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its upper end, a separating box having an
overflow lip below the level eft said opening,

a rotary agitator adjacent the bottom of said

vessel, and a second rotary agitator above

5 said first named agitator, said second agita-

tor being adapted to operate adjacent the

surface of an ore pulp contained in said ves-

sel, said rotary agitators being adapted to

elevate all of the ore pulp supplied to said

]0 vessel and to discharge tne same into said

box.

IJ. In a concentrating apparatus, an agi-

tation vessel and separating box having com-
munication with each other at the upper and

]5 lower parts thereof, a rotary agitator adja-

cent the bottom of said vessel, and a second
rotary agitator above said first named agi-

tator, said agitators being adapted to elevate

all of the ore pulp supplied to said vessel

20 and to discharge the same into said box
thereby causing the pulp to move in a circuit

through said vessel and box and to be sub-

jecteato alternate periods of agitation in

said vessel and substantial quiescence in said

25 box said separating box having an overflow
lip below the level of the upper communica-
tion between said vessel and box.

12. In a device of the class described, ai

agitation ves.sel having an upper discharg
opening, a separating box having an overji
HovvT lip below said discharge opening, mean
lOr admitting ore pulp to said vessel, mean
for impelling all of said ore pulp upwardl'
througti said discharge opening to said box
said box being connected with said vessel b;

a duct leading from the lower part of sail

box to said vessel.

13. In a device for treating ore pulp, o'

agitation vessel and separating box, raeai-

for admitting ore pulp to said vessel, a wo
between said vessel and box, means for mab
taining the' level of the pulp in said box b
low the upper edge of said "wall, means f.

impelling all of the pulp supplied to sal

vessel upwardly and over said wall into salfi

box, and a duct leading from the lower par
of said box to said vessel.

In testimony whereof, I have subscribe"

my" name.

THOMAS A. JANNEY.
Witnesses

:

Walter A. Scott,
CllARLES E. BURNAP.

Ooplet of this patent may b« obtained for five cents eacl^ by addreBsine the "Commissioner of Fatenti

Washlneton. D, C."

Fnled May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerl.

By H. H. WALKER Depu, ';
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Defendant's Exhibit No. 35.
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Filed May 18. 191 GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

Ry H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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Defendant's

UTAH COPPER COM
METALLURGIC

Composite Flotation Retreatment Plant Results for

727 33.218 16.433

HEADING TAILING
DATE

Dry Tons % Cu. % Fe. % Si02 Dry Tons % Cu. % Fe. Dry Tons % Cu

December...^. 4011 5.616 3.529 83.580 3284 ^26 l27
January 28722 6.515 4.958 78.766 22343 .106 .372

February 26206 6.925 6.028 75.808 20091 .121

March 31266 6.561 5.871 76.678 23356
April 7589 6.351 6.092 76.910 5905 .181

Total 97794 75733 .401

Average 940 6!590 1566 77.359 725 A57 ^366

CONCENTRATE

Fe. % Si02

Per Cent
Indicated K.itio of
Extraction Concentr'n

6379
6115

22361
7856
1438

29.414
29.337
27.369
24.731

19.664

22.637
21.691
21.618

20.713
19.361

14.143

17.143

20.625

98.223
98.727
98.660
97.887
95.230

6.170
4.573
4.294

4.261

4.089

216 28.458 21.196 17.359 98.161 4.399

I'iled Mav 18. 191

;

GEO. W.
Dv H. H.

SPROULE. Clerk.

WALKER. Deputy.
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Exhibit No. 36.

PANY—MAGNA PLANT
^L DEPARTMENT
Period December 25, 1916 and April 7, 1917, Inclusive

Lbs. Ex- Total Lbs.
Pounds Lbs. Oil Excess Lbs. Total Lbs. Pounds Pounds cess Cir- Oil Per Ton Dry Tons Lbs.
New Oil in Circu- Circulating Oil—New, New Oil Circulating culating New, Pulp in Per Cent Total Lbs. Reagent
Added lation Oil Plus Excess Per Ton Oil Per Ton Oil Per Ton Plus Excess Circulation Solids Reagent Per Ton

63883
•

63883 15.93 15.93 35.160 8462 2.11

528760 103358 103358 632118 18.41 7.02 3.60 22.01 2555 32.736 71282 2.48

296607 311612 311612 608219 11.32 11.89 11.80 23.21 7372 31.021 94899 3.62

465352 241859 179564 644916 14.88 7.74 5.74 20.62 3599 29.438 111975 3.58

112401 20818 9603 . 122004 14.81 2.74 1.27 16.08 599 32.165 26023 3.43

1467003 677647 604137 2071140 14125 312641

14106 6516 5809 19915 15.001 6.929 6.178 21.179 136 31.276 3006 3.197

R. A. CONRADS,

Metallurgical Engineer.





Butte &• Superior Mining Company.

Defsiidasifs EsMfeit No. 37.

5019

To ///^// (fraa^ ^//c.

7^////7^s /c? yyas/e

Filed May IS. i- GEO. VV. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H, H. WALKER. Deputy
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Defendant's

UTAH COPPER COMK,
METALLURGICAI

Statement Showing Loss in Founds of Copper and Consequent Monetary Losses Due to .

—Comparisons Being Made Between a Normal Period from December 25, 19

—Copper Figured a

Avg. Lbs. Av^. Dry Average
"*

Oil Used Ions Average AveraRe Average Average Ratio of Tons Average Loss Loss
Per Ton Treated % Cu. in <% Cu. in % Fe. m % Si02 in Concen- Tailing % Cu. in Lbs. Cii. Per Ton P

DATE Ore Treated Per Day Tailing Concent. Concent. Concent. tration Per Day Tailing Per Ton @15cCu. @'

NORMAL *

12/25/16 to 3/24/17* 22.18 926 .120 29.09 21.04 16.99 4.44 715 .120 2.40 .360

March 25 A 16.17 1075 .241 27.29 23.27 13.27 4.37 829 .241 4.82 .723

March 26 *A 15.84 1083 .278 28.45 22.00 14.63 4.34 833 .278 5.56 .834 1

March 27....; 16.33 1021 .249 24.65 22.86 16.90 4.18 777 .249 4.98 .747

March 28 16.41 1013 .300 23.12 24.01 16.80 3.84 749 .300 6.00 .900 1

March 29 NO TESTS MADE
March 30 10.63 750 .589 24.39 20.10 25.40 4.67 590 .589 11.78 1.767

March 31 *B 10.33 991 .486 24.75 23.51 18.17 4.36 764 .486 9.72 1.458

April 1 5.16 1098 .560 21.78 21.98 22.63 3.76 806 .560 11.20 1.680

April 2 *C 4.16 1086 1.277 27.09 19.58 23.32 4.40 839 1.277 25.54 3.831

* Dec. 25, 1916, to Jan. 16, 1917, inclusive, no oil credited from circulation. Jan. 17th to March 3rd, inclusive, all circulated oil crediti

March 4th to 24th, inclusive, circulated oil in excess of 20 lbs. per ton dry pulp in circulation, credited as new oil

* A Inclusive of the circulating oil in excess of 15 lbs. per ton of dry pulp in circulation.

* B Inclusive of the circulating oil in excess of 10 lbs. per ton of dry pulp in circulation.

* C Inclusive of the circulating oil in excess of "5 lbs. per ton of dry pulp in circulation.

Magna Utah.

April 16, 1917.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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hibit No. 38.

NY—MAGNA PLANT
DEPARTMENT

Abnormal Tailing Caused by Variation in Amounts of Oil Used per Ton of Ore Treated.

16, to March 24, 1917—And Abnormal Days from March 25 to April 2, 1917.

t Various Prices.

Abnormal Abnormal Abnormal Abnormal Abnormal Abnormal Abnormal Abnormal Abnormal
Loss Loss Loss Loss Lbs. Loss Per Loss Per Loss Per Loss Per Loss Per Loss Per I.OSS Per Loss Per
;r Ton Per Ton Per Ton Cu. Per Ton Ton Day Ton Day Ton Day Ton Day
20c Cu. @ 2Sc Cu. @ 30c Cu. Tailing @ 15c Cu. @ IScCu. @ 20c Cu. @ 20c Cu. @ 25c Cu. @ 25c Cu. @ 30c Cu. @ 30c Cu.

.480 .600 .720

.964 1.205 1.446 2.42 .363 300.93 .484 401.24 .605 501.54 .726 601.85

.112 1.390 1.668 3.16 .474 394.84 .632 526.46 .790 658.07 .948 789.68

.996 1.245 1.494 2.58 .387 300.70 .516 400.93 .645 501.16 .774 601.40

.200 1.500 1.800 3.60 .540 404.46 .720 539.28 .900 674.10 1.080 808.92

356 2.945 3.534 9.38 1.407 830.13 1.876 1106.84 2.345 1383.55 2.814 1660.26
944 2.430 2.916 7.32 1.098 838.87 1.464 1118.50 1.830 1398.12 2.196 1677.74
240 2.800 3.360 8.80 1.320 1063.92 1.760 1418.56 2.200 1773.20 2.640 2127.84
108 6.385 7.662 23.14 3.471 2912.17 4.628 3882.89 5.785 4853.62 6.942 5824.34

d as new oil.



;
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I!

Defendant I

UTAH COPPER C U
METALLURC^

Composite Flotation Retreatment Plaifii

TAILING

HEADING

DATK
Dry
Tons % Cu. % Fe. % Si02

- Dry
Tons

CONCENTRATE i
Dry
Tons <7n Cu.

Ratio of j

Fe. % Si02 Concenfi

12/25 340 4.77 3.75 83.47 284 .110 .33 56 28.60 19.05 20.80

12/26 92 4.37 2.92 88.00 82 .085 .37 10 39.53 12.72 17.00

12/27 572 5.59 2.55 85.00 488 .087 .37 84 37.34 13.39 22.80

12/28 715 5.95 2.97 84.20 598 .193 .29 117 35.55 14.60 22.13

12/29 794 6.56 3.90 81.53 644 .264 .30 150 33.58 17.03 19.33

12/30 746 6.34 3.93 81.87 593 .074 .33 153 30.64 17.67 21.13

1 2/31 752 5.73 4.68 81.00 595 .067 .30 157 27.28 20.57 21.8

Total 4011 3284 727

Averagc..573 5.616 3.529 83.58 469 .126 .327 104 33.218 16.433 20.7 13

Magna, Utah,
February 3, 1917.

6.11

9.20

6.77

6.14

5.29

4.88

4.80

6.170

Filed May 18. 191

!

GEO. W. SPROtjLE. Clerk.

Ry H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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liiit No. 39.

-MAGNA PLANT
IPARTAIENT
-December 25th to 31, 1916, Inclusive

OIL

ORIGINAL FEED

n t Lbs. Oil
Entcrintr
Head of 1 )s. Oil
Machine I t ' .'on

Circu-
latinK
Feed

% Solids
Oil Com-
bination

No. of
Cells Pro-
du-ing
Finished
Concen-
trate

No. of
Cells

Circulat-

REAGENTS

Total
Lbs.

Pounds
Per Ton

5,242 15.42 26.83 95% J ; S^t- Yar. P. t 3-5 13-11 759 2.23

1,451 15.77 No Sample "
4 12 392 4.26

6,551 11.45 33.05
"

4 12 1135 1.98

9,361 13.09 34.33
" 4-6 12-10 1230 1.72

11,051 13.92 38.42
" 4-6 12-10 1686 2.12

14,642 19.63 39.44
" 4-6 12-10 1657 2.22

115,585 20.72 38.88 .

"
5 11 1603 2.13

63,833 8462

9,126 15.93 35.16 1209 2.11

t Oils Initialed:

T—Jones.
Y—Yaryan Pine.
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Defendant's Ex

UTAH COPPER COMP/
METALLURGICAL

Composite Flotation Retreatment Pla:

HEADING TAILING CONCENTRATE Ratio of
Concen-
tration

Per Cent
Indicated
Extrac-
tion

Pounds
New Oil
Added

Lbs. Oil
in Circu-
lation

Total Oil -

Entering
Head of
Machine

DATE Dry Tins %Cu. % Fe. % Si02 Dry Tons %Cu. % Fe. Dry Tons %Cu. % Fe. % Si02

1. ... 739 5.97 4.13 81.33 583 .084 .32 156 27.98 18.87 22.00 4.74 98.92 15724 15724

2 .... 811 6.50 3.57 80.27 653 .094 .30 158 33.04 16.17 22.33 5.14 98.84 17643 17643

3 .., 839 6.08 3.80 82.67 678 .065 M 161 31.35 17.67 20.80 5.20 99.16 17503 17503

4 ... 863 6.87 3.40 82.13 705 .092 .32 158 37.20 15.27 19.13 5.47 98.90 18064 18064

5 ... , 861 6.37 3.22 83.46 703 ;148 .31 158 34.01 15.05 30.21 5.44 98.10 18484 18484

6 ... 790 6.37 2.97 81.93 644 .130 .24 146 33.97 14.58 22.03 5.42 98.33 19809 19809

7 ... 896 6.27 3.23 83.20 726 .093 .28 170 32.67 15.13 22.60 5.27 98.82 18691 18691

8 ... 884 5.69 4.43 82.00 703 .112 .31 181 27.41 18.93 23.30 4.89 98.45 18999 18999

9 .... 860 6.21 4.53 80.60 676 .067 .32 184 28.83 17.30 24.47 4.68 99.16 19043 19043

10 .... 838 6.75 4.30 80.00 669 .110 .52 169 33.02 19.70 19.07 4.96 98.69 18855 18855

11 .... 911 6.60 5.48 77.80 703 .107 .32 208 28.57 21.78 18.00 4.38 98.78 18949 18949

12 ... 906 6.80 5.95 77.60 683 .097 .48 223 27.35 20.97 21.20 4.06 98.92 19417 19417

13 .... 880 6.43 5.38 78.33 677 .144 .38 203 27.37 20.74 17.53 4.33 98.23 19276 19276

14 ... 1029 6.45 6.07 76.86 783 .138 M 246 26.49 22.71 15.55 4.17 98.35 23205 23205
15 ... 940 7.44 4.88 77.70 717 .096 .29 223 31.15 18.58 18.02 4.23 99.05 22356 22356
16 ... 949 6.70 4.86 78.04 715 .055 .35 234 27.10 17.37 25.35 4.07 99.39 20490 20490
17 ... 922 6.72 4.49 78.73 705 .068 M 217 28.62 16.76 24.95 4.26 99.22 16746 4259 21005
18 ... 948 6.86 4.76 77.74 715 .067 .38 233 27.65 17.27 23.85 4.06 99.26 17336 4970 22306
19 ... 964 6.75 4.62 79.97 746 .060 .28 218 29.57 18.07 21.75 4.41 99.30 15746 6010 21756
20 ... 997 6.98 4.49 78.94 805 .124 .32 192 35.75 18.84 14.47 5.20 98.55 15308 5492 20800
21 ... 994 6.20 4.76 79.90 787 .141 .41 207 29.20 21.60 15.17 4.80 98.17 15560 5967 21527
22 ... 1023 7.15 4.99 78.00 807 .144 .35 216 33.25 20.12 13.57 4.72 98.39 14204 7244 21448
23 ... 979 6.76 5.48 77.26 m .093 50 206 31.69 20.31 16.07 4.74 98.92 13372 4994 18366
24 ... 982 '6.67 5.64 75.86 759 .128 .49 223 28.93 21.67 15.47 4.40 98.54 14228 5278 19506

25 ... 1017 5.75 6.25 76.24 775 .111 .37 242 23.80 24.22 17.14 4.20 98.53 14350 6899 21249
26 ... 1003 6.25 6.12 76.84 762 .089 .40 241 25.67 22.87 17.47 4.15 98.88 14365 5863 20228
27 ... 950 5.42 6.83 75.65 721 .100 .54 229 22.13 24.56 17.88 4.14 98.58 13654 6398 20052
28 ... 966 6.75 6.64 74.80 702 .127 .40 264 24.40 23.68 15.90 3.66 98.66 14212 5005 19217

29 ... 1006 7.01 5.85 76.76 766 .165 .36 240 28.78 21.64 17.12 4.18 98.20 15260 8977 24237
30 ... 986 6.27 7.11 74.54 732 .111 M 254 24.03 25.59 14.30 3.88 98.67 14632 11817 26449
31 ... 989 6.94 5.48 76.60 770 .124 .56 219 30.86 21.47 13.50 4,51 98.59 13279 14185 27464

Total ... 28722 22343 6379 528760 103358 632118

Average .... 927 6.515 4.958 78.766 721 .106 .372 206 29.414 19.664 19.361 4.573 98.727 17057 6891 20391

Avg. to Date. .... 861 6.404 4.783 79.356 674 .109 .366 187 29.803 19.333 19.499 4.768 98.665 15596 6891 18316

Magna, Utah,

February 3, 1917.

ttOils Initialed:

J—Jones.
Y P—Yaryan Pine.

S F—Smelter Fuel.
A C—American Creosote.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.



hibit No. 40.

.NY—MAGNA PLANT
DEPARTMENT

It Results—Month of January, 1917

5025

ORIGINAL FEED CIRCULATING FEED

Pounds
New Oil
Per Ton

Pounds
Circulat-
ing Oil
Per Ton

Total
Lbs. Oil
Per Ton

Pounds Oil
Total Per Ton Per Cent
Tons in Circula- Solids

tion Oil Combinations

No. of REAGENT
Cells

Producing No. of
Finished Cells Cir- Total Pounds

Concentrate culation Lbs. Per Ton

5-6 11-10 1742 2.36
5 11 1714 2.11
4-5 12-11 1430 1.70

5 11 1882 2.18
5-6 11-10 1574 1.83
4-6 12-10 1575 1.99
5-6 11-10 2106 2.35
5-6 11-10 1743 1.97
5-6 11-10 1992 2.32
5-6 11-10 1715 2.05
5-6 11-10 1836 3.02
4-6 12-10 1760 1.94
3.6 13-10 1855 2.11
2-3-6 14-13-10 2722 2.64
2-5 14-11 2907 3.09
2-3 14-13 1818 1.92
2 14 1632 1.77
2-3-4 14-13-12 3106 3.28
2-3-4 14-13-12 2287 2.37
3-4 13-12 2517 2.52
3-4-5- 13-12-11 2044 2.06
2-3-4- 14-13-12 3557 3.48
2-3 14-13 2942 3.00
2-3 14-13 2498 2.54
2- 14 2702 2.66
2-3 14-13 2814 2.80
2 14 2533 2.67
2 14 • 2804 2.90
2-3-4 14-13-12 3262 3.24
2 14 3073 3.12
2 14 3140 3.17

21.28
21.75

20.86
20.93

21.47

25.07
20.86
21.49
22.14
22.50
20.80
21.43
21.90
22.55

23.78
21.59
18.16

18.29

16.33

15.35

15.65

13.88

13.66

19.86

14.11

14.32

14.37

14.71

15.17

14.84

13.43

4.62

5.24

6.23

5.51

6.00

7.08

5.10

5.37

6.78

5.85

6.73

5.18

8.92

11.98

14.34

21.28
21.75
20.86
20.93

21.47

25.07

20.86

21.49
22.14
22.50

20.80

21.43
21.90

22.55

23.78

21.59
22.78
23.53

22.56
20.86
21.65
20.96
18.76

19.86

20.89

20.17
21.10
19.89

24.09
26.82

27.77

125

208
164
106
173
165
134
156
160
154
128
180
181

233
288

34.07
23.89

36.65
51.81

34.49

43.90
37.27
33.83
43.12
38.07

49.98
27.81

49.60
50.72

49.25

38.36
37.19
37.80
39.50
40.02

38.50
40.24
39.31

39.81

36.31

39.92
37.80
38.11

32.20
29.42
26.80
25.82
25.52
24.26
28.11

32.52

29.58
28.41

29.88
29.18

26.78
27.91

28.70
27.70
29.82
29.34

95%J;5%Y. P.tt

97%J;3%YP.
97.5% J; 2.5% Y. P.

97% J ; 3% Y. P. ; 98% J ; 2% Y. P.

98%J;2%Y. P.

98% J ; 2% Y. P. ; 83% S. F. ; 15% A. C. ; 2% Y, P.

83% S. F. ; 15% A. C. ; 2% Y. P.

83% S. F. ; 15% A. C. ; 2% Y. P. ; 100% S. F.

100% S. F.—82.35% S. F. ; 17.65% J.

82.35% S. F. ; 17.65% J ; 89% S. F. ; 1 1% J.

89% S. F. ; 1 1% J ; 98% J ; 2% Y. P.

98%J;2%Y. P.

'

2555 71282

18.41 7.02 22.01 170 40.45 32.736 2299 2.48

18.11 7.02 21.27 170 40.45 33.036 2099 2.43

R. A. CONRADS,
Metallurgical Engineer.
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Defendant's E

UTAH COPPER COMP
METALLURGICA

Composite Flotation Retreatment Pla

HEADING TAILING CONCENTRATE Per Cent Total
Ratio of
Concen-

Indicated
Extrac-

Pounds
New Oil

Lbs. Oil
in Circu-

Enter
HeadDry Dry Dry

DATE Tons %Cu. %Fc. % S102 Tons %C\x. Tons % Cu. % Fe. % Si02 tration tion Added lation Mach

1 ,. 915
.. 941
.. 947
.. 955

7.02

6.40
6.21

6.41

4.85

5.38

6.25

5.76

78.30
78.04
74.18
76.30

729
748
727
743

.136

.108

.180

.134

186
193
220
212

33.99

30.78
26.13
28.44

19.24

20.44
22.24
22.26

15.77

16.10

17.81

17.04

4.92

4.88

4.30

4.51

98.44
98.68
97.83
98.40

10382
8615
10007
9824

12142
10654
11628
12083

225:

192(

216;

2191

2

4
..1011 6.70 5.85 76.20 779 .088 232 28.93 22.59 16.00 4.36 99.02 8791 9501 182'

6 .. 943 6.34 6.58 75.10 724 .107 219 26.94 24,49 13.67 4.30 98.71 11275 6888 181
.. 956 6.43 5.61 77.53 749 .095 207 29.39 22.43 14.77 4.62 98.83 13232 9317 225

8 „ 985 6.30 5.77 77.40 767 .102 218 28.10 23.43 13.87 4.52 98.75 12727 9184 219
.. 992 6.61 5.34 78.10 781 .131 211 30.66 21.21 14.67 4.71 98.46 13099 10314 234.

10 .. 939 7.05 6.03 76.50 708 .129 231 28.28 22.50 15.77 4.07 98.59 11863 10749 226

11 _, .. 909 7.48 5.48 76.53 702 .106 207 32.46 21.33 13.60 4.39 98.92 12874 9555 224:

12 .. 881 7.55 5.88 75.23 665 .103 216 30.45 22.37 12.50 4.08 99.00 12245 9194 214
13 .. 915 6.91 7.76 74.17 678 .094 237 26.42 25.16 12.30 3.86 99.01 11687 15767 274
14 _ .. 917 7.65 5.57 74.90 705 .108 212 32.66 22.06 12.77 4.32 98.92 9739 11567 213

15 .. 958 7.13 6.60 74.20 724 .122 234 28.77 24.43 13.73 4.09 98.68 9211 15870 250

16 .. 876 7.46 6.47 74.55 665 .127 211 30.54 23.41 11.57 4.15 98.68 8125 10232 183

17 .. 904 7.33 6.73 73.70 677 .148 227 28.73 23.74 11.98 3,98 98.47 8885 12734 216
18 .. 917 8.07 5.37 75.07 . 706 .140 211 34.58 21.06 12.10 4.34 98.67 8839 10294 191

19 _ _ .. 924 7.20 6.70 74.23 702 .140 222 29.56 23.80 12.20 4,17 98.54 8645 11886 20!

20 .. 919 7.59 5.62 75.13 700 .161 219 31.40 21.70 14.03 4.20 98.40 8924 11272 201

21 _ .. 951 7.38 6.21 75.63 719 .112 232 29.82 22.71 14.15 4.09 98.86 8738 14660 233'

22 .. 915 7.07 5.96 75.72 702 .159 213 29.87 22.86 13.60 4.30 98.28 7783 20332 281
.. 916 6.83 6.09 76.27 703 .114 213 29.01 23.67 13.03 4.30 98.68 7170 15277 224

24 „ - .. 967 6.46 5.89 76.77 744 .120 223 27.65 23.31 14.50 4.34 98.59 7124 12631 197

25 .. 911 6.32 6.37 76.27 699 .127 212 26.69 23.51 13.07 4.29 98.45 12067 12533 246

26 ... 906 6.48 5.79 76.43 705 .112 201 28.78 22.01 14.70 4.50 98.65 13153 4402 175

... 956 6.79 6.09 76.13 722 .094 234 27.48 22.31 16.08 4.09 98.92 14107 4741 188

28 ... 980 6.73 6.78 74.07 718 .102 262 24.92 23.58 14.62 3.74 98.92 17476 6205 236

Total .26206 20091 6115 296607 311612 6082

Average ... 936 6.9161 6.028 75.808 717.5 .1212 218.4 29.241 22.637

20.861

14,143

17.022

4.294

4.519

98.655

98,666

10593

13474

11129

6288

217

Avg. to Date

.

... 893 6.636 5.337 77.779 693 .114 200 29.587 197

Magna, Utah, .

March 2. 1917

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



[hibit No. 41.

^NY—MAGNA PLANT
. DEPARTMENT
It Results—Month of February. 1917

5027

I L

ORIGINAL FEED CIRCULATING FEED

il
' Pounds Pounds Oil

f
Pounds Circulat- Total Per Ton
New Oil ing Oil Lbs. Oil Total in Circula- Per Cent

e Per Ton Per Ton Per Ton Tons tion Solids

* 11.35 13.27 24.62 259 46.88 32.03
) 9.16 11.32 20.48 323 32.98 33.17

) 10.57 12.28 22.85 325 35.78 32.14

7 10.29 12.65 22.94 321 37.64 31.24

I 8.70 9.40 18.10 335 28.36 30.92

i 11.96 7.30 19.26 278 24.78 32.35
) 13.84 9.75 23.59 184 50.64 31.43

12.92 9.32 22.24 242 37.95 31.27

13.20 10.40 23.60 228 45.24 30.96

12.63 11.45 24.08 236 45.55 30.77

, 14.16 10.51 24.67 262 36.47 29.12
13.90 10.44 24.34 271 33.93 27.11

4 12.77 17.23 30.00 273 57.75 30.38
6 10.62 12.61 23.23 266 43.48 31.68
1 9.61 16.57 26.18 305 52.03 31.66
7 9.28 11.68 20.96 327 31.29 32.29
9 9.83 14.09 23.92 334 38.12 31.02

3 9.64 11.23 20.87 310 33.21 32.24
1 9.36 12.86 22.22 321 37.03 33.47
6 9.71 12.27 21.98 279 40.40 32.83

8 9.19 15.42 24.61 296 49.53 31.90
S 8.51 22.22 30.73 284 71.59 30.26
7 7.83 16.68 24.51 259 58.98 30.10
"

7.37 13.06 20.43 254 49.73 27.98
13.25 13.75 27.00 176 71.21 29.64

J 14.52 4.86 19.38 131 33.60 30.57
8 14.76 4.96 19.72 143 33.15 29.98
1 17.83 6.33 24.16 150 41.37 30.08

Oil Com-
binations

No. of
Cells

Producing
Finished

Concentrate

No. of
Cells
Circu-
lating

REAGENT

Total
Lbs.

Pounds
Per Ton

08%J;2%Y.P.:{:

98% J ; 2% Y. P. ; 80% J ; 20% A. C.

80% J; 20% A. G.; 87^% J; 11J^% A. C; 1% Y. P.

87J^%J; 11^% A. C; 1% Y. P.

(87H% J ; 1 1^% A. C. ; 1% Y. P. ; 42% J.

(52% S. F.; 5J^% A. C; '/^% Y. P.

87}4% J; 11J^%A. C; 1% Y. P.

4
2
2
2
2
2-4

2-4
4-7
4-6
4-6

4
4-5

4-5
4-5
4-5
4-6
4-5

4-5
4-5
4-6
4-6
4-6
4-5
4-6
4-6
4-6
6-8
6-8

12
14
14
14
14
14-12

14-12
12-9
12-10
12-10

12
12-11

12-11

12-11
12-11
12-10
12-11

12-11
12-11

12-10
12-10
12-10
12-11
12-10
12-10
12-10
10-8

10-8

3010
2973
2589
2925
2777
3122
3233
3624
3037
3261

3233
3448
3241
3448
3177
3317
3451
3714
3531
3961
3663
4319
4398
3532
3765
3550
3307
3293

3.29

3.16

2.73

3.06

2.75

3.31

3.38

3.68

3.06

3.47

3.56

3.91

3.54

3.76

3.32
3.79

3.82

4.05

3.82

4.31

3.85

4.72

4.80
3.65

4.13

3.92

3.46

3.36

?
7372 94899

I 11.32 11.89 23.21 263 42.27 31.021 3389 3.62

2 15.09 7.04 22.13 150 41.92 32.140 2646 2.96

t Oils Initialed:

J—Jones.
Y P—Yaryan Pine.
S F—Smelter Fuel.
A C—American Creosote

R. A. CONRADS,
Metallurgical Engineer.
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Defendant's

UTAH COPPER COl

METALLURGK
Composite Flotation Retreatment

HEADING TAILING CONCENTRATE Ratio of Per Cent Pounds Lbs. Oil
. Concen- Indicated New Oil in Circu-

DATE Dry Tons % Cu. % Fe. % Si02 Dry Tons % Cu. Dry Tons % Cu. % Fe. % Si02 tration Extraction Added lation Debit

171 1 Oil 677 5:45 77^3 772 iOST 239 207 2090 17:27 4:23 99:oI 15675 6988
2 :".:"".: 954 6.66 4.78 78.80 754 .086 200 31.43 20.04 is.47 4.77 93.95 15147 5482

3 1 054 6.33 4.61 79.30 826 .072 228 29.02 21.11 17.57 4.62 99.13 17188 6216
4"" 995 6.18 5.69 77.50 763 .177 232 25.89 21.29 18.47 4.28 97.80 17989 5333 2240

5 : 1 006 6.83 5.70 76.37 758 .220 245 27.09 21.40 19.37 4.06 97.60 18845 7079 2740
6"" 986 6.43 5.39 78.80 772 .208 214 28.91 20.68 17.43 4.61 97.45 16913 6994 2060

7 1 024 7.80 5.69 75.50 763 .189 261 30.04 19.30 18.47 3.92 98.20 16819 8223 2780

8 1 080 7.97 5.96 74.80 800 .243 280 30.06 21.26 15.43 3.86 97.77 17327 6594 2360
9'"

1 111 6.66 6.92 74.50 835 .183 276 26.25 23.15 16.07 4.02 97.93 18063 7606 2760
10...: 1 057 7.43 6.32 75.00 782 .206 275 27.93 22.86 14.43 3.84 97.96 17297 9641 2540

II 1 060 7.14 6.25 75.67 772 .144 288 25.92 21.93 17.88 3.68 98.53 17404 13982 3840

12 1 044 7.68 5.74 76.18 762 .100 282 28.15 19.18 22.72 3.70 99.07 18030 12586 3700
13 988 7.25 5.64 76.00 748 .134 240 29.36 20.46 17.50 4.11 98.58 17114 13267 3800
14 965 6.25 5.73 77.03 751 .073 214 27.91 21.91 15.47 4.51 99.08 14695 18453 3200
15 954 5.87 5.45 77.83 760 .083 194 28.56 22.07 17.37 4.92 98.86 12958 12720 2900
16 942 5.76 5.75 78.13 738 .102 204 26.25 23.47 14.53 4.62 98.60 11851 9594 2460
17 958 6.00 5.70 77.33 738 .130 220 25.67 22.08 18.60 4.35 98.37 11559 12028 2800
18 964 5.96 6.04 77.30 748 .104 216 26.24 22.23 17.17 4.46 98.65 12428 10831 2840
19 1 031 6.11 5.94 76.12 789 .164 242 25.50 22.38 17.63 4.26 97.93 12768 11656 3520
20 1 019 7.04 5.87 76.10 779 .123 240 29.44 20.48 17.10 4.24 98.64 13654 8420 2720
21 1 043 6.39 6.60 76.15 799 .111 244 26.97 22.15 14.95 4.28 98.66 16633 7305 2160
22 986 6.10 5.52 77.87 775 .092 211 28.19 20.84 16.60 4.68 98.83 15706 7661 1960

23 1 090 6.40 5.55 78.37 860 .095 230 29.94 20.66 15.08 4.73 98.85 15938 6924 1960
24 1 052 6.35 6.08 77.13 814 .134 238 27.62 22.76 13.60 4.42 98.40 16326 7352 2180
25 1 075 6.43 6.25 75.90 829 .241 246 27.29 23.27 13.27 4.37 97.12 11473 7589 1680

26 1 083 6.77 5.95 75.93 833 .278 250 28.45 22.00 14.63 4.34 96.85 11960 6776 1575

27 1 021 6.08 6.51 76.13 777 .249 244 24.65 22.86 16.90 4.18 96.83 16669
28 1 013 6.24 7.05 74.73 749 .300 264 23.12 24.01 16.80 3.84 96.42 16622
29 959 6.78 6.22 75.90 705 .198 254 25.09 22.08 20.07 3.78 97.81 14456 1514 840
30 750 5.69 5.25 78.13 590 .589 160 24.39 20.10 25.40 4.67 91.88 7974
31 991 6.05 6.41 75.10 764 .486 227 24.75 23.51 18.17 4.36 93.80 7871 3045 680

Total 31 266 23915 7358 465352 241859 62295 1

Average 1 008.58 6.580 5.871 76.678 771.4 .1774 237.4 27.371 21.691 17.143 4.261 97 .894 15011 8638 2010

Avg. to Date 930 6.610 5.522 77.397 718 .137 212 28.794 21.158 17.065 4.335 98.395 13965

465352+241859=

* Oils Initialed:

LF—Lyoth Fuel.

J—Jones.
Magna, Utah, y p_Yaryan Pine.

April 8, 1917. A C—American Creosote.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Exhibit No. 42.

«pany—magna plant
:al department
Plant Results—Month of March, 1917

o I I.

ORIGINAL FEED CIRCULATING FEED

Total Oil Pounds No. of Cells REAGENTS
Total Pntmr^Q Oil No. of

Cells Cir-
jLtitcrins

Head of
x^ounns
New Oil

v^ircuiat"

ing Oil Lbs. Oil Total
± UUIIUS KJll

per Ton in

Circulation
Per Cent

x^rouucuig
Finished Total Pounds

Credit Machine Per Ton Per Ton Per Ton Tons Solids. 'Oil Combinations Concentrate culating Lbs. Per Ton

6988 22663 15.50 6.91 22.41 149 46.90 25.13 87y2%]., ny2% a. c, i% y. p. ** 6-7 10-9 3188 3.15
5482 20629 15.87 S.7S 21.63 109 50.29 27.43

"
6-8 10.8 3486 3.65

6216 23404 16.30 5.90 22.20 136 45.71 28.49 86% J., 12J^% A. C, V/2% Y. P. 6-8 10-8 3136 2.98
3093 21082 18.08 3.11 21.19 112 47.62 30.91 Lyoth Fuel Oil. 6-7 10-9 3839 3.86
4339 23184 18.73 4.31 23.04 137 51.67 31.06 " " " 6-8 10-8 4661 4.63
4934 21847 17.15 5.00 22.15 103 67.90 32.02 " " " 6-10 10-6 4092 4.15
5443 22262 16.42 5.32 21.74 139 59.16 29.31 " " " 6-7 10-9 3834 3.74
4234 21561 16.04 3.92 19.96 118 55.88 32.56 ' &59%L. F.,,41% J. 6-11 10-5 4311 3.99
4846 22909 16.26 4.36 20.62 138 55.12 34.18 59% Lyoth Fuel & 41% J. 7-11 9-5 4511 4.06
7101 24398 16.36 6.72 23.08 127 75.91 29.19 59% L. F., 41% J ; 86% J., 12^% A. C,

1 H% Y. P. 6-8 10-8 4216 3.99
10142 27546 16.42 9.57 25.99 194 72.07 28.84 86% J., 12>4% A. C, 1 J^% Y. P. 43%

L. F. 43% J. 12J^% AC V/2% Y. P. 8-9 8-7 3546 3.34
8886 26916 17.27 8.51 25.78 185 68.03 26.14 43% J., 43% L. F. 12}^% A. C,, 1H%Y. P 6-9 10-7 3062 2.93
9467 26581 17.32 9.58 26.90 190 69.83 26.43 43% J., 43% L. F. 12J4% A. C, 1J4%Y. P. 6-10 10-6 3419

,
3.46

15253 29948 15.23 15.81 31.04 160 115.33 25.93
" 6-8 10-8 2912 3.02

9820 22778 13.58 10.29 23.87 145 87.72 25.57 " 6-8 10-8 2902 3.04
7134 18985 12.58 7.57 20.15 123 78.00 25.29 >• 6-8 10-8 2403 2.55
9228 20787 12.07 9.63 21.70 140 85.91 26.06 " 6-8 10-8 2617 2.73
7991 20419 12.89 8.29 21.18 142 76.27 26.44 " 6-8 10-8 3060 3.17
8136 20904 12.38 7.89 20.27 176 66.23 26.98

" 6-10 10-6 3961 3.84

57P0 19354 13.40 5.59 18.99 136 61.91 27.57 " 6-9 10-7 4056 3.98
5145 21778 15.95 4.93 20.88 108 67.64 26.70 82'/^ .0 Fuel and 17j4% A. C. 7-8 9-8 4153 3.98
5701 21407 15.93 5.78 21.71 98 78.17 25.56

>»
5-8 11-8 2656 2.69

4964 20902 14.62 4.55 19.17 98 70.65 26.83
" 6-8 10-8 2411 2.21

5172 21498 15.52 4.92 20.44 109 67.45 28.24,
" 8-10 8-6 3229 3.07

5909 17382 10.67 5.50 16.17 112 67.76 31.39 50% J., 37/2% F., 12}^% A. C. 4-5 12.11 3864 3.59
5201 17161 11.04 4.80 15.84 105 64.53 32.94

"
4-5 12.11 3990 3.68

16669 16.33 16.33 32.51
"

All None 4698 4.60
16622 16.41 16.41 32.64

" " " 4741 4.68
674 15130 15.07 .71 15.78 42 36.04 33.44

" 4-16 12-0 3887 4.05

7974 10.63 10.63 40.52
"

All None 3584 4.78
2365 10236 7.94 2.39 10.33 68 44.78 36.27

" 5-6 11-10 3553 3.58

79564 644916 3599 111975

5792 20803 14.837 6.343 21.180 116 49.89 29.438 3612 3.581

6129 20094 15.02 6.59 21.61 139 44.09 31.203 2955 3.177

707211

R. A. CONRADS,
Metallurgical Engineer.
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UTAH COPPER COMP
METALLURGICA

Composite Flotation Retreatment Plant Result

HEADING TAILING
•

CONCENTRATE Per Cent
Indicated I

Extraction C(DATE Dry Tons %Cu. % Fe. % Si02 Dry Tons %Cu. Dry Tons % Cu. % Fe. % Si02

4/1 1098 6.21 6.65 74.80 806 .560 292 21.78 21.98 22.63 93.40

2 1086 7.14 5.74 76.27 839 1.277 247 27.09 19.58 23.32 86.16

3 1095 6.23 6.43 76.77 814 .127 , 281 23.91 22.65 19.47 98.45

4 1090 5.67 6.22 77.68 830 .116 260 23.38 22.44 19.33 98.41

S 1104 5.66 6.66 77.10 827 .164 277 22.07 22.89 20.47 97.82

6 1077 6.15 5.41 78.40 828 .243 249 25.76 21.44 20.50 97.00

7 1039 7.46 5.48 77.40 789 .307 250 30.10 19.96 18.57 96.89

TOTAL 7589 5733 1856

AVERAGE 1084 6.351 6.092 76.910 819 .401 265 24.731 21.618 20.625 95.230

Magna, Utah,
April 8, 1917.

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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ANY—MAGNA PLANT
L DEPARTMENT
s for Period—April 1st and 7, 1917—Inclusive

Lbs. Ex- Total Lbs.
Excess Total Lbs. Pounds cess Cir- Oil Per

Pounds Lbs. Oil Lbs. Cir- Oil, New. Pounds Circulat- culating Ton, New. Dry Tons Lbs.
latio of New Oil in Circu- culating Plus New Oil ing Oil Oil Plus Pulp in Per Cent Total ,Lbs. Reagent

Per Tonincentr'n Added lation Oil Excess Per Ton Per Ton Per Ton Excess Circulation Solids Reagent

3.76 5666 5666 5,16 5.16 37.99 3595 3.27
4,40 4418 354 99 4517 4.07 .33 .09 4.16 51 35,93 3404 3.13
3.90 18450 3310 1430 19880 16.85 3.02 1.31 18.16 94 32,20 3396 3.10
4.19 19527 5019 2959 22486 17.91 4.60 2.71 20.62 103 32.92 2922 2.68
3.99 21499 4010 1430 22929 19.47 3.63 1.30 20,77 129 30,41 3803 3.44
4.32 21829 5177 2617 24446 20.27 4.81 2.43 22,70 128 27.93 4275 3.97
4.16 21012

112401
2948

20818
1068
9603

22080
122004

20.22 2.83 1.03 21.25 94
599

27.51 4628
26023

4.45

4.089 16057 2974 1372 17429 14.811 2.743 1.265 16.076 86 32.165 3718 3.429

R. A, CONRADS,
Metallurgical Engineer.
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Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. II. WALKER. Deputy.
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By H. H. WALKER. Dep
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Plaintiffs' ExMbit No. 46.

DISCLAIMER

835,120—Henry Livingstone Sulman, Hugh Fitzalis

Kirkpatrick-Picard, and John Ballot, London,

England. ORE CONCENTRATION. Patent

dated November 6, 1906. Disclaimer filed March

28, 1917, b)'^ the assignee, Minerals Separation,

Limited.

2 ''Your petitioner, therefore, for the purpose of com-

^ plying with the requirements of the law in such case

made and provided, and of disclaiming those parts of

^ the thing patented which your petitioner does not

choose to claim or hold by virtue of said Letters Pat-

ent No. 835,120, does hereby disclaim from claims 9,

10 and 11 of said Letters Patent No. 835,120, any pro-

cess of concentrating pov/dered ores excepting where

the results obtained are the results obtained by the

use of oil in a quantity amounting to a fraction of one

per cent, on the ore."

(Official Gazette, April 3, 1917.)

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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b^rom the California Journal of Technology, November, 1!)()3.

EXPERIMENTS ON THE ELMORE PROCESS
OF OIL CONCENTRATION

By VV. F. Copeland, Min., '03, Drury Butler, Min., '03,

Jas. H. Wise, Min., •03.

Inasmuch as the fundamental ideas underlying the

Elmore Process of Oil Concentration are compara-

tively new, a brief outline of the process as it is in

actual operation will first be given.

^ The process depends upon the fact that minerals

THE CONCENTRATION OF ORES BY
(e;.MORE J3ROCESS)

with a metallic lustre, when treated in the form of a

wetted pulp, adhere to oil, while earthy minerals do

not. Two distinct operations are involved; first the

separation of the metallic mineral from the gangue
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bv means of the oil; second the extraction of the

mineral from the oil.

The ideas underlying the first operation were pat-

ented by John Turnbridge of Newark, N. J., in 1878.

In 1886 Carrie J. Everson, of Chicago, contributed the

idea that the concentration was aided by the presence

of an acid solution, and patented the same. But the

absence of a successful method of separating the min-

eral from the oil prevented the practical application of

these early patents. Burning the oil was tried, but

this left a difficult residue to treat, and the large

consumption of oil made the method too expensive.

Settling the mineral out by thinning the oil with gasol-

ine, ethers, carbon bisulphide, etc., also proved too

expensive, and it was not until July, 1900, that this

difficulty was overcome, when Mr. Francis E. Elmore,

of Leeds, England, accomplished the separation by

means of a centrifugal machine, similar in most re-

spects to those used in sugar factories and in milk

and cream separation. This contribution by Mr. El-

more, then, made the process feasible.

The plant, designed by the Oil Concentration Syndi-

cate, and now in successful operation, is shown in

the accompanying cut. This plant consists of oil

supply tank, long horizontally rotating cylinders, each

containing a fixed helical screw inside, separating de-

vices at the end of each cylinder, receiving tanks for

mineral laden oil, centrifugal separators, pumps, etc.

The pulp and oil are charged into cylinder No. 1,

at "A," simultaneously. By slowly rotating the cyl-
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inder the pulp and oil are brought into thorough con-

tact and carried forward at the same time. From

cylinder No. 1 the material is continually discharging

into separator No. 1. (These separators are Spitz-

kasten or hydraulic separators.) Here the mineral

laden oil is floated off. The tailings are drawn off at

the bottom of the separator and charged into cylinder

No. 2 with more oil, and thus the treatment is re-

peated as many times as necessary, three usually be-

ing sufficient. From the last separator the tailings go

to the tailmgs heap. The mmeral laden oil collectiugt

from all the separators is carried to a large receiving

tank "B." Here, after being heated in order to thin

it and overcome its viscosity, the oil is charged into

centrifugal machines, where the concentrates are sep-

arated out; the oil, freed from its load of mineral, is

pumped back to the original storage tank to be used

again.

FeQ. 1.

tV''ft!,';'l!!i

—M/nenol.

Water

pi""' i'

^#'f'i'''i( ,. ,

Z£ZZZ22Z\

FIG. 3.

The oil commonly used is a heavy residium of con-

sistency of ordinary cylinder oil, with specific gravity

about .9, and hence the maximum load it can carry

and still float in water is from 100 to 200 lbs. per
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ton. Usually about a ton of oil is kept in operation

for each ton of ore, but the losses of oil are small,

the recovered oil being used over and over again. With

the treatment in the above mentioned plant it is claimed

that the losses are not goiter than from one to three

gallons of oil per ton of ore.

CENTRIFUGAL SEPARATOR (See Fig 4.)

The theory of the separator is illustrated in figures

No. 1 to No. 3 inclusive. The oil laden with its mineral

(heated to 100° -150° F.) is charged into the centrifugal

basket. (C or B, Fig. 4.) When the basket is rotated

at high speed (about 5000-6000 peripheral feet per

minute) the charge arranges itself according to the

specific gravities of the particles, the heavy ones seek-

ing the periphery, as shown in Fig. 1. Water is then

added, and this, due to its specific gravity, takes place

between the oil and the mineral. Sufficient v/ater

is added to displace all the oil, which latter is dis-

charged over the li]) of the basket, and collected in a

receiver.

If a small quantity of hot water precedes the charge

of mineral laden oil, the mineral particles, on seeking

the periphery, have to pass through the water and are

thus more completely freed from the oil. This idea

is illustrated in Fig. 3.

The concentrates are then dried in a second basket

(F Fig. 4) with porous periphery and filter bag. (E,

Fig. 4.)
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LABORATORY METHODS.

In making a test, the ore is first crushed to the de-

sired fineness, and the proper charge is thoroughly

wetted in the solution to be used (usually water), thus

forming a thin pulp. The oil is next added and the

whole charge thoroughly mixed. This mixing, or

agitation, can be done in two different ways. The

charge may be agitated very gently, the oil being

kept in a single lake, and broken up as little as pos-

sible consistent with a thorough contract of pulp and

oil: or the charire mav be ao.itateduas to dash the oil

FIG. 4. FIG. 5.

u]) into a foam or froth full of air bubbles ; thus a

very thorough contact of oil and pulp is obtained.

Each method has its advantages and disadvantages,

and these are discussed later.
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At first the mixing was performed in a galvanized

iron mixer. The mineral laden oil was then skim-

med off with an aluminum ladle. (Aluminum, if

thoroughly wetted, does not adhere to the oil. To wet

the same thoroughly, first wash, then dip in strong

sulphuric acid, and then wash in water.)

The roughness of the aluminum mixer and the af-

finity of the oil for the metallic surface makes a

thorough clean-up after each test difficult, hence a

large clean-up error is always introduced by this

method.

Glass, however, behaves towards oil just as the non-

metallic gangue does, (glassware is cleaned up and

surface wetted the same as aluminum), and by the

use of ordinary percolating tubes, such as shown in

figure No. 5 (A and B), the clean-up error may be

entirely eliminated. With these, the tailings may be

drawn off at the bottom and oil at the top, as de-

sired. Three methods of mixing may be used. 1, By

inverting the tube several times, thus allowing the ore

to fall through the oil. 2. By rotating the tube in a

horizontal position, thus throwing the pulp up on to

the surface of the lake of oil. 3. By violently shaking

the tube, thus producing the foam effect, or at least

shattering the oil into small globules. The charge

having been thoroughly mixed, the tailings are allowed

to settle, solution is added to float the oil to the top

of the tube, whence it may be floated off as shown in

figure No. 6.
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The mineral laden oil is then heated and treated in

the centrifugal separator as above described. For

small tests, a shallow basket, such as is shown at C,

in figure No 4, may be used.

The solution used in the concentration is a matter

of some importance. \A^ater is, of course, used when-

ever possible, but certain other solutions have import-

ant advantages. As before stated, an acid solution

is found advantageous. It cleans the metallic surfaces,

by dissolving the metallic oxide coatings that may have

formed on them. It increases the specific gravity of

the solution, and it aids in producing the foam effect

which is due to the generation of certain gases.

FIG. G.

As before stated, the specific gravity of the average

oil us^ is about .9 and water .1, leaving a difference

of about .1 for buoyancy or carrying capacity of the

oil. The idea at once suggests itself that if a denser

solution be used, the carrying power of the oil will

be increased correspondingly. A salt (NaCl) solution,

1
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for instance, oives excellent results. A saturated solu-

tion of NaCl at 20° C, containing- about 27% NaCl,

has a specific gravity of 1.204. This gives a difference

of .3 between the specific gravities of the oil and of

the solution, and a carrying capacity of the oil three-

fold greater than v/ith water alone. Not only does it

give a greater buoyancy to the oil, but it also aids

materially in producing the foam effect, and probably

aids in brightening the metallic surfaces.

The phenomena of overloading is so vital in the

practical application of the process, as well as in the

laboratory tests, that it must be thoroughly understood.

With oil of specific gravity .9 the maximum possible

' load of mineral it can carry in water is 200 pounds

per ton, while in a saturated salt solution it is 600

pounds per ton. If these limits are exceeded the oil

is said to be overloaded and sinks. But it is not neces-

sary that the whole mass of oil in any particular

case be charged to this extent in order that overload-

ing take place. If a charge of oil and mineral, safe

within the above limits, be allowed to stand, the

mineral will settle to the bottom of the oil, and hence

in the lower portions of the oil the percentage of

mineral may exceed the safe limits. In case the over-

loading is sufficient to overcome the surface tension

of the oil, small masses separate away from the piain

mass and sink. It is evident, then, that the time al-

lowed for the gangue to settle out of the oil should

not be long enough to permit the overloading to take
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place. Small globules of oil separated from the main

mass in agitation may also become overloaded.

TESTS—.MOLYBDENITE ORE.

The ore treated was low grade, with the values fairly

well disseminated. The gangue minerals were ortho-

clase and quartz. Samples vvere crushed to 20, 30 and

40 mesh, and treated in percolating tubes as outlined

above. The details and results are given in the fol-

lowing table:

MOLYBDENITE

XT r wTi. f^ Total «. , Value Value ., ,No. of WtOre ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ No. of Conc. Tails /''^^
Exp. Treated

Oil Used Treat. % ^oS^ % M„S. ^-^^'^^'^-

1 2 kg. 20 2400_^ 4 23.9 .92 6.30

2 2 kg. 30 2^^ 3 23.2 .81 67.6

3 1kg. 40 1200 o 17.4 .82 67.2

4 100 gms. 30 2.1 1 32.4 1.41 4.1.5

5 100 gms. 30 5.3
")

32.4 1.30 47.0

6 100 gms. 30 8.9 3 32.4 .62 75.0

7 30 3. 1 47.9

8 30 3. 3 27.6

9 30 3. 1 50.0

Experiment No. 1 shov^'ed the presence of middlings,

requiring finer crushing to liberate the sulphide. E>^-

periments No. 2 and No. 3 gave practically the same

percentage of extraction, but the concentrates in No.

3 were much lower grade than in No. 2. A comparison

of values of concentrates in No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3

shows clearly that although the finer crushing has

freed the MoS^. from the gangue, at the same time it

has produced a larger percentage of fine gangue v*'hich,

becoming mechanically occluded in the oil, gives a lov;

crrade concentrate.
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Experiments No. 4, No. 5 and No. 6 show the re-

sults obtained by treating separate samples with small

quantities of oil, in a salt solution, and agitating

violently to produce the foam effect. This method

gives the highest grade concentrates of any of the

direct treatments here outlined. In experiment No.

6 only about lOc.c. of oil was used for 100 grams of

ore. This gave an extraction of 75% with concen-

trates running 32.4% MoSo.

But these concentrates were not marketable. In prac-

tice they v.'ould have to be reconcentrated. The results

of a few reconcentration tests follow.

Samples of concentrates running about 26% MoS
were agitated in a sulphuric acid solution 15 minutes.

This agitation caused considerable of the occluded

gangue to free itself. A small quantity of oil was

then added and the material reconcentrated, utilizing

the foam effect. In No. 9 a concentrate running 50.02

M0S2 was obtained. Concentrates such as these would

probably be marketable. In experiment No. 8 recon-

centration was tried without the agitation in sulphuric

acid solution, but the results were unsatisfactory.

The experiments on molybdenite ores are of interest

because the sulphide of molylxlcnum lias lately co:ne

into prominence in the manufacture of niolybdenirm

steel, and also because of the fact that all previous

methods of concentration odier than liand sorlin;.^ ba\e

failed in its case.
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COPPER ORES.

The ore treated was the raw product taken directly

from a mine in Calaveras County, near Copperopolis.

It consisted of chalcopyrite, bornite and pyrite, with a

chlorite and amphibolite schist gangue. The copper

values were contained in the chalcopyrite and bonitc.

A 6 Kg. charge of the ore, previously ground to

40 mesh, was jigged to remove the coarse material;

the products being heads, middlings and tails. 1.2

Kg. of the jig tailings was given the following treat-

ment. The charge v.as thoroughly m.ixed and wetted

in a large percolating tube with about 700 ccs. of water;

5000 CCS. of oil were then added and the v/hoJe was

gently agitated for 20 minutes. After standing for

several minutes the mineral laden oil was floated off,

warmed, run through the separator and parted as

previously explained. A careful assay of the different

products shows the following very satisfactory results

:

Weight. % Cu. Content. Extrac.

Ore 6000 gms 2.73 163.8 gms
,v f fKead.'^ 575 gms 4.88 28.05 gms 16.7

-.•;3„|Mids 800 gms 4.66 37.23 gms 22.3
.oncn.^-p^jj,

4625 gms 2.19 101.28 gms 60.8

Oil Cone 175 gms 13.05 22.83 gms 90.8

Oil Tails 1025 gms .23 2.35 gms 9.3

From the above table it is readily seen that over 60%
of the copper content lies in the jig tailings, and of

this 90% can be extracted by the oil concentration

method, with a ratio of concentration of 7:1.

Summarizinc: the above facts it is seen that bv
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means of the oil concentration method a total (i. e.

including jig heads and middlings, and oil concen-

trates) of 94.2% of the copper in the raw products

is recovered, and the bulk of the material containing

this copper is but 25.8% of the original ore charge

taken.

GOLD ORES.

1. Auriferous Black Sands.—Before treating a

sample of the auriferous sand, separate samples of the

black sand and of free gold were tested to determine

the relative affinity of the oil for each.

(a) Magnetic black sands from Cape Mendocino,

consisting of magnetite with some quartz and pyrite,

were run through a magnetic separator to separate

out the magnetite. The latter was treated with oil

and, contrary to expectations, the oil, when cold,

united readily with the black sand, but dropped it

on being warmed. Black sands from Nevada County

Hydraulic Mines were treated in the same way, but

in this case the black sand showed very little affinity

for the oil.

(b) A sample of very fine flour gold from Klon-

dyke undercurrents was next treated. When cold

and vicous the oil took up the gold very readily, but

on being warmed dropped most of it, just as in the

case of the Mendocino black sands.

A sample of rusty flake gold obtained from the

Nevada county black sands by panning was next

tested with water and oil as above. The oil showed
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very little affinity for the gold in this condition, and

the few flakes that were picked up soon dropped. In

order to brighten the flakes and remove the rust, a

dilute solution of sulphuric acid was used in place

of water, but again the gold was only partly taken

up by the oil. A dilute solution of potassium cyanide

was next tried on a fresh sample of the gold flakes,

but no improvement was noticed. The flakes were

next lightly coated with mercury and in this con-

dition they were readily taken up by the oil.

(c) A test was made upon mercury to see how

the oil would act upon it. When in the condition

of coarse globules, the mercury was not taken up

by the oil. Upon violent agitation, however, the mer-

cury floured, and in this condition was readily picked

up by the oil. The tendency toward overloading the

oil was strong on account of the high specific gravity

of the mercury, and much oil had to be used.

2. Quarts Gold Ores.— (a) A representative sam-

ple of unoxidized mother lode ore was obtained from

Tuolumne county. About 75% of the values were

in the suphurets, as shown by amalgamation and con-

centration at the mine. The ore, crushed to AO * d

mesh, was treated m a ^% sulphuric acid solution^^

in the ratio of 1000 ccs. of oil per kilo of ore. Owing

to lack of facilities at the mine, where these tests

were made, the concentrates could not be separated

from the oil, hence the extraction was determined

by the method of difference.
'
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TUOLUMNE ORE.

The original ore assayed gold 32.26 per ton

The tailings assayed 31 per ton

Extraction 1.95 per ton

or 86.28% of original assay value of ore. This compares favorably.

with the total average extraction of 807o to 90% obtained bv
amalgauiation and concentration at the mine.

(b) Two samples of ore were received from a

mine near Folsom, Cal. The ore consisted of quartz

with a small percentage of pyrite and chalcopyrite

and some free gold. The sulphurets were badly

oxidized. The treatment and results obtained are

shown in the table following:

FOLSOM ORE.
~" ~

^^Vol. Oil. Wt. — Value % of

Mesh. Wt. Ore. cc. Cone. Ore. Cone. Tails. Extrac.

30 500 gm 500 24 $21.50 $105.80 $11.57 23.6

30 500 gm 500 58 21.50 151.36 8.46 81.7

50 500 gm 500 52.5 21.50 157.00 7.86 76.6

SO 500 gm 500 48.5 21.50 185.08 3.52 83.7

30 1000 gm 1000 20.5 39.50 527.50 17.45 27.4

60 lOO gm 100 10 31.50 240.00 12.00 60.7

80 100 gm 100 12 39.50 255.00 9.40 77.5

No. of treatments in each case, 3.

Solution used in Nos. 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, was water; in Nos. 2 and
4 it was 1% H0SO4.

Weight tails=weight ore—weight concentrates.

(c) A sample of gold ore from Tuolumne County,

Cal., containing quartz, molybdenite, pyrite and some

telluride and free gold was treated. The presence

of molybdenite made amalgamation very difficult. The

sample, crushed to 30 mesh and treated in water with

oil, gave the following extraction:

Or^ V^L Wl VZ Wt V^h Ratio
%~

Wt. Ore. Cone,. Cone. Tails. Tails. Cone. Ex.

46 gm $32.70 4l $140.26 412 $16.40 9A~l 512
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Silver Ores.—A small test was made on a sample

of Ruby silver ore from Tonopah. The silver values

consisted of proustite, pyrargyrite and some horn silver.

The original ore assayed gold $ 162.25

Silver 259.82

$ 422.07
The sample was concentrated in a 20% NaCl solu-

tion yielding tails which assayed gold 36.17
Silver : 73.12

$ 109.29

The oil concentrates assayed gold $ 547.75
silver 1092.25

$1640.CX) per ton

Although the tailings were high, yet 80% of the

gold and 75% of the silver was extracted. Further

investigation w^ould probably show an improvement

over these results.

RESUME.

As a conclusion to the above experiments the fol-

lowing suggestions and inferences are appended:

1. As Regards the Wetted Pulp.—As far as could

be determined particles with either metallic or non-

metallic surfaces when in the dry state, alike adhere

to the oil. Furthermore, there is no affinity of oil

for water as is shown by the fact that an oiled

surface cannot be wetted. Flence if a metallic par-

ticle be thoroughly wetted, a water surface and not

a metallic surface is exposed to the oil, and the

former, as before stated, has no affinity for the oil.

It is evident then that the water film must first be
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displaced before the oil and mineral can come in

contact with each other. This displacement is hardly

probable if the water film is in intimate contact with

the particle, and it seems more probable that the

differentiation is due to the fact that non-metallic

surfaces are, and metallic surfaces are not actually

wetted. If this be the case, a careful study of the

relative wetting: of different surfaces would be an

important line of investigation.

2. The ratio of the exposed surface to the weight

of the particle should be as large as possible, because

the total adhesive force is increased with an increase

of the surface exposed to contact with the oil. This

condition is best realized when the mineral breaks

up into thin flakes. It is evident from this that a

knowlede'c of the fissile character of the minerals

in question is important.

3. One fundamental difficulty involved in this pro-

cess is that it undertakes to concentrate and float a

heavy metallic mineral, and sink the lighter gangue

minerals, but this point is not necessarily fatal to

the process. It is evident, however, that the heavier

the gangue and the lighter and more fissile the

metallic minerals, the better the ore is adapted to this

method of concentration. This is a direct reversal

of the ideal conditions for jig or vanner concentration.

4. Another characteristic of the process is the fact

that the ratio of concentration is usually small, due

to the large amount of gangue occluded by the oil

and carried into the concentrates. This difficulty
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is increased by sliming- the gangue jninerals. Sliming

of the metallic minerals is no disadvantage.

Fvam Effect.—The foam effect is produced by a

violent agitation, especially in acid or salt solutions.

This throws the oil into a froth, Vvhich is heavily

charg-ed with air or gases. This gas of course gives

a greatly increased buoyant force. The oil in this

condition assumes a certain load of minerari and holds

it in a very stable condition. The charge does not

settle and overload on standing as ij\the case of the

lake effect. The foam effect is best adapted for

light, fllaky minerals, such as molybdenite.

The work above outlined suggests many lines of

further investigation, and as these come to be worked

out, the process will become more valuable and of

more general application.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. \V. SPROULE, Clerk.

By 11. n. WALKER, Deputy.
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To all tchom it may concern .

Ee it known that I, FRANK P. Stebbins, a
citizen of the United States, and a resident of

Detroit, in the county of Wayne and State of

5 Michigan, have invented a new and valuable
Improvement in Chnrns; and I do hereby de-

clare that the foirowing is a full, clear, and ex-

act description of the construction and opera-
tion of the same, reference beinoj had to the

to annexed drawings, making a part of thivS speci-

Qcatiou, and to the letters and figures of ref-

erence marked thereon.
-Pignre 1 of the drawings is a representation

of a vertical sectional view of my churn and
15 freezer. Fig. 2 is aside view of th6 same, and

Figs. 3, 4, 5, and C are detail views.
This invention has relatioa to churns and

crean- freezers; anditconsistsin theconstruc-
tiou and novel arrangetaent of the studded

2o catches for the lid-sections, the separable arm
or support for the drive-wheel, and its double
bearing for the upperendsof thedasher-stems,

.

tha plate-sections for the lid-aections, and the
socket andtongue connection with which they

i^ are provided, all as hereinafter set forth.

In the accompanying drawings, the letter A
designates the case, which is of ordinary up-
right form, haViQg a circular area in horizon-

tfil section.

B B indicate the cover-sections, each being
semicircular and marginally rabbeted at a to

form a lip, h, which fits within the mouth of
the case, and a marginal rim-flange, c, which
projects outward over the edge of tho'case.

C represent the dashers, which are made
in loop form, being cast of metal. The lower
end of each,loop-dasher is formed with a sup-

porting-stem, d, which works in a pivot-b'^r-

ing, e, at the bottom of the case. The upper
4.0 end of each.loop-dasher is formed with a ver-

tical stem, g, which extends upward through
a bearingatthejointof thecover-sections, and
is provided with a pinion, A, as indicated in

the drawings. The pinion is secured on the

45 stem by means of a spline, k, which is cast on
the stem, so that, while it is fast thereto for all

purposes of communicating rotary motion, it

can be easily and quickly removed. Each stem,

is cast with a shoulder, i, below the spline, on
50 which the pinion rests. The side bars, w, of

each loop-dasher are cast with oblique longi-

50

35

tudinal flanges / on their outer edges,
flanges being turned in opposite directiOi

the side bars; so that the V-forrn cbanne
which lie between the flanges and tbe

bars, will face or open in opposite direct

as shown,jlfThe object of these chaanela
aerate- the milk or cream as the loopj

turned. The stems of these dashers are pi

sufi^cicntly close together to allow each
in its rotary movement, to intersect the

of the other without interference.

D D' represent the semi(;ircular plat£

tions, which are respectively secured U
upper surfaces of the cover-sections at

middle and adjacent portions, so as tol

when closed together, an iron bearing t?

is concentric with the periphery of tbec
The plate D' is formed witH a lug at its >

carrying a projection, jp, which extends a

the joint of the meeting edges of the twv

tions, and is enlarged at itsonterend.as
cated at p', forming a coupliug-ton^ne t

gage a slotted rocket-recess, r, of corresj d

ing form, which is made in a large lag, i'

on the top of the other plate-section, D.

lag V is also formed with a square soci

extending downward into its upper po »

which is designed to receive the squared 1

5

of the double bearing-arm E. A pin, r, i

ing tlirough registering- perforations i t>

socket 8 and .tang t, serves to secure th.
}

in its seat in such a manner that, wbil >

perfectly 8(^cUre, it can be easily removed.

«

arm E is formed with two lateral bearing '

in which th6 upper ends or journals ( ^

stems g of the dashers are seated, and tJ

an upward and lateral extension, F, car

a transverse bearing, ir, for the driving «

wheel G, which engages a bevel-pinion,

the stem g, over which the laterally-p

bearing w is situated, as indicated in the

iugs.

K represents a transverse handle ou t ?|

tension F, in rear of the' bearing tr, wji i

designed to enable the operator to steat Ji

machine with one hand while turningtb m

die of the drive-wheel with the other. •"

construction is designed -to form a str.or 01

compact support for the gearing and d «!

8tems,whereby tbedrivingmgchanismis J'

tained in proper position when tbe cov *

el
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8 in place and duly connected by the

and socket of their iron plates, and
a| Fis fastened ia its seat, and it per-

s

sn

ra

Qd

D

9 ready removal of the driving mech
vhen the case is to be opened. In this

3n the pin v is drawn out of the socket
lie arm E, with the drive-wheel, islifted

id socket. The pinions can then bere-
irelfrom the dasher-stems, if necessary.

iler to secure the cover firmly to the
B-T-11, the latter is provided with the edge-

Its j, which are fafctened by studs or rivets

sa'" wall, and, projecting by their heads
v£(he same, serve toengage the rim-flanges

'tl, covierrflections, one of which is formed
t) u edge-notch, n, to facilitate the engago-
)t.'

lapg described -this invention,^ what I

m ind desire to secure by Letters Patent,

, ' e cover-plates D D', having a tongue-
1-8 ket connection, and a separable arm,
foi he drive-wheel, carrying a double bear-

ing for the upper ends of the stems of the
dasliers, substantially as specified. 25

2. The cover-sections having the plate-sec-

tions D D', connected by to.nguep' and socket
r, and the edge hooks L of the wall engagip..
the rim-flanges c of the cover-sections, p.

stantially as specified. jo
3. The combination, with the dashe*':; C,

having the splined and shouldered s' as g,
and their pinions h H and the drive-wh;3el G,
of the cover-sections B, plate-sections D D',
their socket-and-tongue connection, the socket 35
s, pin V, and removable arm E, having the
lateral bearings ;:, and the extension F, sub-
stantially as specified.

In testidbuy that I claim the above I have
hereunto subscribed ray name in the i)resence 40
of two witnesses.

FEANK PIERCE STEBBINS.

Witnesses

:

Louis F. Guenthbr,
I Adam E. Bloode.

IT.

Sl'ROULE. Clerk.

WALKER. Deputy.
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To all whom it ?nay concern:-

Be it kuowji that I, Samuel J. Sullivan,
a citizen of the United States, residing at La-
mar, in the county of Barton and Stateof Mis-

5 sonri, Lave invented certain new andoiseful
Improvements in Churns, of which the follow-
ing is a specification, reference being had
therein to the accompanying drawings.
My invention relates to improvements in

lo churns, the object of which is to provide an
easy, convenient, and rapid means of churn-
ing andoblaioing butter from creatn, and also

to provide a cluirn that is easily Cleaned, and
one simple iu its construction an(I operation,

15 and adapted to boused in earthen or other ves-

sels. I attain these objects by means of the
device illustrated in the accompanying draw-
ings, forming a part of this specification, in

• which

—

20 Figure I if.; a view in elevation showing the
entire dcvico, a. part of the vessel being re-

moved. Fig. 2 is a view showing the parallel

dashers and adjustable support.
Similar ictteis of reference indicate corre-

25 spouding parts in all the figures^

A is a vessel made ofwood, tin, stone, earthen
or other Euitable material and of any conven-
ient size and shape, preferably mac^e of wood,
cylindrical in shape, and with suitable ears or

30 handle;?, a a, for moving the chujn.
B is a tliick cover, preferably ms.de of wood

with a g)-oove or rabbet, 6, to fit closely in the
top of the ves.sel A, .the llange b' being pro-
jyctoJover theedges. The cover is made with

35 :i hole in the center, and it is divided in two
parts to facilitate its removal and the better

to clcfjn the dushers passing through it.

l>' is a hoi'kor lafch, to hold thecoverfirmly
to its p'iiice. Tlie' latch or latches may be up-

4^0 on i-.iihfiT oi)e oc both sides.

Ill using an CiVithen vessel, I put a strap or
hivad, li, {trouiid the top, to which the hooks
:uo :;! tacLed, On wood or rnetal vessels I use
ii!i rtttadiincj.t.. A', consi'ting of a piece, d\

^ri firmly attached to the cover and extending
oV^r the flange, thence down, forming a fork,

(f, which passes on each side of a bolt, a\ the
said bolt being firmly attached to or through

_ the vessel, and having a nut, «*, with a thumb-

piece for tightening the same, and thus firmfe

holding the supporting part of the cover t*

its position.

b* is a button to swing across the place whern
the cover divides.

b^ is a knob used in i-aising one part of th<i

cover.

Cis asupport having two spreading braces

c c, both attached to one and the same parte
the cover by foot-pieces (/cVand an upper jwri

tion made with holes c' &, in which are placeJt

thumb-screws or set-screws <? c^, to firmly hoh'

and adjust the dashers.

The dashers F F are constructed and oper
ated somewhat similar to the common egg
beater, which I change and modify for use ii

connection with the novel devices above ex

plained, for the objects hereinafter more full;

set forth.

The dashSrs are constructecl and i)laced ii

the vessel as follows: A strong metallic rod
D, is bent each side of and near the middle'

so as to form two right angles, d (Z, for bcai

ings for the dashers. , The ends are then turuei

upward and inward until they form nearly :

complete circle, and at points ^//d', opposite t

the points d d, the ends are bent vertically aw
parallel until they reach up through the cove

and terminate in a handle, E. The dasher

are made of thin perforated metal, and ben

in similar form as the rod D, and have thei

upper ends attached in pinions G G. Holes,

are made in the middle of t-he lower i)art c

each dasher, through which one end of th

supporting-rod J) passes until the bearings (

the dashers are formed at d d. The pinions (

G have bearings on the upper pait of the ro

D, and are operated by a gear-wheel, H. Th
gear-wheel has bearingson an armof theiiat

die E, and operates directly upon one of th

pinion-wheels which operates upon the othei jc

Thus geared, the dashers turn in opposite d

rections, and the circular part of each dashc

being constructed so as nearly to fill the d
ameter of the vessel in which it is to be user

and to intersect each others tracks without ii }

terference, I make the parallel parts of eac

dasherclose together, so"that the air issucUc

down between them by the rapid rotary nv
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irif "the circular part and thus the entire

}a isaerated. This process of distributing

r 1 rough the cream is assisted by the per-

•a )ns (f , by which I have obtained butter
t' • minutes, arrd herein is one of the great
j'itages of my invention. In the Landle
I ake holes eeefor attaching it to the sup-
rt !, the rod D being attached to the h%n-
u When the handle is raised, one-half of
X irer and everything in the vessel maybe
a< ed,thas leaving it easy to wash the ves-

, ! t laving holefror cleats in the bottom to
k(it difficult ta clean as heretofore jin ro-

yiiash-churns, and herein is another ad-
it{;e of my invention. The circular part
a' dashers I place beneath the cream by
M of the thumb-screws on the support C,

'i< enter the holes e e, thus permitting the
u 3d dashers to be raised or lowered^ as
ill. This permits the parallel parts of

' c jhers to^nter the surface and thus pre-
, t il splashing and throwing of the cream
I churning, aind herein is another great
6 Age of the paralltsl and adjustable con-
% on of my invention.

Having thus described llicnsc, construction,

and operation of my invention, I am uware
that it is not new to provide a churn with ro-

tary dashers, or to have such dashers per-

forated, or to have the lower parts made round- 30
ing and propelled by gear-wheels. I do not,

therefore, claim such construction broadly;
but
What I elaimasnew, anddesire to secure by

Letters Patent, is

—

35
The combination of a vessel. A, severable

corfer B, slotted attachment A', support C, se-

cured to one side of the said cover, adjustable

handle E, rod D, drive-wheel H, pinions G G,
and perforated rotary dashers F F, having cir- 40
cular bottoms and rods placed parallel and
close together the better to agitate and force

air into the cream, substantially as shown and
described, for the purpose set forth.

In testimony whereof I affix raysignaturein 451

presence of two witnesses.

SAMUEL J. SULLIVAN.
Witnesses:

Joseph S. McBridi:,
J. P. Frow.

%y 18. 1917. GEO. \V. SPROULE. Clerk.

i3y IT. i-[. WALKER. Deputy.
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ttotfnenbcn Oe(e

cSiscnfdjafkn, Jufammcnfe^unG m\h '^etdttbcrungcii

^aOrifatioH bcv 3'irniffo au5 bcu[clbcii ,^u 5ln[tritf;cn

Mub fitv ^ud;bntcfcv, fjcimuc '3)avftcUun3 bcr S-abvifatioii^ aUcr

5(uftrirf)'', ii3ucl)brud', Stcin^ uub MupfcibviicfforOcii.

(Sin <>>rttt6Ditd>

\i\x

ita€', <$tnti{f' uitb (^(irbcnfalirifantcu, ^^lauflciitc, 9(nftrcii^cr,

I'rtrfircr, SDinlcr u. f. ii».,

nud) biMii

«Hf|lcii Stanbc bicjct i^AnbuflricsVueigc, mitcr ^fmifjiuig bt^t ljctl^ou(lQc^^Hlll

i'ilcrrttnr unb md) ciflciicn bidjiU)ri(jcu (irfaljimujcii biiujcpclll

UBIt

£oat0 Cbgor ^^ulK^o,

i *({ II II ^ ^^ n II i H • iV «H' I H .» II t I II h' • I H

iHii 40 ill ben Ifjt cinflcbrurf ten f^ol ,fii(1)i u

33 V a n 11 f d) \v c i (j

,

t^vurf unb 55cr(n9 uon (^vicbiid) 'iMciuciy unb 3iIm

1 8 S 2,
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^JlClIUiJUlKJ.

ftcfjt ci\\ bcm otcrcn 53obcii iinb cntfjolt jtu:i buvrijbcfjvtc 53bbcii, Oiiid) ivcM):

e5 In brci *itii{)caj!ngcn jc'^'-'^il*^ 'f'*
"^'^"^ untcie bcv|erjcix ftcljt bind) ein fuigcfi

fnicforinlg gcbcgeneS SJcI'r niit bem SDilbcIjciUer in 53cr0inbmig, lodtjicnb bie

mittlcre mit grbblid) gcpulveitcv ^oijle, Saumiyorie, ^^ils'u. bcvgl. oefunt wivb.

1)ie cbcre Srutiidluna bient jmn ^Infamniehi beS fi(trtrtcnDe(ei3 unb ift mit cinern

§ai]nc sum "^Ib-icijen bcficlben oerfefien.
.;. giO- ^J^igt bic Gtnridjiung; Ginb bie

difienie mit 5Ca||cr unb ber iSe^altev mit Del gcfuat, [o offnet man bic 9xo^rc;

bc3 SScfyer tritt nun in ben Oelbcfjdlter unb nimmt in bcmfetOen in fyolge [cincv

^ijrdtxo ^Vi\ untercn S^aum ein, n)tt(;renb ta^ Del buvd) bic einc 9?of)ve in bnS

Qiltft ficigt unb t.urci) bm {;i)brDftfltifd)en "Drud bcv in ber onbcien dloiju cnt^

^altencn SSaJierfduIe burdj baS (filter 9Ctvic()cn wirb. SScnn fid) nod) fortgeje^tct

Arbeit in tsni uutcvcK O^aum bc6 j^illcra ein fdj(ctmigcv ^Ibfag'au*^ bcm Ocic

lommelt, \q tap men biefcn bura- ben ^ai)\i ab. SDian ^ct cS^auf bicfe 2Bcifc

in feiner ©eraatt, ba-^ tiart Del jdjncd von bcm 33obcnfQ§e'ju'ticnncnV^._, ._ .

Sin cubereS Serfa^ren ijl folgcnbcio : ,.5[Ran biiiigt ba>3ju.ieinigcn^c Drtiin

eine, einem ©reputterfaffe gleid-cnbe Xonne) in. bcicn 3nncrcm/^fid) ..cine'^mit'

glUgeIn Dcrfefjene SBeCc befinbet, bie bnvc^ cine ^lukl in Scracgung gebvadjt loiib.'

3u bcm Dele gie§t man bQ§ jiDcifadje Solum reiucS glu§mafferV'in'^bTm.'.ctn)Qd

^o^falj cufn2lo[l rjucbc. 9?a(f)bem bie Sonne gcfdjloffen roorbcn,':biingtfmQir bie

•ifJij^ang cine coHe Stunbe tang buvd) Umbrcljen bev SBctle^in^Sciucgiing.il^'Oe'

jtfjnctlct biefcg Umbccljen gefdjiel)!, urn fo mcl)r luirb fiiv bie'vReinigung bc^ DctcS

gefovgt. TlciH i)ffnet nun bie Sonne unb'gief^t ba§ @Qn3e in'eincn ^ilbcl,^Qu

bcffen ©eite ein §aljn in foldjet §b^e ongcbrddjt ift, ba^ ba8 nod) einiger'Stuljc

iiber basSBaffer tvstenbe Del rein buvd) beTifclben abgelaffcn ioevben fann.; yiad)-

bem man ba§ Del nun 24 ©tunbcn ber 9iu^e iibevlaffcn l)Qt/'mirb. boS Det'ab-

gelaffen unb wieber in bie lonne gebrodjt, urn mit cbenfoniel SBoffer'^ol^ Dorf)Ci

abevmcuS burdjcinanbcr gefdjlogcn ju lucrben, . 3n bciu^iu^bcm ^iibel jurlirf^c^

blieSenen SSafjcr fmbet man einen lebcutenben i^obcnfa^/ ber burd) hen con bcm

Dele getrcnnten [ogcnanntcn (2d)leim gebilbct morbcn ift. 3n.ncuerer^3*'* W^)^

men Dele jum ^trccfe ber git^ni^fabrifation oud) auf mcd)anifd)cm 2Degc mittclft

3}Jafd)inen ju reinigen-, bei biefen mirb bci^'Dcl.in Ijcftigc 'iScrocgung ocrjc^t unb

mit ber ?uft in innigr Seriiljrung gcbvad)t, bomit fid) bic Unvcinigfeiten lcid)tci

au^f^eibcn unb bcm Dele J^on. cor bcm ^odjcn^aucrftoff jitgcfii^rt mrrbc.'

'J)ie Don ber 2lcticngefcOjd)aft fUr9)?afd)iucnban' uubGiftninbufttic jil 53iucl

an ber 3af)be im @vo^()erjogt()untc2Dlbcnburg^jrciicvbiugg 'gcbaute'^5?ntQrrtct»

majd)ine |d)eint baju berufen, atle anbcitn '3)?afd)incH, iueld)e man^biS Jc^lVjui

raj^eren 3?einigung bc§ Dcltg Dcnucnbctc,'' ju ucibvdngcu, unb uerbicnt ,bic|c!lte

Singang in alte t^irni^-- unb ^adfobiitcu. gig. (o. f. S.) jcigt'nncirSJcdifol^.

fc^nitt burd) bic SJ^ajdjintf.. Xa^ ju reinigcnbc Del \uiib bi^ ju cincr^,Wavf<

in bag eifernc ct)linbvifd)e g^B gcgcbcii. 53cim Dvc^en am Sdjmungviibe

S toirb ber j}liigel Fl in rafd)e llmbve^uug ocvfc^ti bag Del ftcigt iuj^^golgc

ber iffiirtung ber Gentvifugatfraft an ben ^iCninbcn ^ci (^ancSin bic^.^jJOc

»Dirb burd) bie ^lappcn KK unb eincm baviibci Itcgcnbcn ^King'obgcliT.ft nub

Piirjt in ber 9Jiitte jufammcn; bad Del madjt alfo eincn ilicit<(oiii/ ""b

»DdI)venb biefed 5?vciv?laufcJ [inbct ciu fo intcuficco ^.iJufdicii uiiVciii«^ I''
'^'''"^'•"
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2cin6(.

5?flDcgun5 ""^ ^''^^ ""*^ ^^ innige SccU^rung uiit bcr atniojpf)dtifd)en ?uft ftatt,

»ie ed burd) tciuc onbcvc 2)?Qfd)inc unb auf tctnc anbeie SBeifc eiieid)t loerbcn

fonn. 2)efl^alb cignet (id) bic 2Kajd)inc aud) jo jc^v ^ut jur SKeinigung \ici Dclcc

ifataraclmaid^iiie jur Celteinigung.

unb (ann au^crbem aiic^ no^ jiim 2)?if(^cn con girnig obec Sad mit i^wbcn bt*

nu(jt weiben.

Xn: genannte ^ctiengefeQjc^aft baut bie ^ataractmafc^inen ton 20 bU

400 2iUx On^citt, unb foftet cine foid)e oon 100 bi« 125 ?itcc 3nl)tttt mit ci\tv

ncm Sa§ unb totircnbcm Xedel fammt gro§em ©c^roungrabe fUc ^^aubOctvicb

250 Tlaxt X. 9tro. aS SBarel. ©rogcrc 2J?a|d)inen merben nur fUv ^raftbetrifb

mit 3iiemcnjd)eiben geliefert.

©in grower X^cil be« im §anbc( toitommenbcn ifcinoIeS wiib mit <^d}m\A'

foure gereinigt unb fcnnt man Deifd)iebenc 5Ucffaf)lungi8wci(en.

Filed May iS, 19i: GEO. V/. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



5064 Minerals Separation, Limited, et al., vs.

Defendant's ExMbit No. 51.

£liZ^^^^^

(Title Paga, '^ACniCOLA DE HE METAJCLICA" (Hoover Translation)
is as follows;)

GEORGIUS AGRICOIA

D E R -g m E T A L L I C A

Translated from the Pirst Latin Edition of 1566.
with

Biographical Introduction, Annotations sud Appendloas apt

the Development of Mining Methods, Metalltirgioal
Prooesses, Geology, Miaorology & Hining Law

from the <iarlic8t tiiaea to ttM lAith Centuryt

IJEj^Bn?^ C1AR3C WOW^

^•JBcStdnlord ITniverslt^^, fidember Asaerican Inetittrte of Mining
Engiasejs, Mlaliig fuid KetaJLlur^lcal Sooiety of Amerloa.
Soclete des Ingeniexi^o Civile do Pranoa, American vi

Institute of Civil Engineers, Fellow Royal Geographloal
Society* eto. etc.

ana

LOU" mmY HOOVEH

A«B. Stanford University, MembQT Ajaerican Aestfoiatlon for tha
Advanosment of Science , The National Geographical Soolely*
Royal Scottish Geographical Society, etc. oto.

Published for the Translators by

THE mUlHO UAQAZim

S^Iialyury Hotiae, London £*C*

ldl2.

]"i!cJ Mav :. . :. GL-:0. W. SPROULE. Clerl

By H. H. WALKER, Depu
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A—WATER-WHEEt. B—AXLE. C—STAMP. D—HoPPER IN THE UPPER MILLSTONE.
E

—

Opening passing through the centre. F—Lower millstone. G—Its

POUND depression. H—Its outlet. 1

—

Iron axle. K—Its crosspiece. L—Beam.
M

—

Drum op rundles on the iron axle. N—Toothed drum of main axle. O—Tubs.
P—Tee small planks. Q—Small upright axles. R—Enlarged part of one.
S

—

^Their paddles. T—Their drums which are made of rondles. V

—

Small
horizontal axle set into the end of the main axle. X

—

Its toothed drums.
Y—Three sluices. Z—Their small axles. AA—Spokes, BB—Paddles.







5068 Minerals Separation. Limited, et al., 7's.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 52.

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By 11. It. W.M.KER. Deputy.
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Defendant's Exhibit No. 53.

Filed May 18, 19:7. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.







5070 Minerals Separation, Limited, et al., vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 54.

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. \V. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy



Butte & Superior Mining Company. 5071

Defendant's Exhibit No. 55,

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.







5072 M iucrals Separation, Limited, et al., vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 56.

Filed -Mav 18, 1917. GEO. W.
Bv H. H.

SPROUI.E. Cle

WALKER. Dev



Butte & Superior Mining Company. 5073

Defendant's Exhibit No. 57.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.







5074 M iucrais Separation, Limited, et ai, vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 58.

Filed Mav 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Cler^

By II. H. W.ALKER. Dept.



Butte & Superior Mining Company. 5075

Defendant's Exhibit No. 59.

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. \V. SPROULK. Clerk.

By H. H. W.\LKER. Deputy.



I





5076 M iucrals Separation, Liiiii'tcd, ct al., vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 60.

^ -^^:

:^J^'J?^^

^i^

Xk-:'

.^-^

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 61.

5077

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



I





5078 Minerals Separation, Liinited, et ai, vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 62.

^?^

:\'A

^^ihi.

)^

•>-<
-.

^•t- tV ^i^ Kw . 5'^ jfrJr*^* A.V < /^^''Jiki'' jJ.'^^- y/j^-.-^i

Filed Alay 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.



Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 63.

5079

^r^m

^ -X..

/'*' ^^-.^ •#• -V*^ ,^.".; V-
-'

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.







5080 Minerals Separation, Li)iiitcd, et al, vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 64.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk-

By H. H. WALKER. Depui



Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 65.

5081

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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5082 Minerals Scf'arafion. Limited, el al , z'.v,

Defendant's Exhibit No. 66.

U^"

'"S^

y-
SKv \'-

; V

'-'V
. r

/••

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Cler

By H. H. W.ALKER. Depi



Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 67.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.







5C84 M incrals Separation, Limited, et al.. I's.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 68.

'^^

Filed -May 18. 1917. GEO. \V. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. \V.\LKER. Deputy.



Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 69.

5085

-^ • i^

-^*

W-*t
r-# *

1* f

:# ,m
•%

.M^A^S^^
' j£-^i- '\ wKnt^^^^-,,

-^

^ /^^ " . '^ r.
, t

I'iled May 18, 1917. CKO W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.





I



SOHf) M incrals Scpara f ion, fJiiiitcd, ct al., vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 70.

Filed May 18. 1917 GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.



Butfc & Superior Alining Company.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 71.

5087

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. VV. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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;08:^ M incrals Sc/^aratioii, fJmifed, ct al., vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 72.

'^\19k^Bvj^^KH

Ri^Ei^>^^^H

3-1 •«:' ' ^

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 73.

5089

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.







'^0')0
Miiicrals Scl^aratiou, Limited, ct al . rv.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 74.

Filed .Maj- 18, 1917. GEO. \V. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



Butte & Superior Miiiiug Coiiipauy.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 75.

5091

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. VV.\LKER. Deputy.







5092 Minerals Separation, l.iuiitcd, et ai, 2's.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 76.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk,
i

By H. H. WALKER. Deputj



Butte & Superior Mining Company. 5093

Defendant's Exhibit No. 77.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



I





5094 Minerals Separation, Limited, et al., vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 78.

9-3

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W.
By H. H.

SPROULE. Clerk.

WALKER. Deputy



Butte & Superior Mining Company. 5095

Defendant's Exhibit No. 79.

Filed Alav 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

Ry H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



f





5096 M Incrals Separation, Limited, et al., vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 80.

^ »,

>.ii^i . '•^^^P^if

r

J'aif

11-3

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



Butte & Superior Mining Couifyanx. 5097

Defendant's Exhibit No. 81.

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. VV. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. W.ALKER. Deputy.







5098 M incrals Separation, Limited, et al., z's.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 82.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.



Butte & Superior Mining Company. 5099

Defendant's Exhibit No. 83.

['iled May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.







Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy. (



Butte & Superior Mining Company

Defendant's Exhibit No. 85.

5101

* i>

^,

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.







5102 Minerals Separation, Limited, et ai, vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 86.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 87.

5103

^M^ /"^ - ^

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Uerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.







5104 M iiicrals Separation, Jjjuitcd, et al., vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 88.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.



Butte & Superior Min'uig Company

Defendant's Exhibit No. 89.

5105

:X .

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.







5106 M iiicrals Scf^araflon, Limited, ct al.. rv.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 90.

Filed May IS. 1917. ^tKO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. W.ALKER. Deputy.



Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 91.

5107

v>- ' -

'^•^^''

1

Filed May 18, 1917. ul^O. VV. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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5108 M incrals Scparatio)i, Limited, et ciL, z's.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 92.

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO W. SPROUT E. Clerk.

By H. H. W.ALKER. Deputy.



"#

Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 93.

5109

I X

#
4

Filed May 18. 191/. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.







3110 M incrals Separation, Limited, et al., vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 94.

riled May 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROUI E. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy



Butte & Superior Mining Company. 5111

Defendant's Exhibit No. 95.

^

•%

A '

Filed Mav 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.







112 M iiicrals Separation, Limited, et ai, vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 96.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. VV. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 97.

5113

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.







5114 M {)icrals Separation. Limited, et al., vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 98.

"TT

Filed May 18, 19! 7. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



Biittc & Superior Miniiuj Company.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 99.

5115

m::'^

1917. GEO. W. SPROULE., Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.







5116 Minerals Separation, Limited, et al., vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 100.

Filed Mav 18. 1917. G!iO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 101.

5117

.'* " <•» . ' . » Ji' ... ^ • . i. ». ^ ^ . . ' ••.'•«

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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5118 Minerals Separation, Litnited, ct ai, vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 102.

•v**

. '* .K,~V V t

Filed May 18. 19 GEO. W. SPROUI.E. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy



Butte & Superior Mining Company

Defendant's Exhibit No. 103.

5119

'-H

V

\ o
Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



I
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5120 M incrals Separation, Liiiuted, et ai, vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 104.

Filed May 18, 1917. i-; ' W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 105.

Fi'.od Mav 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

Bv H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



i
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5122 Minerals Separation, Limited, et ai, vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 106.

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



Butte & Superior MiniiKj (. oiiipaiiy. 51,23

Defendant's Exhibit No. 107.

'4 t .

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. VV. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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5124 M iiicrals Scparaiiou, Limited, ct al.. I's.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 108.

'^4?.
A^S •a*'*<#

m * ** ^'
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^^i

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

Bv H. H. W.\LKER. Deputy.



Butte & Superior Miuing Couipauy. 5125

Defendant's Exhibit No. 109.

Filed Mav 18. 1917. GEO. VV. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



^ \^





S\2() M iiicrals Separation, Limited, et al., vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 110.

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy



Butte & Superior Mining Company

Defendant's Exhibit No. 111.

5127

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROUT^E. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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5128 M iucrals Scf^aration, Limifed. ct a!.. :'s.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 112.

Filed ^lay 18, 1917. GIIO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



Butfe & Superior Mining Company. 5129

Defendant's Exhibit No. 113.

rr.\ \ :^, ,

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULli:. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.







3 130 M incrals Separation, Liniitcd, ct al., vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 114.

Filed -May 18. 1917. -I.-.O \V. S^'ROUl E. Liurk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 115.

5131

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. \V. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.







5132 M incrals Scf^aratiou, Limited, ct al., I's.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 116.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

Bv H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



Butte & Superior Mining Company

Defendant's Exhibit No. 117.

5133

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. VV. SPROULE. Clerk.
By H. B. WALKER. Deputy.







5134 M incrals Separation. Limited, et al.. vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 118.

J

Jilcd Max 18. 1917. GEO. VV. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deput;



Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 119.

5135

Filed -Mav 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.







51v'>r) M iiicrals Scf^arafion. Limited, ct ciL. z's.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 120.

IE

1
•^ J?^

^^H ,

Filed ^fay 18. 1917. GEO. \V. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.

i



Biitfe & Superior Mining Company. 5137

Defendant's Exhibit No. 121.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.







5138 Miitcrals Separation, Liinited, et ai, vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 122.

*'TW58!flW*^

Filed .May 18. 1917. GEO. \V. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. II. WALKER. Deputy

Defendant's Exhibit No. 123.

Filed May 18. 1?17. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



Bittte & Superior Mining Company. 5139

Defendant's Exhibit No. 124.

Filed .May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By FT. H. VV.ALKER, Deputy.





Butte & Superior Mining Company. 5141

Defendant's Exhibit No. 125.
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Filed May 18. 1917 GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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Filed May 18, 191/. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.
By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Filed -Alay 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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Filed Ma}- !.S. 1917.
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^

GEO. \V. SPROULE C lerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy
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Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. VV. SPROULE. Clerk.
By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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Filed May 18, 1917. r,EO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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Filed May l.S. 1917. GEO. VV. SPROULE. Clerk
J^y H. Fl. WALKER. Deputy.
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I'ilcd May 18. 1Q17. GEO. W. SPROULK. Clerk.

By H. li. W.\LKEk. Deputy.
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Filed May 18; 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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Filed ^i; (- :0. W. SPROULE. Clerk,

liy H. H. WALKP:R. Deputy.
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Filed

<^i.':C). W. SPROULE. Clerk.
By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. VV. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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Defendant's Exhibit No. 138.

(Used by Mr. Williams to identify Prof.

Taggart's article. This exhibit was identified

but not admitted in evidence.)
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Filed May 18. 191 X. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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Filed Mav 18. 1917 GEO. W. SPROULE. Ocrk.
By H. H. WAT.KRR, Deputy
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Filed Mav \S. 191

:

GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Filed May i8. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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Filed Sept. 11, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. \V. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy,
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5i

I-ikd Mav 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

r,v H. II. WALKER. Dcn-itv.
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I

Filed Alay 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

Bv H. H. WALKER, Dcputv.
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Filed May 18. 10): GEO. \V. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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Defendant's Exhibit No. 149.
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Filed Mav 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. LierK.

By H. H. WAI>KER. Deputy.
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Defendant's Exhibit No. 150.
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Filed Mav 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Defendant's Exhibit No. 151.
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Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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Defendant's Exhibii No. 152.
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i-ilcd May 18. 1917. (,i.0(). VV. .SPROLLK, Clerk

r.:.' TI. H. WA T.KFR W^vv.w
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Defendant's Exhibit No. 153.

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Defendant's £

RAY CONSOLIDATE
Haydet

COMPARATIVE RESULTS OBTAINED ON AIR MACHINE
MORE THAN 1% OF OIL PER TON AND AI

SAME OIL MIXTl

Original
Product Kind Lbs. Oil

DATE Treated of Oil Per Ton

Mar, 30, 31 and April 1 Retreating Plant Feed 90% Fuel and 10% Barrett No. 4 22.24

April 3d, 4th and 5th , Retreating 90% Fuel and 10% Barrett No. 4 11.27

Mar. 30th, 31st and Apr. 1st
'. Slime Vanner Tailing Straight Coal Tar 22.41

Apr. 3d, 4th and 5th. .". Slime Vanner Tailing Straight Coal Tar 11.20

RESULTS OBTAINED WHEN ELIMINAT

Apr. 7th Retreating Plant Feed Straight Barrett No. 4 2.39

Apr. 8th .Retreating Plant Feed Straight Barrett No. 4 1.31

Apr. 7th Slime Vanner Tailing Straight Barrett No. 4 2.07

.\pr. 8th ; Slime Vanner Tailing Straight Barrett No. 4 1.13

NOTE—The oils used on retreating machine were as indicated above. The only variation from oil mixtures indicated was an oi

This pine was never used continuously and was of so minnte a quantity that the operator failed to record same. This practice, 1

NOTE 2—
Pine oil is never used in this manner on machines treating our flotation slime feed.

When using straight Barrett No. 4, the bubble is brittle and somewhat delicate and has a tendency to burst when coming to the

carrying oil, but the latter characteristic is not sufficient to strengthen the bubble enough to carry the larger mineral particles, espe(

When using mixtures of Barrett No. 4 and Fuel Oil, the latter has the faculty of strengthening the creosote bubble sufficient

Hayden, Ariz., Apr. 9th, 1917.

Copied Butte Apr. 23d.

namijaui^imm^Um tarn
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xhibit No. 154.

;d copper company
I Plant

IS AND RETREATING MACHINES WHEN
,SO Vi OF 1% OIL PER TON, USING THE
RE THROUGHOUT.

CONSUMING

HEADING CONCENTRATE
Tails
Assay
%Cu.

Indi-
cated

Extrac-
tion % % Solids

Pounds Oil
per Ton
Heads
Incl.

Cir. L.

PERCENT OIL

Tonnage
Assay
% Cii. Tonnage

Assay
% Cu. Concts. Tails

1125

1133

6.14

6.24

309

321

21.48

21.28

.326

.290

96.14

96.67

23.60

22.23

20.90

10.80

3.25

1.82

.035

.022

795

772

.687

.660 22

7.75

10.64

.375

.366

47.63

46.15

24.19

25.81

22.83

10.95 3.95 .445

ING FUEL OIL FROM OIL MIXTURES

344

356

6.30

6.20

63

54

29.56

34.16

1.083

1.25

85.95

82.89

20.47

20.35

245

273

.676

.720

4

3

12.56

18.13

.456

.543

33.65

25.39

26.63

27.81

xasional addition of a small amount of pine oil when an unusual amount of coarse feed entered the machine.

lowevcr, was maintained throughout entire tests regardless of amount of original oil mixture added at head of machine.

surface, thus causing the coarse mineral particles to drop. This oil is a very good frothing agent and also acts somewhat as a

:ially when acting in feeds carrying large percentages of mineral.

to carry mineral particles which would ordinarily drop if using straight Barrett No. 4.

(Signed) E. W. ENGLEMANN
Flotation Foreman

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.





Butte & Superior Mining Company. 5175

Defendant's Exhibit No. 155.

Filed May 18, ^917. GEO. \V. SPROULH. Clerk.

I5y H. H. WALKER. Deputy.





Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 156.
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Butfc &• Superior Mining Company. 5179

DefeEdanfs Exhibit No. 157.

(Page One)

THE K & \{ FLOT/mON MACHINE

U. S. FATENTS H7473&
OTHERS PENDING

Foreign Patents Applied for.

SOUTHWESTERN ENGINEERING CO.,

CbnsulKng Mining, Metallurgical, MecKanical

and Eledrical Engineers.

523-524 Wesley Roberts Bueldlng,

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.

Mine Examination

Ore Treatment Problems

Ore Testing Laboratory

Concentration and Rotation Tests



5180 Minerals Separation, Limited, ct ai, vs.

Defendant's Exhibit Ko. 157.

(Page Two)

D. D. BISBEE Elect., & Mech., Engineer

L. C. Penhoel, Mining Engineer

Max Kraut, Metallurgical Engineer

(Page Three)

DESCRIPTION.

The Machine consists essentially of a long, hollow, cylindrical

drum, mounted on a horizontal shaft. This drum is provided with a

series of longitudinal air slots and a larger number of longitudinal

riffles running the entire length of the drum. The drum is rotated

rapidly inside of a close fitting casing and the whole enclosed in a

suitable housing as shown in the accompanying illustration. A dis-

charge lip placed tangentially to the periphery of the drum provides

for taking the pulp into the frothing box and a controllable intake

passage at the bottom of the frothing box provides for returning the

pulp to the aeration chamber for retreatment.

OPERATION.

The machine is very simple, having automatic tailings discharge

and level control. One man can take care of any number of machines.

ADAPTABILITY

Machine can be run in the ordinary flow sheet in flotation work,

or else can be run as an independent unit adding the oil directly to the

machine.

LABOR AND CARE.

The machine is self regulating and requires no attention outside

of keeping the bearings oiled properly.



Butte & Superior Mining Company. 5 181

Defendant's Exhibit No. 157.

(Page Four)

SOME SUPERIOR POINTS.

1. Large capacity in a comparatively small floor space.

2. Little head room required.

3. Simplicity of construction.

4. Automatic control of machine, requiring little or no attention.

5. Low power consumption, due to the fact that churning and agita-

tion are avoided, and air taken in at atmospheric pressure by
suction.

6. Only wearing parts are riffles, which when worn out can be

readily replaced.

7. Sands do not interfere with working of machine.

8. Settling of sands in frothing box and choking of machine is

impossible.

9. With some ores machine can be operated as an independent unit,

the oil being fed directly into machine.

10. Machine has no stuffing boxes and therefore no friction losses

except in bearings.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Defendant's
', i

BUTTE AND SUPER. H

FLOTATION
1

Flot.
Plant Feed

Ore to
Flot. Plant

Dry Per Cent
PERIOD Tons Zinc

1913

1st quarter 47,555 16.43

2nd quarter 49,698 15.28

3rd quarter 72,935 15.42

4th quarter 85,939 14.05

Year 256,127 15.14

1914 287,247 14.14

1915 471,478 13.66

1916

3rd quarter 126,417 12.89

Year 583,937 13.36

Dec. 22, 1916-

Jan. 7, 1917 23,901 12.64

Jan. 9-16 14,651 12.87

Jan. 17-29 19,158 13.48

Jan. 30-Feb. 3 8,863 12.36

Jan. 7-Feb. 6 47,852 12.99

Feb. 4-28 36,262 13.29

Mar. 1-20 30,231 12.72

Mar. 21-31 17,142 12.55

Apr. 1-15 24,298 13.09

Flotation
Machine Feed

Flot. Genets.
Fl.

Tain

Per 1

Zi.

(Ore to Flot.

Plant plus
Circulating
Middling
Treated in

Flotation

Per Cent
Zinc

Dry
Tons

Per Cent
Zinc

11,089 45.76 7.^

13,811 46.09 3.(

19,871 48.19 2.i

20,836 49.63 2.;

65,607 47.80 4.C

64,420 53.03 2.1

107,348 54.82 1.;

28,882 53.92 l.C

133.785 53.83 1.2

5,222 51.72 1.4

2,680 48.22 4.1

4,587 47.68 2.1

2,211 49.06 1.6

10,546 48.45 2.7

20.25 8,556 46.69 1.9

22.70 7,194 47.50 1.5

29.18 3,651 47.40 2.8

22.42 5,852 46.32 2.3

Filed May 38. ^917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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\r(,COMPANY

[CIS

Fl Zinc
R. ivery

Acid

OIL—AMOUNT AND ANALYSIS

Per Ton Ore
to Flotation

Per Cent
Oil in Ore
and Circu-
lating Mid-

dling
Treated in
Flotation

Pounds Oil
Per Ton
Contained
in Ore
& Circu-

lating Mid-
dling

Treated
in Flot.

^Oc3Pounds
Per Ton

Pounds
Added

Per Cent
Added

so «

e: Estimated cu ^

i 64.56 1.68 4.76 0.24

I 83.86 3.41 9.82 0.49

) 85.16 7.05 4.14 0.20

7 85.62 8.45 4.78 0.24

5 80.87 5.60 5.58 0.28

? 84.12 12.00 2.22 0.11

? 90.36 7.81 1.49 0.07

> 92.73 5.38 1.67 0.08

92.33 5.25 1.43 0.07

89.50 3.16 3.06 0.15

68.60 20.55 24.90 1.24

84.70 13.41 16.75 0.84

99.20 11.65 16.05 0.80

82.30 14.70 20.23 1.01

82.86 10.29 20.07 1.00 1.27 25.40 1.86 0.55

88.87 9.81 21.30 1.06 1.50 30.00 2.29 0.69

80.46 10.15 22.86 1.14 1.56 31.20 2.45 0.71

85.21 9.98 23.91 1.19 1.34 26.80 2.09 0.70
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Defel

BUTTE AU
FLOTATION PLANT RF

Flotation
Plant
Feed

DATE ^^
Ions

J^"- 9 1,837
J^"- ? 1.690
J^"-

II 953
J^"- 2 1,564
J^"-

J^ 1,288
J^"-

]i 1,065
J^"- 5 1,502
J^"- 6 1,381
J^"-

J7 1,352
J^"- 8 1,468
J^"-

\^ 1,397
J^"- 20 1,525
j^"-

fi 1,537
J^"- 22 1,600
J^"- 23 1,579
1^"- 24 1,667
J^"- 25 1,591

l^"-
26 267

If-
27 1,786

1^"- 28 1,868
J^"- 29 1,492
J^"-

^? 1,525

W.A.S. •

^
T.F.S.

J.B.K.

D.C.H.

B.H.D. 2

J.L.B. April 14th, 1917

Percent
Zinc

11.62

13.46

12.20

11.16

13.12

13.27

12.72

11.60

12.72

13.02

14.73

14.26

14.47

14.26

13.90

13.28

13.70

10.80

12.45

12.69

13.14

10.42

12.37

12.91

Flotation
Machine
Feed

(Ore to
Fiot. Plant
plus Circu-
lating Mid-

dling
Treated in
Flotation)
Ptr Cent Zinc

^L40"
20.90
19.10

25.20
22.90
18.40

21.20
21.30
19.30

17.60

14.70

16.70

15.80

16.90

16.00

20.00
22.10
22.20
17.00

14.20

14.20

15.30

19.40

18.77

Flot.

Concentrates

Dry
Tons

lei"
262
180
244
279
269
319
303
311
336
360
403
428
465
384
365
305
37

389
435
369
317
594

7,517

Per Cent
Zinc

51.80

50.90
44.20

46.80
47.30
45.40

45.50
44.30
47.00
48.10
50.20
49.50
45.60
43.60
47.50
49.10
51.20
46.50
46.70
45.90
47.40
48.00

50.10

47.52 26

Filer! .Xl.iv GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk-
By H. 7T. WATJCER. Depijtv.
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i No. 159.

M^JING COMPANY
JANUARY, 1917

~

Zinc

OIL--AMOUNTS AND ANALYSIS

Plot. Per Ton Ore y^
Recovery to Flotation < Pounds Oil

per Ton
Per Cent) Contained
Oil in/CiT- in Ore &
culatrng Circulating Per Cent Per Cent Oil
Middling Middling Oil in Oil in Used

Pounds Per Cent Treated in Treated in Flotation Flotation
H^wrent Estimated Added Added Flotation Flotation Cone. Tailing No.

44.63 39.57 10.80 0.540 2.63 52.60 1.46 1.80 1

59.64 58.61 16.25 0.812 2.47 49.40 1.88 2.28 2

75.04 68.42 10.95 0.548 3.28 65.60 1.40 3.45 3

67.36 65.44 16.82 0.841 0.66 13.20 1.95 2.57 4
83.60 78.08 16.09 0.804 1.31 26.20 1.53 0.98 5

89.48 86.43 22.55 1.128 1.92 38.40 2.44 1.37 6

81.48 75.97 16.71 0.835 1.19 23.80 1.36 0.97 7

83.85 83.77 21.09 1.054 1.26 25.20 L92 0.85 8
88.65 84.96 12.46 0.623 1.32 26.40 1.09 1.49 9
87.39 84.58 13.83 0.697 2.43 48.60 1.63 1.16 10

94.30 87.75 16.68 0.834 1.72 34.40 1.77 1.20 11

92.75 91.73 13.10 0.655 1.34 26.80 1.87 1.09 12
92.32 87.73 9.98 0.499 1.30 26.00 2.22 1.10 13
92.51 88.87 15.45 0.773 1.62 32.40 1.90 1.16 14
85.31 83.11 18.29 0.914 1.29 25.80 0.91 1.57 14
83.25 80.93 16.58 0.829 2.56 51.20 3.26 2.39 15

74.58 71.63 , 18.32 0.916 1.89 37.80 2.43 1.79 16
65.45 59.64 11.27 0.563 2.32 46.40 1.81 1.43 17
87.49 81.73 11.93 0.597 2.11 42.20 2.14 1.94 18
93.57 84.20 15.01 0.750 1.33 26.60 1.91 1.17 18
94.09 89.18 8.06 0.403 1.36 27.20 1.61 1.87 18
90.67 95.80 14.02 0.701 0.56 11.20 1.08 0.25 18
87.12 130.70 12.63 0.632 0.60 12.00 1.41 0.26 18

83.02 81.92 14.75 0.738 1.67 33.40 1.40 1.49





Butte & Superior Mining Company. 5189

Defendant's Exhibit No. 160.

BUTTE AND SUPERIOR MINING COMPANY
Below is a statement of the percentages of oils in the various mix-

tures used in the flotation plant during the months of Januarj', Febru-

ary and March, as well as April.

No. 1 No. 2 No. 4 Par-
Kero- Tones Creo- Creo- Bar. affine

No. sene Crude sote sote Fuel Pine rett Tar Base

1 60% % 15% 25% % % % % %
2 67 3 29 1

3 83 10 7

4 61 2 34 1 2

5 78 4 18

6 70 3 27
7 72 3 20 3 2 .

8 74 14 12

9 75 20 5

10 55 7 2 34 1

11 38 40 18 4
12 64 30 1 2 3

13 60 14 11 15

14 31 59 10
15 42 46 12

16 28 62 1 9
17 40 51 1 8
18 21 69 10
19 25 18 49 8
20 27 7 60 6
21 28 24 12 36
22 47 8 4 31 10

23 84 16
24 95 5

25 17 71 12

26 10 85 5

27 23 72 5

28 10 70 20
29 2 92 6
30 10 80

75
10
1531 10

32 8 45 31 16
33 41 48 11

34 22 39 24 15

35 13 2 ' 61 24
36 35 50 15

37 20 65 15

38 80 20
39 15 65 20
40 15 75 10
41 5 75 10 10
42 10 55 15 20
43 10 50 20 20
44 10 10 65 15
45 10 75 15
46 5 15 70 10
47 5 35 50 10
48 10 10 70 10
49 20 70 10
50 18 2 70 10
51 9 32 3 38 18
52 10 70 3 15
53 10 40 40 10

April 19th, 1917.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W . SPROULE, Clerk.
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Defenda(

BUTTE AND S"

FLOTATION PLANT RECORJ

Flotation Flotation
Piant Machine
Feed Feed Flot.

(Ore to
Flot. Plant
plus Circu-
lating Mid-

dling
Trcatf (1 in

Concentrates

Dry Per Cent Flotation) Dry Per Cent Dry I

DATE Tons Zinc Per Cent Zinc Tons Zinc Toni I

Feb. 1 1,863 12.114 18.90 401 50.20 1^2
Feb. 2 1,608 13.465 15.30 413 49.00 1,195

Feb. 3 1,981 14.150 17.40 486 48.00 1,495

Feb. 4 1,843 11.750 18.50 356 50.70 1,486

Feb. 5 1,628 13.296 18.50 373 50.20 1,255

Feb. 6 1,709 12.795 20.80 359 51.20 1,350

Feb. 7 1,705 12.559 20.20 337 50.90 1,368

Feb. 8 1,768 12.712 20.20 320 51.30 1,448

Feb. 9 1,562 13.384 20.30 319 52.30 1,243

Feb. 10 1,175 14.270 24.30 282 51.40 893

Feb. 11 530 11.825 15.40 125 47.20 405

Feb. 12 1,430 13.191 19.50 321 49.20 1,109

Feb. 13 1,454 11.763 24.10 236 50.70 1,218

Feb. 14 1,373 11.404 24.50 255 51.70 1,118

Feb. 15 1,535 12.771 20.90 324 47.70 1,211

Feb. 16 1,455 10,557 21.00 276 46.80 1,179

Feb. 17 1,478 12.778 22.00 322 49.40 1,156

Feb. 18 1,470 13.900 18.80 370 44.40 1,100

Feb. 19 1,448 12.462 18.00 333 44.80 1,115

Feb. 20 1,552 12,954 15.50 426 46.50 1,126

Feb. 21 1,779 13.985 19.00 490 47.00 1,289

Feb. 22 1,756 13.687 20.90 398 51.30 1,358

Feb. 23 1,658 15.350 22.00 412 51.70 1,246

Feb. 24 1,769 14.312 24.40 454 48.60 1,315

Feb. 25 1,353 13.398 18.10 385 43.60 968

Feb. 26 1.662 14,043 17.10 489 43.20 1,173

Feb. 27 1,219 15,780 19.00 428 41.30 791

Feb. 28 1,794 14.645 21.50 522 43.90 1,272

Month 43,557 13.190 19.70 10,212 48.10 33,344

W.A.S.
T.F.S.

J.B.K.

D.C.J.

J.L.B.

B.H.D. 2 April 4. 1917.
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N( :OMPANY
FEBRUARY, 1917

OIL--AMOUNTS AND ANALYSIS

Fl' Zinc PerTon Ore
RfWery to Flotation

Pounds Oil
, Per Cent per Ton

* Oil in Ore
and Cir-

Contained
in Ore &

culating Circulating Per Cent Per Cent Oil
Middling Middling Oil in Oil in Used

Pounds Per Cent Treated in Treated in F'lotation Flotation
re Estimated Added Added Flotation Flotation Cone. Tailing No.

n 89.20 10.77 0.539 0.64 12.80 1.45 0.30 18

77 93.46 13.94 0.697 0.70 14.00 1.34 0.31 18

3C 87.64 17.78 0.889 0.73 14.60 1.36 0i47 19
^'' 83.38 19.83 0.992 0.74 14.80 1.12 0.42 20

86.50 2a99 1.050 0.79 15.80 1.12 0.46 19
84.06 24.31 1.215 0.78 15.60 1.04 0.69 19

80.11 19.03 0.952 0.76 15.20 1.34 0.50 19

73.04 16.86 0.843 0.79 15.80 1.10 0.55 21
79.80 19.65 0.983 0.75 15.00 1.53 0.43 22
86.45 20.75 1.038 1.08 21.60 2.10 0.54 23
94.14 15i34 0.767 0.85 17.00 1.59 0.30 24

7 83.73 16.24 0.812 1.14 22.80 2.31 0.52 24
1 69.96 19.62 0.981 1.36 27.20 2.66 0.73 25
C 84.20 13.93 0.696 1.12 22.40 2.49 0.47 26
3 78.83 16.57 0.829 0.99 19.80 2.24 0.42 26
? 84.09 24.86 1.243 r.27 25.40 1.94 0.56 27
; 84.22 22.05 1.102 1,24 24.80 1.95 0v71 27

80.40 21.80 1.090 1.74 34.80 1.94 0i60 27
82.71 21.40 1.070 2.02 40.40 2.02 0.66 27
98.53 21.56 1.078 2L51 50.20 1.93 0.56 28
92.56 17.69 0.885 1.24 24.80 1.87 0.59 28
84.95 20.22 1.011 2.85 57.00 2.29 054 29
83.69 14„97 0.749 1.35 27.00 2.47 0.59 30
87.15 24.13 1.207 1.05 21.00 2.08 046 31
92.60 22.41 1.120 1.13 22.60 1.66 044 32

: 90.51 24vl7 1.209 1.17 23.40 1.69 045 32
) 91.90 20.85 1.042 1.14 22.80 1.61 0.62 ZZ
t 87.22 19.30 0.905 1.26 25.20 1.90 0.68 34

^ 85.49 19,.33 0.967 1.18 23.60 1.77 0.52

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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DefendanW

BUTTE AND SUl IjJ'

FLOTATION PLANT RECORD

Flotation
— -^

lachine Fee

(Ore to Plot.
Plant plus
Circulating
Middling

Flotation Treated in ^lot. Plot.

Plant Feed Flotation)

Per Cent

Concentrates

Dry Per Cent

Tail

Dry

ngs <

Dry Per Cent Per itDATE Tons Zinc Zinc Tons Zinc Tons Z f

Mar. 1 1 628 14.48 21.60 479 45.40 148 1

2 1 781 15.02 24.50 512 47.30 269 1

3 1 478 13.15 25.70 346 48.60 152 1

4 1 521 12.94 21.30 372 47.30 149 1

5 1 523 12.52 23.90 342 50.50 181 1

6 1 510 13.18 24.10 375 48.30 135 1

7 1 457 13.25 20.40 m 45.20 082 1.

8 1 281 11.90 21.70 297 46.70 984 1,

9 1 453 12.18 20.50 331 47.00 122 1.'

10 1 541 13.32 21.40 394 46.20 147 1.

11 1 421 11.84 21.40 307 48.60 114 1.

12 1 321 12.20 27.20 267 51.50 954 2

13 1 445 13.60 29.20 327 51.10 118 2.

14 1 557 13.30 30.00 344 49.30 213 2,

15 1 703 11.85 22.50 363 47.40 340 1.

16 1 857 11.04 19.80

20.00

405
. 392

47.00
45.10

452
231

1

17 1 623 12.31 1.

18 1 105 11.99 15.70 269 46.40 836 1.

19 1 477 12.15 18.90 363 44.00 114 1.

20 1 549 11.80 24.30 332 47.20 217 I..'

21 1 473 13.84 23.30 365 47.60 108 2.(.

22 1 598 11.82 25.80
19.80

228
406

44.90
41.30

370
070

6.

23 1 476 13.56 2.(

24 1 549 12.78 22.00 345 45.10 204 3.;;

25 1 470 12.25 22.00 346 44.30 124 2.;

26 1 451 12.24 29.00

30.00

319
300

48.00
50.00

132
121

?.:

27 1 421 12.52 i.;i

28 1 557 13.41 32.70 360 50.60 197 2.2

29 ;.. 1 706 11.83 29.80 335 50.30 371 2.1

30 1 667 12.16 27.70 324 49.50 343 2.f

31 1 774 11.89 29.70 Zli 50.70 451 3.1

Month 47 Z7Z 12.66 23.42 10 845 47.30 36 449 2.C

W.A.S.
T.F.S.
J.B.K.
D.CJ.
B.H.D.
J.L.B. April 14th, 1917.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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0. 162.

G :OMPANY

—

MARCH, 1917

OIL—AMOUNT AND ANALYSIS

Per Ton Ore
to Flotation

Pounds Per Cent
ted Added Added

>6 19.76 0.99

)6 29.44 1.47

)1 21.66 1.08

42 17.52 0.87

51 23.42 1.17

b4 18.72 0.94

24 25.28 1.26

99 20.00 1.00

94 21.90 1.09

66 20.83 1.04

66 22.57 1.13

31 20.09 1.00

03 19.20 0.96

62 24.23 1.21

78 21.73 1.08

80 20.73 1.04

51 18.81 0.94
22 25.71 1.28

02 21.26 1.06

72> 19.62 0.98
21 23.74 1.19

19 23.59 1.17

78 22.11 1.10

58 23.59 1.18

14 21.56 1.08

20 21.94 1.09

30 23.54 1.18

23 22.85 1.14

50 24.97 1.25

09 21.66 1.08

63 21.86 1.09

Per Cent
Oil in Ore
and Circu-
lating Mid-

dling
Treated in
Flotation

Pounds Oil
per Ton
Containe
in Ore &
Middling
Treated
in Flot.

Per Cent
Oil in

Flotation
Cone.

Per Cent
Oil in

Flotation
Tailing

Oil
Used
No.

60 22.08 1.10

1.17

2.76

1.23

1.28

1.28

1.30

1.15

1.29

1.44

1.88

1.52

1.20

1.62

1.45

1.59

1.35

1.48

1.91

1.55

1.47

1.72

1.77

1.85

1.47

1.41

1.49

1.55

1.38

1.41

1.35

1.71

1.52

23.40
55.20

24.60
25.60

25.60
26.00

23.00
25.80
28.80
37.60

30.40

24.00
32.40
29.00
31.80

27.00
29.60
38.20

31.00
29.40
34.40

35.40
37.00
29.40
28.20

29.80
31.00

27.60
28.20
27.00
34.20

30.40

1.64 0.62 35
2.71 0.68 36
2.28 0.61 2,7

2.01 0.57 38
1.98 0.62 39
2.11 0.54 40
1.97 0.50 40
2.14 0.63 40
2.34 0.74 40
2.86 0.69 40
2.64 0.58 40
2.45 0.66 40
2.55 0.65 40
2.66 0.53 40
2.52 0.63 41

2.22 0.74 42
1.92 0.87 43
1.66 1.16 42
2.40 1.01 44
2.71 0.91 45
2.94 1.15 45
2.93 0.76 46
3.09 0.55 47
2.64 0.69 48
2.48 0.77 49
2.83 0.67 49
2.64 0.67 49
2.61 0.76 49
2.41 0.58 50
2.43 0.71 50
3.36 0.80 50

2.45 0.71
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Defendi
BUTTE & S^M

FLOTATI 1
MACHINE FEED

Concentrates Tailings

I
Ore

To Machines
««l

Machine Dry
Date No. Tons % Zinc %Zinc % Zinc Apt r

12/29/1916 2 178 14.00 46.00 2.32

92 H12/30/1916 1 108 13.20 47.60 1.35

12/30/1916 2 117 13.30 45.40 0.96 94

12/31/1916 1 160 12.20 46.20 2.38 84

12/31/1916 2 115 11.00 45.40 1.10 92

1/1/1917 1 153 11.10 42.90 0.99 93

1/1/1917 2 93 12.80 44.60 0.50 97.

1/1/1917 8 76 13.10 42.70 1.51 91.

1/2/1917 1 160 13.80 47.70 2.20 88.

1/2/1917 2 140 14.20 46.50 1.95 90.

1/2/1917 8 210 15.00 43.40 2.96 86.

1/3/1917 1 167 13.10 44.20 1.60 91.

1/3/1917 2 135 15.50 47.80 3.35 84.

1/4/1917 1 117 14.10 44.50 1.44 92.

1/4/1917 2 120 14.80 45.70 2.25 89.

1/5/1917 1 130 11.00 41.90 0.91 93.;

1/5/1917 2 162 12.20 42.00 1.40 91..!

1/5/1917 8 173 14.40 43.50 2.96 8S.;i

1/6/1917 1 132 9.50 48.80 0.90 92.,1

1/6/1917 2 213 14.90 48.80 2.21 89.?

1/6/1917 8 149 13.90 47.00 1.45 92.'^

1/7/1917 1 128 8.40 46.20 0.80 92.fi

1/7/1917 2 198 12.40 36.30 1.54 91.'

1/7/1917 8 240 15.70 50.10 1.56 92.9

1/8/1917 1 54 8.10 47.70 0.74 92.:

1/8/1917 2 103 11.70 44.70 1.26 9U
1/8/1917 8 89 15.10 45.80 1.42 93.^

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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[I.a COMPANY
) lACHINES

1

OIL—AMOUNT AND ANALYSIS
P( Ton Ore
Tc lachines Per Cent

Oil tn C\rf>
Pounds Oil

KJll in KJTK
and Cir-
culating

in Ore and
Circulating

Middling Middling Per Cent Per Cent Oil

5 Per Cent Treated in Treated in Oil in Oil in Used
Added Machines Machines Concentrates Tailings No.

1.43 No Analysis No Analysis No Analysis 1 A
1.68 3.32 66.40 2.57 1.10 2A
1.64 1.84 36.80 2.42 0.86 3A
1.20 3.27 65.40 2.67 1.77 4A
1.78 1.24 24.80 1.40 2.26

]
5A

1.43 1.54 30.80 2.12 1.11 ' 4A
2.26 1.01 20.20 3.13 1.11 5A
3.15 2.94 58.80 2.62 2.72 6A
1.38 1.59 31.80 1.78 1.49 7A
1.49 2.66 52.20 1.84 2.47 5A
1.10 1.94 38.80 1.53 1.75 8 A
1.60 2.89 57.80 1.61 0.35 9A
1.23 2.37 47.40 1.38 1.30 10 A
2.06 1.79 35.80 2.17 1.60 11 A
1.70 2.50 50.00 1.34 0.82 5A
1.25 2.62 52.40 1.56 2.17 12 A
1.22 1.31 26.20 2.39 0.91 5A
1.16 3.24 64.80 2.17 0.94 13 A
1.84 2.11 42.20 2.08 0.54 14 A
0.97 3.26 65.20 1.47 0.66 5A
1.37 1.93 38.60 1.87 1.39 13 A
1.71 1.55 31.00 2.56 0.55 14.A
1.12 1.25 25.00 2.12 0.51 15 A
0.81 3.10 62.00 1.40 0.83 16 A
1.78 2.13 42.60 2.19 1.40 14 A
0.65 1.82 36.40 1.66 0.63 14 A
1.09 4.39 87.80 1.24 1.45 14A
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Butte & Superior Mining Company. 5199

DeiendaEt's Exhibit No. 164.

BUTTE AND SUPERIOR MINING COMPANY

I
Butte, Montana,

April 17, 1917.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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N 165.

OR PLANT

© ©

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.





Bittte & Superior Mining Company. 5205

Defendant's Exhibit No. 166.

ORIGINAL

BUTTE & SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY
(Limited)

f.
M. Hyde, Dr.

Address Basin, Mont.

3nse account for July, 1911, @ $5.00 per

lay,
155 00

e third payment on Test Machine 10 00
165 00

ict:

A IF
Clerk

•Qved

:

W xVtwater

Superintendent

Butte, Montana 191 ....

Received from BUTTE & SUPERIOR COP-
PER CO. Ltd., One hundred sixty five and

no/100 Dollars in full payment of the above

account.
Signature James M. Hyde

$165/00 Per

Please sign original and duplicate and return

promptly.

dorsement)

ORIGINAL

Voucher No. 3409

Amount $165.00

Check No
Date Paid

To J. M. Hyde.

Month July, 1911.

DISTRIBUTION

Extraordinary Expense $165.00

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. \\. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, DcjAUy.



5206 M incrals Separation, Limiteii, et al., vs.

BeienAam's Exhibit No. 167.

ORIGIN

BUTTE & SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY
(Limited)

To J. M. Hyde Dr.
Address Basin, Mont.

Expenses, month of Augiist, 1911.

31 das. @ $5.00 per day, 15: ;0

Correct

:

AJF Clerk

Approved

:

M W Aiwater
Superintendent

Butte, Montana , 19!

Received from BUTTE & SUPERIOR O ^-

PER CO. Ltd., one hundred fifty-five &
no/lOO Dollars in full payment of the aKe
account.

$155.00
Signature James M. Hyde

Per..

Please sign original and duplicate and ret n

promptly. I

(Endorsement)

8
ORIGINAL

Voucher No. 3495
Amount $155.00
Check No. 2415
Date Paid 8/8/11
To J. M. Hyde.

Month August, 1911.

DISTRIBUTION

Concentrating: $155.00

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk

By H. H. ^^•AF.KER, Deput



Butte & Superior Mining Company. 5207

Defendant's Exhibit No. 168.

ORIGINAL

BUTTE & SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY
(Limited)

J.
M. Hvde,

^'"•

Address Basin, Mont.

^rjt'p^yn^^^iron account of Hyde plant
^^^^^

installation

I
-ect

:

^]

Butte, Montana, Sept. 22, 1911.

. ^^^ • Received from BUTTE & SUPERIOR COP^

JF Clerk 1 p^j^ qq Ltd., one hundred fifty and no/lUU
'

Dollars in full payment of the above account.

$150.00 Signature J.
M. Hyde

Please sign original and duplicate and return

promptly.

»roved

:

I. W. Atwater,

Superintendent

ndorsement)

37
ORIGINAL

Voucher No. 3-508

Amount $150.00

Check No. 2444

Date Paid 9/21/'ll

To J.
M. Hyde.

Month ' September, 1911

DISTRIBUTION

Basin Concentrator Equipment, 150.00

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.



520S Minerals Separation. Limited', ef at., zs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 169.

ORIGIN.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY
(Limited)

To J. M. Hyde. Dr.

Address Basin, Mont.

Second payment on account of Hyde
plant installation 15C

Correct I
Butte, Montana 19.

\JF Clerk
'

Received from BUTTE & SUPERIOR CO
-^

:

PER Co. Ltd.. one hundred fifty and no/1

V J Dollars in full payment of the above accoui
Approved: e'- . r at tt j

M W Atu-ifer
Sigiiature J. M. HydeM \\ Atwater ^j-qqq

Supermtendent
, p

Please sign original and duplicate and retu

I

promptly.

(Endorsement)

47

ORIGINAL

X'oucher No. 35^19.

Amount v^l 50.00

Check No. 2460
Date Paid 9/25 "ll

To I. M. Hvde

]\Ionth Sept.. 1*^11.

. DISTRIBUTK^N

Basin Concentrator Equipment 150.00

Filed May IS, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deput>



Butte & Superior Mining Company. 5209

Defesidant's E;c'ml2it No. 170.

ORIGINAL

BUTTE & SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY
(Limited)

J. M. Hyde, .Dr.
Address Basin, Mont.

Itpense A/C at Basin at $5.00 per day for

I

the month of September, -' $150.00

1 Butte, Montana, Oct. 26, 191

L

Received from BUTTE & SUPERIOR COP-
PER CO. Ltd. One hundred fifty & no/100

Dollars in Full payment of the above account.

$150.00
Signature J. M. Hyde
Per

"

Please sign original and duplicate and return

promptly.

(|)rrect

:

7\JL Clerk

pproved

:

M W Atwater
Superintendent

Endorsement

)

68
ORIGINAL

Voucher No. 3584

Amount $150.00

Check No. 2534
Date Paid Oct. 20, 1911.

To J. M. Hyde,
Month, September, 1911.

DISTRIBUTION

Concentrating $150.00

(In pencil)
. / t^, t^ t

Get after Scott (Purchasing Dept) get 3/8xL)/4 Kiev, bolts

nstead of whatever is ordered

M W Atv/ater, Hotel Samuels, Wallace, Idaho.

Where are derrick irons? Are they shipped

When Where.
If not shipped cut out jnilleys (all)

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

n„ XJ XT AXr A T Ti^TrT? ^ir.,^.,^^-



5210 Minerals Separation, Limited, et al., vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 171.

ORIGIN A

BUTTE & SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY
(Limited)

To J. M. Hyde, Dr.

Address Auditorium Annex,

To third payment of Hyde Plant installation 5,000.(

Correct

:

6 Clerk

Approved

:

M. W. Atwater
Superintendent

Butte, Montana, Nov. 9, 1911.

Received from BUTTE & SUPERIO
COPPER CO. Ltd., Eive thousand an

no/100 Dollars in full payment of th

above account.

Signature }. M. Hvde.
$5,000.00

Per
Please sign original and duplicate and n

turn promptly.

( Endorsement

)

ORIGINAL

Voucher No. 3610
Amount $5000.00
Check No. 2553
Date Paid 10/26/11.
To T. M. Hyde.

Month, Oct., 1911.

DISTRIBUTION

Basin Concentrator Equipment 5000.00

Filed May IS. 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

[•>>• H. H. WALKER, Deputy.

I



Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Defendant's ExluMl Mo. 172.

5211

ORIGINAL

BUTTE & SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY
(Limited)

^0
J. M. Hyde, Dr.

Address Basin, Mont.

r.o expense account for October, 19n.
26 das. @ $5.00 per day 130.00

Torrect

:

Clerk.

Vpproved

:

M W Atwater,
Superintendent

Butte, Montana. Nov. 9, 1911.

Received from BUTTE & SUPERIOR COP-
PER CO. Ltd., One hundred thirty and
no/100 Dollars

in full pavment of the above account.

$130.00

Signature J. M. Hyde
Per

Please sign original and duplicate and return

promptly.

(Endorsement)

86
ORIGINAL

Voucher No. 3609
Amount $130.00
Check No. 2552
Date Paid 10/26/' 11.

To J. M. Hyde.

Month, Oct., 1911.

DISTRIBUTION

Concentrating

Filed ^lay 18, 1917.

GEO, Vr. SPROl^LE, Clerk.

IVv II. If. WALKER, Deputy.

130.00
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(Pagel)

EXPENSE ACCOUNT

Chicago Trip

J. M. HYDE

Butte to St. Paul (ticket, pullman, etc.) $ 42.5t

Meals on train, porter, etc 5.7''

St. Paul to Chicago 10.5(j

Carriage in Chicago 4.0(

Express charges on Test Machine 8.0('

Deposit on motor (to be collected by Scott and deducted

from his expense acc't) 20.0('

Carriage 3.5('

Hotel : 27.6^

Chicago to Duluth 11.8(j

Duluth to Butte 37.85

Hotel at Duluth 3.O0

Meals, Carriage, etc., Chicago & Train 38.3C

Trip to Basin and return 3.8(^

Meals and incidentals at Butte 4.5(

S230.1:
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(Page 2)

ORIGINAL

BUl^TE & SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY
(Limited)

To James M. Hyde Dr.

Address

Account of expense trip Butte to Chicago and re-

turn, as per statement attached $230.15 $230.15

'orrect

:

AJF Clerk

Approved

:

M. W. Atwater
Superintendent

Butte, Montana 19....

Receivedfrom BUTTE & SUPERIOR
COPPER CO. Ltd., Two hundred thirty &
15/100 Dollars in Full payment of the above
account.

$230.15 Signature
Per

Please sign original and duplicate and re-

turn promptly.

(Endorsement)

72

ORIGINAL

Voucher No. 3764
Amount $230.15
Check No. 2736
Date Paid Dec. 20, 1911

To James M. Llyde

Month November, 1911

DISTRIBUTION

Extraordinary ex. $230.15 .

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By II. IT. WALKER, Deputy
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I^nl

J 46
ORIGINAI

BUTTE & SUPP:RI0R COPPER COMPANY
(Limited)

To J. M. Hyde Dr.

Address Butte, Mont.

Expense Account dated Jan. 31, 1912
" Mar. 30, 1912

Less : Advance as Voucher 3998

$383.65

585.82

$969.47
600.00

$369.4:|

Correct

:

C.M.E.
Auditor

Approved

:

M.W.A.
Superintendent

Butte, Montana 19...

Received from BUTTE & SUPERIOI
COPPER CO. Ltd., Three Hundred Sixt

nine & 47/100 Dollars in Full payment o'

the above account.

$369.47 Signature James M. Hyde
Per

Please sign original and duplicate and re

turn promptly.

( Endorsement

)

29
ORIGINAL

Voucher No. 4153
Amount $369.47
Check No. 3153
Date Paid Mar. 30, 1912
To J. M. Hyde
Month March

' DISTRIBUTION

Extraordinary Expense

Filed May 18, 1917.

I

$369.47

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk. ;

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy,
j
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Original

BUTTE & SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY
(Limited)

o J. M. Hyde
Address Butte, Montana.

Dr.

Advance on Expenses $400.00

ORRECT:
C.M.E.

Auditor

Approved :

M. W. A.
Superintendent

indorsed on Back.

30

Butte, Montana, 19--
RECEIVED from BUTTE & SU-

PERIOR COPPER CO., Ltd.,

Four Hundred Dollars-

in Full payment of the above account.

$400.00.

Signature James M. Hyde
Per.

Please sign original and duplicate and re-^

turn promptly.

ORIGINAL

Voucher No. 4154
Amount $400.00
Check No. 3154
Date Paid Apr. 17, 1912.

To J. M. Hyde
Month April.

DISTRIBUTION

Accts. Payable $400.00

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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No. 455'

BUTTE & SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY
Limited.

Butte, Mont. July 8, 1912.

Pay to the order of J. M. Plyde, $200.C
Two Hundred and No-lOO DOLLAR.^

BUTTE & SUPERIOR C. CO., LTI
(Signed) C. M. Everett

Special

To the FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
Butte, Mont.

Endorsed on back: "Your endorsement hereon constitutes re

ceipt in full for account as per statement which you have detache

from this check."

(Signed) James M. Hvde.
Paid 7-9-12

I

ie(

4
BUTTE & SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY. 455(,

Limited.

Butte, Mont., July 8. 1912.

VOUCHER
Payable to J. M. Hyde, $200.0t

Two Hundred and No-lOO DOLLARS
Approved for payment

(Signed) C. M. Everett

DETAILS OF VOUCHER 4550

Expense Account 200.00

DISTRIBUTION

Hvde Process Patent Right
No. 4550

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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BUTTE & SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY,
Limited

Butte, Montana, Nov. 21, 1912.
I

:). 5333

ly to the Order of James M. Hyde, 602,50

"x Hundred Two and 50-100 Dollars

I •

BUTTE & SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY, Ltd.

By C. M. Everett.

the FIRST NATIONAL BANK Special.

Butte, Montana.

Stamped across face of check: "Paid, Dec. 10, 1912. The First

)Jational Bank of Butte, Butte, Alontana. P."

Endorsed on back: "Your endorsement hereon constitutes re-

eipt in full for account as per statement which you have detached
rem this check."

(Signed) James M. Hyde.
1. VV. A.

The amount advanced Mr. Hyde is $600.00.

April 17 400.00 on a-c.

July 8 200.00 "

600.00

PAID.

^aul.

Enter Hyde account for 602.50, balance due on trips to Wash-
ngton and England. Details on attached statements, and pay at

mce.

M. W. A.
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Paul

:

Please check amounts advanced Hyde and return.

M. W. A.

HARDEN, STONE & CO.,

Bankers

New York-Boston.

New York, October 23, 1912.

JMH-M.

Mr. M. W. Atwater,

Butte & Superior Copper Co.,

Butte, Montana.

My dear Max:

In looking over my records I find that I did not pre-

sent an account of the expenses of my trip to Wash-

ington this Spring; my memory is that you advanced

me $400 for expenses for that trip and $200 on the

London one, of course, you have a record of this. I

enclose herewith an account, also the account of my
trip from Butte to London and return to New York.

I have trimmed these expense accounts down so that

they do not really represent the total necessary cost of

my travels.

I shall probably be in New York for two weeks

more as the opposition is rather slow in getting in their

evidence, but I hope that by the end of that time every-

thing will be complete in the matter of the present suit
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Defendant's Exhibit No. 177

with the exception of the presentation of the case in

court, and possibly some consultation between Mr.

Scott and myself before the matter comes to trial.

You may address me care of Hayden, Stone & Co.,

25 Broad Street, New York City.

Our friends, the enemy, are not at all happy now-

adays and I will not be surprised if they make som.e

overtures looking to a withdrawal of the suit. This

is what they have done in other cases where they had

a much better showing than they had with us.

Hoping that all is well v/ith you and trusting that

}ou will at any time call upon me when you feel that

my services are necessar}^, I remain,

Yours very truly,

(Signed) James M. Myde.

(End.)

EXPENSE ACCOUNT OF JAMES M. HYDE

Trip to Washington on Patent Suit

Leaving Butte—April 17, 1912.

Room for Byrnes at Napton ....$ 9.00

Materials 5.00

Gas 1.00

Ticket and Pullman, Butte to Washington 68.65

Taxi and Express 2.50

Meals and Porters '. 10.75

Hotel in Washington 23 days at $6 138.00
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Telegrams, materials, etc 18.50

Ticket & Pullman to Butte 68.6.=^

.Meals, etc. to Butte 12.00

$334.03

EXPENSE ACCOUNT OF JAMES M. HYDE
Trip to London on Patent Suit

Leaving Butte—July 18, 1912

Butte to New York, Ticket & Pullman $ 75.70

Meals and Porter to New York 18.00

Hotel, Taxi, etc. in New York 9.25

Passage to London S-S Geo. Washington 1 5 LOO

Steamer Expenses 10.00

London July 21-Sept. 5th, 45 days at $10 460.00

Telegrams, messenger, etc 24.50

Passage to New York, S-S Minnetonka 110.00

Expenses on Steamer 10.00

$868.45

BUTTE AND SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY
Limited

Butte, Mont. Nov. 21, 1912.

VOUCHER

PAYABLE TO James M. Hyde, $602.50

Six Hundred Two and 50-100 DOLLARS
Approved for Payment

(Signed) C. M. Everett
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DETAILS OF VOUCHER.

Expenses trip to Washington Apr. 17 334.05

•'
•' London July 18-12 868.45

Total 1,202.50

Less:

Advance Apr. 17th, 1912 400.00

July 8th, 1912, 200.00 600.00

Net Balance 602.50 602.50

DISTRIBUTION

Account Payable 602.50

General Office

No. 5333

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. II. WALKER, Deputy.
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BUTTE & SUPERIOJ^ COPPER COMPANY,
Limited

New York Office

25 I'road Street

July 31, 1913.

Mr. J. L. Bruce, Manager,

Butte & Superior Copper Company. I Ad.,

Butte„ Montana.

Dear Sir:

I am enclosing herevv'ith copy of a telegram received

today from James '^>l. Hyde, which I thought you

would be interested in seeing.

Yours very truly,

(Signed) X. B. MacKelvie.

NBM..S

Enclosure.

COPY

Berkeley, California, July 30, 1913.

N. B. MacKelvie:

Have received word of decision from Kremer but

no details. I take for granted that appeal will be filed.

Am at your service for any conferences the occasion

may required. Will expect matters under discussion

to be held in abeyance until new and unexpected, situ-

ation is taken care of.

(Signed) James M. Hyde.

Filed May 18. 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By PI. H. W'APKER, Der.utv.
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j^//7i^j>9//,^/ /y^.ZZ. ^^r fx/y/B/y/yo/yf - /7./^7^

\4<sF/^r /P/c// /^^

Filed A!ay IS I";:. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

Bv H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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I'iled May 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULK. Clc/k.

P.y IT. H. WAPKER. Deputy.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 181.

Lantern Slides—Physical Exhibit.

Eilcd .\;ay Ih'. \'-\7. GEO. W. SPROULi-.. Clerk.

P>y fl. II. \V.\LKER. Deputy.



Butfc & Superior Mining Company

DefeD.daEt's Exhibit No. 1S2.

5225

Filed Mav 18. 15;:

!'>v I:, il. WAI.KF.R. ::)cpuiy
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Defendant's Exhibit No. 183.

lilid May 18. '917. CAIO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By Tl. H. WAT.KER. Deputy.
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BefeEdanfs Exhibit N©. 184,

A/f^. Co////eCT/OM

ft^LterJ

W-^^'W.̂

rc//-/^/r-7>
^—yCILXiQ,

Jiy£A^ /?£" ^£^>S^y^ /?

ffe/TA TOAfA/F^-^

..4™^L„il;:§:2s:^i:.^^rfr-^

JES
/?//? //at £''S

I'-ilcd Mriv 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

P.v IT. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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Defendant's Exhibit Ho. 185.

Janney machine—Physical Exhibit.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 186.

Cataract machine—Physical Exhibit. '

Filed August 9, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 187.

Fryer Flill machine—Physical Exhibit.

iMled August 9, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy,

Defendant's Exhibit No. 188.

Square Glass Jar machine—Physical Exhibit

[iliid Au-ust 9. 1917. CJEO. VV. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 189,

CoUQ Gabbett including- upcast— Physical \i\-

hibit.

I'ilcd Angusi 9. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By U. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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Ore FJotation*

BY WILDER D. BANCMFT

m discussing the theory of ore flotation, people

!)t to lay great stress upon surface tension in gen-
nd upon contact angles in particular. While this

irely legitimate, it seems undesirable, because we
t measure a contact anglo with any. accuracy .and

ic the actual existence of a contact angle is a
1 r of doubt.' The problem of ore flotatiou is a
r jimple one or a very complex one, depending on our
iiof view. It has been customary to cousider it as

\y difficult problem, but the other attitude rather

I
.Is to me. There is nothing strange i':> U3 in the

cthst water wets glass and that mercury does not.

(j'llso know that water does not wet greasy glass

£ ly. If one wishes to say that thMe facts are rnys-

r J3, I concede it willingly, because evcrjthing be-

1 3 mysterious if one follows it back far enough. All

m is that this is no more mysterious than anything
and that if we start with these bits of every-day
ledge as given, there arc no other serious difficul-

in connection with ore flotation. Ore flotation is

unique phenomenon, it is merely a special case
air the broad heading: of emulsions.
a liquid wets a solid, it is adsorbed oy tnc solid,

) ling a liquid film on the surfacs of the letter and
i lacing the air film that was there. If a liquid is

c adsorbed by the solid, it does not wet the solid.

] formation of a liquid film over the surface of a
' ed solid accounts for the experimental fact that
: rise of a liquid in a capillary tube is independent
J le nature of the walls of the tube. This has always
Ehed a very improbable state of things, and one tkat
(jd be justified only by the fact that it> was so. It
imea quite simple, however, the moment we consider
the rising liquid does not come in contact with the

8 of the capillary tuba at all. We are really dealing
1 the rise cf liquid in a liquid tube, and it makes no
erence what material is used to support the walls of
liquid tube. That this is the real explanation may

• Been from the fact that concorclaafc results are not
•pined when a liquid is allowed to rfse in a dry tube,
I get good results it is important to immerso the tube
the liquid and then to raise the tube.
nee the wetting of a solid is a case of selective ad-

ption. we should expect that one liquid would wet
ivea solid more readily than another liquid does, and
sequently that the first liquid would displace the

• ond from contact with the solid. No systematic study
this phenomenon seems to have been made, but we
5w that alcohol will displace oil in contact withTnetal'
i that water will displace kerosene in contact with
artz.' If we shake a finely divided solid with water
d a liquid which is not completely miscible with water,
Oil for instance, we can distinguish three cases. The
id 18 wetted entirely by water, in which case it stays

j

the water phase and settles to the bottom of it.
IP solid is wetted entirely by the oil, in which case it
pys in the oil phase and sinks to the bottom of it.
ie solid IS wetted simultaneously by oij and water,
which case it passes into the interface separating the

'o liquids. If the oil is less dense than the water, as
usually the case, it is a little difficult to distinguish

itween the last two cases. If the non-aqueous liquid
aenser than water, chloroform or carbon tetrachlorideT jnstance. it is difficult to distinguish between the

•-;roch;'m''.?al'"g^J;i|e"V%n'M"';'ltl9"r"''"' ^""^ **>« Ar.ertcan
U>Ielg;h. Scientific Papers. 3. 364 (1802).l"cl<H». wied. Ann. 67. 66» (1899)

^•' Hormann. Zett Phv» rYir-m ftt iS': /lat^x

first and third cases. The particles will float if tii«
mean density of solid plus adijerent oil film is i^s thajn
that of the v/ater. They may also flc-at if the action of
gravity is not sufficient to overcome the surface tension
of the water and thus to puil them through the sorfExo.
The maximum weight of substances which can he 9aatcd
can be calculated from the surface tension under ideal
conditions. This calculation applies only when the,»olid
passes into the upper liquid, and does not hold for th«
case where the soiid passes into the interface.

Since we are dealing with selective adsorption, w«
should expect to find that certain substances would fiofit

readily, some others less well, and etill others not &t &11,

both the nature of the solid and of the liquid having an
effect. This is the case experimentally. Hoftoana
found that lead iodide, silver iodide, mercuric iodic^e,
mercuric sulphide, and mercuric oside were floated by
ether, butyl alcohol, benzene, kerosene, and amyl &tcoh>i^
Copper sulphide, lead sulphide and cakium carbonate
were floated only partially by ether, but completely hy
the of»er liquids; while zinc sulphide and tin 8u3pbid«
did not float readily in ether or butyl akohol, and cal-
cium sulphate was not floated by any of the liquids.

An interesting experiment, which has been d<?n« ia
my laboratory,' is to shake copper powder or aluminlam.
powder v/ith kerosene and water. The metallic powder
go-es jjito the Jcerosene and into the interface, producing
an effect of molten copper or molten aluminium, as tb.»

case may be. When the bottle is allowed to stanij aftar
having been shaken, the metallic powder ia the interfoc©
creeps up the side of the bottle above the surface of the
liquid, rising higher* if a little akohol has been added.
1 have seen an apparently coherent metallic film riAe
2 or 3 in. above the surface of the upper liquid ph&BS,
If too much copper or aluminium be added, the kero-
sene cannot hold all of it up and a portion falls to the
bottom of the flask, carrying crops of kerosene witJi {L
If the mixture be poured out on a piece of woO'd, the
copper spreads over the surface of the wood just a^ it

did over the surface of the glass. This ejcperiment
illustrates the principle involved in all bronzing liquida.
A bronzing liquid consists of a vohstiie liquid which will
hold up the metal, and some substance which will k®ep
the metallic powder from rubbing off too readily after it

has been applied. The aluminium and copper powders
on the.market are coated with stearin. This makes them
diflkult to wet with water, but special experiments hav«
fibown thsit the behavior of copjwr or aluminium with
kerosene is qualitatively the same whether the eteajrin
costin;^ is removed with ether or not

Similar results can be- obtainetd with colloidal soJa-
tioBS. laobutyl alcohol* was added to a colloidal goid
solution obtained by reducing gold chloride with cai-bon
monoxide. When the two liquids are sbaJcen, the gold
forms a thin film at the interface. This film is violet
blue to blue green by transmitted light aacl golds:: by
reSected light. A thin water film forms between th's

isobutyl eJc(^ol and the glass, and the gold coaccntratrM
in the dineric interface thus formed, making the akohol
appear uniformly gold-plated. With ether the gold fiJbm

risea high above the level of the two liquids. With ctr-
boa bisulphide the adherent film of gold appears blue..

When tile carbon bisulphide is broken into ctctjS
by shaidng, each drop appears blue. When a bins
gold . was obtained by reducing gold chloride v/lih
phosphorus dissolved in ether, the gold wcjvt tn';o

the dineric interface. When a brownish-i'cd rio'id vraa '

obtained in this' way, it remained in the wslver phsjjo
and showed no tendency to pass into the :»terfpes. This
diflference ia undoubtedly due to an adson^tion of s/omc-

•Banc^5ft. Tnuss. Am. Eriectrochem. Soc IS, Jl>4 (ISSS).
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thing at the surface of the gold, because Reinders found
that 0.006 per cent gum arabic prevents colloidal gold
from passing into the ether water interface. With car-

bon tetrachloride, carbon bisulphide, or benzene, the

gold goes into the interface as before, but the gum
arabic prevents its changing from red to blue.

Colloidal arsenic sulphide goes into the dineric inter-

face with arayl alcohol or isobutyl alcohol, but stays in

the water phase when carbon tetrachloride, benzene or

ether is the second liquid. India ink goes completely
into the interface with amyl alcchol, carbon tetrachlo-

ride, or benzene; it goes pcrtiy into the intDrface with
isobutyl alcohol, and stsya entirely in the v/ater phase
when eU'.er is the second liquid.

Winkelblech* haa sho'^ra that mere traces of gelatine

in water can be detected by shaking with orfranic liquids,

the gelatine concentratir.g at the ioterfnce to form a
film. "A heavy piecipitata ^iw cbtalncd lyhen 10 c.c.

of Q cohition contalnia^ 0.2'H s- gelatine per litcr was
shaken •.vi<:h J>2r>£en«. Precipitates wevo also obtained
when the gel-ifiae S':iut!o:i v?as diluted tenfold, twenty-
fold and even iorty-fojcl, piovided 10 c.c. solution were
taken for tho test. At ihe hitrhsot diiaticn the concen-

tration of the gclatLno VfT.z 0.06 g., per liter, ard there

were cor.sequtatly O.Of) tkj;. in th«; 10 c.c. taken for

tha test. This ,s•^f?!rlS'a to M about the limit at ?7?iich a
preripitationcr/uW be dctecc2c1 d&Cniltaly.- . . . Some
other coiloitl'j b^^h&ve like the r'ue! co!'o.'d (gl^lia), and
can be shaken cat of tljeir Dciuhions. Other hyi'frocar-

boo3 are also effoctive, co that the phcuomer.cn seems
to be R gereral one. Precipitation was obtained with
albunii.-!, water-EoUtble starch and soap, as" well as with

resin dissolved in vsry diluts caustic soda. The colloids

grcuped as mucin can bs precip'.tsted frcm urine and
tfc« 'jrotoins from bc>cr. It ia worth noting that tannin

can Ih* r«i-?!clpit,''.t€d but not gailic acid.

*'TJie hydrocarbons wiiich can be used are: kerosene,

liquid pf-rairui, benzeTic, chloi-oform, and carbon bisul-

phJL?e [in addition to benzene]. The re^iilt varies from
case to ca^e. V/ith the hydrocarbons which ere lighter

than water, the precipitate floats on the water; with

the dennor hydrocarbon the precipitate is below th'e

ivatc;r layer Th5 emulsions which form seem to have

very rrarly the same density as the organic liquid used.

It is not ptnriible to gsi the precipitation with all liquidi

which arj roH-nusclble or slightly miscible'.with water.

E;cperinvjr.i.s with ether w^re entirely unsuccessful.

"As A complement to the action of hydrocarbons on

aqueoai cc3!oi;ial solutions it was found that fats dis-

solved in hjdrocarbons or similar liquids can be pre-

cipitAtcd ia the surface film by shaicing with water.

Precipitations were obUin»:d with butter, olive oil, lano-

lin, &:id varsiine. It was also found that the Emulsions

of ii^avy hydrocarbons or carbon bisulphide with the

fat.s oi low specific gravity also accumulate below the

water Icyor, only a small portion being carried to the

surfarg hy adhering air bubbles. When water is used

for Bha/ci/ip oat, the precipitation is very slight. With
a slijchtly alksJine solution such as dilute lime water,

heavy- volumincxjc
_
precipitates were obtained while a

transparent layer of fat is obtained when a slightly acid

solution is uacd. With concentrated alkali or acid solu-

tions, vi*<:o'a3 emulsions are obtained which hold fast

consideruble amounts of solution."

Winkeible^h patented the uae of sucK organic liquids

as kerosene for clearing sewage by shaking out the col-

loidal oxidizabis matter. The method was not a success

comr.iGrciaily, because leas than 40 per cent of the oxi-

dlz&ble matter was removed.'

Briggs* has shown that sodium oleate is removed from

•Zett. anrew. C^.^ni. 13. 19S3 (1S0G>. ^..kv
'Bltts anil Kr'tmlce, T^elt. (in;?^!r. Chem. 20, 888 (U07).
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solutions of different strengths durinu the proce
emulsifying ben7.cne, and that the amount of tU
moval depends upon the strength of the soap
and the specific surface of the benzene pha.se. Ba||

has observed an interesting case in which dust gov
the water layer. "In the course of some ex[

last year, in illustration of Sir George Stokes' th

of ternary mixtures, I had prepared an associ&tii

water, alcohol, and ether, in which the qunatity of

hoi was so adjusted that the tendency to divide int

parts was almost lost. As it v/as, division tooky

after shaking into two nearly equal parts, and.:;

parts v/ere of almost identical composition. Onpj^til
the bottle containing the liquids in the concent^

light from an arc lamp, I was struck with the co-.

betv/een the appearance of the two parts. The 1

more aqueous, layer was charged with metes, phifci illij'

upper, more ethereal, layer wej almost perfectly
i

(ii«,'i

from them. Some years ago I had attempted the c

nation of rnotes by repeated distillation of liqui

vacuum, conducted without actual obullition, but I

never witnessed as the result of this process anyt

so clear as the ethereal mixture above described

"The observation with the ternary a.?30ci.iiion, w
happened to be the firct examiced, is iateresting,

cause the approximate equality of the liquids BQ;

that the explanation has nothing directly to do

gravitation. But the -presence of the alcohol is

necessary. Ether and water alone shaken togethei

hibit the same phenomenon. It would appear that »'

the two liquids are mixed together in a finely di»

condition, tlie motes iattach themselves by prefer

to the more aqupous one and thus when separation

two distinct layers follows, the motes are all to be fc

below." ... ^

"I have lately endeavored to obtain some conflrma

of the views above expressed by the use of other liqi

It would evidently be sati3factx)ry to exhibit the

tion of motes by the upper, instead of by the lower, la

Experiments with bisulphide of carbon and water,

also associations of these tvvfo bodies with alcohol, wl

acts as a solvent to both, gave no definite result,

haps in consequence of a tendency to the formatioD

solid pellicle at the coraraon surfaces. But with cU
form and water, and with associationfl of chlorofc

water and acetic acid (acting as a common solvent)

experiment succeeded. The motes were always colta

in the upper, more aqueous, layer, even when the e

position of the two layers into which the liqoid s«

rated was so nearly the same that a few additiwial d»

of acetic acid sufiiced to prevent separation altogeth*'

The reverse case appears to occur with white lead.'

Cruickshank Smith" says: "During, recent years"

practice haa been adopted, largely among white-lead f-

roders who grind their own white lead in oil, of do

away with the final drj'ing of the white lead pulp ai

cornea from the washing process, and grinding or b«

inir.np the* pulp '(exhausted of water until the proport

oi tbfe latter does not exceed about 20 p» cent) wit

suitable quantity of refined linseed oil. This proc

•depends on the greater surface attraction which «4

lead particles offer to linseed oil than to water.

enables considerable , economies to be effected in
'

manufacture of ground white lead, -and it elimhi*'

risk of lead poisoning during one of the most dan

parts of the white lead manufacturing process." I

•Scientific Paperd. 3. 569 <1902).
"Aiaociation la here employed as a genanil teriD daooUof.

Jnxtapoeltlon of two or more flulda. Whether tha rmXt I

Mixture depends npon circumjitances.
"The cleamees of the upper layer, after a ralxtur* of ether <

alcohol has been shaken up with dast, had already been ooeer

and explained, much oa abore. by Baru*. Anser. Jour. Sd. (I)

122(1889)
"The Manufacture of Palnt^^im)^

Ijfi
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is added to float the white lead and conse-

white lead carries the oil down with it,"

water as upper phase.

adhesion between the' solid and the liquid

y marked is shown by the behavior of the

Iter
wings. These consist of a closely woven

iiy permeable to air when dry. When thor-

;ed, the film of water is strong enough to

he wings being blown up enough to float a

on wi easo,;— Though I know of no direct experi-

tg or he subject, it seems probable that the gas

3ure( some sandstone anticlines may result from

Dil b,ig displaced b? water, which would wet the

us ri more readily than does the oil.

ma* of the cases 'VThere oil flotation has been

?e have a sulphide Ore, which is much more
tted by oil than fey water, in presence of a

mgue, which is nruch more readily wetted by

r tl 1 by oil- Consequently the gangue tends to

in ; water phase while the ore is carried up by

>:i. he use of an acid solution is natural, because
-',^,, hydroxyl ions," and these latter cut down

;on of the solid. Nagel" found that when
] chromic oxide is shaken with water and
goes into the dineric interface, but is pre-

:cm it by addition of caustic alkali. Zinc

also precipitated from the dineric interface

and water by addition of alkali. I am aware
n flotation practice is tending to the use of

slightly alkaline solutions, but in such cases

:i4.i,an important part, and the use of mixed oils

)duce a new set of factors. It must also be
ed that acid in ore flotation does not act be-

a replaceable hydrogen atom, but by cutting

concentration and consequently the adsorption
ydkyl ions. If calcium ions, for instance, cut

adsorption of hydroxyl ions sufficiently, cxil-

roxide would behave like an acid, so far as ore

3 •concerned, though it would be alkaline to

IS japer. Somewhat similar cases are known.
!r pctrical stress albumin moves to the cathode in

tions, and also in cakium chloride solutions.

t is not a question of acidity. The direction in

e albumin moves depends upon th#'charge of
adsorbed in excess. The hydrogen cation and

Es um cation are each adsorbed more than the
anion, and consequently the albumin moves to

Dde m these two solutions. I do not know
anything of this sort is a factor in modem
practice.

tiiino systematic experiments have been made' to
le the exact effect of temperature, we do not
what extent the apparent advantage? of a heated
are due to a relative change in the selective

on, to a change in the relative densities of the
ids, or to a change in the viscosities It seems
! that all three changes are factors, but that the
in the selective adsorption is the important one
se the absolute adsorption must decrease with
emperature, but the selective adsorption may
hably does, increase with rising temperature
higher temperatures the decrease in absolute

ion becomes too serious and there is therefore a
im temperature which is not necessarily the
nder varying conditions.

low have to consider the part played by air m
>. Since the density of air is low, it is clear that
f adsorbed air or an attached bubble of air will

effective in floating a solid particle If we like.

ttentlon was first callfd to this by Mr T R BrliTRS
ney. Jour Phys. Chem. 19. 350 (1915)
PhvB Chem 19. 570 (1915)

we may consider air as an extreme caae .of a second
liquid phase, in which case we'nvay have the solid re-

maining in the air phase under saitabie conditions, con-
centrating in the interface, or reraainiag in the water
phase. If a piece of metal covered with "an air film be
laid very carefully on the surface of water, the water
may wet it so slowly that the metal will float if it is

not too hea^T- If the Isurface of a copper wire be con-
verted to sulphide, it will float more readily because the
adsorption of air is more marked. If we have a stearin
surface, as in the case of copper powder or Aluminium
powder, the ^ater has atill leaa tendency to wet the
solid, and it becomes quite diiSoilt to. cause the com-
mercial copper powder or aluninium powder to sink in

water. This diflerence in readiness to wet ia made use
of in the film flotation procesoes of Wood and McQuisten.
The concentration of the solid at the interi&ce occurs

when a skin forms o'S^r the surface of boiled milk or of
cocoa or of a peptone solution. I do not know of any
case of ore flotation analogous to this, but doubtless one
could be devised if anybody was interested in it. In
the case of soap solirtions we have a partial concentra-
tion in the surface, but the bulk of the soap. remains
distributed through the w^or phase. The soap, how-
ever; adsorbs so much air that boiling-point determina-
tions on concentrated soiutiona Ar^ worthlesB."

The selective adsorption of ga«es and vapors by solids
is a matter of common knowledge." The film of con-
densed gas shows itself in the abnormal mobility of
very fine powders, in the fact that two pieces of a broTcen
object will not reunite when prised together, in a re-

sistance to the passage of an electric spark between
solid terminals, and in the behavior of the crystal de-
tector and the coherer as used in wireless telegraphy.
All liquids show selective adsorption of gases and vapors.
The most strilfing way In which this shows itself is in

the form of the splashes when a drop of water, 5 mm.
in diameter, falls on a sheet of water from a height of
less than 1 meter. It is this film of adsorbed gas which
tends to prevent the coalescence of tt*ro" acap-bubbica or
two impinging jets of water when thero is no electrical

stress.

Since water removes air more c/ less quickly from
practically all minerals, seJectire flotatfem from already
wetted ore is practically impoasible, and osie must have
recourse to the combined effect of oil and air. It so
happens that in acid or neutral solutions &\t seems to be
adsorbed by organic liquttis much more readily than by
water" Into IdO c.c. approximately normal caustic
potash solution 0.5 c.c. chloroform was dropped from
a 5 c.c. pipette. The chlorofohia did not sejeip to spreSrd

out on the surface before sinking eo much as.it did
with water The globules sank to the bottom and flat-

ton^ out; they were distinctly not very mobile, and
seemed to sink- to the bottom of the- vessel. When the
chloroform was dropped ihto the water it broke up into
a number of drops which did not agglomerate so easily

as in the water solution. In "fact, quite a little shaking
was necessary in order to mak,e them coalesce. At first

no air bubbles could be detected, but after standing for
five minutes a very small bubble appeared on the chloro-
form Sulphuric acid was then added until the solu-

tion became acid. The iiattened drop of chloroform at

once assumed the shape of a round ball and became
mobile An air bubble ajso appeared in the center of
the drop

"Into 100 c.c. approximately normal sulphuric acid
solution 0.5 c.c. chloroform was dropped as before The
chloroform spread all over the surface and then .<?ank

•\fcBain and Taylor. Zeit. phys. Chem. 7«. 183 (1911)
"Rancroft. Jour Phva. Chem 20, 1 (191»)
'•Tuomev Jour Phys Chem 1?. 360 (1915)
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thfoujjh Uje BOiution in RinaJl drop?, formingr rou::d
fflobuieiS w\t)\ air bubb!»« ciins'ing to each. It was hari
to g:i?t rid of the b-jillilea oa the c;i!oroform drops by
ehAidrsr; aj fio?:i oa onra waa drivtri oil" another bubc'«
a;?ptT.vc<i icx«ct!y i:i the center of tha drop. Wlien the
btt&blivs. wffre dioIc-t^gecJ irorn. the dj-ojxi, they rose to tho
s\i.<itce csrryiai: with them aarr.c rhloroform, a part, of
W'hk-h rAxair.cd on the eurfare until it evapci-atcJ!, v/hi]«
tho : -9t «3«k ba<:k to the bot.tcin cf the solution. T3ii?

fflybxj.'es were very nVjbile and coalt-sced readi'y. C.^ua-
tic potxsh was added to the noiution, mxkipjr it aU^uline.
The chSoroforTO globule fiattenod in-.;ncdiately gad the
sir bubble in tho center disappeared. In 3lill another
espejiment an acid solution v/as made clkaline, then
acid, CTid thfin alkAJirie again. Tho result confirraed
Wj'soa's experiments," for the drop of chloroform was
aS .y;iy3 ?vf.t in the alkijifte solution and always found in

th? af:i''i colu'dca. Tliere is ec«^ely any difference to
bo noted bi?twoen the sha^e of the drop in acid solution
and in puro watcr^ The same results were obt>iined
when NtOH and HCi were oubstitutod for KOH and

"la one experiment <n a nitric alcid solution the tera-

jjerature was raised to about 40 degr. C. Bubbles seeraed

to'ishoot frcra all psrts of the .solution to the chloroform
drop. When they had formed a'Jerge bubble in th®
center- of the chlorofonn, the air b'ubble rose to the
surface of the 8cI;ition as in the other CAses."

Of course, it does not fo53ow that the relative adsorp-
tion of gas ia' always gre^-tor for oil in acid solution,

but raei'dy that tuis BecvXi.5 to be true in Die cases hith-

erto studied. It is purdy an empirii:^! obcen^atfofj.

Another intereating fact ia tJic difficulty that is esperi-

encfed in gettinjf air bnbble^ to attach themselves in

some CRSftS'to tfie oil filma curTOi-'Qeing-'tke solid par-

ticles. . Some people havo even claimed that nascent
gaa is CBScntia',' but this ia -afiourcl. ' If the air bubble
comsy'JD contact with the oil if v/ill adhere; but it is not

easy to hiins about this contact. It .oirt be done by
vigcrci'.i agttation or by causing diaaolved gns to corne

out of coiutjon, but the essential thing is merely to

bnr;g the jras in scXntd contact with the oil.

A large air bubble will have a relatively ffreat lifting

pov/cr, but It will also tear loose very readily from an
oileil par-ticlf?. We-shall get better results if we produce
a froth consisting of bubble? of air in oiL. Under ideal

conditions tbe film' around the bubbles Vt'UI consist of

partick-s cjxi1«d with oil. W^j cacnot get a froth with a

pure liquid and air. There mQat be present a third

substance in colloidal soh:tio]j^ which will tend to form
an emulsion cf air in the liquid in question, for a froth

•is Gssfentially a verj' concentrated emulsion of* air in

i'quid. If the colloidal material is nOt present in the
liquid it must be added. It has often been overlooked

that what la needed for ore flotation is a froth of air

in oiL People have said* to themselves" that froth'is

what. fa. needed and have added saponine and oth^
things with diaaatroua results. Saponine produces a

froth, but it ia a froth of air irr-water and therefore

p'jays havoc with fiotatibn. Tlie things which have
proved suQcessful are substA&ces- like sodium resinate

so called, which prcflucea a froth- of air m water in an
allc^line solution butJJce of air in oil in an acid solutioft,

bcoiUG® free roein forms a colloidai. solution in oil but
not in water. Mr. Van Arsdale has worded the matter
in what seems .a different way by saying that the sab-

atance sdded mu.<!t tend to emulsify water in oil and not

cU in water. This is very nearly the same thing, be-

cause substances which form colloidal solutions in oil

and not in water tend to emulisfy water in oil." .1

"Wilson. Jour. Chert*. Soc. 1. 17« (18<g)
*;B«i>«raft. Jour. Phys. Chem. 17. SIS (19IS)

have preferred to consider the oil-air interface a
V.in Arsd.'ilft the oil-water interface, but the two
of vievr lead to the same conclusiona in olmoA* zl

So. far, we have been considering the caae
i:Av:» R fiir amount of oil. If wa cut the ^
oil.ciO'.vn almost to a vanishing qua.ntity another 4|Ljj
comes itt, n&m^ly, air flotation. When ouftici^nt \
Ih'j cf oil arc u.ied, the air flcsts t^ie oil and
lloata tJu) ore. Tho oih is incloccd in a drop of (

Ir.A' the propiTtiKS of mattsr in raaiis and sinka

Itc-ttoiJi of tho.<irop of oil, distorting it to a gr
leaser extir.t. if the amount of oil is decreaa'

cfentZy, we. no longer have an oil drop surrouni

p'fcrticie of ore, but an ciled particla, the lower

which ifl, or may. be, in contact with water, w '

upper part Is ia contact* with air. We are t'

getting air eiYect in addition to the oil effect. I

'

know the relative jriportance of these two effects
i

ha."? beea claimed—and disputed—that the modil'l

fict.aticn is of mach greaXaz value than tlie otb'

the Wood and tJie McQutsten prccessea there ia.n(

but that the separation Vf<}^d ba mora effectiy'

were possible, to cover the ore particW with a tl

of stearin, ledvi&s the gsn^tue particles uncoat^

is very diffkuit to wet fchc sjearin-coated comil

copper and jriuminium powders, and it is therefoi

diS'tcult to make them niuk under water. In the i

processes of or» fiotatioa usi&jy-vcry little oil p
we get a thin coating on the pre analogoua 1

stearin coating on the copper or the ]duLai!iiuin i|l

It is poiseibln) th.'i.i iiiQ svir &I:tt may surround tt\

particle completely so that the- oil does not c
actual contact with the water. In that case we %
to a Eftraight air floiiaticn of oiled particles. Thi

cails for farther Etudy because, if established, i1

have a v«ry importaat bearing on the future d

ment of the subject.

It is under these circumstances (hat addition cj

oil causes the ore to cement together and sinlj

reason for this will {-^.rhapa be seen more easil.'l

consider the analogy of sand and water. When
water is loixed with eacd, we get a q'uicksan

which it is unsafe to Walk. With only a little^

we get a plastic mass .over which it is a plea;*!*

walk and out cf which children can make fort pill

etc. When the sand dries out more, air gets in b

the grains, and the walking becomes bard, tbou

sand is by no means dry from a chemical point o

When the amount of oil round the ore particle* i

Ciehtly small, the air gets in and makes a froth p^:

With more oil we get a plastic mass; wilh rtiiaoW

we get the bulk oil process.

Anderson" classiSea flotation oils aa "/rothlu tai

"collecting" oils." ".XJiere is at times some difflc 7 >"

gra-sping tiie distinction between frothers and co :ton

•as such, for one oil in itself may, and often do< poa-

sess both frothing and collecting properties. Th( ::tiM

of a frothing oil is sjjch as to produce froth in :
site

or less amount, dependent on the frothing power '
tha

oil. A collecting oil has a collecting power f wl"

phides in preponderance over its frothing action «li>l

therefore, so to speak, a poor frother; a collect i <*

may have simply a collecting action and Httls r n«

frothing action. As stated in the foregoing, bo ofli

combine both the properties of frothiflg and co! ^io!

in variable degrees of each.

"The most successful frothing oils include t! ,piB«

oils, cresylic acid and turpentines ajid other pyi Z^
ous products from the distillation of wood— /»»5

methyl alcohol." The coal tar phenols and the nes'

"Met. A Chem. Ens. 14. 138 (1918).
"VanArsJale caUg thcirj "foamera" and "oUen."
••ThJirnfust be en error W D. R
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tivc ^d almost sll of the so-called essential oils

od i thers. The eaaential oil of eucaljTJtua.^flnds

paj:ularly in Ausstralian practice, on account

tiv< low cost and immediate supply. Castor oil,

ch ference baa already been maide, when mixed

itb srcficne has found epplicrftion.. The more

t nlucta of petroleum, including kerosene and

le I
have beeij_«ucce8«ful frothing oils."

cal I mineral ojls and tar oils do not generally

I g J flotation froth, but have a marked selective

oiiie ojilphide minenlls. Among the mineral

e iR^ded the fo&omng: aophaltum base, crude

>aii refined oil, gaaoline, burning oil, creoe<d, and

r i)OfiotesJ'

Is and thst thick oils tend to form viscous, co-

g ition concentrates, wiiile thin oils form less

at laaoes. like action of coal tar in stiffening a
epjic^eral frot^ js indicative of the former. In

1 1 ) 'essential oils give a coherent froth and sat-

rj sstraction ; oils like pleic acid or. candle-

s £1 oil, petrde^m, and. lubricating and engine
tv a strong tSnd(*b£y to produce heavy, thick

es »^hich will not float. * Oleic acid has a well-

1 jwe? to float sflicates."

jpe liquid does not form a froth with far, it

; kt no oils can be f^thing oils except in so
I j:ey eon^n suitable colloidal 'material' sus-

I
them. In some.cases this colloidal material

n (p, other cases it is for the organic chem.ist to

fit

Vi}at the special substance is. Since th^
t of the frothing oils is due tO' the ct^oidal

zp, it is a question of coet whether it is moi%
ou8:to mix a frothing oil 'withr a collecting oil

i the constituent which makes the former a
liL

W are dealing vrith sefective adsotptioir, we
}eef to %d that some oils would b® bettsr than
r'certai'n purposes.

an" ft&i«3 a^sA "oils derive^ from the^destrac-

Uatioit of fWood, sadi, as wood creosotes, ptto-
acid,.And thp like^ are found to give the bset

«n salen& iu}d .zinciferous material; coel^ar
are bstl^ eidapted to the successful flc^t^on

'-bearisg nunerala." . ThfercTare no indaxjfendent

n wbich this result could have ^e^n predicted.

noti^ion' is due to 'sdectivfe^ adsorptkm, «my-
lich will dianga the latter will change,the degree-
ire of flot&t-ion Qs far as the'oiiin?&ter flctatiwi

reed. Adding •» .third liquid which is miscible
other two,-mil tend to .make the oil and water

lore- neiw-ly alike in compositiCrt and therefore'
rties. Thi3 gives' us a j^sfbility «f" varying
;tive ^aor^tion- within CQrtaio limits and its

ties should' be determined, even -though there'
no "economic advaattigea.' (Now that we are a
re clear as to'thfl dauSe'of frothing, it becpnSes
to etftdy new frothinjr agents mo're'suofsessfully

poaeiblo that sfMno.cf these might have distinct

J powers o*f their' own3 In ^nfe «ixperimenta
made at Oomeil by Mr. Briggs, it has been
i&t addition of salt rpade it easier to shake out
ferric oxide with benzene. . The ireason for
as to be ^a^ the salt makes the cofioidal solu-
stable. Any substanco which prevents peptiza-'
he water phase or promotes it in the oil phase
1 to increase the flotation. I do not yet know
extent this is applicable to ore flotation; but
n" reports that experiments performed on a 60-
oduct from the Joplin district containing pyrite
na in a calcareous gangue showed.* that potaa-

nd a»cm. Eng. It. 186 (1»1«).
ndChenx Enjc. 14. 117 <1»16).

siom bichr(Knat43 will deaden g&lcna aad permit th«
flotation of tho pyrite; tJi&t sodium, potaeeitisa, and
ferric sulphates promoted tho i?to.-jQctioQ of clean con-
centrates; and that ferrous- sulphate cjid citric suiSpbs)^

were very harmful to the soccsasful flotation of this
particular product, flotation 'l>®ing prsctically ImjiotT

sible in their presence. Aadereoi!, of cosrtK!, vsstorttt

no opinion as to why these calts &rt in this way; bat
it ought not to be diflSQolt to work cut a Hji-potji^ia if

some data w€r« forthcoming. Tho inadeqtirjjy of tbd
present data ia made clear by tha sUii/mi«z.t of R. H.
Kkhards that in the case of & certali^ Teniiese«a sine
ore the addition of a small amount of ccirper nnlphat*
was necessary In order to bring abost Bucc^sfu! flota-

tion. We have net yet &ad9 any ezperimctstts oa .ti»s

factors aflTcctingthe air fiot&ti(»i tahen thai oil is reducod
to a minimum,,so Iwill not diacbiss thst jiKtist fit ail.

There s^feus'tS) be no reason to »apika?« thct era Sota^
tion has yet gdne beyond ths first stog^ss of its dsvciop-

ment, and certainly a clear knowledge- of ttic gsaeral
theory should hi a help in px^inoticg the dfivclcproient.

Cornell Uolveraity.

.Newark IndostriaJ E."s:po>siti©n

The* Industrial Exposition beic.? held tt Nawark,
May 18 to June 3, in the First Rc&i-jisnt Armory, Jay
Street treached by Central Avea'-ie trolley), is repre-

sentative of the largd fcanufacturj,3?s intertste of that

city. The exhibits are cicely arranfted and I'ndoda a
larjte variety of industries. Ainosir tJM intlastrisl con^

ocms having space are th® followiag:

Caanon Water Meter Co., 'water raeters..

Standari^ Oil Co. of New Jera«y, Polariae oils tmd
lubricants. %

Newark Wir« Cloth Co., wire cloxh for indol-trial

purposes and screens up to 30^ Ejelli.

Crocker-Wheeler Co., generators, n;tftoro.

^estinghouse El«:tric Co., generatorfi, motors,

meters, WestinghouBa "Mizda Jarr.pji.

Murphy .Varhish'Co., vj>niisli pigpaanta, oils, sia&att

jrrinding nto, filter prcsscHJ, cte.

C^oloid Co., celluloid «7tic'<c^3.

Driver-Harris Wire Co., F^cIjJTjma lie^^YC&i^iog

jnetaL Mond mMal wifs, 8iit3l!-v.iir8 <l3iB»ir.g raaiiMise^

dei^onsCrating the drawing of eoppe? wire from 0i(16

in. -to* 0.0063 in.

Kew^k .Leather MsiAmmj J^amtissay, s.n& cc^&b'med

exhibits -of Newark's leafelser* ecrattpsnies 'l^hoTTiiig^ dif-

ferent ftathcrs manufactured.

National OH & Supply Co., Vsscos oils and gr^ises.

CoTobination Kubbcr' Mfg. Co., hose, pi^Mas, ete.

Thomas A. Edison, chejaicala, 'tvhcuol, anilmc, dc
Edison Storage Battery Co., AlkaiiEa atora^ ba^itcry.

.General Electric Co., Edison h&sop V^cEsa, Mazda

lami*3,. historical exhibit showiag' developineut <5f in-

candcscejjt' lamp.

Anti-Hydro Waterproofing Co., watsrprc«f Hc^id,

waterproof paint, for brick, concrete, etc. ;

P. W. Horstmann Co., McDowell feed-^ater h«aiei

and purifier.

Bureau of Standards Analyzed Sansplea.—The Bu-

reau of Standards, Washington, D. C, now ha3 AS&dy

for •distribution a ^ew sample of its iron D, No. 6-b,

replacing No. 6-a, which has heen long o'^ of stock.

The composition of the new sample is: carboa, 2.39;

graphite. 1.79;' silicon, 2.59; titanium, O.OT?; phao-

phorus, 0.531; sulphur (gray.), 0.046; manganoae, 1.54;

copper, 0.044; chromium", 0.014; v.iradium, • 0.026;

nickel, 0.026. Until printed certificates can be bad! a
provisional certificate of analysis, without details, will

y^ furnished with each sample issued.

cd May IS. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE^ Clerk. P.V H H WAT.KKR D.nntv
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Defendant's Exhibit No. !91.

CHINO COPPER COMPANY
HURLEY PLANT

Data Compiled from Statement (Form 12-C) Showing Results of

Operation of Vanner Concentrate Flotation Plant

Month of November, 1916.

FLOTATION PLANT FEED

DATE>—
Nov.
1916

I.I)S.

Oil
Per
Ton Solids

Dry
Tons
Per

24 Urs.

.-.s.r.y

(oi>per

t'ompntcd

Cu-S

Assay

Iron

<7r Iron
as

FeS,

Compiled from
Original Record
April 26. 1917.

.\ssumed
FeS, in

Cone, and
l-'e Oxide
in Tails

Computed
%

FeS,

(Signed)

Cor'

Suli..

1 8.06 46.43 420 3.60 4.51 17.8 6.7 14.4 18.9

2 7.96 41.58 360 4.03 5.05 13.1 4.7 10.1 15.j

3 12.09 39.31 330 5.87 7.37 13.5 6.3 13.5 20.';

4 10.09 40.46 284 6.83 8.56 11.1 6.7 14.4 23.f;

5 6.97 40.42 318 5.00 6.26 11.5 6.1 13.1 19.-1

6 9.23 37.40 310 4.60 5.76 15.3 6.7 14.4 20.2

7 10.04 36.71 282 5.43 6.81 12.8 6.9 14.8 21.6

8. .. 11.53 34.58
37.31

235
248

7.53

6.03

9.44

7.56

9.2

12.3

5.9

5.2

12.7

11.2

22.1

18.89 10.06

10 8.97 36.12 291 7 40 9.27 12.1 5.8 12.5 21.cS

11 6.15 37.86 334 8.30 10.40 12.0 5.4 11.6 22.0

12 10.67 39.41 312 8.77 11.00 9.1 4.8 10.3 21.,)

13 9.05 40.23 375 8.37 10.45 7.1 3.3 7.1 17.6

14 10.80 4.1 .36 345 8.40 10.55 10.2 4.3 9.2 19.8

15 12.22 38.25 270 8.23 10.35 10.0 6.4 13.8 24.1

16 14.23 41.56 292 9.93 12.45 16.0 6.9 14.8 27.2

17 15.46 41.83 280 10.23 12.85 12.7 5.5 11.8 24.h

18 23.98 30.53 176 9.20 11.40 10.7 4.8 10.3 21.7

19 20.61 32.10 206 12.03 15.10 10.5 5.1 11.0 26.1

20 26.98 26.92 179 9.20 11.40 9.6 6.6 14.2 25.6

21 17.68 36.64 244 9.63 12.05 10.8 7.0 15.0 27.0

22 11.31 43.81 358 8.13 10.20 20.0 7.8 16.8 27.0

23 11.81 40.64 326 5.50 6.91 19.2 8.2 17.6 24.2

24 15.09 34.40 285 6.67 8.38 15.1 9.1 19.5 27.9

25 26.14 28.32 184 7.83 9.85 9.2 8.0 18.2 28.0

26 17.37 32.07 247 7.43 9.32 14.1 9.2 19.5 28.8

27 17.85 33.59 221 8.40 10.55 19.5 16.0 34.3 44.9

28 18.41 29.48 208 10.23 12.85 11.4 10.2 21.8 34.6

29 15.51 36.52 254 10.30 12.90 9.8 6.8 14.6 27.5

30 15.04 35.25 270 10.23 12.85 11.1 7.4 15.9 28.7

F. R. WICKS,
Asst. Supt. of Mills.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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DefeEdant's Exhibit Mo, 192.

RAY CONSOLIDATED COPPER COMPANY

HAYDEN PLANT

Data Compiled from Monthly Statements (Form No. 62-R) Showing
Results of Operation of Vanner Concentrate Retteatment

Plant During Year 1916—Divided Into

10-Day Periods.

w
Lbs. Oil C'n Water

.\SSAY PLANT FEED

% Total
Pcn'.xl Per Ton In Feed <7o Copper % Iron Cu. & Fe.

; 4.21 79.00 5.97 7.04 13.01

2 3.22 77.00 5.64 7.14 12.78

3

4 s

5

6 _

7

2.93 78.00 6.39 7.15 13.54

.'.Zi'.zo 74.00 5.01 6.70 11.'71

''.'.'.'.'2.'96

73.00 4.54 6.'l8 10.72

$ 3.28 73.00
76.00

4.5? 6 6.40

6.32

10.97

9 3.53 11.20

10 3.26 77.00 5.20 6.78 11.98

11 3.41 76.00 5.40 6.86 12.26

12 3.36 75.00 5.12 7.16 12.28

13 3.41 79.00 6.06 7.68 13.74
14 3.01 73.00 5.42 6.77 12.19
15 3.16 75.00 5.26 6.71 11.97
16 3.21 76.00 5.15 6.70 11.85
17 3.13 75.00 5.60 7.19 12.79
18 3.16 78.00 5.96 6.95 12.91

19 3.13 77.00 5.37 6.39 11.76
20
21 3.43 77.00 5.55 6.86 12.41

22„ 2.72 79.00 6.52 8.22 14.74
23 3.18 80.00 5.76 6.92 12.68
24 3.45 79.00 5.98 7.34 13.32
25 2.83 81.00 5.88 6.84 12.72
26 3.02 79.00 5.73 6.29 12.02
27 3.89 79.00 6.35 6.75 13.10
28 4.24 78.00 6.02 6.56 12.58
29 3.85 79.00 5.97 6.47 12.44
30 4.00 80.00 6.31 7.05 13.36
31 2.81 79.00 5.89 6.74 12.63
32 2.32 78.00 6.05 6.10 12.15
33 2.66 79.00 6.70 6.55 13.25
?A.: 3.65 78.00 6.05 6.36 12.41
35 3.63 79.00 6.24 6.27 12.51
36

Compiled From
Original Periodical
Record E. W. ENGELMAN,

Flotation Engin eer.
April 30. 1917.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Defendant's Exhibit No. 193.

RAY CONSOLIDATED COPPER CO.

HAYDEN PLANT

Data compiled from monthly statements—(Form No. 62-R)

—

showing results of flotation operations for 10-day periods during year

1916. Slime vanner tailing plant.

ASSAY PLANT FEED
Pounds
of Oil Water % % <^o'T9ta}

Periods Per Ton in Feed Copper Iron C» k Vv.

1 1.53 81.0 .867 1.62 2.49

2 1.53 81.0 .812 1.63 2.44

3
4
5

1.82 83.0 .903 1.76 2.6f.

Z'".\l5 sao .814 1.64 2.45

6 1.26 80.0 .818 1.60 2.42

7 1.28 80.0 .785 1.54 2.33

8 1.48 78.0 .810 1.67 2.48

9 1.25 79.0 .896 1.61 2.51

10 73 78.0 .840 1.59 2.43

11 77 75.0 .816 1.73 2.55

12 79 78.0 .726 1.70 2.43

13 79 77.0 .710 1.67 2.38

14 99 76.0 .708 1.61 2.32

15 77 76.0 .680 1.65 2.33

16 96 77.0 .700 1.72 2.42

17 95 76.0 .784 lf60 2.38

18 88 76.0 .770 1.62 2.39

19 77 75.0 .754 1.68 2.43

20
21 69 73.0 .719 1.55 2^27

22 69 79.0 .780 1.72 2.50

23 74 78.0 .738 1.52 2.26

24 79 77.0 .713 1.67 2.38

25 84 78.0 .749 1.73 2.48

26 88 79.0 .782 1.71 2.49

27 80 79.0 .805 1.64 2.45

28 85 77.0 .839 1.67 2.51

29 82 78.0 .812 1.71 2.52

30 76 78.0 .700 1.63 2.33

31 66 77.0 .665 1.64 2.31

32 73 77.0 .762 1.57 2.43

33 72 77.0 .753 1.55 2.30

34 66 78.0 .756 1.58 2.37

35 63 78.0 .745 1.62 2.36

36 71 80.0 .783 1.57 2.35

Comoiled From O riginal

Periodical Record. E. W. ENGELMANN ,

April 30, 1917. Flotat on Engineer.

Filed :\Tay 18. 19:7 GEO. \V. SPROULE. Clerk

By H. H. WALKER. Deptrty.



Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 194.

5237

BUTTE & SUPERIOR MINING COMPANY
Data Compiled From Original Records of Flotation Plant Operations,

Month of November, 1916. Flotation Plant Feed.

Dale Lbs. Assay Cotnptrted
Nav. Oil % % %
1916 Per Ton Solids Zinc ZnS

1 1.67 "22:2 TIF" 22^4

2 „ 1.50 20.5 13.9 20.7

3 1.48 21.7 13.3 19.8

4 1.50 21.2 14.6 21.8

5 1.55 20.0 13.6 20.3

6 1.53 21.7 15.3 22.8

7 1.74 17.7 13.8 20.5

8._ 1.75 18.5 14.2 21.1

9 1.58 21.7 15.2 22.6

16 1.52 21.0 15.1 22.5

11 1.50 22.7 12.7 19.0

12 1.91 17.7 13.0 19.4

13 1.68 19.5 12.4 18.5

14 1.28 21.5 12.8 19.1

15 1.56 19.5 11.7 17.5

16 1.44 21.7 15.4 22.9
17- 1.16 25.0 13.9 20.7
18 1.28 24.5 12.3 18.4

19 2.37 16.7 12.0 18.0

20 1.23 22.5 12.1 18.0

21 1.40 21.7 11.6 17.3

22 1.58 22,2 11.2 16.7

23-...^ 1.44 22.2 11.2 16.7
24 1.43 23.2 12.4 18.5

25 1.40 22.7 12.5 18.7

26 1.69 18.5 11.5 17.2

27 1.31 25.0 ll.l 16.5

2S 1.36 22.2 12.0 17.9
29 1.54 21.5 12.5 18.6
30 1.36 22.7 12.9 19.2

Compiled From Original Record
April 28th, 1917. T. SHIMMIN,

Mill Superintendent.

Filed .Mav 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

P.y If. II. WALKER. Deputy.
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Defendant's Exhibit No. 195.

UTAH COPPER COMPANY
MAGNA PLANT

METALLURGICAL DEPARTMENT
Data Compiled From Statement Giving Average Results by Month? of

Operation of Vanner Concentrate Flotation Plant.

September, 1914, to December 1st to 24th, Incl., 1916.

DATA PLATTED ON CHART NO. 1.

Dry Tons
Treated

1914

Sept 9,258

Oct 10,085

Nov 1 3, 1 04
Dec 11.776

1915

Jan 10,171

Feb 12,686
March 16,430
April 18.350
May 20,229
[line 19,036

July 1 7.61

3

Aug 17.778

Sept 19.014

Oct. - 20.792
Nov 21,211

Dec 21.216

1916

Tan
'.

18.527
Feb 19.000
March 20,003
April 21.425
May : 24.142
June 28.510

July 29.910
Aug 30,333
Sept 30.266
Oct 32,494
Nov 30.375
Dec. (1-24) 24.429

J Lbs. New Oil
"^ Solids Per Ton of
in Feed Original Feed

41.67 3.05

45.46 2.62

50.00 2.11

40.76 2.23

42.78 3.97

44.20 1.83

42.89 1.2,1

42.13 1.85

40.42 2 20
32.10 3.84

36.58 4.63

34.72 .5.81

39.40 .3.86

40.86 .3.77

42.08 4.32

40.56 4.71

37.18 5.11

34.96 4.97

29.20 5.20

28.82 5.37

31.12 4.69

30.66 3.93

29.20 3.90

32.08 3.87

33.34 3.95

33.20 3.75

33.82 3.76

33.45 3.83

Compiled From
Original Record (Signed) R. A. CONRADS,
Apr. 30. 1917. Metallurgical Engneer.

Filed May !R. 1917. Gi-iO. W. SPROUI.E. Cleri--..

?.y TT. IT. VV.M.KFR. Dept-tv
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Defendant's Exhibit No. 199.
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Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk. Bv H. H WATTCFR n^mi
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5260 Minerals Separation, Limited, et al., vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 212.

UTAH COPPER COMPANY
ARTHUR PLANT

TEST NO. 1—MACHINE NO. 1—RETREATMENT PLANT
13 CELLS, FULL FEED, NO CIRCULATION

TEST PERFORMED 9:30 P. M. TO 10:30 P. M. APRIL 21, 1917.

<^/r COPPER

Tonnage Total Carb. Sulphide % Fe. % Ins. Solids

Heading 10.1 4.700 .115 4.585 42.26

Tailing 7.1 .800 .045 .755

Concentrate 3.0 14.150 .145 14.005 10.50 52.50 10.94

Ratio of concentration 3.42

Per cent indicated extraction (Total Cu) 87.95

Per cent indicated extraction (sulphide) 88.29

Pounds oil added 220
Pounds oil added per ton „ 21.78

Oils: 66% Smelter Fuel,
34% Jones

Reagent—Calura.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.



Butte & Superior Mining Company. 5261

Defendasifs E^iMbit Ho. 213.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 213

UTAH COPPER COMPANY
ARTHUR PLANT

TEST NO. 2—MACHINE NO. 1—RETREATMENT PLANT
13 CELLS, FULL FEED, NO CIRCULATION

TEST PERFORMED 7:45 TO 8:45 P. M. APRIL 21ST, 1917.

<:'r,
COPPER

Tonnage
24 Hrs. Total Carb. Sulphide % Fe % Insol. % Solids

Heading 460 4.875 .060 4.815 42.00
Tailing 302 .462 .020 .440 20.29

Concentrate 158 13.300 .220 13.080 10.20 39.20 10.60

Ratio of concentration ^ 2.91

Per cent indicated extraction (total -liu.) 93.78
Per cent indicated extraction (sulphide) 94.02

OIL ANALYSIS ON PRODUCTS
Lbs. per ton

Tailing 23.16

Concentrate 491.80

OIL AND REAGENTS FOR TEST
Pounds oil added per ton 249.83

Oils: 59% Smelter Fuel
30% Jones
10% American Creosote No. 2
1% Yaryan Pine

Reagent—Cal^ura

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



5262 M incrals Separation, Limited, et ai, vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 214.

RAY CONSOLIDATED COPPER COMPANY
HAYDEN PLANT

Data Compiled From Monthly Statements (Form No. 62-R) Showing
Results of Operation of Vanner Concentrate Retreatment Plant

During Year 1916.

DIVIDED INTO 10-DAY PERIODS.
These Figures Submitted Below Consist of the Missing Periods as

Shown by Similar Report Compiled by Me on April 30, 1917.

ASSAY PLANT FEED

Lbs. Oil % Water r'^ Total
Period Per Ton in Peed '~; Copper % Iron Cu. & Fe.

4 3.60 76.00 4.78 6.14 10.92

6 3.12 73.00 5.55 6.50 12.05

20 3.04 77.00 5.55 6.86 12.41

MISSING DATA FOR SLIME VANNER TAILING PLANT.

4 1.50 80.00 .80 1.60 2.40

20 66 73.00 .72 1.54 2.26

Respectfully submitted,
(Signed) E. VV. ENGELMANN,

Flotation Eng'r Ray Con. Cu. Co.
Hayden, Arizona.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.



Biitfe & Superior Mining Company. 5263

Befendant's Exhibit No. 2! 5.

UKE'S DICTIONARY

or

km, lANUEACTUEES, AND ,
MINES

A CLEAU EXPOSITION OF TUEUl rRISClPLES AND PBACTICE

EDITED BY ROBEUT HUNT, r.E.S. P.S.S.

Kccrer of Mining Rccordu

Fonncrly Professor of Pliyaics. Government Pcboorof MUics. &C. *«V

A.S.STED Ll- SUilBBOCa C0KIUBUI0B3 rillHEKI HT BCIEKCE AITD TiUXLUS Wini jaaOTlOCW

•

mustrated -mth. nearly Two Xhonsaafl Engraving* on Wood

IN THREE VOLUMES—VOL, HI

LpKDON

LONGMAN, GREEN, LONGMAN, AND BOBEETS

isco
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fajoed troia a pressure-column ten feet in height,. and passes directly into the funnel,

of a rbond buddle.

The vhe^Atfig. 1377, is four feet in diameter, two feet six inches in breadth ; hw.

twentj-foiur buckets, aad makes five rcTolntions per minute; b, launder for sup^lyano

the fincly-pDiTfirieed ere ; c> prossure-columu ; d, jet-piece ; e, launder for coaveyiii^

off the slime (Xffctoxr cf the %7he£l ^ F, launder for conveying roughs to round bMdie^*

A mcdiCcation o? tbia appr.riitus is employed at the Wildberg mines in ^Germany,

where il" has bcea rcceaUy introduced, and is found to. succeed admirably for the

classification of &j'e!y-dl7iii«d ores.

Sizing chten:. The taiis from round buddies are Eoraetimes passed thronghthis^ ap-

paratus. It consists, /5?. li)78, of a -ffoodea box provided with an opening at the bottom,

A, -which i5»iu coairauaication v.'ith a .
•

pressure-pi^e, B, an outlet, c, and 1378

has a small reguLating sluice, i>. The
Etuff from the buddleJi enters at e,

and the pressure in the column is so

regulated as to allo-w the heavier

panticieij of th$ stuff to deccend, but

«4-tJie ifeaae time to iTssh away at F
tiie lighter matters that iaay be as-

sociated with the ore. This is done
by having the outlet c cf less area
than the inlet, and £idn^ on the
extremity d a ccaVcaicnt regulating
sluice by which means a greater or
less quantity of stuff may be passed
over the depression v. Two cisterns
of this kind are generally exii ployed,
the second being used to c&Uect any rough particles that nay have passed off from
the first. _ The depth of the first cf these boxes raay be eighteen inches, its width
thirteen inches, and its length three feet six inches. The dimensions of the second
may be considerably less.

The arrangement of anotber separating box is shown mfigx. 1379 and 1380. The
slirae water Cows in at ni ; and crater Gtilfholding a considerable portion of slime flov/s

away from the opposite er.d. It is necessary that pieces of chip, fmall lamps, or

other extraneous matter should be intercepted previous to entering this apparatus,

al^o that the slimes should be evenly sized by me^ns of a trommel or sieve.
_
The

heaviest portion of the slime water in which the sand and'ore is contained, is dis-

charged at 0, which is about an inch square. The launders p p, are for the purpose
ofconveying the slime water either to buddies or shaking tables. The dimensions of the

cistern No. I are, length, six feet; width, one and a half feet; depth, twelve inches.

Hut two other cisterns of similar form are attached. No. 1 cistern will work about ten

ions of stuff in twenty-four hours, and by widening the box from eighteen to twenty-

seven inches it will get through twenty tons in f-Tcnty-four hours. Affixed to one

side of the boq;eA are hami«,crs^so contrived as to give thirty blows per miautcf in the
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t^ia-^aer of a dolly lub. The sides of the box have an, angle of fifty degrees from the

iioi-izoutil. The cliief ^iiuensions of the two cisterns viz. one working ten and the

ctl"^? ttrcEty toss,-iare fubioiued.

ISO. ci Bos.

Ten toiM. Twenty tons
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According to experiments made Ja the Stamping House of ^t^^'^'^^'';'
/'Jf^

twelve tons are Gtamped ir. twenty-four lioars, tlie fust ciStern 5*^P^/^
"j/.^rn

the sljmea 40 per cent, of the ore; the 2nd cistern. 22 percent.; Xaq '•'''^,

^J: "f J
tiO per cent.; the 4th cistern, 12 per cent.; together, 'J4 per cent., Icav)ng a J^si. y

per cent.
,ic rvf

From No. I box every cubic foot of water llowing through gave I'' pounas c.

•sandy matter. No. 2 afforded 13 pounds of finer stulf. No. 3, 16 P«"""'^-,^"' ,,.'"

.4 yielded 12 pounds per cubic foot of water. U should be remarked that tne ouui^k

,v is proponioocd to the dimensions of the machine.
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V/ilhin's separator.— This apparatus is the invention cf Mr. J. E. Wilkin of
Wheal Bafsslt and Grylls, near Helston. He describes it as a "self-acting tossing

i5_

V.—u_iH r7T"7 1̂

machine, bj which the rough particles are scpsi-ated from the fine and prepared for

the" inclined plane. The crey natter is carriad into a small cistern by a stream of

water which enters at the top and passes out at the opposite side bearing the finer

perticles with it, -whilst the rougher and heavier particles escape at the bottom through
arisbg jet of clean water, which prevents the fine and light particles from passing ia

the Game direction." a, J%. 1384, inlet of clean M-ater, 3, launder deliTering the orey
matter, c, outlet of fine and inferior stuff, d, discharge orifice for rough and heavy
iBta£ This operation must be regulated by a fiood-sbut. A cistern 10 feet square on
the top, and 18 inches deep will pass through about 40 tons in 10 hours. When
separating stamps work a snaaller cistern is employed, say 14 inches square, 10 inches

deep, this will despatch 6 tons in 10 hours.
/* A taloablc form of separator is shown in Jig. 1385, the peculiarity of which consiEts

1385

^=iB

in the manner of introducing the water and slimes. Instead of the latter depending

for separation upon the power of an ascending column of water, it here passes into a

horizontal flow of greater or less volume and velocity, produced by altering the tap q.

Compartments, viz, 1, 2, 3 and 4, are also fitted in the box, for the purpose of receiving

mineral of different densities and size, which is discharged and washed in strips set

underneath-, a, inlet laund<r to trommel ; b, waist of sheet iron ; c, trommel either of

perforated plate, or wire gauze ; D, shoot from trommel serving to convey away the

rougher portions ; e, hopper for conveying stufT to shoot h, and from thenc* into the

box; T, ascending columu of water; o, tap for regulating the flow of water; K,z.,lt,N,

outlet pipes for delivering the separated stuff to strips or buddies ; o, launder for

receiving overflow from cistern ; p, Q, n, valves regulating the width of the com-

partments, also for the purpose of effecting the disposition of the diflfcrent minerals

with whicii the ore may be associated.
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frnmc r. The slime box a" is perforated at D with numerous holes, each of uhich is

fitted with small regulating pins.

The table n b is 2 feet 2 inches wide, and
2 feet 10 iiiches long, with a bottom formed
of copper gauze. It is suspended by the
vertical rods K k, and varying degrees of
inclination are given to the table hy alter-

ing the levers ii u. For the purpose of
quickening or decreasing the aciion of tha
table two cones are employed, L h', upon
which the driving band is shifted as niay be
necessary. A band from a rimner, fitted oa
the axis of the cone L, communicates n^o-

tion to a puliey wheel, w, upon the shaft of
which are cranks httached to connecting
rods a, giving motion to the table.

When the machine is in operation, the ore
flows over at f, into the launder beneath it,

whilst the waste is carried over the opposite

end into the trough s.

Profi'ssor B. Silliman, jun., and Mr. J. D.
Whitney give the following particulars of

results realised by this machine:—The total

weight of ore stuff dressed during 122 diivs

was 11,948,900 pounds of rock stamped and
crushed, or ij.OSO tons miners' weight.

The total ore sold from this quantity of

stuff was 128 gross tons (2352 lbs.), or S/^,',

per cent, of the stuff worked over. .By tl?3

Captain's vans the average richness cf t'ce

ftami) vork (forming much the larger pars

of wbat goes to the separators) for 22 weeks
,:was 2'32 per cent. The humid assay of

the average work from the stamps for five

weeks in July and August, gave for the

richness of the stuff dressed on the separators

3'28, per cent, of ore, or •984 per ceot ef

metallic copper. There is, therefore, aa

apparent lois in the tailings of
fj/j

per cent.

of SO per cent, ore, or fgj
of copper. The

amount of ore, however, lost in the tailings

docs not exceed
,*t

to /j per cent, or about i^ per cent of copper. The actual pro-

ducts of working, therefore, as mav be seen> exceed for the machines the average rich-

ness of the Captain's vans.

Of the total ore produced in this time, 181,126 pounds came from the separators,'

and 160.858 pounds from the jiggers. The whole amount of stuff therefore required
to produce this amount of ore, estimated from the above ratio (1-15 : 1) is 768,630

pounds. This may be taken approximately

as the actual quantity which passed over
the separators, and if calculated on the

Captain's vans, it should have produced
177,9('«l pounds of ore, while in fact it did

produce 181,12.> pounds, or a variation in

excess for the. niachines of only 3,210

pounds. Each of the separators therefore

dresses about 1^ tons of rock daily, of stuff

yielding an average of 2'5 per cent, of 30

per cent. ore.

Dolly tub or jmcliing kieve.—This ap-

paratus is employed for the purpose of ex-

cluding fine refuse from slime ore, which

has been rendered nearly pure by previous

mechani?&l treatment. In using it the

workmen proceed tlius^—The kieve, fig.

„_ J ., .„ 1419,lsfillcd to a certain height with water,

tnrnJn!, -; ^- » '"'"""^"^^ ^ couple of men then take hold of the handle d, and
.Ii::£n'np It rajudjy .cause the water to assume a circular motion. The tocsing is tlun
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commenced by sljQveHIng in the slime until the water is rcndcwd somewhat thick.

AftiT continuing; the stirring for a short period, the hasps k e are loosened, and the
\:uv u with tiie dolly are suddenly withdrawn. Tlie tub

is ihea packed, by striliing its outside with heavy wooden
jj

jCJiHets. V/ben this operation is terminated, the water is 1^

'"^-^

poured o(T through plug-holes in the side of the tub. ^./--,,^^-„^.^;-,,,....;„„

The object of the rotary motion created by the' dolly is |;
'

{

to scour oil" clayey or other matter adhering to the ore, I
'

{

whikt the packing hastens the subsidence of the denser f;

;

'
;

pcrtior.s. In one operation of this hind f(»ur distinct strata \
•

r.ray hi procHred, as indicated by the lines a b, c d, cfy, I i,

h c /;, injifj. 1420. b ;
•

'J'he upper portion, viz. from a to B, will probably have V-.^-^—^., -.»,.'•-. ..-.. ^-^^

to I't; ^et aside for further viashing^ whilst the schlich c

should be lit for market. The conical nucleus in the ceutrc of the tub {generally con-

.sist.? <>f coarse sand, and is usually further enriched on a copper bottom sieve, or else

subiuittfd to the action of a tye, or otlier suitable apparatus.

JMuclilne dolly tub. — This kicvc is packed by niachicery represented in the

pccompanying woodcut, in which A is a small water-wlieel \^rkitig a vertical shaft n,

Qad driving another shaft o. At the bottom of this is fixed a notched wheel D, which

presses outwardly the hammers ee; the.<;e are monnted upon iron bars ff', and
violently driven upon the side of the kieve by means of springs c c'/

The degree to which ore can be concentrak-d by dollying muSt evidently depend
Kpoa several conditions: — 1st. The initial percentage of the ore. 2nd. The con-

ciition to which it is reduced. 3rd. The matrix with %^ich it is associated. 4th.

The proportion of water empl<>yed. And lastly, if the rotation and packing liave been

jiicliciousiy performed. An experiment upon some sandschiich lead ore, much inter-

D)ixed with fine carbonate of iron, gave the following results:—
Introduced into dolly tub, 17 cwf., assayed, 48%.
Time required to introduce stulf . . - »

Dolly rotated

Doily withdrawn—
Tub packed--------
llunning off water --.--•
Skimmin^r and cleaning out tub ....

6 minutes.

5 n

5 n
6 »»

20 „

Filed May 18, 1917.

Total - 42

GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

Bv H. H. WALKER. Deoutv.
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B, which if -.'riven at a slower rate bv moans of toothed wheelK, and gives by cran4is

or eccentn;?, a horizoDtal motion barkwanls and forwards to sets of srapers f, a))ove

Jhe cisterns. These at««o arranged as to rom»)vt> the upper stratum of the substance

beia^ acted upon, and discharge it into waggons or other convenient receptacles ;

these upper strata are of coarse the lightest, the heavier part settling upon the per-

forated plates below.

When from the action of the machine a considerable quantity of material has ac-

cumulated upon these plates, the scrapers are throw^o out of gear by means of ap-

paratus attached, hh, and the stuff raked off, the operation being then continued on

fresh supplies. Doors, o c, at the bottom of the machines admit of any fine stuff which
may pass through the perforated plates being removed from time to time as may be

necessary

These machines are in use for cleansing coal as well as other mineral substances.

In such oases the heavier stuff wliich remains upon the plates con.sists of shale,

pyrites, &.C., very injurious substances in the manufacture of coke. One machine of

two connected cisterns, is capable of washing about thirty tons per diem of coaL, but

the quantity of mineral work will depend upou the amount of ore present j.D proportion

to the waste. The size of the perforations in the screens is adapted to «e qwlify of

the material acted upon.

gold washing machine has been arranged by Mr. John Huut, late of Pont-Poan,
France. This gentleman states that it requires but little water, and is so centriv^
as to circulate this water for repealed use ; also that the principle would be found very
suceessful if employed on a more extended scale ; this Mr. Hunt intends to carry

into operatlcMl at some lead miues in Cornwall

Separators

Of late years apparatus of this ciass has been steadily coming into operation, not

onlyln lead and copper mines, but also in the dressing of tin ores. The prevailing

principle is that of directing a pressure of water against the density of the descending
material, making the former sufficiently powerful to float off certain minerals with

which the ore mcy,happen to be associated. When marked difference of dwisities

exist, and the ore can be readily freed from its gangue, this mode of separattiMi will

be found effective. Trommels may be advantageously employed for sizing the stuff

previous to its entry into the several separators.

Sliine separator.—This apparatus is due to Captain Isaac Richards, of Devon
Great Consols, and is employed for removing the slime from the finely-divided ores

which have passed through a series of sieves set in nwtion by the crusher. The
finely-^vided ores are for this purpose conveyed by means of a launder upon a small

water-^heel, thereby imparting to it a slow rotary motion. Whilst, this is turning

tiiue is ftnow.ed for the particles to settle in accordance with, their several densities ;

the retult obtained is that the heavier and coarser grains are found at thd bottom of

the backets, whilst the lighterand fioer fnatters held in suspension are poured out of

the buckets and flow a^ay through a la.iD^e.- provided format purpose.- The stuff

Ivmaining io the bottom ^tfae1>ueket8 is waghcd out by.jneans of jets of waler ob-
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^>^^'' This macliine was in coii-

—•v stant use at the Great Polgooth
'^^^*^ Mine for some lime, and it is

said cffectod a saving of 30 per
cent, in tlie dressing of slime
ore. It is not so well adapted
for rough as for the treatment
of fine slimes ; the apparatus
may be managed by a boy at

S(l. per day, and the cost of
the maehine complete is about
60/.

Pcrcusxion tahle orStnsshecrd.

— The diagrams, fgs. eS.'Jr,

C85s, and (•Sot, exhibit a plan,

vertical section, and elevation of

one of these tables, used in the

Harz. The arlxir or great shaft,

is shown in section perpendi-

cularly to its axis, at a. The
cams or wipers are shown round
its circumference, one of thtm
liaving just acted on n.

These can-.?, by the revolu-

tion of the arbor, cause the

alternating movements of a
horizontal bar of wood, o, »/,

which strikes at the point n

against a table d, b, c, u. This
table is suspended by twochains /, atits superior end, and by t^wo rods at its lower end.
Alter having been pushed by the piece, o, ?/, it rebounds to strike against a block or
bracket n. A lever p, q, serves to adjust the inclination of the movable table, the
pivots q being points of suspension.

The stuff to be washed, is placed in the chest a, into •which a current of
water runs. The ore. floated onwards by the water, is carried through a sieve on
a small sloping table x, under which is concealed Xhe, higher end of the movable
table d, h, r, m; and it thence falls on this table, diffusing itself uniformly over its

surface. The particles deposited on this table form an oblong talus (slope) upon it;

the successive percussions that it receives, determine the weightier matters, and con-

f sequently those .-icliest va metal,

635< ^p-?

'i

to accumulate towards its upper
end at xi. No-r- the workman by
means of the lever p, raises the

lower end d a little in order to

preserve the same degree of in-

clination to the surface on which
the deposit is strewed. Accord-
ing as the substances are swept
along by the writer, he is careful

to remove them from the middle
of the table towards the top, by
means of a wooden rake. With
this intent, he walks on the fable

dh c M, where the sandy sediment
has sufficient consistence to bear
him. When the table is abun-

. _^:_,j dantly charged with the washed
«-i!^^ ore, tiie deposit is divided into

^^~'-^
three bands or segments dh, be,

cu. Each of Uicsc baiiJs is removed separately and thrown into the particular heap
assigned to it. Every one of the heaps thus formed becomes afterwards the object of
a separate manipulation on a percussion table, but always according to the same pro-
cedure. It is sufficient in general to pass twice over this table the matters contained
in the heap, proceeding from the superior band cu, in order to obtain a pure scnlich;

but the heap proceeding from the intermediate belt b c, requires always a greater

number of manipulations, and the lower band db siill more. These successive mani-
pulations are so associated that eventually each heap furnishes pure schlieh, which is
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obtained from 'the superior band c k. As to the lightest particles which the water

sweeps away beyond the lower end of the percussion table, they i>.ll into launders,

whence-they are removed to undergo a new manipulitiou.

Fig. 1413 is a profile of a plan which has been advantageously substituted, in the

Harz, for that part of the preceding apparatus which causes the jolt oi the piece o u

against the table dbcu. By means of this plan,

ir is easy to vary, according to the circumstances

of a manipulation always delicate, the force of

percussion which a bar xy, ought to communicate

by its extremity y. With this view a slender

piece of wood m is made, to slide in an upright

piece, ex, adjusted upon an axis at v. To the

piece H a rod of iron is connected, bj means of a

hinge z ; this rod is capable of entering more or

less into a case or sheath in the i..iddle of the piece

V I, and of being stopped at the proper point, by

a thumb-screw which presses against this piece. If it be wished to increase the force

of percussion, we must lower the point z; if to diminish it, we mast raise it. In the

first case, the extremity of the piece u, advances so much further under the cam of

the driving shaft t; in the second, it goes so much less forwards ; thus the adjustment

is produced.

The water for washing the ores is sometimes spread in slender streamlets, some-

times in a full body, so as to let two cubic feet escape per minute. The number of

shocks communicated per minute, varies from 15 to 36 ; and the -table may be pushed

oat of its settled position at one time three quarters of an inch, at another nearly 8

inohes. The coarse ore-sand requires in general less water, and less slope of table,

than the fine and pasty sand.

The following remarks on the Freiberg shaking tabic, are by Mr. Upfield Green,

of the Wildberg Mines, Prussia. The bed of the table is about fourteen leet

long, oy bix. feti ttiuc, uua is lOimt^uui ui/uL>ie oiic-iinju uuaius, iaiifut;U lo .» sIkji,

frame. The table is hung by four chains, the two hindermost are generally two feel

long with an inclination of 2 to 4 inches. The two front ones, wliich are attached

to a roller for the purpose of altering the inclination of the table, are five feet six

inches long, and hang perpendicularly when the table is at rest.

The table receives its action from cams inserted m the axle of a water-wheel,

acting on the knee of a bent lever. The slimes after being thoroughly stined

up by a tormentor, are conveyed by a launder in a box. where tliey are still further

diluted with clean water, and passing through a sieve with apertures corresponding
tc the size of the grain. to be dressed, flow upon an inclined pl.aoe furnished with ditfu-

sing buttons, and from thence drip on to the shaking table.

In treating rough slimes the two hindermost chains are set at an irclination of 5

to 6 inches, and the table with an inclination of 4 to 6 inches on its length, makes
36 to 39 pulsations of ^ to 6 inches in length per minute. About 2.1 cubic feet of di-

luted slimes, twelve of clean to one of slime-water, enter the table per minue.
Before commenting the percussive action, the table is covered with a thin layer of

.rough slimes, and during the first few minutes only clean water is admitted. In
consequence of the quantity of water and violent motion employed, the smaller and
lighter particles of ore are likely to drift down the table, and a rake is therefore

employed at intervals to reconvey such particles towards the head of the table. Care
must, however, be taken not to allow the water to wear furrows in the deposit.

From two to three hours are usually required for the roughest sand-slimes to ('eposit

four to five inches on the head of the table. The crops are twice more passed over

the shaking table and afterwards dollied. The rapidity of movement and quantity of

clean water increase with each operation. The tails of the first operation, which arc

consideVabfy poorer than the original stufi", may l^e either thrown away, or one • more
passed over the table, when the crop will be fit for treatment along with a fresh quan-

tity of priginal slime. The treatment of fine slimes is similar tathat of the rough, with the

exception that the inclination of the table, quantity of siime-.water, proportion "of clean

water, and length of stroke, constantly decrease with the, degree of fineness of the

slime ; and the number of strokes increase in proportion. In fact, for the finest

slimes, the table has no greater inclination than onetinch on its whole length, while

the stroke, of w hich 35 to 45 per minute are made, is no longer than ^ to ^ an inch. The
time required for dressing varies with the nature of the slime operated on, five tons

of rough giinies occupies sixty-eight hours, whilst the same quantity of very fin©'

•limes requires no less than four times that period.

The Stossheerde—-To the kininess of Mr, Charles Remfry, of Stolbe?g, I Mtt

indebted for the elevaticr, ti ii stossbeerd erected at the Breinigfrberg Mines, sadW
Vol. III. A A
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bis maiiag«nent. It has tfae merit of being extremely lipht, requiriD? I" i

aadofperJomntng its work ID a tighlyeatiifactory manner. Fm 1414
"^e power,

•' ^' *• t*oie g wung

by chains, b b', its widtli being 3 feet and length 12 feet. A greater or less incli-

n^ion IS given to the table by raising or lowtring the scre'ws cc'. At the npf)er end
of the table is a buffer, d, which acts against a counter buffer, e. A sliding bar, f, is

ako ^ited between the table and ptrcussion lever o. This lever is struck by cams
fitted 00 the axis h, driven by the runner j. The slimes to be treated flow into the

eistern k, 30 inches long. 13 inches wide, and 18 inches deep. Into this box a
tormentor, is introduced for the purpose of breaking up the slimes. The bottom is

fitted Willi a launder, l, 7 inches long, and S inches yf\de- From this launder
proceeds a head-board, M, expanded t" the width of the table, and fitted with buttons,

for the purpose of dispersing the slimes equally on the head of the table.

At the Breinigerherg nnues the sliint-s are very fine and tough, and not I'ich in

ni£Uil. With the round huddle unimportant results were obtained , but the stoes-

heerd concentrated them satisfactorily. About five tons of rough slime are enriched

per dayjon .four tables, whilst from nine to ten tons of the enriched slime are des-

patched in a similar period.
"^ The four tables are managed by two boys, at a cost of Is. 2d. per day The cost

of these machines complete, including water-whctl, 9 feet diameter, and 3 feet in

brca>t, was 114/.

SUepiny tables. — Figs 1415, 14 Id, represent a complete system of Bleeping tables,

. tables durmanUs, such as are mounted at Idria. Fuj. 14l.'> is the plan, and fig 1416

a vertical section. The ores, reduced to a sand by stcimps. pass into a series of conduits,

aa, bb, cc, which form three successive floors below the level of the floor of the works.

The sand taken out of these conduits is thrown into the cells q, whence they are

transferred into the trough e, and
water is run upon them by turning
two stop-cocks for each trough. The
sand thus diffused upon each table,

runs off with the water by a groove

C ccmes upon a sie^e k, and spreads

itself upon the board 9 . and thence

falU into the slanting chest or sleep-

ing table I k. The under surface k

of this chesl, is pierced with holes,

which may be slopped at pleasure

with wooden plugs. There is a con-

duit m, at the lower end of each table

to catch the light particles carried off

by the water out of the chest 1 A,

through the holes properly opened,

while t^e denser parts are deposited

upon the bottom of the cheSt. A
general conduit n, passes across at

the foot of all the chests, i A, and
receives the refuse of (he washing
operations.

Jn certain minet of the Hare,'

are employed The vhok of the

1415

tables called d bmlai^ or noeeping tables.
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plikiriM consists in letting How, over the sloping table; in raecessive currents, wat«t

cbnrged with the ore, which is deposited at a less or greater distance, as also

p«re irster for the purpose of washing the deposited ore, aAerwards carried off by
means oi Ibis operation.

At the apper end of these sweeping-tablet, the matters for washing are agitated in a
chesty by a small wheel with vanes, or flap-boards The conduit of the mitddy waters
opens above a little table or shelf; the conduit of pure water, which adjoins .|J)e

preceding opens below it At the lower p^rt of each of these tables, there iv a
transverse slit, covered by a small door with hinges, opening outwardly, by failing

back towards the foot of the table. The water spreading over the table, may at

pleastire be let into this slit, by raising a bit of leather which is nailed to the tabl.e, so

Rs to cover the small door when it is in the shut position ; but when this is opened,
the piece of leather then hangs down into it. Otherwise the water may be allowed
to pass fr«|kiy above the leather when the door is shut The same thing may be done
wi'.h a atmilsr opening placed above the conduit. By means of these two slils, two
distinct qualities of schltch may be obtained, which are deposited into two distinct

rondnita or canals. The refuse of the operation is torned into another conduit,

Bod afterwards into ulterior reservoirs, whence it is lifted out to undergo a new
gashing.

Brvnton't machine.—This apparatus appears to be well adapted for the utilisation

of the ore contained in very fine slimes At Devon Great Consols it is extensive^
employed, not only to concentrate the viscid kind of slime sometimes found at the"

periphery^ of Che roand buddle, bat also to dress the tops and middles resulting from
the doltyiBg operafcioiL

The niHiJi water-wheel, shown ia Jig. 1417, is sufficient to drive six of these

machines, viz. three op each side. Before the stuff u permitted to enter upon the

rotating cloth, it is disintegrated bj tormentors, and passed through a sizing

trommel ; it then flows over the bead or dispersing board l, on to the cloth. This

doth rotates towards the stream on two axles, h and h, aiKl is supported by a third

roller N. It is also stiffened in its width by nnmeroos laths of wood. Clean water

is iotrodaced "behind the entrance of the slime, in order to give it the proper con-

sistency. Different degrees of inclination are given to the cloth by raising or

lowering the roller M, by means of the screw k. The heavier particles lodged on the

cloth are caught in the waggon r, whilst the lighter matter is floated over the roller

M. The following particulars are furnished by Captain Isaac Richards, of DCvoa
Great Consols :

—

One revolution at the cloth is made in 4^ minutes ; its length is about 29^ feet, so

(hat it travelsisliyt 6^ feet per minute. Its wRhh is four feet two inches.

Before the slime comes upon the cloth it is reduced to a size of ^ of an inch, and
yields an average of 1| of copper; but by means of this machine the stuff is concen-

/ftiited so as to afford 5 per cent. In ten hours it will clean 1^ tons, at a cost of Is.

per ton. "Ilhe speed of the cloth must, however, be varied with the condition of the

Mnff ; i£ .ft ^ very poor the cloth must travel very much slower, since the eijrich-

^aoeot re<}aif«(rm longer period of time.

At the end of the machine, and worked by the 8«me water-wheel, is a dolly tub

;

bat the dimensions and mode of working this apparatus are fully stated page 3&6.

Btadfords slaue apparatus, fig. l4l€^ has been extensively employed at the Bristol

Jlines, situated in Connecticut, United States.

Its action is intended to imitate that of the vanning shovel. The slime enters by

jtiie: huuulei' a., about 5 inches wide, and descends on the inclined head a', which

^axa|uis from. the width of the launder to within a few inches of the width of the table

a 2
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affords very little natural fall. In such case the enrichment of orrt beooiues more
expensive from the necessity of shifting some of the various products by rajiniial

labour, and of introducing lifting appliances in order to procure the requisite eleva-

tions for carrying out the various elaborattve processes. It is, moreover, scarcely

practicable from the conformation of the ground to form useful reservoirs of water

within a reasonable distance ; neither does it commonly occur in such caSes that a
free sup^ily can be obtained for washing.

The pumping engine is therefore required to furnish the requisite quantity of

water. This is generally conveyed over the floors by wood lauuders, often interfering

with each other and obstructing the direct circulation of

carts, railways, Sec. Now if a stand-pipe or pressure
column were erected at the engine, and a main judiciously

laid throughout the floors, it is obvious that it would not

only remedy this evil, but also afford water for the several

washing purposes, as well as motive power for common,
dash, or other wheels, together with turbines, flap jacks, fee.

When an inconsiderable proportion of water' has only

to be raised to a higher level the common shoe or chain-

pump will be found to render effoctive service; but

when a larger stream is requisite it would be better

to employ the rotary pt|fmp. This pump,yjy. 1429, has
been brought to great perfection by Messrs. Gwynne

;

A is the suction-pipe, and b the discharge, the dotted

lines showing the discharge b, horizontal when required.

Pumps of the following dimensions are stated to raise

nnd discharge per minute for medium lifts, say from 10 to 70 feet high:—
Diameter of

discharge-pipe.

I^ inches.

3 „
4 „
5 „
6

7 „

Stuff consisting of slimes and sand raay be readily elevated by means of a Jacob's

ladder or the Archimedean screw, illustrated at page 437, Vol. I Jiff. 269. For short

elevations combined water and raff wheel<! devised by Mr. Charles Remfry of

Stolberg, Prussia, may be advantageously employed.

Fiff. 1430, A, water-wheel; B, raff or inverted wheel; c, axis of both raff and water

vhcels, carrying a tooth driving wheel; D.^sizing trommel ; e, launder for inlet of stuff;

Diameter of O.'tiloni of
(uctioD'pipe./ water per minute

2 inches. 25
4 ,. 70

5 .. 150
6 ,, 300
7 „ 500
8 „ 1400

r, discharge lani^der; b, shoot delivering water and raff to laander h ; k« cistera

receiving slime from ttommel. ...
jlhne pits.— In the several operations of cleansing ores from niTid,iD grinding, and

washing, where a stream of water is used, it is- impossible to prevent some of the

finely attenoatied pcrtioas floatinB in the water from being carried off with «»
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SliiHv pi(s or lafii/rinihs, called hud-ih holes in Derbyshtre, are employed to collect that

nwttiT, by rcct'iviiij^ the water to settle at a little distance from the place of agitation.

Tliese basir.b or reservoirs are of various dimensions, and from 24 to 40 inches

deep, l^re the suspended ore is deposited, and nothing but clear water is allowed

to escape.

Tlie ^vorkmen employed in the mechanical preparation of the ores are paid, in

(;!.iinib(. itaiid, by the piece, and not by day's wages. A certain quantity of crude ore

is delivered to them, and their work is valued ty the bing, a measure contaiuing

14 cwt. of ore ready for smelting. The price varies according to the richness of the

ore. Certain qualities are washed at the rate of 2s. 6d., or 3*. the bing;

while o'.luis are worth at least 10*. The richness of the ore varies from 2 to

20 bings of gxkiia per Jti/t of ore; the shift corresponding to 8 waggon loads.

It is not essential to describe the dressing routine observable in any particular mine,
since it is scarcely possible to observe the same system in any tWity distinct concerns.

In the various modes of treatment, however, it may be remarked that the two leading

features will always be rcdu I'oa to a pr(>per size and scpctralion tit the ore from the

refuse. Until the v. in stulf .urives at the crusher or stamps, the labour is cliicily

one of picking and oiecting, but from these machines usuidiy commence a long series

of divisions, .vub-d. visions, selectiuiio, and rejections. To follow these out in their

various raniifi- :iiioii>: wdiiiJ not only exceed the limits of this paper, but would
perhaps be misinidcr.-iood by tliose not intimately acquainted with the subject.— J. I).

OREIDE, anew brass, is the niunc given by iVIM. Meu'rier and Valient, of Paris,

to au aUoy which has a golden biillianey.

Sal ammonia - - 3-6

Quicklime - - 180
Tartar of conmierce 9

Copper - - - 100
Zinc . - . 17

Magnesia - - - fi

The copper is frsl melted and then the otlier things are added, by small portions

at a time, skimming and keeping in fusion for about half an hour.

The oreid has a fine grain, malleable, takes a most 'brilliant polish, and has its

complexion restored by the use of acidulated water. This brass melts at a compara-
tively low temperature. The zinc replaced by tin gives'an alloy of greater brilliancy.

ORIENTAL AMUTlIYSi'. The name given to the violet or lilac-blue variety of
snpphirc. It f>riiis t!ie ]iass;;2e between that gem and the ruby.

ORIENTAL LMLU.VLD. The name given to green sapnhire,

ORIENTAL TOPAZ. The name given to yellow sapphire.

Oll-MOLU, A brass in which there is less zinc and more copper than in the
ordinary briss ; the object being to obtain a nearer imitation of gold than ordinary
brass alfords. In many of- its applications the colour is heightened by means of a
gold lacquer, but in some cases, and as we think with very great advantage, the true
colour of the alloy is preserved after it has been properly developed by means of
dilute sulphuric acid.

OUPIMENT (Eng. and Fr. ; Yellow sulphide of arsenic ; Operment ; Rauschfjelb,

Germ.).is found native in many parts of the world ; in Hungary, Turkey, China, &c ;

the finest specimens being brought from Persia, in brilliant yellow masses, of a lamellar
texture, called gulden orpiment.

Native orpiment is the uiaipiqvicntu'n, or paint ofgold, qt the ancients. It was so
called in allusion to its use and its colour, and also because it was sap[)osed to contain
gold. From this term, the common name of "orpiment," or "gold paini" has been
derived.

In nature it is found most generally, in amorphous masses of a bright yellow colour,

but sometimes in crystals, wiiich arc oblique rhombic prisms ; these crystals are

llexible, of a yellow colour. a,nd possess a brilliant lustre.

Native orpimeui has a specific gravity of about 3-48. Orpiment is also prepared
artificially, chiefly in Saxony, by subliming in cast-iron cucurbits, surmounted by
conical cast-iron capitals, a mixture in due proportions of sulphur and arsenious acid.

As thus obtained, it is in yellow compact opaque masses, of a glassy aspect ; yieldipg

a powder of a pale yellow colour.

Artificial orp.inv.nt seems to be a substance of uncertain composition, it containing

sometimes, according to Guibourt, 94 per cent, of arsenious acid, and only 6 per cent,

of the tersulphide of arsenic. On this account it is much more soluble in water than
the native orpiment, and consequently a much more powerful poison. It has been
administered several times with criminal intentions, and in many of the cases proved
fatal. • Orpiment is the colouring matter of the pigment called king's yellow, which
is a mixture of arsenious with a little tersulphide of arsenic, just as tjie sample analysed
by Guibourt.

A proper tersulphide of arsenic may be obtained by passing a streapi of sulphuretted
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PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATIOJN

Improvements in or relating to Ore Concentration.

We, Theobose Jes^e HooVEii, Metullurgist aud Ccnsulaug Engiueer, ant'

iliKEiivAjs Sepah^tion Limited, botli of 2vo. G2^ Loudon Wall, in the City oi

Loudon, do lieieby declare the uature of thia iuventiou to l>e iu> follows;—-

Tills mveutiou relates to improvemeuls in ore conceiitrutioij. \ arioiis pro-

I'tjs.sea are knowii iii which oue constituent sucli as the metullit- suipliide in an
ore ia ae'^ariited from another cou>stitueni by gaseous flotation in a liquid. Tlu»

object oi thia invention is to provide simple and effective means for tlie intru-

(lu;;ticu of air or other gas in ii state of extremely line division into an ore

l)ulp in siicli a wuy as to efl'ect tlie ^useoiis iiolatiou of certain particles. For
exanipls, the Patent Xo. 12,788/ iiJOS describes a process of ore- loueent ration

\v])ich consists in mixing' the iinely powdered ore with water, adding a wtutable

oil and then lil?eratiag a <^aa in the mixture so us to carry tlie oiled particles

li> the surfcce in the fonn of a froth, and the "present inveniioji in particular!}

u^l^^Iicable to a process of tliis general iy\n'

Aecordirig to this invention the niethod of inlroducmg an or other gas jutu

au oze pulp for the purpose of efteciiiig flotalion of ceriain parlieles coiisisls

ill lE'is^^iag the ore pulp intc; contact with a poious mediuni through whicli

aij or GiliOiT.^as is caused to pass. 'ii;us acurording to one uselhod the p'alp i>

intro<lucc^ into a vessel having o!ie or more ]»orous walls through which ajr

) or other g>ar» can he caused to puss.

The porous media employed according to this invention may consist of

plates of porous ceramic material, porous briv^k, coke, or felt or other fibrous

feiiderial fiiiitably supj>orted

The gas which is <ause(l to pass through the porous medium info the ore

) pulp iLiay 1;<! air, or furnace gases oi' it may be a gas produced clfemicdly such
as carbonic acid liberated from a carbonate (jr the gas may be produced electro-

lyticaily, or the gas whi<h is passed through the porous medium may act both
aa Helfictive agent and as frotliing agent ; a gas such as fornnildehyde or

carbcm bisulphide vapour can be thus enipl<)ye<l. The introduction of the gas

) through the porous medium may be effected either by ])ressure or by suction.

Tliia inveRtiou is applicable in conjunction with various procesaes of 03'e con-

ceiitrction and a numl>?r of diiJerent jueans can be emphn-ed for <-arryiDg tho

invention into efJeci. For example, after agitating ixn ore pulp with an oil

in sucJi a way as to aggloiaerats' metalliferous particles into granules Kccording
1-to the British Patents Xcs. 20,21)5/1902, ITJOU/lDO-'i and 18.580/]90'l, the pulj)

• nuluining the grriuules and also unoiled particles nm in any nuitable vessel

l>e ]«\uught into contact with a jsorous medium through which cir or gas is

c;iused to pass in miuut'C bub])leN ot >treams wherein the graniiles are carried

<o liio surface of the p'uip.

A utiiulx'r of vMVt; arc

ri!!uler possible t!;e seiecii

torm of a gaseous froth.

know I) loi healing ;ti) <>ie |'Ulj» <(» iacilitate or Ic

e lloliilio!! of cerlniji loiisJitnent particles in the

see for exanip'e tlie pr(lce^s^e^ descJ ibed in Patents
Nos. 12,778/1902, 78(«/l!i05, 2S,K:;/l!)0,s ,,ud 235!)/iyU'J The j.iesent inveli

tien may bo used m coiiinnctinn with nny <\\ch processes, thnt i<: to <ay. tlic
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mIiicIi (((iisists III mi.\iii<4 llif liiu'ly powtU'icd on- willi \Viil«i, ;i<Miu{; ;i sml;i

(ul :iii(l tln'ii lil>«'iatiii«> ;i giis in tlu- luixturc .-.u ii> to «;iiiy 1 lie oiled j)aiti(

to Uio .suitiUT III the toiiii ot ;i tiotli, iiiid llic piesciil mveii', ion ix j)artitul;:

ii|)j>liciil>lp to ;i proci'ss of tlii.s j^flM'Hil type.

Aicoidiny; *o tliis invention tJic nn-tliod oi inlroduring iiii or oIIhm

an ore l)ulp for tlie purpu.'se «if etVerlinj^ flotntion ol «prtuiii ]t;iiti(le;

m hriiigiug the ore ])ull) mlo (ontiul with a porous inediinn tluongl

air or otlier gas is caused to jiass. 'I'lnis according to one nielliod tin- pulj)

intro<lut,ed into a vossel liaving one or more poious walls tlirougli wliuW .

or otlier gas can Ix' caused lo pass.

The porous niedia einj)love<l acconling to tliis in\en(ion may consist ,-

plateb of porous cerauiic maleiial, poious l)ri( k. < okc, or trl) dv ollir-r fibrot'

material suitahly supported-

The gas which is caused to jiass tinougli tlie jtoroiis medium into the o:

pulp may be air, <jr furnace gases or it may be a gas jjroduced cheiuically tnv

as carbonic acid liberated from a carbonate or the gas may, be jjioduced elcctn

lytieart5', or the gas wiiich is passed through the porous medium may att 1)pt

as selective agent and as frothing agent; a gas such as forninldehyde ''i

carbon bisulphide vajjour can be thus employed. The lutroductiou of the gr

through the ponms medium may be effected either by pressure or by .suctioi

This iiiveutiou is applicable in conjunction with various prenes.ses of ore eoi

central ion and a number of diflcrunl means can be employed f('r canving tli

inveutiou into etioct. For e.\ampl(>. after agitating an ore pu!|) with an o

in stub a wav as to agglomerate metallifcrtMis particles into granules r.ccovdij;

Jo the 15ritisii Patents Nos. 2(i.'JUrj/l!H)'J, 1 7, 1():n<)()3 jind l8.580/iy0.'{, the pul

coutainiug the granules and also unoiled p-uticles can in any suitable ve.nsi'

be brought into <'Oiitact with a porous medium tli rough wlm-li air or gas i.

caused to pass in minute bubbles or «treains whereby the granules are carrief

to the surface of the pulp.

A number of ways are known for treating ail ore pnlj> to facilitate or 1i

render povssible the selective flotation of certain constituent particles in tli<

form of a gaseous froth, see for example the ])roces.ses desK-ribed in Patent^:

Nos. 12,778/1902, 7.S0-;;li)05. 2S,173;i!)0<S and •J".on/l<)()<). The luesent inveii

tion luav be used in conjunction with any sucli piocesses, that is to .say, tin

ciushed ore may be mixed in any ( onvenienf way with water with or witlion.

an acid in solution and with or without an immiscible frothing agent sudi ii'-

oil or soluble frothing agent such as amyl-a!c(diol ; and the pti!}) may Ik* used

at any temjjerature found suitable.

In one method of « arrying this invent ion into cticct a pnlp of the kind

described is passed interiuittently or continuously into a vessel liaving one oi

more porous walls behind which a gas such as air is su])plicd under pressure

so that tlie gas is force<l through the porous diaphragiii and iu the form oi

minute bubbles is disseminated throughout the ore pulp. This method oi

introducing the gas may have three functions. The iii\^ may bring about (lie

necessary agitation of the pxilp. 'J'he gas being in the state of very line division

is effectively brought into contact with e\('ry mineral particle. The fiiie,,^

babbles of gas readily come to the hurfa< e of the pulp in the form ot a froth.!

Keferring to the Patent No. t2}),:{74;19(!4 the ore pulj) is ])assed over a tahh:
j

on which flotation of the metalliferous particles fakes place. According to tlii

invention smh a table may have a porous to)) through which ail- or other gn
,

under pressure may be introduced into the ])ul)> to effect the flotation of certiiiiji

particles.

Kcfeiruig to Patent No. 7 Si )3. 1 !)!(•=) il .-, ^nggesled lo coikIiicI the agitalc'l

pulp lo the sjtitzkasten ovn ;i flat trough. Acnordiii;;.' lo this invention such a

trongJi mas lu-nc a puiou.-> bollouj thiough \\hiih aii oi other gas. is I'orcedj

under pie*6ure, -o .is lo create or im])ro\e the mincral-l>eai ing troth.

Aitparatus Jor ic^e iMcording to this inver.tioii j« convertirntly continuoiiF in
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criicd oif may lie mi\(>(| iii ;iiiy coiiveiiu'iil \\;iv witli \v;i(ei' wHlioi \vitli(Mil

;i! icid m >nlMti()ii and w itli oi witlioul au iniuiisciUlo tiotliiu<^ ;)<;eiit such as

or snhsbU' tiolliiiiji- ajiviit such as amyl-alcohol , and the i)u!i) luav bo used

aijniy UMUjn'ialuio louiid suitable

11 Olio uK^ihod ol caiTyJii^^ Jiis mvciilion into eiVcct a l>nl|) <j1 tlic kind 5

ibcd is pas-^cil iiitcrniiitciiily 01 continuously nilo a vossel having- one or

1!
!'(' pDi'oiis walls l)iduii(t whicli a gas such as ;.ir is supplied under ])iessun'

•riiiai the gas is iorce<l ihrough the ])oiou>. <liaj)liragiu and in the t'orni of

iTute bubbles is disseminated thioughout (he ore pulp. This method of

roduciiig- the gas nilny have tliree fumlions The gas may bring aboiit tJie kj
ess;uy agitation of tbe pulp The gas being in (he .Nta(e ol very Hue division

(•nVciively lnougld into c()ii(act with <'very mineral jiarticle T1h> fine

bhl<«s of gas readily come to (he surface of the pulp in (he form of a frotli

Keferring to the Patent No. 29,f^T4/l!)04 the ore jiulj) is passed over a (able

which flotatiuu of (he metalliferous j^ardcles (akes ])lace. According (o tiiis j/,

ijveiition such a table may have a porous (op (hiough which air or other gas

uler pressure may be introduce*! into the Jjulp to eifect the fiotation of certain

rticles.

Keferring to l*a(eiit No. TSO-I/IDOO it is suggested to < omluct the agi(;;te<!

lip to (he spitzkasten over a flat trough. According to this inventioji such a 9.0

pug:!i may have a jku-ous bottom through which air or other gas is forced,

rider preasiire, so as to «reate or improve the mineral-bearing froth.

Apparatus for use uc<-ording to this invention is conveniently continuous in

peration. Tlius the ore pulp may be passed through a condxiit having wall.>>

art!y m:ulc of porous material and .surro\inded by a jacket to whicli compressed 25
ir is supplied and the puljt emerging from said conduit may discliarge into a

pitzkasten.

The supply of Coniiiressed air may be produced by induction metliods by the
ow of the pulp itself.

The porous medium may constitute (he wall of a pulp vessel or i( may l>€ in 3(3

be form of tubes, hollow gratings, or boxes in the pulj) vessel.

The details of (he method and apparatus may be varie<l witliout de})arting'

roin (his invention.

J Dated tliis :jrd day of May, UJlU.

lUHJLT, WADE & TKNNANT,
111/1U\ Hatton (jarden, London, E.C.,

Chartered I'atent Agents.

H5

COMPLETE SPECIFICATION.

Improvements in or relating to Ore Concentration.

"VVe. TiiKoDDKE Jtssj; Ho(»VKK, Me(allurgi^t and Consulting Engineer, and 4(j

Ml.^•vuAi.s Skpakation LiMiTEiJ, both of No. 62, London Wall, in the City of

Loiulon, do heieby dechue the nature of (his invention and in what, manner
the same is (o be perfoinied, to be particularly described ami ascertained in

itnd by (lie following s(a(enient;—
This invention relates (o improvements in ore concen(ratiou. V^irious pro- 4,3

cc.sses are known in which one constituent such as the metallic sulphide in an
ore is separatt^l (mm aiiotliei coiiNt.itiieiit by gaseous flolation in ii li(juid. 'Ihe

Hjbjcc( ol 'his invention i> to provid*; simple and (>1Tective means for (he iiitro-

Huclion lit ;iir or oIImi ga< m a sta(<' ol extremely line «livisioii into an ore

pulp in such a was .i-> to eJfcct Ihe gaseous flolation oi certain parlicle&. For 60

<'mim)J)Ih. (JM.> PatcLiI Nn r?.77S of P>()2 describes a }ti'oces.s of oic concentration
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opeialiou Tluis ili«' ore |)ul]) mi\y he pjissed llivoii^^li a conduit haviuj; walK
partlj" made of porous niatcrial and siwr<)uiid('<l by a jacket lo v.'hifh iuiiiprens«*«l

air is supplied ;iiid I lie pulp ciiungiu^- troni said conduit may discharge into a

spitzkastcu

The supply ot comprc>s('d an may Ik' produced hy iixluctioii i)it?thod.s by tlie

ftow of tlie puip lisclt, b\ any ot the w(dl knouu mofhods tor obtaining a supply

ot compressed nir l>y tbe fall oi- flow of a li([uid.

Tlie porous mediuui may constitute tiie wall of a pulj) vessel or it ujay be in

tlie form of tul">es. hollou •^latinj.is, or boxes in the pulj> vessel.

The details of the iiu'tliod and apparatus may be varied without dei)ailm,;

froiu this invention

llaviuji: now j)articul;n i\ dcscubcd and ;isccrtained the nature of our said

invention and in what iii;iiiiiit the same is lo be jieriormed, we declare that

what wci claim is ;
—

1 The method of inlro<ln( ia^ air or othei ^as into an ore pulp for the i)urpo.se

of eft'ectinir Hotiition of certain particles which consists in brinifiu"; the ore

pulp into (onlact with a porous medium through which the air or other }ras is

caused to pass.

2. The metlatd of pit roducmu au or other <i;is into an ore pulp for tjie

purpose of ett'ectiii;^ tj)fation of certain |)articles which <()nsi.sts in introducing*-

the pulj) into a v('i^scl having one or nioi-e porotis walls throuj,'h which air or

other ;^as can be caused to pass.

!. The method of coiLcentratin«^ ores whicli consists in mi\in<i the crushed ore

with water and with a mineral-frothing agent and introducing air or other gas

into the pulj) tliVougii a iiorons uu'dium adapted to subdivide the gas into

extremely tine streams or I)ub])les.

4. The method of c<jii<enijating oies which consists in agitating the ore pul|)

with a laineral-frothing agent and passing the pul]> over a table having a

porous top or over a trough having a }):)rous bottom through which porous
parts air oi- ot.'ier gas under jnessure is introduced into the pulp to effect

flotation of certain ])articles.

;'>. Apparatus for introducing' an- or other gas into an ore pulp for the

purpose of effecting flotation of certaiji mineral particles which coinpriiiea a

porous tsurface Cfor example the wall or wali.s of a containing vessel, the surface
of a flotation table or a duct) with which' the oje l)uli) <-omes into <-onlact at

one period of its treatment, and through wliicli air or other ga.x nniy be forced
or drawn into tlie ])Uip.

(). Apj)aratus substantially as de.scril>cd, for introducing air- or <itlier gas
into an ore ])iilp for the ]»nr|)ose of effecting tlie flotation of certain mineral
pnrticles.

Dated this 23)d day of Noveml)er. »]!)!().

BoULT, WADK & TKNNANT,
III ^ Jl-J, Hatton Garden, London, E.G..

Chartered Patent Ajrents.

Rcdtiill: IViiiteil tor His M;ijestyV Stationery ()tti<e. Iiy Love I'v ^^lalcoinsou, Ltil.

rWt. 35—50/7/1914.1

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. \V. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deoutv.
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Filed May 18. 1917. GKO, W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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Specification of Letters Patent. Patented JOJie 88, 1910.

Applic.ttioi) fVI<.d Ai'iiiSo. 1909 Serial No. 493.207

lom it may concej^n

iiUHiwn Ui:it vv(.«. Ill \Rv Livingstone

4, HeNBV HuUAia^ (iXKF.NWAY, ;iiid

rf Howard Hioci.n.^, subjecls of the

d England, residing ul L(»ndon. En^'-

vo inveiiiod certain new ;md iis^'ful

•ments in Or*' C'^Micenli.uion >[

\ti follow Dig lii a speciHcatioii.

mvciifioi; relates to the concentra-
.ires, the vijject be-ing to separate cer-

istituents of an ore such as metallic

from other constituents such as

when the ore is suspended in a liquid

^ater.

J'din^ to this invention the crushed
iii.ved with water containing in sfrtn-

>ijiall percenta^' of u mineral- froth-

Tit, (tliai IS of one or iiioie oriramc
ces whicli enable metallic --idrKk to

ider conditions hereinafler spt'ciCi.d)

tnining ;dso a small peixenlagc <>f a

;u'id such as sulfuric acid, and the
e IS thoi-oughly agitated; a gas is

i'?d in,, generated in, or effectively in-

d into the mixture and the ore par-
^[ome in contact with the gas and the
lis that metallic sulfid particles float

1 surface in the form of a froth or
land can thereafter be separated by
ell known means. Among tlie or-

ipubstancos which in solution we have

)J

suitable for use as mineral-frothing
with certain ores are amyl acetate

ler esters; phenol and its homologues;
:, valerianic and lactic acids; ace-
and other ketones such a^ camphor,
ne cases a mixture of two such min-
othing agents gives a better result

i single agent. The above mentioned-
al- frothing agents are all more or less

ye in the presence of an acid such as
ic acid and are given as types but are
itended to form an exhaustive list of
|le organic substance^ which may be
in this manner and for these objects.
16 other hand there are many organic
>unds which in solution will noi effect
isult do.-nbed, such as some sugars,
n, su]«o!iin, albumen, ox gall, etc., and
^le test is required in ihe ca.se of vary-
I'ea or materials to deteruunc which
ic coni}Dound is nmst suitable.
following JR an example of one methot.r
tvfixig tliie invHitJon into cfTect:—

Water containing a small poreontage of'siil- 65
fuiir acid in solution, say from 2% to

0.0'.,, and containing m solution ir small

i quantity say 0.\% of one of the foregoing
organic substances (say amyl ar»etiite) is,

with finely pulverized ore, intKoduced into 60

ail agitaiing apparatus, in the proportion
of suy ;i parts by weight of water to 1 part

b}' weight of ore. The agitation is carried

out 111 .such a way as tnorougbiy to dis-

seminate air through the mixturt^which i'* 65

thereafter discharged into a spifz^tsten

It IS found that a coherent froth or scum
floats on the surface of the water in the

spitzkasten. This froth contains a large

proportion of the metallic siilfids but i§'«im- 70

.staiitially free from gangii(^ .\iry well

known mc;ui< may be em|doyeil for caJJeCt*

iiig llic froth. If tl«"^iivd tlie tailings can
be i<'-li<'alvd by IIk' >.ame proreS:-> with or
without Ihe adtlilioii of fresh quantities of 75

the organic materia 1.^ referred to. The ac-

tion may in some instances be imi)roved by
heating the mi.xture.

The accompanying drawing is a diagi-am-
matic view in i^erspective illustrating one 8u

form of apparatus partly broken away suit-

able for use in this, process. (The apparatus
itself forms no part of this invention.)

Several agitation vessels A are ))lacetl in

.series. These may conveniently be large vats 8$
separated by partitions A' having ojieningii

A^ at the bott<nn so that the li(|uid m:i^ paijs

from one to .mother. Each vessel is pro-
vided with a rottttablc stirrer B which ii^

conveniently of the form shown in the draw- 90

ing. Each stirrer is carried on a spindle B'
rotated at a high speed by any oonveni»nt
means. Crushed ore or similar finely divide I

mineral is fed into the first vessel .V thrtrtigli

any convenient ore- feeding device ^iich a^ 95

C, and water is also fed into the \e~«^F A. -

A small proportion of acid, such as sulfitric

acid, may be introduced into (he water from
the feeding vessel D, and a sjnall pro|K>rtioD
of one or moix» other soluble siibistajieps *••

which enable metallic sulfids to be floate<l W
sir under the conditions hereafter s|n<ifiiaAi

m:iy be introduced from the feedin,:: vow»ri

E. The liquid containing (jiv in sn- |M-iisiu»

is vigorously ftf^itated in the agitalion-vei» *W!

sels and escapes at the outlet .V highly
charged with a.lx.

A seltiing apparatus consisting of one or
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more spitzkasten F. is placed immediately
at the outlet from^the agitation apparatus.

As ahojTrt in the djawing, the spitzkasten F
has a JaiMffer G ta receive the floating froth

5 which" passes awftv through the outlet G'.

The liquid find the sunken material pass out

throu^ the outlet H at the botf^om of the

spitzkasten. The level of the liquid in the

spitzkasten is slightly above the lip J.

10 Within the spitzkasten is placed an inclined

baffle or guide-plate K, which may be made
adjustable, extending upward from below

the inlet A' and arranged to direct the

stream of ore-particles and air-bubbles to-

^5 ward tbe surface of the liquid in the spitz-

kasten.

Hitherto many proposals have been made
for the wet concentration of, ores involving

the Edition to the liquid in which the ore
20 is suspended of an immiscible liquid. For

example in the patent granted to Catter-

mole, Sulman & Picard, United States No.

777274 dated December 13th, 1904, is de-

scribed a process of ore concentration in

25 which metalliferous particles were coated

with a thin film of a fatty or resin acid or a

phenol or a cresol by introducing the alka-

line compounds of these materials into an
acid liquid whereby these materials wefe lib-

30 erated in an immiscible or insoluble condi-

tion and adhered to the mineral particles.

In another ki\pwn process the powdered ore

suspended •irf.^ater, pi'eferably acidified, is

mechanically brought to the surface whereby
35 the paroles are exposed to the air and it is

found that the metalliferous particles float

on the surface while the gangue sinks. In

this known process the selective flotation of

the metalliferous particles is not due to the

metalliferous particles being coated with a

selective agent, that is ti) say, the selective

flotation is due to the properties of the met-

alliferous particles themselves when ex-

posed to air or other gas and brought onto

the edg^ or surface of water preferably

acidified.

The present process differs from the two
before mentioned types and from other

known concentration processes by the intro-

duction into the acidified ore pulp of a

small quantity of a mineral-frothing agent

i. e., an organic compound in solution or the

kind above referred to and l?y the fact that

the metalliferous particles are brought to

the surface in the form of a froth or scum
not by mechanical means but by the attach-

ment of air or other gas bubbles thereto.

In foe frothing processes hitherto known
the substances used to secure the formation

of a mineral-bearing frotli has been oil or

in oily liquid immiscible with water. Ac-
cording to this invention the mineral-froth-

ng agent consists of an organic compoujid

»ntained in solution in the acidified water.

do not confine ourselves to the pro-

portions above given, the best pi

can in each case be easily determined
It is well known that certain ol

ganic substances we have referred U
soluble in water in all proportions
if used in excess might partly re

soluble in the acidified water and n
come mechanically affixed to the m
ous particles of the ore. We disc'

such use of these substances and o.

them in such amount as will enabL
dissolve in the acidified water.

What we claim as our inventior

sire to secure by Letters Patent is:-

1. The hereindescribed process

centrating ores which consists in mi

f)Owdered ore with water containir in

ution a small quantity of a miner in

ing agent, agitating the mixture tc m
froth and separating the froth.

2. The hereind£scribed process of hm

trating ores which consists in mi:

powdered ore with water containing

tion a small quantity of an organic

frothing agent, agitating the mi: re

form a froth and separating the fn .

3. The hereindescribed process of tOB

trating ores which consists in rai>g

powdered ore with slightly acidifie yn

containing in solution a small qua ij

a mineral-frothing agent, agitating i

ture to form a froth and separal 5

froth.

4. The hereindescribed process of «!

trating ores which consists in miig
powdered ore with slightly acidifie wl

containing in solution a small qua tf

an organic mineral-frothing agent, a u
the mixture to form a froth and sej iA

the froth.

5. The hereindescribed process of 'M

trating ores which consists in misgi

powdered ore with water containing

tion a small quantity of a mineral-j

agent, agitating the mixture and bea iff

into it in a finely divided state so as «

froth and separating the froth.

6. The hereindescribed process of

trating ores which consists in mix?
powdered ore with water containiftg

tion a small quantity of an organic r m

frothing agent, agitating the mixti-

beating air into it in a finely divid(

so as to form »a froth and separat

;

froth.

7. The hereindescribed process of n«*

trating ores which consists in mix J
«•

powdered ore with slightly acidifiec vi

containing in solution a small quar J

an organic mineral-frothing agent, a^ i'

the mixture and beating air into iB

finely divided state so as to form a fn i

separating the froth.

8. The hereindescribed process of «^
trating ores which consists in mixi ;

W
LfffT

fHIi

ibtI
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ed ore with slightly acidified water

iJEg in solution a small quantity of

anjjc mineral-frothing agent, beatmg
e nrtttura, ag'itating the mixture and beat-

g if into it in a Eneiy divided state so as

fen a froth and separating the froth.

9. he hereindescribcd process of concen-

Bti? ores which consists in mixing the

)w.'rcd ore with slightly acidified water
•ntuiing in solution a small quantity of

1 (fame amy! compound, agitating the

mixture to form a troih and separaUJig tne
froth.

In testimony whereof we have signeS Our
names to this specification in the presence
of two subscribing witnesses.

HENRY IJVlNqSTONE SDLMAN
H. HOWARD GREENWAf.
ARTHUR HOWARD HIGGINS.

Witnesses

.

Walter J. Skehten, ,

E. C. Walker.

Filed May 18. 1^:7, GEO. W. SPROULE. Qefk
By H. H. WALKER, Dep«^.
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Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk

By H. H. WALKER. Depu'
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Defendant's Exhibit No. 220.

UTAH COPPER COMPANY—ARTHUR PLANT
METALLURGICAL DEPARTMENT

Eight-hour test made in Retreatment Plant consisting of two
Emulsifiers and thirteen Cells using 323.78 pounds of Oil per ton of
low "^rade concentrate.

Test started April 29 at 5.45 P. M. and ended April 30, at 1.45 A. M,

RESULTS.

Heading Tailing Concentrate

Tonnage 91.3 64.1 27.2
Per cent copper (Note a) 5.25 .22 17.10
Per cent iron 16.00
Per cent insoluble 40.00
Pounds oil per ton by assay

(Note b) 1.04 20.753 680.175
Pounds new oil per ton 322.74
Total pounds oil per ton 323.78
Total pounds oil used 29,560.95

Total pounds of oil computed
from assays 94.95 1330.27 18,500.76

Ratio of concentration 3.356 into 1

Per cent indicated copper ex-
traction 97.058

Per cent solids in feed 18.03
Pounds alkaline reagent per ton.. 6.37

Kind of oil used—a mixture composed of 59% Fuel Oil, 30% Jones
Oil, 10% American Creosote No. 2, and 1% Yaryan Pine Oil.

(a) On account of the products containing so much oil they were
washed with an oil solvent before the metal assays were made.

(b) These figures represent the amount of oil per ton of original
material treated and the resultant products.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Defendant's Exhibit No. 221.
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Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Filed August 15, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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I
Defen

BUTTE ft

FLOTATION PLANT OPER

E H^SO*

REAGENTS USED
Lbs. per
Ton Oil

in Concts.
& Tails

PER CENT OKt

DAT

Lbs. per

CuSO*

Ton of Flotation Feed

Metallic Initial
Copper Oil

Heads &
Middling
Return Concts.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

1.

2.

3.

... 8.07

.. 7.17

.. 9.20

5.17

5.99

6.96

.062

.072

.098

10.77

13.94

17.78

11.00

11.40

13.80

.64

.70

.73

1.45

1.34

1.36

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

4.

5.

6.

.. 8.37

.. 8.61

..12.69

5.23

5.92

5.64

.063

.071

.068

19.83

20.99
24.31

11.00

12.20

15.20

.74

.79

.78

1.12

1.12

1.04

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

7.

8.

9.

.. 7.83

..10.73

.. 9.45

5.65

5.40

5.81

.068

.065

.070

19.03

16.86

19.65

13.40

13.00

13.00

.76

.79

.75

1.34

1.10

1.53

Feb. 10.. ..11.36 8.20 .098 20.75 18.20 1.08 2.10

Feb.
Feb.

11..

12..

.. 7.69

..10.81

5.11

6.70

.061

.080

15.34

16.24

12.00

18.40
.85

1.14

1.59

2.31

Feb. 13....11.60 6.63 .079 19.62 20.80 1.36 2.66

Feb.
Feb.

14..

15..

..18.40

. 7.31

7.02
6.27

0.84
.075

13.93

16.57
17.20
16.00

1.12

.99

2.49
2.24

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

16..

17..

18..

19..

20..

21..

.11.57

.10.43

.10.49

.10.65

. 9.62

. 7.84

8.53

8.92

8.00

11.00

10.45

5.37

.124

.130

.116

.153

.153

.074

24.86
22.05
21.80
21.40
21.56
17.69

16.40

19.60

18.80

19.40

18.80

18.80

1.27

1.24

1.74

2.02

2.51

1.24

1.94

1.95

1.94

2.02

1.93

1.87

Feb. 22.. .10.92 7.64 .100 20.22 18.80 2.85 2.29 .:

Feb. 23....11.71 4.31 .064 14.97 21.20 1.35 2.47 .1

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

24...

25...

26...

.11.76

. 9.77

. 9.60

7.59

7.59
5.73

.097

.097

.079

24.13

22.41

24.17

17.40

15.80

16.20

1.05

1.13

1.17

2.08 A

1.66 .5

1.69 .4

Feb. 27.. .10.47 8.00 .109 20.85 19.40 1.14 1.61 .6

Feb. 28... 7.74 6.84 .094 19.30 20.60 1.26 1.90 .6

Butte, Montana,
April 21, 1917.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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iiNo. 223.

5fG COMPANY
^ MONTH OF FEBRUARY, 1917.

ZINC Tempera-
Dilu- ture of

'^"''

'pTef Deg'c. REMARKS
ings

1.41 2.2 to 1 29 Good run

1.13 3.3 to 1 29 Good run

2.42

2.06

3.40

2.76

2.24

1.81

2.60

3.80

3.3 to 1 26 High tailings due to poor operation on No. 1

Rougher
2 12 2 4 to 1 20 Machines handling too coarse feed

2 04 2 7 to 1 34 Feed still too coarse for good results

2 12 26 to 1 24 Several changes in reagents caused a rather

erratic and unsettled condition through-

out the plant

2 9 to 1 19 Elevators going in pit off and on all day

2 6 to 1 19 Elevators still giving considerable trouble

2 6 to 1 21 Considerable trouble with frozen oil lines,

causing many changes in reagents, hence

poor operative results

2.4 to 1 27 Conditions on this day same as that of previ-

ous day
, , r

2 9 to 1 24 Mill down first two shifts account lack of ore

2 7 to 1 25 Elevators in Pit most of day. All feeds cut off

for 2J/2 hours on this account

2 1 to 1 24 Conditions in plant unsettled due to overfeed-

ing machines and more or less elevator

trouble
Good run
Rougher Concts. direct to bins, account me-

chanical difficulties on cleaners and re-

cleaners
Fair run
Fair run
Fair run
Fair run
Fair run
Very good run considering the fact that the

machines were handling an extra large

tonnage
2 19 2.2 to 1 21 Elevators giving considerable trouble

Middling return cut down to lighten load

to elevators

2.24 2.3 to 1 18 Changed reagents several times during day
which caused confusion in entire plant

2.10 2.4 to 1 20 Same trouble as day previous

1.01 2.8 to 1 16 Cleaner and recleaner cells out of order

2.5 to 1 16 Cleaner and recleaner still out of order and
elevators giving considerable trouble

2.7 to 1 16 Trouble at concentrate bins cause^d consider-

able trouble in plant account shutting

down and starting again

2.50 2.2 to 1 14 Overfeeding machines and elevators. Unable
to handle return feed

1.96 2.4 to 1 28

2.90 1.8 to 1 28

1.49 1.9 to 1 21

1.67 2.8 to 1 18

1.10 1.4 to 1 21

.92 2.2 to 1 21

.90 2.6 to 1 23

.99 2.0 to 1 . 24

1.19

1.69
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Defendant's Exhibit No. 225.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 226.

Butte & Superior seven-cell test machine-

Physical Exhibit

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



5290 Minerals Separation, Limited, et al., vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 227.

Butte, Montana,

May 5th, 1917.

Mr. J. L. Bruce,

Manager,

Plant.

Dear Sir:

—

Attached hereto tabulated sheets showing results of

samples taken from 1 :00 to 5 :00 P. M., Sunday, April

29th at which time representatives of the Mineral Sep-

aration Company and representatives of the Butte &
Superior Mining Company were present during the

time all samples were taken, placed in containers, and

marked, also copy of letter from Edward Walser,

Chief Chemist, R. B. Stringfield, Oil Chemist and

T. R. Featherly, Head Sampler, describing the manner

in which all samples were handled. I was present dur-

ing the entire period when the samples were taken.

Flotation Head, Flotation Concentrate and General

Mill tailings samples were taken from the automatic

samplers, cutting every 7}^ minutes. Alternating cuts

were turned over to representatives of the Minerals

Separation Company and page No. 3 is analyses of the

the other alternating cuts retained by our representa-

tives. Hand samples were taken of the first, second

and third Spitz on the North side of the No. 5 Pyra-

mid machine and the South side of the No. 6 Pyra-

mid machine, which I consider fairly represents the

Rougher concentrates. Samples were taken from the

Nos. 4, 5, 6, and 7 Spitz of the same machines, which
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would fairly represent the middlings returned from

the Roughing machines. These samples do not in-

clude the first and second cleaner tailings, which were

also returned to the head of the machines as middlings.

Grab samples were taken of the crude ore from the

mine bin, the Mill Heads at the Tripper, the discharge

product from Tube Mills Nos. 2 and 3, Section 2, and

Spigot products from the 40' and 50' Settling tanks.

The last two samples cannot be considered representa-

tive of regular operations as they were only grab sam-

ples. Sample of the Nos. 1, 2 and 3 cleaner tailings

were also grab samples and cannot be considered repre-

sentative of regular operations.

Yours very truly,

J. T. Shimmin,

Mill Superintendent.

JTSJDS
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Sheet No. 1

BUTTE & SUPERIOR MINING COMPANY
Special Report of Flotation Operation 1:00 to 5:00 P. M., 4/29/17

OILS—

Standard
Fuel Oil
Commercial
Mixture

N.\ME
Yaryan Pine

Total

24.30

64.47
Kerosene 11.23

100.00

OTHER REAGENTS—

Povinds
per Min.

7.035

18.664

3.251

28.950

cc s per
Min.NAME

Sulphuric Acid to Distributor 1497.8 )

" " Slimes _ 571.0, \

Copper Sulphate to Distributor 2452.8

Lbs. for
Four
Hours

1689
4479
780

6948

Lbs. for
Four
Hours

1865

1712

specific t

Grarity

.9050

.5860

.8195

.8821

Specific
Gravity

1.705

1.321

Period of Operation Four hours
Flotation feed tonnage for four hours 263.53 dry tons
F"lotation concentrates produced 60.16 dry tons
Temperature of feed Atmospheric
Dilution of feed 3.45 : : 1

OILS AND REAGENTS USED

Pine Oil
lb. /Ton

Fuel Oil
lb. /Ton

Commercial
Kerosene
lb. /Ton

Sulphuric
Acid

lb. /Ton

Copper
Sulphate

A.CM. Solution
lb. /Ton

6.41 17.00 2.96 7.08 (a) 6.50

(a) Equivalent to 0.10 pounds metallic copper per ton
Metallic copper consumed 26.022 pounds
Actual initial oil added per ton..... 26.37 "

The assay results and oil analyses for this period are as follows,

FLOTATION FEED INCLUDING
CIRCULATING LEAD TAILING CONCENTRATE

Assay
%Zn.
....12.6

Analysis
% Oil

1.77

Assay
% Zn.

1.57

Analysis
% Oil

0.67

Assay
%Zn.
45.2

Analysis
%Oil
3.131-5 P. M.

Apparent Recovery—89.58% (Figured from theoretical flotation feed)

NOTE, t Specific Gravity of oil reagents was determined on the
samples taken during this test.
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Sheet No. 2

BUTTE & SUPERIOR MINING COMPANY
Notes to Accompany Sheet No. 1

% OF TOTAL OIL—
Inventory for 4/29/17 showed:

Lbs. Standard Yaryan Pine used 8,844=24.30% of total
" Fuel Oil used 23,467=64.47% of total
" Commercial Kerosene 4,086=11.23% of total

Total oil used 36,397

TONNAGES
Mill Heads (24 hours^=1602 dry tons)

5 feeders on medium^=48 R. P. Hour Factor .2926

5x48x4x.2926= 280.9 dry tons

Mill Lead Concentrates (24 hrs.=7 dry tons)

Mill Heads for 4 hours 281

Mill Heads for 24 hours i602
7x.l754= 1.23 dry tons

Mill Zinc Concentrates (24 hrs.=92 dry tons)
92x.l754= 16.14 dry tons

Flotation Concentrates (24 hrs.=343 dry tons)
343x.l754= 60.16 dry tons

Flotation Feed
Mill Heads— (Mill Lead plus Zinc)=

280.9 — 17.37= 263.53 dry tons

ASSAYS
Mill Lead Concentrates (11.95% Zn.)

1st shift= 11.0% Zinc Mill Heads = 491 tons
2nd shift =12.8% " " " =554 "

491x11.0 plus 554x12.8

ml = "-'5

Mill Zinc Concentrates (46.35% Zn.)
1st shift= 45.5% Zinc
2nd " =47.1% "

45.5x491 plus 47.1x554

KM5
= ^"'

Theoretical Flotation Feed (11.60 Zn.)

Mill Head tonnage x Zn. assay—(Mill Pb. tonnage x Zn. Assay plus

Mill Zn. tonnage x Zn. Assay)

Flotation Feed Tonnage

280.9x13.6— (1.23x11.95 plus 16.14x46.35)
^ -= 11.60

263.53

Apparent Recovery (89.58%)
C=Flotation concentrate assay "= 45.2 % Zn.
H=Flotation Feed assay (theoretical) = 11.60%Zn.
T=MilI Tailings assay = 1.57% Zn.

C (H— T) 45.2 (11.6—1.57)—^^ = ^ = .8958H (C— T) 11.6 (45.2—1.57)
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Sheet No. 5

BUTTE & SUPERIOR MINING COMPANY
Special Samples—Flotation Operation 1:00 to 5:00 P. M., 4/29/17

General Method of Treating Samples After Arriving at the Sampling

Department

FOR OIL:—Samples consisting of more than one bucket:

1 cup from each bucket for separate oil analysis

1 cup from each bucket for composite oil analysis

Samples consisting of one bucket, one cup was taken for

oil analysis

Samples which had been put in an acid bottle were trans-
ferred to a bucket and one cup taken for oil analysis

DILUTION:—All samples excepting the crude ore from the tripper
and the mill bins were weighed before and after drying

FOR ASSAY:—Samples consisting of more than one bucket:

Dried contents of each bucket cut in halves

One set of halves were combined for a composite
sample

Other set of halves assayed separately

Samples consisting of one bucket:

Assay sample cut out

REJECTS:—All rejects saved and sacked

JDS

Mill Superintendent.
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May 1st, 1917.

^Ir. J. T. Shimmin,

2\Iill Superintendent,,

[Plant.

Dear Sir:

—

On April 29th, 1917, representatives of the Mineral

Separation Company Ltd., visited the Butte & Superior

Mining Company's mill to take samples of various

products in the flotation plant, and mill in general if

so desired, and also to inspect the plant in general.

One or more of these visitors were escorted through

the plant by a representative of the Butte & Superior

Alining Company.

Samples were taken for a period of four hours, be-

tween the hours of 1 :00 and 5 :00 P. M. The flota-

tion feed, concentrates and general mill tailings were

taken by the automatic sampler, which cuts a sample

every seven and one-half minutes. The primary tail-

ings, middlings and rougher concentrates were taken

by hand, every fifteen minutes.

Oil samples were taken of the plant mixture that was

being used during the period of sampling to ascertain

the amount of oil being used. A measurement was

taken every fifteen minutes, which was weighed out.

Copper sulphate solution and sulphuric acid was sam-

pled every fifteen minutes but was measured in cc's

per minute.

Special samples were taken on the first, second and

third cleaner tailings. But one sample was taken of

these products and placed in acid bottles.
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Special samples were also taken of the slime feed

to the sludge tank, discharge of No. 4 tube mill sec-

tion 1, and No. 1 tube mill section 2.

A sample of mill feed was taken at the mill bins, on

the tripper, and which w^as also taken by hand, and

placed in a bottle. A sample of rock was taken from

the mine bin, which was listed as a grab sample.

A representative of both companies was present at

all times where samples were being taken. All sam-

ples were taken in duplicate, alternating cuts for each

side so that both samples would be fair and representa-

tive.

At the close of the set time for sampling, all samples

were turned into the sampling department, where the

following method was used in drying and cutting

down.

In every case where more than one bucket composed

a sample each bucket was weighed and dried and a

sample cut out for assay. Before being weighed an oil

sample was taken. Each bucket sample was cut in half

so a composite could be made up and an assay of the

composite obtained.

Screen analyses were run on rejects of samples and

on the composite sample^ of the flotation feed and gen-

eral tailings. Screens will be run for weight of ma-

terial and zinc.

All results of assays, weights, dilutions, oil and

screen analyses will be reported under separate cover.

Yours truly,

T. R. Featherly.

TRFJDS
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May 2nd, 1917.

vir. J. T. Shimmin,

iAiW Superintendent,

Plant.

ear Sir:

—

The following is the analytical procedure used in

ietermining the percentages of oil in the various pro-

lucts from the test run made in co-operation with Min-

erals Separation representatives, Sunday April 29th,

1917, from 1:00 to 5:00 P. M. This procedure has

been thoroughly tested in this laboratory and proven

accurate for the oil mixtures used and conditions pre-

vailing in this plant.

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE

The wet sludge, as received from the sampling de-

partment, was thoroughly mixed and immediately

thrown on wet filter paper contained in a Buchner

funnel. Suction was then applied and the water

thoroughly drained; the resulting production contain-

ing from 10 to 15% moisture.

This product was removed from the filter paper as

completely as possible, well mixed with a spatula, and

duplicate samples, approximately two grams of dry

substance each, placed in small porcelain crucibles,

which were placed in a dessicator over dry calcium

chloride. The dessicator was then sealed and allowed

to remain at a temperature of about 20° Centigrade

for fifteen hours, without opening. This has been

proven to be sufficient time to completely dry the sam-

ples; the residue being dry ore and oil.
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These dry residues were transferred to tared alun-

duni extraction thimbles, which were then accurately

weighed, placed in Sohlet extractors, and extracted

with ether for one hour and fifteen minutes, thus re-

moving all the oil present in the sample. The thimbles

plus the oil- free ore were then removed, dried at about

40° Centigrade, cooled, and weighed; the loss in weight

being considered as oil, and being calculated to percent

in dry oil- free ore.

For example:

—

Weight thimble plus ore plus oil (before

extraction) 12.2970 gms.

Weight thimble plus ore (after extrac-

tion) 12.2720

.0250 gms

Weight thimble plus ore (after extractfe^^**^

Weight thimble empty 10.216

¥

Weight drv ore 2.056 gms.

Weight Oil .0250
= 1.22% oil

\\>ight dry ore 2.056

Very truly yours,

RBS/EGB

Copy to:—D. C. Jackling.

H. B. AIcKeivie.

J. L. Bruce.

W. A. Scott.

J. B. Kremer.

J. T. Shimmin.
B. H. Dosenbach.
Chas. Bocking.

R. B. Stm^field.





p. 5300, erase lines 16 and 17 and substitute :

*• Weight oil .0250gms.

Weight thimble plus ore (after extrac-

tion) __ .>_. 12.272gms.
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May 4th, 1917.
I .

Mr. J. T. Shimmin,

Mill Superintendent,

Plant.

Dear Sir:

—

Our regular methods have been employed in deter-

mining the various metals and other constituents in

the samples taken during the test run made in con-

junction with Minerals Separation experts on Sunday

April 29th 1917, from 1 :00 to 5:00 P. M.

Yours very truly,

Edw. Walser,

Chief Chemist.

EW/EGB

CC to:—D. C. Jackling.

N. B. MacKelvie.

J. L. Bruce.

C. Bocking.

W. A. Scott.

J. B. Kremer.

J. T. Shimmin.

B. H. Dosenbach.

Edw. Walser.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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BUTTE & SUPERIOR MINING COMPANY
Data Compiled From Original Records of Flotation Plant Operations

Month of November, 1916.

FLOTATION PLANT FEED

Lbs.
H.,SO,

Date 66 Deg B Lbs. Cu.
Novembet p^^ -j-qq Per Ton

1 6.49

2 5.84

3 5.73

4 5.84

5 6.04

6 5.94

7 7. 10

8 7.28

9 6. 14

10 5.88

1 1 6.83

12 : 8.66

13 7.62

14 6.55

15 6.94

16 6.42

17 6.24

18 6.41

19 : 10.84

20 6.02

21 4.45

22 4.84
23 4.32

24 4.27

25 4. 19

26 „ 5.04

27 3.90
28 4.07

29 5.86

30 4.86

J. T. SHIMMIN,
Compiled May 2, 1917. Mill Superintendent.

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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In The

'supreme court of the united states

l)

October Term, 1916

'I No. 46

MINERALS SEPARATION, LIMITED and MIN-

ERALS SEPARATION AMERICAN SYNDI-

CATE, LIMITED,

Petitioners and Complainants,

against

JAMES M. HYDE,
Respondent and Defendant.

ORAL ARGUMENTS AND ILLUSTRATIONS

Washington, D. C, Tuesday, October 1, 1916.

ARGUMENT OF MR. WILLIAM HOUSTON
KENYON IN REPLY FOR PETITION-

ERS-COMPLAINANTS

Mr. Kenyon: May it please the Court, the question

at issue, and the only question is the question of in-

vention. Did the step that our patentees took consti-

tute invention? The court below said no; it was sim-

ply a matter of degree. Respondent's counsel here

defends that proposition by saying that our result is

attained not by the diminution in the amount of oil, but
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by some trick of agitation, some novelty of agitalinii.

I will address myself first to that latter proposition.

And the history of the birth of this invention is a

complete answer to it. (Record pp. 446-448-451.)

If your Honors have riot already marked those pages

in the record, I will ask you to mark them; the whole

of page 448, the whole of page 451, and, on page 445,

the paragraph just below the middle, commencing

"peripheral velocity of cone."

Contemporaneous documentary records, written

within a few weeks of the birth of this invention

—

evidence of an extraordinary character of the birth of

a most extraordinary invention. These inventors were

working on the Cattermole process—which, as has been

explained, agglutinates by oil in about three per cent,

proportion the metal particles into bigger granules-

such that they sink against an upcurrent of water

which carries the gangue up and away—the Catter-

mole process. They were experimenting with modifi-

cations of all the conditions of that process. Among

them one line of investigation was as to the influence

of changes of peripheral velocity. All sorts of varia-

tions, from 840 to 1,460, in the speed of the cone,

were made, but the invention in issue was not born.

Another line of investigation was as to the influ-

ence of changes in the amount of oil (page 447, the

seventh item). Out of that series of experiments

(where the only change made from experiment to ex-

periment was in the amount of oil—a gradual diminu-

tion in the amount of oil, all other things remaining

the same) was born this invention.
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And the record of it is right there on page 448 "De-

tails of Experiments," the last column, "Remarks"

"Float vastly increased"—tracing that back you see it

vas with three-tenths of one per cent, of oil; and just

below "Float" again "vastly increased"—tracing that

back it was with one-tenth of one per cent, of oil.

This float phenomenon appeared (page 451) when

the oil had been reduced to about one-half of one per

cent., said the inventors, after studying the process ,

six weeks.

As the amount of oil was reduced granulation prac-

tically ceased at a range of about one-half of one per

cent, of oil but a certain amount of black mineral froth

was noticed. They were trying to send the values

down, but they began to come up to the top.

Mr. Justice Day: Is that on page 451?

Mr. Kenyon: Page 451, the third paragraph.

"A certain amount of black mineral froth was,

however, noticed as a result. On successively de-

creasing the amount of oleic acid below .5 per

cent, (that is one-half of one per cent.) it was

found that whereas granulation ceased there was

a growth in the amount of mineral float- froth un-

der those conditions, and that the production of

such float froth appeared to reach a maxinnim

when about .1% of oleic acid on mineral ^'.'as

used."

If that evidence is true it disposes of the contention

that this phenomenon which has revolutionized ore
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concentration the world over is to be explained as some

trick of agitation.

Mr. Justice Day: How do we know that fact, that

it has revolutionized ore concentration the world over?

Mr. Kenyon: How do we know it? This record

shows that up to 1912 about $9,000,000 worth of

values had been taken out, in Australia and Sweden

and Chile, from dump heaps that had been valueless

theretofore, by this process. The testimony that was

taken in 1915 before Judge Bradford shows what had

happened in the intervening three years, as pointed out

in his opinion, during which three years an astound-

ing development occurred in this country.

Mr. Justice McReynblds: I would like to ask you

when in this process of reducing oil your invention

came into existence.

Mr. Kenyon: At about one-half of one per cent, of

oil.

Mr. Justice McReynolds: Before you got to the one-

half of one per cent, did you have any invention?

Mr. Kenyon: We were passing from the region of

Cattermole, which was a distinct

—

Mr. Justice McReynolds: I want to know when

your invention came into existence.

Mr. Kenyon: This invention was not reached, I

should say, from those figures, until about .5, that is,

one-half of one per cent., of oil was reached.

Mr. Justice McReynolds: At one per cent, you had

no invention?

Mr. Kenyon: No.
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Mr. Justice McReynolds: At one-half of one per

cent, you did have invention?

Mr. Kenyon: It began to come. Remote, but it

began to come. At .3 of one per cent, the float vastly

increased. At .1 of one per cent, the float again vastly

increased.

Mr. Justice McReynolds: When this float has more

than one-half of one per cent, of oil it does not in-

fringe ?

Mr. Kenyon: It does not infringe.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Flotation Data for the Period f
RETREAl^I

OILS USED

% Weight Tot. % Cu. % %DATE Lbs.
NOV. Run Kind per Ton Solids Tons % Cu. Oxide Fe. Inio

1 24 B-J 8.06 46.43 420 3.60 .42 17.8 65.'

2 24 B-J-T 7.96 41.58 360 4.03 .39 13.1 74.(

3 24 B-J-Ch 12.09" 39.31 330 5.87 .29 13.5 64.(

4 24 B-J 10.09 40.46 284 6.83 .19 11.1 70.1

5 24 B-J 6.97 40.42 318 5.00 .50 11.5 lU
6 24 B-J 9.23 37.40 310 4.60 .24 15.3 64.8

7 24 B-J 10.04 36.71 282 5.43 .20 12.8 69.1

8 24 B-J 11.53 34.58 235 7.53 .18 9.2 75.4.

9 24 B-J 10.06 37.31 248 6.03 .21 12.3 69.:.

10 24 B-J 8.97 36.12 291 7.40 .36 12.1 70.4

11 24 B-J 6.15 37.86 334 8.30 .38 12.0 69.9

12 24 B-J 10.67 39.41 312 8.77 .41 9.1 72.3

13 24 B-J 9.05 40.23 375 8.37 .27 7.1 75.4

14 24 B-J 10.80 41.36 345 8.40 .17 10.2 m
15 24 B-J 12.22 38.25 270 8.23 .14 10.0 69.7

16 24 B-J 14.23 41.56 292 9.93 .20 16.0 59.C

17 24 B-J 15.46 41.83 280- 10.23 .17 12.7 65.2

18 24 B-J 23.98 30.53 176 9.20 .24 10.7 68.1

19 24 B-J 20.61 32.10 206 12.03 .27 10.5 66.0

20 24 B-J 26.98 26.92 179 9.20 .20 9.6 70.7

21 24 B-J 17.68 36.64 244 9.63 .28 10.8 65.2

22 24 B-J 11.31 43.81 358 8.13 .39 20.0 545

23 24 B-J 11.81 40.64 326 5.50 .41 19.2 60.3

24 24 B-J 15.09 34.40 28d 6.67 .17 15.1 64.4

25 24 B-J 26.14 28.32 184 7.83 .45 9.2 72.5

26 24 B-J 17.3/ 32.07 247 7.43 .25 14.1 65.7

27 24 B-J 17.83 33.59 221 8.40 .19 19.5 56.9

28 24 B-T 18.41 29.48 208 10.23 .11 11.4 66.1

29 24 B-J 15.51 36.52 254 10.30 .10 9.8 67.5

30 24 B-J 15.04 35.25 270 10.23 .25 11.1 65.3

Averages and total 5.13.71 37.03 8444 7.78 .27 12.6 67.3

NOTE-KINDS OF OIL USED—''B"signifies Barrett's No. 4 Creosol

Cost of

NOT E--Reagents includes Na2S, E.osin an d Caustic-Soda Cost of

Dec. 10, 1916. Approxi

JDW Approxi
Lbs. rea

C:—F.G.J., W.H.J., J.M.S., F.R.W., FILE.

Copied at Butte, Mont., May 2, 1917.
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ANY

lovember 30th, Inclusive, 1916.

TITRATES

GS CONCENTRATES
%

Ind.
Lbs. Used

of%Cu. % Weight • Tot. % % of
Oxide Fe. Tons % Cu. Fe. Insol. Conct. Recov. Re-agents

.13 13.4 105.76 13.37 26.6 33.1 3.99 93.13 1000

.13 10.4 72.43 18.97 23.3 34.0 4.97 94.65 1100

.08 10.9 96.77 19.43 21.4 30.3 3.41 97.11 1664

.07 7.5 82.32 23.13 23.1 24.7 3.45 98.23 915

.13 6.9 82.17 18.70 23.8 26.9 3.87 96.59 2464

.05 9.1 82.45 16.40 25.1 26.3 3.76 94.73 1697
10.4 75.60 19.70 25.9 24.4 Z.72, 97.17 1771^

974^.01 5.6 66.20 26.43 21.0 26.5 3.55 98.76

.02 13.5 58.08 24.53 22.2 22.7 4.27 95.17 924
20.4 82.44 25.70 20.4 29.9 3.53 98.45 1573

.04 11.6 94.90 28.87 19.0 30.9 3.53 98.45 1643

.10 10.9 89.66 29.73 16.8 28.5 3.48 97.40 1672

.04 6.2 88.24 34.60 13.9 27.4 4.25 97.17 922

.08 8.6 92.99 30.40 15.8 29.3 3.71 97.48 1565
7.9 84.91 25.40 19.2 28.2 3.18 96.92 1646

.08 15.5 115.41 24.83 17.4 33.5 2.53 98.66 1676

.05 12.5 89.46 31.63 17.2 26.1 3.13 98.67 883

.07 8.9 50.00 31.70 16.8 25.9 3.52 97.98 926

.07 8.9 70.79 34.50 14.8 26.2 2.91 98.42 1707

.05 5.4 69.11 23.60 17.0 ZZ.7 2.59 98.86 923

.07 7.8 91.04 25.40 18.8 28.1 2.68 98.37 1586

.13 14.3 116.61 24.00 24.9 20.8 3.07 96.19 922

.10 16.0 91.83 18.60 29.0 21.5 3.55 95.17 1619

.11 12.4 93.75 18.63 27.4 23.5 3.04 91.95 839
.09 3.9 69.96 19.97 21.1 37.3 2.63 97.15 1576
.15 7.5 91.82 19.23 24.2 30.2 2.69 96.19 817
.08 11.6 105.74 16.77 33.5 22.5 2.09 95.34 1620
.06 4.8 98.11 21.40 21.7 34.4 2.12 98.50 909

4.7 101.60 25.23 17.1 37.9 2.50 98.14 853
.07 5.5 101.80 26.43 20.6 26.6 2.65 97.50 1625

.07 9.8 2611.95 23.91 21.3 28.4 3.16 97.19 40015

rurpentine; "CH" Chesapeake Pine.

ial treated 3125
material treated 2086
• month ....$2,638.98
tits for month 1,762.21
)f material treated 4.74

(Signed) O. WISER,
Metallurgical Engineer.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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CHINO COPPER COMPANY

HURLEY PLANT

Ro=in and Reagent. U-^"" Vanne^^^^rir""
Flotation Plant

Rosin

DATE
^"""'^^

270

\ ;;::;:;; ,84

5 150

t 233

I 200
6 -

....270

I ::::zz. 200

I
170

,1
100

U ::::::::::::::::: 170

]\
170

\] 100

\\ 200

H :
170

^ 200

i^
170

20 135

2^ 170
22 1-70

S Z 100

l\
100

f.
135

g 150
2° 100
29 135

Copied from
Original Record
May 2, 1917.

Sodium
Sulphide
Povtnds

"too"

1000
1474
735
2184
1457
1451
738
724
1453
1443
1472
722
1445
1446
1446
723
726
1467
723
1426
722
1419
719
1456
737
1460
729
733
1465

Caustic
Soda

Pounds

"30^

16
30
30
47
40
50
40
30
20
30
30
30
20
30
30
26
30
40
30
25
30
30
20
20
12
25
30
20
25

Total

Tooo
1100
1664
915
2464
1697
1771
978
924
1573
1643
1672
922
1565
1646
1676
883
926
1707
923
1586
922
1619
839
1516
817
1620
909
853
1625

F R. WICKS.
Asst. Supt. of Mills.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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2—396

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE

To all persons to whom these presents shall come
Greeting:

'

THIS IS TO CERTIFY, That the annexed is a true
copy of the only instrument of Writing found of Record
from June 19, 1909, up to and including April 7 1917
which may affect the title of the

Letters Patent of

James M. Hyde,

Number 1,022,085, Granted April 2, 1912,

for

Improvement in Art of Concentration of Mineral
substances.

Recorded in Liber and page as designated on themargm of said Instrument.

Said record has been carefully compared with the
ongmal and is a correct transcript of the whole thereof.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF I have hereunto setmy hand and caused the seal of the Patent Office
to be affixed at the City of Washington, this 24th
day of April, in the year of our Lord one thou-
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sand nine hundred and seventeen, and of the In-

dependence of the United States of America the

one hundred and forty-first.

F. W. H. CLAY,

Acting Commissioner of Patents.

Patent Office

United States of America

(Seal)

Liber X 91

Page 300

WHEREAS, I, James M. Hyde, formerly of Basin,

Montana, and now of Berkeley, California, did obtain

letters patent of the United States for improvement in

Art of Concentration of Mineral Substances, which let-

ters patent are numbered 1,022,085, and bear date the

2nd day of April, 1912; and whereas, I am now the

sole owner of the said patent and of all rights under

the same in the below-recited territory; and whereas

Butte and Superior Copper Company, Limited, an Ari-

zona corporation, is desirous of acquiring an interest

in the same;

NOW THEREFORE, to all whom it may concern,

be it known that, for and in consideration of the sum

of One ($1.00) Dollar, and other valuable considera-

tion, to me in hand paid, the receipt of which is hereby

acknowledged, I, the said James M. Hyde, have sold,

assigned, and transferred, and by these presents, do

sell, assign and transfer unto the said Butte and Super-

ior Copper Company, Limited, all the right, title and
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interest in and . to the said invention, as secured to

me by said letters patent, for, to and in the County of

Silver Bow, State of Montana, and for, to, or in said

place or places; the same to be held and enjoyed by the

said Butte and Superior Copper Company, Limited,

within and throughout the above specified territory,

but not elsewhere, for its own use and behoof, and for

the use and behoof of its legal representatives or its

assigns, to the full end of the term for which said let-

ters patent are or may be granted, as fully and entirely

as the same would have been held and enjoyed by me

had this assignment and sale not been made. It being

the intent hereof that the rights acquired by the Butte

and Superior Copper Company, Limited, hereunder

may at any time be assigned by the said Butte and

Superior Copper Company, Limited, to others.

It is the intent of the said James AI. Hyde to assign

and transfer to the Butte and Superior Copper Com-

pany, Limited, an Arizona corporation, conducting a

mining and milling business in Butte, Montana, the

exclusive right of treating by my process all ores mined

in Silver Bow County, Montana, or shipped into Silver

Bow County, Montana, or whether milled in said Silver

Bow County, Montana, or outside thereof.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set

my hand and affixed my seal at Butte, in the County of

Silver Bow, and State of Montana, this 19 day of

April, 1913.

James M. Hyde.
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ItATE OF MONTANA,
\

toUNTY OF SILVERBOW r'

On this 19 day of April, 1913, before me, the un-

lersigned, a Notary Public, in and for the State of

klontana, residing at Butte, Montana, personally ap-

)eared James M. Hyde, known to me to be the per-

on whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instru-

iient, and acknowledged to me that he executed the

ame.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set

my hand and affixed my Notarial seal the day and

year in this certificate first above written.

LOUIS P. SANDERS Louis P. Sanders
NOTARIAL SEAL Notary Public, in and for

STATE OF MONTANA the State of Montana,
Recorded May 7, 1913. residing at Butte, Mon-

tana. My commission
expires July 17, 1915.

Filed May IS, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Admitted.

• Basin, Montana,

September 5, 1911.

Mr. W. A. Clark, Jr.,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Dear Sir:

The fifty ton test plant has novy run satisfactorily

for such a length of time that I am warranted in as-

suring you that my adaptation of the gas bubble flo-

tation process is a pronounced success in treating the

ore of the Black Rock Mine.

By permission of Mr. Atwater, I enclose herewith

a copy of a recent report presented to him; and also

refer you to him for a verification of my statements

and for any further information you may desire con-

cerning the results of the work we have been doing

at Basin.

Since the completion of the machine by the addition

of the cleaner, which was part of the original plan,

all of the concentrates produced have been of good

marketable grade. On two or three occasions the feed

has been too coarse for the process, and the concen-

trate has been of lower grade because of attached par-

ticles of silica. Mr. Pratt's samples were taken on one

of these occasions. Our shipments of flotation con-

centrates have steadily, increased in grade. Four

carloads have averaged as follows:—48.6, 49.6, 51.0,

51.7.
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The mill has run a slime department similar to yours

with practically the same results which you have ob-

'tained. All of the material formerly treated in the

,slime department is now being treated by the flotation

process. We have also treated the accumulated slimes

concentrate, raising the grade of the same from about

41% to over 53%.

Mr. Siderfin and Mr. Pratt have visited the plant

independently and we gave them samples taken in

their presence. On both occasions the machine was

just being started up. The first tailings sample was

taken in each case before the machine was doing its

best work.

I enclose herewith a copy of a letter sent to Mr.

Siderfin at his request, and make the following quota-

tion from a letter received from him— "The returns

for the samples which I brought back with me are

shown on the following page:

—

% Zinc

Heads 20.4

Tails 4.0

Tails No. 2 2.3

Concentrates 52.9

"Mr. Pratt seems to have been quite pleased with

the results you were getting on the machine, and has

had the samples that he brought back tested with the

following results:
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% Zinc. Ozs. Silver.

Feed 17.0 8.8

Tails 3.6 2.4

Tails No. 2 1.6 1.6

Concentrates 44.7 19.5"

The Butte and Superior Co. is so pleased with the

results accomplished that they are now remodelling

their plant to provide for fine grinding of the jig tail-

ings and treating them and all of the slimes by the

flotation process. The new machine should be run-,

ning in less than a month from now. Tliey are also

getting out plans for a 500 ton mill to be crec<-ed at

once. I am assisting in getting out these plans.

The patent phase of the situation has been gone into

very thoroughly by their local attorneys who have sub-

mitted the matter to one of the best firms of patent

attorneys in the country, whose report has not yet

been received. As the company is going ahead with

the use of the process here and are designing the new

mill to use it, it is apparent that their investigation has

led them to be certain that the threats of litigation have

been mere blufTs made in an attempt to make them pav^

an exorbitant price.

I saw Mr. Pyle in Butte a few days ago and told

him that I thought I should wait until the larger ma-

chine was working before communicating with you.

I am anxious to get my family away from here be-

fore the cold weather sets in. It now appears that

things are likely to shape themselves so that we can

leave for California in six or seven v/eeks. There-
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fore I have considered it best to inform you of the

complete success of the operations here, and to in-

form you that it is possible to complete an installa-

tion for you within four or five weeks if you care to

proceed with the matter at once.

My agreement with the Butte and Superior Co. pro-

vides for me to be paid in proportion to the extra

profit which they make as a result of the use of the

flotation process. They expect my compensation to

amount of $30,000, on the basis of $1,000 for each

$600 extra profit made in a 30 day run.

As your tonnage treated is about one half of theirs

and they have borne all of the expense of proving

the process a phenomenal success in treating this ore,

I prefer to deal with you on the following basis.

If you appoint me as consulting engineer for this

work, I will plan and supervise the construction and

starting of a flotation machine capable of treating the

amount of ore you are now milling. I will leave a

man with you who is competent to handle the machine

satisfactorily. If you wish me to do so I will act as

consultant for you in relation to the work carried on

in your Butte mill for one year, without further com-

pensation than the fee herein stated.

I will expect my fee to be $15,000, to be paid as fol-

lows—$5,000 w^hen the agreement is drawn up and

v$10,000 v;hen the machine is completed.

Ihese terms v/ould a])ply only if the work is to be

undertaken at once.

The machinery and construction work necessary
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should not cost more than $4,000 or $5,000 unless you

instal tube mills at an additional cost of $5,000 to

$6,000. It is very possible that your Chili mills will

grind fine enough so that tube mills will not be needed.

Mr. Atwater will assure you that my estimates of

costs and recoveries have been conservative.

Hoping to have an early reply, I remain

Respectfully yours

(Signed) James M. Hyde.

P. S. I will consider it a favor if you do not mention

the terms of my contract with the Butte & Su-

perior Co. to anyone.

J. M. H.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.

I
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2-390

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

United States Patent Office.

To all to whom these presents shall come, Greeting:

THIS IS TO CERTIFY that the Records of this

Office show that no disclaimer was filed in the United

States Patent Office of any claims in Letters Patent

of the United States Number 835,120 granted Novem-

ber 6, 1906, to Henry Livingston Sulman, Hugh Fitz-

alis Kirkpatrick-Picard and John Ballot until March

28, 1917, and that no other disclaimer has been filed

than the disclaimer filed on said date of which the

attached is a true copy.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF I have hereunto set

my hand and caused the seal of the Patent Of-

fice to be affixed at the City of Washington, this

17th day of April, in the year of our Lord one thou-

sand nine hundred and seventeen and of the In-

dependence of the United States of America the

one hundred and forty-first.

T. W. H. CLAY
Acting Commissioner of Patents.
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$10.00 REC'D
MAR 28 1917 H
ecus PAT. OFFICE

Disclaimer Recorded March 28, 1917.

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.

Hon. Commissioner of Patents,

Sir:

Your Petitioner, Minerals Separation, Limited, a

Corporation organized and existing under the laws of

Great Britain and having its principal place of busi-

ness in London, England, hereby represents as follows:

1. That on November 6th, 1906, Letters Patent of

the United States for Ore Concentration, No. 835.120,

were granted to Henry Livingstone Sulman, Hugh

Fitzalis Kirkpatrick-Picard and John Ballot, of Lon-

don, England, and your Petitioner is now the sole and

exclusive owner of the said Letters Patent.

2. That by the decision of the Supreme Court of

the United States in Minerals Separation, Limited, and

Minerals Separation American Syndicate, Limited, vs.

James M. Hyde, filed the 11th day of December, 1916,

your Petitioner is advised that the said Letters Pat-

ent No. 835,120, in so far as concerns Claims 9, 10

and 11 thereof, covers and includes more than the sa'-l

inventors had a right to claim as new.

3. That the matter which the said patentees and
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I your Petitioner are, in accordance with the said de-

cision of the said Court, not entitled to hold or claim

by virtue of said claims 9, 10 and 11 of said Letters

Patent No. 835,120, was included therein by mistake,

and without fraudulent or deceptive intent, and with-

out any willful default or intent to defraud or mislead

the public.

4. That the subject-matter not herein and hereby

disclaimed is definitely distinguishable from the parr

or parts disclaimed herein, and is truly and justly the

invention of the said Henry Livingstone Sulman, Hugh
Fitzalis Kirkpatrick-Picard and John Ballot, and is a

material and substantial part of the thing patented.

Your petitioner, therefore, for the purpose of com-

plying with the requirements of the law in such case

made and provided, and of disclaiming those parts of

the thing patented which your Petitioner does not

choose to claim or hold by virtue of said Letters Pat-

ent No. 835,120, does hereby disclaim from claims 9,

10 and 11 of said Letters Patent No. 835,120, any

process of concentrating powdered ores excepting

where the results obtained are the results obtained by

the use of oil in a quantity amounting to a fraction

of one per cent on the ore.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF your Petitioner has

caused these presents to be signed and sealed by John

Ballot, its duly constituted attorney in fact under and

by virtue of a power of attorney dated December 14,

1915, and recorded in the United States Patent Office

November 27, 1916, in Liber K 101, page 176 of
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Transfers of Patents, this 27th day of March, 1917.

Minerals Separation Limited

by John Ballot

Attorney in fact

In presence of:

S. Gregory,

Henry D. Williams

STATE OF NEW YORK,
County of New York,—ss:

On this 27th day of March, 1917, before me per-

sonally came John Ballot, attorney in fact of Minerals

Separation Limited, a Company organized under the

laws of Great Britain, to me personally known, and

known to me to be the individual described and who,

as such attorney, executed the within petition and ac-

knowledged that he executed the same as the act and

deed of Minerals Separation, Limited, therein de-

scribed, by virtue of a power of attorney duly exe-

cuted by said Minerals Separation, Limited, bearing

date December 14, 1915, which power of attorney was

exhibited to me, and he stated that it was still in force

and effect.

Harry C. Lewis,

Notary Public Bronx Co. No. 12.

Certificate filed in New York

Seal. County No. 41.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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BUTTE & SUPERIOR MINING COMPANY

REPORT NO. 118.

APRIL 28TH

General Flotation Operation:

—

The oils used were:

—

Standard Yaryan Pine 18.53% of total oil

Fuel Oil 70.62% of total oil

Commercial Kerosene 10.85% of total oil

Period of Operation 24 hours
Flotation feed tonnage, 24 hrs. 1262 dry tons

Flotation concentrates produced 300 dry tons

Temperature of feed Atmospheric
Dilution of feed 4.93 : : 1

OILS AND REAGENTS USED

Commercial Sulphuric Copper Sulphate
Pine Oil Fuel Oil Kerosene Acid A.C.M. Solution
Ib./Ton Ib./Ton Ib./Ton Ib./Ton Ib./Ton

3.69 14.05 2.16 11.11 (a) 5.92

(a) Equivalent to 0.09 pounds metallic copper per ton.

Metallic copper consumed 113.62 pounds

Actual initial oil added:

—

Commercial Kerosene 2,725 pounds
Fuel Oil \7,72>7

Standard Yaryan Pine 4,655
"

Actual initial oil added 25,117

Initial oil added per ton 19.90
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BUTTE & SUPERIOR MINING COMPANY

REPORT NO. 118

APRIL 28TH

The assay results and oil analyses for this date are

as follows:

—

Flotation
Feed Including
Circulating Load Tailing Concentrate

Assay
%Zn.

Analysis
%Oil

Assay
% Zn.

Analysis
%Oil

Assay Analysis
% Zn. % Oil

7-3 Shift 15.8 1.55 1.81 0.63 41.9 2.21

3-11
jj

15.0 1.59 1.39 .45 42.5 2.89

11-7
55

12.5 1.88 1.45 .71 43.8 3.31

Average (^)14.43(^) 1.67(^)1. 56(^) .600)42.8(^)2.80

(a)—Assay composites

(b)—Numerical averages

BUTTE & SUPERIOR MINING COMPANY

REPORT NO. 119

APRIL 29TH

General Flotation Operation:

—

1st Period—7:00 A. M. to 1:00 P. M. and
5:00 P. M. to 7:00 A. M.

The oils used were:

—

Commercial Kerosene 11.23% of total oil

Fuel Oil 64.47% of total oil

Standard Yaryan Pine 24.30% of total oil

Period of Operation 20 Hours
Tonnage treated per 20 hours 1239.47 dry tons

Flotation concentrate produced 282.84 dry tons

Temperature of feed Atmospheric
Dilution of feed 3.97 : : 1
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OILS AND REAGENTS USED
Commercial Sulphuric Copper Sulphate
Kerosene Fuel Oil Pine Oil Acid A.C.M. Solution
Ib./Ton Ib./Ton Ib./Ton Ib./Ton Ib./Ton

2.67 15.32 5.77 6.87 (a) 6.27

(a) Equivalent to 0.10 pounds metallic copper per ton

Metallic copper consumed 118.09 pounds
Initial oil added per ton 23.76 pounds.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR MINING COMPANY

REPORT NO. 119

APRIL 29TH

General Flotation Operation:

—

2nd Period— 1 :00 P. M. to 5 :00 P. M.

The oils used were:

—

Commercial Kerosene 11.23% of total oil

Fuel Oil . 64.47% of, total oil

Standard Yaryan Pine 24.30% of total oil

Period of operation 4 hours
Tonnage treated per four hours 263.53 dry tons

Flotation concentrate produced 60.16 dry tons

Temperature of feed Atmospheric
Dilution of feed • 3:45 :: 1

OILS AND REAGENTS USED
Commercial Sulphuric A.C.M. Solution
Kerosene Fuel Oil Pine Oil Acid Copper Sulphate
Ib./Ton Ib./Ton Ib./Ton Ib./Ton Ib./Ton

2.96 17.00 6.41 7.08 (a) 6.50

(a) Equivalent to 0.10 pounds metallic copper per ton

Metallic copper consumed 26.02 pounds
Initial oil added per ton 26.37 pounds

HJS:JDS
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BUTTE & SUPERIOR MINING COMPANY
REPORT NO. 119

APRIL 29TH

Actual initial oil added during 24 hours period:

—

1st Period—7:00 A. M. to 1:00 P. M. and
5:00 P. M. to 7:00 A. M.

Commercial Kerosene 3,306 pounds
Fuel Oil 18,988 pounds
Standard Yaryan Pine 7,155 pounds

Total 29,449 pounds

2nd Period— 1 :00 P. M. to 5 :00 P. M.

Commercial Kerosene 780 pounds
Fuel Oil 4,479 pounds
Standard Yaryan Pine 1,689 pounds

Total 6,948 pounds

Total actual initial oil added 36,397 pounds
Total actual initial oil added per Ton 24.21 pounds

HJSrJDS
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BUTTE & SUPERIOR MINING COMPANY

REPORT NO. 119

APRIL 29TH

The assay results and oil analysis for this date are

as follows:

—

1st Period—7:00 A. M. to 1:00 P. M. and
c .An T-» T\ r

Flotation Feed
Inchiding

Circulating Load,

Tailing.

Assay Analysis Assay Analysis

0/ Zn. I
«^ Oil. I % Zn.

| % Oil.

7:00 A.M.- 1:00 P.M.

5:00 P.M.-11:00 P.M
11:00 P.M.- 7:00 A.M.

12.1

13.7

13.9

2.34

2.62

1.^

1.19

1.69

1.57

1.29

1.18

1.47

Concentrate.

Assay
% Zn.

Analysis
%Oil.

44.3 3.18

46.8 4.72

45.2 3.31

Average

.

i(';riM«)2-28
p)i-^^

r^''-'^' r^^^-^ l^''^^"^*

2nd Period—1:00 P. M. to 5:00 P. M.

Flotation
Feed Including
Circulating Load

Tailing Concentrate

< <

;n ^
<^

en--

1:00 P. M. to 5:00 P. M. 12.6 1.77 1.57

HJS:JDS

0.67 45.2 3.13
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BUTTE & SUPERIOR MINING COMPANY
REPORT NO. 120

APRIL 30TH

General Flotation Operation:

—

The Oils used were::

—

Standard Yaryan Pine 9.68% of total oil

Fuel Oil 78.58% of total oil

Commercial Kerosene 11.74% of total oil

Period of operation 24 hours
Flotation feed tonnage 24 hours 1608 dry tons

Flotation concentrates produced 383 dry tons

Temperature of feed Atmospheric
Dilution of feed 3.53 : : 1

OILS AND REAGENTS USED
Commercial Sulphuric Copper Sulphate

Pine Oil Fuel Oil Kerosene Acid A.C.M. Solution
Ib./Ton Ib./Ton Ib./Ton Ib./Ton Ib./Ton

2.61 21.16 3.16 6.46 (a) 6.80

(a) Equivalent to 0.10 pounds metallic copper per ton

Metallic copper consumed 166.12 pounds
Actual Initial Oil added:

—

Commercial Kerosene 5,085 pounds
Fuel Oil 34,027 pounds
Standard Yaryan Pine 4,189 pounds

Total 43,301 pounds

Ini',!,il oil added per ton 26.93 pounds
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Defendant's Exhibit No. 235

BUTTE & SUPERIOR MINING COMPANY

REPORT NO. 120

APRIL 30th

The assay results and oil analyses for this date are

as follows

:

Flotation
Feed Including
Circulating Load Tailing Concentrate

Assay Analysis Assay Analysis Assay Analysis
% Zn. % Oil % Zn. % Oil % Zn. % Oil

7-3 Shift 13.3 1.87 1.72 0.69 42.8 3.42

3-11 " 12.5 2.08 1.44 0.73 42.7 4.05

11-7 " 18.6 1.74 2.52 1.36 43.6 4.26

Average (b) 14.8(b) 1.90(a) 1.92(b) .93(a)43.4(b)3.91

(a)—Assay composites

(b)—Numerical averages

HJSJDS

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 236.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT,
DISTRICT OF MONTANA.

MINERALS SEPARATION, LIM-,

ITED,

Plaintiff,

vs.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR MINING
COMPANY,

Defendant.

STATE OF NEW YORK,
County of New York.

ss:

HARRY FALCK, being duly sworn, deposes and

says

:

I am a resident of the City of New York, State of

New York, and am the general office manager for

Beer, Sondheimer & Co. Inc., the American agents for

Minerals Separation Ltd., the plaintiff in this action.

It is a part of my duty as office manager for said

Beer, Sondheimer & Co. Inc. to be familiar with the

granting of licenses by Minerals Separation Ltd. in

this country and the payment of royalties thereunder.

It is my duty to receive the statements of returns

rendered by the licensees of the patent here in suit to

the plaintiff herein, and to prepare bills based on such

statements if correct for royalties due under the li-

censes and to keep account of the royalties paid to

Beer, Sondheimer & Co. Inc. as agents for the plain-
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[iff. I have prepared a statement giving the name

of each Hcensee, the period during which the process

jof the patent in suit has been carried on by such li-

censee, the number of tons of material treated, or the

number of tons of concentrates recovered, and the

amount of royalties paid to Minerals Separation Ltd.

by such licensee which is hereto annexed. These fig-

ures are taken from the statement of returns rendered

to Minerals Separation Ltd. by the licensees and from

the books of Beer, Sondheimer & Co. Inc., and have

been carefully checked by me, and are true and cor-

rect.

Subscribed and sworn to before

me this 10th day of April, 1917

(Seal)

Harry Falck.

Harry C. Lewis

Notary Public, Bronx Co. No. 11

Certificate filed in New York County No. 93.
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Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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PlalEtiffs' Exhibit Mb. 237.

Diagram No. 1

Filed August 15, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Qerlfe.

By H. H. WALKER, Deprnty.
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Diagram No. 2

Filed August 15, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 239.

Diagram No. 3

Filed August 15, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Diagram No. 4

Filed August 15, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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^

Fncd ^lav IS, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. IT. WALKER, Deputy.
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Filed May 18, 1917. T/r-7B£:J=^ BuTTf: /^/L L f r^ & CoMP.
GEO. W. SPROULE. B</TTe- rfoNTffr/fl

By H. H WALKER /^ o^ 5//ssr- /Vo2. Co^/^ffn Secy/o^ /E^rr£C-r/v£ /f^ 'J^A

Deputy. ZJ/j/ryy^Br //^r/7^/r// /r^^jr(iff^ Br A 33



Butte & Superior Mining Company. 5357

Defendant's Exhibit No. 251.

UTAH COPPER COMPANY
' ARTHUR PLANT

EXPERIMENTAL AND RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
Determinations on Magna Flotation Products for Butte & Sup. Litiga-

tion Sample No. 3—Feed From Dorr Thickener

Weight of sample submitted to laboratory (H20 plus solids)

Cms 1966.00

Weight of wash water, Gms 265.00
Weight of original feed (H20 plus solids), Gms 1701.00

Weight of water in original feed sample, Gms 919.00

Weight of solids in original feed sample, Gms 782.0

Per cent solids in original feed sample 45.97

Per cent water in original feed sample 54.03

Pounds feed delivered per second (H20 plus solids) 28.857
Pounds feed delivered per 24 hours 2,493,244.800
Pounds solids delivered per 24 hours 1,146,144.630

Tons solids delivered per 24 hours 573.072
Tons water delivered per 24 hours 673.550

ASSAY ANALYSIS

Per cent total copper 7.175

Per cent sulphide copper 7.095

Per cent iron 8.30
Per cent insoluble 69.00

OIL ANALYSIS
Total weight of sample (Gms.) 782.0
Total weight of oil content (Gms.) .1270
Pounds oil per ton .32

Page 4

NO. 2 SAMPLE (CIRCULATING PULP)

Weight of material in bottle (H20 plus solids) Gms 2279.5
Weight of wash water 390.0
Weight of original sample (H20 plus solids) 1889.5
Weight of original sample (.Solids) 408.7
Weight of original sample (Water) 1480.8
Per cent solids in circulating pulp 21.63
Pounds pulp circulating per 24 hours 1,061,078.40
Pounds solids circulating per 24 hours 229,511.26
Tons solids circulating per 24 hours 114.756
Tons H20 circulating per 24 hours 388.298

ASSAY ANALYSIS
Per cent total copper 16.700
Per cent sulphide copper 16.435
Per cent iron 21.50
Per cent insoluble 27.50

OIL ANALYSIS
Total weight of sample (Gms.) 408.7
Total weight of oil content (Gms.) 7.7375
Pounds oil per ton 37.86



5358 Minerals Scpamtion, Liniilcd, ct al., vs.

Defendant's Exhibit Xo. 251

UTAH COPPER COMPANY
ARTHUR PLANT

EXPERIMENTAL AND RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
Determinations on Magna Flotation Products for Butte & Superior

Litigation

NO. 6 OIL SAMPLE
(General)

Net weight oil delivered in 30 seconds (sample), Gms 1926.000
Lbs 4.243

Pounds oil delivered per 24 hours 12.220.416

Pounds oil per ton ore treated 21.324

UTAH COPPER COMPANY
ARTHUR PLANT

EXPERIMENTAL AND RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
Magna Sample No. 1-B—Machine No. 1, Spitz No. 1 Overflow

ASSAY ANALYSIS
Per cent total copper 19.100

Per cent sulphide copper 18.980

Per cent iron 19.40

Per cent insoluble 27.30

OIL ANALYSIS
Total weight of sample (Gms.) 305.9065
Total weight of oil content (Gms.) 63.0640
Pounds oil per ton 412.31

A part of this sample was lost in handling in the physical labora-
torj-.

UTAH COPPER COMPANY
ARTHUR PLANT

METALLURGICAL AND RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
Magna Sample No. IC, Machine No. 1 Spitz No. 2 Overflow

ASSAY ANALYSIS
Per cent total copper 21.250
Per cent sulphide copper 21.200

Per cent iron 27.15

Per cent insoluble 12.20

OIL ANALYSIS
Total weight of sample (Gms.) 544.2500

Total weight of oil content (Gms) 26.3290

Pounds oil per ton 96.75



Butte & Superior Mining Company. 5359

Defendant's Exhibit No. 251

UTAH COPPER COMPANY
ARTHUR PLANT

EXPERIMENTAL AND RESEARCH DEPARTMENT

Magna Sample No. 1-D—Machine No. 1, Spitz No. 3—Overflow

ASSAY ANALYSIS
Per cent total copper 22.200

Per cent sulphide copper 22.180

Per cent iron 27.20

Per cent insoluble 11.00

OIL ANALYSIS
Total weight of sample (Gms.) 696.8000

Total weight of oil content (Gms.) 19.4140

Pounds oil per ton 55.72

UTAH COPPER COMPAJSY
ARTHUR PLANT

EXPERIMENTAL AND RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
Magna Sample No. 1-E, Machine No. 1, Spitz No. 4 Overflow

ASSAY ANALYSIS
Per cent total copper ^ 23.000

Per cent sulphide copper 22.990

Per cent iron 26.60

Per cent insoluble 10.00

OIL ANALYSIS
Total weight of sample (Gms.) 875.55

Total weight of oil content 12.5720

Pounds oil per ton , 28.72

UTAH COPPER COMPANY
ARTHUR PLANT

METALLURGICAL AND RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
Magna Sample No. 1-F—Machine No. 1, Spitz No. 5 Overflow

ASSAY ANALYSIS
Per cent total copper _ 23.900
Per cent sulphide copper 23.830
Per cent iron 26.90
Per cent insoluble 9.30

OIL ANALYSIS
Total weight of sample (Gms.) 590.9970
Total weight of oil content (Gms.) 4.8438
Pounds oil per ton 16.39

The oil result obtained on this sample is doubtless low on account
of an explosion that took place while making the oil determination
which caused some loss of sample.



5360 Minerals Separation, Limited, et ai, vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 251

UTAH COPPER COMPANY
ARTHUR PLANT

METALLURGICAL AND RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
Magna Sample No. 1-G—Machine No. 1—Spitz No. 6 Overflow

ASSAY ANALYSIS
Per cent total copper 23.800
Per cent sulphide copper 23 790
Per cent iron 26.20
Per cent insoluble 1 1.00

OIL ANALYSIS
Total weight of sample (Gms.) 397.2760
Total weight of oil content (Gms.) 5.2463

Pounds oil per ton 26.41

UTAH COPPER COMPANY
ARTHUR PLANT

METALLURGICAL AND RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
Magna Sample No. 8-B, Machine No. 1—Spitz No. 10—Dark Color

Oily Concentrate

ASSAY ANALYSIS
Per cent total copper 18.800
Per cent sulphide copper 18.480

Per cent iron : 16.30

Per cent insoluble 32.10

UTAH COPPER COMPANY
ARTHUR PLANT

METALLURGICAL AND RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
Magna Sample No. 8-A—Machine No. 1—Spitz No. 10—Light

Color Froth

ASSAY ANALYSIS
Per cent total copper 12.250
Per cent sulphide copper 11.970
Per cent iron 1 1.40

Per cent insoluble 49.70

OIL ANALYSIS
Total weight of sample (Gms.) 19.3450

Total weight of oil content (Gms.) .6570

Pounds oil per ton 67.94

OIL ANALYSIS
Total weight of sample (Gms.) 28.9530

;

Total weight of oil content (Gms.) 2.6630

Pounds oil per ton ; 183.95



Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 251

5361

UTAH COPPER COMPANY
ARTHUR PLANT

METALLURGICAL AND RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
Magna Sample No. 1-A—Machine No. 1 Combined Concentrate

ASSAY ANALYSIS
Per cent total copper 25.650

Per cent sulphide copper 25.570

Per cent iron 22.40

Per cent insoluble 15.40

OIL ANALYSIS
Total weight of sample (Gms.) - 493.9315

Total weight of oil content (Gms.) 11.5778

Pounds oil per ton 46.88

NO. 11 TAILING SAMPLE (CUT NO. 1)

Weight of material in bottle (original sample and wash
H20) Gms 2893.0

Weight of wash water, Gms 130.0

Weight of original sample, Gms 2763.0

Weight of H20 decanted, Gms 1979.0

Weight of residual pulp, Gms '. 914.0
Wejght of sol'ds in residual pulp, Gms 681.5

Weight of H^O in residual pulp, Gms 232.5

Total weight of H20 in original sample 2081.5
Per cent solids in original sample 24.67

ASSAY ANALYSIS
Per cent total copper .165
Per cent sulphide copper .140
Per cent iron 1.85

Per cent insoluble 90.80

OIL ANALYSIS
Total weight of sample (Gms.) 681.50
Total weight of oil content (Gms.) 2.2480
Pounds oil per ton 6.60

NO. 11 TAILING SAMPLE (CUT NO. 2)
Weight of material in bottle (original sample and wash

H20), Gms ,. 2841.6
Weight of wash water, Gms 100.0
Weight of original sample 2741.6
Weight of H20 decanted, Gms 1937.0
Weight of residual pulp, Gms 914.6
Weight of solids in residual pulp, Gms 673.0
Weight of H20 in residual pulp, Gms 241.6
Total weight of H20 in original sample, Gms 2078.6
Per cent solids in original sample 24.55

ASSAY ANALYSIS
Per cent total copper .155
Per cent sulphide copper .130
Per cent iron 1.80
Per cent insoluble 88.00

OIL ANALYSIS
Total weight of sample (Gms.) 673.0
Total weight of oil content (Gms.) 1.9345
Pounds oil per ton 5.75

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



5362 Minerals Separation, Limited, et ai, vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 251.
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Plaint!

BUTTF
VISIT OF MINERALS

TEST

PRODUCT DRY WEIGHT
Total Per cent

in 4 hr. of
Tons. Heads

Concentrates Sharps 31.37 llf9

Concentrates Slimes 28.79 10.9

Concentrates Total 60.16 22.8

Concentrates from B. & S. figures (60.16)

Tailings Sharps : 111.40 42.3
Tailings Slimes 91.97 34.9

Tailings Total 203.37 77.2

Tailings from B. & S. figures

Heads Calc' (Cone, plus Tails) 263.53 100.00

from B. & S. figures (263.53)

ZDv

As.say

46.9

41.8

_44.5_

_(45.2)_

1.49

1.91

1.68

n-57)_

11.44

(11.53)



. 252.

MILL
ITY APRIL 29TH, 1917

P.M.

5365

L OILS RECOVERED
VOLATILE OILS
RECOVERED

NON-VOLATILE OIL£
RECOVERED

Lbs.
per
ton
of

Product

Per cent
of total
Oil Feed

in
4

hours

Lbs.
per
Ton
of

Product

Per cent of
total Vola-

tile Oil
recovered
in Concts.
and Tails

Lbs. per
Ton of
Product

Per cent ol
Total Non-
Volatile

Oil
Recovered

22.8

93.4

56.6

10.5

39.5

50.0

10.6

49.2

29.1

12.29

52.34

64.63

12.2

44.2

27.5

10.80

35.89

46.69

(62.6) (54.2)
f

0.296
30.6

14.00

0.5

41.3

41.7

0.172
10.2

4.7

0.71

34.66

35.37

K\24
20.4

9.3

0.39

52.92

53.31

(13.4) (39.2)
1

23.7 91.7 10.3 100.0 13.4 100.0

(24.63) (93.4)

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 253.

UTAH COPPER SAMPLES

5367

% Copper

Weights of
Products

Calculated
From
Assays

Ton Unit

Indicatec
Copper

Recoverj

Oil <7r

upon
' Products

-Recovery
of oil
fed

l.OO^r
or 21.1.5

lbs. per
ton

Heads . 7.4

26.3

.2

2000 lb.

550 lb.

1450 lb.

97.9% Vol .67%
Non V. 2.14

Total 2.81

Vol. .039'.

Non V. .160

Concentrates

Tailings

73.1%

13.6%

Total
Total .199

86.7%
Skimmings
1st. Spitzkas-
ten . .. ..19.7

..21.75

'

Total oil

26.24%

Total oil

4.87%

Concentrates
from 2nd

Spitzkasten .

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Filed May 18. 1917.

GEO. \/. SPROULE, CI-

By II. H. WALKER, El
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MINERALS SEPJ,TI(

Referring to Defect ft]

Heading to Flotation

Ratio of

Concen-
tration

Flotation Concentrates Recovery % Cu.

Period

Tons
Assay
%Cu.

Con-
tents

Lbs. Cu.
Tons

6804

2884

190

Assay
%Cn.

27.10

26.03

29.28

Contents
Lbs. of Cu.

Calcu-
lated By
Con-
tents

Given in

Exl). 29
E

1916
3rd Quarter....

1916
October

26804

9794

561

7.01

7.77

10.24

3757921

1521988

114093

3.94

3.40

2.95

3687768

1501410

111254

98.13

98.65

96.84

96.717

98.17

98.437

i
1916

Nov. 18, 19. 20

t

m



5371

an i£P's Exhibit No. 255.

LIlITED ET AL. VS. BUTTE & SUPERIOR MINING CO.

Dhino Copper Company—Retreatment of Vanner Concentrates.{{29 Mr. Wick's Evidence Q. 25 and Q. 26.

ling;

1 Loss of Cu. in

Tailings per ton
of Heading

ssay % Cu.

cu-

IBy
m-
its

Given in

Exh. 29

.175

.149

.489

Cost of Smelting Concentrate

Lbs.

.306 2.62

.200

.244

2.10

Value if

one lb. cu.

in cone, be
worth 20c
net to the

Mill

0.524

420

6.47 1.294

Smelting
Charge &
Freight

per ton of

Con-

Total

centrate

6.00
$
40834

(( 17304

" 1140

Per ton
of Head-
ing to

Flota-
tion

1.523

1.767

2.032

Cost of Concentration

Operating per
ton of Heading

Cost per ton of Heading
including loss in

tails and Cost of

Smelting

a -|- 15 for

(Extra Oil) &c.

a + 0.524 + 1.523
= a + 3.047

a + 0.420 + 1.767

a + 2.187

a+ 0.15+ 1.294+ 3.032
= a + 3.476

Total
Increase

of cost per
ton of

Heading

Oil

Lbs. per
ton of

Heading

8.76

10.26

23.70

Other
Reagents

Lbs. per ton

of Heading

4.57

4.77

6.34

Filed May 18, 1917 GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

Bv H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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MINERALS SEPARATION LIMITED ET AL. VS. BUTTE AND SUPERIOR MIND

Referring to Defendant's Exhibit No. 150. RayCoi

Period

1916 4th Quartr.

1917 1 St Quartr...

Heading to Flotation

Tons

27275

28913

Assay
Cu. %

6.099

6.531

Contents
Lbs. Cu.

Ratio of

Concentra-
tion

3527005

3776812

4.48

3.64

Flotation Concentrate

Tons

6086

7933

Assay
Cu. %

Contents
Lbs. Cu.

Recovery

Calculated

26.38

22.76

3210974

3592556

96.51

95.12

%Cu.

Given
Exh. 150

lS-:- I

Note.—There would also be an additional smelting loss in the second case owing to the lai a



5373

in

er ' . Retreatment of Vanner Concentrates Products. Mr. Engelmann's Evidence, Q. 32-37 and Q. 84.

iflTs Exhibit No. 256.

ilings

Assay Cu

Calculated

0.274

0.439

Given
Exh. 150

Loss of Cu. i'j Tailings

p. ton of Heading Cost of Smeltins; Concentrates

Lbs.

0.273

0.413

4.25

6.37

If one lb. of

copper in

Concentrate
be worth 20c

net to the mill.

Smelting
charge

per ton of

Concentrate

0.85

1.27

5.00

5.00

Total

30430

396G5

Per Ton
of

Headina;

1.12

1.37

Cost of Concentration

Operating
per ton of

Headino-

a -I- 0.15

(For extra
oil)

Total cost per ton of

heading including
loss in tails and
Smelling charge

a-f r.o-l-1.12
= a 4- 2.99

a +.15 + .1.27 -I- 1.37
= a+ 2.79

Total in-

crease of

cost per

ton of

Heading
in 1st Q.

1917

0.82

Oil lbs.

per ton

of

Heading

3.54

20.10

Otlicr

Reagents
Lbs. per

ton of

Heading

lade.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEORGE W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.





Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 257.

5375

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED
STATES, FOR THE DISTRICT OF

MONTANA.

MINERAL SEPARATION,
LIMITED,

Plaintiff,

vs.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR
COPPER COMPANY,
LIMITED.

Defendant.

IN EQUITY

STATEMENT OF BUTTE AND SUPERIOR COP-

PER COMPANY, LIMITED, FOR THE MONTH
OF JANUARY, 1916, FILED PURSUANT TO
ORDER OF COURT ENTERED IN ABOVE EN-

TITLED ACTION ON NOVEMBER 15th, 1913.

Comes now Butte and Superior Copper Company,

Limited, and in compliance with the order of court

entered in the above entitled cause on the 15th day of

November, 1913, files the following statement showing

an approximate estimate for the month of January,

1916.



5376 Minerals Separation, Liuiitcd, ct al., vs.

Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 257

1. Of the amount of ore treated in its

oil flotation plant 49428.060 Tons

2. Of the amount of concentrates re-

covered in its oil flotation plant.. 10535.210

3. Of the analysisiiahd assay returns of

heads in its^flotation plant 12.4956% Zn.

.7744% Pb.

.238% Cu.

1.3536% Fe.

1.4154% Mn.

73.1557% Insol.

5.3859 Oz. Ag.

.0112 " Au

4. Of the analysis and assay returns of

concentrates recovered in its oil

flotation jJs^. 54.593% Zn.

2.991% Pb.

.6207o Cu.

2.137% Fe.

.249% Mn.

8.580% Insol.

23.057 Oz. Ag.

.0330 Oz. Au.

5. Of the cost of flotation per ton of con-

centrates recovered in its oil flotation

plant $ 3.0583

6. Of the value per ton of concentrates re-

covered in its oil flotation plant $101,164



Butte & Superior Mining Company. SZ77

Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 257

The figures set forth under the foregoing six para-

graphs are, as noted, approximate estimates, for the

reason that at the date of the fihng of this statement

no exact information has been acquired by the Butte

and Superior Copper Company, Limited, so that ac-

curate figures can be given.

7. As to the analysis and assay returns

of tails from the oil flotation

j)lant, the following figures are

accurate and not estimates.. 1.2008% Zn.

.0500^0 Pb.

.065 % Cu.

.8300% Fe.

1.5500% Mn.

90.48 % Insol.

: 1.0600 Oz. Ag.

*i .00208 " Au.



5378 Minerals Separation, Limited, et al., vs.

Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 257

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
DISTRICT OF MONTANA—ss.

CHAS. BOOKING, being first duly sworn on oath,

deposes and says:

That he is the Cashier of the Butte and Superior

Copper Company, Limited, and makes this affidavit

for and on its behalf; that he has read the foregoing

statement and knows the contents thereof; that the

approximate estimates therein set forth are true to

the best of his knowledge, information and belief; that

such approximate estimates in said report are set forth

under paragraphs 1 to 6 inclusive; that as to the

analysis and assay returns of this from the oil flotation

plant under paragraph 7 of said statement, the same

is not an approximate estimate, but that the percentages

and weights contained in the answer thereto are accur-

ate, to the best of his knowledge, information and be-

lief.

CHAS. BOOKING

February, 1916.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

19th day of February, 1916.

C. K. TUOHY,
Notary Public for the State of Mon-

tana, residing at Butte, Montana.

My commission expires July 7, 1918.

(SEAL.)

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.



Butte & Superior Mining Company.

PlaiuLtiffs Exhibit No. 258.

5379

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED
STATES, FOR THE DISTRICT OF

MONTANA.

MINERAL SEPARATION,
LIMITED,

Plaintiff,

vs.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR
COPPER COMPANY,
LIMITED,

Defendant.

IN EQUITY

STATEMENT OF BUTTE AND SUPERIOR COP-

PER COMPANY, LIMITED, FOR THE MONTH
OF FEBRUARY, 1916, FILED PURSUANT TO
ORDER OF COURT ENTERED IN THE
ABOVE ENTITLED ACTION ON NOVEMBER
15th, 1914-^

Comes now Butte and Superior Copper Company,

Limited, and in compliance with the order of court

entered in the above entitled cause on the 15th day of

November, 1913, files the following statement showing

an approxim.ate estimate for the month of February,

1916.



5380 Minerals Separation, Limited, et a!., vs.

Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 258

1. Of the anioniit of ore treated in

its oil flotation plant 49,800.276 Tons

2. Of the amount of concentrates

recovered in its oil flotation

plant 10,774.997 '"

3. Of the analysis and assay re-

turns of heads in its oil flota-

tion plant 11.8580% Zn.

.7534% Pb.

.1645% Cu.

1.3998% Fe.

1.2018% Mn.

71.6222% Insol.

5.7921 Oz. Ag.

_-^ .00956 Oz. Au.

5. Of the cost of flotation per ton of concen-

trates recovered in its oil flotation plant..$2.5271

6. Of the value per ton of concentrates re-

covered in its oil flotation plant $93,567

The figures set forth under the foregoing six para-

graphs are, as noted, approximate estimates, for the

reason that at the date of the filing of this statement

no exact information has been acquired by the Butte

and Superior Copper Company, Limited, so that accur-

ate figures can be given.





ons

P. 5380, After Hue 16 insert :
" 4. Of the

analysis and assay returns of

concentrates recovered in its

oil flotation plant 53.940% Zn.

2.956% Pb.

.627% Cu.

2.069% Fe.

.273% Mn.

9.293% Insol.

23.016 Oz. Ag.

.0338 Oz. Au.

para-

r the

ment

Butte

ccur-



Butte & Superior Mining Company. 5381

Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 258

7. As to the analysis and assay re-

turns of tails from the oil flo-

tation plant, the following fig-

ures are accurate and not esti-

mates 1.5034% Zn.

.O8OO70 Pb.

.045070 Cu.

.8500% Fe.

1.500 % Mn.

90.59 % Insol.

1.0100 Oz. Ag.

.00209 Oz. Au.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
DISTRICT OF MONTANA—ss.

CHAS. BOOKING, being first duly sworn on oath,

deposes and says

:

That he is the Cashier of the Butte and Superior

Copper Company, Limited, and makes this affidavit for

and on its behalf; that he has read the foregoing state-

ment and knows the contents thereof; that the approxi-

mate estimates therein set forth are true to the best of

his knowledge, information and belief; that such ap-

proximate estimates in said report are set forth under

paragraphs 1 to 6, inclusive ; that as to the analysis and

assay returns of this from the oil flotation plant under

paragraph 7 of said statement, the same is not an ap-

proximate estimate, but that the percentages and

weights contained in the answer thereto are accurate,

to the best of his knowledge, information and belief.

CHAS. BOOKING.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 20th day of

February, 1916.

ALF. C KREMER,

Notary public for the State of Montana, residing at

Butte, Montana.

My commission expires Sept. 5, 1916.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED
STATES, FOR THE DISTRICT OF

MONTANA.

MINERAL SEPARATION,
LIMITED,

Plaintiff,

vs.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR COPPER
COMPANY, LIMITED,

Defendant.

IN EQUITY.

STATEMENT OF BUTTE AND SUPERIOR COP-

PER COMPANY, LIMITED, FOR THE MONTH
OF MARCH, 1916, FILED PURSUANT TO OR-

DER OF COURT ENTERED IN THE ABOVE
ENTITLED ACTION ON NOVEMBER 15TH,

1913.

Comes now Butte and Superior Copper Company,

Limited, and in compliance with the order of court en-

tered in the above entitled cause on the 15th day of No-

vember, 1913, files the following statement showing an

approximate estimate for the month of March, 1916.
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1. Of the amount of ore treated in its

oil flotation plant 52,089,4335 Tons

2. Of the amount of concentrates re-

covered in its oil flotation plant. 12, 199.0195

3. Of the analysis and assay returns

of heads in its oil flotation

plant 13.7634% Zn.

72387o Pb.

.1572% Cu.

1.2916% Fe.

1.2720% Mn.

71.7590% Insol.

5.8663 Oz. Ag.;

.0089 Oz. Au.

4. Of the analysis and assay returns

of concentrates recovered in its

oil flotation 53.752% Zn.

3.046% Pb.

.598% Cu.

1.971% Fe.

.295% Mn.

10.107% Insol.

23.388 Oz. Ag.

.0347 Oz. Au.

5. Of the cost of flotation per ton of con-

centrates recovered in its oil flotation

plant , $ 2.696g

6. Of the value per ton of concentrates re-

covered in its oil flotation plant $93,627
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The figures set forth under the foregoing six para-

graphs are as noted, approximate estimates, for the

reason that at the date of the fiHng of this statement

no exact information has been acquired by the Butte

and Superior Copper Company, Limited, so that accu-

rate figures can be given.

7. As to the analysis and assay re-

turns of tails from the oil flota-

tion plant, the following figures

are accurate and not estimates 1.3138% Zn.

.0600% Pb.

.0330% Cu.

M00% Fe.

1.5300% Mn
.9700 Oz. Ag.

.0025 Oz. Au.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
DISTRICT OF MONTANA—ss.

CHAS. BOCKING, being first duly sworn on oath,

deposes and says

:

That he is the cashier of the Butte and Superior

Copper Company, Limited, and makes this affidavit

for and on its behalf; that he has read the foregoing

statement and knows the contents thereof; that the ap-

proximate estimates therein set forth are true to the

best of his knowledge, information and belief ; that such

approximate estimates in said report are set forth un-

der paragraphs 1 to 6 inclusive; that as to the analysis

and assay returns of this from the oil flotation plant

under paragraph 7 of said statement, the same is not

an approximate estimate, but that the percentages of

weights contained in the answer thereto are accurate,

to the best of his knowledge, information and belief.

CHAS. BOCKING.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 20th day

of April, 1916.

ALE C. KREMER,
Notary Public for the State of Montana, residing at

Butte, Montana.

My commisison expires Sept. 5, 1916.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED
STATES, FOR THE DISTRICT OF

MONTANA.

MINERAL SEPARATION,
LIMITED,

Plaintiff,

vs.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR COP-

PER COMPANY, LIMITED,

Defendant.

IN EQUITY.

STATEMENT OF BUTTE AND SUPERIOR COP-

PER COMPANY, LIMITED, FOR THE MONTH
OF APRIL, 1916, FILED PURSUANT TO OR-

DER OF COURT ENTERED IN ABOVE EN-

TITLED CAUSE ON NOVEMBER 15TH, 1913.

Comes now Butte and Superior Copper Company,

Limited, and in compliance with the order of court

entered in the above entitled cause on the 15th day

of November, 1913, files the following statement show-

ing an approximate estimate for the month of April,

1916:
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1. Of the amount of ore treated in

its oil flotation plant 50,115.6675 Tons

2. Of the amount of concentrates re-

covered in its oil flotation plant. 12,080. 5 145 tons

3. Of the analysis and ass^y re-

turns of heads in its^notation

plant 14.08287o Zn.

.8599% Pb.

.1936% Cu.

1.2723% Fe.

1.3087% Mn.

71.5644% Insol.

6.2552 Oz. Ag.

.0107 ' Oz. Au.

4. Of the analysis and assay returns

of concentrates recovered in its

oil flotation -^d^^y^. 53.353% Zn.

^ 3.311% Pb.

.558% Cu.

2.043 7o Fe.

.35270 Mn.

10.355% Insol.

23.713 Oz. Ag.

.0347 Oz. Au.

5. Of the cost of flotation per ton of con-

centrates recovered in its oil flotation

plant $ 2.8430

6. Of the value per ton of concentrates re-

covered in its oil flotation plant 83.7990

The figures set forth under the foregoing six para-
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graphs are as noted, approximate estimates, for the

reason that at the date of the fihng of this statement

no exact information has been acquired by the Butte

and Superior Copper Company, Limited, so that accu-

rate figures can be given.

7. As to the analysis and assay re-

turns of tails from the oil flota-

tion plant the following figures

are accurate and not estimates. .1.3810% Zn.

.0800% Pb.

.0400% Cu.

.750070 Fe.

1.4500% Mn.

91.100070 Insol.

.9200 Oz. Ag.

.00208 Oz. Au.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
DISTRICT OF MONTANA—ss.

CHAS. BOOKING, being first duly sworn on oath,

deposes and says

:

That he is the cashier of the Butte and Superior

Copper Company Limited, and makes this affidavit for

and on its behalf; that he has i^ead the foregoing state-

ment and knows the contents thereof; that the approxi-

mate estimates therein set forth are true to the best

of his knowledge, information and belief; that such

approximate estimates in said report are set forth

under paragraphs 1 to 6 inclusive; that as to the

analysis and assay returns of this from the oil flotation

plant under paragraph 7 of said statement the same is

not an approximate estimate, but that the percentages

and weights contained in the answer thereto are accu-

rate to the best of his knowledge, information and

belief.

CHAS. BOOKING.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 19th day

of Mav, 1916.

C. K. TUOHY,
Notary Public for the State of Montana, residing at

Butte, Montana.

My commission expires July 7th, 1918.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED
STATES, FOR THE DISTRICT OF

MONTANA.

MINERALS SEPARATION,
LIMITED,

Plaintiff,

vs.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR
COPPER COMPANY,
LIMITED,

Defendant.

IN EQUITY.

STATEMENT OF BUTTE AND SUPERIOR COP-

PER COMPANY LIMITED (NOW BUTTE
AND SUPERIOR MINING COMPANY) FOR
THE MONTH OF MAY, 1916, FILED PURSU-
ANT TO ORDER OF COURT ENTERED IN

THE ABOVE ENTITLED CAUSE ON NO-

VEMBER 15TH, 1913.

Comes now Butte and Superior Copper Company,

Limited (now Butte and Superior Mining Company),

and in compliance with the order of court entered in

the above entitled cause on the 15th day of November,
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1913, files the following statement showing- an approxi-

mate estimate for the month of May, 1916:

1. Of the amomit of ore treated in

its oil flotation plant 50,688.330 Tons.

2. Of the amount of concentrates

recovered in its oil flotation

plant 11,658.5905 "

3. Of the analysis and assay re-

turns of heads in its flotation

plant 13.8251% Zn.

.84547o Pb.

.1798% Cu.

1.4238% Fe.

1.2746 Mn.

72.1681% Insol.

5.6426 Oz. Ag.

.0110 Oz. Au.

4. Of the analysis and assay re-

turns of concentrates recovered

in its oil flotation 54.650% Zn.

3.032% Pb.

.578% Cu.

2.475% Fe.

.256^0 Mn.

7.747% Insol.

22.976 Oz. Ag.

.0337 Oz. Au.
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5. Of the cost of flotation per ton of concen-

trates recovered in its oil flotation plant. $ 3.2337

6. Of the value per ton of concentrates re- •

covered in its oil flotation plant $65.27

The figures set forth under the foregoing six para-

graphs are, as noted, approximate estimates, for the

reason that at the date of the filing of this statement

no exact information has been acquired by the Butte

and Superior Copper Company, Limited (now Butte

and Superior Mining Company), so that accurate fig-

ures can be given.

7. As to the analysis and assay re-

turns of tails from the oil flota-

tion plant the following figures

are accurate and not estimates 1.3509% Zn.

.0600% Pb.

.0500%, Cu.

..7800% Fe.

1.5500% Mn.

90.1400%, Insol.

.8800 Oz. Ag.

.0033 Oz. Au.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
DISTRICT OF MONTANA—ss.

CHAS. BOOKING, being first duly sworn on oath,

deposes and says:

That he is the cashier of the Butte and Superior

Copper Company, Limited (now Butte and Superior

Mining Company), and makes this affidavit for

and on its behalf; that he has read the foregoing state-

ment and knows the contents thereof ; that such approxi-

mate estimates in said report are set forth under para-

graphs 1 to 6 inclusive; that as to the analysis and

assay returns of this from the oil flotation plant under

paragraph 7 of said statement the same is not an ap-

proximate estimate, but that the percentages and

weights contained in the answer thereto are accurate,

to the best of his knowledge, information and belief.

CHAS. BOOKING.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 19th day

of June, 1916.

A. C. KREMER,
Notary Public for the State of Montana, residing at

Butte, Montana.

My commission expires Sept. 5th, 1916.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED
STATES, FOR THE DISTRICT OF

MONTANA.

MINERAL SEPARATION,
LIMITED,

Plaintiff,

vs.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR
MINING COMPANY,
formerly BUTTE & SU-

PERIOR COPPER COM-
PANY, LIMITED,

Defendant.

NO. 6

IN EQUITY.

STATEMENT OF BUTTE AND SUPERIOR MIN-

ING COMPANY (FORMERLY BUTTE AND
SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY, LIMITED)

FOR THE MONTH OF JUNE, 1916, FILED
PURSUANT TO ORDER OF COURT EN-

TERED IN THE ABOVE ENTITLED CAUSE
ON NOVEMBER 15TH, 1913.

Comes now Butte and Superior Mining Company

(formerly Butte and Superior Copper Company, Lim-

ited), and in compliance with the order of Court en-
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tered in the above entitled cause on the 15th day of

November, 1913, files the following statement show-

ing an approximate estimate for the month of June,

1916:

1. Of the amount of ore treated in

its oil flotation plant 48,474.8705' Tons.

2. Of the amount of concentrates

recovered in its oil flotation

plant 10,830.4620 "

3. Of the analysis and a^say re-

turns of heads in its'^otation

plant 12.9759% Zn.

.6248% Pb.

.1553% Cu.

1.4105% Fe.

1.4237% Mn.

73.0231% Insol.

5.1841 Oz. Ag.

.0089 Oz. Au.

4. Of the analysis and assay re-

turns of concentrates recovered

in its oil flotation ^f^r^/^. 54.579% Zn.

3.125% Pb.

.586% Cu.

2.283% Fe.

.260% Mn.

8.320% Insol.

22.154 Oz. Ag.

.0361 Oz. Au.
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5'. Of the cost of flotation per ton of concen-

trates recovered in its oil flotation plant $ 3.2105

6. Of the value per ton of concentrates re-

covered in its oil flotation plant $49.44

I

The figures set forth under the foregoing six para-

graphs are, as noted, approximate estimates, for tha

reason that at the date of the filing of this statement

no exact information has been acquired by the Butte

and Superior Mining Company (formerly Butte and

Superior Copper Company, Limited), so that accurate

figures can be given.

7. As to the analysis and assay re-

turns of tails from the oil flo-

tation plant the following fig-

ures are accurate and not esti-

mates 1.0766% Zn.

.0800% Pb.

.0400% Cu.

.7500% Fe.

1.7000%, Mn.

88.5500% Insol.

.7300 Oz. Ag.

.0025 Oz. Au.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
DISTRICT OF MONTANA—ss.

CHAS. ROCKING, being first duly sworn on oath,

deposes and says:

That he is the cashier of the Butte and Superior

Mining Company (formerly Butte and Superior Cop-

per Company, Limited) and makes this affidavit for

and on its behalf; that he has read the foregoing state-

ment and knows the contents thereof ; that such approxi-

mate estimates in said report are set forth under para-

graphs 1 to 6 inclusive; that as to the analysis and

assay returns of this from the oil flotation plant under

paragraph 7 of said statement the same is not an ap-

proximate estimate, but that the percentages and

weights contained in the answer thereto are accurate,

to the best of his knowledge, information and belief.

CHAS. BOOKING.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 20th day of

July, 1916.

A. C. KREMER,
Notary Public for the State of Montana, residing .'.\t

Butte, Montana.

Aly commission expires Sept. 5th, 1916.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deput>^
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED
STATES, FOR THE DISTRICT OF

MONTANA.

MINERALS SEPARATION,
LIMITED,

Plaintiff,

vs.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR
' MINING COMPANY,

formerly BUTTE & SU-

PERIOR COPPER COM-
PANY, LIMITED,

Defendant.

NO. 8

IN EOUITY.

STATEMENT OF BUTTE AND SUPERIOR MIN-

ING COMPANY (FORMERLY BUTTE AND
SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY, LIMITED)

FOR THE MONTH OF JULY, 1916, FILED

PURSUANT TO ORDER OF COURT EN-

TERED IN THE ABOVE ENTITLED CAUSE
ON NOVEMBER 15TH, 1913.

Comes now Butte and Superior Mining Company

(formerly Butte and Superior Copper Company, Lim-

ited), and in compliance with the order of Court en-

tered in the above entitled cause on the 15th day of
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November, 1913, files the following statement show-

ing an approximate estimate for the month of July,

1916:

1. Of the amount of ore treated in

its oil flotation plant 45,874.287 Tons.

2. Of the amount of concentrates re-

covered in its oil flotation plant 8,68S.416 "

3. Of the analysis and assay returns

of heads in its^flotation plant.. 11.4907% Zn.

.8030% Pb.

.1427% Cu.

1.6479% Fe.

1.8797% Mn.

73.6796% Insol.

4.6771 Oz. Ag.

.0082 Oz. Au.

4. Of the analysis and assay returns

of concentrates recovered in its

oil flotation 54.000% Zn.

3.168% Pb.

.611% Cu.

2.180%, Fe.

.329% Mn.

8.706% Insol.

23.161 Oz.Ag.

.030 Oz. Au.

5. Of the cost of flotation per ton of concen-

trates recovered in its oil flotation

plant $ 3.64
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6. Of the value per ton of concentrates re-

covered in its oil flotation plant $48.83

The figures set forth under the foregoing six para-

graphs are, as noted, approximate^^ estimates, for the

season that at the date of the filing of this statement

no exact information has been acquired by the Butte

and Superior Mining Company, so that accurate figures

can be given.

7. As to the analysis and assay re-

turns of tails from the oil flota-

tion plant the following figures

are accurate and not estimates 1.0760% Zn.

.0600% Pb.

.0300% Cu.

.7600% Fe.

2.0000% Mn.

89.8400% Insol.

.7400 Oz. Ag.

.00208 Oz. Au.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
DISTRICT OF MONTANA—ss.

CHAS. BOCKING, being first duly sworn on oath,

deposes and says

:

That he is the cashier of the Butte and Superior

Mining Company (formerly Butte and Superior Cop-

per Company, Limited), and makes this affidavit for

and on its behalf; that he has read the foregoing state-

ment and knows the contents thereof ; that such approxi-

mate estimates in said report are set forth under para-

graphs 1 to 6 inclusive; that as to the analysis and

assay returns of this from the oil flotation plant under

paragraph 7 of said statement the same is not an ap-

proximate estimate, but that the percentages and

weights contained in the answer thereto are accurate,

to the best of his knowledge, information and belief.

CHAS. BOCKING.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this day

of August, 1916.

Notary Public for tlie State of Montana, residing at

Butte, Montana.

My commission expires

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED
STATES, FOR THE DISTRICT OF

MONTANA.

MINERALS SEPARATION,
LIMITED

Plaintiff,

vs.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR
MINING COMPANY,
formerly BUTTE & SU-

PERIOR COPPER COM-
PANY, LIMITED,

Defendant.

NO. 8

IN EQUITY.

STATEMENT OF BUTTE AND SUPERIOR MIN-

ING COMPANY (FORMERLY BUTTE AND
SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY, LIMITED)

FOR THE MONTH OF AUGUST, 1916, FILED
PURSUANT TO ORDER OF COURT EN-

TERED IN THE ABOVE ENTITLED CAUSE
ON NOVEMBER 15TH, 1913.

Comes now Butte and Superior Mining Company

(formerly Butte and Superior Copper Company, Lim-

ited) and in compliance with the order of Court en-

tered in the above entitled cause on the 15th day of
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November, 1913, files the following statement, show-

ing an approximate estimate for the month of August.

1916:

1. Of the amount of ore treated in

its oil flotation plant 31,733.120 Tons.

2. Of the amount of concentrates

recovered in its oil flotation

plant 7,502.243 "

3. Of the analysis ^nd assay returns

of heads in itS/dotation plant.... 13.4892% Zn.

.7759% Pb.

.1603% Cu.

1.7436% Fe.

1.8357% Mn.

70.3365% Insol.

6.2148 Oz. Ag.

.0089 Oz. Au.

4. Of the analysis and assay returns

of concentrates recovered in its

oil flotation JUU^a^ 54.290% Zn.

2.912% Pb.

.575% Cu.

2.322%, Fe.

.310% Mn.

8.862% Insol.

23.117 Oz. Ag.

.040 Oz. Au.

5. Of the cost of flotation per ton of concen-

trates recovered in its oil flotation plant $ 4.8860
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6. Of the value per ton of concentrates re-

covered in its oil flotation plant 49.4500

The figures set forth under the foregoing six para-

graphs are, as noted, approximate estimates, for the

reason that at the date of the filing of this statement

no exact information has been acquired by the Butte

and Superior Mining Company, so that accurate figures

can be given.

7. As to the analysis and assay re-

turns of tails from the oil flo-

tation plant the following fig-

ures are accurate, and not esti-

mates 1.0000% Zn.

.0600% Pb.

.0200% Cu.

.5600% Fe.

1.8500% Mn.

90.5900% Insol.

.8300 Oz. Ag.

.0013 Oz. Au.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
DISTRICT OF MONTANA—ss.

J. L. BRUCE, being first duly sworn on oath, de-

poses and says:

That he is the Manager of the Butte and Superior

Mining Company (forrtierly Butte and Superior Cop-

per Company, Limited), and makes this affidavit for

and on its behalf; that he has read the foregoing state-

ment and knows the contents thereof ; that such approxi-

mate estimates in said report are set forth under para-

graphs 1 to 6 inclusive; that as to the analysis and

assay returns of this from the oil flotation plant under

paragraph 7 of said statement the same is not an ap-

proximate estimate, but that the percentages and

weights contained in the answ^er thereto are accurate,

to the best of his knowledge, information and belief.

J. L. BRUCE.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this day

of September, 1916.

LOUIS P. SANDERS,
Notary Public for the State of Montana, residing at

Butte, Montana.

My commission expires July 14th, 1918.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By II. IT. WALKER, Deputy.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED
STATES, FOR THE DISTRICT OF

MONTANA.

MINERALS SEPARATION,
LIMITED,

Plaintiff

ire
V o.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR MIN-

ING COMPANY, Formerly

BUTTE & SUPERIOR
COPPER COMPANY,
LIMITED,

Defendant.

No. 8

IN EQUITY

STATEMENT OF BUTTE AND SUPERIOR
MINING COMPANY (FORMERLY BUTTE
AND SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY, LIMIT-

ED) FOR THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER, 1916,

FILED PURSUANT TO ORDER OF COURT
ENTERED IN THE ABOVE ENTITLED
CAUSE ON NOVEMBER 15th, 1913.

Comes now Butte and Superior Mining Company

(formerly Butte and Superior Copper Company,

Limited) and in compliance with the order of Court

entered in the above entitled cause on the l5th day

of November, 1913, files the following statement, show-
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ing an approximate estimate for the month of Sep-

tember, 1916.

1. Of the amount of ore treated in

its oil flotation plant 488097815 Tons

2. Of the amount of concentrates

recovered in its oil flotation

plant 12694.2915 "

3. Of the analysis aqd assay returns

of heads in its^otation plant.. 14.8415% Zn.

.9494% Pb.

.1534% Cu.

2.5475% Fe.

1.7308% Mn.

66.8589% Insol.

6.1882 Oz. Ag.

.0058 Oz. Au.

4. Of the analysis and assay re-

turns of concentrates recov-

ered in its oil flotationWauV. 53.659 % Zn.

3.167 % Pb.

.509 7o Cu.

3.010 % Fe.

.303 % Mn.

8.672 % Insol.

21.720 Oz. Ag.

.0322 " Au.

5. Of the cost of flotation per ton of concen-

trates recovered in its oil flotation plant..$3.1725

6. Of the value per ton of concentrates re-

covered in its oil flotation plant $48.69
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The figures set forth under the foregoing six para-

graphs are, as noted, approximate estimates, for the

reason that at the date of the fihng of this statement

no exact information has been acquired by the Butte

and Superior Mining Company, so that accurate fig-

ures can be given.

7. As to the analysis and assay re-

turns of tails from the oil flo-

tation plant, the following fig-

ures are accurate, and not esti-

mates 1.0900% Zn.

.0600% Pb.

.0800% Cu.

.80007o Fe.

2.000070 Mn.

88.4000% Insol.

.7900 Oz. Ag.

.0020 Oz. An.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
DISTRICT OF MONTANA—ss:

CHAS. BOOKING, being first duly sworn on oath,

deposes and says

:

That he is the Cashier of the Butte and Superior

Mining Company, and makes this affidavit for and on

its behalf; that he has read the foregoing statement

and knov,^s the contents therof: that the approximate

estimates therein set forth are true to the best of his

knowledge, information and belief: that such approxi-

mate estimates in said report are set forth under

paragraphs 1 to 6, inclusive: that as to the analysis

and assay returns of this from the oil flotation plant

under paragraph 7 of said statement, the same is not

an approximate estimate, but that the percentages and

weights contained in the answer thereto are accurate,

to the best of his knowledge, information and belief.

CHAS. BOOKING.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this

20th day of October, 1916.

ALF C. KREMER,
Notary Public for the State of Mon-

tana, residing at Butte, Montana.

My commission expires October 2nd,

1919.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED
STATES, FOR THE DISTRICT OF

MONTANA.

MINERALS SEPARATION,
LIMITED,

Plaintiff,

vs.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR MIN-

ING COMPANY, Formerly

BUTTE & SUPERIOR
COPPER COMPANY, LIM-

ITED,

Defendant.

No. 8

IN EQUITY.

STATEMENT OF BUTTE AND SUPERIOR
MINING COMPANY (FORMERLY BUTTE
AND SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY, LIMIT-

ED) FOR THE MONTH OF OCTOBER, 1916,

FILED PURSUANT TO ORDER OF COURT
ENTERED IN THE ABOVE ENTITLED
CAUSE ON NOVEMBER 15th, 1913.

Comes now Butte and Superior Mining Company

(formerly Butte and Superior Copper Company,

Limited) and in compliance with the order of court

entered in the above entitled cause on the 15th day
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of November, 1913, files the following statement,

showing an approximate estimate for the month of

October, 1916.

1. Of the amount of ore treated in

its oil flotation plant 53541.866 Tons

2. Of the amount of concentrates

recovered in its oil flotation plant..14191.495 Tons

3. Of the analysis and assay returns

of heads in its flotation

plant 15.1280%) Zn.

1.1496% Pb.

.1969% Cu.

2.3807% Fe.

1.7144% Mn.

66.76827o Insol.

6.0501 Oz. Ag.

.0062 Oz. Au.

4. Of the analysis and assay returns

of concentrates recovered in its

oil flotation 53.414% Zn.

3.830% Pb.

.545% Cu.

2.587% Fe.

.280% Mn.

8.731% Insol.

21.595 Oz. Ag.

.033 Oz. Au.

Oi the cost of flotation per ton

of concentrates recovered in

its oil flotation plant $ 2.8268
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6. Of the value per ton of concen-

trates recovered in its oil flo-

tation plant $ 56.89

The figures set forth under the foregoing six para-

graphs are, as noted, approximate estimates, for the

reason that at the date of the filing of this statement

no exact information has been acquired by the Butte

and Superior Mining Company, so that accurate fig-

ures can be given,

7. As to the analysis and assay

returns of tails from the oil

flotation plant, the following

figures are accurate, and not

estimates 1.3140% Zn.

.0800% Pb.

.0;^00% Cu.

.6000% Fe.

1.8500% Mn.

90.24007o Insol

.7800 Oz.Ag.

.0013 Oz.Au.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
DISTRICT OF MONTANA—ss:

CHAS. BOOKING, being first duly sworn on oath,

deposes and says:

That he is the Cashier of the Butte and Superior

Mining Company, and makes this affidavit for and on

its behalf; that he has read the foregoing statement

and knows the contents thereof; that the approximate

estimates therein set forth are true to the best of his

knowledge, information and belief; that such approxi-

mate estimates in said report are set forth under para-

graphs 1 to 6, inclusive; that as to the analysis and

assay returns of this form the oil flotation plant under

paragraph 7 of said statement, the same is not an ap-

proximate estimate, but that the percentages and

weights contained in the answer thereto are accurate,

to the best of his knowledge, information and belief.

CHAS. BOOKING.

Subscribed and sworn to before me

this 20th day of November, 1916.

ALF C. KREMER,
Notary Public for the State of Mon-

tana, residing at Butte, Montana.

My commission expires October 2nd,

1919.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED
STATES, FOR THE DISTRICT OF

MONTANA.

/[INERALS SEPARATION,
LIMITED,

Plaintiff,

vs.

?UTTE & SUPERIOR MIN-

ING COMPANY, Formerly

BUTTE & SUPERIOR
COPPER COMPANY, LIM-

ITED,

Defendant.

No. 8

IN EQUITY.

STATEMENT OF BUTTE AND SUPERIOR MIN-

ING COMPANY (FORMERLY BUTTE AND
SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY, LIMITED)

FOR THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER, 1916,

FILED PURSUANT TO ORDER OF COURT
ENTERED IN THE ABOVE ENTITLED
CAUSE ON NOVEMBER 15th, 1913.

Comes now Butte and Superior Mining Company

formerly Butte and Superior Copper Company, Lim-

ted) and in compliance with the order of Court entered

n the above entitled cause on the 15th day of Novem-
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ber, 1913, files the following statement, showing an

approximate estimate for the month of November, 1916.

1. Of the amomit of ore treated in

its oil flotation plant 50494.8475 Tons.

2. Of the amount of concentrates

recovered in its oil flotation

plant 11398.124 Tons.'

3. Of the analysis and assay returns

of heads in its oil flotation

plant 13.00087o Zn.

.7664% Pb.

.1450% Cu.

1.6273% Fe.

1.5276% Mn.

71.5711^0 Insol.

5.2188 Oz. Ag.

.00949 Oz. Au.

4. Of the analysis and assay returns

of concentrates recovered in

its oil flotation 53.524% Zn.

3.544% Pb.

.491% Cu.

2.487% Fe.

.307% Mn.

8.730% Insol.

21.749 Oz. Ag.

.0313 Oz. Au.

5. Of the cost of flotation per ton

of concentrates recovered in

its oil flotation plant $ 3.5814
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Of the value per ton of concen-

trates recovered in its oil flo-

tation plant $ 55.3200

• The figures set forth under the foregoing six para-

raphs are, as noted, approximate estimates; for the

iason that at the date of the filing of this statement

3 exact information has been acquired by the Butte

id Superior Mining Company, so that accurate figures

m be !?iven.

A_s to the analysis and assay

returns of tails from the oil

flotation plant, the following

fio-ures are accurate, and not

estimates 941% Zn.

.050% Pb.

.020% Cu.

.660% Fe.

1.850% Mn.

91.030%, Insol.

.720 Oz. Ag.

.001254 Oz. Au.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
DISTRICT OF MONTANA—ss:

CHAS. BOCKING, being first duly sworn on oath

deposes and says:

That he is the Cashier of the Butte and Superior

Mining Company, and makes this affidavit for and on

its behalf; that he has read the foregoing statement

and knows the contents thereof; that the approximate

estimates therein set forth are true to the best of his

knowledge, information and belief; that such approxi^

mate estimates in said report are set forth umk^r para-

graphs 1 to 6, inclusive; that as to the analysis and

assay returns of this from the oil flotation plant under

paragraph 7 of said statement, the same is not an ap-

proximate estimate, but that the percentages and

weights contained in the answer thereto are accurate;

to the best of his knowledge, information and belief.

CHAS. BOCKING.

Subscribed and sworn to before me

this 20th day of January, 1917.

C. K. TUOHY,
Notary Public for the State of Mon-

tana, residing at Butte, Montana.

My commission expires July 7th,

1918.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED
STATES, FOR THE DISTRICT OF

MONTANA.

MINERALS SEPARATION,
LIMITED,

Plaintiff,

vs.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR MIN-

ING COMPANY, Formerly

BUTTE & SUPERIOR
COPPER COMPANY, LIM-

ITED,

Defendant.

No. 8

IN EQUITY.

STATEMENT OF BUTTE AND SUPERIOR MIN-

ING COMPANY (FORMERLY BUTTE AND
SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY, LIMITED)

FOR THE MONTH OF DECEMBER, 1916,

FILED PURSUANT TO ORDER OF COURT
ENTERED IN THE ABOVE ENTITLED
CAUSE ON NOVEMBER 15th, 1913.

Comes now Butte and Superior Mining Company

(formerly Butte and Superior Copper Company, Lim-

ited) and in compliance with the order of Court entered

in the above entitled cause on the 15th day of Novem-
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ber, 1913, files the following statement, showing an

approximate estimate for the month of December, 1916.

1. Of the amount of ore treated in

its oil flotation plant 52886.3455 Tons

2. Of the amount of concentrates

recovered in its oil flotation

plant 11234.729 Tons

3. Of the analysis and assay re-

turns of heads in its flota-

tion plant 12.1680% Zn.

.7428% Pb.

.16307o Cu.

1.7395% Fe.

1.4729% Mn.

71.0963% Insol.

5.2329 Oz. Ag.

.0079 Oz. Au.

4. Of the analysis and assay re-

turns of concentrates recov-

ered in its oil^ flotation 52.779% Zn.

3.241 7oPb.

.515% Cu.

2.29l7oFe.

.280%, Mn.

11.065% Insol.

21.093 Oz. Ag.

.027 Oz. Au.
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Of the cost of flotation per ton

of concentrates recovered in its

oil flotation plant $ 4.3060

Of the value per ton of concen-

trates recovered in its oil flo-

tation plant $ 57.01

The figures set forth under the foregoing six para-

graphs are, as noted, approximate estimates; for the

reason that at the date of the filing of this statement

no exact information has been acquired by the Butte

and Superior Mining Company, so that accurate fig-

ures can be given.

7. As to the analysis and assay re-

turns of tails from the oil flo-

tation plant, the following fig-

ures are accurate, and not esti-

mates 1.1247o Zn.

.070% Pb.

.0307o Cu.

.760% Fe.

1.700% Mn.

90.180% Insol.

.880 Oz. Ag.

.008 Oz. Au.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
DISTRICT OF MONTANA,—ss

:

CHAS. BOOKING, being first duly sworn on oath,

deposes and says

:

That he is the Cashier of the Butte and Superior

Mining Company, and makes this affidavit for and on

its behalf; that he has read the foregoing statement

and knows the contents thereof; that the approximate

estimates therein set forth are true to the best of his

knowledge, information and belief; that such approxi-

mate estimates in said report are set forth under para-

graphs 1 to 6, inclusive; that as to the analysis and

assay returns of this from the oil flotation plant under

paragraph 7 of said statement, the same is not an ap-

proximate estimate, but that the percentages and

weights contained in the answer thereto are accurate,

to the best of his knowledge, information and belief.

CHAS. BOOKING.

Subscribed and sworn to before me

this 20th day of January, 1917.

C. K. TUOHY,
Notary Public for the State of Mon-

tana, residing at Butte, Montana.

My commission expires July 7th,

1918.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED
STATES, FOR THE DISTRICT OF

MONTANA.

MINERALS SEPARATION,
LIMITED,

Plaintiff,

vs.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR MIN-

ING COMPANY, Formerly

BUTTE & SUPERIOR
COPPER COMPANY, LIM-

ITED,

Defendant.

IN EQUITY.

No. 8

STATEMENT OF BUTTE AND SUPERIOR MIN-

ING COMPANY (FORMERLY BUTTE AND
SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY, LIMITED)
FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY, 1917,

FILED PURSUANT TO ORDER OF COURT
ENTERED IN THE ABOVE ENTITLED
CAUSE ON NOVEMBER 15th, 1913.

Comes now Butte and Superior Mining Company

and in compliance with the order of Court entered
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in the above entitled cause on the 15th clay of Novem-

ber. 1913, files the following statement, showing an

approximate estimate for the month of January, 1917.

1. Of the amount of ore treated

in its oil flotation plant 46048.870 Tons

2. Of the amount of concentrates

recovered in its oil flotation

plant 10100.4635 Tons

3. Of the analysis and assay re-

turns of heads in its flotation

plant 12.9230% Zn.

1.0180% Pb.

.1780% Cu.

1.9858%) Fe.

1.4932% Mn.

71.8252 7o Insol.

5.6810 Oz. Ag.

.00855 Oz. Au.

4. Of the analysis and assay re-

turns of concentrates recov-

ered in its oil flotation 48.820% Zn.

3.904%, Pb.

.477% Cu.

2.623% Fe.

.343% Mn.

14.200% Insol.

19.092 Oz. Ag.

.032 Oz. Au.
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5. Of the cost of flotation per ton

of concentrates recovered in

its oil flotation $ 6.2790

6. Of the value per ton of con-

centrates recovered in its oil

flotation plant $ 54.5000

The figures set forth under the foregoing six para-

graphs are, as noted, approximate estimates, for the

reason that at the date of the filing of this statement

no exact information has been acquired by the Butte

and Superior Mining Compan}^, so that accurate fig-

ures can be given.

7. As to the analysis and assay

returns of tails from the oil

flotation plant, the following

figures are accurate, and not

estimates 2.6120%Zn.

.0600% Pb.

.0400% Cu.

.6400%) Fe.

1.6000% Mn.

88.4000%, Insol.

1.1200 Oz. Ag.

.0013 Oz. Au.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
DISTRICT OF MONTANA—ss:

CHAS. BOOKING, being first duly sworn on oath,

deposes and says

:

That he is the Cashier of the Butte and Superior

Mining Company, and makes this affidavit for and on

its behalf; that he has read the foregoing statement

and knows the contents thereof; that the approximate

estimates therein set forth are true to the best of his

knowledge, information and belief; that such approxi-

mate estimates in said report are set forth under para-

graphs 1 to 6, inclusive; that as to the analysis and

assay returns of this from the oil flotation plant under

paragraph 7 of said statement, the same is not an ap-

proximate estimate, but that the percentages and

weights contained in the answer thereto are accurate,

to the best of his knowledge, information and belief.

CHAS. BOOKING.

Subscribed and sworn to before me

this 20th day of February, 1917.

0. K. TUOHY,
Notary Public for the State of Mon-

tana, residing at Butte, Montana.

My commission expires July 7th,

1918.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED
STATES, FOR THE DISTRICT OF

MONTANA.

VIINERALS SEPARATION,
LIMITED,

Plaintiff,

vs.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR MIN- No. 8

ING COMPANY, Formerly IN EQUITY.
BUTTE & SUPERIOR
COPPER COMPANY, LIM-

ITED,
,

Defendant.

STATEMENT OF BUTTE AND SUPERIOR MIN-

ING COMPANY (FORMERLY BUTTE AND
SUPERIOR COPPER COMPANY, LIMITED)
FOR THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY, 1917,

FILED PURSUANT TO ORDER OF COURT
ENTERED IN THE ABOVE ENTITLED
CAUSE ON NOVEMBER 15th, 1913.

Comes now Butte and Superior Mining Company

and in compliance with the order of Court entered
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in the above entitled cause on the 15th day of Novem-

ber, 1913, files the following statement, showing an

approximate estimate for the month of February, 1917

1. Of the amount of ore treated

in its oil flotation plant 43216.8605 Tons

2. Of the amount of concentrates

recovered in its oil flotation

plant 9980.6145 Tons

3. Of the analysis and assay re-

turns of heads in its oil flo-

tation plant 12.9875% Zn.

.9091% Pb.

.1699% Cu.

1.9109% Fe.

1.2430% Mn.

71.6749% Insol.

5.2422 Oz. Ag
.0097 Oz. Au.

4. Of the analysis and assay re-

turns of concentrates recov-

ered in its oil flotation 45.6390% Zn.

3.6760% Pb.

.5060% Cu.

2.7280% Fe.

.5680% Mn.

19.1930% Insol.

17.4720 Oz. Ag.

.0275 Oz. Au.
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5. Of the cost of flotation per ton

of concentrates recovered in

its oil flotation plant $ 5.5544

6. Of the value per ton of concen-

trates recovered in its oil flo-

tation plant $ 50.084

The figures set forth under the foregoing six para-

graphs are, as noted, approximate estimates; for the

reason that at the date of the filing of this statement

no exact information has been acquired by the Butte

and Superior Mining Company, so that accurate fig-

ures can be given.

As to the analysis and assay

returns of tails from the oil

flotation plant, the following

figures are accurate, and not

estimates 1.95607© ^n

.0800% Pb.

.03807o Cu.

.6200% Fe.

1.5000% Mn.

90.000070 Insol.

.8500 Oz. Ag.

.0018 Oz. Au.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
DISTRICT OF MONTANA—ss

:

CHAS. BOCKING, being first duly sworn on oath,

deposes and says:

That he is the Cashier of the Butte and Superior

Mining Company, and makes this affidavit for and on

its behalf; that he has read the foregoing statement

and knows the contents thereof; that the approximate

estimates therein set forth are true to the best of his

knowledge, information and belief; that such approxi-

mate estimates in said report are set forth under para-

graphs 1 to 6, inclusive; that as to the analysis and

assay returns of this from the oil flotation plant under

paragraph 7 of said statement, the same is not an ap-

proximate estimate, but that the percentages and

weights contained in the answer thereto are accurate,

to the best of his knowledge, information and' belief.

CHAS. BOCKING.

Subscribed "and sworn to before me

this 20th day of March, 1917.

C. K. TUOHY,
Notary Public for the State of Mon-

tana, residing at Butte, Montana.

My commission expires July 7th,

1918.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED
STATES, FOR THE DISTRICT OF

MONTANA.

INERALS SEPARATION,
LIMITED,

Plaintiff

vs.

UTTE & SUPERIOR MIN-

ING COMPANY, Formerly

BUTTE & SUPERIOR
COPPER COMPANY, LIM-

ITED,

Defendant.

No. 8

IN EOUITY.

TATEMENT OF BUTTE AND SUPERIOR MIN-
ING COMPANY FOR THE MONTH OF
MARCH, 1917, FILED PURSUANT TO OR-
DER OF COURT ENTERED IN THE ABOVE
ENTITLED CAUSE ON NOVEMBER 15th, 1913.

Comes now Butte and Superior Mining Company
formerly Butte and Superior Copper Company, Lim-

ed) and in compliance with the order of Court entered

1 the above entitled cause on the 15th day of Novem-
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ber, 1913, files the following statement, showing an

approximate estimate for the month of Alarch, 1917'

1. Of the amomit of ore treated in

its oil flotation plant 47202.599 Tons

2. Of the amomit of concentrates

recovered in its oil flotation

plant 10642.6505 Tons

3. Of the analysis and assay re-

turns of heads in its oil flota-

tion plant 12.4893% Zn.

.8578% Pb.

. 1598^0 Cu.

1.8901% Fe.

1.4681% Mn.

73.0481% Insol.

4.8032 Oz. Ag.

.00584 Oz. Au.

4. Of the analysis and assay re-

turns of concentrates recov-

ered in its oil flotation 47.207% Zn.

3.700% Pb.

.4897o Cu.

3.00070 Fe.

.400% Mn.

16.500% Insol.

18.240 Oz. Ag.

.0267 Oz. All.
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Of the cost of flotation per ton of con-

centrates recovered in itsllbtation plant..$ 6.0242

Of the value per ton of concentrates re-

covered in its oil flotation plant $43.81

The figures set forth under the foregoing six para-

aphs are, as noted, approximate estimates; for the

ason that at the date of the filing of this statement

) exact information has been acquired by the Butte

id Superior Mining Company, so that accurate fig-

es can be given.

As to the analysis and assay re-

turns of tails from the oil flo-

tation plant, the following fig-

ures are accurate, and not

estimates 1.997% Zn.

.115% Pb.

.040% Cu.

.800% Fe.

l.6S0% Mn.

89.600% Insol.

.840 Oz. Ag.

.0012. Oz. Au.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
DISTRICT OF MONTANA—ss:

CHAS. BOOKING, being first duly sworn on oath,

deposes and says:

That he is the Assistant Manager of the Butte and

Superior Mining Company, and makes this affidavit for

and on behalf of said company: That the Butte and

Superior Mining Company is the defendant in the fore-

going action ; That he has read the foregoing statement

and knows the contents thereof; that the approximate

estimates therein set forth are true to the best of his

knowledge, information and belief; that such approxi-

mate estimates in said report are set forth under para-

graphs 1 to 6, inclusive; that as to the analysis and

assay returns of this from the oil flotation plant under

paragraph 7 of said statement, the same is not an ap-

proximate estimate, but that the percentages and

weights contained in the answer thereto are accurate,

to the best of his knowledge, information and belief.

CHAS. BOOKING.

Subscribed and sworn to before me

this 20th day of April, 1917.

C. K. TUOHY,
Notary Public for the State of Mon-

tana, residing at Butte, Montana.

My commission expires July 7th,

1918.

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. PI. WALKER, Deputv.
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44.30

48.95

36.90

2.838
3.183

2.382

2.612

1.956

1.997

63,418
55,438
64,116

1.3772

1.2828
1.3583

6.2790
5.5544
6.0242

15,745 2948.82 43.22 2.789 2.192 182,972 1.3408 5.9553

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. \V.

By H. H.

SPRGULE. Clerk.

WALKER, Deputy.
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Plaintiff |

MINERALS SEPARATION, LIMITED, !

FLOTAx

Calculated from the Sworn Statements of the Manap

Comparisons made between the results of operation with excess oil with tl

the headings to flotation were of as nearly equal Zinc assay as possible. Only t'

has been calculated in all cases on ihe same terms and market price for spelt

PERIOD. Headin g to Flotation
||

m
(—

41

RcOo
>>c «^01

o " i^

h <:t!? N

Concentrates

US

1

'-.-v
JlD

OS
u a> HI
OJ *J

tfS
<M

.u 4h

c -"a
N .

^£ o>.
E-PQ

?16—January 49428

?17—March _ 47203

Differences

12.496 6176.52 10535 54.593 5751.37 93.117 38893

12.489 5895.18 10643 47.207 5024.24 85.228 36560 i\

.007 7.386 7.889

916—June _....48475 12.976 6290.12 10830 54.579 5910.91 93.972 37645 3

917—February 43217 12.988 5613.02 9981 45.639 4555.23 81.155 33236 10

Differences .012 8.940 12.817

916—November 50495 13.001 6564.85 11398 53.524 6100.67 92.929 39097 4 IJ

917—January 46049 12.923 5950.91 10100 48.820 4930.82 82.858 33236 10 X

Differences .078 4.704 10.071

The figures indicate that the modification of the operating with excess oil n

to the flotation plant, and that it would be necessary to provide some more equije

low oil. The silver loss is also somewhat greater. With the market price of S)

FORMULA ADOPTED FOR PURPOSE OF COMPARISON.

APPENDIX "A"—
Conditions of Sale of Zinc Concentrates Taken for the Sake of Making Ccfl

parison of the Financial Results of the Period of Working with Excess Oil WM

Those of 1916:

Assume Market Quotation for Spelter at East St. Louis $9.50 per 100

(Being below the average for the period in question.)

For One Ton of Concentrate of 45% Zinc $21

(Being the usual contract price.)

For each one dollar of the market quotation above five dollars ($5.00)

add six dollars ($6.00) per ton of concentrate.

For each unit of zinc in the concentrate above forty-five per cent (45%)
add ninety cents (90c) per ton of concentrate.

Allowance for freight, loading, and moisture, per dry ton of concentrate $'
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). 273.

ND SUPERIOR MINING COMPANY
1 .TS.

1 Superior Company to the Federal Court in Butte.

A'

1

1 small quantities. For this purpose periods have been chosen in which
lias been taken into account. The sales value of the Zinc Concentrates
Figures for oil and acid taken from Defendant's Exhibit No. 158.

J
Oils Acid Costs Sales value of concen-

trates on equal terms
as shown on Appendix A

(Zinc only)

Profit

' % Zinc.

1-1

o

C bfl

1-1

o

o c

m

o

n
o
a

o
Eh

o

c to

>

5

c

1H

o c
o o

^ c
O O
PL, U

3
o

03

o c

o

O O

y

5

about about
1.2008 1.7 5.00

about about
1.997 22.0 . 10.00

$ $
0.652 3.0583

1.3583 6.0242

$
32219

64116

s $ $
10J6 48.63 512317

9.47 41.99 446900

$
9.71

8.11

$
45.57

35.97

J, 0.706 2.9659 31897 .89 6.64 65417 1.60 9.64

}

about about
1.0766 1.7 5.00

about about
1.956 20.2 10.00

0.7170 3.2105

1.2828 5.5544

34770

55438

10.86 48.62 526555

9.37 40.58 405029

10.14

8.09

45.41

35.03

0.5658 2.3439 20668 1.49 8.04 121526 2.05 10.38

5

about about
0.941 1,5 5.0

about about
2.612 20.0 10.0

0.8084 3.5814

1.3772 6.2790.

40821

63418

10.76 47.67 543343

9.53 43.44 438744

9.96

8.15

44.09

37.16

) 0.5688 2.6976 22597 1.23 4.23 104599 1.81 6.93

s

2ase of profit from the Zir

capacity of the plant to w
le decrease of profit on oi

ic alone of about
lat it was with t

le year's tonnage

$1.75 F

le old
of 580

)er ton of ore delivered
operating method with
300 would be $1,015,000.

3

(

E.—January 1916.

VALUE OF ONE DI

for 45% grade

lY TON OF CONCEN'IRATE.
$21.00

c increase of grades: Gra(
Basis

le 54.59
45.00

Increa
ncrease in market price:

se 9.59 @ $0.90 8.63
) VEarket price

Basis
9.50

5.00 .

4.50 @ $ 6 27.00

i t, loading and mo isture...

.

56.63

. 8.00

$48.63

Filed May 18. 191 7. GEO. VV. SPROULE . Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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• Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 274.

Estimate of increased revenue to Butte & Superior Copper Co. had

it followed wet concentration with flotation during period of milling

operations at Basin, Montana, January 1st, 1910, to April 30, 1912:

1910

Dry tons milled at Basin 94,085 Assay value 20.2% Zn
Cone, produced—tons 22,157 Assay value 47.7% Zn

1911

Dry tons milled at Basin .148,542 Assay value 20.3% Zn
Cone, produced—tons 34,464 Assay value 49.1% Zn

1912

Jan. to April, inclusive, Estimated

estimated tons milled 50,000 Assay value 20.0% Zn
Estimated production, 57% recovery,

49% grade concentrate 11,630 tons cone.

Total tons treated at Basin

Jan. 1st, 1910, to Apr. 30, 1912 292,627 tons

Zinc content 59,159 tons

Total tons zinc cone, made at Basin 68,251 tons

Zinc content 33,189 tons

Total recovery at Basin in form of zinc cone 56.1%

Net Smelter Returns

1910—Net value per ton cone $19.67 $ 496,099.49

1911—Net value per ton cone $24.85 875,369.73

1912—Estimated ditto $26.00 302,380.00

$1,673,849.22

Operating costs—same period

1910—Mining & Dev $3.15 per ton $296,367.75

Ore Transp 55 per ton 51,746.75

Milling 1.75 per ton 164,648.75

1911—Mining & Dev $3.06 per ton 454,538.52

Ore Transp 26 per ton 38,620.92

^ Milling 1.62 per ton 240,638.04

191^Estimated:
Mining & Dev $3.06 per ton 153,000.00

Ore Transp 26 per ton 13,000.00

Milling 1.62 per ton 81,000.00 $1,493,560.73

Operating profit at Basin $ 180,288.49
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Total ore treated at Basin 292,627 tons

Zinc cone, produced 68,251 tons

Lead cone, produced 752 69,003 tons

Total tons tailings to discard 223,624 tons

Containing 25,780 tons of zinc

Calculated % of zinc in discarded tailings 11.34% Zn.

Assume that all discarded tailings were re-ground and treated by
flotation at an extra operating cost of 75 cents per ton with results as

follows:

Concentrate 55% Zn 24 Oz Ag .04 Au
Tailings 1.5% Zn
Recovery 89.25%

Zinc concentrate produced by flotation from discarded tailings—41,834

tons, containing 23,008.65 tons of zinc.

Value of 41,834 tons zinc concentrate, assumed to have been produced
from Basin mill discarded tailings

—

55% Zn at average market price 5.67 cents

24 Oz. Ag. average market price 54 cents

.04 Oz. Au. @ $19.00 equals

Value of zinc $37.19

Net value Ag. & Au 3.88

$41.07
Less freight $7.91

Loading at Basin 09

Mesh penalty 50 8.50

Net value per ton $32.57 ^
4L834 tons @ $32.57 $1,3^2,533.38

Less estimated cost of flotation treatment,

223,624 tons @ 75c 167,718.00

Estimated excess operating profit $1,194,815.38

Deduct for cost of construction of 500 ton

flotation plant 90,000.00

Increase in net profit $1,104,815.38

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.



Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 275.
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Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 276.

BOTTLE OF OIL.

( Physical Exhibit

)

Filed May 18. :917. GEO. VV. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.

Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 277.

3 REELS FILMS.

(Physical Exhibit)

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 278.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. W.'\LKER, Deputy.



Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 279.

5447

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 280.

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. \V. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy



Butte & Superior Mining Company. 5449

Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 281.

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 282.

y

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.



Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 283.

5451

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 284.

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO.. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.



Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 285.

>453

iled May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 286.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.



5458 Minerals Separation, Limited, et ai, vs.

Plaintiffs' ExMbit No. 2£8.

(A)

AGREEMENT OF JULY 8, 1913

Between

MINERALS SEPARATION LIMITED

And

MINERALS SEPARATION A^JERICAN SYNDI-

CATE (1913) LIMITED.

129802/33 (Companies' Registration

Registered Office 29 Mar. 1916)

95416f

Aug 1913

AN AGREEMENT made the eighth day of July One

thousand nine hundred and thirteen BETWEEN
MINERALS SEPARATION LIMITED having

its registered office at 62 London Wall in the City

of London (hereinafter called the Company) of the

one part and MINERALS SEPARATION AMERI-
CAN SYNDICATE (1913) LIMITED having its

registered Office at 62 London W^all aforesaid (here-

inafter called the Syndicate) of the other part.

WHEREAS the Syndicate was incorporated on the

twenty-seventh day of June One thousand nine hun-

dred and thirteen under the Companies (Consolida-

tion) Act 1908 with a nominal capital of Two hun-

dred and fifty thousand pounds divided into One

hundred and twenty- five thousand A shares of One



Butte & Superior Mining Company. 5459

Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 288

,1 „,^j r;rt..

., ^; !^f '
^; ^' '^^*'' " ^^"'"^^ " ^"^^^-^ " by Clause 2 of

the Articles of Association of the Syndicate "

INIOVV It IS nereoy agiccu as iuiiowa.--

1. The Company shall sell and the Syndicate shall

purchase.

First—The Letters Patent and rights mentioned in

the Schedule hereto but subject to certain Licenses

granted by the Company the dates of which and the

names of the Licensees mentioned therein are as fol-

lows :

—

(A) Twenty fifth June One thousand nine

hundred and twelve The Cuba Copper Com-
pany.

(B) Nineteenth November One thousand nine

hundred and twelve Britannia Mining and
Smelting Company Limited as modified by
letter dated Seventeenth December One
thousand nine hundred and tvv^elve from the

Company to the said Britannia Mining and
Smelting Company Limited.

(C) Sixteenth January One thousand nine hun-
dred and thirteen The Silverton Mines
Limited and Robert Insinger.

(D) Twenty seventh February One thousand
nine hundred and thirteen. The Ducktown
Sulphur & Copper and L'on Company Lim-
ited.

(E) Tenth April One thousand nine hundred
and thirteen. The Inspiration Consolidated

Copper Company.
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(F) Seventh May One thousand nine hundred
and thirteen. The Elm Orlu Mining Com-
pany.

(G) Seventh May One thousand nine hundred
and thirteen. The Colusa Parrot Mining
and Smelting Company.

(H) Thirteenth May One thousand nine hun-

dred and thirteen William B. McDonald and
Louis S. Nobel.

Secondly: The benefit and rights of the Company of

and under the said licenses and of any other licenses

that may be granted prior to the completion of the

purchase and Thirdly: The exclusive right so far as

the Company can confer the same to apply for and ob-

tain in the Republic of Cuba and the Phillipine Islands

Patents in connection with any of the Inventions com-

prised in the Letters Patent and applications men-

tioned in the Schedule hereto and generally in con-

nection with processes and apparatus for separating

different pulverulent materials by oil selection gas/ous

flotation or other surface Tension phenomena.

2. Part of the consideration for the said sale shall

be the sum of Ninety three thousand seven hundred

and fifty pounds which shall be paid and satisfied by

the allotment to the Company or its nominee or nom-

inees of One hundred and eighty seven thousand five

hundred fully paid B shares of Ten shillings each in

the Capital of the Syndicate.

3. As the residue of the consideration for the said

sale the Syndicate shall indemnify the Company

against all liability and obligations of the Company



P 5461. L. 21, Mter " Company; insert " All disburse-

aents already made by the Company



-ed

ed
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nder or in respect of any of the licenses granted

y them and particulars of which are set out in Clause

, hereof and shall also indemnify the Company against

'11 liability and obligations of the Company under or

1 respect of all costs and charges already or here-

fter to be incurred by the Company in connection

nth applying for and taking out patents in the said

Republic of Cuba and the Syndicate shall further in-

lemnify the Company against the liabilities of the

"ompany under a letter dated second day of March

)ne thousand nine hundred and ten from the Com-

)any to One James M. Hyde and against all sums

vhich the Company may have been ordered and may

)e ordered to pay to the said James M. Hyde in con-

lection with certain litigation pending between the

I^ompany and the said James M. Hyde in the United

States of America and against the costs, charges and

expenses of the Company in connection with the said

litigation and the Syndicate shall at once repay to the

Company on accotmt thereof or in connection there-

with. The Syndicate shall be entitled to receive all

damages and any other profits or benefits which may

be derived from or in connection with the said litiga-

tion. ,

The purchase shall be completed on or before the

tenth day of October One thousand nine hundred and

thirteen at the registered office of the Syndicate when

One himdred and thirty seven thousand five hundred

fully paid B shares of Ten shillings each in the Cap-

ital of the Syndicate part of the said One hundred and
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eighty, seven thousand five hundred fully paid P

shares shall be allotted to the Company or its nominee.^

and the Company and all other necessary parties if

any shall at the expense of the Syndicate, execute and

do all assurances and things for vesting in the Syn-

dicate^ the full benefit of this Agreement as shall be

reasonably required. As to fifty thousand fully paid

B shares of Ten shillings each in the Capital of the

Syndicate the balance of the said One hundred and

eighty seven thousand five hundred B shares the same

shall be allotted to the Company or its nominees at the

rate of Two shares for every one "A" share of One

pound each in the initial capital of the Syndicate part

of the last Twenty five thousand A shares in su

capital which shall be hereafter allotted that is to s

when one of such ''A" shares shall be allotted the

shall be allotted to the Company or its nominees T
of such fully paid "B" shares. No new shares in t

Capital of the Svndicate shall be created or issu

until the vvhole of the shares in the initial capital

the Svndicate shall have been allotted.

5. The Company shall with all convenient speed a:

at cost price communicate to the Syndicate or its a

signs all i4'nprovements, additions and new discoveriej

which it shall make or acquire or be interested

either alone or jointly with others in connection wit'

any of the inventions comprised in the Letters Patent

mentioned in the Schedule hereto and generally in con-

nection with
,
processes and apparatus for separating

pulverulent materials by oil selection, gaseous flotation



fl
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r other surface tension phenomena and shall give to

he Syndicate or its assigns as full information as may

,ie possible as to the exact mode of working and using

'uch improvements, additions and new discoveries but

.ny plans, drawings and models required by the Syn-

licate x)r its assigns in connection therewith shall be

urnished to the Syndicate or its assigns on payment

»f out of pocket expenses and shall from time to time

.t the request and at the expense of the Syndicate or

ts assigns execute and do all such documents and

hings as may be requisite for enabling the Syndicate

)r its assigns to obtain letters patent in the United

states of America and the Dominion of Canada, the

?iepublic of Mexico, the Republic of Cuba and the

?^hilippine Islands for such improvements, additions

md new discoveries.

6. The Syndicate shall with all convenient speed and

It cost price communicate to the Company or its as-

signs all improvements, additions and new discoveries

ivhich it shall make or acquire or be interested in

either alone or jointly v/ith others in connection with

iny of the inventions comprised in the letters patent

md applications mentioned in the Schedule hereto and

^enerally in connection with processes and apparatus

for separating different pulverulent materials by oil

selection gaseous flotation or other surface tension

phenomena and shall give to the Company or its as-

signs as full information as possible as to the exact

mode of working and using such improvements addi-

tions and new discoveries but any plans drav/ings and
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models required by the Company or its assigns in con-

nection therewith shall be furnished to the Company i

or its assigns on payment of out of pocket expenses

and shall from time to time at the request and at the

expense of the Company or its assigns execute and do

all such documents and things as may be requisite for

enabling the Company or its assigns to obtain Letters

Patent elsewhere than in the United States of America

the Dominion of Canada the Republic of Mexico the

Republic of Cuba and the Phillipine Islands for such

improvements additions and new discoveries.

7. The Syndicate shall not dispute the validity of

any of the patents and patent rights for the time being

belonging to the Company nor in any manner support ,

any litigation against the Company. The Company

and the Syndicate shall mutually assist each other as

far as possible (except financially) in all litigation i|

against infringers or alleged infringers of the said

Letters Patent or in respect of Letters Patent which

may from time to time be held by or belong *to either t

of them. The Company and the Syndicate shall also ^

mutually assist each other in negotiating for the ac-

quisition upon the best possible terms of new inven-

tions and discoveries and patents for the same or im-

provements thereof by third parties which it may be

considered desirable either to acquire or control in the

United States of America the Dominion of Canada

the Republic of Mexico the Republic of Cuba or the

Phillipine Islands or any other part of the world.

8. The Syndicate shall pay all the costs charges and
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5465

expenses of and incident to the preparation and exe-

cution of this agreement and of the Syndicate^memo-

randum and Articles of Association and shall also pay

all stamps fees and legal and other expenses incident

to the formation and registration of the Syndicate.

9. The Syndicate shall cause this Agreement to be

duly filed with the Registrar of Companies pursuant

to Section 88 of the Companies (Consolidated) Act

1908 and also in the case of shares allotted to nominees

shall cause a sufficient contract to be filed constitut-

ing the title of such nominees.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Companies parties

hereto have caused their respective common seals to

be hereto affixed the day and year first above writ-

ten.

THE SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO

. Part 1.

1. The benefit of the following Letters Patent

granted in respect of the United States of America.

No. Date Name

777273 13/12/04 Cattermole

763259 21/ 6/04
)}

763260 21/ 6/04
>}

809959 16/ 1/06 E. B. Kirby

838626 18/12/06
))

763749 28/ 6/04 Goyder & Laughton

784999 14/ 3/05
j>
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models required by the Company or its assigns in con-

nection therewith shall be furnished to the Company

or its assigns on payment of out of pocket expenses

and shall from time to time at the request and at the

expense of the Company or its assigns execute and do

all such documents and things as may be requisite for

enabling the Company or its assigns to obtain Letters

Patent elsewhere than in the United States of America

the Dominion of Canada the Republic of Mexico the

Republic of Cuba and the Phillipine Islands for such

improvements additions and new discoveries.

7. The Syndicate shall not dispute the validity of

any of the patents and patent rights for the time being

belonging to the Company nor in any manner support ,

any litigation against the Company. The Company

and the Syndicate shall mutually assist each other as l|

far as possible (except financially) in all litigation i|

against infringers or alleged infringers of the said

Letters Patent or in respect of Letters Patent which

may from time to time be held by or belong *to either

of them. The Company and the Syndicate shall also •.

mutually assist each other in negotiating for the ac-

quisition upon the best possible terms of new inven-

tions and discoveries and patents for the same or im-

provements thereof by third parties which it may be

considered desirable either to acquire or control in the

United States of America the Dominion of Canada

the Republic of Mexico the Republic of Cuba or the

Phillipine Islands or any other part of the world.

8. The Syndicate shall pay all the costs charges and
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expenses of and incident to the preparation and exe-

cution of this agreement and of the Syndicatesmemo-

randum and Articles of Association and shall also pay

all stamps fees and legal and other expenses incident

to the formation and registration of the Syndicate.

9. The Syndicate shall cause this Agreement to be

duly filed with the Registrar of Companies pursuant

to Section 88 of the Companies (Consolidated) Act

1908 and also in the case of shares allotted to nominees

shall cause a sufficient contract to be filed constitut-

ing the title of such nominees.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Companies parties

hereto have caused their respective common seals to

be hereto affixed the day and year first above writ-

ten.

THE SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO

. Part 1.

1. The benefit of the following Letters Patent

granted in respect of the United States of America.

No. Date Name

777273 13/12/04 Cattermole

763259 21/ 6/04
))

763260 21/ 6/04
yy

809959 16/ 1/06 E. B. Kirby

838626 18/12/06
j>

763749 28/ 6/04 Goyder & Laughton

784999 14/ 3/05
)f
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No. Date Name

864597 27/ 8/07 De Bav^
912783 27/ 8/07

5>

776145 29/11/04 C. V. Potter

1045970 3/12/12 Potters. S. O. T. Co.

ser

683005 11/ 3/12 L. Bradford

793808 4/ 7/05 Sulman & Picard

788247 25/ 4/05 Cattermole Sulman &

Picard

77727A 13/12/04
»

879985 25/ 2/08 H. L. Sulman

835120 6/11/06 Sulman, Picard & Ballot

835143 6/11/06 H. L. Sulman

^835479 6/11/06 vSulman, Picard & Ballot »

902018 27/10/08 H. L. Sulman & E. A

(,

Sulman

9f2678 28/ 6/10 Greenway Sulman & Hig-

gins

953746 5/ 4/10 T. J. Hoover

ser

587621 17/10/10 Greenway & Lavers

ser

647239 1/ 9/11 Nutter & Lavers

ser

636245 30/ 6/11 H. H. Greenway

ser

665900 4/12/11 E. H. Nutter

ser

651188 25/ 9/11 Nutter & Hoover
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No. Date Name

5467

ser

712309 30/ 7/12 Chapman & Tucker

ser

722327 1/10/12 J. Hebbard

738586 26/12/12 Chapman & Tucker

ser

732386 19/12/11 A. C. Howard

955012 12/ 5/10 H. L. Sulman

979857 27/12/10 T. J. Hoover

Broadbridge & Howard

ser

768374 17/ 4/13 Greenway & Lowry

ser

766250 8/ 5/13 Chapman

2. The benefit of all extensions and prolongations

of the terms and priviliges granted by any such

Patents as aforesaid.

Part 2.

1. The benefit of the following Letters Patent

granted in respect of the Dominion of Canada viz:

—

No. Date Name

87785 14/ 6/04 Cattermole

87786 14/ 6,/04
})

76621 8/ 7/02 C. V. Potter

121676 2/11/09 Potter S. 0. T. Co.

(T. J. Greenway)

169146 13/ 3/12
>>

87700 7/ 6/04 Sulman & Picard
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No. Date Name

94516 1/ 8/05 Cattermole "Sulman &
Picard

96183 21/11/05 Sulman Picard & Ballot

96182 21/11/05
)j

99743 26/ 6/06
j>

127397 9/ 8/10 Greenway Sulman & Hig-

gins

129819 13/12/10 T. J. Hoover

134271 11/ 7/11 Greenway & Layers

135089 22/ 8/11 Sulman & Picard

137404 19/12/11 Nutter & Lavers

142607 3/ 9/12 H. H. Greenway

ScJ

166434 18/11/11 Nutter & Hoover

147431 22/ 4/13 Chapman & Tucker

ser

176341 17/ 1/13 J. Hebbard

ser

175775 26/12/12 Chapman & Tucker

147432 22/ 4/13 A. C. Howard

94718 15/ 8/05 S. S. & Steele

129820 13/12/10 T. J. Hoover

Broadbridge & Ploward

ser

179523 21/ 5/13 Greenway & Lowrv

2. The benefit of all extensions and prolongations

of the terms and priviliges granted by any such pat-

ents as aforesaid.
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Part 3.

1. The benefit of the following Letters Patent

^i^ranted in respect of the Republic of Mexico.

No. Date Name

3397 15/12/03 Cattermole

4268 12/ 1/05 De Bavay

4267 12/ 1/05
>j

4269 12/ 1/05
j>

3605 24/ 3/04 C. V. Potter

9362 14/ 7/09 Potter S. O. T. Co.

12781 12/ 3/12 Potter S. 0. T. Co.

3276 19/10/03 Sulman & Picard

3642 12/ 4/04 Cattermole Sulman &
Picard

4908 14/ 9/05 Sullman Picard & Ballot

5560 21/ 4/06

4907 14/ 9/05
" f)

5561 21/ 4/06 )> >'

4622 27/ 5/05 S. Steele & Steele

4635 1/ 6/05
j>

5603 26/ 4/06 Sulman Picard & Ballot

5602 26/ 4/06
>>

9422 26/ 7/09 Minerals Separation Ltd.

9592 9/ 9/09
))

11087 19/10/10
»>

11898 20/ 7/11
31

11943 6/ 7/11
)f

12291 31/10/11
)>

12050 11/ 8/11
))
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No. Date Name

12290 31/10/11 Minerals Separation Ltd.

13316 14/ 8/12
>>

13820 8/ 1/13
f)

13749 17/12/12
>>

13991 6/ 3/13

Broadbridge & Howard

Greenway & Lowry

2. The benefit of all extensions and prolongations

of the terms and priviliges granted by any such pat-

ents as aforesaid.

Part 4.

1. The benefit of the following letters Patent and

application for Letters Patent granted in respect of the :

Republic of Cuba, viz:

No. Date Name
1521 2/ 5/11 Minerals Separation Ltd.

1520 2/ 5/11

Application for patent filed 26/3/13
r

2. The benefit of all extensions and prolongations

of the terms and privileges granted by any such pat-

ents as aforesaid.

The Common seal of Minerals

Separation Ltd. was hereto

affixed in the presence of

John Ballot

W. W. Webster

Directors (Seal)

E. Williams Secretary
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The Common Seal of Minerals

Separation American Syndi-

cate (1913) Limited was

hereto affixed in the pres-

ence of

Emil Beer

H. A. Krohm

Directors (Seal)

E. Williams Secretary

A true copy

Geo. J. Sargent

Assistant Registrar of Joint Stock Companies

(Stamp)

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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BILL OF SALE

From

MINERALS SEPARATION AMERICAN SYNDI-

CATE (1913), LIMITED,

To

MINERALS SEPARATION NORTH AMERICAN
CORPORATION.

Know all men by these presents

That MINERALS SEPARATION AMERICAN
SYNDICATE (1913), Limited, a company incorpo-

rated under the Companies Consolidated Act 1908,

having its registered office at No. 62 London Wall,

in the City of London, England, for and in consider-

ation of five hundred thousand (500,000) shares,

without nominal or par value, of the stock of Min-

erals Separation North American Corporation, a cor-

poration duly organized and existing under the laws

of the State of Maryland, whose principal office is in

the Continental Building, in the City of Baltimore, in

the State of Maryland, of the assumption by said Min-

erals Separation North American Corporation of all

the debts, liabilities and obligations, contractual or

otherwise, of said Minerals Separation American

Syndicate (1913), Limited, and for other valuable

considerations to it moving by said Minerals Separa-

tion North American Corporation, the receipt whereof
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is hereby acknowledged, has bargained, sold, as-

signed, transferred and set over, and by these pres-

ents does bargain, sell, assign, transfer and set

over to said MINERALS SEPARATION NORTH

Page 2.

AMERICAN CORPORATION, all the patents (sub-

ject, however, to all licenses, rights and options here-

tofore granted in respect thereto), processes, licenses,

inventions, applications for patents and all rights,

contracts, agreements, concessions, privileges, shares

of the capital stock of corporations now owned by said

Minerals Separation American Syndicate (1913),

Limited, and all the right, title and interest in and to

patents (subject, however, to all licenses, rights and

options heretofore granted in respect thereto),

processes, licenses, inventions and applications for

patents, and all rights, contracts, agreements, con-

cessions, privileges, shares of the capital stock of cor-

porations to which said Minerals Separation Amer-

ican Syndicate (1913), Limited, is now or to which it

shall hereafter become entitled by virtue of any exist-

ing agreements or otherwise, and all the cash on hand

and in banks, whether in the Kingdom of Great Bri-

tain, the United States of America, or elsewhere,

promissory notes, bills of exchange, drafts, outstand-

ing accounts, bill5 receivable, moneys due and to grow

due, royalties due and to grow due, claims and de-

mands ii iiJ l uyuliiLs due uiid lu giuw due, LUliiib! and

4errramfe and things in action, office furniture and
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fixtures and other chattels, and all the business, prop-

erty and assets of Minerals Separation American

Syndicate, (1913), Limited, of every sort, nature or

description, including the good will of its business, as

a going concern;

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the same unto MIN-

ERALS SEPARATION NORTH AMERICAN
CORPORATION, its successors and assigns, to its

and their own use absolutely and forever; SUBJECT,

HOWEVER, to the payments, discharges and per-

formances as the case may be, of all the debts, lia-

bilities and obligations, contractual or otherwise, of

Minerals Separation American Syndicate (1913)

Limited.

Page 3.

And for the considerations aforesaid, said Min-

erals Separation American Syndicate (1913), Lim-

ited, covenants and agrees with said Minerals Sepa-

ration North American Corporation and its succes-

sors and with all and every person or persons whom-

soever lawfully or equitably deriving any estate, right,

title or interest of, in or to the property hereby sold,

assigned and transferred, that it shall and will at any

time or from time to time hereafter, upon request of

said Minerals Separation North American Corpora-

tion, its successors or assigns,^make, do, execute, ac-

imowledge or deliver, or cause to be made, done, exe-

cuted, acknowledged or delivered, all and every such





)p-

in
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as
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of
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in-

ni-

r
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ht,

Id.

P. 5474, L. 27, after " assigns " insert " but at the cost and
expense of said Minerals Separation North American Corpo-

ration, its successors or assigns,"
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further and other lawful acts, deeds, bills of sale,

transfers, assignments and assurances in the law,

whether in the United States of America, Kingdom of

Great Britain or any other country, for the better and

more effectual vesting and confirming the property

hereby bargained, sold, assigned, transferred and set

over, or so intended to be, in and to said Minerals Sep-

aration North American Corporation, its successors

and assigns forever, as by said Minerals Separation

North American Corporation, its successors or as-

signs, or its or their counsel learned in the law shall

be reasonably advised or required.

Annexed hereto, marked ''A" and made part hereof,

is a partial list of the patents and applications either

owned by the Minerals Separation American Syndi-

cate, (1913), Limited, the vendor corporation, or in or

to which it has any right, title or interest, and which

is part of the property hereby transferred or intended

so to be.

Annexed hereto and made part hereof and marked

**B" is a partial list of the licenses granted in respect

of the

Page 4

patents either owned by the Minerals Separa-

tion American Syndicate (1913), Limited, the vendor

corporation, or in which patents it has any right, title

or interest.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, MINERALS SEPA-
RATION AMERICAN SYNDICATE (1913), LIM-
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ITED, has caused its name to be hereto affixed by

John Ballot, its duly constituted Attorney in Fact,

under and by virtue of a Power of Attorney dated

October 11, 1916.

Minerals Separation American Syndicate

(1913) Limited.

by John Ballott

Its Attorney in Fad.

STATE OF MARYLAND,
CITY OF BALTIMORE—ss.

ON DECEMBER 7th, 1916 before me personally

came JOHN BALLOT, the Attorney-in-Fact of Min-

erals Separation American Syndicate (1913), Limited,

a Company organized under the laws of Great Brit-

ain, to me personally known and known to me to be

the individual described in and who as such Attorney

executed the within instrument and acknowledged that

he executed the same as the act and deed of Minerals

Separation American Syndicate (1913), Limited

therein described by virtue of a Power of Attorney

duly executed by said Minerals Separation American

Syndicate (1913) Limited, bearing date October 11,

1916, which Power of Attorney was exhibited to me.

Emma L. Burke

(Seal) Notary Public.
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Page 5.

PATENTS GRANTED IN RESPECT OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

No.

763259 Classifier

763260 Separator and Classifier

763749 Separation of Minerals

776145 Potter

777273 Separator

777274 Soap and Granulation

784999 Separating and Concentrating

788247 Soap and Flotation

793808 Air bubbles

809959 Kirby Separator

835120 Oleic Acid Froth

835143 Boiling

835479 Super-Aerator

838626 Kirby Separator

864597 De Bavay

879985 Table Flotation

902018 Buddie

^2783 De Bavay

953746 Froth Apparatus with Baffle

955012 Alcohol

962678 Solution

979857 Frothing Apparatus Agita-

tor as Pump
1045970 T. J. Greenway

1064209 Staggered Spitz
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1064723 Essential Oils

1067^485 Fractional Flotation

107^784 Controlling the Flow of

thick pulpy material

1079107 Sodium Bisulphate

1084196 Open Spitz

1084210 Agitator

1093463 Froth Trap

1099699 Copper Ores without Acid

1101506 Bradford

1102873 Doctored Water

1102738 Bi-chromate

Page 6.

PATENTS GRANTED IN RESPECT OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

No.

1102874 Modifying during Grinding

1142821 Alkali & Bi-chromate

1142822 Littleford

1155815 Sub-Aerator

1155816 Sub-Aeration Apparatus

1155fS36 Owen's Apparatus

1155861 Bubble Separation without

oil

1170665 Acid Sludge

1170637 Sulphuric Acid Compounds

1157176 Owens Permanganate
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APPLICATIONS.

.5479

Ser. No.

262890 Air Flotation without oil

(abandoned)

No.

76634 (o Metallic Sulphides

793270 Steam Spray

800966 Ferric Chloride

808986 Copper Precipitant

824765 Alkaline Float

831939 Flotation Process by Sub-

Aeration

835812 Owen's Selective Flotation

843304 Sodium Carbonate

845086 Copper Precipitant

Ser No.

858737 Insufficient Acid

No.

858738 Insufficient Frothing Agent

863097 Classifying

863098 Sizing

864230 Argol

872470 Aqueous Extract of Oil

14015 Electrical Relations ( 1

)

20815 Hebbard's Coke

27098 Concentrated Alkali

34644 Electrical Relations (2)

Scale & SheAlshear37350

39927 Metallic Sulphides

40847 Bleaching Powder

766346 Metallic Sulphides
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Page 7.

APPLICATIONS.

Ser No. 74921

74922

91873

94339

105916

Divisional

from

Ser. No. 14015

Ser. No. 108208

Ser. No. 108209

Divisionals

from

Ser. No. 766346

Divisional

from

Ser. No. 824765

Martin's Inventions

Martin's Inventions

Horizontal Agitator

Caustic Alkalis

Electrical Relations (1

Metallic Sulphides

Alkaline Float

PATENTS GRANTED IN RESPECT OF THE
DOMINION OF CANADA

76621 Potter

87700 Air Bubbles

87785 Separator

87786 Classifier

94332 Di-electric Separator

(Abandoned)
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94516 Soap

94718 Concentrating Table

86182 Oleic Acid Froth

96183 Air Flotation

99743 Super-Aerator

121676 Potter's S. O. T. Limited

(Abandoned)

127397 Solution

129819 Froth Apparatus with Baffle

129820 Agitator as Pump

134271 Essential Oils

135089 Livening Oxidised Ores

137404 Fractional Flotation

142607 Copper Ores without Acid

Page 8.

PATENTS GRANTED IN RESPECT OF THE
DOMINION OF CANADA.

147431 Sodium Bisulphate

147432 Agitator

148275 Froth Trap

151479 Open Spitz

151480 Bi-chromate

151619 Bradford

151810 Steam Spray

157488 Modifying during Grinding

157603 Metallic Sulphides

157604 Copper Precipitant

160692 Staggered Spitz
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160693 Ferric Chloride

160694 Sub-Aerator

160846 Alkali & Bi-chromate

160847 Sodium Carbonate

160848 Insufficient Frothing Agent

160849 Insufficient Acid

160850 Alkaline Float

163608 Doctored Water

163707 Hebbards Coke

164587 Bubble Separation Without

Oil

165390 Bleaching Powder

163936 Owen's Selective Flotation

166415 Electrical Relations (1)

167474 Sulphuric Acid Compounds

167603 Acid Sludge

167475 Concentrated Alkali

167476 Scale & Shellshear

160937 Owen's Permanganate

151810 Steam Spray

157604 Copper Precipitant

163936 Owen's Selective Flotation

APPLICATIONS 1

Ser. No. 202962 Caustic Alkalis
5> " 204309 Soap Froth
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5483

'4
ATENTS GRANTED IN RESPECT Te^THE

REPUBLIC OF MEXICO

No.

3276 Air Bubbles

3397 Separator & Classifier

3605 Potter

3642 Soap

4267 Amalgamation Agreement

4268
}}

4269

4622 Di-Electric Separator

4635 Concentrating Table

(4907 Oleic Acid Froth

Re-issue (5561
>>

(4908 Air Flotation

Re-issue (5560
J5

5602 Super-Aerator

5603 Cylinder & Selective Flotation

9362 Potter's S. O. T., Ltd.

9422 Solution

9592 Froth Apparatus with Baffle

11087 Essential Oils

11943 Livening Oxidised Ores

11989 Frothing apparatus Agitator as

Pump

12050 Copper Ores v^ithout Acid

12290 Froth Trap

12291 Fractional Flotation
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12781 Potter's S. O. T., Ltd.

13316 Sodium Bisulphate

13749 Howard's Agitator

13820 Doctored Water

13991 Staggered Spitz

14196 Bi-chromate

14208 Metallic Sulphides

14344 Open Spitz

14537 Modifying during grinding

14696 Steam Spray

14749 Ferric Chloride

14833 Sub-Aerator

14862 Copper Precipitant

14980 Owen's Selective Flotation

Page 10.

PATENTS GRANTED IN RESPECT OF Tl

REPUBLIC OF MEXICO

No.

15030 Alkaline Float

15160 Alkaline & Bi-chromate

15223 Insufficient Acid

15277 Insufficient Frothing Agent

15292 Sodium Carbonate

15513 Bubble Separation without Oi

15523 Sulphuric Acid Compounds

15524 Acid Sludge

15549 bis Electrical Relations

15598 Hebbard's Coke

15656 Concentrated Alkali
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15618 Bleaching Powder

15625 Seale & Shellshear

15029 Owen's Permanganate

14537 Modifying during Grinding

14696 Steam Spray

14749 Ferric Chloride

14833 Sub-Aerator

14862 Copper Precipitant

15160 Alkali & Bi-chromate

15223 Insufficient Acid

15549 bis Electrical Relations (1)

15656 Concentrated Alkalis

16003 Caustic Alkalis

PATENTS GRANTED IN RESPECT OF THE
REPUBLIC OF CUBA

1520 Frothing Apparatus Agitator as

Pump

1521 Alcohol & Solution

1946 Doctored Water

1976 Modifying during grinding

2116 Copper Precipitant
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Page 1 1

.

B.

Various Licenses Granted.

Name of Licensee.

Cuba Copper Co.

Britannia Mining & Smelting Co.

Silverton Mines
Ducktown Sulphur, Copper & Iron Co.

Inspiration Copper Co.

Colusa Parrot Mining & Smelting Co.

Elm Orlu Mining Co.

Wm. MacDonald & Louis S. Noble
Atlas Mining & Milling Co.

Consolidated Arizona Smelting Co.

Old Dominion Copper Mining & Smelting Co.

M. W. Atwater
Flint Mines Ltd.

Pvlountain Copper Co.

Mond Nickel" Co., Ltd.

Mineral Recovery Co.

Phelps, Dodge & Co.

Engels Copper Mining Co.

Standard Silver Lead Mining Co.

Cusi Mining Co.

Anaconda Copper Mining Co.

Weedon Mining Co.

Arizona Copper Co., Ltd.

(Registered in England)
St. Joseph Lead Co.

Doe Run Lead Co.

Utah Leasing Co.

Portland Gold Mining Co.

Chichago Pf Mining Co.

Desloge Consolidated Lead Co.

Sociedad Anonima des Metals,

Brockmann & Co., Inc.

Broadwater Mills Co.

Date of License.

25th June 1912

19th November 19'

16th January 1913''

27th February 191.'

10th April 1913

7th May 1913

7th May 1913

13th May 1913

22nd May 1913

19th September 19

26th September 191.

6th February 191'

16th February 1914

11th March 1914

30th April 1914
19th May 1914
11th June 1914
18th June 1914
24th June 1914
22nd January 1915

1st February 1915

3rd June 1915

11th June 1915

16th August 1915

16th August 1915

24th August 1915

29th November 191!

29th November 191f

1st January 1916-

March 1916
14th March 1916
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^lme of Licensee.

riona Copper Co. (Regd. Clifton

(jeenles Co. Arizona)

r(ne Cananea Copper Co.

ii icator Consolidated Gold Mining Co.

iam Kent.

iland Valley Mining & Develop. Co.

P. L.

on Co.

Date of License.

21st March 1916
12th May 1916
26th June 1916

1st July 1916

10th August 1916
15th August 1916

Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By PL H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Filed August 21, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Date: June 24th, 1914.

Parties: Standard Silver-Lead Mining Company, A
Washington State Corporation, with place of busi-

ness at Spokane, Wash.

Mines and Mills at Silverton in the Province of British

Columbia, Canada.

Royalty Clause:

The Licensees shall pay to the Licensors a royalty

on the total mineral products recovered in all concen-

trates produced One and 25/100 ($1.25 dollars per

ton of two thousand (2,000) pounds of zinc concen-

trates net dry weight ; such royalty to ^be payable for

the entire period during which concentrates are pro-

duced. (Balance the same as in printed form)

Payments : London

Staff Members: One at £60 per month.

Contract : England

Signatories

:

Standard Silver-Lead Mining Co.,

ByW. J. C. Wanifuid,

Attest: As its President

Charles Plussey, as its Secretary

For Minerals Separation, Ltd.,

John Ballot, ) ^.
^ XT 1 ^ ^ r

Directors
T. Herbert Curie

)

A. O. Williams, Secretary.

English acknowledgement: August 28th, 1914.

American acknowledgement: July 7th, 1914.

(New Form)
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ABSTRACT

Date: February 1914.

Parties: The Flint Mines Limited, a New York cor-

poration, having office at 43 Wall Street, New York,

with Mines and Mills situated in the Owyhee County

in the State of Idaho.

Royalty Clause:

The Licensees shall pay to the Licensors a royalty

at the rate of 2_^% (two and one half per cent) of

the value of the Silver, less live ounces, and 2}4%
(two and one half per cent) of the value of any Anti-

mony paid for less eight unites and 25 (tv/enty five)

cents per ounce of saleable gold contained in the (bal-

ance of clause as in printed form.)

Payments: London or New York

Staff Members: One at £60 per month.

Contract: New York Contract

Signatories

:

The Flint Mines Limited.

By Hugh Morgan, Jr., Secretary.

Attest: Hugh Morgan, Jr., Secy.

For Minerals Separation, Ltd.,

John Ballot,
/

,..
y Directors.

H. A. Krohn, 1

A. O. Williams, Secretary.

English acknowledgement: February 16th, 1914.

American acknowledgement: March 3rd, 1914.

(New Form)
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ABSTRACT

Date: May 19th, 1914.

Mineral Recovery Company a Missouri corporation,

having its place of business at Joplin, Missouri, with

Mines and Mills located at Joplin, Missouri.

License to treat slime and sand tailings of the Prescilla

Mine of Underwriters' Land Company, Joplin, Mis-

souri.

Royalty Clause:

The Licensees shall pay to the Licensors a royalty

on the total mineral products recovered in all concen-

trates produced from said tailings, as follows: One

Dollar and Twenty-five Cents ($1.25) for each ton

of two thousand (2,000) pounds dry weight of zinc

concentrates; such royalty to be payable for the entire

period during which concentrates are produced from

said tailings by the use, etc., as in written

form (Balance same).

Payment : London

;

Staff Members: One at salary of £60 per month.

Contract: To be construed as New York contract.

Signatories

:

Mineral Recovery Co.,

By Geo. S. Thomas, Pres.

Attest: D. L Hayes.

D. L Llayes.

For Minerals Separation, Limited.

John Ballott

W. W. Webster ' Directors

A. O. Williams, Secretary
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English Acknowledgement of date May 29, 1914.

American Acknowledgement, of date May 2nd, 1914.

New Form

ABSTRACT

Date: June 14th, 1914.

Engels Copper Mining Company, No. 393 Mills Build-

ing, San Francisco, California.

Operations in Plumas County, Califorina, known as

Engels Mines.

Royalty Clause:

The Licensees shall pay to the Licensors a royalty

on the total amount of ore milled at the rate of twelve

cents for each short ton (2,000) lbs. (dry weight) of

crude ore milled when said ore contains not Inore than

two and one-half per cent. (2^%) of copper; and fif-

teen cents for each such short ton of crude ore milled

when said ore contains more than two and one-half

per cent. (2^%) of copper; such royalty to be pay-

able for the entire period during w^hich hs. concentrates

are produced from the ore of said mines by the use

of any of the said inventions improvements additions

and discoveries, (Balance as in printed form)

Payments: London or New York

Stafif Members : : One or more at £60 per month

Contract: To be construed as New York contract

Signatories

:

Engels Copper Mining Company

By Henry Engels, its President

Elmer E. Ganton, its Treasurer

Attest Landon A. Bell, Secretary
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For Minerals Separation, Ltd.

W. W. Webster Directors

H. A. Krohn

A. O. Williams, Secretary.

English acknowledgement, June 18, 1914.

American Acknowledgement June 3, 1914.

Attached, Letter of June 23rd, 1914. (See copy)

New Form

COPY

London, June 23rd, 1914.

Engels Copper Mining Company,

San Francisco, Calif.

Dear Sirs:

Referring to the license agreement between our

Company, Minerals Separation, Limited, and you, we

hereby consent

—

1st. That the closing sentence of paragraph 3 of

said license, reading as follows; "The Licensee shall

not, without the consent of the Licensors during the

continuance of this license, use of employ any im-

provement, modification, or addition to any of the in-

ventions specified in the Letters Patent wathin this

license, which said improvement, modification or ad-

dition is not the property of the Licensors", shall not

pr^ude the Licensee from using at any time during

the term of the license any smelting, leaching or other

process for extracting ores which is not essentially a

flotation process or an oil concentration process and

which does not infringe any of the patents under

which said license is granted.
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2nd. That we hereby guarantee to the Engels Cop-

per Mining Company that, should we make any change

in our basis of computing royalties tending to reduce

the same, or make any general royalty reductions,

that you shall have the benefit of such reductions in

so far as they may apply to the ores produced at your

mines

;

3rd. It is understood that we will make no objection

at any time to your shipping direct and without the

payment of any royalty to us such high grade ores as

you may desire to ship without treatment by any of

our processes.

Very truly yours,

(Sgd) W. W. Webster

H. A. Krohn, Directors

A. O. Williams, Secretary

(Seal)

(M. S. Ltd.)

ABSTRACT
Date: February 6th, 1914.

Maxwell W. Atwater, of Butte, Silver Bow County,

Montana.

Dumps and mills at Basin, Jefferson County, Montana.

Location: In or near Basin, Jefferson County, Mon-

tana. Known as the zinc Tailings Dumps on the

property owned or controlled by the Licensee at

Basin, Montana.

Royalty Clause:

The licensee shall pay to the licensors a royalty on
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the total mineral products recovered in all concentrates

produce '^rom said tailings dumps as follows: One

and 25/100 ($1.25) Dollars per ton of two thousand

(2,000) pounds of zinc concentrates net dry weight;

such royalty to be payable for the entire period during

which concentrates are produced from said tailings

dumps, by the use of any of the said inventions im-

provements additions and discoveries. (Balance as

printed in later form)

Payments: At London or New York

Staff Member: To be furnished at £60 per month

Contract: To be construed as New York contract

Signatories:

John Balot ) Directors

H. A. Krohn)

A. O. Williams, Secretary

M. W. Atwater

English acknowledgement of date March 2, 1914

American' acknov/ledgement of date February 6th,

1914.

New Form
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ABSTRACT

Date: May 13th, 1913

Parties: Mineral Separation Limited and WILLIAM
B. McDonald of Leadville, Colorado (Box 566^

and LOUIS S. NOBLE of 932 Equitable Building,

Denver, Colorado.

Property: The Page-Harrigan Dumps (estimated

fourteen thousand tons) located in ^tray Horse

Gulch; the Resurrection Dump (estimated thirty

thousand ton) located at Little Ellen Hills and the

ore now developed (estimated twenty five thousand

tons) in Resurrection Mine Leadville,. Colorado, and

for no other purpose.

Royalty Clause:

The Licensees shall pay to the Licensors a royalty

at the rate of two (2) cents per unit for each unit of

zinc contained in said concentrates in excess of eight

(8) units a unit being twenty (20) pounds in each ton

of two thousand (2,000) pounds of dry weight of con-

centrates and at the same rate two (2) cents per unit

for each such unit of lead contained in said concen-

trates in excess of eight (8) such units and also two

and one half per centum (2^%) of the value of all

other products contained in said concentrates as paid

for by the smelter on concentrates produced by the

use of any of the inventions specified in the said Let-
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f
ters Patent or by the iise^any improvements or modi-

fications thereof, or additions thereto, or any new

patents granted in connection therewith.

Payments: New York and London

Staff Member: $250.00 per month for six months.

Contract: Under the laws of England.

Signatories

:

For the Minerals Separation,

John Ballot,

T. Herbert Curie. Directors.

A. O. Williams Secretary.

Wm. B. McDonald, and

Louis S. Noble

Witnesses : Harold C. Hankins,

William J. Walton.

Old Form

ABSTRACT

Date: February 27th, 1913.

The Ducktown Sulphur Copper and Iron Company

ore now developed (esLlnialed IWBiiy-five lliOllgtirrd

Limited, No. 1 Gresham House, Old Broad Street,

London.

Property in the State of Tennessee, U. S. A. only.

Royalty Clause:

The Licensee shall pay to the Licensors rOTa-yties at

the following rates namely:—Six cents per twenty

pounds copper in concentrates produced—two and a

half per cent value of saleable silver in concentrates
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in concentrates produced and twenty live cents per

ounce of saleable gold of concentrates produced with

a minimum in any case of twelve cents per ton of ore

treated by and with the use of any of the inventions

specified in the said Letters Patent or by or with the

use of any improvements or modifications thereof or

additions thereto or any new patents granted in con-

nection therewith.

Payments : London

Staff Member: £60 per month, six months.

Contract under laws of England

Signatories

:

For Minerals Separation

John Ballot

Francis L. Gibbs, Directors

A. O. Williams, Secretary

DUCKTOWN SULPHUR COPPER AND IRON

COMPANY LIMITED
Lewis S. Mortimer

Edward Derby Directors

W. Berny, Secretary

Old Form

ABSTRACT

Date: March Uth, 1914.

Parties : Minerals Separation Limited and The Moun-

tain Copper Company Limited, whose registered of-

fice is situated at 3 Lombard Street London, E. C
(hereinafter called "the Licensees") of the other

part.
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Property situate in Shasta County, California, knov.n

as the Iron Mountain Mines, but not elsewhere.

Royalty Clause:

The licensees shall pay to the Licensors a royalty

on the total amount of ore milled at the rate of Twelve

cents for each short ton (Two thousand pounds dry

weight) of crude ore milled when said ore contains

less than two per cent (2%) of copper and fifteen

cents for each such short ton of crude ore milled when

said ore contains two per cent (2%) or more of cop-

per; such royalty to be payable for the entire period

during which concentrates are produced from the ore

of the said mines by the use of any of the inventions

specified in the said Letters Patent or by the use of any

improvements or modifications thereof or additions

thereto or any new patents granted in connection there-

with. (Balance the same as printed form)

Payments : London or New York

Staff Members : One at rate of £60 per month.

Contract: English contract.

Signatories.

The Mountain Copper Company Limited,

N. M. MacDonald, Director.

A. N. Freuer, Secretary.

For Minerals Separation, Ltd.,

John Ballot,

Francis L. Gibbs, Directors.

A. O. Williams, Secretary

(Old Form)
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ABSTRACT

Date: May 22nd, 1913.

Parties: The Atlas Mining & Milling Company, a

Colorado corporation, with registered office

Ouray, Colorado.

Operations in State of Colorado, at Atlas Mines.

Royalty Clause

:

The Licensees shall pay to the Licensors a royalty

on the total mineral products recovered in all concen-

trates or bullion produced from the ore of said mines

as follows: Two and one half (^2%) per cent of the

value of the silver in said concentrates or bullion as

paid for by the smelters ^»- I'n coiV] rr>r.rpntrnfpQ m- ]->n]-.

lion ;>s paid for by the ^nK^ltftrr. or mint; twenty five

(25) cents per ounce for all gold contained in said

concentrates or bullion; two (2c) cents per unit for

each unit of lead contained in said concentrates in ex-

cess of eight units, a unit being twenty pounds in each

ton of two thousand pounds dry weight of concen-

trates; six (6c) cents per unit for each such unit of

copper contained in said concentrates, if paid for by

the smelter; two (2c) cents per unit for each such unit

of zinc contained in said concentrates in excess of

eight units, if paid for by the smelter; provided, how-

ever, that such payment on concentrates or bullion pro-

duced shall not be less than twenty five (25c) cents

for each short ton (2000) dry weight, of crude ore

produced from said mine such royalty to be payable
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for the entire period during which concentrates are

produced from the ore of said mines by the use of any^

of the improvements or modifications thereof or addi-

tions thereto, or any new patents granted in connec-

tion therewith, provided, however, that in computing

said royalty and minimum all ore or said mines which

has not been treated or a part or parts or product or

products whereof has or have not been treated by the

use of any of said inventions shall be excluded from

computation. (Balance as in Printed form)

Payments: London or New York

Staff Members: One or more at £50 per month

Contract: Shall be construed as English Contract

Signatories

:

(Name of Atlas Mining & Milling Company not

affixed)

Wm. Hore, Jr.,

W. D. Shipman, Directors,

C. H. Wagner, Vice President,

Fred Carroll, Secretary. ^
Attached letter in remodification of terms of royalty.

(Old Form)
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(COPY)

ATLAS MINING & MILLING COMPANY
In letter from Mr. Nutter to the Atlas Mining &

Milling Co. of February 10th 1915, he states that Mr.

Ballot and Dr. Gregory had agreed and were willing

to meet the company as far as possible in the matter of

a modification of the terms of the royalty arrange-

ment, and proposed to waive as from January 1st,

1915, the minimum rate of 25c per ton of material

treated by the Atlas Co. From that date they will

merely pay the unitage royalty on all metal values re-

covered as per clause 1 of the License, with no fixed

minimum per ton of ore treated.

ABSTRACT

Date : May 7th, 1913.

o

C>lusa-Parrot Mining and Smelting Company, (a

Washington Corporation) of Butte, Montana.

The Old dump hereinafter described.

The old dump at the Butte Reduction Works, near

Butte, Montana, and for no other purpose.

Royalty Clause:

The Licensees shall pay to the Licensors a royalty

on the total mineral products in all concentrates pro-

duced from said tailings as follows: Six cents per

unit for each unit of copper contained in said con-

centrates, a unit being twenty pounds in each ton of

two thousand pounds dry weight of concentrates; and

two and one half per cent of the value of all silver and
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gold, or either silver or gold in said concentrates as

paid for by the smelter; such royalty to be payable

for the entire period during which concentrates are

produced from the said tailings or products thereof by

the use of any of the inventions specified in the said

Letters Patent or by the use of any improvements or

modifications thereof or additions thereto, or any new

patents granted in connection therewith.

Payments: London or New York.

Staff Member: For six months at £60 per month.

Contract under Laws of England.

Signatories

:

For Minerals Separation

John Ballot, Director

For Colu3a-Pa;rrot

M. C. Messias, Secretary.

Ratified by Colusa Parrott Mining & Smelting Com-

pany at a special meeting of the Board of Directors,

of date May, 29th, 1913.

(Old Form)
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ABSTRACT
Date: May 7th 1913.

The Elm Orlu Mining Company (a Washington cor-

poration) of Butte, Montana.

The State of Montana, property known as the Elm

Orlu Mines.

Use in the Butte District, State of Montana.

Royalty Clause

:

The Licensees shall pay to the Licensors a royalty

on the mineral products recovered in all concentrates

produced from the ore of said Mines, as follows:

—

two cents per unit for each unit of zinc contained in

said concentrates in excess of eight units, a unit being

twenty pounds in each ton of two thousand pound?

dry weight of concentrates, six cents per unit for each

unit of copper contained in said concentrates; two and

one-half per cent, of the value of the silver in said

concentrates as paid for by the smelter; and twenty

five cents per ounce for all gold contained in said con-

centrates; or, at the option of the Licensee to be ex-

ercised within sixty (60) days from the day and year

first above written, in place of the royalty as above

set forth computed on the total mineral products re-

covered in all of the concentrates, a royalty at the rate

of fifty cents per ton of two thousand pounds dry

weight of all crude ore produced from said mines; such

royalty to be payable for the entire period during which

concentrates are produced from the ore of said mines

by the use of any of the inventions specified in the

said Letters Patent or by the use of any improvements
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or modifications thereof or additions thereto, or any

new patents granted in connection therewith.

Payments: London or New York

Staff Members: One or more at £60 per month for

six months.

Contract mider laws of England.

Signatories

:

For Minerals Separation

John Ballot

H. A. Krohn Directors

A. O. Williams, Secretary

Elm Orlu Mining Company

by (sd) W. A. Clark, Vice President

W. D. Mangam, Secretary

Contract ratified by special meeting of Board of Di-

rectors of the ELM ORLU MINING COMPANY,
of date May 29th, 1913.

(Old Form)

ABSTRACT

Date: September 19th, 1913.

Consolidated Arizona Smelting Company, New York,

N. Y.

Property, at Humboldt, Arizona, known as the Hum-

boldt Smelter, and its Mines in Mayer, Arizona,

known as the Blue Bell Mine and De Soto Mine.

Said Property and mines, only.

Royalty Clause:

The Licensee shall pay to the Licensors a royalty at
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the rate of Six cents for each unit of copper in the

concentrates, a.f> unit of copper being twenty pounds

per short ton (2,000 lbs. dry weight) of the concen-

trates; two and one half per cent of the value of the

silver in said concentrates as paid for by the smelter;

twenty five cents per ounce for all gold contained in

said concentrates as paid for by the smelter; provided,

however, that such payment shall not be less than

twelve cents for each short ton (2,000 lbs., dry weight)

of crude ore milled;. and provided further, that for all

concentrates produced from old tailings the royalty

shall be as above stated except that the provision for

the minimtmi rate of such payment shall not be ap-

plicable; such royalty to be paid for concentrates pro-

duced by the use of any inventions specified in said

Letters Patent or by the use of any improvements or

modifications thereof or additions thereto or any new

patents granted in connection therewith.

Payments: London or New York

Staff Member: At £60 per month

Contract: Under the lav/s of England.

Signatories:

For Minerals Separation

John Ballot

W. A. Krohn Directors

Consolidated Arizona Smelting Company,

Victor T. Amnions, President

Fred W. Thompson, Secretary

(Old Form)
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ABSTRACT
Date: September 26th, 1913

Parties: Old Dominion Copper Mining & Smelting

Company, with office situate at Boston, Mass.

Operations at Globe, Arizona

Royalty Clause:

The Licensees shall pay to the Licensors a royalty

at the rate of six cents for each unit of copper being

twenty pounds per short ton (2,000 lbs. dry weight)

of the concentrates; two and one half per cent of the

value of the silver in said concentrates as paid for by

the smelter; twenty five cents per ounce for all gold

contained in said concentrates as paid for by the

smelter; provided, hovv^ever, that such payment shall

not be less than twelve cents for each short ton (2,000

lbs. dry weight) of crude ore milled; such royalty to

be paid for (Balance same as in printed form.)

Payments: London or New^ York

Staff .Members: One at £50 per month

Contract: As made in England.

Signatories

:

For Minerals Separation, Ltd.,

John Ballot, /

TT A T^ 1 (
Directors

H. A. Krohn,
(

A. O. Williams, Secretary

Old Dominion Copper Mining & Smelting Co.,

Charles S. Smith, President.

Charles H. Altmill, Secretary.

(Old Form)

See attached letters in re cancellation, of date, June 18,

1914, and Julv 1st, 1914.
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OLD DOMINION COPPER MINING &
SMELTING CO.,

50 Congress Street,

Boston,

June 18, 1914.

Charles S. Smith, President

Charles H. Altmiller, Secy. & Treas.

Telephone Main 6552

Minerals Separation, "Limited,"

62 London Wall,

London, E. C, England.

Gentlemen

:

The Old Dominion Copper Mining & Smelt^ing

Company, a party to the license agreement between

the Minerals Separation, "Limited," (called the Li-

censors) and the Old Dominion Copper Mining &

Smelting Company, (called the Licensees), dated Sep-

tember 26, 1913, hereby notify said Licensors that the

Licensees renounce and abandon said license and all

rights thereunder; that they refuse to act further un-

der the same and to pay further royalties in connec-

tion therewith.

Yours very truly,

CHARLES S. SMITH,

President.
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COPY.

REGISTERED: 1st July 1914

M. E. P.

J. B.

Messrs. The Old Dominion Copper Mining & Smelt-

ing Co.,

Mr. Charles S. Smith, President,

50 Congress Street,

Boston.

Gentlemen

:

I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the

18th June in which you assume to renounce and aban-

don the license agreement dated the 26th September

1913, between my Company and the Old Dominion

Copper Mining and Smelting Co., and in which you

notify us of your refusal to act further under the same

and to pay further royalties in connection therewith,

and I am instructed by my Board to inform you that

they have carefully considered the whole matter.

My Board desire to know whether they are right in

assuming that you do not intend in the future to use

any of my Company's patented inventions.

If you had so intended we agree of course that

you are entitled under the License at any time to dis-

continue the use of our inventions.

But it must be obvious to you that you are not un-

der any circumstances entitled to renounce and aban-

don the license agreement and should that have been
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your intention, my Board hereby notify you that they

refuse to accept such renunciation and abandonment.

My Board desire to point out that they have in all

respects and in all good faith strictly observed the

terms and conditions of the agreement, and will con-

tinue to do so, and in the same way they expect you to

observe the terms and conditions on your part.

I remain, Gentlemen,

Yours faithfully,

(Sgd) A. O. Williams,

Secretary.

Bv Order of the Board.

ABSTRACT

Date: April 10th, 1913

Inspiration Consolidated Copper Company, 42 Broad-

way, New York.

Inspiration INlines, State of Arizona, U. S. A.

Treatment of products of said mines in State of Ari-

zona.

Royalty Clause

:

The Licensees shall pay to the Licensors a royalty

at the rate of twelve cents (12c) for each short ton

(2,000 pounds dry weight) of ore treated on all ton-

nages up to and including four thousand (4,000) of

such tons per day; at the rate of ten cents (10c) for

each such ton of ore treated on all total tonnages o:

more than four thousand (4,000) and up to and in-

cluding six thousand (6,000) of such tons per day;
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and at the rate of nine (9c) cents for each such ton

of ore treated on all total tonnages of more than six

thousand (6,000) of such tons per day; such royalty

to be computed as of the average treatment for each

day in the period of three months preceding a quarter

day and to be paid in lawful money of the United

States on all ore treated by the use of any of the in-

ventions specified in the said Letters Patent or by the

use of any improvements or modifications thereof or

additions thereto, or any new patents granted in con-

ection therewith.

'ayments: London or New York

Staff Member: One or more to be furnished at £60

per month.

Signatories

:

Directors
John Ballot, )

Francis L. Gibbs, t

A. O. Williams, Secretary

For Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co.

W. D. Thornton, Vice President

J. W. Allen Secretary

Contract ratified by resolution of Board of Directors

of Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co. of date

March 27, 1913.

(Old Form)
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y\BSTRACT

Date: September 16th, 1913.

Phelps, Dodge & Company, New York, N. Y.

Burro Mountain Copper Company

Treatment of products of said mine.

Royalty Clause:

The Licensees shall pay to the Licensors a royalty

at the rate of six cents for each unit of copper in the

concentrates, a unit of copper being twenty pounds per

short ton (2,000 lbs. dry weight) of the concentrates;

two and one-half per cent of the value of the silver

in said concentrates as paid for by the smelter; twenty

five cents per ounce for all gold contained in said con-

centrates as paid for by the smelter; provided, how-

ever, that such payment shall not be less than twelve

cents for each short ton (2,000 lbs. dry weight) of

crude ore milled; such royalty to be paid for concen-

trates produced by the use of any of the inventions

specified in the said Letters Patent or by the use of any

improvements or modifications thereof or additions

thereto, or any new patents granted in connection

therewith.

Payments : London or New York.

Staff Member: To be furnished at £50 per month

& expenses.

Signatories

:

For Minerals Separation, Limited:

John Ballot,

W. A. Krohn, Directors
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or Phelps, Dodge & Company,

James Douglas

Cleveland H. Dodge Directors

F. T. Bulmer, Asst, Secretary.

(Old Form)

See copies of attached letters re cancellation of con-

tract.

COPY

PHELPS, DODGE & CO.

Incorporated

99 John Street,

Corner Cliff St.,

New York, June 11th, 1914.

Minerals Separation, Limited,

62 London Wall,

London, E. C, England.

Dear Sirs:

Phelps, Dodge & Co., a party to the license agree-

ment between Minerals Separation, Limited (called

the Licensors) and Phelps, Dodge & Co. (called the

Licensees) dated September 15th, 1913, hereby notify

said licensors that the licensees renounce and abandon

said license and all rights thereunder; that they refuse

to act further under the same and to pay further roy-

alties in connection therev/ith.

Yours truly,

PHELPS, DODGE & CO.

Gerry Nortman

GNW Secretary.
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COPY

PHELPS, DODGE & CO.

99 John Street, New York,

June 11th, 1914.

Messrs. Beer, Sondheimer & Company,

61 Broadway, City.

Dear Sirs:

Herewith we beg to enclose copy of a letter which

we are mailing to-day to the Minerals Separation, Lim-

ited, 62 London Wall, London, E. C, England.

Yours very truly,

PHELPS, DODGE & CO.

(sd) George Notman

Se:ietar\

Copy o!" preceding- letter attached.
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COPY

xMINERALS SEPARATION AMERICAN SYNDI-

CATE, (1913), LTD.

S S Oceanic

New York, June 12tri, 1914.

Messrs. Minerals Separation, Limited,

62 London Wall, E. C.

.

Doar Sirs

:

Re: MESSRS. PHELPS, DODGE & COMPANY
Messrs. Beer, Sondheimer & Company to-day re-

ceived a letter with enclosure, as per copy herewith.

I think it will be best simply to acknowledge receipt

and say the matter will be submitted to the Board

at its next meeting as soon as the Chairman returns

to London. I will be in a better position to explain to

the Board on my arrival what has been done here, and

what should be done in London.

Yours truly,

end. (SD) John Ballot.

COPY
S S OCEANIC

24th June, 1914.

Messrs. Phelps, Dodge & Company, Inc.,

99 John Street,

Corner Cliff Street,

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

Dear Sirs:

We have to acknowledge due receipt of your letter
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of 11th June, received under registered cover, which

will be submitted to our Board of Directors at its next

meeting, as soon as our Chairman returns to London.

We, are, dear Sirs,

Yours truly,

(SGD) A. O. Williams,

Secretary.

COPY

REGISTERED
S S OLYMPIC 1st July, 1914.

Messrs. Phelps, Dodge o: Co.,

Mr. George Notm.an—Secretary,

99 John Street,

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

Gentlemen

:

Referring to our previous letter to you of the 24th

ultimo, and in further reply to yours of the 11th ultimo

in vrhich you assume to renounce and abandon the

license agreement dated the 16th September, 1913, be

tween my Company and Messrs. Phelps, Dodge & Co.

and in which you notify us of your refusal to act fur-

ther under the same and to pay further royalties in

connection therewith, I am now instructed by my

Board to inform you that they have carefully consid-

ered the whole matter.

I^.Iy Board desire to know whether they are right in
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assuming that you do not intend, in the future, to use

any of my Company's patented inventions.

If you had so intended we agree, of course, thait

you are entitled under the license at any time to dis-

continue the use of our inventions.

But it must be obvious to you that you are not under

any circumstances entitled to renounce and abandon

the license agreement and should that have been your

intention, my Board hereby notify you that they refuse

to accept such renunciation and abandonment.

My Board desire to point out that they have in ail

respects and in all good faith strictly observed the

terms and conditions of the agreement, and will con-

tifln^ to do so, and in the same way they expect you

to observe the terms and conditions on your part,

I remain, Gentlemen,

Yours faithfully,

(Sgd) A. O. Williams, Sec.

By order of the Board

'Filed May 18, 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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MINERALS SEPARATION
NORTH AMERICA N
CORPORATION

AND

LICENSE

Henry D. Williams,

Attorney and Counselor at Law

61 Broadway,

New York, N. Y.
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THIS liNDENTURE made the

day of 191 BETWEEN MIN-

ERALS SEPARATION, NORTH AMERICAN
CORPORATION, of 61 Broadway, New York, N. ¥.,

(hereinafter called "the Licensors", which designation

shall include its successors and assigns where the con-

I
text so requires or admits) of the one part and

I

a corporation organized and existing under the Laws

I
of

and having an office or place for the transaction of

business situate at

and whose Mines and Mills are at

(hereafter called "the Licensees") of the other part.

WHEREAS the Licensors are entitled to or other-

wise control or are interested in Letters Patent for cer-

tain inventions for the concentration and treatment

of ores described in the Schedule hereto, and are en-

titled to grant licenses thereunder.

AND WHEREAS, the Licensors have agreed to

grant to the Licensees a license to concentrate and

treat all or any ores or any part thereof and or dumps

now existing in accordance with all or any of the in-

ventions, processes and apparatus described and claimed

in the said Letters Patent and any Letters Patent: for

the concentration of ores that are or may become the
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property of the Licensors (all of said Letters Patent

being hereinafter called "Letters Patent within this

License") at the premises of the Licensees situate in

and known as the

but not elsewhere.

NOW THIS INDENTURE WITNESSETH Thai

in pursuance of the said Agreement and of the mat-

ters aforesaid and in consideration of the royalties^

hereby reserved and of the covenants on the part of

the Licensees hereinafter contained the Licensors here-

by grant unto the Licensees full license power and

authority to make, use and exercise any or all of the

inventions described and claimed in the Letters Pat-

ent w^ithin this license, at the Licensees' mines or mills

aforesaid and any extension thereof in

for the purpose of treating all or any of thej

ores or any part thereof and or dumps now existing,

belonging to or controlled by the Licensees won, dug!

or otherwise produced at the

and to vend the concentrates and'j

other products resulting from the use and exercise of

the said inventions during the terms of the Letters

Patent within this License or any of them and any ex-



.J' ^^?' ^: ^^' .''""' "''^^''" '"'"''^ ""^^ expiration ofeach quarter, Tjz., within thirty (30) davs after
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Lension thereof subject nevertheless to the following

conditions:

—

AND IT IS HEREBY AGREED as follows:—

1. THE Licensees shall pay royalties to the Licen-

sors for the use or the right to use processes and ap-

pliances embodying any of the inventions described and

claimed in the Letters Patent within this license at a

rate

2. THE Licensees shall keep at the counting house

or ofiice of their said mines proper books of account

and shall enter therein full and complete particulars

of all the ores and/or dumps treated including assay

values thereof and of the concentrates and tailings

produced also including assay values thereof. The

said books of account shall at all convenient times be

open to the inspection of a chartered or incoyM^ated

accountant to be appointed by the Licensors. The

Licensees shall quarterly deliver to the Licensors an

account in writing showing the quantity, assay and

other particulars of the ores and/or dumps treated

during each quarter and the quantity, assay, values of

metal contents and other particulars of the concen-

trates or products produced or recovered under this

license and the assay of the tailings. The Licensees

shall if so required by the Licensors verify the said

accounts by affidavit. The said quarterly accounts

shall be delivered to the Licensors within thirty (30)

days after ^March 31st, June 30th, September 30th
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and December 31st, starting with the (juarter day im-

mediately following the date of this license. The

Licensees shall within ten days thereafter pay to the

Licensors free of exchange in New York the full

amount thereby shown to be due.

3. THE Licensees shall during the continuance of

this License promptly communicate and explain to the

Licensors every invention or discovery made or used

by them W'hich may be an improvement modification

or addition to any of the inventions specified in the

Letters Patent within this License or may be useful

in carrying out any of the processes thereby protected

or any addition thereto or modification thereof whether

patentable or not which the said Licensees may use or

be or become possessed of. All such inventions and

discoveries shall so be available for use by the Licensees

as if they were contained in the Letters Patent within

this License and subject thereto the Licensors shall be

entitled to have the full benefit of and if obtainable

to obtain Letters Patent for any such improvements

or discoveries communicated to them by the Licensees,

which said Letters Patent shall be and become the prop-

erty of the Licensors, and the Licensees shall render

all assistance in their power for that purpose, provided

that the Licensors shall bear all the charges and ex-

pense of obtaining such Letters Patent for all or any of

such parts of the world as they may desire to protect

or apply for, and such Letters Patent when obtained

shall be and become Letters Patent within this License,

and the Licensees shall so far as practicable bind their
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employees to assign or transfer to the Licensors any

inventions made by such employees during their period

of employment b}^ the Licensees. The Licensees shall

not without the written consent of the Licensors during

the continuance of this License use or employ any im-

provement modification or addition to any of the in-

ventions specified in the Letter5 Patent within this

License which said improvement modification or addi-

tion is not the property of the Licensors.

4. THE Licensors shall whenever required (on

the Licensees paying out of pocket expenses) give all

assistance, information and advice in their power as to

the working of any of the said inventions and shall use

their best endeavors to enable the Licensees to use and

exercise said inventions to the best advantage, and in

like manner the Licensees shall use their utmost en-

deavors to promote the success of the said inventions

and enable them to be used and exercised to the best

advantage.

5. THE Licensees shall not directly or indirectly

during the continuance of this License nor at any time

after the determination thereof dispute or object to the

validity of the Letters Patent within this License or

the novelty or utility of the inventions specified therein,

6. THE Licensees shall not either directly or in-

directly during the continuance of the Letters Patent

within this License or any of them use the said inven-

tions or processes or any improvement or modification

thereof or addition thereto otherwise than in accord-
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ance with these presents, and the Licensees hereby un-

dertake and agree that they, their officers and agents,

will not in any way directly or indirectly support or

assist third or hostile parties in any litigation either

against the Licensors or any Licensees of the Licensors

or against Minerals Separation, Limited, of London,

England, or its subsidiary or associated companies or

successors owning patents in the British Empire or any

foreign countries for the inventions -protected by the

Letters Patent within this license, or its or their

Licensees, or by the Licensors or said Minerals Sep-

aration. Limited, or said companies, against others.

7. THE Licensees shall not assign or sublet this

License or sell or dispose of any machinery or apparatus

the subject matter of any of the said Letters Patent

without the written consent of the Licensors such con-

sent not to be withheld in the case of a bona fide sale

of the Licensees' undertaking or a substantial part

thereof to a responsible person or company who will

undertake to enter into a License when called upon so

to do by the Licensors in the same terms as near as

may be as are herein contained (but subject to the

approval of the Licensors) and the Licensors agree

to execute if called upon so to do such a License to

such bona fide purchaser.

8. THE Licensees shall permit the officers or the

duly authorized representatives of the Licensors at all

reasonable times during the continuance of this License

to enter upon the works and property of the Licensees
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and inspect the plant and processes there being used

according to the inventions contained in the Letters

Patent within this License and to take any samples and

J
to make such assays analyses or tests as may be de-

sirable for the purpose of checking the Licensees'

accounts or testing the said plant or processes and will

also permit should the Licensors or their agents so

desire reasonable access to intending Licensees to see

the plant at work.

9. THE Licensees shall at any time if so required

supply to the Licensors or their duly authorized repre-

sentatives full detailed information as to the working

of any of the inventions the subject matter of any of

the Letters Patent within this License. And the

Licensees shall not without the written consent of the

Licensors connnunicate any detail connected with the

working of an}^ of the said inventions modifications,

additions or improvements to any third party.

10. THE Licensors when required by the Licensees

but at the cost of the Licensees shall prepare and supply

as soon as may be possible plans and specifications of

the plant for the working of the said inventions. The

Licensors shall if requested by the Licensees and as

soon as may be possible to send to the Licensees' said

works an engineer or member of its staff to advise as

to the operation of the said inventions. The Licensees

shall pay the salary of the said advisor which shall be

at the rate of

dollars per month for such period of time as he shall
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be engaged in such advisory capacity including the time

spent in travel to and from the works of the Licensees,

such period of time to be mutually agreed upon, and the

Licensees shall pay all legitimate expenses traveling and

otherwise of said advisor from the time the said ad-

visor shall start for such works until he shall return

therefrom.

11. THE Licensors hereby covenant with the Li-

censees that the Licensees paying the royalties hereby

reserved and observing and performing the covenants

on their part herein contained shall at all times during

the term of years for which the Letters Patent within

this License are granted or any extension thereof

peaceably and quietly hold, exercise and enjoy the

License hereby granted without any interruption or

disturbance by the Licensors or any person lawfully

claiming by, through or in trust for them.

12. IN the event of any proceedingi being taken

against the Licensees for the infringement of any

patent rights in the use or exercise of any invention

for the time being subject to this License the Licensors

shall have the right at their own cost to defend any

such proceedings in the name of and on behalf of the

Licensees and the Licensees hereby agree to render to

the Licensors all possible aid (other than monetary) in

connection with such proceedings and to notify imme-

diately the Licensors in writing in the event of any

such proceedings being instituted. And the Licensors

shall ])ay all costs charges and expenses incurred by

reason of any such proceedings so to be defended an(
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taken over by them (the Licensors) as aforesaid. Pro-

vided that if any proceedings are taken against the

Licensees by parties against whom the Licensees are

precluded by contractural relations from riasing any

of the defenses open to them and the Licensors elect

to defend such proceedings in the name of the Licensees

then the Licensees shall bear and pay all costs and

damages in connection therewith.

13. PROVIDED ALWAYS that if any royalties

payable hereunder by the Licensees or any part thereof

respectively shall remain unpaid for thirty days after

the time hereinbefore appointed for payment^ thereof

whether demanded or not or if the Licensees shall

make default in any other obligation by them herein

contained and in case the non-payment of royalties or

of any breach capable of being made good shall for

the space of thirty days after they shall have been

served with a notice in writing by the Licensors to

make good such non-payment or breach neglect or

omit so to do or if the Licensees should cease for the

period of- twelve calendar months to use and work the

said inventions or should be wound up by reason of in-

ability to meet their liabilities then the Licensors at

any time thereafter and notwithstanding any merely

implied waiver by them of their rights so to do may
by serving the Licensees or their liquidator (if any)

with a notice in writing for this purpose forthwith

revoke this License without prejudice however to the

recovery by the Licensors of any money then already
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due or any right of action by or on behalf of them for

past breaches accrued hereunder.

14. THIS Contract shall be construed in all re-

spects and take effect as a contract made in the State

of New York, and in accordance with the Laws of said

State.

15. ANY notice hereunder may be given by either

party to the other of them by sending if through the

post in a prepaid registered letter addressed to them at

the address designated by the other party and last

known to the party sending said notice and such no-

tice shall be deemed to have been served in due course

of post, and in proving the service thereof it shall be

sufficient to show that the letter containing the same

was properly addressed and registered.

Signed, sealed and delivered by the parties hereto, in

duplicate, the day and year first above written.

Attest

Attest
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STATE OF

County of

On the day of in the

year One thousand nine hundred and

before me personally came

to me known, who, being by me duly sworn, did de-

pose and say that he resides in

that he is the of the Minerals

Separation North American Corporation, the licensor

corporation described in and which executed the above

instrument; that he knows the seal of said corpora-

tion; that the seal affixed to said instrument is such

corporate seal; that it was so affixed by order of the

Board of Directors of said corporation, and that he

signed his name thereto by like order; and he acknowl-

edged the said instrument to be the free act and deed

of the said corporation.
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STATE OF

County of

On the day of in the

year One thousand nine hundred and

before me personally came

to me known, who, being by me duly sworn, did de-

pose and say that he resides in

that he is the of the

the licensee corporation described in and which executed

the above instrument; that he knows the seal of said

corporation; that the seal affixed to said instrument

is such corporate seal; that it was so affixed by order

of the Board of Directors of said corporation, and that

he signed his name thereto by like order; and he

acknowledged the said instrument to be the free act

and deed of the said corporation.
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THE SCHEDULE ABOVE REFERRED TO UNITED STATES
LETTERS PATENT

Nos. Date

1763,259 June 21, 1904

763,260 June 21, 1904

763,749 June 28, 1904

776,145 Nov. 29, 1904

Name

A. E. Cattermole

A. E. Cattermole

Goyder & Laughton
C. V. Potter

777,273 Dec. 13, 1904 A. E. Cattermole

777,274 Dec. 13, 1904 Cattermole, Sulman
& Picard

784,999 Mar. 14, 1905 Goyder & Laughton

788,247 Apr. 25. 1905 Cattermole, Sulman
& Picard

793,808 July 4, 1905 Sulman & Picard
809,959 Jan. 16, 1906 E. B. Kirby

Sulman, Picard &
Ballot

835,143^ Nov. 6, 1906 H. L. Sulman
835,|79t* Nov. 6, 1906 Sulman, Picard &

Ballot
838,626 Dec. 18, 1906 E. B. Kirby
864,597 Aug. 27, 1907 A. J. F. DeBavay

835,120 Nov. 6, 1906

879,985 Feb. 25, 1908 H. L. Sulman

902,018

912,783
Oct.
Feb.

27, 1908
16, 1909

H.
A.

L. & E. S. Sulman
J. F. DeBavay

953,746 Apr. 5, 1910 T. J. Hoover

955,012

962,678

979,857

,045,970

,064,209

,064,723

,067,485

,071,784

,079,107

,084,196

,084,210

,093,463

Apr.
June

Dec.

Dec.

June

12, 1910
26, 1910

13, 1910

3, 1912

10, 1913

H. L. Sulman
Sulman, Greenway &
Higgins
T. J. Hoover

Description

Classification of the Metallic
Constituents of Ores
Separation of the Metallic
Constituents of Ores from
Gangue
Separation of Minerals
Process of Separating Met-
als from Sulphide Ores
Separation of the Metallic
Constituents of Ores from
Gangue
Concentration, of Minerals
from Ores
Separating and Concentrat-
ing Minerals

Ore Concentration
Ore Concentration
Process of separating min-
erals

Ore Concentration
Ore Concentration

Ore Concentration
Separating Tank
Separating Zinc Blende by
Flotation
Separation of Metalliferous
Minerals from Gangue
Ore Concentration
Apparatus for Separating
Ores
Apparatus for Ore Concen-
tration
Ore Concentration

June 17, 1913
July 15, 1913
Sept. 3, 1913
Nov. 18, 1913
Jan. 13, 1914
Jan. 13, 1914
Apr. 14, 1914

Ore Concentration
Apparatus for ore concentra-

T. J. Greenway Separation of Metallic Sul-
phide3from Sulphide ores

James Hebbard Apparatus for Ore Concen-

Greenway & Layers Ore Concentration
Nutter & Lavers Ore Concentration
E. H. Nutter Valve for Thick Pulp
Chapman & Tucker Ore Concentration
Broadbridge & Howard Ag,iLuLiug Appaidl tts

A. C. Howard Agitating Apparatus
Nutter & Hoover Method and Apparatus for

ore concentration
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ik

Nos.

1.099,699

1,101,506

1,102.738

1.102.873

1,102.874

1.142,821

1.142.822

1.155,815

1,155,816

1,155,836

1.155,861

1,170,637

1,170.665

1,178,191

1,187,772
1,203,341

1,203,372

1,203,373

1,203,374

1,203,375

1,208,334

Date Name

June 9, 1914 H. H. Greenwav
June 23, 1914 Leslie Bradford

Tuly 7. 1914

Tuly 7, 1914

July 7, 1914

June 15, 1915

Tune 15, 1915

"Oct. 5, 1915

Oct. 5, 1915

Oct. 5, 1915

Oct. 5, 1915
Feb. 8, 1916
Feb. 8, 1916
Apr. 4, 1916

June 20, 1916
Oct. 31, 1916

Oct. 31, 1916

Greenway & Lowry
Chapman & Tucker
G. A. Chapman
Henry Lavers

J. VV. Littleford
Higgins & Stenning

A. H. Higgins

T. M. Owen

L. A. Wood
A. H. Higgins
E. H. Nutter
Sulman & Picard
G. E. Ohrn
A. C. Howard
F. J. Lyster

Oct. 31, 1916 F. J. Lyster
^ ^

Oct. 31, 1916 F. J. l.ysiQr'tX%fJZ.
Oct. 31, 1916 Lu^^ij. kowi» &J

Dec. 12, 1916 Lavers, Greenway
& Lowry

Description

Ore concentration
Process and apparatus for

separation of metallic sul-

phide from gangue
Ore concentration
Ore concentration
Ore concentration
Separation of mixed sulphide

ores
Ore concentration
Apparatus for ore concentra-
tion
Apparatus for ore concentra-
tion |f^
Apparatus for ••* concentra-
tion of ores
Ore concentration
Ore concentration
Ore concentration
Copper Precipitant
Ore concentration
Ore concentration
Separation of metallic sul-

phide ores
Ore concentration
Ore concentration

Concentration of sulphide

Ore concentration

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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MODEL—KIRBY MIXING TANK "A."

(Physical Exhibit.)

Filed May is' 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.

Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 294.

MODEL—SEPARATING TANK "B."

(Physical Exhibit.)

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.

Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 295.

MODEL—GABBETT MACHINE.
(Physical Exhibit.)

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.

Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 296.

MODEL—CATTERMOLE UPCASTING
MACHINE.

(Physical Exhibit.)

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.

Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 297.

MODEL—SLIDE GABBETT MACHINE.
(Physical Exhibit.)

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.

Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 298.

BAR MIXER.
(Physical Exhibit.)

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.

Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 299.

BATEA.
(Physical Exhibit.)

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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FiAiNT/r^s ^MH/Bir N°30l.

C/fUD£ ORE
/VfOM CffUSH/Ne S£CT/ON

T/fOMM£L3

4- W/Lfl£Y TABLCS

\

CONCENTf^AT£S TO BJNS TA/L//^eS

COARSE

UPP£/^ MAPDIN6E M/LLS

/KV Cf^APMAN CIASSIF/ER

I

Nf2 Ome. CLASSIffEP

H 1

COARSE nA/£5

I

£OmPf/ARD/N6£ M/U3
I

A/f£ C//. CZA3S/n£P

r/N£3

COARSE

UPNED TO /V?2 DPAG

P/NES
/'IcrAT/ON P/ANT

/O C£US STANDARD MS.
9 3P/TZB0XE3

3 SP/TZ30X£^ 6 SP/rZBOXES
P/A/3PE/? CO/VC. M/DDLINGS

6 CEIL N/ee/NS

S TfNNJNG PEANT

TAILS

WASTE

C0NC£NT/?AT£3 MlDDL IN63

3INS

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Defendant's E;xhibit No. 302.

Results of an Experiment Performed in Court and Testified to by
B. H. DOSENBACH

MINIATURE FLOTATION PLANT
Test No. 39.

Operation of Miniature Flotation Plant (Def. Exhibit No. 226) in court
by B. H. Dosenbach.

Page 1863 (Description)

Ore used 60 Pounds
Butte & Superior ore containing 14.65% zinc.

Water used 146 Pounds
Ordinary tap water at temperature of 16° Centigrade.

Oil used 1.266 Pounds
Butte & Superior Oil Mixture consisting of 70% fuel oil, 18%

pine oil and 12% kerosene.

AMOUNT OF OIL RELATIVE TO ORE—2.11%

Acid used 65 c.c.

Commercial sulphuric acid having a specific gravity of 59 de-
grees Be. This amount used as equivalent to 8 pounds
per ton of ore.

Copper Sulphate Solution used 78 c.c.

Anaconda Copper Mining Company's sulphate solution equiv-
alent to approximately 0.10 pounds metallic copper per
ton of ore.

Entire Heading Entire Tailing Entire Concentrate Apparent Recovery
% Zinc % Zinc % Zn % Ins % Oil % Zinc

14.65 3.27 48.9 11.6 5.09 83.24

SPECIAL SAMPLES
(Cuts made during normal operations)

Concentrate froth:

—

% Zinc % Insol % Oil

1st, 2nd and 3rd cuts from recleaner 56.2% 4.0% 5.59%
3rd and 4th cuts from recleaner 55.6% 4.8% 3.98%

Tailing sample:

—

Sample cut for court inspection 1.15%

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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DefendaEt's Exhibit No. 303.

BUTTE & SUPERIOR MINING COMPANY

May 5, 1917.

Mr. J. T. Shimmin,

Mill Superintendent,

Plant.

Dear Sir:

—

The enclosed data shows the weights and assays of screen analy-

ses run on samples taken in the plant on April 29th, 1917, of which de-

scription was reported to you. on May 1st.

The screens reported here are as follows:

—

A composite of flotation feed samples, general mill tailings, also a

composite, primary tailings, primary middlings, cleaner flotation con-

centrates, slime feed to the sludge tank, and tube mill discharge. Con-

centrates from the first, second and third spitz and the first, second

and third cleaner tailings were not screened as the rejects were too

small to permit.

Yours truly,

(Signed) T. R. FEARLERLY,
Head Sampler.

TRFrJDS



5538 Minerals Separation, Limited, et al., vs.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 303

BUTTE & SUPERIOR MINING COMPANY
SCREENING ANALYSES— 1 :00 to 5:00 P. M.—APRIL 29th, 1917

^ t; -^ ti Accumula
v^'S) Accumulative «^ N >s'^c tive <%

Mesh Weight S^.5 Per cent
? Weight

.'^N ^:sn Weii^ht
^ ^N

Zinc

Primary Middling—One Bucket
4th, 5th, 6th & 7th Spitz

Original 400 10.8

Plus 48 00.00 00.00
65 15.00 3.79 3.79 2.69 17.9 6.17 6.17

80 18.00 4.55 8.34 3.20 17.8 7.34 13.51

100 13.00 3.28 11.62 2.21 17.0 5.07 18.58

150 60.00 15.15 26.77 6.60 11.0 15.14 33.72
200 36.00 9.09 35.86 3.24 9.0 7.43 51.15
280 35.00 8.84 44.70 4.41 12.6 10.12 51.27

Minus 280 219.00 55.30 100.00 21.24 9.7 48.73 100.00

Total 396.00 100.00 43.59 100.00

Cleaner Flotation Concentrates—Finished Product to Thickener Tanks
One Bucket

Original 400 45.2

Plus 48
65 13.0 3.28 3.28 5.04 38.8 2.88 2.88

80 8.0 2.02 5.30 3.26 40.7 1.87 4.75
100 22.0 5.56 10.86 9.26 42.1 5.30 10.05
ISO 50.0 12.63 23.49 22.60 45.2 12.93 22.98
200 29.0 7.32 30.81 13.51 46.6 7.73 30.71
-200 274.0 69.19 100.00 121.10 44.2 69.29 100.00

100.00 174.77 100.00Total 396.0

NOTE:—Impossible to put through 280 mesh on account of material
being too oily.

Slime Feed to Sludge Tank

Original 400.00 13.6

Plus 80 10.0 2.51 2.51 1.41 ,4.1

0.5

2.90 2.90
100 15.0 3.77 6.28 1.58 3.25 6.15

150 65.0 16.33 22.61 6.11 9.4 12.60 18.75

200 40.0 10.05 32.66 4.60 11.5 9.47 28.22
-200 268.0 67.34 100.00 34.84 13.0 71.78 100.00

Total .398.0 100.0 48.54

TUBE MILL DISCHARGE
No. 4 Section 1 and No. 1 Section 2

100.0

Original 400.00 8.9

Plus 48 37.0 9.30 9.30 1.67 4.5 4.45 4.45
65 75.0 18.84 28.14 4.13 5.5 11.00 15.45

80 49.0 12.31 40.45 3.38 6.9 9.01 24.46
100 62.0 15.58 56.03 5.08 8.2 13.54 38.00
150 78.0 19.60 75.63 9.13 11.7 24.33 62.33
200 23.0 5.78 81.41 3.11 13.5 8.28 70.61

-200 74.0 18.59 100.00 11.03 14.9 29.39 100.00

Total 398.0 100.00 37.53 100.00



Butte & Superior Mining Company.

Defendant's Exhibit No. 303

5539

BUTTE & SUPERIOR MINING COMPANY
SCREENING ANALYSES—1:00 to 5:00 P. M.—APRIL 29th, 1917.

t; J2 c ^ Accumula-
vc!?! Accumulative .2=^ N ^•5?c tive %

Mesh Weight e-c Per cent ^N ^^N Weight
?^ Weight ^ :? Zinc

General Mill Tailings Composite—Three Buckets

,
Original 400.00 1.57

Plus 48 10.00 2.53 2.53 .40 3.95 5.71 5.71

65 40.00 10.10 12.63 1.30 3.25 18.57 24.28

80 32.00 8.08 20.71 .69 2.15 9.86 34.14

100 35.00 8.84 29.55 .49 1.40 7.00 41.14

150 58.00 14.65 44.20 .65 1.12 9.29 50.43

200 60.00 15.15 59.35 .64 1.07 9.14 59.57

280 20.00 5.05 64.40 .15 .77 2.14 61.71
-280

Total

141.00 35.60 100.00 2.68 1.90 38.29 100.00

....396.00 100.00 7.00 100.00

Primary Tailings—One Bucket

Original 400.00 1.16

Plus 48 15.00 Z.77 Z.77 .56 3.70 10.31 10.31

65 58.00 14.61 18.38 1.74 3.00 32.04 42.35

80 19.00 4.79 23.17 .2,2, 1.75 6.08 48.43

100 40.00 10.07 33.24 .50 1.25 9.21 57.64

150 78.00 19.65 52.89 .68 .87 12.52 70.16
200 42.00 10.58 63.47 .26 .62 4.70 74.95
280 35.00 8.82 72.29 .20 .57 3.69 78.64
-280

Total

110.00 27.71 100.00 1.16 1.04 21.36 100.00

397.00 100.00 5.43 100.00

Flotation Feed Composite--Six Buckets

Original 400.00 12.6

Plus 48 5.00 1.27 1.27 .43 8.5 .85 .85

65 37.00 9.37 10.64 4.74 12.8 9.36 10.21

80 25.00 6.33 16.97 3.30 13.2 6.51 16.72
100 30.00 7.59 24.56 4.32 14.4 8.53 25.25
150 58.00 14.68 39.24 7.42 12.8 14.65 39.90
200 32.00 8.10 47.34 3.84 12.0 7.58 47.48
280 39.00 9.87 57.21 4.80 12.3 9.48 56.96
-280 169.00 42.79 100.00 21.80 12.9 43.04 100.00

Total 395.00 100.00 50.65 100.00

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Dcfendai

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS PER?
B. H.

Refer.
Record

Page No. Ajipaiatus

ORE USED

icration Kind Amt.
Grams % Zn. % Cu. % Fe. % Insol. Kind

:rson
5t No. 30

Page 1211
1212

After Descrip-
tion in Fryer
Hill Publica-
tion Cu. 300 8.14 4.90 78.0

Petroleur

Distillatt

srson
,t No, 31

••

1223 Cattarract Cu. 200 6.14 6.65 74.5

Texas
Distillatt

by
t No. 32

"
1224
1228

Sq. Glass agi-

tator Cu. 300 5.87 6.76 75.4

Petroleui

Distillate

te &
>erior

"
1281

Sq. Glass agi-

tator Zn. 300 17.4 64.0 Oil Mixt

ernate
termole &
in suit

,t No. 33
1262
1263

Cone Gabbett
Mach. Zn. 300 14.7 0.16 1.94 67.0 Oleic A.

te & Super-
Test No. 36 1283 Zn. 300 14.7 67.0 Pine Tai



I 304.

5543

URT AND TESTIFIED TO BY

ACID WATER

)il Kind Amount
c.c. Grams

Amt.
c.c.

Temj).
Deg.
C.

ASSAVS

'•/r.Z'xnc o/f, Cu. % Ins. % Fe. <^ Oil

Mineral
Sulphuric 2.4 4.41 1250 42° Froth

1.6 2.94 1250 30° Froth

2.0

5 Copper Sul. .51 1.102

Mineral
1500 25° Froth

Mineral

226.60 12.0 25.92 4.85

23.67 20.8 22.5 6.65

23.94 21.0 23.5 9.62

Sulphuric .67 1.23 1500 30" Froth 47.10 16.0 0.64

Mineral
5 Sulphuric 1.0 1.84 1500 35° Froth

1st 42.60 15.40
2nd 40.70 16.00

Cattermole Granules 32.70 35.60 2.03
Upcast Overflow 3.90 87.80 1.12

Mineral
62% Sulphuric .05 .92 1250 35° Froth 33.90 31.20 3.39

Filed I\[ay IS, 1917. GFO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.





Butte & Superior Mining Company. 5545

Defendant's Exhibit No. 305.

RESULTS OF AN EXPERIMENT PERFORMED IN COURT
AND TESTIFIED TO BY B. H. DOSENBACH

Test No. 34.

Operation performed in Janney Flotation Machine (Def. Exhibit

No. ) Page 1273.

Ore used 400 Grams
Butte & Superior ore containing 15.3% zinc.

Water used 1900 c.c.

Ordinary tap water at a temperature of 30° Centigrade

Oil used 1^% relative to ore

Butte & Superior oil mixture, consisting of 70% fuel oil, 18%
pine oil and 12% kerosene.

6 grams.

Acid used 0.9 c.c.

Concentrated sulphuric acid (Specific Gravity 1.84)

Copper Sulphate Solution 1.0 c.c.

Anaconda Copper Mining Company's copper sulphate solu-
tion; equivalent to 0.10 pounds per ton of ore.

Heading
9{,Zinc

Tailing

%Zinc
Concentrate

% Zn. % Oil

Middling Apparent Recovery
% Zinc % Zinc

15.3 0.44 44.3 2.12 32.5 98.09

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.
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Defendant's Exhibit No. 306.

4

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE.
By H. H. WALKER. '



Butte & Superior Mining Company S547

Defendant's Exhibit No. 307.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.





Butte & Superior Mining Company. 5549

Defendant's Exhibit No. 308.

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.





Butfe & Superior Mining Company. 5551

PlaiEtiffs' EifbJbit No. 309.

ANACONDA COPPER MINING COMPANY
DEPARTMENT OF CONCENTRATION

Reagent Consumption—lbs. per Ton of Flotation Feed

March. 1917

COPPER SAND COPPER SLIME ZINC ORE

far. Sludge Creosote H2SO4 Slutlge Cicosote Hl'SO-1 Sludge Creosote H2S04

1 3.5 .34 8.0 4.3 2.90 19.5 1.0 1.7 29.6

2 3.5 .36 7.7 3.9 2.14 14.1 1.0 1.9 27.6

3 3.6 .36 7.7 3.4 2.51 14.3 1.1 1.8 29.0

4 3.7 .34 7.7 4.2 2.85 19.2 1.1 2.3 28.6

5 3.7 .38 7.9 3.6 2.59 16.2 0.9 1.8 26.5

6 3.7 .34 7.6 4.0 2.71 18.1 0.9 1.7 19.0

7 3.7 .32 7.8 4.0 2.72 17.2 0.8 1.9 26.7

8 3.6 .33 7.9 3.5 2.34 15.0 0.8 1.6 20.7

9 3.7 .31 7.7 3.5 2.38 15.1 0.9 1.6 21.1

10 3.7 .38 7.8 3.4 2.33 15.0 1.5 2.0 25.0

11 3.7 .27 7.9 3.7 2.45 17.3 1.2 1.4 21.4

12 3.7 .32 7.9 3.4 2.20 13.6 0.9 1.4 24.6

13 3.6 .34 7.9 3.6 2.48 15.6 1.0 1.6 33.6

14 3.4 .18 7.9 3.8 2.66 16.8 0.8 1.1 19.0

15 3.5 .22 8.1 4.4 2.69 18.6 0.9 1.6 22.0

16 3.5 None 8.0 3.4 1.92 15.6 0.8 1.4 25.2

17 3.4 .17 8.1 3.9 2.22 16.4 0.8 1.4 23.8

18 3.5 .15 8.1 3.7 2.25 16.4 0.9 1.8 21.3

19 3.4 None 7.9 3.6 2.18 16.2 0.8 1.3 24.2

20 3.4 .41 7.8 3.8 2.32 16.4 1.6 1.5 24.6

21 3.3 None 7.8 3.4 2.16 14.9 1.0 1.9 21.9

22 3.2 .18 8.0 3.3 1.99 14.3 1.0 1.8 29.9

23 3.2 .24 8.1 3.8 2.26 16.8 0.8 1.6 28.4

24 3.3 .20 8.6 3.9 2.25 17.4 0.8 2.0 24.0

25 3.2 .50 8.0 3.6 2.01 14.7 Plant Down
26 3.1 .30 8.0 3.9 2.31 16.9 1.0 2.4 27.4

27 3.2 .50 8.5 3.7 2.37 17.2 0.9 1.9 33.4

28 3.1 .45 8.2 3.2 1.78 14.1 0.8 1.6 30.3

29 3.1 .40 8.1 3.7 2.34 17.5 1.0 1.5 29.6
30 3.1 .48 8.1 2.9 1.68 13.6 1.2 1.8 29.0
31 3.1 .24 8.2 3.3 1.88 15.1 1.7 1.5 33.8

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.



0^.c-? Minerals Separation, Limited, et al., vs.

Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 310.

ANACONDA COPPER MINING COMPANY
DEPARTMENT OF CONCENTRATION

Reagent Consumption—lbs. per Ton of Flotation Feed

February, 1917

COPPER SA.\D COPPER SLIME ZINC ORK

Feb. Sludge Creosote Il2SO^ Sludge Creosote IIiiSQ.! Sludge Creosote II2S0.

1 3.5 .57 7.1 3.0 1.94 12.8 1.4 2.5 31.9

2 3.5 .41 7.0 3.0 1.85 12.0 1.0 2.0 19.3

3 3.6 .58 7.1 2.9 1.70 12.0 0.8 1.5 24.6

4 i.i .32 7.0 3.2 2.19 11.3 1.1 1.5 28.0

5 Z.i .38 7.0 2.8 1.59 11.8 1.2 1.8 23.9

6 3.1 .41 7.2 3.6 2.06 13.5 Missii g
7 2.8 .39 7.2> 4.9 2.10 14.8 0.9 1.6 31.9

8 i.3 .38 7.6 4.1 2.00 16.4 0.8 1.5 30.8

9 3.4 .35 7.4 5.3 2.50 21.7 1.0 1.9 30.5

10 Z.Z .29 7.}, 5.0 2.20 18.9 0.6 1.5 17.5

11 3.4 .24 7.4 3.9 1.65 14.7 0.8 1.6 20.7

12 3.4 .36 7.6 5.4 2.08 18.1 1.0 2.0 27.4

13 3.4 .34 7.6 5.4 1.80 18.7 0.9 1.8 24.0

14 3.4 .ZZ 7.6 5.7 2.09 21.7 0.9 1.8 19.7

15 3.4 .26 7.5 5.8 1.85 21.4 0.8 1.9 17.0

16 3.6 .12 7.7 4.6 2.12 19.9 0.8 1.8 23.1

17 3.5 .31 7.S 5.7 3.10 24.4 1.1 2.2 26.0

18 3.6 .36 8.1 4.1 2.43 18.9 1.2 1.9 26.6

19 3.6 .32 7.8 3.9 2.54 19.2 0.8 2.0 24.7

20 3.8 .39 7.6 3.8 2.23 16.1 0.9 1.9 24.0

21 3.7 .Z7 7.) 3.8 2.20 17.2 1.0 1.9 18.5

22 Z.7 .39 7.9 4.1 2.53 18.9 0.8 1.5 21.5

23 1.7 .24 7.7 3.9 2.41 17.4 0.8 1.8 26.3

24 3.6 .31 7.8 3.8 2.35 17.0 1.3 2.4 37.4

25 3.6 .45 7.S 3.9 2.42 17.6 1.5 2.0 34.6

26 3.6 .39 7.7 4.4 2.44 17.7 2.0 3.6 50.4

27 3.6 .28 7.S 4.1 2.28 21.1 1.0 2.2 30.6

28 3.6 .25 7.7 3.9 2.38 16.1 0.9 2.1 25.0

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 311.

ANACONDA COPPER MINING COMPANY
DEPARTMENT OF CONCENTRATION

Reagent Consumption—lbs. per Ton of Flotation Feed

January, 1917

COPPER SAND COPPER SLIME ZINC ORE

.
1. Sludge Creosote H2S04 Sludge Creosote H2S04 Sludge Creosote H2S04

2.6 .22 6.8 2.9 1.75 13.2 0.5 2.6 20.7

; Z.2, .20 6.9 2.9 1.70 13.7 1.1 3.0 22.2

; 3.1 .22 6.S 3.1 1.90 14.3 0.7 2.3 19.0

\ 3.1 .24 6.9 2.7 2.20 15.3 0.8 2.6 19.0

; 3.2 .26 7.2 2.2 1.90 13.7 0.8 2.7 20.0

5 3.2 .24 7.4 3.6 2.10 15.6 0.9 2.8 19.9
' 3.1 .27 7.2 3.5 2.20 15.7 0.9 2.5 19.1

\ 3.1 .25 7.1 2.2 1.95 14.3 0.8 2.5 20.4

) 3.1 .23 7.1 3.4 1.85 14.6 0.8 3.1 24.0

) Z.Z .32 7.2, 3.2 1.90 13.2 0.9 2.5 23.0

[ 3.2 .26 7.0 3.5 2.10 14.7 0.8 3.1 27.8

I 3.2 .27 7.0 3.5 2.15 15.4 0.8 3.0 30.8

5 3.2 .Zi 6.9 2.7 2.30 16.0 0.9 2.5 19.4

\ 3.4 .24 7.3 3.6 2.35 15.8 0.9 2.9 32.4

5 3.4 .31 7.2 3.8 2.35 15.0 0.9 3.1 25.5

5 3.2 .17 7.0 3.5 2.10 14.9 0.8 2.7 17.7

7 3.1 .23 7.0 3.4 2.15 15.0 0.8 2.9 21.5

5 3.4 .32 7.1 2.7 2.25 14.7 0.4 2.2 22.1

? 3.2, .27 7.1 2.7 2.30 14.9 0.6 2.3 23.9
3.4 .26 7.2 2.7 2.25 15.1 0.3 2.5 19.8

1 3.4 .30 7.5 3.6 2.20 14.8 0.9 3.0 28.4
2 3.4 .30 7.2 3.5 2.50 14.2 0.9 2.5 25.5
13 3.4 .41 7.1 3.4 2.20 13.6 0.7 2.6 22.7
4 2,.2> .43 7.1 3.4 1.90 13.0 0.8 1.9 19.1

5 3.4 .36 7.1 2.2 2.05 12.9 0.7 2.1 26.4
6 3.4 .2,7 7.4 3.4 2.15 13.2 0.9 2.8 29.5
7 3.0 .38 7.2 3.8 2.25 14.2 0.8 2.4 28.9
8 3.4 .39 7.2 3.5 2.40 13.5 0.7 2.3 28.1
9 3.4 .50 7.2 3.8 2.05 13.0 1.0 2.2 32.0

3.0 .32 7.6 4.0 2.20 14.8 1.2 2.4 26.9
1 3.4 .49 7.4 2.2 1.90 13.0 1.1 2.1 25.0

Filed May !S. ;;. Ci^O. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. II. WALKER. Deputy
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Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 312.

ANACONDA COPPER MINING COMPANY
DEPARTMENT OF CONCENTRATION

Current Mill Slime—Per Cent Cu.

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH

1 2.63 2.44 2.51

2 2.63 2.71 2.80

3 2.47 2.78 2.57

4 2.75 2.65 2.66

S 2.67 2.60 2.39

6 3.06 2.81 2.60

7 2.31 2.61 2.30

8 2.67 2.40 2.47

9 2.69 2.77 2.46

10 2.50 2.83 2.73

11 2.60 2.65 2.81

12 2.81 2.68 2.45

13 2.47 2.65 2.93

14 2.65 2.72 2.81

15 2.54 2.61 2.41

16 2.82 2.96 2.33

17 2.66 2.40 2.64

18 2.73 2.44 2.51

19 2.53 2.42 3.07

20 2.66 2.77 2.76

21 2.82 2.25 2.72

22 2.73 2.70 2.84

23 2.57 2.52 2.54
'

24 2.76 2.71 2.38
:, 25 ' 2.60 2.63 3.15
•^"

26 2.82 2.77 2.62
27 3.10 2.37 2.49

28 2.54 2.85 2.74

29 2.70 2.69

30 2.84 2.83

31 2.67 2.83

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER. Deputy.
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Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 313.

ANACONDA COPPER MINING COMPANY
DEPARTMENT OF CONCENTRATION

Reagent Consumption and Sulphide Content of Ore—Jan., 1917

REAGENTS
LBS. PER

USED
TON

»1 T— u

and ...- 1.0

lime 2.6

0.7 3.0 13.2

4.0

4.2

7.0

5.0

6.0

14.7

10.3t
12.8

38.6

3.4

3.6

0.7

0.1

1.9

2.7$

3.5 6.8

5.5 13.8

3.4 22.7

i; of 60% Creosote from Cleveland Cliffs Iron Co., Marquette, Mich., and 40%
il Tar special from Georgia Pine Turpentine Co.

I mill operations we treat 0.578x2000=1156 tons of Sand and approximately 120
lime in each section. Therefore, the true total sulphide figure for the "sand"
feed in the mill should be 1156X10+120X13.4=10.3. This accounts for dis-

1276
between figure shown and addition which would be 10.0%. The total sulphide
ime returned to the mill for treatment is 13.4%.

Filed Mav 18, 1917. :y if. n. WALKER. Deputy.

GEO. W. SPROUT E. Clerk.
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Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 314.

ANACONDA COPPER MINING COMPANY
DEPARTMENT OF CONCENTRATION

Reagents Consumption and Sulphide Content of Ore—Feb. 1917

RKAGENTS 1

LBS. PER Ti

PRODUCT-

-a

6 i ^ i
-I

I
_ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ '^

11

- O c^
Si I. r-

(Mixed)
Copper
Sand 1.15

Copper
Shme 2.50

Zinc Ore 69 2.8 12.35

5.2

4.1

7.5

4.8

5.4

12.6

11.15

12.00

35.94

4.01

4.85

1.00

.13

2.12

2.40

4.14 il

6.97

3.40

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Cle

By H. H. WALKER. Dep

Plaintiffs' ExMbit No. 315.

ANACONDA COPPER MINING COMPANY
DEPARTMENT OF CONCENTRATION

Reagent Consumption and Sulphide Content of Ore—Mar. 1917

RE.-^GENTS USE
LBS. PER TON

PRODUCT—
N

5
•~r.

^3
3

o
o

U

(Mixed)
Copper
Sand ....1.24 5.5 4.9 11.64 2.94 .05 2.99

Copper
Slime

Zinc Ore ....

....2.40

54 3.0 13.48

4.3

6.45

5.5

13.6

12.20

37.07

3.15

.80

2.11

1.44

5.26

2.24

1

Filed May 18. 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, c!

By H. H. WALKER, D It





Defen: it':

MINERALS SEPARATION COMPANY, LIMl D^

Referring to Defendant's Exhibit No. 29 Chino Copper Corr. -'

HEADING TO FLOTATION FLOTATION CONCENTRATES RECOVERY f/^ CU.

PERIOD
3
U

c ^ ^ o
H -< U

1916
3rd Quarter 26804 7.01 3757921

1916
October 9794 7.77 1521988

1916
Nov. 18, 19, 20 561 10.24 114893

. Recompiled Alay 13th, 1917, by F. R. Wicks

fl
U<4 O

II

i2 o

u
5 n

¥
o

^
r

3.94 6804 27.10 3687768 98.13 96.717 200

3.40 2884 26.03 1501410 98.65 98.17 69

2.95 190 29.78 113164 98.49 98.423 3



t K. 316.

7S. UTTE & SUPERIOR Mi NING COMPANY
t oi V^anner Concentr ates. Mr. V/ick's Evidence O 25 and Q 26.

av ' Cu. LOSS OF CU IN TAILINGS COST OF SMELTING CONCTS. COST OF CONCENTRATION OIL OTHER
PER LB. CU. IN HEADINGS REAGENTS

t!0

c u Sf^_;

00

Mi;
- o

_c

(3.3

41 "-^--v
bCin u>

U IH Id

g.l
s C . bf o U C O 3 K 3 --c^ ^« ^"^

a

J
—

r- O
o

o . c .

M O 3
Ik

o i-^ K-- c/l H CU u u H l-I hJ

5 .306 0.0186 $0.00372 $6.00 $40824 $0.01086 $0.0153 $0.00137 0.01595 8.76 4.57

9 .200 0.0135 0.00270 6,00 17304 0.01136 0.0146 0.00147 0.01553 10.26 4.77

3 .244 0.01504 0.00301 6.00 1140 0.00992 0.00446 0.00136 0.01429 23.70 , 6.34

18 0) (Signed) F. R. Wicks

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk.

By H. H. WALKER, Deputy.





Butte & Superior Mining Cojnpany. C'. 1

PlaiEtsffs* E2<j!iilii4 Ncs. 317.

B. & S. MINIATURE PLANT TEST.

MINERALS SEPARATION

Assaj'-s Recovery
PRODUCTS % Zn. %

)ncentrates 49.46 8L38
lilings 3.51

rude 14.39

Filed May 18, 1917. GEO. W. SPROULE. Clerk.

\'.y If. II. WALKER. Deputy.
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Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 318.

ASSAYS OF HIGGINS* TESTS.

MINERALS SEPARATION

Assay
% Cii. % Insols.

Mr. Higgins Crude 4.64

Test Illustration Cones. 14.12 17^65

of Bumping
Table on Batea Tails 1.27

—35 Mesh from Feed to

Wilfley's Anaconda Plant
COPPER. May 11th

Mr. Higgins Crude 4.64

Everson Test Cones. 12.08 2i;03—35 Mesh from Feed to
Wilfley's Anaconda Plant
COPPER, May Uth Tails 2.70

Mr. Higgins Crude 0.51

Kirby Test Cones. 1.26 36^01

Rossland Ore
COPPER, May 11th Tails 0.51

Mr. Higgins Crude 20.68
Cattermole Cones. 56.63 '2;53

Test Tails 1.99

BLACK ROCK
RECEIVED 1912-13
ZINC, May 11th

Mr. Higgins
Test on Solution Crude 20.14
Patent Cones. 44.86 '7!2S

B. H. T. ZINC Tails 4.19
May 12th

Filed May 18, 1917. GJ::0. W. SPROULE. CI

By H. H. WALKER. D(

M
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The foregoing statement of the evidence and pro-

:eedings in the cause named in the caption hereof is

m due time presented to the judge of this court and is

approved by the judge aforesaid as true, complete and

properly prepared in accordance with the stipulations

made and entered into between the parties hereto.

Dated this....O. day oF^SepLembeiT 1917.

GEO. M. BOURQUIN, Judge.

Statement of evidence and proceedings filed -Scp-

teffifeer.CS^^./.^.., 1917.

GEO. W. SPROULE, Clerk,

By HARRY H. WALKER,
Deputy Clerk.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
DISTRICT OF MONTANA,
COUNTY OF SILVER BOW,—ss.

I, GEORGE W. SPROULE, Clerk of the District-

Court of the United States, for the District of Mon-

tana, do cef^tif;)^ and return to the honorable, the

United States Circuit Court of Appeals, for the Ninth

Circuit, that the foregoing record, consisting of ..^./.A.v

pages, numbered frona 1 to frP.P.. and 1 to.4.5.^3", is

a true and correct .transcript of the pleadings, find-

'ings and conclusions of the court, decree,- opinion of

the court, statement of evidence and proceedings,

stipulations and records therein, certificate of ap-

proval and other proceedings had in said cause and

of the whole thereof, as appears from the original

records filed in said court in my possession, the same

being made up in accordance with the Praecipe here-

tofore delivered to me. And I do further certify and

return that I have annexed to said transcript and in-

cluded within said paging the original citation. I fur-

ther certify that all exhibits have been and are here-

with certified by me to be produced in court in accord-

ance with the order of court. I further certify that

the cost of the transcript of the record amounts to the

sum of $.«<.'../..f.rr^ and that the same has been paid

by the appellant.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set
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ly hand and affixed the seal ofsaid court at Butte,

1 the District of Montana, this ..-St day of^/2ittAf>r::^«^

1 the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and seventeen,

nd of the Independence of the United States, the one

mndred and forty4iFS*./2£-i^^-^

Clerk of the District Court of the United

States, for the District of Montana.

(U) B..^M-e4,
Deputy Clerk.



\
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT,

District of Montana..

In Equity.

Minerals Separation, Limited,

Plaintiff,

vs.

Butte & Superior Mining Company,

Limited,

Defendant.

The examination of witnesses de bene esse and pursuant ta

order of court, beginning on the 5th day of May, 1914, on be-

half of the plaintiff, before me, Harry C. Lewis, a notaary

public in and for the County of the Bronx, certificate filed in

the County of New York and authorized to act as a Notary

Public in the County of New York, State of New York, at the

office of Henry D. Williams, Esq., No. 76 Williams Street, in

the County of New York and said State, in the above entitled

suit.

Present :

Henry D. Williams, Esq., of Counsel for the

Plaintifl".

Thomas F. Sheridan, Esq., and Walter A. Scott,

Esq., of Counsel for Defendent.

Hugh N. Line, a witness produced on behalf of the plain-

tifl', being first duly cautioned and sworn, deposes and says as

follows :

Direct Examination by Mr. Williams :

1 Q. Please state your name, age, residence and occupa-

tion.
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A. Hugh N. Line ; 41 years old ; Bartlesville, Oklahoma
;

contractor for loading and unloading material for the smelters.

2 Q. And what is the material which you usually load and

unload for the smelter}^ ?

A. Coal and ore, I unload, and clay. I load cinders and

do other work for the Company.

3 Q. And what is the name of the Compan}' ?

A. National Zinc.

4 Q. Please relate the circumstances connected with ob-

taiuing a specimen of ore or concentrate at the Bartlesville

Zinc Company, near Bartlesville, Oklahoma.

A. On the 18th day of September, 1913, Mr. Gill and Mr.

Jacobseu, they came where I was working and said they

wanted me to do some work for them. I asked them to state

the case and they told me they wanted me to secure a sample

of ore from the Bartlesville Zinc Company at No. 2 Works,

and they wanted a muddy slime called the Butte ore. I went

and secured a sample. I was there present when the men
opened the car. I went in and secured a sample. I then

placed it in a bag marked " $100 "—and I believe it was the

Bartlesville Union National Bank—I took it to the No. 3

oflSce and gave it to Mr. Jacobsen and Mr. Gill. I also got

the seal of the car and the number of it.

5 Q. Was the seal of the car broken in your presence ?

A. Yes.

6 Q. What is this I now hand you (hands piece of tin) ?

A. This is the seal as best I can tell, the same number
;

833,664 and " Great Northern By. Line," with the letter " H "

on the rivet of the seal.

7 Q. What is it I now hand you (handing slip of paper to

witness) ?

A. This is the number of the car and the title of it

*' S 15679 ".

8 Q. About how much of the material of which you took a

specimen was there in the car?

A. I would judge there was 80,000 or 100,000 pounds in

the car.

9 Q. What is the No. 3 Office, to which you took this

sample ?
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A. That is the National Zinc Company No. 3 Office.

10 Q. When did you put this specimen in the bag ?

A. In a few minutes after I procured it.

11 Q. What further happened in regard to this specimen

in the bag at No. 3 Office and afterward ?

A. Well, we put it in there in the bag and sealed it up and

I kept it in my possession until that evening; then we went

to Rowland & Talbot and there we sealed it with red and green

sealing wax.

12 Q. Did you put anything else in the bag besides the

specimen of muddy slime ?

A. Yes, sir, put the seal of the car and the number of the

car on a white slip of paper, written with a pencil. And we
tied the sack with a grayish twine and the imprint of the seal

on the wax was Rowland & Talbot ; then I delivered it to Mr.

Jacobsen.

13 Q. What is it that I now show you (hands witness a

bag)?

A. That is the bag I described or one just like it. The
sealing and tying is the same or just like it. The material in

the bag looks like the same material, dry.

14 Q. What is the document I now show you (hands wit-

ness document) ?

A. That is the affidavit I made that day, signed and swora

to by me,

Mr. Williams : The metal seal shown to the witness

is marked for identification " Seal of Car," the slip of

paper described as containing the number of the car is

marked for identification " Memorandum of Number of

Car," and the bag shown to the witness, with attached

sealing [and contents, is marked for identification " De-
fendant's Concentrate No. 2," and the affidavit shown
to the witness is marked " Line First Affidavit."

Direct-examinatiou closed.

No cross-examination.

Deposition closed.
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Ernest O. Jacobsen, a witness produced on behalf of the

plaintifif, being first duly cautioned and sworu, deposes and

says as follows :

Direct Examination by Mr. Williams :

Q. 1. Please state your name, age, residence and occu-

pation.

A. Ernest O. Jacobsen ; 48 years old ; living at 304 West
Seventy-first street. New York City ; secretary and treasurer

of the National Zinc Company.

Q. 2. Where were you on September 18, 1913 ?

A. In Bartlesville, Oklahoma.

Q. 3. Where is the plant of the Bartlesville Zinc Company ?

A. Near Bartlesville, Oklahoma.

Q. 4. Did you on that day meet Hugh N. Line, who has

just testified as a witness, and what, if anything, did you ask

him to do '?

A. I met Mr. Line in conjunction with Mr. Gill, superin-

tendent of the National Zinc Company's plant near Bartles-

ville, Oklahoma, and requested Mr. Line to obtain, if possible,

a sample of ore known as the Butte & Superior ore arriving at

the works of the Bartlesville Zinc Company.

Q. 5. And what, if anything, happened in relation thereto ?

A. Mr. Line brought to me, while in the ofiSce of the

National Zinc Company, a bag containing a wet substance,

which he said he had obtained from a car at the Bartlesville

Zinc Company's Works, and we went to the law office of Row-
land & Talbot in the City of Bartlesville, where, in my
presence, Mr. Line put in the bag a strip of tin and

a piece of white paper, the latter being marked with

the number which he said was the number of the car

from which he had obtained the contents of the bag. The

bag was then tied and sealed with a red and green seal and

marked " Rowland cfe Talbot." Mr. Line thereupon gave me
the bag, which I kept in my possession and brought with me
to New York, delivering same to you.

6 Q. At the time that you delivered this bag and its con-

tents to me, was or was not the bag still sealed up ?
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A. The bag was still sealed up.

7 Q. When and in whose presence was the bag opened ?

A. On the 25th of September, the day that I came into

your office, the bag was opened in the presence of yourself, Dr.

Charles F. Chandler and I think Mr. George A, Chapman was

there, and myself. The contents of the bag were examined by

all present, Dr. Chandler taking a sample.

8 Q. I now show you the bag which was marked for iden-

tification during the taking of the deposition of Mr. Line and

the metal seal and piece of paper also so marked, and ask you

whether or not they appear to be the various articles so de-

scribed by you and delivered to me ?

A. They do.

Direct examination closed.

No cross-examination.

Deposition closed.

Adjourned to Wednesday, May 6, 1914, at the same place,

at eleven o'clock A. M.

New York, May 6, 1914.

Met pursuant to adjournment.

Present : Counsel as before.

Charles F. Chandler, a witness produced on behalf of the

plaintiff, being first duly cautioned and sworn, deposes and

says as follows :

Direct Examination by Mr. Williams :

1 Q. Please state your name, age, residence and occupa-

tion ?

A. Charles Frederick Chandler ; age, 77 years ; residence,

New York City ; chemist by profession

.

2 Q. Are you the same Charles F. Chandler who testified
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as a witness for the complainants in the suit of Mineral Sepa-

ration, Limited, and another, vs. James M. Hyde ?

A. I am.

3 Q. Were you in my office on September 25, 1913, and, if

so, please relate the circumstances in connection with a speci-

men which was present on that occasion ?

A, I was present in your office on this date and, beside

yourself, Mr. E. O. Jacobsen was present. A cotton bag was

produced marked " SlOO Silver " in red, and under that in

black " Bartlesviile National Bank, Bartlesville, Okla." lu

between the red and black descriptions above mentioned were

two red lines which were very indistinct and I did not try to

decipher them. The bag was tied with heavy hemp twine and

sealed with red sealing wax, underneath which was dark green

sealing wax. The seal covered the knot in full contact with it,

and everything was intact. Just as the twine was cut by my-

self, Mr. George A. Chapman came in and remained to the end

of the interview.

On opening the bag, a piece of white paper was found

therein marked " Car No. S 15679," There was also found in

the bag a narrow, strip of tin plate about seven inches long

and a third of an inch wide, with the following inscription

in black :
" Great Northern By. Line 833664 "

; and on the

rivet head holding the two ends together originally appeared

the letter " H."

The ore within the bag had become hardened into a solid

lump. This was broken by physical force applied outside

and the contents of the bag were poured out and thoroughly

mixed. Half of this I took charge of and returned the other

half to the bag, and tied it up as before and left it in the

custody of Mr. Williams, together with the paper and strip

of tin.

The moist ore, as well as the bag, had a very strong odor,

apparently of an essential oil, probably eucalyptus.

This is the memorandum which I made at the time.

4 Q. What did you do with this specimen of ore that you

took charge of ?

A. I took it to my laboratory at Columbia University

and subjected it to chemical examination. I weighed out

150 grams of the moist ore and extracted it repeatedly with

A
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ether. On evaporating the ether in a weighed dish, there was

left an oily residuum which amounted in weight to 0.24

per cent. This appeared to be a mixture of light and heavy

(oil and, when cold, indicated the presence of stearic acid

by becoming semi-solid, stearic acid being a common con-

iStituent of commercial oleic acid. The solubility of a con-

siderable portion of the oily material in alcohol satisfied me
that a large proportion of it was commercial oleic

acid. From the odor of the original ore in its moist

condition, I concluded that a portion of the oily matter

was probably either pine oil or eucalyptus oil, I couldn't

decide which. The water in the sample amounted to 3.29 per

cent., probably a little less than this in fact, because the

water was determined by subtracting the joint weight of the

oil recovered and the dry ore freed from oil and water from

100 per cent.; probably the oil recovered did not completely

represent the oil in the sample, as the odor which I thought

came from eucalyptus oil or pine oil disappeared during the

evaporation of the ether, so probably the amount of oil was a

little more than 0.24 per cent, and the water less than 3.29.

The following tabular statement indicates the results

actually obtained from this examination :

Mineral,. 96.47 '

Water 3.29

Oil _-- 0.24

100.00

I subjected the mineral, after it was freed from oil and

water, to a partial chemical analysis, with the following

result

:

Zinc 42.22

Sulphur calculated 20.71

Sulphide of Zinc 62.93

Copper - 0.62

Residue insoluble in acids 24.57

Undetermined 11.88

100.00
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The iindetermined includes iron, sulphur combined with

the iron and the copper, manganese, carbon dioxide, and other

substances dissolved by the acids used.

5 Q. Have you made a screen analysis of this material, and,

if so, when did you make and with what results ?

A. The end of April I came to Mr. Williams office and

borrowed the bag of ore that I have previously described,

which had been left with him for safe keeping. I took it to

the University. I found it had caked together again,

I crushed it with my hands so as to get it out of the

bag, and then broke up the lumps in a glazed porcelain

mortar, I did not triturate it ; that is to say, I did not make
the particles any finer than they were originally. I merely

broke up the lumps so the material could be sifted. I weighed

the whole and found that it amounted to 423.35 grams. I first

tried it on a 80-mesh sieve and it all went through. I then

sifted it on a 150-mesh sieve and 401 grams went through,

leaving 22.35 grams that did not go through. Reduced to per-

centages, the figures are as follows :

94.72 per cent, passed through 150-mesh sieve.

5.28 " " did not.

100.00 " " through 80-mesh sieve.

I then returned both these portions to the rest of the con-

tents of the bag and thoroughly mixed them and took 100

grams of the dry powder and extracted it with ether five times

in succession. The ethereal solutions were evaporated in a

weighed dish and the oily product, solid at room temperature,

weighed 0.1165 grams, which, of course, represents the per-

centage. This is considerably smaller than the residue ob-

tained originally last September, when the material was wet

and fresh, owing to the fact that the more volatile portions of

the oil had evaporated in the meantime, as was the case with

the water originally recovered, and probably some of the oily

matter had been rendered insoluble in ether by oxidation.

6 Q. Have you anything to add as to the analysis made

by you in September, 1913 ?

A. There were two things that didn't occur to me to
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mention : one was that the sample that I treated with ether

I last September was put in a mortar and pulverized, simply

to break up the lumps which had formed by agglutinating

action of the water or the oil, not for the purpose of mak-

ing the particles any smaller ; and I omitted to mention

the fact that last September I tested for sulphuric acid and

hydrochloric acid ; I obtained a slight reaction for each, but

as the blue litmus paper was not reddened, the quantity must

have been extremely small or the acid must have been neutral-

ized probably by some constituent of the ore.

7 Q. What became of the portion of the specimen which

you took from my office in September, 1913, and from which

you took the 150 grams specimen for chemical analysis?

A. I returned it to you when the analysis was complete,

and I now produce the bottle containing my laboratory num-
ber 4390 and marked " Original sample received from Mr.

Williams, Sep. 25, 1913, C. F. Chandler,

Wt. Bottle... 315.5 gram
" -f ORE 617.5

Ore ...302."

8 Q. I now show you a bag marked for identification " De-
fendant's Concentrate No. 2 ", a strip of tin marked for identi-

fication " Seal of Car ", and a piece of white paper marked for

identification " Memorandum of number of Car" and ask you
if you recognize those articles ?

A, I do. They are the ones which I have mentioned at the

beginning of my testimony.

" Mr. W^illiams : The specimen in bottle, produced

by the witness, is marked for identification " Original

Chandler Sample ".

9 Q. Relative to the amount of oil which you determined to

be present in this material when examined by you in Septem-
ber, 1913, you say at the end of your answer to 4 Q. :

" Prob-
ably the amount of oil was a little more than 0.24 per cent.'*
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Can you say anything further in amplification of this state-

ment ?

A. I can only say that this was an interference which I

drew from the fact that I did not detect in the oil which I ex-

tracted the delicate odor which the original ore gave off and

which led me to suspect the presence of some eucalyptus or

pine oil. I had no other means of forming an opinion that

the oil which I weighed did not represent all the oil in the

original sample.

10 Q. Could you give any representation in figures of the

probable amount of oil which may have evaporated ?

A. I cannot. I know it takes a very small quantity of

material having a characteristic odor to display that odor. As

an illustration : the odor of whiskey, brandy, rum, wine, beer

is produced by small fractious of one per cent, of material ; in

fact, strong odors are produced by unweighable quantities of

material.

Direct examination closed.

Cross-examination by Mr, Scott :

11 x-Q. The odor which was observed in the sample before

extraction with ether, which odor disappeared after the evapo-

ration with ether, simply indicated the fact that some oil dis-

appeared without affording any indication as to how much
disappeared ?

A. Well, it indicated that the odor disappeared and that

the substance which produced the odor probably disappeared,

or else the odor of the ether employed may have masked the

odor which the oil originally exhibited.

12 x-Q. There is no certain way, is there, of determining

just what did happen ?

A. No. Oxidation may have occurred and rendered the oil

odorless.

13 x-Q. Did the oil which you finally obtained after the

evaporation of the ether still have an odor of ether ?

A. It did.

14 x-Q. Thus indicating that the oil was not completely

freed from the ether ?
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A. Well, I shouldn't like to say that exactly, because there

is an ethereal odor generally left in liquids extracted by

means of ether. I don't think that is due to ether, but some-

thing in the ether which has this peculiar odor; some minute

quantity of some foreign substance which is left behind.

15 x-Q. Did the facts observed by you, as stated in

your direct examination, bear any evidence to your mind

that the concentrate which you examined had ever existed in

the form of what has been termed a froth or scum ?

A. There were certain features which I noticed which are

characteristic of material thus obtained, as a froth or scum. The
first sample of material which I ever examined in connection

with this subject was a sample of froth which was collected

by Mr. Nutter. He put this froth into a bottle, sealed it up,

sent it to Mr. Williams, and I opened it, so I had an oppor-

tunity to examine this sample of froth in its original condi-

tion, and its characteristics are precisely those of the material

that was contained in the bag which has been introduced

to-day as an exhibit. It was extremely fine powder, what I

should think would be called slime in metallurgical language.

It contained a small percentage of water, and it contained a

still smaller percentage of oil. The water and oil were suflS-

cient to cause the [)articles to adhere to each other to a

greater or less degree, which I think would not have been the

case if the material had not been a froth or scum.

16 x-Q. In what manner was the oil distributed through

the mass of concentrate which was brought from Bartlesville

in regard to which you have testified ?

A. It was evidently uniformly distributed, for, when I ex-

amined it originally, no part of it seemed to appear difi'erently

from any other part of it ; that is to say, there was no evidence

of unequal distribution. It seemed to be perfectly uniform.

17 x-Q. Was the oil present in particles separate from the

concentrate or was it attached to the particles of concentrate ?

A. There were no oil particles visible ; there was nothing

to be seen but particles of mineral, and for that reason 1 think

the oil was distributed uniformly over each particle of min-

eral.

18 x-Q. You have referred to certain characteristics of this

concentrate which incline you to the belief that the concen-
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trate once existed in the form of a froth or Hcum. Is this dis-

position of the oil as a coating over the concentrate particles

one of those characteristics that have led you to the belief that

this concentrate was floated as a froth or scum ?

A. I concluded that it was a froth or scum because I could

not discover any difference in its appearance from the sample

froth which Mr. Nutter has testified that he took from the top

of a spitzkasten himself. Of course, it was impossible for me
to determine whether each particle of mineral in this bag

sample had a coating of oil upon it. It would be impos-

sible to ascertain that by any observation that any one

could make, but the uniformity in the appearance of the ma-

terial led me to conclude that the oil was uniformly distributed

throughout. If anyone had dropped oil upon a powder of this

kind, wherever a drop came in contact with the powder the

powder would become wet with oil and an oily spot would be

visible to the eye, and it would be very difficult to distribute

those drops of oil through the mass of powder so as to give it

a uniform appearance.

19 x-Q. Is it your opinion that, in the concentrate as it

originally existed when brought from Bartlesville, the oil was

distributed as a coating upon the particles forming the con-

centrate ?

A. It is my opinion. I don't mean to say, of course, that

the different particles which were present in this mixture of

different minerals were equally coated, because it is a well

known fact that, when such a finely divided mass of mineral

material consisting of several minerals is exposed to oil and

water, some minerals such as zinc blende, have a much greater

affinity for oil than other minerals, and, consequently, in such

a mixture of particles the particles of zinc blende would have

a larger amount of oil than the particles of some of the gangue

minerals associated with it, and, of course, I am not sure that

there may not be some gangue minerals which have not any

oil. The philosophy of using the oil is based upon this fact

that zinc blende has an affinity for oil, takes it, and then when

the agitation mixes the water and ore and oil together, the

zinc blende particles, being coated with oil, are entangled by

the air and microscopic babbles are produced of air enclosed

in a film composed of these zinc blende particles and
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they come to the top as a froth or a foam. Inciden-

tally, small quantities of the gangue minerals get

entangled among • these bubbles of the foam and

the consequence is that this foam, when it is

dried and its mineral constituents determined, is always

found to contain some of the gangue material. Whether

those particles of gangue were actually coated with oil or not,

it is impossible to determine. They might have been brought

up mechanically without being oiled.

20 x-Q. Does the determination which you made of the

quantity of oil upon the Bartlesville concentrate lead you to

any conclusion regarding the amount of oil which was originally

applied to the entire ore ?

A. No, it does not, because I don't know how much zinc

blende there was in the ore originally and I don't know how
much zinc blende was left behind in the tailings.

21 x-Q. Is the particular amount of oil found upon a con-

centrate such as the Bartlesville concentrate one of those

characteristics which you have referred to as leading you to

the conclusion that the concentrate was separated as a froth

or scum ?

A. Yes, it is ; such a small quantity of oil is characteristic

of metallic minerals separated in the form of a foam from the

original ore. I don't know of any other process that would

leave so small a quantity of oil in the concentrate. At all

events, I base my opinion on the comparison of this bag

sample with the froth sample which I received from Mr.

Nutter. There was an entire agreement in their character-

istics.

Cross-examination closed.

Deposition closed.

[17208]
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Volume I.

" statute " should read " statutes "

" matter " should read " master "

after " company " insert " Limited "

"2" should read "3"
& 4. " and judging " should read " adjudging "

" F. E. Elmore " should read "A. S. Elmore "

" Gabbet" should read " Gabbett "

after " here " insert " in "

"27th" should read '' 28th"
" Comes now " should read " Now Comes "

after " Office " in:5ert " an application for Let-

ters Patent and that Letters Patent

"

& 9, cancel " by the applicants for patent "

'• has " should read " had "

" or " should read " and "

cancel '' an "

" forth " should read " up "

cancel " said "

after " maintain " insert " an "

" and " should read " any "

& 5, '' J. Bruce Kremer " place before " W.
A. Scott

"

should read " 768,035 Aug. 23, 1904 G. D. Del-

prat "

should read -'777.273 Dec. 13, 1904 A. E.

Cattermole "

"G. V. Potter" should read " C. V. Potter"

"judgment " should read " injunction "

"1913" should read " 1903"

" paragraph " should read " paragraphs"
" application" should read " applications"

" 707,506" should read " b07,506"
" 1917" should read "1913"
" assitsing " should read " assisting "

" Chairman " should read " President "

" Isinger " should read " Insiuger "

after " benefit " insert " and "

" expense " should read " expenses "

" De Bavey " should read " De Bavay "

" 12-12-11 " should read " 19-12-11 "

after " 179,523 " insert " 21-5-13 "

" H. A. Krohm " should read " H. A. Krohu "

" to " should read " or "

" Owne's " should read " Owen's "

" Air Bubbles " should read " Separator "

& 18, Cahcel
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P. "
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P. CLIII,
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P. (< L.

p. CLX, L.

p. CLXI, L.

p. " L.

p. CLXII, L.

P. CLXIV,
P.

P. CLXIX,
P. CLXXI,

P. CLXXV, L.

P. CLXXVI, L.

P. " L,

P. " L.

P. " L
PP. CLXXVII,
P. CCI,

P. ecu,
p. "

p. CCVII,

p. "

p. "

p. cex,
p. ccxiv,
p. ecxv,
p. eexxv,

L. 21, " Ownc's " should read " Owen's "

LI. 1 & 2, Cancel

L. 11, " Owne's " should read " Owen's "

L. 19, " Deslodge " should read " Desloge "

Bet. LI. 10 & 11, iiLsert " Cost of appellants "

L. 30, " patents " should read " patent "

L. 10, " Mineral " should read " Minerals "

L. 530,
'' invention " slioidd read " inventions " and

" patentee " should read " patentees " and

before the period insert " or that either or

any of them was a new or orieiual invention

of the patentee thereof."

L. 27, after " which " insert " is
"

L. 8, after " amended " insert " not "

L. 23, " Hayles " should read •' Ha3'ues "

L. 6, after " Vol." insert " 156 "

L. 8, " H. Bradfond " should read " H. Brad.

ford "

L. 11, " E. A. Hickley " should read " E. A.

Hockley "

28, " 776,059 " should read '• 770.059 "

. 27, after " Sulman " insert " and "

25, " Uinted " should read " United "

31, " patiit " siiould read " patent "

32, after " claimer " insert " and the said other

plaintiffs herein have been guilty of unreason-

able neglect and delay herein in filing the

said disclaimer "

12, omit comma (,) after " separation "

25, " Thomas T. Sheridan " should read " Thomas
F. Sheridan "

28, " or" should read " of "

30, " concenerating " should read " concen-

trating "

11, cancel " to "

7, " knows " should read " known "

18, " excuted " should read " executed "

13, after " December " insert " 14 "

19, " 48 " should read " 41 "

eXCV, substitute pages reprinted

6, '• infringer " should read " infringed "

22, cancel " to "

27, " uses " should read " uie "

10, " disclaimed " should read " disclaimer "

21, " patricularly " should read " particularlj' "

25, " disclaiming " should read " dismissing "

31, " defendants " should read " defendant "

14, before " Day " insert " 17th "

17, after " Court " insert " of "

4, " trasncript " should read " Transcript "

II
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173 L. 35
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184, L. 28,

185, L. 10,

" fuly " should read " fully "

after " and " insert "as "

" opeend " should read " opened "

" Side " should read " Slide "

" demended " should read " demanded "

should read •• vacuum chamber should be observed

through glass win- "

should read " dows provided for the purpose and

was confined to an "

" precedure " should read " procedure "

" notice " should read " noticed "

" fould " should read " would "

after " say " insert " just "

" nessitate " should read '' necessitate "

) «fc 11 ,
* • con-dition " should read '

' relation
"

" test " should read " tests
"

after " such " insert "an "

" unforseen " should read " unforeseen "

" diameterical " should read " diametrical "

" that ', should read " this
"

" instancee " should read " instances "

" ore " should read " ores "

" therto " should read " thereto "

" here " should read " there "

after " present " insert "in "

" in suflBcient " should read " insuflBcient "

" 267 x-Q." should read " 257 x-Q."

" fllota- " should read " flota-" "

" of " should read " or "

after " did he " insert " not "

before " stat- " insert " have "

" referencess " should read " references "

" bing " should read " being "

after " matter " insert " remaining below from the

non-metalliferous matter "

omit colon (;) after " ore "

comma (,) before parenthesis place after )

after " forms " insert " into "

" mtealliferous " should read " metalliferous "

" aleic " should read " oleic "

" oelic " should read " oleic "

" 19 Q " should read " 19 XQ "

" ferrufinous " should read " ferruginous "

after " patent " insert " in "

" entirely " should read " entirety "

" simply " should read " simple "
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P. 187. L. 20. after " with " insert " iu
"

P. 189, L. 23. before " make " insert " may "

P. 195, LI. 26-28, cancel from " I have " to " spitzkasten "

P. 197, L. 27, after " ores " insert " are alike in their composition

and consequently no two ores "

P. 200. L. 13. " patentes " should read " patentee "

P. 215, L. 25, " thes " should read " tliese
"

P. 218, L. 12, " granulatoin " should read " granulation "

P. 218. L. 28, after " is " insert " all that is
"

P. 220, L. 13, " wtihin " should read " within "

P. 220, L. 14, cancel '• or hinted at " and before the question mark
insert '"As a matter of fact, would you know,

under these circumstances, whether the amount

of oil supplied came within proportions referred

to or hinted at in the patent in suit ?
"

P. 220, L. 17, " contnuous " should read " continuous " and
' believed " should read "believed"

P. 221, L. 22, " sixten " should read " sixteen "

P. 223, L. 20, " introducd " should read '• introduced"

P. 226, L. 22, " matter" should read " material"

P. 232, L. 19. " Holhoru " should read •• Holborn "

P. 236, L. 3. after •• form of " insert " flocks of "

P. 236, L. 13, after " were " insert " lifted bodily by the gas to the

surface of the liquor, and secondly the portion

of the concentrates tliat were "

P. 244, L. 29, cancel " Below the sec-

"

P. 244, L. 30. cancel " ond series was another upcast separator "

P. 246, L. 22, " arangemeut " should read " arrangement "

P. 247, L. 5, " charcteristics" should read "characteristics"

P. 249, L. 19, after " pulp " insert " downwardly and two were

fixed so as to beat the agitated pulp "

P. 250, L. 10, " seperation" should read " separation "

P. 251, L. 22. cancel " found"

P. 254. L. 23. after " him" insert " by "

P. 256, L. 9. " THerfore " should read " therefore "

P. 269. L. 22. " Leachraan " should read " Leechman "

P. 271, L. 11, " 68Q" should read " 69Q'

P. 277, L. 4, after " worthless" insert " magnetic"

P. 277, L. 26, " tartes" should read " trators
"

P. 280. L. 3, " Amylocetate" should read " Amylacetate "

P. 283, L. 9, •' feed oil " should read " oil feed "

P. 284, L. 14, after "pounds" insert " per ton. the oil consumption

was three pounds "

P. 284. L. 18, after "copper" insert "the original ore content

being roughly 3 per cent of copper "

P. 287, L. 16, " treated" should read " tested "

P. 288, L. 27, " parafine " should read " paraffine "

P. 290. L. 23, " suflScient " should read '' insufficient
"

P. 293, L. 0, after " addition " insert " of acid "

P. 295, L. 15. after " was to " insert " oil
"

P. 302, L. 4. " refered " should read " referred "

i



p. 307, L. 3, " A " should read " 195 "

P. 311, L. 2, " aid " should read " air
"

P. 314, L. 15, " calcite " should read " calcitic
"

P. 314, L. 17, " vulty " should read " culty "

P. 315, L. 5, " refernce " should read " reference "

P. 317, L. 6, " cite " should read " citic
"

P. 317, L. 12. " calcite " should read " calcitic "

.P. 317, L. 19, caucel " and " before " you "

P. 320, L. 10, cancel " not "

P. 327, L. 18, " gas " should read " was "

P. 329, L. 23, " ciuceutrates-vat" should read " concentrates-vat "

P. 329, L. 25, before " consulting " insert " the "

P. 332, L. 20, " Picliard " should read " Picard "

P. 333, L. 19, " aranged " should read " arranged "

P. 334, L. 23, " is " should read " if
"

P. 335, L. 10, " EfiCetced " should read " effected "

P. 342, L. 19, " xtended " should read " extended "

P. 357, L. 2, " conslatnly " should read " constantly "

P. 367, L. 2, cancel " had "

P. 371, L. 19, " 1907 " should read " 1905 "

P. 382, L. 10, " any " should read " an "

P. 386. L. 27 & 29, " Schwartz " should read " Schwarz "

P. 387, L. 5, •' mode " should read '• made "

P. 388. L. 6, change " process " to " processes "

P. 389, L. 15, " 52560 " should read " 5260 "

P. 392, L. 1, after " milling " insert " an "

P. 400, L. 17, " separtely " should read " separately "

P. 400, L. 20, " couceutraion " should read " concentration "

P. 409, L. 6, after " about " insert •' to
"

P. 409. L. 25, " Mesrs." should read " Messrs."

P. 410, L. 11, " Leehman " should read " Leechman "

P. 410, L. 17, " thes " should read " these "

P. 413, L. 22, after "' which " insert " was "

P. 419, L. 7, after " purpose of " insert " the "

P 421, L. 8, " liimts " should read " limits "

P. 421, L. 27, " acod " should read " acid "

P. 422, L. 30, " powderd" should read " powdered ",

P. 423, L. 30, " 1912" should read " 1902 "

P. 427, L. 4, " only " should read " oily "

P. 427, L. 7, " sing " should read " ^ink "

P. 441, L. 13, cancel second '• would"

P. 444, L. 9, " seventeenths " should read " seven tenths "

P. 445, L. 14, " opinon " should read " opinion "

P. 451, L. 18, after ''connection" insert "it is important that

that operation is entirely distinct "

P. 461, L. 20, " Formeul's " should read " Froment's "

P. 444, L. 26, after " if " insert " in "

P. 464. L. 10, '• application" should read " applications "

P. 464, L. 13, " indriectly " should read " indirectly "

P. 466, L. 7, " Devisiou " should read " Decision "

P. 467, L. 12, •• concentartes " should read " concentrates "
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P. 468, L. 6, " nothwithstanding " shuald read " uotwithstand-

ing "

P. 472, L. 19, " Swanea " sliould read " Swansea "

P. 477, L. 6. " 83 x-Q. " should read " 33 x-Q."

P. 480, L. 9, " section " should read " sectional "

P. 484, L. 10, '• of " should read •' on " after " manager "

P. 485, L. 14, " advertisong " should read " advertising "

P. 504, L. 13. " bythe " should read '• by the "

P. 607, L. 7, after " plants " insert " first
"

P. 510, L. 16, " sectiin " should read " section "

P. 510, L. 38, " sectiin " should read " section "

P. 515, L. 2, " ths " should read " the "

P. 524, L. 29, " Januarvy " should read " January "

P. 532, L. 3, " cncen- " should read " concen-

"

P. 532, L. 4. " tratiu " should read " tration "

P. 533, L. 19, " metalurgical " should read " metallurgical"

P. 536, L. 7, " process " should read " processes "

P. 537, L. 6, " explans " should read " explains "

P. 563, L. 17, " earthly " should read " earthy "

P. 564, L. 19, " of " should read " or "

P. 565, L. 16, " Elmre " should read " Elmore "

P. 571, L. 9, " breathing " should read " beating "

P. 575, L. 14, " diagramatic " should read " diagrammatic "

P. 579, L. 20, " derivities " sliould read " derivatives "

P. 591, L. 26, " patantees " should read " patentees "

P. 592, L. 8, " adournment " should read " adjournment "

P. 593, L. 26, " 783 " should read " 793 "

P. 601, L. 7, " loking " should read •' looking "

P. 602, L. 19, " with the " should read " and "

P. 603, L, 5, " speration " should read '" separation "

P. 605, L. 14, " thorugh " should read " thorough "

P. 605, L. 25, " Schwartz " should read " Schwarz "

P. 613, L. 2, " cer- " should read '• ver- "

P. 614, L. 25, after " rising " insert " air
"

P. 619, L. 10, " defndant's " should read " defendant's "

P. 027, L. 13, " oil-mostened " should read '• oil-moistened "

P. 632, L. 7, •' fiinishing " should read " finishing "

P. 633, L. 23, after " of " insert " a "

P. 643, L. 23, after " or " inserX " a "

P. 651, L. 7, " generaiting '' should read " generating "

P. 651, L. 15, after " and " insert " of "
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Volume III.

660. L. 9, " .33cc." should read " .3cc."

667, L. 13, " page " should read " pages "

670, LI. 3 & 4, transpose these lines; and " cncentrates " should

read "concentrates"

670, L. 5, " visable " should read " visible
"

680, L. 11. after " of " insert "air distributed throughout it,

and attaching them-

"

680, L. 19, before •' agitator" insert "an "

681, L. 16, "disclsoures" should read " disclosures"

681, L. 24, " make " should read " made "

683, L. 10, insert "to" after " in "

682, L. 13, " 35"^ " should read " .25% "

685. L. 23. cancel " fact
"

693, L. 18, " oi carbonic" should read "' of carbonic"

693, L. 29, " uesd " should read " used "

695, L. 9. " analysis " should read " analyses "

695. L. 23, insert period (.) after " water "

700, L. 11, insert " the " before " tailings "

704, L. 20, insert "the agitation" before •' a froth"

7u8, L. 10, insert " the " before "' use "

715. L. 6, " 1913" should read " 1903"

718, L. 2. "in " should read " to
"

721, L. 13, " tmerely" should read " tremely "

731, L. 27. " performated" should read ' perforated"

732, L. 3. " views" should read " view "

725. L. 6. " 331/3 " should read " 33»o
"

726, L. 18, " process" should read " processes "

728. li. 4. "Sec," should read "Spec".

728, L. 8, " process " should read " processes "

728, L. 23, " Schwartz " should read " Schwarz"
729, L. 2. insert " more" before " agitators"

730, L. 2, " atmosphere " should read " atmospheric "

730, L. 4. insert " test " before " tube "

732, L. 5, " from " should read " form "

733, L. 24, " describe " should read " described "

734, L. 26, " 788.147 " should read " 788.347 "

736. L. 13, " assisted by gas " cancel. Insert (,) after " flota-

tion "

736, L. 15, " Schwartz " should read " Schwarz "

737, L. 30, insert " the " before " severe "

740, L. 3. " by " should read " my "

740, L. 11, " bixture " should read " mixture "

741, L. 16. " 12,788 of 1902 " should reai " 12,778 of 1912 "

742, L. 12, " with the " should read " with a
"

743, L. 13, " 2601bs." should read " 3601bs."

743. L. 9, " Schwartz " should read " Schwarz "
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p. 748, L. 13.

p. 750. L. 15,

p. 752, L. 9,

p. 759 L. 3.

p. 760 L. 18,

p. 761 L. 11,

p. 761 L. 26,

p. 768. L. 11,

p. 768 L. 15,

p. 771, L. 12,

p. 785 L. 18,

p. 795, L. 5,

p. 796, L. 21,

p. 798, L. 24,

p. 802, L. 14,

p. 803, L. 28,

p. 811, L. 18,

p. 818, L. 26,

p. 821, L. 11,

p. 829, L. 18,

p. 833, L. 28,

p. 838, L. 27.

p. 841, L. 12,

p. 841, L. 18,

p. 845, L. 17,

p. 847, L. 22,

p. 849, L. 10,

p. 849, L. 30,

p. 851, L. 10,

p. 853, L. 28,

p. 855, L. 27,

p. 858. L. 12,

p. 859, L. 29,

p. 862. L. 14,

p. 863, L. 17,

p. 865, L. 27,

p. 866, after I

P. 869, L. 20,

P. 873, L. 6,

P. 876, L. 2,

' pastry " should read " pasty "

" radical " should read " radial "

" 753.260 " should read " 763,260 "

" 171 " should read " 181 "

•' consist " sliould read " consists "

" yound " should read " pound "

" say " should read " says "

insert " is " before " not "

" 62—Q." should read " 62 x-Q."
" temerature " should read •' temperature "

insert " of " after " whole "

" reptitioii " should read •' repetition "

cancel " the "

cancel '• be "

'' aggom- " should read '• agglom- "

" aggom- " should read " agglom- "

" powes " should read " power "

" taste " should read " state "

insert " the " before " freez- "

insert " layer " before " is
"

insert " is made to rebut them, that attempt" be-

fore " should "

" result " should read " results "

•• 0.201 " should read •* 0.0201 "

" of pinoline " should read " or pinoline "

" Type " should read " types "

" vitrol " should read " vitriol "

insert " second process described in Everson's pat-

ent for the " before " ore "

insert " that " before " the result "

" viscious " should read " viscous "

'• Adolph " should read '• Adolf "

" separted " should read " separated "

" Pickard " should read " Picard "

insert " which " before " by "

insert " the " before " oil-floated "

insert " an " after " by "

" affecting " should read " effecting "

J. 15, insert : The process is a modification of the

Elmore oil flotation process, and does not in any

manner resemble the process of the patent in

suit. Aeration must be avoided in the mixing

and separating. After the separation of the

values from the gangue has been completed, the

worthless residues are submitted to a treatment

to recover the oil from them, this treatment con-

sisting in blowing air through them to separate

and float the oil.

" 25 " should read '• 29 "

" under " should read " upward "

insert " as " before " he "



901, L. 3, ' utilizec

902, L. 19, ' 79,808

904, L. 15, ' British

907 L. 28, ' Hayes

907, L. 30,
'

' effort '

913, L.
-1 r»

' grand '

9

876, L. 12, •' Schwartz " should read " Schwarz "

877, L. 13, insert " air " before " bubbles "

879, L. 19, " triffle " should read " trifle
"

881, L. 8, graphite " should read " graphitic "

881, L. 10, insert " is " before " clearly "

887, L. 4, insert " oil " before " process "

887, L. 18, insert " oil " before " 11.7 "

890, L. 16: " specification " should read " specifications "

" should read " utilizable "

should read " 793,808 "

' should read " Bubbles "

should read " Hayues "

should read " efforts
"

should read " grind "

919, L. 5, insert " and " before " particularly "

924. L. 15, " sulphides " should read " sulphide "

926. L. 29, " on " should read '* of "

929, L. 5. insert " second " before " test
"

935, L. 9, " 8% " should read " 18% "

937, L. 3, " Revov." should read " Kecov."

937. L. 31, ' or " should read " to
"

955, L. 26, " to " should read '• do "

958, L. 19, " process " should read processes "

960. L. 10, insert " the " before " said "

900, L. 18, insert '• 13 " before " hereof "

962, L. 25, " receipts " should read " receipts "

966, L. 3, " terms " should read " term "

966, L. 26, " offices " should read " oflicers "

906, L. 27, " effectively " should read " effectually "

970, L. 28, cancel " pur " and insert " clause or thereafter prior

to completion of the pur-" after " this "

971, L. 20, '• (d) " should read " (g)
"

972, L. 13, insert " or " before " on "

974, L. 10, cancel " the "

975. L. 10. " effect " should read •• affect "

978, L. 12, " Pickard " should read '• Picard "

979, L. 50, " FRANCES " should read " FRANCIS "

980, L. 23. insert " of " after " day "

981, L. 6, konwn " should read " known "

981. L. 13. " of-" should read af-" and insert " he knew the seal

of the said corporation ; that " before " The "

984. L. 18, " 1917 " should read " 1907 "

986, L. 21, " crusher " should read " crushing "

987, L. 20, insert " the " before " attention "

992, L. 29, " extra " should read " extrac-"

992, L. 38, •' Feau-" should read " Lean-"

998, L. 3, " connecting " should read " containing "

1000, L. 8, insert " \% of carbonate of lime, maximum" be-

fore •' 2"^;
"

P. 1000, L. 30, insert " etc " after '• of oil
"

P. 1001, L. 12, insert " ore " after " rich "
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p. 1007, L. 36, " hot loin " should read " boUoms "

P. 1012, L. 7, " Experiment " sliould read" Experimental "

P. 1015, L. 4, " Licenses " should read " Licensee "

P. 1016, L. 8, " 1.154.353 " siiould read " 1.154.353 "

P. 1019, L. 24, " Stdeugth " siiould read '• slreu<;th "

P. 1036, L. 15, " clean " siiould read " chan "

P. 1039, L. 15, " maitaiued " siiould read " maintained "

P. 1033, L. 10, " line " should read '• lines
"

P. 1033, L. 33, '• Cold " should read " Gold "

P. 1033, L. 33. '• filled " should read " fitted " and •' agitation '•

should read " agitator "

P. 1034, L. 11, " fihst " should read " first
"

P. " L. 19. " doen " should read " done "

P. " L. 21, " au dafter " should read " and after "

P. " L. 35, " aiglators " should read " agitators "

P. 1036, L. 6, " parcesl " should read " parcels "

P. 1036, L. 18, " mash " should read " mesh "

P. 1038, L. 15. " Insoluble 1 " siiould read " Insoluble "

P. 1040, L. 9, insert " own " before " investi- "

P. 1041, L. 18, " is " should read " in "

P. 1043. L. 30, " graduation " should read " gradation "

P. 1043, L. 33, '• impossible " should read " possible "

P. 1048, L. 6, " removed " should read " renewed "

P. 1049, L. 36, " gallons " should read " gallon "

P. 1051, L. 19, insert " 3 " before " dwt "

P. 1053, L. 34. ' recocerable " should read " recoverable "

P. 1056, L. 33. " Conaentartes " should read " Concentrates "

P. 1058. L. 7. '• per- " should read " pre "

P. lOGO. L. 3, •' Court nay " should read " Courtney "

P. 1063. L. 35, " The " should read •' fine
"

P. 1065, L. 10, " The " should read " This "

P. 1065, L. 11, •• tection " should read " tective "

P. 1068, L. 10, " 1914 " siiould read " 1904 "

P. 1075. L. 37, " is " siiould read " it " after " (pamphlet) "

P. 1077, L. 32. •• Dears " should read •• Dear "

P. 1077, L. 34, insert " up " after " work "

P. 1078, L. 7, insert '• following on suggestions from Mr. Catter-

mole " after " used "

P. 1079, L. 11. " separation " should read '' separations "

P. 1081, L. 84, " Kilbourn's " should read " Kilburn's "

P. 1088, L. 13. " (3) " should read •'
(//)

"

P. 1093, L. 13, ' tiontion " should read '• tion "

P. 1093, L. 16, insert " tlie " before " delinquent "

P. 1093, L. 4, '' contaminate " should read " contaminates "

P. 1093, L. 13, insert " plant " before " with "

P. 1095, L. 10, insert " the " before " pulp "

P. 1109, L. 27, " Not " should read " No "

P. 1115, L. 32, insert '• a " before " considerably "

P. 1116, L. 13, " maxer " should read '' mixer "

P. 1116, L. 30, insert " froth " before " rises "

P. 1118, L. 16, " spit- " should read " spitz- "
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p. 1119, L. 23, " clearly " should read " cleanly "

P. 1124, L. 30, cancel ''plan, but" aud insert before "plan",
" top plan, but each was brought to a cone

shaped bottom the depth of "

P. 1125, L. 0, " siutably " should read " suitable " '

P. 1125, L. 16. ' outset " should read ' outside "

P. 1125, L. 22, " plaec " should read '' place "

fP. 1125, L. 30, " Cleanliness '' should read '' cleanness "

P. 1132, L. 24, " analogus " should read •' analogous "

P. 1145, L. 15, " Developments " should read '• Development "

P. 1151, L. 11, '• likely " should read " unlikely "

P. 1151, L. 28, " materials " should read " minerals "

P. 1152, L. 11, cancel " not "

P. r52, L. 21, insert " a" before '• richer and richer "

P. 1153, L. 11, " formnig " should read " forming "

P. 1158, L. 11, insert " and the partial products were then tabled or

vanned " after " flotation "

P. 1160, L. 14, insert •• results. To the extent that we do better

their " before " results "

P. 1164, L. 24, •' separators " should read " separations "

P. 1165, L. 4, " elminate " should read " eliminate "

P. 1167, L. 12, " incerase " sliould read " increase "

P. 1168, L. 22, " enabel " should read " enable "

P. 1180, L. 8, insert " on the market for regulating and controlling

the feed " after " devices "

P. 1183, L. 19, " S. S." should read •' S. C."

P. 1184, L. 31, insert " valuable mineral ; in another a lower ex-

traction of the " before " mineral "

P. 1186. L. 26, insert " near " before " Ottowa "

P. 1189, L. 4. •• 34th " should read " 23rd "

P. 1191, L. 25, insert " your " before " London "

P. 1192. L. 19, " or " should read " of "

P. 1193, L. 26, insert " copper situation, the British Columbia " be-

fore '' lead "

P. 1194, L. 9, •' those " should read " these "

P. 1195, L. 32, " Herminia " should read " Hermina "

P. 1197. L. 9, " calcopyrite " should read " chalcopyrite "

P. 1197, L. 22, insert " an " before " 80"^ "

P. 1199, L. 7, " available " should read " valuable "

P. 1206, L. 4, insert " 17th January, 1911 "

P. 1206, L. 26, " big " should read " going "

P. 1208, L. 22, insert " the " before •' water "

P. 1208, L. 23, " small " should read " large "

P. 1209, L. 21, insert " Suspended matter, the extreme variation

being from 12.3% " before period (.)
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P. 1210, erase from liues 16 to p. 1211 line 3 aud substitute

Potash Alum

Time of Settling. i%
ihour 99C?)

3 hours 99

14 hours 100

15 hours

20 hours

1% 2% 5%
94 98 95

99 95

100

96

CaO Present After Adding Lime Water.

.00305% .00595% .01136% .02083% .02885%' .04167%

J hour . . 77 95 98 100 100 95

3 hours.. 91 100 100 100 100 98

14 hours.

.

15 hours.. 100 98 100 100 96

20 hours.

.

P. 1211, L. 7. " 0.59% " should read " 0.57% "

P. 1211, L. 27. " teh " should read " the "

P. 1214, L. 27, after " Patent " reads " are "

P. 1220, L. 13, " enonomically " should read " economically "
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ERRATA.

Volume IV.

1323, L. 23, " advisable " should read " advised "

1327, L. 12, " Separations " should read " Separation "—omit (,)

^. 1327. L. 13, insert " or that said Minerals Separation American

Syndicate, limited." before " received "

'. 1332, L. 9, insert " of said letters patent or has continued such

infringement " before " after "

'. 1333, L. 21, insert " now " before " able "

. 1334, L. 5, " was " should read " were "

. 1335, L. 2, insert " and " before " substantial "

. 1338, L. 14, " 589,070 " should read " 689,070 " and " Febru-

ary " should read *' December "

. 1339, L. 16, insert " deposited and filed " before " by "

. 1341, L. 7, insert after " No.", " 777,274 were granted thereoa

upon December 13, 1904. Arthur E. Catter-

mole, Henry L. Sulman and Hugh F. Kirk-

patrick-Picard, all residents of London, Eng-

land, on March 29. 1904, deposited and filed in

the United States Patent Office their application

for letters patent of the United States, and that

letters patent No."
. 1341, L. 19. change " graned " to " granted "

. 1342, L. 4, cancel " after " 1906 "

1345, L. 23, insert " of " before •' eight "

. 1346, L. 25, " weight " should read " weigh "

^ 1352, L. 28, " understood " should read " understand "

1357, L. 14, insert " 69 " before " Now "

1359, L. 26, insert " 89 " before " When "

P. 1360, L. 5, insert " oil " before " was "

P. 1360, L. 15, insert " 93 " before " Then "

P. 1361, L. 6, " R." should read " A."

P. 1362, L. 3, cancel whole line and insert, " Only one "

P. 1364, After L. 13, insert '• A. One."

P. 1369, L. 22, msert " 164 '^ before " Now."
P. 1369, L. 28, " examinated " should read " examination "

P. 1373, L. 15, " of " should read " for "

P. 1374, L. 15. " part " should read " parts "

P. 1375, L. 8, '' Mineral " should read " Minerals " and " Separa-

tions " should read " Separation "

P. 1376, L. 24, " large " should read " larger "

P. 1381, L. 6, insert " water. A second method is by attachment

of these mineral particles around gas bubbles

which float upon " after " upon " •

P. 1404, L. 4, insert " of " before " cleaned "

P. 1404, L. 30, " fel- " should read " feld "

P. 1416, L. 25, " Ballott " should read " Ballot "

P. 1421, L. 10, " oriignal " should read " original "
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P. 1429, L. 25, " was " slinuld read " were "

P. 1484, L. 17, insert " being " before " fine
"

P. 1441, L. 3, insert " for repair and the very frequent shut-

downs " after " shut-downs "

P. 1442, L. 15, insert " to " before •' for "

P. 1444, L. 16, " volumue " should read '' volume "

P. 1445, L. 20, '• T. H. Hoover " should read " T. J. Hoover "

P. 1446, L. 29, " me " should read " for one "

P. 1451, L. 20, " Centriirrade " should read " Centigrade "

P. 1451, L. 21, " appearances " should read " appearance "

P. 1451, L. 25, " Centrigrade " should read '* Centigrade "

P. 1457, L. 4, " ules " should read " ues "

P. 1457, L. 14, " mixor " should read " mixer "

P. 1473, L. 4, " reasons " should read '' reason "

P. 1473, L. 22, " 2627," should read •• 26, 27,"

P. 1476, L. 31, " olei cacid " should read " oleic acid "

P. 1479, L. 3, " dliute " should read " dilute "

P. 1494, L. 13, ' insert " to " before " themselves "

P. 1500, L. 13, " floating " should read " flowing "

P. 1501, L. 20, •' tnued " should read " inued "

P. 1505, L. 5, " being " should read '' using "

P. 1505, L. 21, " ore " should read " ores "

P. 1507, L. 15, " ore " should read " ores "

P. 1520, L. 25, insert " carbon " before " dioxid "

P. 1525, L. 24, " sa " should read " as "

P. 1531. L. 20, " sum " should read •' scum "

P. 1532, L. 4, " iztd " should read " ized "

P. 1532, L. 23, •' mateured " should read " matured "

P. 1539, L. 15, " incomeptent " should read " incompetent "

P. 1547, L. 27, " 50 " should read ' 30 "

P. 1552. L. 19, insert quotation mark (") before " fraction "

P. 1558. L. 28, ' oriignal " should read "' original "

p. 1556, L. 3, ' raito " should read " ratio "

P. 1568, L. 22, change '• 735.381 " to " 735,071 "

P. 1577, L. 21, " electo-" should read " electro"

P. 1578, L. 6,-"' electrochemically " should read •' electrolytically
'

P. 1581, L. 20, insert •' and bubbles of air or gas in this body of

orepulp " before ,
" what "

P. 1587, L. 28, " patent " should read " patents "

P. 1604, L. 7, cancel " the "

P. 1613. L. 19, '• the final " should read " these final
"

P. 1618, L. 5, " Picard " should read " Higgins "

P. 1022. L. 20, " serve " should read '' serves "

P. 1624, L. 15, " Ballentyne " should read " Ballantyne "

P. 1627, L. 18, cancel •' the " before " fine
"

P. 1632, L. 31, cancel " accompanying "

P. 1635, L. 16, insert " ever " before " occur "

P. 1641, L. 11, " amount " should read " amounts "

P. 1042. L. 19, " dripjiing " should read " dropping "

P. 1651. L. 26, " the " should read " this
"

P. 1653. L. 0" • taind " should read •' tain
"
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p. 1656, L. 7, •• out " should read " up "

P. 1656, L. 17, insert '• to " before '' entrap "

P. 1657, L. 23, " where " should read •' were "

' P. 1666, L. 11, insert " the central tube and out at tlie top, so

forming a circuit " before " in
"

' P. 1667, L. 5, insert '• Boultou," before " Haywood "

P. 1669, L. 8, " 10," should read " 19,"

P. 1672, L. 20, " together " should read '• altogether "

P. 1676, after L. 12, insert '' was formed in which oil, water,

mineral and gaugue were contained as a "mnsh"
some of this material "

P. 1677, L. 18, •' 783 " should read " 7803 "

P. 1677, L. 24, " laboratoor}' " should read " laboratory "

P. 1678, L. 27, " of " should read " oil
"

P. 1682, L. 22, insert " in " before '' that answer "

P. 1682, L. 25, contomitantly " should rend " concomitantly "

P. 1684, L. 3, cancel " was "

P. 1686, L. 29, '" effecting " should read " affecting "

P. 1688, L. 7, " reported " should read " report "

P. 1690, L. 22. " type " should read " types "

P. 1695, L. 30, insert " badly " after ' frequently "

P. 1698, L. 27, " piror " should read " prior "

P. 1699, L. 25, " certanily " should read " certainly "

P. 1700, L. 15, " iutroduceian " should read " introduction "

P. 1709, after L. 2, insert " Drawing," and the small drawing as
*' Froment "

P. 1709, L. 17, cancel " for it
"

P. 1717, L. 21, " Higgins " should read " Higgins' "

P. 1727, L. 11-14, cancel from '• Guided by " to " or not "

P. 1734, L. 25, '• coustitued " should read " constituted "

P. 1736, L. 22, '' large " should read '" larger
"

P. 1738, L. 9, " tions " should read " tors "

P. 1739, L. 7, " relations " should read " relation "

P. 1742, L. 29, '' reefrence " should read " reference "

P. 1743, L. 23, " sirring " should read " stirring "

P. 1744, L. 4, insert " flotation process and the Sulman and

Picard " before " process
"

P. 1744, L. 14, insert '• type or the Sulman and Picard's bubble

type of " before " process "

P. 1744. L. 15, " gass " should read " gas "

P. 1746, L. 11, insert " more " before " spitzkasteu "

P. 1755, L. 18, insert " crushed " before " dry "

P. 1758, L. 14, insert "so as to reach dowu on the inside of the

mixing vessel " before " well "

P. 1765, L. 11, cancel '^ last
"

P. 1766, L. 12, insert " then " before '• both "

P. 1771, L. 14, '' Milan " should read •• Turin "

P. 1771, L. 27, " Milan " should read " Turin "

P. 1772, L. 7, " Milan " should read " Turin "

P. 1772, L. 8, '• Milan " should read " Turin "

P. 1775, L. 16, insert " as " before •' to which "



p. 1853, L. 31,

p. 1854, L. 23,

p. 1855, L. 19.

p. 1855. L. 29,

p. 1856. L. 19,

p. 1857, L. 3,

p. 1866. L. 26,

p. 1883, L. 10,

p. 1886. L. 10,

p. 1886. L. 16,

16

P. 1795. L. 18, '-fattey" sliouUl read " fat'.y
"

P. 1798, L. 6, '•aluminum "' slioukl read "' aluminum '

P. 1798. L. 9. •• ulaces " should read '" plact-s
"

P. 1801, LI. 19-21. cancel.

P. 1801. L. 30, "R" should read "A"
P. 1802, L. 21, " iriginal "' should read " original "

P. 1812. L. 17. •• 17 " should read '117 "

P. 1819. L. 9, insert " in " before •' these "

P. 1828. L. 29, " my " should read " may "

P. 1830. L. 17. insert " Fitzalis " before " KirkPatrick-Picard "

P. 1833, L. 11, •' clearly " should read •• closely
"

other gas current by the use of any suitable spray-

ing or" insert before *' atomizing"

intsances " should read " instances "

was " should read " with "

dessiminating " should read '• disseminating "

and " should read " that" after colon (:)

represetnatives " should read •" representatives
"

widley ' should read " widely "

Chie " should read "Chief"

persented " should read • presented "

admis " should read '• admix "

P. 1890. L. 8, insert •• then treating the resulting metallic sulfid "

before " with a
"

P. 1890, L. 14. insert "same to the action of a soluble sultid tlien

treating the " before '• resulting "

P. 1895, L. 11, insert ' or on an application for a patent filed in

any country foreign to the United States by him
or his legal representatives or assigns more than

twelve mouths prior to the filing of said applica-

tion " before '• and that "

P. 1902. after last line insert "Patented December 19 1905 "

P. 1904. L. 19, " or "should read " of
"

P. 1905, L. 11, " matter " should read " material"

P. 1905. L. 14. insert "condition " before " during "

P. 1905, L. 2~, insert ' into intimate contact with all portions of

the ore. The Vessel may be steam jacketed, or

otherwise suitably heated, if found necessary to

maintain the selective material.,' after " ma.
terial

"

moved " should read " removed "

claims " should read " case as follows "

Tchi-'ner " should read •' Tschirner "

section " should read " sectional "

of " should read " for " after " solution "

covered " should read '• moved "

mash " should read •' marsh "

P. 1940, L. 12, insert " result " before " is
"

P. 1943, L. 18. insert " furnace " before " H."

P. 1944. L. 9, insert " kept " before " filled
"

P. 1906, L. 5.

p. 1911, L. 21,

p. 1914. L. 3,

p. 1931, L. 12,

p. 1934. L. 15,

p. 1934. L. 23,

p. 1935. L. 21,
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p. 1945, L. 26, insert " gently agitating the portion thereof which

settles, and in " after " in
"

P. 1947, LI. 23-25, cancel from " into fine "to " solution "

P. 1948, L. 6, insert " to " after " in "

P. 1949, L. 24, insert '' in " before " sep- "

P. 1950, L. 29. insert " or in public use or on sale in the United

States for more than two years prior to this ap-

plication " after colon ( : )

P. 1953, L. 6, cancel " in " before " invention "

F. 1954, L. 7, " paentable " should read " patentable "

P. 1956, L. 20, " perosene " should read " kerosene "

P. 1960, L. 15, " 726,809 " should read " 725,609 "

P. 1963, L. 17, cancel " any " before " chance "

P. 1964, L. 11, " gentling " should read " gently "

P. 1977, LI. 28 & 29. cancel " of the surface "

P. 1981, transpose lines 17 and 18

P. 1991, L, 3, " proceedure " should read " procedure "

P. 1992, L. 13, " f led " should read " filed
"

P. 1995, L. 9, " g " should read " g '"

P. 2000, L. 3. " or " should read " of "

P. 2004, L. 22, " Jaune " should read " June "

P. 2009, L. 8, '• Sulma " should read " Sulman "

P. 2010, L. 9, " No." should read " Nov."

P. 2013, L. 20, " Mial " should read " Mail "

P. 2017, L. 22, insert "so " before " used "

P. 2018, L. 14, " aperatures " should read " apertures "

P. 2019, L. 19, " a " should read " r
"

P. 2019, L. 26, " ? " should read "
.

"

P. 2021, L. 26, " rotable " should read " rotatable "

P. 2023, L. 3, " rotable " should read " rotatable "

P. 2023, L, 19, insert " a " before " submerged "

P. 2032, L. 15, " Celveland " should read "Cleveland "

P. 2046, L. 24, " 487 " should read " 4897 "
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ERRATA.

Volume V. i!
P. 2197, L. 1, •Circuit" should read '"District"

P. 2197, L. 4, cancel " Company " after •' Separation "

P. 2200, L. 17, "motion " should read " objection "

P. 2210. L. 2, cancel before " Why "

P. 2210. L. 8, "equivalent" should read "equivalents"
P. 2210, L. 9, cancel lifter "them" I
P. 2211, L. 4, insert after "claims", '• re>i adjudicata, and will

try to prove it, the plaintiff claims "

P. 2216, L. 22, insert after •• true", "and"
P. 2220, L. 20, •• 9610 " should read " 96; 15

"

P. 2222, L. 10, cancel " both "

P. 2222, L. 27, "tures" should read " ture "

P. 2224, L. 1, •• court " should^read " Court "

P. 2224, L. 10. cancel "the"
P. 2226, L. 21, "foretiturel" should read " forfeiture"

P. 2227, L. 31, cancel the period (J after " sonable "

P. 2228, L. 14, '• certorari " shoukl read " certiorari/'

P. 2233, L. 20, cancel " and keep "

P. 2234. L. 16, "Romacka" sliould read " Romadka "

P. 2237, L. 12, insert after • core", '• and limit to the forming of

the roll with the core "

P. 2238, L. 24, insert " Court", after " Supreme "

P. 2238, L. 25, " 218221 " should read'-' 218,221 "

P. 2239, L. 10, cancel "say"
P. 2243, L. 10, " elecrolytic" siiould read '• electrolytic "

P. 2250, L. 3, " mistaking " should read " mistakes "

P. 2251, L. 15, •• 1892" should read " 1912 "

P. 2255, L. 15, " question " should read " case "

P. 2256, L. 6, •• road" should read " broad "

p. 2275, L. 4, " comitj' " should read " priorit}-
"

P. 2276, L. 2, " stipultoin " should read " stipulation '

'

P. 2277, L. 21, " sufficient" should read •' insufficient "

P. 2277, L. 24, " Lime" should read " Line " and " Jacobsou '»

should read " Jacobseu "

P. 2278, L. 10, insert " with ", after '• contact "

P. 2278, L. 21, " waive " should read " raise
"

P. 2282, L. 14, " that " should read " it
"

P. 2283, L. 23, " KREMER " should read " GARRISON "

P. 2285, L. 9, insert " or the benefit of the knowledge of James
M. Hyde " after " Hyde "

P. 2287, L. 32, •' a cross " should read " across " and insert '• the "

after •' across "

P. 2288, L. 12. " Kramer " should read " Kreraer "

P. 2295, L. 8, cancel " not
"

P. 2297, after L. 27, insert, " Letter dated July 2, 1913. admitted

in evidence and marked Plaiutiflf's Exhibit No.
5."

P. 2300, L. 24, " argumentiug " should read " augmenting "
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p. 3301, L. 1, '• Mineral " should read " Minerals "

P. 3301, L. 3, " arations " should read " aration "

P. 2303, L. 30, •' ony " should read " any "

P. 3304. L. 31, " 1915 " should read " 1913 "

P. 3305, L. 17, insert " proceedings " after '' following "

P. 2306, L. 5, " separtiug " should read " separating "

P. 3312, L. 16, cancel " X"
P. 3318, L. 25, ' eral " should read " erals "

P. 2321, L. 11, insert " to ", after " object "

P. 2325, L. 21, " flotations " should read " flotation "

P. 2332, L. 27, " object " should read " objection "

P. 2339. L. 11, " that " should read " what "

P. 2345, L. 11, " X" should read " R "

P. 3345, L. 14, " X " should read " R "

P. 2345, L. 16, " X " should read " R "

P. 2349, L. 10, cancel '• admitted "

P. 3350, L. 17, cancel " Company "

P. 3351, L. 15, " or " should read " on "

P. 3360, L. 31, " persentations " should read " presentations "

p. 2367, L. 31, '• becaues " should read " because "

P. 3368, L. 14, " Leipmann " should read " Leibmann "

P. 2369, L. 8, " Leipmann " should read " Leibmann "

P. 3378, L. 17, '• licensee " should read " licensees "

P. 3381. L. 24, insert " 33 " after " Q."

P. 3383, L. 7, '• 20th " should read " 30th "

P. 3384, L. 1, " Frank B." should read " Frank R."

P. 3384, L. 34, " Frank B." should read '• Frank R."

P. 3385, L. 1, " Frank B." should read " Frank R."

P. 2586, L. 1, " Frank B." should read " Frank R."

P. 2389, L. 28, " inveniou " should read " invention "

P. 2397. L. 21, "doctrine" should read " decision "

P. 2403, L. 6, '• frequently " should read '• properly "

P. 2407, L. 24, " ecsses " should read " cesses "

P. 2408, L. 19, " Procter " should be " Proctor "

P. 2417, L. 24, cancel " What " and " was" should read " Was "

i P. 2431, L. 3, " Hurly " should read " Hurley "

P. 3431, L. 3, " concenient " should read " convenient "

P. 3434, L. 9, " forth " should read " froth "

P. 3437, L. 11, "' Janey " should read " Janney "

P. 3441, L. 8, •' tweill " should read " twill
"

P. 2443, L. 18, cancel " the " after " over "

P, 2448, L. 17, " contitute " should read " constitutes "

P. 2465, L. 25, insert " much " after '' pretty "

P. 2467, After L. 10. insert ' A. I had supervision over them, yes

sir."

P. 2473, L. 34, insert " x-Q. 354^ " after " WILLIAMS."
P. 3474, L. 3, insert " us " after " give "

P. 2477, L. 7, "35" should read " 30 "

P. 3479, L. 5, cancel "there "

P. 2479, L. 8. " 279 " should read "297 "

P. 2492, L. 13, " 394" should read " 384 "
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P. 249fj, After L. 5, insert " A. Yes. Sir."

P. 249G, L. 26, iasert •'tliis day's operation was selecteil for tln'

purpose of before "this"

P. 2499. L. 17, "kind" sl)ould read " kinds"

P. 2501, L. 26, " figures " should read " figure
"

P. 2505, L. 17. insert " or systematic sampling, and systematic de-

termination " after " tion
"

P. 2506, L. 8, " other " should read " ether
"

P. 2508, L. 3, " enedavored " should read " endeavored "

P. 2516. L. 16, •' 546 " should read " 544 "

P. 2525, L. 4. " paints " should read " plants "

P. 2525, L. 17. " calculaters " should read " calculators "

P. 2525. L. 26, " caluculatiou " should read '• calculation
"

P. 2526. L. 27. " laboratoory " should read " laboratory "

P. 2530, L. 20. " apparatus " should read '" aperture "

P. 2530, L. 21, " aperature " should read " aperture "

P. 2537, L. 23, cancel " OX " and " VOIFiE " should read

"VOIR"
P. 2542. L. 20, " 5 " should read '• 3."

P. 2543, L. 5, " 1916 " should read " 1915 "

P. 2561. L. 5, " test " should read " tests
"

P. 2564. L. 5, " 92 " should read " 91 "

P. 2567. L. 2. " proporties " should read " properties "

P. 2567, L. 7, " dure " should read " duce '

P. 2570, L. 26. •' Sail " should read " Ball "

P. 2572. L. 20, " excellent " should read ' excellent "

P. 2576, L. 9, " pin " should read " pine "

P. 2584, L. 10. ' samples " should read " sample " and " were '

should read " was "

P. 2588, L. 30, cancel " of the ". " issue " should read " issued "

P. 2593. L. 30 & 31, erase from " and " to and including " phenol
"

P. 2597. L. 15, insert " time " after " the "

P. 2606, L. 8, " it " should read " is
"

P. 2607, L. 2, " 303 " sliould read " 313 "

P. 2607, L. 19, insert " 317 " after " Q."

P. 2011, L. 12. " paint " should read " plant "

P. 2614, L. 23, '• 231 " should read " 341 "

P. 2616, L 6, " 42 " should read " 242 "

P. 2617, After L. 17. insert " x-Q. 383. You said you added 1.60

oil to that, didn't you ? A. Yes, sir."

P. 2617, L. 29, insert " that they are large enough so that if you
would analyze " after " sure "

P. 2619, L. 13, " out " should read " about "

P. 2628, After L. 22, insert " R-x-Q. 443, The Dorr thickener -was

not known to jou when you began tlie next

tweut}' four run ?
"

P. 2629, L. 17, " Maugna " should read " Magna "

P. 2653, L. 20, insert •' from these return cells which to make up
the circulating load contains a certain amount of

oil, the froth " after " froth "

P. 2656, L. 18, ' waws " should read " was "

P. 2657, L. 3, " 97,687 " should read " 97.887 "
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3660, L. 10, " thorugh " should read '• through "

2672, L. 3, " two " should read " to "

2672, L. 11, " as " should read •' a "

2689, L. 19, " 1913 " should read •' 1915 "

2703, L. 22, cancel " that "

2704, L. 13, " to " should read " of "

2704, L. 28, " that's " should read " that is
"

2710, L. 12, insert '' and from the spitzkastens " after '• Spitz-

kastens "

'. 2711, L. 6, " maerial " should read " material "

'. 2712, L. 19, " we " should read " was "

. 2715, L. 14, cancel " which "

. 2716, L. 10, " an " should read " and "

'. 2719, After L. 28, insert '• A. (interrupting) pe- day. I don't

remember I
"

'. 2720, L. 5, cancel.

2723, L. 6, " least " should read " last
"

272G, L. 4, " propotrion " should read " proportion "

3734, L. 4, " for " should read " forth "

2739, L. 24, " Compelled " should read " compiled "

2742, L. 21, '• thorugh " should read •' through "

2743, L. 21, " feet " should read " holes "

3743, L. 33, " feel " should read " holes "

2745, L. 7, " informatiau " should read " information "

2759, L. 13, •' opertiou " should read •' operation "

2760, L. 7, insert " I " after " and "

». 2762, L. 25, " GARRISON " should read " KRE.VIER "

2763, L. 9, bookkeepepr " should read " bookkeeper "

2764. L. 5, '• falacious " should read " fallacious "

3773, L. 18. erase " as not " and insert " that he will " and
erase " him " after " have " and insert " to "

3785, L. 4, " 77 " should read " 79 "

2787, L. 3, erase " case " and insert " page "

2787, L. 15. •' 1899 " should read >' 1889 "

2788. L. 21, " disclosed " should read " discussed "

2791, L. 15, insert " any " after " with "
; L. 27, erase " 5 "

P. 2798, L. 24, " oil " should read " ore " after " thin "

P. 2804, L. 19, " gress " should read " grees "

P. 2807, L. 10, " 22." should read " 32."

P. 2813. L. 14, " uesd " should read " used "

P. 2813, L. 23, " sulphite " should read " sulphide "

P. 2816, L. 7, " produied " should read " produced "

P. 2821, L. 13, " leaves a " should read " leads the "

P. 2837. L. 6, " diflfernece " should read " difference "

P. 2837, L. 17, '• forth " should read " froth "

P. 2844, L. 17, " parrafine " should read •• parafflne "

P. 2850. L. 12. '• J- " should read •' D^ "

P. 3850, L. 26, " cecond " should read " second "

P. 2851, L. 24, " Fioatant " should read " Flotant "

P. 2859, L. 3, insert " and refer to the great chemist of the six-

teenth century " after " Century "

2863, L. 10, '• subtsance " should read " substance "
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p. 3034, L. 15, " a gain " should read " again "

P. 3036, L. 3, insert " to offer " before " them "

P. 3036, L. 7, " graps " should read " graphs "

P. 3036, L. as, " or " should read " on "

P. 3039, L. 17, " Considering " should read " Consider "

P. 3039, L. 19, cancel ' a
"

P. 3039, L. 20, ' force " should read " forces "

B. 3041, L. 19. " is " should read " in "

P. 3041, L. 30, " surface " should read " surfaces "

P. 3043, L. 24, insert " the " after " in
"

P. 3050, L. 30, cancel " of " after '• soap "

P. 3053, L. 14, " perimetnal " should read " perimental "

P. 3053, L. 24, •• soild " should read " solid "

P. 3057, L. 25. insert " again " after " plates "

P. 3058, L. 12, " w " should read '• d "

P. 3059, L. 9, " binding " should read '• bending "

P. 3059. L. 22, insert "water, and on the waterside it contains

some particles of " after " of "

P. 3060, L. 2, " sir " should read " air
"

P. 3060, L. 13, • olwer " should read " lower "

P. 3062, L. 17, " bornzing " should re.id •' bronzing "

P. 3066. After L. 31, insert " A. No."

P. 30T3. L. 19, '' subtsances " should read '• substances "

P. 3074. L. 14, " is " should read " if
"

P. 3076. L. 26. " tempearture " should read " temperature "

P. 3082. L. 3, " phenomena " should read " phenomenon "

P. 3083, L. 11. " perssed " should read " pressed "

P. 3089, L. 15, " as" should read "has "—"for" should read "of*

P. 2090, L. 26, " 140 " should read " 14C "

P. 3090. L. 27, " cr " should read " of "

P. 3092. L. 15, " or " should .lead " of "

P. 3092, L. 29, " absorbed " should read " adsorbed "

P. 3099, L. 8, " disturbances " should read " disturbance "

P. 3099. L. 14, " absorbed " sliould read " adsorbed "

P. 3100, L. 25, insert " at the inside of the bubble, and at the

metal oil surface " after " surface "

P. 3101. L. 16, " absorption " should read " adsorption "

P. 3105, L. 14, •• minmum " should read " minimum "

P. 3109. L. 13, " is it " should read " it is
"

P. 3110. L. 20, " understoood " should read " understood"

P. 3115. L. 7, " exery " should read "ever}'"

P. 3115, L. 9, cancel "over every bubble" and insert "of oil

might attach itself to the ore molecule of " after

" molecule "

P. 3117, L. 15, " difference" should read "differences"

P. 3120, L. 16, 'tnesion" should read "tension"

P. 3120, L. 24, insert " your" after "get"
P. 3124, L. 2, " form" should read "perform"

P. 3124, L 9, " ore" should read " air"

P. 3129, L. 8, " force " should read " forces "

P. 3129, L. 29, "stock" should read "stick"
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p. 3130, L. 27, " or" should read " of"

P. 3132, L. 6, " that " should read "what "

P. 3133. L. 7, " Strasberg " should read " Strasburg"

3133, L 9, " Leipsiz " should read " Leipsig"

P. 3133, L. 10, " by " should read " my "

P. 8133, L. 19, " Cookke's " should read " Cooke's"

P. 3137, L. 7, " might " should read " must "

»P. 3141, L. 23 " cohool " should read '' cohol "

P. 3142, L. 15, " solution " should read '" solutions "

P. 3143, L. 17, " causes " should read " cases "

P. 3145, L. 17, " insoluble " should read " soluble "

P. 3145, L. 30. '* absorption " should read " adsorption"

P. 3147, L. IG, "absorption " should read "adsorption"

P. 3147, L. 26, cancel " oils" and insert " practically insoluble oils

and range" after "with"; cancel "and
change "

P. 3150, L. 22. insert " first that water and pine oil when stirred

give no permanent froth. There is a temporary

froth but no permanent one. We showed "after

" showed "

P. 3151, L. 10, " sceonds " should read " seconds "

P. 3158, L. 20, " nor " should read " or "

P. 3161, L. 16, cancel "like"

P. 3161, L. 15, insert " again " after " looks "

P. 3162, L. 25, insert " it " after " at "

P. 3163, L. 25, " absoltuely " should read " absolutely "

P. 3178, L. 4, " increase " should read " increases "

P. 3182. L. 21, " got " should read " get "

P. 3185, L. 16, " we " should read " We "

P. 3189, L. 11, insert " recovery and " after " 100,9^
"

P. 3192, L. 2, " a " should read " of "

P. 3193, L. 13, insert " either " after " theory "

P. 3196, L. 20, " tension " should read " tensions"

P. 3197 L. 7, " slow " should read " low "

P. 3198, L. 27, " then " should read " that "

P. 3199, L. 5, insert " not " after " generally "

P. 3199, L. 6, " and which use the " should read " so it is a "

P. 3199, L. 31, insert " all " after " they "

P. 3200, L. 9, " 139 " should read " 130 "

P. 3202. L. 26, insert " first " before " on "

P. 3205, L. 26, " second " should read " minute "

P. 3206, L. 21, cancel "of"
P. 3211, L. 13, insert " " as an oil ", and wherever he repeats it he

always says ", after (;)

P. 3212, L. 26, " er " should read " or "

P. 3214, L. 19, insert " to eat " after " got "

P. 8215, after L. 9, insert " A. Yes."

P. 3215, L. 10, insert " force," after " a "

P. 3215, L. 11, insert " would " before " it " and cancel " or the

result of the "

P. 3215, L. 16, " forec " shoidd read " force
''
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3217,

3217,

3220,

3221,

32-23,

3223,

3226.

3228,

3229,

3237,

3238,

3240,

3243,

3246,

3250,

L. 10

L. 21

L. 2

L. 8

L. 2

L. 25

L. 14

L. 27

P. 3259, L. 7

3263, L. 23

3265, L. 4

3265, L. 27

3266, L. 4

3266. L. 5

3268, L. 24

3271,

3272,

3278.

3285,

3291,

3295.

3299,

3300.

3315,

3311,

3311,

3312,

3315.

3315,

3316,

3316.

3316,

3317,

12

8

22

19

12

12

L. 21

L. 6

L. 29

L. 15

L. 30

L. 25

D. 8

L.

L.

L.

L.

L. 10

3317, L. 27

3318, L. 8

3318. L. 21

3318, L. 28

3323, L. 6

" of " should read " or
"

insert " a " after " to
"

" storage " should read " range "

" Capillar " should read '' Kapillar "

" liquifies " should read " liquefies
"

" AVilbut " should read " Wilder "

'• MacQuistion " should read '" AlacQuisten "

•' suposed " should read " supposed "

erase colon (:) after '• surface "

•' Circulation " should read '' Circidating "

insert " that " after '' before "

'• uopn " should read " upon "

•'1917 " should read " 1914"
•' regular " should read " rougher "

insert " these go through 15 more in multiple, and

the tailings from " after '• from "

insert " of " after " year " and " yea " should read
" year "

" and " shoidd read " the
"

" tailings " should read " tailing "

insert " roughers, and then followed by another set

of five as " after " as
"

" date " should read " data "

" operations " should read '" operation "

Insert " Take the run of February 8th to 28th in

this same plant." after ' ton "

'' concentration " should reac' " concentrate "

" an " should read '' a "

•• charge " should read " change "

" this " should read " these "

" froth " should read " from "

" ail " should read " oil
"

" 6.69 " should read " 6.69 "

" resutling " should read •' resulting "

insert " of," erase •' a
"

" Kremer " should read '• Kenyon "

" complaint " should read " comijlainant "

'• complaint " should read " complainant "

erase comma (,) after •' tion "

erase comma (.) after " tion
"

erase comma (,) after " Separation "

erase (.) after " Separation "

erase (,) after " Separation " and

should read " acquired '.

" defendant " should read " defence "

" Ballott " should read " Ballot "

cancel " been "

erase comma (,) after '• Separation "

" his " sliould read " this "

'• required '»
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J*. 3334, L. 19, erase comma (,) after " Separation "

P. 3324, L. 30, " " " "

P. 3337. L. 31, insert " is " after " this "

P. 3329, L. 2S, " niecessary " should read " necessary "

P. 3330, L. 30. cancel " had " after " period "

P. 3331, L. 8, insert " any " after " right of "

P. 3331, L. 18, insert " concerned the only excuse offered for this

amendment is " after " is
"

P. 3338, L. 8. " hydrulic " should read " hydraulic "

P. 3338, L. 18, " forth s " should read " froths "

P. 3343, L. 26, insert " the " after " his "

P. 3350, L. 25, " sulphide " should read " sulphuric "

P. 3353, L. 8, " alrge " should read '' large "

P. 3355. L. 10, " 03" should read " 0.2 "

P. 3365, L. 34, " resutls " should read •' results "

P. 3366, L. 25, " giong " should read " going "

P. 3370, L. 21, " sluge " should read " sludge "

P. 3370, L. 26, insert " and " after " Ore "

P. 3380, L. 7, " acte " should read " cate "

P. 3380, L. 18, " 63.8 " should read " 63.03 "

P. 3384, L. 3, •' weignts " should read " weights "

P. 3384, L. 6, •' conceutates" should read " concentrates^"

P. 3387, L. 7, " wil " should read " will "

P. 3389, L. 8, " aplies " should read " applies "

P. 3390, L. 13, " to " should read " in "

P. 3390. After L. 21, insert "A. It did."

P. 3394, L. 2, " interferring " should read " interfering "

P. 3395, L. 6, insert " 20 " after " tional "

P. 3401, L. 27, " ide " should read " ic
"

P. 3403, L. 19, " mineral " should read '' material "

P. 3403, L. 3, " + " should read " — " before " 300 mesh, 61.04 "

P. 3406, L. 16, " 49.05 " should read ' 49.5 "

P. 3407, L. 35, " not " should read " be "

P. 3411, L. 19. " to " should read " so "

P. 3413, L. 30, •' bubbles " should read " bubble "

P. 3416, L. 3, " 376,000 " should read " 375.000 "

P. 3416, L. 15, " froths " should read " froth "

P. 3418, L. 3. " percentages " should read " percentage "

P. 3431, L. 27, " mgnification " should read •' magnification "

P. 3433, L. 3, " li"„ " should read " U,"„
"

P. 3434, L. 31. cancel " with this
"

P. 3427, L. 13, " Williams " should read " Phillips "

P. 3430, L. 33, •' chalco-pyrite " should read " chalcopyrite "

P. 3431. L. 3,

P. 34:31, L. 16, " The " should read " That "

P. 3432. L. 11, ' Williams " should read " Phillips "

P. 3434, L. 26, " 1.15 " should read " 1.5 "

P. 3436, L. 8, •' of " should read " or "

P. 3444, L. 24, " 1913 " should read ' 1916 "

P. 3448. L. 28, •' 1.38 " siiould read 1.35 "

P. 3452, L. 13, " indefnite " should read " indefinite "
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P. 3453, L. 29, insert " made " after " changes "

P. 34r)9. L. 10, " shold " should- read " should "

residum " sliouid read " residuum "

6, insert " quantity " after '• smaller "

" was " should read " were "

" becaues " should read " because "

" by " should read •' in
"

" seems " should read " seemed "

" bezine " should read ' benzine "

" colmn " should read " column "

'' cosite " should read '• cocite "
; L. 19, change

" chalcosite " to " chalcocite "

'' other " should read " others "

4, insert " X " before " Q "

our " should read •' the " and '' paints " should

read " plants "

depatrment " should read " department "

or " should read " for
"

Theer " should read " There "

than " should read " that "

degree " should read " figure "

Barret " should read " Barrett "

if " should read " of "

P. 3525, L. 28, cancel " that doesn't "

P. 3531, L. 4, " emperical " should read '' empirical "

P. 3531, L. 9, insert ' familiar to all of us and which are " after

" are "

P. 3534, L. 25, " the " should read " that " after " at
"

P. 3537, L. 15. ' pass " should read " plot "

P. 3537. L. 16, " blot " should read " plot
"

P. 3539, L. 14, " Q " should read " Y "

P. 3539. L. 28 and 29. cancel from " but " to and including " dilu-

tion "

P. 3540, L. 20, " some " should read " more "

P. 3462. L. 23,

p. 3469, L. 6,

p. 3472. L. 25.

p. 3477, L. 6.

p. 3479, L. 28,

p. 3480, L. 25,

p. 3481, L. 16,

p. 3481, L. 25,

p. 3490, L. 17,

p. 3492. L. 13,

p. 3493, L. 4,

p. 3495, L. 6,

p. 3496, L. 9,

p. 3497, L. 5,

p. 3499, L. 19,

p. 3519, L. 17.

p. 3520. L. 6,

p. 3525, L. 11.

p. 3525, L. 18,
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ERRATA.

Volume VII.

P. 3541, L. 3, erase " and." after " age,"

P. 3543, L. 12, " the same the percentage of water in the feed
;

I and " after '• are "

P. 3543, L. 14, insert " the pounds of oil per ton of feed and that

the same variation as before holds, namely,"

after " namely,"

P. 3549, L. 2, " Is " should read " It
"

P. 3549, L. 19, " date " should read " data "

p. 3549, L. 26, " efficiency " should read " efficient
"

P. 3552, L. 13, " vaner " should read " vanner "

P. 3553, L. 9, " conputatiou " should read " computation "

P. 3553, L. 29, " represenatives " should read " representatives "

P. 3554, L. 8, " recally " should read " really "

P. 8554, L. 21, " tihs " should read " this "

P. 3556, L. 10, insert " very " after '' were "

P. 3556, L. 31, " represents " should read " represented "

P. 3559, L. 4, " simple " should read " sample "

P. 3560, L. 19, " insert " such " after " test
"

P. 3560, L. 20, " witnesses " should read '' witness "

P. 3561, L. 21, " these " should read " those "

P. 3563, L. 11, " of " should read " if
"

P. 3565, L. 8, insert " do " after " or "

P. 3576, LL. 20 & 21, cancel from " you " to and including " some-
what "

P. 3577, L. 23, " found " should read " bound "

P. 3578, L. 26, " genelman " should read " gentlemen "

P. 3578, L. 27, insert " everything " after " omitted "

P. 3584, LL. 10 & 11, cancel both lines.

P. 3584, L. 12, insert " not " after " can "

P. 3584, L. 28, insert " rather than one of scientific technical oper-

ation " after " operation."

P. 3589, L. 10, " 128 " should read " 138 ".

P. 3591, L. 13, insert " The Court :
" before " The "

P. 3595, L. 18 " maintaintd " should read '' maintained "

P. 3595, L. 27, " to " siiould read ** in " after " happen "

P. 3597, L. 14, " objetcion " should read " objection "

P. 3598, L. 28, " other " should read " others "

P. 3599, L. 19, insert " not " after " do "

P 3601, L. 9, " transmitted " should read " translated "

P. 3602, L. 17, " detaails " should read " details
"

P. 3603, L. 14, insert " a sample of the concentrate was obtained

—

that having been done," after " done,"

P. 3607, L. 9, " Cattermole " should read " cataract "

P. 3608. L. 17, insert " witii the semi-circular doors, the agitation

resulting " after " apparatus "

P. 3614, L. 4, cancel (") before " It
"
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P. 3614,;L. 5, cancel ("j after " suit."

P. 3614, L. 19, cancel period (.) after " grouped "

P. 3615, L. 31, cancel period (.) after " cite
"

P. 3616, L. 8. insert "in the form of a froth or especially as a

gaseous froth," after " surface,"

P. 3617, LL. 24 & 2o & 26, cancel from " and " to and including
" acid "

P. 3619, L. 9, change the first " oil " to " oils
"

P. 3620, L. 24, cancel period (.) after " volatile"

P. 3622, 'L. 26, " .09 " should read ".9 "

P. 3626, *L. 11, " concentrate " should read " concentrates "

P. 3626.fL. 26, " oleifine " should read "olefine "

P. 3627, L. 13, insert " the clear intent of certain features of" be-

fore " the invention "

P. 3633, ftL. 20, insert " form " after " vortex "

P. 3633, L. 29, " a " should read " at
"

P. 3639* L. 3, " Johnston " should read " Johnson "

P. 3639, L. 9, " Johnston " should read " Johnson "

P. 3641, L. 4, insert " cell " after " which "

P. 3643, L. 2, '• amounted " should read " mounted "

P. 3645, L. 21, " Sullivan " should read " Sulman "

P. 3647, L. 14, insert (") after " solution "

P. 3647, L. 20, insert (") after " particles "

P. 3649, L. 7, " colloqually " should read ' colloquially "

P. 3650, L. 9, " at " should read " had "

P. 3654, L. 8, insert " Hill " after " Fryer "
.

P. 3654, L. 20, •' received " should read " receiver "

P. 3658, L. 25, insert '• after " after " because "

P. 3658, L. 29, " Or " should read " Of "

P. 3659, L. 8. insert " of " after " satisiied "

P. 3659, L. 15, cancel (") before '* In "
; insert " floating " after

•' In "

p. 3659, L. 15 & 16. cancel " floating " and (,; after " mass "

P. 3659. L. 18, insert " fans " after " these "

ancel (") after " illustrations "

affect " should read " effect "

affect " should read '• effect "

slight " should read " slight
"

Cryley " should read " Criley "

sulphate " should read " sulphurets "
;

•' rise "

should read " rose "
;
" is " should read " was "

of " should read "' or "

of " should read " or "

silicous " should read " silicious "

P. 3665, L. 24. insert " to " after " referred "

P. 3668, L. 18, insert " in a small test experiment " after (,)

P. 3668, L. 19, cancel (••) before '• The "

P. 36G8. L. 25, " rapidly " should read " readily "

P. 3670, L. 2, " analoguous " should read " analogous"

P. 3672, L. 30, " any " sliould rend •' my "

P. 3672, L.„31, " to any " should read '' with "

p 3659. L. 29,

p. 3660, L. 10,

p. 3660. L. 12,

p. 3660, L. 29,

p 3662. L. 20,

p. 3662, L. 26,

p. 3664, L. 14,

p. 3664. L. 22

p. 3665. L. 17,
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P. 3673, L. 23, insert (,) after " advised "

P. 3674, L. 28, " separte " sliould read " separate "

P. 3675, L. 12, insert " Stirring " after " The "

P. 367o, L. 14, " bring " should read " break "

P. 3675, L. 26, " concentration " should read " concentrates ";
' falls " should read '' fall

"

P. 3677, L. 8, " flowing " should read " blowing "

P. 3677, L. 9, " here " should read " there "

P. 3677, L. 30, insert " as " after *' used "

P. 3679, L. 13, " practice" should read " practiced"

P. 3679, L. 30, "by" should read " when "

P. 3680, L. 3, (,) should read (-) after "water"; "an" should

read "in"; (:) should read (-) [after "emul-
sion "

P. 3680, L. 19, " decided " should read " decisive"

P. 3680, L. 26, "
,
" should read "

(
" before " varied "

;
" varied"

should read " differing"
;

P. 3680, L. 28, "
,
" should read "

)
" after " oil

"

P. 368 J, L. 3, " and " should read " or "

P. 3681, L. 5, "larger" should read •' ready" ; "of" should read
" for"

P. 3683, L. 20, "contained " should read " downward "

P. 3684, L. 6, " and" should read " while "

P. 3684, L. 7, after "gaugue" insert " remaining |in admixture

with "
; erase " in

"

P. 3684, L. 11, " this" should read " the
"

P. 3684, L. 13, " very" should read " not"

P. 3684, L. 14, cancel "the "

P. 3G85, L. 9, " aeration " should read " aerating"

P. 3687, L. 19, cancel " and was— "

P. 3687. L. 22, insert (,) after " Sulman "

P. 3689, L. 6, "is" should read " in " after " produced"

P. 3697, L. 18, "patent," should read " patents"

P. 3702, L. 30, " persence " should read " presence"

P. 3703, L. 14, insert " grade of " after "the"; "were" should

read " was "

P 3706, L. 6, insert " the " after " not "

P. 3708 LL. 12 «fe 13, cancel from "in" to and including

" method "

P. 3709, LL 15 & 16, cancel from "in" to and including

" method "

P. 3709, L. 28, " is " should read " it
"

P. 3712, L. 3, "greater" should read " greatly" ;
" increase "

should read " iucreased "

P. 3715, L. 8, cancel " not "

P. 3715, L. 15, " indicate " should read " indicates "

P. 3715, L. 21, " appearance " should read " appearance "

P. 3718, L. 14. " You think " should read " And the "

P. 3719, L. 15, " tanks " should read " tank "
; insert " B,"

P. 3723, L. 26, " separation " should read " specification "
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P. 3730, L. 15, insert " don't wish to make t continuous operation,

then you can " after " you "

P. 3733, LL. 26 & 27, cancel from " of " to and including " flota-

tion "

P. 3734. L. 8, " used " should read •' said "

P. 3734, L. 21. insert " in " after '• is
"

P. 3735, L. 3, •• drip " should read " drop- "

P. 3735, L. 4, " dripping " should read " dropping "

P. 3736, L. 4, " dripping " should read " dropping "

P. 3736, L. 7, insert " of " after •• 4 "

P. 3736, L. 13, " constant service " should read " contact surface
"

P. 3739, L. 29, cancel '• and water "

P. 3740, L. 16, insert comma (,) and (") after " emulsified "

P. 3740, L. 22, " conditions " should read " condition "

P. 3740, L. 29, insert " in " after " tion "
;

" so " should read
' sub "

P. 3741, L. 13, " homoegenized " should read '' homogenized "

P. 3741, L. 29, " seen " should read " due to "

P. 3746, L. 26, " Burns " should read " Byrnes "

P. 3747, L. 22, " Burns " should read " Byrnes "

P. 3747, L. 23, " Burns " should read •' Byines "

P. 3748, L. 24, '• Burns " should read " Byrnes "

P. 3758, L. 17, insert •' and " after " would "

P. 3761, L. 5, " persence " should read '• presence "

P. 3761, L. 21, " bubble " should read " coating "

P. 3762, L. 16, " emissible " should read " imiscible "

P. 3763, L. 23, " becomes " should read " become "

P. 3764, L. 23, should come after L. 24.

P. 3766, L. 2, " form "' should read '' from "

P. 3766. L. 6, " 525 " should read " 585 "

P. 3769, L. 27, " emulsifying '' should read '' emulsified "

P. 3773, L. 28, " creosol " should read " cresol "

P. 3773, L. 31, '• blackish " should read '• whitish "

P. 3774, L. 3, " osol " should read " sol
"

P. 3774, L. 5, •' suitably " should read " beautifully "

P. 3774. L. 14, ( " ) should read (
' ) after " bubble."

P. 3774, L. 15, ' known " should read '' shown "

P. 3774, L. 21, cancel ( " ) after " cresol "

P. 3775, L. 24. " conditions " should read " conclusions "

P. 3775, L. 26, insert " 50 " before •' Q."

P. 3776. L. 13, " consists " should read " consist "

P. 3777, L. 5, " operate " should read " operates "

p. 3777, L. 22, cancel " and "
; insert (-) ;

" agitated " should read
•' agitation "

P. 3778, L. 6, " the water " should read " wet "

P. 3778. L. 13. " water " should read " wet "

P. 3778, L. 15, " her " should read " hers "

P. 3779, L. 14, " 1866 " should read •' 1886 "

P. 3782, L. 17, " 271 " should read " 571 "

P. 3783, L. 13, " bitumin " should read " bitumen "

P. 3783, L. 24, tumin " should read " tumen "
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3784, L. 27, " any " should read " my "

3786, L. 9, insert " air " after " oiled "

3786, L. 10, " stabilizzed " should read " stabilized ".

. 3788, L. 8, " agitation " should read " rotation "

. 3789, L. 19. " Gagna " should read •' Magna "

. 3794, L. 13, Cancel " is
"

. 3800, L. 9, " nise " should read " nisi
"

'. 3800, L. 10, insert " "in " after " is "
; cancel " is " after

" counsel "

. 3801, L. 5, " offensev " should read " oflfensive
"

. 3803, L. 21, insert " these " after " have "

. 3804, L. 2, " negal " should read " legal "

. 3810, L. 29, " 15 " should read " 14 "

. 3812, L. 12, •' recovered " should read " reversed "

. 3812, L. 29, '• positoin " should read " position "

. 3813, L. 13, cancel " conditions "
; insert "in no way" after

" is"

. 3821, L. 1, " icat " should read " fact
"

. 3821, L. 11, " More " should read " Mere "

. 3823, L. 8, insert " if " after " for "

. 3827, L. 17. " passes " should read " pass "

. 3831, L. 10, " was " should read " were "

. 3831, L. 14, " analysis " should read " analyses "

. 3833, L. 13, " was " should read " were "

. 3834, L. 8, " cehcked " should read •' checked "

. 3841, L. 28, " Door "should read " Dorr "

. 3842, L. 4, " Door " should read " Dorr "

P. 3843, L. 7, cancel (") before " Exhibit "

3847, L. 27, " 130 " should read " 139 "

\ 3849, L. 12, cancel " the "

!*. 3851, L. 11, " an " should read " any "

3856. L. 8, insert " the essential oil may be in part soluble or

not." after '' whether "

3858, L. 7. " mineralized " should read ' mineral "

^. 3858, L. 9, " bitumin " should read '' bitumen "

i*. 3858, L. 13, insert " and bring said globules " after " les
"

. 3858, L. 20, '• proceeds " should read " process "

P. 3858, L. 28, insert " I " after " as "

P. 3864, L. 14, cancel (") after " outlined."

P. 3864, L. 16, insert " large quantity of oil was used and the three

experiments when a " after '' a "

P. 3865, L. 8, " Molybendite " should read " Molybdenite "

P. 3868, L. 26, " groms " should read " grams "
;

" aomunt

"

should read " amount"
P. 3872, L. 9, " treatments " should read " retreatments "

P. 3872, L. 17, insert " which way they did it ? A. I give two
statements " after " certain "

P. 3872, L. 22, " Bute " should read " Butte "

P. 3874, L. 5, insert " The No. 3 cleaner produced a finished con-

centrate " after '' concentrate."

P. 3874, L. 18, " they are " should read " of all
"
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P. 3875 L. 17.

p. 3875 L. 23.

p. 3876 L. 20.

p. 3877 L. 16,

p. 3881 L. 27,

p. 3883 L. 3,

p. 3884 L. 23.

p. 3886 L. 28.

p. 3886 L. 29,

B. 3888 L. 5.

P. 3889 L. 31.

P. 3892 L. 11,

P. 3983 L. 24.

P. 3894 L. 23.

P. 3896 L. 14:

P. 3896 L. 21.

P. 3900 L. 19.

P. 3900 L. 29.

P. 3901 L. 28,

P. 3903 L. 10.

P. 3904 L. 6,

P. 3905 L. 21,

P. 3905 L. 22.

P. 3907 L. 36.

P. 3909 L. 12.

P. 3909 L. 15.

P. 3910 L. 11.

P. 3919 L. 16.

P. 3920 L. 19,

P. 3928 L. 26,

P. 3943 L. 24.

P. 3943 L. 27,

P. 3943 L. 29,

P. 3944 L. 4,

P. 3944 L.

P. 3944 L. 10,

P. 3944 L. 12.

P. 3944 L. 15,

P. 3944 L. 17,

P. 3ti44 L. 19,

P. 3945 L. 5,

P. 3945 L. 8,

P. 3945 L. 13,

P. 3945 L. 20.

P. 3945 L. 23,

P. 3945 L. 25,

P. 3945 L. 30,

" 53 " should read " 52 "

" sepaarted " should read *' separated "

" eels " should read " cells
"

insert " it " after " why "

" 51.8 1/2 " should read " 15.8% "

" Jane}' " should read '• Jaiiney "

•' 28th " should read " 29th "

• is it " should road " it is '.'
: insort (,) after " cop.

peras
"

insert (.) after " pounds "

" 1906" should read " 1916"
" degree " should read •' degrees "

cancel •'
it

"

" ton '" should read " tons "

'' anything " should read " many things "

insert '' end " after '• head "

'' product " should read '• products "

insert " then started and 60 pounds of Butte &
Superior ore were " before " added "

" 1.265 " should read " 1.266 "

" foth " should read " froth "

" possible " should read " possibly "

insert '• of ore " after '• proportion "

" the- " should read " they "

cancel " in which to incline or present the pulp "

and insert " incline as presented to the pulp"
" thr " should read •' the "

insert " that " after " that "

cancel '• to
"

•' here '' should read " there
"

" patentee " should read " patentees "

insert ••
(
" before '' where "

cancel " of oil
"

insert " X " before " Q."

insert " X " before " Q."

insert " X " before " Q."

know " should read

" knew "
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^. 3946, L. 3, insert " X " before " Q."

?. 3946, L. 6, "
'^. 3946, L. 10, "

P. 3946, L. 12, "

P. 3946, L. 17, "

P. 3946, L. 20, "

P. 3946, L. 23, "

.P. 3946, L. 26, "

P. 3946, L. 30, "

P. 3948, L. 20, insert " an " after " to "

P. 3950, L. 22, insert " were " after " tests
"

P. 3954, L. 19, "1 " should read " 2 "

P. 3956, L. 27, cancel " in
"

P. 3958. L. 16, cancel " 44 "

P. 3959, L. 31, " this " should read " that "

P. 3966, L. 2, " counsel " should read " Counsel "

P. 3966, L. 16, insert " Company " after " Copper "

P. 3967, L. 19, " prominence " should read " experience "

P. 3968. L. 10, " might " should read " mj- "

P. 3972, L. 5, insert " amount of sulphuric acid or some " after

" smaller "

P. 3972, L. 28, period (.) shouldread (,) after •• overflow"; "The"
should read " the "

P. 3973, L. 28, insert "procedure? A. The matter of procedure

that was outlined an dcarried on in this machine.

Q. 107. Well, not in any detail, Mr. Hyde. It

is in the letter ; But what I wanted particularly

was the matter of " after " of "

P. 3980. L. 19, " 2nd '• should read " 22nd "

P. 3982, L. 8, " same " should read " some "

P. 3984, L. 12. " sustained " should read " overruled "

P. 3985, L. 2, cancel " they"

P. 3985, LL. 27 & 28, cancel

P. 3986, L. 2, erase "
( ) " before ' I " and after •' did." ; cancel

" I do not remember of having "

P. 3986, L. 3, erase " had any sucli knowledge ".

P. 3990, L. 5, " genelemen " should read " gentlemen "

P. 3990, L. 29, " rigths " should read " rights "

P. 3991, L. 4, insert " as " after " here "

P. 3994, L. 22, " asid " should read " said "

P. 3996, L. 28, " coturact " should read " contract "

P. 4002, L. 2, " those " should read " these "

P. 4002, L. 6, insert " engaged " after " when "

P. 4002, L. 27, insert " is that correct " after " services ?
"

P. 4004, L. 12, insert " with " after " memory "

P. 4005, L. 8. " of " should read " in
"

P. 4006. L. 15. " cross examinations " should read " some correc-

tions "

P. 4013, L. 15, " situtatiou " should read " condition "

P. 4014. L. 7, " reilazed " should read " realized "

P. 4015, L. 18, " Soudejeimor " should read " Sondheimer "
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P. 4016, L. 24, insert " mii^ht " after " that "

P. 4016, L. 28, insert " such " after " of "

P. 4025, L. 1. insert " considered by this Court, and certainly it

would not be "

P. 4027. L. 19, " with " should read " which "

P 4035, L. 11, " An " should read " And "

P. 4042, L. 1, " Greininger " should read " Greninsrer "

P. 4042, L. 6, " licenses " should read " licensees "

P. 4042, L. 12. " Greininger " should read " Greninger "

P. 4042, L. 18, " GREININGER " should read " GRENINGER -

P. 4043, L. 1. " Greininger " should read " Greninger "

P. 4043, L. 7, cancel (,) after " Separation "

P. 4043, L. 8, " Ltd.. 1913," should read " 1913, Ltd.,"

P. 4044, L. 4, " iMineral " should read " Minerals "

P. 4045, L. 9, " Mineral " should read " Minerals "

P. 4046. L. 8, " Mineral " should read " Minerals "

P. 4047. L. 27, *' creosote " sliould read " cresol "

P. 4048, L. 29, " Mineral " should read Minerals "

P. 4049, L. 6, erase (,) after " Separation "
; cancel " Limited"

P. 4049, L. 7, insert " Limited " after " 1913 "

P. 4052, L. 18, " larger " should read " large "

P. 4053. L. 9, cancel " the slimes,"

P. 4057, L. 8, " wihch " should read " which "

P. 4060, L. 22, cancel •' which was— "

P. 4060, L. 25, " mixture " should read " time "

P. 4062, L. 4, insert " was " after " it
"

P. 4062, L. 20, " was " should read " is "
: insert " the " after

" from "

P. 4066, L. 9, '• mixture " should read " mixtures "

P. 4066, L. 24, " it " should read " at " after " started "

P. 4071. L. 18, " at " should read " and "

P 4071, L. 24, insert " X " before " Q."

P. 4074, L. 31, " assay " should read " assays "

P. 4076, L. 27, " where " should read " were "

P. 4078. L. 3, erase (,) after " Separations "
; " was " should

read " were "

P. 4079, L. 23, " .57 " should read " .67
"

P. 4079, L. 29, " in " should read " and "

P. 4079, L. 30, insert (,) after " nine "
; cancel (,) after " S."

P. 4080, L. 5, insert '• east side " before " all
"

P. 4080, L. 15, cancel " There "

P. 4080, L. 16, cancel " were :
" " as " should read '' As "

P. 4080, L. 25, cancel " in "

P. 4085, L. 7, cancel (:) after " whole "

P. 4085, L. 11, cancel " that
"

P. 4085. L. 26, "not " shouUl read " no "

P. 4086, L. 18, "analysis " should read " analyses"

P. 4086, L. 29, insert " to develop " after " attempting "

P. 4088. L. 9, " flotation" should read " agitation "

P. 4088, L. 10, " 312 " should read " 3l7 "

P. 4088, L, 18, cancel " And there "

*

f\
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''. 4088 L. 23.

\ 4091, L. 10,

P. ::

L. 12,

L. 15,

p. " L. 17,

p. " L. 21,

p. " L. 23,

p. " L. 29,

p. 4093 L. 2,

1'. 4093. L. 11,

P. 4093, L. 22,

P. 4094, L. 7,

P. 4094 L. 17,

p. 4094 L. 18,

P. 4095. L. <3,

P. 4100, L. 30,

P. 4101, L. 16,

P. 4103, L. 23,

P. 4105, L. 28,

P. 4106, L. 8.

P. 4108. L. 16,

P. 4113, L. 9,

P. 4118, L. 28,

P. 4123, L. 4,

P. 4124, L. 26,

P. 4125, L. 9,

P. " L. 13,

P. '• L. 16,

P. •• L. 22

P. '• L. 26,

P. 4126 L. 4,

P " L. 8,

P. " L. 13,

P. 4127, L. 18,

P. 4128, L. 16.

P. 4133. L. 4,

P. 4133, L. 25,

P. 4140. L. 16,

P. 4141, L. 11,

P. 4141, L. 18,

P. 4142, L. 28,

P. 4143, L. 30,

P. 4144. L.' 16,

P. 4145, L. 23.

P. 4147, L. 15,

P. 4149 After

" this air " should read " the pulp "

insert " R " before " X "

cancel comma (,) after '' Separation "

"condition " should read " conditions "

" demonstration " should read " demonstrations "

" San Diego " should read " Santiago "

" San Diego " " " "

" recommenadtious " should read "recommenda-
tions "

" test " should read " tests "

" results " should read " result "

" and" should read " acid" after " kerosene "

" Electric" should read " Electrolytic "

" There" should read " They "

insert "Alumina" after "A-UOj"
insert " and two pounds of acid sludge. That fig-

ure for creosote " after " osote "

" grinding " should read " regrindiug "

" accomplished " should read " accompanied "

insert " R " before " X "

insert " or were you " after " you "

" as " should read " to
"

" Average " sliould read " Averages "

insert, " three pounds of the mixture of oil to the

ton of ore," after " ore "

" loading " should read " hauling "

" put " should read " but "

" 38 " should read " 88 "

" so " should read " 80 "

insert " over " after " machine "

" minerals separation " should read " Minerals Sep-

eratiou
"

insert " Did you know that before Mr. Owen told

you. A." after " 119."

" one " should read " ore "

L. 2, insert " x-Q. 144. And the tails ?
"
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P. 4150, 4fter L- 19, insert " x-Q. 155. You know why you did not

make a better recovery ?
"

P. 4153, L. 17. cancel " tlie-I added "

P. 4153, L. 18, " reports '. sliould read •' return "

P. 4162, L. 13, " Pupine " should read ' Pupin "

P. 41G2, L. 16, •' general " should read " assistant" ; cancel "the "

P. 4162. L. 26, insert " there " after " method "

P. 4163, L. 10, " ces " should read " cess "

P. 4164, L. 18. " liquified " sliould read " liquefied "

P. 4165, L. 25, " Beumuelen " should read " Bemmeleu "

P. 4166. L. 3, insert comma (.) after •' that "

P. " L. 4, insert comma (,) after " interface "

P. 4166, L. 10, " to " should read " may "

P. " L. 21. " Beumuelen " should read " Bemmelen "
; erase

" a "

P. 4167, L. 6. " millimeters " should read " inches."

P. 4167. L. 10. insert " was " after '• That"

P. 4167, L. 25, cancel " which-by "

P. 4167, L. 26, cancel " the range of forces "; insert " and " after

" exclusively,"

P. 4167, L. 27, cancel (-) after " coherent "

P. 4168, L. 9, " a " should read " as " after " functions "

P. 4169. L. 5. insert '• is " after " This "

P. 4169. L. 8. insert ('•) before " this '

P. 4169. L. 10. '' " after " gangue "

P. 4169. L. 19. insert " a " after " to
"

P. 4169. L. 30, •'
(.) afier " bubbles "

;
" what " should read

"What": insert "is" after "be"; " inde-

pend-" should read " depend-"

P. 4171, L. 10, " mentioned " should read " mention "

P. 4171, L. 17, " Park " should read " Parks "

P. 4172, L. 11, cancel " one hundred "

P. 4172, L. 18, " simply " should read " simple "

P. 4173, L. 10, cancel " hundred "

P. 4173, L. 11, "

P. 4173. L. 21, " DEFENDANT'S " should read ' PLAINTIFF'S "

P. 4174, L. 8, '' as " should read " at
"

P. 4174, L. 10, cancel " that "

P. 4174, L. 17, " layer " should read " film "

P. 4174. L. 31, " upon " should read " up on "

P. 4174, L. 29, " present " should read " presence "

P. 4176, L. 5, cancel " to
"

P. 4176. L. 12, cancel (;) and " and "
;
" if " should read " If "

P. 4176, L. 15, cancel "in " after " and "

P. 4176, L. 20. cancel (.) after (torn)

P. 4176, L. 20, cancel period (.) after " purposes "
;
" You " should

read " you "

P. 4176, L. 21, erase (.) after " )
"

P. 4176, L. 25, " the " should read " these"

P. 4177, L. 5, " 5.32 " .should read " 532 " "
;

P. 4177, Li. 7, period (.) should read comma (,) after " thinpest "
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p. 4177, L. 8, " is " should read " are "

P. 4177, L. 18, insert (.) after " particles "

P. 4178. L. 29, erase (.) ; iasert (?) after " much "

P. 4179. L. 9, insert (?) afteT " mineral "

P. 4181, L. 27, " care " should read " cares "

P. 4182, L. 12, " surfac " should read " surface "

P. 4184, L.-25, insert " )
" after " limit "

P. 4184, L. 26, insert " (
" before " the hands "

P. 4187, L. 20, " also " should read " Ah !

"

P, 4187, L. 23, " the " should read " The "

P. 4190, L. 3, " could " should read " should "

P. 4190, L. 22, insert " as " after '• remove "

P. 4190, L. 27, insert " and an evenly oiled particle ; We have now
made the bubble " before '' in

"

P. 4192, L. 9, " drawn " should read " draws "

P. 4193, L. 8, insert " 21 " before " Now "

P. 4193, L 24, '• remarked " should read " washed "

P. 4195, L. 23, insert ", you notice the water on the upper surface "

after " surface "

P. 4196, L. 31, " mineral as " should read " minus "

P. 4199, L. 3, " of " should read " or "

P. 4199, L. 6, " Kith " should read " With "

P. 4200, L. 4, " in " should read " with "

P. 4200, L. 6, insert " oil-water " after •' the "

P. 4201, L. 3. " this " should read " tlie
"

P. 4202, L. — ,
•' 4002 " should read " 4202 "

P. 4202. L. 15, " material " should read " materials "

P. 4204, L. 11, " this " should read " these "
;
" way " should read

" ways "

P. 4204, L. 28, insert ' a " after " about"

P. 4205, L. 23, (;) should read (.); " the " should read " The "

P. 4207, L. 7, " condition " should read " conditions "
;
" least "

should read " last" ;

P. 4207, L. 18, insert '
(
" before " making "

P. 4207, L. 20, insert "
)
" after " holder "

P. 4207, L. 22, cancel "The Witness: With No. 8 with"; in-

sert •' Eighth, with" before " amounts "

P. 4207. L. 29, " attached " should read " attaches "

P. 4208, L. 8, " on " should read " and "

P. 4208, L. 15, change ' be " to " de "

P. 4209, L. 20, insert (,) after " not "

P. 4209, L. 25, " clear " should read " clean "

P. 4209, L. 31, cancel (-) after " of "

P. 4211, L. 6, " b33 " should read " 133 "

P. 4211, L. 7, insert "
,
" after " answer "

P. 4211, L. 26, insert '" or " after " surface "
;
" surface " should

read " surfaces "
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ERRATA.

Volume VIII.

P. 4213, L. 23, insert (") before " in "

P. 4213, L. 27, " and " should read " a "
; insert " of " after

" amounts "
: " amounts " should read

" amount "

P. 4313, L. 28, insert " and " after " surface "

P. 4214, L. 3, insert (,) after "3"; "comments" should read i

•' comment "

P. 4215, L. 2, cancel " as " after " perhaps "

P. 4215, L. 3, insert " early in my examination of this phenomena
I was fortunate " after " but "

P. 4215, L. 4, cancel " was "

P. 4215, L. 9, " question " should read " equation "

P. 4215, L. 16, insert "
,
" after " mercury "

P. 4216, L. 5, cancel "of"
P. 4216, L. 6, cancel " and " after " extent "

;
" the " should

read ' The "
; insert period (.) after " extent "

P. 4216, L. 11, " reducing " should read " reduced "

P. 4218, L. 9, " this " should read " that "

P. 4218, L. 24, " statement " should read " question "

^^ . P. 4219, L. 9, insert comma (,) after " it
"

P. 4219, L. 22, " particle " should be " particles "

"""
P. 4241, L. 6, after " necking" insert " off"

P. " L. 24, "a" should be " an "
; same line, "an" should be

"or"; same line, erase comma after "layer"

P. 4242, L. 24, "an" should be "or"; same line, erase comma
after " layer "

P. " L. 25, double quotation mark after "thick" should be a

single quotation mark.

P. 4246, L. 9. insert parenthesis before " Question "

P. 4250, L. 3, insert parenthesis before "and"
P. " L. 4, " " after "yet"

P. 4251, L. 12, " seem " should be " seemed "

P. 4253, L. 13, " of " should be "or"
P. 4254, L. 16, " in " should be " on "

P. 4262, L. 15, after " mean " insert " from "

P. " L. 25, insert parenthesis before " which "

P. " L. 27, " " after " it " and erase dash

Page " 6265 " should be " 4265 "

P. 4265, L. 8, " that" should be " then "

P. 4266, L. 17, before "sense" insert " common" ,

P. 4269, L. 5, " oil " should be " air
"

P. " L. 11, insert a comma after " whole"

P. " L. 12, after " surface" insert "either"

P. " L. 13, insert a period after " whole "
; same line, " where "

sliotild be " Wliere "

P. " L. 14, erase " ore to" and insert "air, with"
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P. 4221, L. 2, insert " Q. 38^ " before " Now "

P. 4221, L. 5, " 20y " should read " 20% "

P. 4221, L. 13, insert " a " after " be "

P. 4222, L. 4, erase (,) insert (,) after "froth"; "If" should

read " if
"

P. 4222, L. 5, insert " the mineral particles " after " catch "

P. 4222, L. 7, cancel " the "

P. 4222, L. 8, cancel ''mineral particles " and " that "

P. 4222, L. 12, " 228 " should read " Q. 28 "

P. 4223, L. 4, " through " should read " to "

P. 4223, L. 20, " this " should read " thin "

P. 4223, L. 25, " be " should read " me "

P. 4223, L. 26, " Beumuelen's " should read " Boramelen's "

P. 4224, L. 8, " the " should read " The "

P. 4224, L. 13, insert " floated his magnetic spider on the surface of

liquid and " after " and "

P. 4225, L. 6, insert (") before " the "

P. 4225, L. 13, insert (,) after " prevent "

P. 4225, L. 18, insert " the " after " to "

P. 4225, L. 19. insert ", it can be mad(5 more stable by adding some-

thing or other which will increase the viscosity

of the cell wall " after " walls "

P. 4227, L. 3, " one " should read " on "

P. 4227, L. 19, cancel " the "

P. 4227, L. 22, •' partice " should read " particle "

P. 4229, L. 33, " 192 " should read " 199 "

P. 4230, L. 6, insert " different, because " after " is "
; cancel

" this " and " in "
; insert (•) after " in "

P. " L. 7, insert " you have " before " a "

insert " oil " after " relatively "
; cancel " sur "

;

P. " L. 8, cancel " face " and " but " should read " and "

P. •' L. 11, cancel comma (,) after " time "

P. " L. 18. insert " Q. 9 " after " 1048 "

P. " L. 22, " froth " should read " frothing "

P. " L. 23, insert " (Q. 12-14) " after " 1052,"

P. " L. 24, insert " (Q. 11-13) " after " 1051 "

P. 4231, L. 31, cancel " only "

P. 4232, L. 15, insert " in film, and it is on this peculiar condition

of matter " after " matter "

P. 4232, L. 18. insert " as " after " processes "

P. 4232, L. 21, insert " (Q. 117) " after " 4 "

P. 4233, L. 5, insert (x-Qs. 109, 110) " after " 997 "

P. 4233, L. 6, insert " (x-Q. 110) " after " 997 "

P. 4233, L. 11, insert '• (Q. 20) " after " 18 "
; insert " Qs. 20-23 "

after " 962 "

P. 1233, L. 17, " This " should read " These "
;

" again has "

should read " give a "

P. 4233, L. 22, " produces " should read " produce "

P. 4233, L. 29, insert " Re-x-Q. 256 " after " 10 "

P. 4234, L. 10, " is " should read " a "
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P. 4234, L. 11, insert " Q. 119 " after " 1110 "

P. 4234, L. 12, cancel (") before and after " thick "

P. 4234, L. 13. " limits " should read " limit "

P. 4234, L. 14, erase " a film that is thick under those conditions "

P. " L. 14, erase " so "

P. " L. 19, erase " so "

P. '* L. 22, after the comma insert, " and the oil or" ; same line

erase " to " and insert " in
"

P. " L. 23, erase "the " and insert quotation marks after "air"

P. " L. 24, after " will " insert " not "

P. " L. 25, insert quotation marks before " and "

P. " L. 26, insert quotation marks after " bubble "

P. " L. 27, erase " so " and insert quotation marks before " oil"

P. " L. 28, " thiek " should be " thin "

P. " L. 29, " globules " should be " globule "

P. " L. 30, after "drifting" insert" around"; same line,

" will " should be " may "

P. 4235, L. 6, after " conclusion " insert " * * * "

P. " L. 8, erase " air " and insert " oil "
; same line, erase

" oil " and insert " air
"

P. " L. 9, erase "uses" and insert " has "
; same line, erase

" when "

P. " L. 11, " when " should be " is
"

P. " L. 12, erase the dash.

P. " L. 21, after " better " insert " the "

P. 4236, L. 8, before " and " insert " and nature "
; same line, " air

rations " should be " aeration "

P. " L. 10, " and " should be " to
"

P. " L. 11, insert exclamation point after " necessary "
; same

line, " what " should be " That "

P. " L. 14, after "1108" insert " (Q. 118) "
; same line, erase

" at the bottom "

P. " L. 22, after " up " insert " the "

P. " L. 28, after " says " insert " (Q. 55) "

P. " L. 29, " amount " should be " degree "

P. " L. 30, after " is " insert " to be
''

P. 4237, L. 3, after " the " insert " effect of the "

P, " L. 5, after " oil " insert " * * * "

P. " L. 27, af^-r " is " insert " Bancroft "

P. " L. 30, after " .that " insert " the "
; same line " did "

should be " do "

P. 4237, L. 31, insert quotation marks after " power "

P. " L. 32, erase quotation marks.

P. 4238, L. 19, erase " air"

P. " L. 21, " There " should be " Where "

P. 4239, L. 10, "that " should be " the "

P. " L. 31, " deals" should be "deal "

P. 4240, L. 22, "hundredth" should be " hundred"

P. " L. 23, " thousandths" should be " thousand "
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*. 4309, L. 15, iusert a comma after "substantial"; "extent

which " should be " action to "
;

" separates"

should be " separate"

'p. " 16, "connection" should be "action"

P. 4269, L. 17, " For " should be " for "
;

" purpose " should be

"purposes"; same line, erase comma after

" mind "

P. " L. 18, after " 2137 " insert " (Q. 9)
"

P. 4270, L. 4, " maget " should be " magnet "

F. 4274, L. 5, " oil " should be " aii
"

P. 4278, L. 6, " you " should be " your "

P. 4279, L. 18, " 1911 " should be " 1915 "

P. 4282, L. 4, " irelevant " should be " irrelevant "

P. " L. 18, " after " Standard " insert " Minerals "

P. 4286, L. 9, after "a" insert, "0.10 copper tailing from the

sand tailing and "

P. 4295, L. 21, " chines " should be " chine "

P. " L. 24, " chines " should be " chine "

P. 4297, L. 3, after " first " insert " seven "

P. " L. 20, " clean " should be " lean "

P. 4398, L. 7, insert " you " after " can "

P. 4300, L. 19, " tenths " should be " tenth "

P. 4303, L. 14, erase " The same thing."

P. " L. 22, " mill " should be " total
"

P. " L. 25, " 3 " should be " 5 "

P. " L. 27. " CaO.2 " should be " CaO, 0.2 "

P. 4306, L. 28, " has " should be " had "

P. 4307, L. 11, " per centage " should be " percentage "

P. " L. 23, " terms " should be " term "

P. 4308, L. 23, " 835 " should be " 888 "

P. 4309, L. 20. after " next " insert " 20 "

P. 4315, L. 27, " United " should be " Union "

P. " L. 29, erase " The latter," : same line, " when " should be
" When "

; after " this " insert " latter
"

P. " L. 30, after '• sludge " insert " from the Standard Oil Com-
pany, we got a sludge "

P. 4318, L. 8, after "human" insert "element"; same line,

" treating " should be " feeding "

P. " L. 9, after " ore " insert " to the mill."

P. " L. 24, erase " submitted " and insert " substituted "
; same

line, erase comma after " process "

P. 4319, L. 26. after " treating " insert " slime."

P. 4320, L. 23, " stantial " should be " stantially "

P. 4330, L. 25, " concentrate " should be concentration "

P. 4330, L. 29, " clear " should be " clay "

P. 4334, L. 2, erase the comma after " sheet "
; same line, " com-

mence " should be " commences "

P. 4334, L. 27, " 261^^; " should be " 26.1% "

P. 4335, L. 17, after " arrival " insert " at the plant before lunch.

After that it only overflowed "

P. 4336, L. 2, erase " only "
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4341,

4353,

4354,

4355,

43G0,

4361,

4361,

4362,

4363.

4363,

4366,

4370,

4374,

4375,

4375,

4375,

4380,

4380,

4382,

4383,

4383,

4385,

4391.

4391,

4391,

4391,

4391,

4391,

4394,

4396,

4398,

4399.

4400,

4404,

4405,

4413,

4414,

4418,

4420,

4422,

4423,

4428,

4429,

4431,

4432,

26L.

L.

L.

L.

L.

L.

L. 21

L. 28

L. 26

L. 20

L. 4

L. 25

L. 23

L. 17

L. 7

' insoluble "

' reject "

'
.f 1,800,000

"

' A. I don't suppose it is

are knowu "

L. 16, " is " should be " it
"

L. 24, " which " should be " with "

L. 9, after " one " insert " and "

L. 13, after " oil " insert " all
"

Lines 12, 16, 18, 21, 25, 29, insert " K " before " x-Q "

Lines 3, 6, 14, 19, 25, insert " R " before " x-Q "

L. 19, after " this " insert " same "

Lines 2, 10. 12, insert " R " before " x-Q "

L. 9, " continually " should be " continuously "

L. 18, after '• are " insert " now "

L. 26, '• table " should be " tables "

L. 25, after " copp<r " insert '' iron- "

L. 4, " Kremer " should be " Keuyon "

L. 18, " or " should be " ore "

L. 30, " was " should be " were "

L. 31, " This " should be " That "

L. 2. " upper " should be *' copper "

L. 8, " is " should be " are "

L. 23, insert a semicolon after

L. 4, " rejection " should be
" .11,800,00" should be

insert after x-Q HI,

quite."

erase " as " and insert '

erase " shown "

" concentration " should be " connection "

" seems " should be " means "

erase ' a "

insert a comma after '• possible " and after " for "

after -'which" insert "have particles of gangue

attached to them or which "

' no " should be " not "

" ^ " should be " U "

insert quotation marks after " grains "

" way " should be " very "

" suldge " should be •• sludge "

" btttom " should be " bottom "

" realtively " should be '' relatively "

" x-Q. 6 " should be '• x-Q. 80 "

" gaitator " should be " agitator "

" taind " should be " tain
"

" in " should be " if
"

after " break " insert " it
"

" How " should be " Now "

" streams " should be " streaks "

" considerablj' " should be " considerable "

" connected " should be " commenced "

after " oil " insert " that was being used, and at

first I discovered dark "

P. 4433, L. 27, " slimes " should be " slime " and " have " should

be " has "

L.

L.

L.

L
L.

L. 11

L. 6

L. 15

L. 17

L. 14

L. 28
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P. 4436. L. 18, " the " should be '' this "

P. 4439, L. 19, " Mcllhaney " should be " Mcllhiney "

P. 4440, L. 20, after " the " insert " two "

P. " L. 22, insert a dash after " sharps "

P. " L. 30, " figures " should be " figure "

P. 4442, L. 21, " lime " should be '' slime "

P. 4443, L. 2, " Mcllhaney " should be " Mcllhiuey "

P. " L. 17, " was " should be '' were "

P. 4444, L. 8, " determintions " should be '' determinations "

P. " P. 24, " Mcllhaney " siiould be '" Mcllhiney "

P. 444*), L. 10, " of " should be " for "

P. " L. 18. " mineral separation " should be " Mineral Separa-

tion "

P. 4448, L. 29, insert quotation marks after " Plant "

P, 4451, L. 3, " Mcllhaney " should be " Mcllhiney "

P. 4451, L. 11,

P. 4454, L. 21,

P. 4454, L. 24,

P. 4456, L. 9, " trate " shoiild be " trates "

P. 4456, L. 11, " passes " should be " pass "

P. 4456, L. 13, " tailing " should be " tailings "

P. 4460, L. 14, " operations " should be •• operation "

P. 4461, L. 11, erase " put "

P. 4464, L. 2, " slay " should be " clay "

P. 4464, L. 6. after " quartz " insert " or "

P. 4469, L. 20, insert a period after " experiments "
; same line,

" she " should be " She "

P. 4469, L. 23, after " operations " insert " what she thinks ought

to be used in large scale operations,"

P. 4470, L. 30, erase " you "

P. 4471, L. 2, erase from " do " to and including " quartz "

P. 4471, L. 28. erase " X "

P. 44~5. L. 6, after " take " insert " an "

P. 4475, L. 11, " thiner " should be " thinner "

P. 4477, L. 6, " tahn " should be " than "

P. 4477, L. 19. " reference " should be " references "

P. 4478, L. 17, erase quotation marks before " metalliferous " and

after " mineral "

P. 4478, L. 30, after " shining " insert " -like,"

P. 4479, L. 9, •' can " should be " was "
; same line erase " be "

P. 4479, L. 30. erase line 30

P. 4479, L. 31, insert " Q. 91. What have you to say as to the sig-

nificance or "

P. 4480, L. 2, erase " on "

P. 4481. L. 25, " attemtping " should be " attempting "

P. 4482, L. 21. " operation " should be " operations "

P. 4484. L. 6, after " machine " insert a hyphen
P. 4484, L. 19. " clases " should be " classes "

P. 4487, L. 5, erase " reservoir " and insert " receiver "

P. " L. 10. erase " not "

P. 4488. L. 17, " posible " should be '• possible "
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P. 4491, L. 3, after '" Drawing " insert '" produced "

P. 4492, L. 10, " consist " should be " consists^
"

P. 4-194. L. 30. after " great " insert " difficulty jbecause in several

places ife found mechanical "

P. 4496, L. IT, after " Kirby " insert " process in the Kirby appa-

ratus with the Kirby ore and the Kirby "

P. 4497, L. 20, " elss." should be •' less."

P. 4499, L. 13, after " It " insert " is
"

P. 4502, L. 10, " these " should be " this "
; s.tme line. " specifica-

tions " should be " speclficatiou
'"

P. 4503, L. 31, •' 5 " should be •• 4 "

P. 4507. L. 21, insert a comma after 'carried" and erase the

dash

P. 4509. L. 13, " dijcernable " shauld be " discernible
"

P. 4514, L. 13, Insert " A. Yes."

P. 4515, L. 30, " table " should be •' tank "

P. 4516, L. 11, " agitation " should be " agitator "
; same line,

after " is" insert '• revolved "

P. " L. 21, after "course" insert "the"; same line, erase

" in
"

P. " L. 23, " or " should be " of "

P. " L. 30, " part " should be " parts
"'

P. 4518, L. 10, erase " had then "

P. " L. 17, " oilve " should be " olive
"

P. 4520, L. 9, erase " them "

P. 4522, L. 17. after " experiment " insert " they "

P. 4523, L. 30, after ' treatments " insert " they have less oil, and

when they have one treatment "

P. 4524, L. 7, erase " he "

P. " L: 10. " percolation " should be " percolating "
; same

line, after " of " insert " a "

P. 4527, L. 14. erase the comma after " that " and insert a comma
after " is

"

P. 4530. L. 17, insert a comma after " casts "

P. 4533, L. 4, " tiix " should be " fix
"

P. 4538, L. 20, " fg " should be " mg "

P. 4539, L. 28, " of " should be "if "

P. 4540, L. 10, before '• frothing " insert •' mineral "

P. 4543, L. 26, insert quotation marks after " insufficient
"

P. 4544, L. 18, " circumstance " should be " ciicuraference "

P. " L. 28, " visable " should be " visibly
"'

P. 4545, L. 15, after " being " insert " an
"

P. " L. 21, " bubbles" should be " bubble "

P. 4547, L. 2, enclose the name " Engler " in parentheses

P. " L. 3. " 40 " should be "46 "

P. 4549, L. 12, after " bubble " insert ' to produce "

P. 4551, L. 2, " suitable " should be " suitably "

P. 4555, L. 22, Place a period after " absence "
: same line, " the "

should be " The "

P. 455S, L. 16, after " photographing " insert a parenthesis

P. 4560, L. 18, " state " should be " stated "
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p. 4560 L. 29, " examinations " should be " examination "

P. 4562, L. 3, insert a dash before and after '• air "

P. '' L. 4, " soil " should be " oil
"

P. 4563, L. 2, " nouomoleculer " should be " monoraolecular "

P. " L. 13, " above " should be " about "

' P. " L. 26, " attractions " should be " attraction "

' P. 4564, L. 21, insert a comma after " inner "

, P. " L. 22, insert a parenthesis before " as "

P. " L. 23, after " between " insert " the "
; same line, erase

" the "
; same line, insert a parenthesis aftei

'• film"

P. " L. 31, " absorption " should be " adsorption "

P. 4565, L. 4, erase " of "

P. " L. 6, " the " should be " thin "

P. 4566, L. 4, before " from " insert " and "

P. " L. 5, " 19 " should be " 10"

P. " L. 29, " upon " should be " before "

P. 4567, L. 2, insert a period after " conclusive ": same line, " to "

should be " To "

P. " L. 3, insert a comma after " question "; same line, " We "

should be "we "

P. 4570, L. 10, after " the " insert " same cell and liquid. The
particles were put back in the "

P. 4572, L. 4. " Produce " should be " Produces "

P. " L. 13, after " air " insert " bubble "

P. " L. 16, " adherance " should be " adherence "

P. 4574, L. 3, erase " probably " and the dash

P. " L. 9, after " tend " insert " to rise and the small bubbles

tend "

P. 4575, L. 2, " 1/25,000 " should be " 1/35,000 "

P. " L. 9. insert a comma after " have "

P. " L. 28, " on " should be " one "

P. 4579, L. 2, after " pine " insert " oil

"

P. " L. 10, '• taken " should be " taking "

P. " L. 13, " .049% " should be " 0.4% "

P. 4580, L. 21, after " bubbles " insert a comma
P. 4581, L. 24, " as " should be " is

"

P. 4582, L. 7, erase " PURE "

P. " L. 15, '• should " should be " shall "

P. 4583, L. 17, " and " sliould be >' such "

P. " L. 19, " their " should be " these" ; same line, " picture "

should be " pictures "

P. " L. 24, erase " enormous "

P. 4584, L. 11, erase the comma after " series " and insert paren-

thesis before '• except " and after " oil "
; same

line, change " fine " to " pine "

P. 4588, L. 27, " bottom " should be " back "

P. " L. 28, insert parenthesis before " the "

P. " L. 29. " " after " masses "

P. 4590, L. 9, erase the comma after " bubbles " and insert a par-

enthesis before " for " and after " center "
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P. 4590 L. 14, " surface " should be " surfaces "

P. " L. 28, after " froths " insert " of the patent in suit "

P. 4592, L. 26, " entanglements " should be " entanglement

P. 4593, L. 10, " came " should be " streams "

P. 4595, L. 12, " forthing " should be " frothing "

P. 4.599, L. 11, after " phenol " insert " as "

P. 4601. L. 29. " rasing " should read " raising "

P. 4609, L. 7. insert " it " after " that "

P. 4609. L. 7, '• (Experiment " should read " experiments "

P. 4610. L. 11, " time " should read " times "

P. 4610, L. 24. " Dozenbech " should read " Dosenbach "

P. 4612. L. 2, " you on what " should read " Jones so that "

P. 4613, L. 23. insert " Mr. Williams " after " 458 "

P. 4617, L. 30, insert '• that of " after " day "

P. 4619, L. 20, insert " c " after " 16c "

P. 4619, L. 23, insert period (.) before " 15 "

P. 4623, L. 26. insert "
: for the third I was superintendent " afttr

" superintendent "

P. 4626, L. 27, " divinding " should read " dividing "

P. 4627, L. 10, " concentarte " should read " concentrate "

P. 4627, L. 21, " heading " should read " headings "

P. 4628, L. 19, cancel " column "

P. 4628, L. 22, insert " — " after " recovery "

P. 4629, L. 2. insert " — " after " feed "

P. 4631. L. 14. erase • their "
; insert " the Chino "

P. 4633, L. 8, " they " should read "their"; "used" should

read " use "
: insert " of " after " used "

P. 4635, L. 8, " 1916 " should read " 1917 "

P. 4635. L. 11. " One " slio'ild read " And "

P. 4635, L. 14. " figure " should read " figuring "

P. 4635, L. 25, insert " were " after " conditions "

P. 4636. L. 2. insert "
)
" after " mann,"

P. 4637, L. 10, " rate " should read " ratio "

P. 4637, L. 13, insert " weight " after " the "
; cancel " contents "

P. 4638. L. 9, insert " in " after " contents "

P. 4638. L. 10. " ing " should read " ings "

" net " should read " next "

" cast " should read " cost "

" to " should read " of "

" successfully " should read " successful "

" statement " should read " statements "

), insert " as " after " used,"

P. 4645. L. 27, " 53 " should read " 53."

P. 4646, L. 11, cancel " tons "

P. 4646, L. 12. cancel " of "

P. 4646, L. 30, " tailing " should read " tailings "

P. 4647, L. 11, " statement " should read " statements"; " gives "

should read " give "

P. 4647. L. 20, " 163 " should read " 166 "

P. 4649. L. 4. " exhibits " siiould read " exhibit "

P. 4650. L. 12. •' figure " sliould read " figured "

P. 4638. L. 16.

p. 4640. L. 4,

p 4640, L. 9,

p. 4641. L. 9.

p. 4642, L. 7,

p. '>643. L. 6,
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P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P
P.

1*.

P.

P

4651,

4653,

4653,

4653,

4661,

4663,

4670.

4674,

4674,

4677,

4678,

4678,

4683,

4685,

4685,

4687,

4688;

4690,

4691,

4696,

4698,

4700,

4701,

4704,

470(5,

4708,

4709,

4709,

4711,

4714,

4714,

4714,

4715,

4717.

L. 17

L. 24

L. 27

L. 9

L. 39

L. 7

L. 10

L. 27

L. 16

L. 28

L. 8

L. 7

L. 11

L. 10

L. 10

L. 25

L. 17

L. 3

L. 22

L. 27

L. 27

L. 15

L. 15

L. 29

L. 15

L. 27

L.

L
L

P. 4717, L. 9

4717,

4719,

4719,

4719,

4720,

4721,

472x,

4721,

4726,

L. 15

L. 3

L. 10

L 13

L. 22

L. 12

L. 20

L. 29

•• 12,988 " should read " 12.988 "

' heading " should read " headings"; " of " should

read " % "

'• 294 " should read " 204"
"295" should read " 205 "

" 6,8804 " should read " 6,804 "

insert " lounage " after " concentrate "

" amount " should read " extent "

cancel " out "

" .0531 " should read " .531 "

" facts " should read " foot "

insert '' also " after " are "

" facts " should read '' foots "

" 130" should read " 130° "

" .145 " should read " .155 "

" samples " should read " sample "

" accurate " should read " accurately "

" tailing " should read " tailings "

" iufringemeut " should read '• infringed "

" 4 " should read " 5
"

" KRAMER " should read ' KREMEll "

cancel " to " after " limit
"

" 40 " should read " 49 "

" 54 " should read " 55 "

" molting " should read " melting "

insert " portrayed by these moving pictures were
experiments " after " raents "

" reflection " should read " reflected "

" has " should read '' have "

" illumiauting " should read " illuminating "

" entrapped " should read " entrapping "

" 16^ " should read " IGA "

" subject " should read '" subjected "

insert " with the froth " after •' that "
; cancel

" the oil
"

effect "

By Mr. Williams " after

" effects " should read

cancel " X "
; insert

•' 24 "

insert comma (,) after

and after " Falls "

" each " should read '

" Company ;
", after

such

cancel comma (,) after " Separation "

P. 4727,

' meut " should read " mental "

' question " should read " questions "

' pseakiug " sliould read " speaking "

' WicUs " should read " Wicks' "

' flotations " should read " flotation "

after L. 3, insert '• Re-d. Q. 15. Mr. Wilding, you used the

same method "

L. 27, " paliutiffs " should read '' plaintiffs '*
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p. 4729. L. 6, '• Greiuiiiger " sliouM read •• Greaiager "

P. 47'29. L. 11, " Greiniiiger " sliould read ' Greninger "

P, 4730. L. 4, caucel comma (,) after '• photographs "

P. 4731, L. 9, caucel •' all the-about the same "

P. 4783. L. 22. " value " should read " values "

P. 4737. L. 13. " processes " should read •' process "

P. 4943. L. 28, " readdily should read " readily "

P. 4744, L. 27, " minute " should read '• minutes "

P. 4746. L. 8, insert '• very " after " been ''

P. 4748, L. 28, caucel " holes "

P. 4752, L. 16, '• ore " should read " air
"

P. 4752, L. 23, " manga " should read " magma "

P. 4754. L. 3, •• buiyanc}' " should read •' buoyancy "

P. t754, L. 15, •• acceptible " should read " acceptable "

P. 4756, L. 17. " get " should read " gi%-e
"

P. 4760. L. 4. " meal " should read •' metal "

P. 4760. L. 12, " simple '' should read " simply "

P. 4761. L. 29, •' pionted " should read " pointed '

P. 4763. L. 3. " aggro " should read " aggre-

"

P. 4763, L. 22, " quality " should read " quantity "

P. 4765. L. 10, " 189 " should read " 169 "

P. 4766. L. 12, insert " as " after •' agitators "

P. 47G8. L. 11, " resutis " should read " results "

P. 4770. L. 3, •• cleaned " should read " cleared "

P. 4770, L. 27, "^lechanical " should read '' mechanical '*

P. 4771, L. 17, " mean " should read " may "

P. 4771. L. 31, " was " should read " with "

P. 4773. L. 4, insert " by "' after *' test
"

P. 4774. L. 2, " recognizes " should read " recommends "

P. 4775. L. 12, " battea " should read " batea "

P. 4777. L. 6. insert " and " after " Sulman "

P. 4779, L. 16, cancel " x-Q. 236 "

P. 4780. L. 5. cancel " to
"

p. 4780, L. 11, •' phosphites " should read " phosphide "

P. 4781, LI. 14 and 15, should come after L. 16 TR-x-Q. 244)

p. 4781. L. 20. • minearl " should read " mineral "

P. 4783, L. 13. " 25 " should read •' 24 "

P. 4788. L. 2, " drug " should read ; drum "

P. 4788, L. 6, insert " sample " after '• same "

P. 4788. L. 16. •• weight " should read " weigh "

P. 4789. L. 10, " jars " should read " jar "

P. 4789, L. 16, " analysis " should read " analyses "

P. 4791, L. 27. *• choose " should read " chose "

P. 4794, L. 12, " it " should read " is " after " it
"

P. 4798, L. 8, insert •• a " after " not "

P. 4800, L. 27, " and " should read •' an "

P. 4804, L. 11, insert •• your " after '• from "

P. 4807, L. 9, " therein " should read '' there in "

P. 4810. L. 2. cancel '• when "

P. 4816. L. 10, '• inthe " should read " in the "

P. 4822, L. 25, '• asmples " should read •' samples '*
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p. 4825, L. 21, " Navada " should read " Nevada "

P. 4826, L. 15, " apera- " should read " aper- "

P. 4830, L. 6, " use " should read " used "

P. 4882, L. 20, " No " should read " Now "

P. 4883, LI. 12 & 13, cancel both lines.

P. 4834, L. 1, " Dugeon " should read " Dudgeon "

P. 4834, L. 2, " Dugeon " should read " Dudgeon "

P. 4835, L. 1, " Dugeon " should read " Dudgeon "

P. 4836, L. 1, " Dugeon " should read " Dudgeon "

P. 4836, L. 2, insert " (" before " Question "

P. 4843, L. 21, " ne " should read " not "

P. 4845, L. 11, cancel line.

P. 4850, L. 22, cancel (-) after " niake "

P. 4854, L. 7, insert " now " after " witness "

P. 4859, L. 16, cance 1' )"
; insert (") before " And "

P. 4859, L. 19, insert (•') and ")" after " bottle ?
"

P. 4860, L. 2, " Bellsley " should read " Wellsley "

P. 4869, L. 20, " date " should read " data "

P. 4877, L. 21, insert (") before •' Cost "

P. 4882, L. 15, " heading " should read " headings "

P. 4883, L. 4, insert " in " after " higher "

P. 4887, L. 15, " judicatea " should read •' judicata "
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ERRATA.

Volume IX.

P. 4894, L. 5, " this " should read " said "

P. 4895, L. 16, insert (6.) before " From "

P. 4899, L. 29, " thereto " should read " hereto "

P. 4901, L. 18, " that the " after " agreed "

P. 4902, L. 14, " the " should read " this "

P. 4918, L. 4, erase " not "

P. 4922, L. 11, " whipiug " should read " whipping "

P. 4922, L. 28, insert •' parts of the " after " of the "

P. 4925. L. 18. " or " should read " of "

P. 4931, L. 6, " their " should read " this
"

P. 4943. L. 4, insert '• suggestion or a single " after " single "

P. 4943. L. 17, " designated " should read " designed "

P. 4945. L. 5, insert " up to that time it had to produce a rough

concentrate " after '• but "

P. 4946, L. 25, " Wickes " should read " Wicks "

P. 4956, L. 18, " license " should read •' licenses "

P. 4958, L. 3.

P. 4961, L. 2,

P. 4962, L. 8,

P. 4965, L. 30, ' advantage " should read " advance "

P. 4966, L. 9. •• larger " should read " large "

P. 4966, L. 12, " agitation " should read " flotation
"

P. 4966, L. 24, " struction " should read " structions "

P. 4966, L. 27, " improvements " .should read " improvement "

P. 4970, L. 29, insert '• the " after " ing "

P. 4971, L. 4, " Hills " should read • Hill
"

P. 4971, L. 8, •' Corbe " should read " Cobre "

P. 4971, L. 10. '• INFIXGEMENT " should read " INFRINGE-
MENTS "

P. 4972, L. 17. insert " to the mining Community " after " an-

nounced "

P. 4972, L. 19, " to " should read " of "

P. 4972, L. 22, '" convinving " should read " convincing "

P. 4977, L. 15, '* process " should read '• processes "

P. 4978, L. 19, cancel (") after " liquid
"

P. 4978, L. 20, insert (") before " And "
;
(") should be (') before

*' in" ; after " water " single quotation

P. 4979, L. 30, " affecte d " should read " effected "

P. 4980, L. 10, " the " should read " that "

P. " L. 12, cancel " what "

P. " L. 13, " one " should read •' a
"

P. " L. 15, " To " should read " The "

P. " L. 21, " curshed " should read "crushed"; insert

" * * * " and cancel (,) after " oil
"

P. " L. 22, insert (') before " the " and after '' pulp "

P. 4981, L. 3, •' wilthin " should read " within "
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4981, L. 12, " was " should read " were "

4988, insert on drawing marked " Defendant's Exhibit

No. 27," the following: "Tube I regulates

liquid level and should extend up to liquid

level."

. 5019, Drawing marked " Defendant's Exhibit No. 87,"

" Ore Feed " should read " Circ. Feed "

. 5038, L. 12, " collecting " should read " collected "

. 5038, L. 6, " gerater " should read '' greater "

. 5040, L. 12, insert " so violently " afer •' agitated "

. 5042, L. 16, " usd " should read " used "

. 5044, L. 16, "2400 " should read " 2000 "

. 5048, L. 25, insert " with oil " after " solution "

. 5052, L. 11, " is " should lead " in "

.5141, Defendant's Exhibit No. 125; Column 6, " asasy "

shojld read " assay "

'. 5155, Diagram No. 15 ;
" Def." should read " PlfEs."

'.5156, " " IG
;

'.5 167, Defendant's Exh. No. 151, Col. 4; change " 521 " to

" 52 "

'. 5187, Defendant's Exhibit No. 159 : Column 13 ; insert

" ore and " after " Oil in
"

5194, Defendant's Exhibit No. 162, Column 4 ; "Fee"
should read " Feed "

5194, "Defendant's Exhibit No. 162. Column 14; insert

" circulating " after " Ore & "

5199, L. 4, " pyarmid " should read " pyramid "

\ 5208, L. 20, " 35119 " should read " 3519 "

. 5220, L. 21, " Palable " should read " Payable "

.5235, Defendant's Exhibit No. 192. Column 4 ;
"4.88"

should read " 4.68 "

'. 5244, L. 10, insert " A " after " Chart "

'. 5261, L. 14, " bu." should read " cu."

'. 5261, L. 26, " Calcura " should read " Calura "

•. 5264, Mark " 331 "

P. 5265, Mark " 382 "

P. 5266, Mark " 335 "

P. 5267, Mark " 356 "

P. 5268, Mark " 357 "

P. 5270, should read " P. 5271 "

P. 5271, should read " P. 5270 "

P. 5278, Defendant's Exhibit No. 219, " Tonnage & " should

read " Tonnage & Oil "

. 5293, L. 47, " .8958 " should read " 89.58 "

P. 5298, L. 25, " samples " should read " sample "

P. 5300, L. 4, " Sohlet " should read " Soxhlet "

P. 5300, erase lines 16 & 17 and substitute :

"Weight oil 0250 gms
Weight thimble plus ore (after extraction).. 12.272 gms
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P. 5300. L. 24, " Stingfield " siiould read " Stringfield "

P. 5309, Defeudaut's Exhibit No. 230, Column 21; "973"
sliould read " 978 "

P. 5329, Substitute reprint of table

P. 5350, Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 24G ; Mark Part in drawing
" 8 " distinctly.

P. 5365, Plaintiffs' Exhibit No. 252. Column 11 : " 0.124"

should read " 1.124 "

P. 5368, .
" Scale 6 " should read " Scale 6 " "

P. 5368 " porportion " should read " proportion "

P. 5376, L, 7, insert " oil " after " its
"

P. 5376, L. 17, insert " plant " after " flotation "

P. 5379, L. 18, " 1916 " should be " 1913 "

P. 5380, After line 16 insert : '• 4. Of the

analysis and assay returns of

concentrates recovered in its oil

flotation plant 53.940% Zn.

2.956% Pb.

.627% Cu.

2.069% Fe.

.273% Mn.
9.293% Insol.

23.016 Oz. Ag.

.0338 Oz. Au.

P. 5385, L. 16, Insert " 90.4000% Insol."

P. 5388, L. 7, After " its " insert " oil
"

P. 5388, L. 18, After " flotation " insert " plant "

P. 5396, L. 12. After " its " insert " oil
"

P. 5396, L. 23, After " flotation " insert " plant "

P. 5400, L. 10, After " its " insert " oil
"

P. 5401, L. 5, " approximately " should be " approximate "

P. 5404, L. 11, After " its " insert " oil
"

P. 5404, L. 21, After •' flotation " insert " plant "

P. 5408, L. 10, After " its " insert " oil
"

P. 5408, L. 20, After " flotation " insert " plant "

P. 5413, L. 17, " 0.400% " should be " .0400% "

P. 5420, L. 21, " oils " should be " oil
"

P. 5433. L. 3. After " its " insert " oil
"

P. 5433, L. 3, After " its " insert " oil
"

P. 5436, Column 5, " 6564.25 " should be " 6564.85 "

P. 5441, L 33, " 1913" should be " 1912 "

P. 5442, L. 27, " 382 " should be " 362 "

P. 5459, L. 3, After " Whereas" insert "by Clause 2 of the Ar-

ticles of Association of the Syndicate "

P. 5460, L. 21, " gasious " should be " gaseous"

P. 5461, L. 21, After "Company" insert "All disbursements al-

ready made by the Company"
P. 5462, L. 7, After " dicate" insert " or as it shall direct the

premises mentioned in the Schedule hereto and

giving to tiie Syndicate "
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5465, L. 3, " Syndicate " should be " Syndicate's "

546(5, L. 3, " Bavey" sliould be " Bavay "

" L. 16, erase " 8 "

" L. 19, " 972678 " sliould be " 962678 "

5468, L. 11, " Layers " should be " Lavers "

5478, L. 27, " bill " should be "bills"; same page, line 29,

erase from " and " to and including " demands "

line 30

5474, L. 27, after "assigns" insert " but at the cost and ex-

pense of said Minerals Separation North

American Corporation, its successors or as-

signs,"

'. 5475, L. 6, " cobferming " should be " confirming"

'. 5477, L. 23, " 712783" should be " 912783"

'. 5478, L. 4, " 1070784 " should be " 1071784 '

'. " L. 23, "11558836 " should be "1155836"

^ 5479, L. 7, " 76634 " sliould be " 766346"

\ " L. 29, "Sheelshear" should be " Shellshear "

'. 5483. L. 3, " To " should be " of "

r*. 5490, L. 13, "unites" should be " units "

P. 5492, L. 20, erase " he"
^. 5493, L. 26, " prelude " should be " preclude "

?. 5495, L. 3, " produce" should be " produced"

P. " L. 15, " Balot" should be " Ballot"

P. 5496, L. 9, " stray" should be "Stray"
P. 5497, L. 2, After " use " insert " of "

; erase line 21 ; line 26,

" rolayties " should be " royalties "

P. 5500, L. 12, " 1% " should be " 2h'!o "
: liue 14 erase from " or"

to and including " smelters", line 15

P. 5501, L. 3, after " any " insert " of the inventions specified in

the said letters patent, by the use of any"
P. 5501, L. 4, erase " of the

"'

P. " L. 7, " or " should be " of "

P. " L. 22, insert '• For Minerals Separation, Ltd.,

John Ballot,

Francis L. Gibbs, Directors.

A. O. Williams, Secretary."

P. 5502, L. 17, " Calusa " should be " Colusa "

P. 5506, L. 3, " as " should be '

' a "

P. 5507, L. 9, after " copper " insert " in the concentrates, a unit

of copper

"

P. 5508, L. 14, " Smeltering " should be " Smelting "

P. 5512, insert at end of page, " A. O. Williams, Secretary."

P. 5517, L. 15, " tiune " should be " tinue "

P. 5521, L. 17, " incoroprated " should be incorporated "

P. " L. 29, after " after" insert •• the expiration of each quarter,

viz., within thirty (30) days after "

P. 5523, L. 8. " Letter " should be " Letters "

P. 5524, L. 13, after " said " insert " other "
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P. 5526, L. 19, " proceeding " should be " proceedings "

P. 5527, L. 13, ' payments " should be •' paynnent "

P. 5528, L. 9, " if " should be " it
"

P. 5531, L. 28, " 579 " should be " 479 "

P. •' L. 53, erase " Agitating Apparatus " and insert " Appa-

ratus for Ore Concentration "

P. '* L. 46, " sulphide " should be " sulphides "
r

P. 5532, L. 17, " ore" should be " the "

P. •' L. 29, " Lavers, Lowry " should be " F. J. Lyster"; same

line, insert " Ore Concentration "

P. " L. 31, insert " 1,208,171," Dec. 12, 1916, Lavers. Lowry &
Greenway "

17127J
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United States Gircnlt Coart ofAppeals

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT.

Butte and Superior Mining

Company,

Defendant-Appellant,

vs.

Minerals Separation, Limited,

ET AL.,

Plaintiffs-Appellees.

BRIEF FOR DEFENDANT-APPELLANT.

This is an appeal from the decision of the District Court

sustaining Letters Patent No. 835,120 for Process of Ore Con-

centration, issued to Sulman, Picard & Ballot, on November
6, 1906, and finding the same to be infringed by the defend-

ant, not only when it has used less than 1% of oil on the ore,

but also when it has used more than 1% of oil on the ore.

Prior to January, 1917, the defendant used " oils" (among
others oleic acid) in quantities below one-half of 1% on the

ore. Since that date it has not used oleic acid at all, but has

used other " oils " in quantities always above one-half of 1%
on the ore, and for most of the time in quantities above 1%
on the ore. (See Defendants Exhibit No. 158, Tr., Vol. IX.,

p. 5184.)

The court below found that prior to January, 1917, de-

fendant infringed all the claims in issue (to wit, claims 1, 2,

3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12), and that since that date it has in-
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fringed all said claims excepting claims 5, 6 and 7, which

specifically relate to the use of oleic acid.

The facts presented require this Court to decide not only

whether the use of more than 1% of oil infringes the patent

in suit, but also whether the use of more than one-half of 1%
and less than 1% of oil infringes. Thus, referring to Defend-

ant's Exhibit No. 158 (Tr., Vol. IX., p. 5184), it will be seen

that defendant used during the period from January 17 to 29,

1917, 0.84% of oil, and during the period from January

30 to February 3, 1917, 0.80% of oil. So also Defendant's

Exhibit No. 161 (Tr., Vol. IX., p. 5192), shows that between

February 1 and 9 the amounts of oil used daily were between

0.64% and 0.79%. Subsequently more than 1% of oil on

the ore was used by defendant, as shown by said exhibits and '

Exhibit No. 162 (Tr., Vol. IX., p. 5194). The question whether •

the use of either of these quantities of oil constituted an in-

fringement of plaintififs' patent is, therefore, directly presented. '

We admit that, under the authoritative and final interpre-

tation of the patent by the Supreme Court, the use of oil in '

quantities of less than one-half of 1% (as shown by Defend-

ant's Exhibit No. 158, Tr., Vol. IX., p. 5184) infringed ; but we '

contend that, under said interpretation, the use of oil in

quantities above one-half of 1% does not infringe.

The patent in suit is the same patent which was before the

courts in the Hyde case (Minerals Separation vs. Hyde). In

that case the learned Judge of the District of Montana (207

Fed., 956) did not regard the use of a fraction of 1% of oil as of

the essence of the patented process. He therefore sustained not

only the claims in issue which were in terms limited to the use

of a fraction of 1% of oil (to wit, claims 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 12),

but he also sustained the claims which were in terms broad

enough to cover the use of any " small quantity " of oil (to

wit, claims 9, 10, 11).

When the Hyde case came before this Court on ap-

peal, an entirely different view of the invention was taken

(214 Fed., 100). This Court found that the essence of the in-

ventio7i consists in the use of a small fraction of 1% of oil.

In its opinion it said (p. 102) :

" That which is presented as new in the patent, and
as the pivotal discovery on which its validity depends, is
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the formation of a froth or scum containing the metal-

liferous matter produced by agitation of the pulverized

ore in water, by the action of oil in a quantity less than
one per cent, of the quantity of ore treated."

Again (p. 104) :

" When the claims and the description of the process
of the appellees' patent are compared with the patents

of the prior art, it will be seen that the only material

di^erence is in the smaller quantity of oil which the ap-
pellees use."

This court also held, as a matter of law, that the reduction

in the amount of oil used to a fraction of 1% did not involve

patentable subject-matter. It, therefore, remanded the case

with directions to dismiss the bill.

Next, the patent in suit came before the learned Judge of

the District of Delaware in the Miami case (Minerals Separa-

tion vs. Miami, 237 Fed., 609). In that case the court found,

just as this court had before found, that the essence of the in-

vention consists in the use of a small fraction of 1% of oil.

In its opinion it said (p. 630) :

** The patentability of the process of the first patent
in suit resides in the use of oil in the extreriely minute
proportion disclosed in the descriptive portion of the

patent to effect separation of froth with its metallic par-
ticles from the remainder of the mixture by flotation.

The amount there disclosed is not in excess of ' a fraction

of one "per cent, on the ore ' and may he only one-tenth of
one per cent, on the ore, or even less."

The learned District Judge in the Miami case, however,

held, as a matter of law, that the use of a small fraction of 1%
of oil constituted patentable subject-matter. He therefore

sustained those claims in issue there which are in terms limited

to a fraction of 1% of oil (to wit, claims 1 and 12), while he
held, invalid the claim in issue there which is in terms hroad

enough to cover the use of any " small quantity " of oil (to wit,

claim 9).*

Subsequently, the Hyde case came before the Supreme
Court by certiorari (242 U. S., 261). The Supreme Court

* Claims 10 and 11 were not put in issue in the Miami case.



agreed with this court, and with the District Judge in the i

Miami case, in finding that the use of a fraction of 1% of oil

is of the essence of the invention. It said (p. 265) :

" The process of the patent in suit, as described and i

practiced, consists in the use of an amount of oil which ^

is * critical,' and minute as compared with the amount
used in the prior processes, ' amounting to a fraction of '

one 'per cent, on the ore.'
"

Again (p. 271) :

" While the evidence in the case makes it clear that

they discovered the final step which converted experi-

ment into solution, * turned failure into success ' (The i

Barbed-Wire patent, 143 U. S., 275), yet the investiga-

tions preceding were so informing that this final step i

was not a long one, and the patent must be confined to >

the results ohtaijied hy the use of oil within the propor-

tions often described in the testimony and in the claims of
'

the patent as * critical proportions ' ' amounting to a >

fraction of one per cent, on the ore.'
"

While the Supreme Court held, as a matter of law, that ;

the use of a small fraction of 1% of oil constituted patentable t

subject-matter, it specifically condemned the view taken by

the District Judge in the Hyde case that the use of a small

fraction of 1% is not of the essence of the invention. It said I

(p. 271) :

" While we thus find in favor of the validity of the i

patent, we cannot agree with the District Court in regard-

ing it valid as to all of the claims in suit."

It, therefore, declared invalid those claims which in terms >

are broad enough to cover the use of any " small quantity " of '

oil (to wit : claims 9, 10 and 11) and sustained only those claims -

which are in terms limited to the use of a " fraction of one per

cent, of oil."

Subsequently, the Miami case came before the Circuit Court

of Appeals for the Third Circuit (244 Fed., 752). Since the

questions of validity and scope of the patent in suit at that time -

had been authoritatively determined by the Supreme Court, the •'

only questions considered were (1) the scope of the patent as "



etermined by the Supreme Court, and (2) infringement. As
3 infringement, the decision of the court was not unanimous

;

ut as to the fact that the Supreme Court had strictly limited

be patent to the use of a fraction of 1% of oil, it was entirely

nanimous. Discussing the contention of plaintiff in that

ase, that (p. 758) :
" Whenever the modifying agent of the

atent (oil) is used, a person infringes who gets air in the

•ulp in any fashion and agitates the mixture by any means to

sufficient extent to cause the mineral particles to attach

hemselves to air bubbles, and to rise therewith above the top

i the mixture in a collection of bubbles and metal particles,

wit, froth," the court said (p. 758) :

" The contention of the plaintiff, at least, omits the
very definite limitation of the patent to the results

obtained by the use of oil within the described propor-

tions."

Again it said, referring to the Supreme Court's decision

p. 759) :

" The District Court had held valid certain claims
in which the proportion of oil was described simply as
* a small quantity ', and the Supreme Court, in reversing

that finding and holding those claims invalid, used the

quoted words of limitation in confining the patent to

the results obtained by the use of oil in the critical

proportions of less than 1%"

Further on in its opinion it said (p. 760) :

" The affinity of oil for metal was known, and,

though old, was employed in the invention ; but that

this affinity in a given condition is greatest when its

quantity is relatively least, or that the affinity in-

creases with the decrease of oil below a given quan-
tity {less than 1%), is the soul of the discovery and ivas

luholly newT

We, therefore, see that, in succession, this court in the

Hyde case, the District Court of Delaware in the Miami
case, the Supreme Court in the Hyde case and the Court of

Appeals of the Third Circuit in the Miami case, all agreed in



holding—and in so holding they all disagreed with the

District Court of Montana—that the use of a fraction of 1%
of oil is of the essence of the 'patented process ; and that the use

of larger gxiantities of oil are not, and cannot he covered by the

claims of the patent in suit.

As we read the decision below in this case (Tr., Vol. I., p.

clxxvii), it seems to us that the learned District Judge has

overlooked these facts. It seems to us that he has overlooked

the fact that the Supreme Court did not agree with him in

finding that the patentees are entitled to cover the use of

any " small quantity " of oil ; but, on the contrary, that the

Supreme Court agreed with this Court in finding that the use (

of a small fraction of 1% of oil is of the essence of the patented

process. The opinion of the District Court in this case, hold-

ing that the use by defendant of 1% and more of oil infringes,

seem to us to be a reaflSrmance in all respects of its decision

in the Hyde case, including the errors in it which have been

condonned by the Supreme Court.

The Questions to Be Decided.

Since the Supreme Court has in the Hyde case authorita-

tively determined the rights of the plaintiflFs under the patent

in suit, this court at this time has only three questions to

decide :

The first question is : What has the Supreme Court de-

cided in the Hyde case as to the metes and bounds of the in-

vention at bar, and does the use of oil in proportions greater

than the so-called " critical proportions " trespass upon any

just rights of the plaintiffs, as those rights have been defined

by the Supreme Court ?

The second question is : Is the new evidence presented in

this case—evidence not before the Supreme Court in the

Hyde case—of such character as, in the opinion of this court,

would have led the Supreme Court to reach a difi'erent con-

clusion if it had been presented in the Hyde case ?

The third question is : What is the purpose and effect of

the so-called " disclaimer " filed by the plaintiffs after the

opinion of the Supreme Court in the Hyde case was handed

down ?



I.

^The Metes and Bonnds of tbe Patent in Suit as

Defined by the Supreme Court in the Hyde
Case.

The first question—to-wit : What has the Supreme Court

decided in the Hyde case as to the metes and bounds of the

invention at bar, and does the use of oil in proportions greater

than the so-called " critical proportions " trespass upon any-

just rights of the complainant, as those rights have been

defined by the Supreme Court ?—requires this court only to

study and apply the decision of the Supreme Court. Whether
we or our adversaries think it right or wroug, that decision is

ithe law of the land with respect to the patent in suit, on the

facts presented in the Hyde case. No court, except the

Supreme Court itself, can change it.

This court will not listen to the defendant if it argues that

the Supreme Court was wrong in finding invention in the

patent in suit on the record before it ; and for the same reason^

this court will not listen to the plaintiffs when they argue, as

they do argue in this case, that the Supreme Court was ivrong in

limiting, as it certainly did limit, the scope of the patent in suit

to the use of a small fraction of 1% of oil on the ore.

Defendant does not at this time, and in this place, quarrel

with the decision of the Supreme Court in the Hyde case. It

is the plai7itijfs who quarrel with that decision.

In its decision the Supreme Court said :

" The process of the patent in suit, as described and
practiced, consists in the use of an amount of oil which
is ' critical,' and minute as compared with the amount
used in prior processes, ' amounting to a fraction of one
per cent, on the ore '

(p. 265).
* -x- * * * *

" The experimenters were working on the Catter-
mole ' Metal Sinking Process ' as a basis when it was
discovered that the granulation on which the process
depended practically ceased when the oleic acid (oil)

was reduced to about five-tenths of one per cent. ' on
the ore.' It was observed, however, that, as the amount
of oleic acid was further reduced and the granulation
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diminished, there was an increase in the amount of
' float froth,' which collected on the surface of the mass
and that the production of this froth reached its maxi-
mum when about one-tenth of one per cent, or slightly

less * on the ore ' of oleic acid was used (p. 267).***}{•**
" While we thus find in favor of the validity of the

patent, we caiinot agree with the District Court in regard-

ing it valid as to all of the claims in stiit. As we have
pointed out in this opinion, there were many investi-

gators at work in this field to which the process in suit

relates when the patentees came into it, audit was while

engaged in study of prior kindred processes that their

discovery was made. While the evidence in this case

makes it clear that they discovered the final step which
converted experiment into solution, ' turned failure into

success,' yet the investigations preceding were so in-

forming that this Ji7ial step was not a long one, and the

patent must he confined to the results obtained by the use

of oil within the proportions often described in the testi-

mony and in the claims of the patent as ' critical propor-

tions,^ ' amounting to a fractioji of one per cent, on the

ore,' and therefore the decree of this court will be that

the patent is valid as to claims No. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, and
12, and that the defendant infringed these claims, but

that it is invalid as to claims 9, 10 and 11 " (p. 271).

Comparing the group of claims which was sustained

—

to-wit, claims 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 12—with the group of

claims which was condemned—to-wit, claims 9, 10 and

11—we find that all the claims of both groups were limited

in terms to the production of a " froth " by " agitation,'*

and to the separation of the " froth " from the mate-

rial ; but that the claims which were sustained were limited in

terms to the use of oil in proportions of less than 1% of the

ore, while the claims which were condemned were broad

enough to cover the use of a " small quantity " of oil. The only

difference between the claims which were sustained and those

which were condemned is, therefore, that the former were,

while the latter were not, in terms limited to the use of less than

1% of oil on the ore. Nothing can be plainer, therefore,

than that the Supreme Court has decided that the plaint-

iffs are entitled to a monopoly of the use of oil in the

critical proportions described in the specifications and in the



proofs in the Hyde case, but tliat they are not entitled to a

monopoly of the use of any larger quantities of oil.

The only question which can arise in construing the de-

cision of the Supreme Court is whether the use of oil in pro-

portions between one-half of one per cent. (0.5%) and

one per cent. (1%) falls within the monopoly of the patent.

The Supreme Court says, in the passage above quoted, that

the " patent must be confined to the results obtained by the

use of oil within the proportions often described in the testi-

mony and in the claims as ' critical proportions ' ' amounting

to a fraction of one per cent, on the ore.' " The questions

which arise are : What " fraction of one per cent." is here

referred to ? What " fraction of one per cent." is " often de-

scribed in the testimony " in the Hyde case as the critical pro-

portions ? What " fraction of one per cent." is referred to

in the claims as the critical proportions ? To answer these

questions this court must go to the patent specifications, and

to the testimony which was before the Supreme Court to which

it referred. It must first ascertain, therefore, what are the
" critical proportions " set forth in the patent in suit.

The Critical Proportions Described in the Patent are One-

Half OF \\ OR Less.

In the introductory clause the patent refers to the Catter-

mole process, in which it says " an amount of oil varying from

four per cent, to six per cent, of the weight of the metalliferous

matter present " is employed. Simple arithmetic teaches us

that 4% of the weight of the metalliferous matter in any ore

which assays 25% metalliferous matter would be \% on the

ore (and an assay value of 20% is exceptional), so that 4% on
the weight of the metalliferous matter in all ores assaying less

than 25% would be ' a fraction of one per cent." on the ore.*

The specification continues (p. 1, line 28) :

" We have found that if the proportion of oily sub-
stance be considerably reduced—say to a fraction of one
per cent, on the ore—," etc.

* Plaintiff's expert in the Hyde ease, Dr. Chandler, admitted that the

Cattermole oil proportions applied to the tailings at the Broken Hill mine
where the process was practiced, called for the use of only 1.3% to l.S^ on
the ore (Tr., Vol. IH., p. 882).
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The specifications say, in the example given beginning at

page 1, line 70, that (p. 1, line 79) :

" To this is added a very small proportion of oleic

acid (say from 0.02 per cent, to 0.6 per cent, on the weight

of ore).''

Again they say, page 1, line 96 :

" The minimum amount of oleic acid which can be
used to effect the flotation of the mineral in the form
of froth may be binder 0.1 per cent, of the ore ; but this

proportion has been found suitable and economical."

We, therefore, see that the " critical proportions " referred

to by the Supreme Court are defined in the examples con-

tained in the specifications as being between one-half of one

percent. (0.5%) and one-fiftieth of one per cent. (0.02%), the

preferred amount specified being one-tenth of one per cent.

(0.1

The Critical Proportions " Often Described in the Tes-

timony " IN the Hyde Case are Less than One-half op

One Per Cent.

Turning now to the record in the Hyde case, we find that

the testimony referred to by the Supreme Court as defining

the " critical proportions," to which the patent has been by it

limited, is as follows :

In " Complainant's Exhibit Higgins' Eeport of March 16,

1905 " (Tr., Vol, III., p. 1109) the following appears

:
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*' Details of Experiments.'

Oleic

Acid. Acid. % of Oleic Time Temp. Remarks

1.1% 15 cc. 3 % on ore 4 min. 30.5° C. Very little float.

(( 7^ cc. 1.5 % (( u
4i

(< 31 " Rather more
float.

it 5.3 cc. 1.04 % u (1 6 (( 31 Still more float.

t( 3.1 cc. 0.63 % l( <( 6 u 33 "
" 1.6 cc. 0.32 % '' " 7 (( 31 " Float vastly in-

creased.

t< 0.5 cc. 0.10 % 11 i( 8 ** 31 " Float vastly in-

creased.

t( 0.5 cc. 0.1 % a i(

4f
(t 39 " Not finished.

it 0.4 cc. 0.8 % i( (t

6i
l( 30.5 "

(1 0.5 cc. 0.1 % «( (t 8 <( 31 "
(1 0.5 cc. 0.1 % (t (( 8 <( 31 " Weight of cones.

170 gms.
i( 0.3 cc. 0.04% (( (( 8 u 33 " Apparently not

much different.

" 0.1 cc. 0.003% " (1 13 (t 33 Little worse.
t( none none 7 1< 33 " Very little float.

It none none 10 (1 33 " More froth.

Plaintiff's witness Dr. Chandler said in answer to x-Q. 42

(Tr., Vol. II., p. 182)

:

'' The inventors simply state, referring to the Cat-
termole patent which has just been previously dis-

cussed, that four to six per cent, of the weight of metal-
liferous matter present is employed, that they have
found that if the proportion of oily substance be con-

siderably reduced, say to a fraction of one per cent, on
the ore, granulation ceases to take place. What this

fraction of one per cent, is, they do not mention. The
only way in which 1 can interpret this fraction of one per
cent, is by referring to other portions of the specification

,

where this fraction of one per cent, is expressed in figures ;

for example, at line 81 of page 1 of the specification is

the following statement, speaking of the ore :

" ' To this is added a very small proportion of

oleic acid (say from 0.02 per cent, to 0.5 per cent, on
the weight of the ore).'

" That is, from 1/50 of one per cent, up to one-half

of one per cent.'"

Again, in answer to x-Q. 46 (Tr., Vol. II., p. 185), he said :

" These extremes represent from .Jf. of a pound per
ton of ore to 10 pounds per ton of ore.* The patentees

do not state on what particular condition of the ore

* 0.4 lbs. per ton is 0.03% and 10 lbs. per ton is 0.5%.
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this variation of quantity depends, whether it depends
upon the percentage of zinc in the ore or some other
quality, but they do indicate that the selection of quan-
tity hetween these extremes must rest with the person
familiar with the art who practices the process and it is

fair to assume that such person would decide how much
oleic acid to use by the results of the simple preliminary
tests suggested by the patentees."

An additional quotation from Dr. Chandler's testimony in

the Hyde case, which should be read here, will be found in

this brief infra, page 40.

Plaintiflfs' witness Ballantyne testified as follows (Tr.,

Vol. II., p. 370) :

" I have seen the agitation-froth process carried out
many hundreds of times. I have also seen investiga-

tions of the process making wide variations step by step

in the factors which I have referred to above, and I have
myself, on many occasions, carried out these investiga-

tions and I now know that if the instructions which
Messrs. Sulman, Picard and Ballot drew up in February,
1905, are carried out, namely, to use a slimy pulp, acidi-

fied with say .5 per cent, of sulphuric acid, to heat the pulp
say to 30° Centigrade and then to agitate it violently with
proportions of oil beginning at fifty pounds of oil per
ton of ore* and repeating this test, reducing the quantity
of oil step by step down to the vanishing poi?it, it is in-

evitable that the agitation-froth shall be produced
when the quantity of oil is diminished to the limits set

forth i?i the patent in sriit, and that a particularly good
froth and efficient concentration is obtained when the

proportion of oil is about 0.1 per cent, on the ore, the

percentage recommended in the patent in suit as being
suitable and economical."

In answer to x-Q. 102 he said (Tr., Vol. II., p. 449) :

" In my opinion the operation of the agitation-froth

process is defined in the clearest possible terms in the

patent in suit, and this remark applies particularly to

the quantity of oil to be used."

Further along in the same answer he said :

" I have never seen the agitation-froth process suc-

cessfully carried out by the use of an amount of oil

equal to practically one per cent, by weight on the ore,

* 50 lbs. per ton is 2.5%.
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and in my opinion 0.9999 per cent, of oil would not be a
proper quantity (that is to say, it would not be a suitable

and economical quantity),as contemplated by the patent,

and would not therefore be a suitable fraction of oneper
cent, as contemplated by the patent " (Tr., Vol. IL, p.

450).

Ballot, one of the patentees of the patent in suit, answer-

ing Q. 45 (Tr., Vol. IV., p. 1728). said :

" The only way to carry out the process is that of

applying ihe proportions of oil set forth in the patent, hnt
to determine, as all practical men will do, which of the
proportions, within the range, yield the best result, the

characteristic nature of the froth is always an indicator

which will of itself tell an experienced operator when

j

the best conditions have been attained, * * *

"

Sulman, one of the patentees of the patent in suit, ex-

jamined as a witness for defendant, in answer to Q. 33 (Tr.,

Vol. IV., p. 1614), said :

" When we decreased the amount of oil to about .6

per cent, upon the ore, granulation had ceased to appear
and a very considerable proportion of mineral was
found to float to the surface as a thick froth. We still

further decreased the amount of oil until we found that

with .'2 to .1 per cent, of oil on the ore practically the

whole of the mineral came to the surface as a thick black-

ish matted froth."

Again the same witness testified (Tr., Vol. IV., p. 1654)

:

" Q. 120. Then, it might be, that an operator fol-

lowing what you have termed the synthetic mode of

regulation might not know whether he was adding oil

or acid within the proportions set forth in the patent in

suit?
" A. It might be so, for the space of a minute or

two ; as to the acidity, this can be determined instantly

by means of Litmus paper, or other suitable indicator,

it only being necessary to have a slight degree of acid-

ity present in the pulp. As to oil, the proportions
specified in the patent do not need extremely fine ad-
justment. When the generally minute quantities of oil

to ore are considered, which amount in practice, roughly,

to about two pounds per ton of ore* in a great num-

*21bs. per ton is 0.1%
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ber of cases, or perhaps somewhat less or more, con-
ditions of ore supply may fluctuate to some exten-

without greatly affecting the result. If these fluctuat

tions in supply are excessive, then the operator would
naturally make such further slight adjustment of his oil

addition as would meet the altered circumstances."

Picard, one of the patentees of the patent in suit, exam-

ined as a witness by the defendant, testified as follows (Tr.^

Vol. IV., p. 1684) :

" Q. 9. In the patent in suit. No. 835,120, in an ex-

ample of the application of the process the amount of

oleic acid used in that instance is specified as from ,0'2

to .5 per cent, on the weight of ore, the latter quantity

being twenty-five times the former. How would an
operator practicing the process determine between these

wide limits what quantity of oil to use ?

" A. As a matter of fact, hoth qiiantifies mentioned

are so minute in relation to the proportion of ore that

it is hardly right to describe the limits as very wide, but
the operator would have no difiSculty in determining, if

there was any marked difference, which was the best

quantity to use, by simply noting whether he was ob-

taining the specific frothing phenomenon which the

patent indicates as being that required."

Further he testified as follows (Tr., Vol. IV., p. 1706)

:

" Q. 81. At the time the process which the patent in

suit purports to set forth was first exhibited to you, I take

it that you were not then for the first time made cogni-

zant of the possibility of using so small a quantity of oil

as had been used, or that you then first tjecame cogni-

zant of the utility of beating air into the pulp ; am I

right in this ?

" A. I had no idea prior to this, that by reducing

the quantity of oil to the limits which were used i?i this

ex'periment that such a result would be obtained. I, of

course, knew that air would float mineral, previously

oiled, but it was not anticipated by me hitherto that

this particular result would be obtained if air were

beaten in, in the manner in which it was done in making
this test. The result of the operation as a whole was
an entire revelation to me, and though I knew that work
was being carried out on the reduction of the quantity

of oil, I never for one moment anticipated in my mind,

as being likely to occur, what in fact actually did

occur."
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Ballot, one of the patentees of the patent in suit, examined

IS a witness by defendant, testified as follows (Tr., Vol. IV.,

p. 1724) :

" Q. 34. And when you saw the work in progress

from March 1, 1905, onwards, as referred to by you in

your answer to question 29, was this the first occasion

upon which you had been informed as to the use in an
oil flotation process of the intentional beating in of air

for the purpose of promoting flotation ?

" A. The intentional beating in of air to produce or

promote the flotation of froth which was developed by
that process was certainly not known until the fact had
been actually discovered that by using a very small
quantity of oil, say .2 or .1 per cent., and agitating it for

a certain time, and then leaving the mixture to stand

that the whole froth rose to the surface. * * * "

In answering Q. 42 (Tr., Vol IV., p. 1726), Ballot stated :

" Q. 42. The patent in suit gives a range of quan-
tity for the oleic acid to be used extending from .02 to

.5 per cent, in the example set forth in the paragraph
beginning at line 70, page 1, the larger quantity being
twenty-five times the magnitude of the smaller. In
carrying out this process how is the determination to

be made as to which of these widely differing quanti-

ties is to be used ?

" A. Starting with the small quantity, say at the

rate of one pound per ton of ore,* an operator can soon
tell by the appearance as to whether the characteristic

froth is produced or not. Guided by appearances he
would either increase or decrease the quantity of oil

or oleic acid until the cauliflower or characteristic froth

was produced, which in itself will be an unfailing index
as to whether or not proper conditions have been
attained, and he need only then repeat the measure-
ments quantitatively of oil or oleic acid added to his

pulp * * *."

Higgins, one of plaintiffs' engineers, examined as a wit-

ness by defendant, stated, as his testimony was put in

narrative form in the Supreme Court transcript, in answer to

• 1 lb. per ton is 0.05 per cent.
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a question as to what was the " first occasion upon which you

ever saw a part of the constituents of the ore, which, in the

form of pulp had been oiled, floating upon the surface of the

pulp " that

:

" In all the slide machine tests that I have con-

ducted I have never had to use quantities of oily reagents

outside of those mentioned in the patent in suit. The
greatest amount of oil that I have ever used in practice

is four pounds per ton of ore, and the smallest amount I

have ever used in practice is 07ie pound of oil per ion i

of ore.''
*

Plaintiffs' witness, Dr. Liebmann, testified as follows (Tr.> ,

Vol. III., pp. 709, 710) :

" They inform the world what they consider the lim-

its of their proportions, and they add that in their ex- •

perience 0.1 per cent, of oil of the amount of ore has i

been found ' suitable and economical.' Surely one can-

not demand more, and even a metallurgist of very low i

qualifications cannot fail to determine with the greatest I

ease what quantities will give him the desired results."

The foregoing is the testimony to which the Supreme Couri t

refers in its opinion, where it says " the patent must be con-

fined to the results obtained by the use of oil within the pro- •

portions often described in the testimony * * * as ' critical i

proportions.'

What were the " critical proportions " " often described in t

the testimony " to which the Supreme Court has in terms lim- •

ited the patent in suit ? The answer is : They were less than i

one-half of one per cent. (0.5%) of oil on the ore. It is to i

these proportions that the Supreme Court has limited the pat-

ent in suit. In other words, the " fraction of one per cent." of '

the claims is that fraction of oneper cent, lohich is half of one per

cent. (0.5%) or less. Any quantity of oil greater than one-half

of one per cent. (0.5%) on the ore is not within the scope of I

the patent as construed by the Supreme Court.

This construction of the patent was not only justified

by the testimony in the case, but it was directly invited by

plaintiffs' counsel in argumen't

* 4 lbs. per ton is 0.2% and 1 lb. per ton is 0.05%.
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Plaintiffs' Counsel Told the Supreme Court that the

Critical Proportions Were Less Than One-half of

One Per Cent, and that the Use of More Than One-

half OF One Per Cent, of Oil Would not Infringe the

Patent.

Plaintiffs' counsel, Mr. Kenyon, in reply to questions put

by Mr. Justice McReynolds and Mr. Justice Pitney, said

(printed report of argument before Supreme Court, p. 85
;

Deft.'s Ex. 229, Vol. IX., p. 5306)

:

" Mr. Justice McReynolds : I would like to ask
you when in this process of reducing oil your invention

came into existence ?

" Mr. Kenyon : At about one-half of one per cent.

of oil.

" Mr. Justice McReynolds : Before you got to the
one-half of one per cent, did you have any invention?

" Mr. Kenyon : We were passing from the region of

Cattermole, which was a distinct

—

" Mr. Justice McReynolds : I want to knov) when
your mvention came into existence f

" Mr. Kenyon : This invention was not reached, I
should say, from those figures, until about .5, that is,

one-hnlf of one per cent., of oil wan reached.
" Mr. Justice McReynolds : At one per cent, you

had no invention ?

" Mr. Kenyon : No.
" Mr. Justice McReynolds : At one-half of one per

cent, you did have invention ?

" Mr. Kenyon : It began to come. Remote, but it

began to come. At .3 of one per cent, the float vastly in-

creased. At .1 of one per cent, the float again vastly in-

creased.
" Mr. Justice McReynolds : When this float has

more than one-half of one per cent, of oil it does not
infringe ?

" Mr. Kenyon : It does not infringe.
" Mr. Justice Pitney : What have you to say in

answer to what Mr. Scott said the other day to the
effect that 1.8 per cent., or perhaps more, of oil, would
give the same result with increased agitation.

" Mr. Williams : Absolutely no.

" Mr. Kenyon : It would not.
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" Mr. Justice Pitney : I understood him to say so
yesterday, and I supposed there was something in the

record to justify it.

" Mr. Kenyon : Nothing. That will be a part of my
argument."

I

Mr. Kenyon said in his oral argument in this case before

the District Court (printed report of Plaintiff's Oral Argu-

ments, pp. 66, 67) that nothing was further from his intention

in his answers to Mr. Justice McBeynolds' inquiries than

to limit the claims to one-half of 1% of oil. In view of the

proofs we do not see how he could have answered Mr. Justice

McKeynolds otherwise. But Mr. Kenyon's intentions are imma-

terial. The simple question here is : what were the facts and

arguments presented to the Supreme Court as a basis for the

decision reached ?

He also said (printed report of arguments before the

Supreme Court, p. 91) :

" It is apparent now that the inventors in their

minute one-tenth of one per cent, oil frothing re-agent

were really invoking a characteristic and a jDOwer of oil

in an ore concentration process that develops only in that

relatively microscopic quantity, and which is defeated
and disappears when that minute quantity is even
slightly exceeded, a characteristic and a power of oil

which had not existed in the prior oil concentration

processes of the art, which had never been utilized by
anybody for ore concentration, and the very existence

of which had not been known or suspected."

Complainant's counsel, Mr. Williams, in his argument be-

fore the Supreme Court (printed report of arguments before

the Supreme Court, p. 12), said :

" The amount of oil that we use is generally one-

tenth of one per cent, on the ore ; two pounds of oil to

the short ton of ore. Every ore presents its own problem,
but for a given ore and a given oil there is a certain

critical factor. The variations in that factor in

practice have been from a trifle less than one pound of
oil to the long ton in the case of the rich ores ofAustralia to

four pounds of oil to the long ton in the case of a lean copper

i
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ore at the Braden mines in Chile.* Those are the varia-

tions of different oils and different ores, and because of

those minute variations you have the impossibility of

saying that this process always uses just so much ; but
given any ore and given any oil, the evidence shows
that if you add another found of oil your metal particles

commence to stick together and commence to fall down
in granules, and you get into the Cattermole sinking

sphere, whereas, on the other hand, if you diminish it,

you cease to have that selective action which is essen-

tial
;
you do not get any float in particular and you

have gangue in it ; so that it is critical for a given oil

and a given ore, but it has variations."

Plaintiffs' counsel, in their reply brief in the Supreme

Court, stated, commencing at page 6 :

" It is the astonishing fact that, so far as the record
here shows, with every ore the world over to which the
process has been applied and with all the varying con-
ditions of use, the largest quantity ever used has been If,

pounds to the long ton (i. e., less than '2/lOths of one per
cent.), and that the smallest quantity has been 9/lOth
of a pound per long ton of ore {i. e., less than ^ of

1/lOth of 1 per cent.)."

Additional quotations from plaintiffs' brief in the Supreme
Court, to the same effect, will be found in this brief {infra, pp.

33 and 34, also p. 70), and should be read here.

We see, therefore, that not only did the witnesses in the

Hyde case, whose testimony is referred to by the Supreme Court

in defining the critical proportions to which the patent must
be limited, confine those proportions to less than one-half of

1% on the ore, but that plaintiffs' counsel emphasized this lim-

itation in their arguments and briefs before the Supreme
Court.

We, therefore, confidently submit that in limiting the in-

vention to the " critical " proportions " often described in the

testimony," the Supreme Court limited it to that fraction of 1%
which is less than one-half of \\, although the claims in terms

are broad enough to cover any fraction of 1% (for example,

0.999%), and that defendant has not infringed when it has used

more than one-half of 1% of oil.

"^ lb. equals 0.045% ; 4 lbs. equals 0.2%.
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I
The Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit has Con-

strued THE Decision of the Supreme Court in the

Hyde Case Precisely as we Construe it.

Since the decision of tlie Supreme Court in the Hyde
case was handed down, that decision has been studied and

construed by the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Third Cir-

cuit in the Miami case ('244 Fed., 752). While the judges

composing that Court differed among themselves as to other

points, they agreed in construing the Hyde decision, with

respect to its rigid limitation of the patent to the use of a

small fraction of 1% of oil, precisely as we have construed it.*

The following are quotations from the prevailing opinion :

Discussing directly the Supreme Court decision it said^^i

(p. 758)

:

^
" The plaintiff maintains that the language of the

Supreme Court supports its broad contentions that
' Whenever the modifying agent of the patent (oil) is

used, a person infringes who gets air into the pulp in

any fashion and agitates the mixture by any means to

a sufficient extent to cause the mineral particles to

attach themselves to air bubbles and to rise therewith
above the top of the mixture in a collection of bubbles
and metal particles, to-wit, froth.' " * * * " Con-
sidered in the light of what the Supreme Court said

and what it did not say, it is clear that the positions

of both parties are extreme. The contention of the

plaintiff at least omits the very definite limitation of the

patent to the results obtained by the use of oil vnthin

the described froportions, and also the equally definite

disclosure of an agitation in violence and duration
greater than before employed * * *

"

* It will, of course, be understood that in this brief we are not dealing

with the complete interpretation given by the Supreme Court to the patent

in suit, or its complete statement as to wherein the invention of the patent

in suit consists. The complete statement includes not only the presence of

the "critical" proportion of oil (with which this brief chiefly deals), but

it includes also an " agitation greater than and different from that which

had been resorted to before," and the " resulting froth concentrate so differ-

ent from the products of other processes."
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Still, discussing the Supreme Court decision, it said (p.

759) :

I

" We are inclined to the opinion that by this ex-

pression the court intended a limitation only upon that

one feature of the patent to which the expression was
addressed. The District Court had held valid certain

claims in which the proportion of oil was described
simply as * a small quantity,' and the Supreme Court,
in reversing that finding and holding those claims in-

valid, used the quoted words of limitation in confining

the patent to the results obtained by the use of oil in

the critical proportions of less than i%."

Further on in its opinion it said (p. 760) :

*' The affinity of oil for metal was known, and,

though old, was employed in the invention ; but that
this affinity in a given condition is greatest when its

quantity is relatively least, or that the affinity increases

with the decrease of oil below a given quantity (less than

l%)i is the SOUL of the discovery ajid was wholly 7iew"

Judge BuFPiNGTON, in his dissenting opinion, after quoting

from the Supreme Court's decision, said, page 776 :

" It will thus be seen that, first, the quantity of oil,

secondly, the character of agitation, and, thirdly, the

resultant froth, constituted the disclosure."

We see, therefore, that the Court of Appeals for the Third

Circuit has unanimously construed the Supreme Court de-

cision as we have construed it.

Defendant not Only Does not Use the " Critical " Pro-

portions OF Oil to Which the Supreme Court Has
Limited the Patent ; But It Does not Obtain the

Kesults Which Can Be Obtained by the Use thereof.

This Court in its opinion in the Hyde case reviewed the

prior art and found that the use of oil in various quantities

down to 1% on the ore was old and was known to the

patentees of the patent in suit. This finding was in no way
disturbed by the Supreme Court. On the contrary, because
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it was accepted by the Supreme Court that Court held th«

claims 9, 10 and 11, which cover the use of a " small quan-

tity " of oil, are invalid ; and it held that to be valid tl

claims must be limited to the use of oil to the " critical pro-

portions ", " amounting to a fraction of 1% on the ore."

The Supreme Court differed from this Court only in hold-

ing that the superior results obtained by reducing the quan-

tity of oil to a fraction of 1% constituted patentable subject-

matter.

The defendant does not use a fraction of 1% of oil, and

it does not obtain the results which could be obtained by the

use thereof. Thus, in the brief for plaintiffs in the Court be-

low, the following appears* (pp. 107 to 111)

:

" That defendant's practice employing 20 pounds or
more of oil is metallurgically and financially inferior to >

its former practice is also clear on the record.
" Mr. Wilding, at Vol. VIIL, p. 4642, Q. 136 et seq.,

and in Plaintiffs' Exhibit 272, institutes a comparison
between the last quarter of 1916 and the first quarter of

1917, based upon the figures given in the monthly state-

ments filed by the defendant under order of Court en-

tered in this case on November 15, 1913, those monthly
statements from January, 1916, down to and including
March, 1917, being Plaintiffs' Exhibits 257 to 271, in-

clusive. Mr. Wilding shows (Vol. VIII., p. 4645, Qs. 155
to 157) that whereas the zinc recovery for the last quarter
of 1916 was 92.941%, it was only 83.110% for the first

quarter of 1917, and whereas the average grade of con-
centrate for the last quarter of 1916 was 53.254%
in zinc, it was only 47.228% for the first quarter of

1917. He also shows (Vol. VIII., p. 4646, Q. 162) that

whereas in the last quarter of 1916, 19.11 pounds of

zinc ran to waste in the tailings for every ton of ore

fed to the flotation plant, 43.22 pounds of zinc ran to

waste in the first quarter of 1917 ; and that whereas
for the last quarter of 1916 the tailings that ran to

waste assayed 1.24% of zinc, the tailings that ran to

waste averaged 2.789% of zinc for the first quarter

of 1917 (Vol. VIIL, p. 4647, Q. 163). He also shows
(Vol. VIII., p. 4647, Qs. 164-171) that whereas the total

The references in the brief in the District Court were to the type-

written record. These have been changed to refer to the corresponding

pages of the printed transcript of record.
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cost of the concentration operation for the last quarter

of 1916 was a little over 82 cents per ton of ore de-

livered to the plant, the cost for the first quarter of

1917 was $1.34 per ton of ore. Thus it appears that

the operations during the first quarter of 1917, as com-
pared with the last quarter of 1916, lost more of the
values in the tailings, achieved a lower grade of con-

centrate for the smelter, and cost more in the mill. It

cost more to achieve less " (Vol. VIII., p. 4648),*******
" These two periods were chosen as the nearest

together in point of time and therefore the closest ap-

proximations to each other in the matter of mill devel-

opment in process and machinery.
" There was a small difference, however, in the aver-

age grade of the ore delivered to the plant during the

two periods, that during the last quarter of 1916 show-
ing in zinc 13.446%, and that for the first quarter of

1917, 12.793%. To eliminate this as much as possible

as a disturbing factor, Mr. Wilding (Vol. VIII., p. 4648,

Qs. 173, et seq.), made a comparison of each one of the

three months of the first quarter of 1917 with that par-

ticular month of the year 1916 that was substantially

identical with it in the grade of the ore fed to flotation,

the comparison being set out in Plaintiffs' Exhibit 273

;

and this comparison does not stop with the matter of

cost but is carried out to show the comparative profit of

the two contrasted practices, assuming a sales value of

concentrates on equal terms and in accordance with
actual market conditions, as shown in Appendix A to

said Exhibit 273, and explained by the witness. This
method of comparison selected January, 1916, for con-
trast with March, 1917 ; June, 1916, for contrast with
February, 1917 ; and November, 1916, for contrast with
January, 1917. The results may be briefly set out as

follows :

As to grade of concentrate in zinc (Plaintiffs' Ex-
hibit 273, Column 6) for January, 1916, it was 54.593%
as against 47.207% for March, 1917 ; 54.579% for June,
1916, as against 45.639% for February, 1917; and
53.524% for November, 1916, as against 48.820% for

January, 1917.
" As to zinc recovery (Vol. VIIL, p. 4651, Qs. 187-

192) for January, 1916, 93.117% as against March, 1917,

85.228% for June, 1916, 93.972% as against February,
1917, 81.155% ; November, 1916, 92.929% as against
January, 1917, 82.858%.

" As to zinc running to waste in the tailings (Vol. VIIL,
p. 4652, Qs. 198-202) for every ton of ore treated 19.23
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pounds of zinc ran to waste in January, 1916, as against
36.90 pounds in March, 1917 ; 15.65 pounds in June,
1916, as against 48.95 pounds in February 1917 ; and
18.39 pounds in November, 1916, as against 44.36
pounds in January, 1917. The percentage of zinc in

the tailings (Vol. VIII., p. 4653, Qs. 204-208), was in Jan-
uary, 1916, 1.093% as against 2.382% in March, 1917;
for June 1916, 1.007% as against 3.183% for February,
1917; and 1.187% for November, 1916, as agamst
2.838% for January, 1917.

" As to cost of operation (Vol. VIII., p. 4654, Qs. 214-

216) the difference in favor of the earlier period in each
case was 70 cents per ton of heading in January, 1916,
over March, 1917 ; 56 cents in June, 1916, over February,
1917 ; and nearly 57 cents in November, 1916, over

January, 1917.
" As to the sales value of the concentrates pro-

duced, figured on the basis of equal terms and as set

out by Mr. Wilding in his Appendix A to Exhibit 273

(Vol. VIIL, p. 4658, Q. 245), a difference in favor of the

earlier period in each case is shown, namely of

$65,417.00 in January, 1916, over March, 1917; of

$121,526.00 in June, 1916, over February, 1917 ; and of

$104,599.00 in November, 1916, over January, 1917.
" As to the ultimate profit per ton of heading (Vol.

VIII., p. 4659, Qs. 252-254), the difi'erence in favor of the

earlier period in each case is SI. 60 per ton of heading

in January, 1916, over March, 1917
; $2.05 per ton of

heading in June, 1916, over February, 1917 ; and $1.81

per ton of heading in November, 1916, over January,

1917.
" As a final conclusion (Vol. VIIL, p. 4650, Qs. 256-

258 and Note on Plaintiffs Exhibit 273), Mr. Wilding
says that the figures indicate that the modification of the

operation by the use of excess oil would cause a de-

crease of profit from the zinc alone of about $1.75 per

ton on all ore delivered to the flotation plant, that the

capacity of the mill has by the change been reduced,

and that to keep up the tonnage capacity it would be
necessary to provide more equipment in the mill. He
points out also that the silver loss is somewhat greater,

and that with the market price of spelter at 9^ cents,

which is conservative, the decrease of profit on one
year's treatment, say on 580,000 tons, would be about

$1,015,000.
" Mr. Wilding's work in this regard is purely arith-

metical and is accurate. It has not been criticised by
any witnesses for defendant, nor have his conclusion*

been criticised."
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It will be seen, therefore, that according to plaintiff's own
figures defendant has sacrificed about a million dollars a year

in recoveries and added expenses in avoiding trespass upon

the rights of the plaintiffs, as they have been defined by the

Supreme Court ; and that, therefore, the defendant not only

does not use the " critical proportions " of oil to which plaint-

iffs' patent is limited, but if is not obtaining the results which

could be obtained by the u^e of such " critical proportions".

What the Supreme Conri!; sustained the patent for is the

difierence between the resul|;s produced by the use of a frac-

tion of 1% of oil and the re^iults produced by the use of larger

quantities of oil.

When the Supreme Court condemned the claims which

were broad enough to cover the use of any " small quantity
"

of oil, it was fully advised of the fact that using larger quan-

tities of oil than 1% would produce a metal-bearing froth

which differed from the froth produced by the use of a small

fraction of 1%, only in that the former contained more oil :ind

gave inferior results. Concerning this froth, plaintiffs said

that it was " A froth ", but was not " The froth ". Defend-

ant's froth, being obtained by the use of more than 1% of oil,

is necessarily more oily than one produced by the use of a

small fraction of 1% ; and, as we have seen, plaintiffs' counsel

admit it produces inferior results. Defendant's froth is, there-

fore, the froth which plaintiffs themselves in the Hyde case

told this Court and the Supreme Court was not the froth of

their patent.

As we shall now show, both sides agreed in the Hyde case

that a metal-bearing froth can be produced by the use of more
than 1% of oil. Defendant's witnesses testified in the Hyde
case that in an experimental apparatus a highly useful miner-

alized froth could be produced by the use of quantities of oil

many times \% on the ore. This fact was nowhere denied by
plaintiffs. All plaintiffs said was that recoveries as high as

those obtained in experimental apparatus coulc^be obtained in f^C\

mill operations. Plaintiffs, indeed, admitted that recoveries

substantially as high as those claimed for their process in

the specifications of the patent in suit could be obtained, and
had been obtained by them, in mill operations, with the

use of more than 1% of oleic acid, the specific oil men-
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tioned in the patent in suit. Concerning these froths,

plaintiffs said in substance :
" We admit they are metal-hearing

froths but they are not our froth. Our froth is a dry froth, is

one which is obtained by the use of the most economical

quantity of oil, and is one which contains the Tnaximum
amount of metal. These froths produced by the use of more

than 1% of oil are oily are wasteful of oil and contain less

metal. They are not, therefore, the froth of the patent."

Thus, Hyde, in the Hyde case, described a series of tests

using oil above \% on the ore. In one test he used 32.4

pounds of oleic acid per ton, which would be a little more than

1.5% (Tr., Vol. IV., p. 1406). In another, he used as much
as 72 pounds of straight cotton-seed oil per ton, which is

5.6% (Tr., Vol. IV., pp. 1406 and 1407). In both cases he ob-

tained a highly mineralized froth and good recoveries. Sam-
ples of the ores used and a duplicate of the machine used

were furnished to the plaintiffs (Vol. IV., p. 1435, x-Q. 105

;

also p. 143 7; also pp. 1570 and 1571). The results of these

tests were never questioned by plaintiffs' witnesses.

So also defendants' expert, Dr. Byrnes, testified to certain

experiments made by him with different large quantities

of oil (Vol. IV., pp. 1528 to 1530). He used more than

3.6% of cotton seed oil in one experiment ; and the same

amount of olive oil in another experiment ; and the same

amount of oleic acid in another experiment ; and one-half the

quantity of oleic acid (to wit, 1.8%) in another experiment.

In all cases he obtained a highly mineralized froth and good

recoveries.

These facts were not denied or questioned by plaintiffs'

experts in the Hyde case. All that plaintiffs' experts said

was, that these high recoveries obtainable on an experimental

machine could not be duplicated in mill operations*

While plaintiffs' witnesses denied that as good recov-

eries could be obtained in mill operations as were obtained in

* Although plaintiffs' witness Chapman admitted (Vol. 11., p. 282, Q.

109):

" The results produced by the agitation-froth process in practice

have been on every occasion that has come under my own personal

observation, an improvement on the result obtained in the slide

machine."

I
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slide machines when using large quantities of oil, they did not

deny that, even in mill operations, a copious mineralized froth

could be obtained thereby which effected concentration. All

they contended was, that the froth was more " oily " and not as

^^ dry'" as the froth produced by the use of a small fraction of

1%, and that it did not produce as high recoveries as could be

produced by the use of a small fraction of 1%. They said it

was an " oil froth " and not an " air froth," and they said it

was not, therefore, their froth.

For example, plaintiffs' expert Chapman (Vol. III., p. 939,

Q. 250), used in a plant 1.8% straight oleic acid, and obtained a

froth recovery of 69.78% zinc, and 70.40% lead. While this

is not as good a recovery as Hyde and Byrnes obtained in

their slide machine experiments above referred to, yet it was a

very good result, as is indicated by the fact that the patent

in suit only claims for the process a recovery of " about 70%
to 80% "

(p. 1, line 105).

So, Higgins reproduced in a plant Dr. Byrnes' experiment,

using S.6% straight cotton-seed oil (Vol. III., pp. 929, 930),

and obtained a " copious " froth which " though oily in

appearance when closely examined, did not differ in appearance

from the usual agitation froth at a distance of a few feet.'' It

is true that Higgins did not get as high recovery as did

Byrnes, but that is beside the point. The point is, he admits

that a mineralized froth was produced and a grade of concen-

trate which was 47.50% was obtained by the use of 3.6%
straight cotton seed oil. Admitting that this froth was more
oily than a froth produced with a small fraction of 1% of oil

(as, of course, it must have been), and admitting his conten-

tion that the recovery when using 3.6% was less than when
using a small fraction of 1%, the fact remains that he admits

that froth concentration can be produced by using straight oils

in quantities above 1% on the ore ; and this fact was before

the Supreme Court when it condemned as too broad claims 9,

10 and 11.

The view advanced by plaintiffs' expert Dr. Liebmann,

which was evidently adopted by the Supreme Court, is that

the froth produced by the use of an excess of oil above the

minute and economical proportions set forth in the patent,

is not THE froth of the patent in suit. Concerning the
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experiments of Dr. Byrnes above referred to, Dr. Liebmann

said (Vol. III., p. 678)

:

" He then used the same process with very much
larger quantities of oil and states again that he obtained
a froth. There may be what is j^opularly called a frothy

but this froth differs in characteristic qualities from
THE froth produced with the quantities of oil described

by the patentees of the patent in suit as suitable and
economical. It contains large quantities of oil which
are quite visible and can even be detected by the

touch. The appearance of the minerals is changed.
They have a dull look and lack the metallic luster of

minerals. The agitation froth produced with the quan-
tities of oil which the patent in suit informs you are suit-

able, does not disclose the presence of any oil. The
faint traces of oil which must be there are absolutely

invisible and only a careful chemical analysis can show
their presence. To the touch the concentrates thus

obtained are the same as the ordinary mineral which
had never been treated with any oil. I cannot under-
stand why Dr. Byrnes produced these experiments. He
only proves that he can produce, with much larger

quantities of oil than are considered economical by the

patent in suit, a froth, but at the same time he proves
that the quantities recommended as economical in the

patent in suit are economical."

Further he said (Vol. III., p. 828) :

" A. I have myself not made such an experiment
and I am not speaking from personal experience. I am
of opinion, as I stated, that if a froth is produced with

quantities of oil such as are used in four or five ex-

periments, it must lack some of the characteristics of

THE agitation froth ; that is, for instance, it would not

show the metallic lustre and would be oily."

Further he said (Vol. III., p. 837) :

" A. I have seen many times concentrates produced
even with much smaller quantities of oil than used by
Dr. Byrnes, and in each case I found the appearance
greatly different from the appearance of the agitation

froth. Even quantities as small as 1.5 per cent, alter

the look of the mineral particles."

In using more than 1% of oil on the ore, defendant

obtains, and must necessarily obtain, a froth which is *' oily
"
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compared with the froth which is produced by the use of a

small fraction of 1% and, as shown above (supra, pp. 21-25),

defendant does not, in fact, obtain as good recoveries as it

previously obtained when using a small fraction of 1%.
Hence, defendant is now doing only what the Supreme Court

has said, in condemning claims 9, 10 and 11, it has a right

to do.

Judged by the standard which plaintiffs applied to dis-

tinguish the froth of the patent from prior-art froths, de-

fendant does not infringe. Defendant's froth is of necessity

more oily than a froth produced by the use of a small fraction

of 1% of oil. It is produced by an iinecono?nical use of oil.

It carries less vahies.

That which does not anticipate, if earlier, cannot infringe,

if later. To hold that defendant infringes when it uses more

than 1% of oil, would be to say that the defendant infringes

when it uses prior-art quantities of oil. It would be equiva-

lent to saying that by the issuance of the patent in suit the

public has been deprived of the right to continue to do what

it had done before these patentees entered the field.

The Decision Below in Detail.

As we have said, the opinion below (Tr., Vol. I., p. clxxvii)

seems to us to be a reaffirmance in all respects ot the Dis-

trict Court's opinion in the Hyde case, ijicludiiig the errors

in it which have been condemned by the SupreTne Court. The
District Court, we think, erred in not giving sufficient weight

to that part of the Supreme Court's opinion beginning with the

statement :
" While we thus find in favor of the validity of the

patent, we cannot agree with the District Court in regarding it

valid as to all the claims in suit ", and ending with declaring

claims 9, 10 and 11, covering the use of any " small quantity ''

of oil, invalid. In fact, the District Court now intimates that

the Supreme Court committed error in condemning these

claims 9, 10 and 11, for, referring to the fact that the Supreme
Court has condemned them, it says (Vol. I., p. clxxxviii.^

line 17)

:

** With the later knowledge of this suit it is doubted
whether such would be the decision now''
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As we have seen, the plaintiffs in the Hyde case, by their

witnesses and by their counsel, told the Supreme Court that

the invention consisted in the use of a critical amount of oil,

and the Supreme Court found such to be the fact. The Dis-

trict Court, however, boldly says such is not the fact. It says

(Vol. I., p. clxxix.) :

" The tendency was to attach prime importance to

reduction in amount of oil used, when in fact this is but

B. necessary incident (for wkich there are substitutes if not

equivalents) to the creation of the infinitude of bubbles

that do the work.*******
" These * critical proportions ' are like those k7ioion

to and solved by every child with its pipe and bowl of
suds. Too little soap, the bubbles are few, small,

fragile, and break quickly. Too much soap, they flow

from the pipe in a torrent, are heavy, and refuse to

float. The right amount of soap, the ' critical propor-

tions,' his bubbles are large, detach readily and float

high, far and for long. So it is with the bubbles in

this process (p. clxxxii.).*******
'* It seems clear neither patent nor decision under-

takes to say the process depends upon less than 1 per cent,

of oil or is inoperative with 1 per cent, or more of oil.

" It is true that in the beginning and during the

Hyde suit the patentees inclined to so believe, or at least

believed better results would be obtained with a fraction

of 1 per cent, of oil. Perhaps limited investigation and
experience with fev) ores and oils justified the belief**

(p. ccxxxvii.).

Indeed, the District Court in this case, instead of being

guided by the finding of the Supreme Court, that the essence

of the patented process resides in the use of a fraction of 1%
of oil, has advanced and adopted a theory of operation, and

of the difference between this process and prior-art processes,

which is different from and inconsistent with the theory

adopted by the Supreme Court ; and which new theory, so

far as we know, was never suggested by plaintiffs' witnesses

or by their counsel. It finds that the essence of the patented

process resides in the creation of an " infinitude of bubbles
**

in the pulp. If plaintiffs' witnesses or counsel had advanced

such a contention, it would have been easy to dispose of it

conclusively.
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Indeed, plaintiffs' witnesses and counsel have themselves

stated in the most explicit manner that in the practice of the

old Cattermole process thej used the same agitating appa-

ratus, and operated it at the same speed, as in practicing the

process at bar. Using the same agitating apparatus

and operating it at the same speed must necessarily have

beaten into the pulp the same " infinitude of bubbles." For

example, plaintiffs' counsel in their brief before the District

Court in this case (p. 23), said :

" It is the actual fact that the degree of agitation

employed by the patentees in and by the use of the
Gabbett mixer at the birth of the invention in suit was
identically the same in every respect with the agitation

that they had been employing for the Cattermole pro-
cess. The same machine was used, the same speed of
rotation was used, the pulp was manipulated in identi-

cally the same way. There was no doubt of this fact on
the face of the Hyde record, as it went up in somewhat
abbreviated form to the Supreme Court, but even if

that were not so the actual fact has been proved in this

case (Higgins, Tr., Vol. VIII., pp. 4533-4, Qs. 354-358).
Not only was the same identical Gabbett mixer in use in the
spring of 1905 both for the Cattermole process and for

the process of the patent in suit, and rotating at identic-

ally the same speed, but this was repeated in Court at

the present trial in several demonstrations, * * * "

Clearly, therefore, plaintiffs' counsel cannot and do not say

that the process at bar differs from the Cattermole process in

the number of bubbles introduced into the pulp.

So, also, with respect to the process which Froment com-

municated to these patentees December 29, 1903, which was

seventeen months before the application for the patent in suit

was filed, and long before the earliest date alleged as the date

of conception of the invention at bar.* A comparison of

Froment's Instructions with the early practice of the invention

at bar in Australia (where it was first practiced commercially)

• Referring to the Sulman & Picard Report dated March 3, 1905 (Tr.,

Vol. III., p. 1106), plaintiff's counsel said in their brief below (p. 68) :

*' This is the earliest document describing the invention and fixes the date of

invention as between March 3 and March 10, 1905."
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shows that precisely the same speed of rotation of the mixerB

and the same period of agitation was employed, so that the {l

same " infinitude of bubbles " must have been present in one

case as in the other. In fact, the only difference between the

two process is that in one case (Froment) 1% or more of oil

was used, and in the other case (patent in suit) something less

than 0.1% of oil was used,

Froment's Instructions are found in Volume III, pages 99$

to 1003, and the description of the early practice of the inven-

tion at bar in Australia is described in the testimony of Wincey,

Volume II, pages 506 to 511.

The following references are all to the record in the Hyde
case as reprinted in this case :

Froment instructed the patentees to run the mixers &i

" about 300 revolutions per minute " (Tr., Vol. III., p. 996).

In Australia they run the mixers " from 265 to 270 revolutions

per minute " (Tr., Vol. II., p. 511, x-Q. 48).

Froment instructed the patentees to agitate the pulp in the

mixers " about ten minutes " (Tr., Vol. III., p. 1000). In

Australia the pulp was subjected to agitation in the mixersM
" from 5 to 10 minutes " (Tr., Vol. II., p. 511, x-Q. 49).

Froment, however, instructed the patentees to use from

1% to 2% of oil on the ore up to 15% metalliferous content

(Tr., Vol. III., p. 1000) ; while in Australia they used " from I

0.9 to 1.3 pounds per ton," which is about 0.05% (Tr., Vol. II,.

p. 505, Q. 21).

This testimony conclusively proves that precisely the

same " infinitude of bubbles " must have been introduced

into the pulp by Froment as by the patentees in the practice

of the process at bar.

If, therefore, plaintiffs' counsel had advanced in this case

(as they did not) the " infinitude of bubbles " theory, it

would have been easy for us to demolish it on their own I

proofs.

The Court below found infringement in the use of more

than 1% of oil on the theory that

:

(1) Since a small fraction of 1% will do the work as well
|

as, or better than 1% or more of oil, all the oil used by the

defendant above a small fraction of 1% is useless and wasted,

or worse.

(2) Because a larger quantity always includes a smaller (

rsM

im
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quantity, in using 1% and more of oil defendant uses a frac-

tion of 1%.

(3) By using a fraction of 1% defendant infringes the

claims sustained, and it does not escape infringement by using

unnecessarily and wastefully and detrimentally a larger quan-

tity.

Our answer is that if this were a case in which the pat-

entees were the first to use oil in any quantity for flotation pur-

poses, the fact that the defendant unnecessarily and uselessly

and detrimentally employs larger quantities than those de-

scribed in the specifications, might not avoid infringement

;

and in such a case the logic of the decision below might be

sound ; but, under the particular facts of this case, the logic

of the decision below completely annuls the limitations which

the Supreme Court has placed on the clcims sustained, and

directly contradicts the theory on which the Supreme Court

sustained the claims which are limited to the use of a fraction

of 1% of oil and condemned the claims limited only to the use

of a " small quantity " of oil.

That only " minute " and " critical " quantities of oil

would produce the froth of the patent in suit, is a fact reiter-

ated by plaintiffs' counsel throughout their entire brief before

the Supreme Court in the Hyde case. Beginning on the very

first page of that brief they said :

" The distinctive feature of the invention patented
is the employment of air bubbles in co-action with a
minute arid critical amount of oil in a mixture of ground
ore and water so as to produce upon the surface of the
water a froth containing substantially all of the metallic

particles which can be easily flowed off or removed.
" This process was never used before. This result

was never obtained befora. The process is dependent
upon the use of oil in a minute and critical amount and
thorough aeration. If 7nore oil is used, you do not
operate the process, and you do not get the result. So
also if less oil is used the process is not operated and
the result is not obtained. By using other and greater

quantities of oil you operate a different process and you
obtain wholly different results. That the critical amount
of oil characterizing the procevss is a minute amount of

oil (varying slightly with different ores and different

oils) is merely a fortuitous circumstance. Nevertheless
the process is dependent upon sitch definite minute amount
of oil."
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On page 6 they said :

f\

" The secret of the invention of the process in sail;

was the discovery that by the agitation and aeration of

an ore pulp (water and finely ground ore particles, the

water, when in motion, carrying the ore particles in

suspension therein) in the presence of a mere trace of

oil, such that the metal particles were coated with

a thin attenuated coating of oil, so thin as to be

imperceptible to sight or touch and so attenuated as

to exhibit none of the knoivn properties of oil, air bubbles

would be produced and controlled and made persistent,

that would firmly attach themselves to the metallic

particles and by their buoyancy float the heavy metallic

particles upward to and through the surface of the pulp,

and form above and resting upon the surface of the

pulp a floating layer—usually several inches in thick-

ness— of a mineral froth constituted of such air bubbles

carrying the metallic particles. This was accomplished
in practice by the employment of oil in the rninute pro-

portion of one-tenth of one per cent, on the ore."

On page 11 they said : ^

" From the above evidence of defendant and other

abundant evidence in the record it appears that for a

given ore and a given oil, a definite minute amount of

oil is essential to the carrying on of the process ; that

any substantial increase or diminution of this critical

quantity of oil impairs or destroys the process ; and
that the production of the peculiar mineral froth char-

acteristic of the process is recognizable by metallurgists

skilled in this new art as an infallible indication of the

use of the process.******
" The history of the art demonstrates that with the

conjoint use of air and oil, flotation-concentration is

wholly impracticable unless the nmiute quantity of oil

characterizing the process in suit is used."

Here is a case in which the plaintiflfs, in order to sustain

their patent, told the Supreme Court that the result sought

could bo obtained only by limiting the oil to " critical " and

microscopic quantities, and that prior art processes which used

larger quantities of oil and which, therefore, necessarily pro-

duced a more *' oily " froth less economically did not anticipate.
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This Court found in the Hyde case (and this finding was in no

way disturbed, but was, on the other hand, affimed by the

[Supreme Court), that Froment gave instructions to the pat-

entee to use as little as 1% on some ores, and that Cattermole

described the use of less than 1% on some ores. And yet

when defendant uses larger quantities than Froment recom-

mended and Cattermole directed, the Court below has found

that it infringes nevertheless, because the excess oil is

" wasted ". Plaintiffs obtained a favorable decision from the

Supreme Court by convincing it that the presence of more than

0.6% of oil on the ore would defeat the process. The Court

below has found that it will not defeat the process but will

only " waste " oil.

Defendant does not use more than 1% of oil because

it cannot use less and obtain more satisfactory results. It

uses it because the Supreme Court has said it is not at

liberty to use less than 0.5% but that it is at liberty to

use more than that. Out of abundance of caution, and

dreading the fire like every burned child, defendant has used

not only more than 0.5%, but it has used more than 1% of oil

on the ore. To respect the property rights of the plaintiff as

defined by the Supreme Court is, as we have shown {swpra^

p. 25), costing the defendant in reduced recoveries and in-

creased costs over a million dollars a year. Of course, in one

sense it is true that any excess oil above the smallest quantity

which will do the work is " wasted." What the Supreme
Court has held is, that the soul of this invention is the avoid-

ance of that " waste ", with the superior metallurgical results

and the less " oily " froth incident thereto. Defendant has not

avoided that " waste " with its accompanying disadvantages

of lower recoveries and a more " oily " froth, and therefore it

has not infringed.

Again the Supreme Court held that the claims of the pat-

ent which were broad enough to cover the use of any " small

quantity " of oil were too broad and were, therefore, invalid
;

yet the Court below has, in fact, expanded the claims which

were sustained by the Supreme Court so that they cover the

use of oil in any quantity however large it may he, so long as it

will produce a metal-bearing froth. In so doing, it has totally

neutralized the decision of the Supreme Court condemning
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claims 9, 10 and 11, for, by construction, it has expanded the

other claims to fully cover the territory of the condemned
claims and more. It has expanded the sustained claims to

cover not only the use of any " small quantity " of oil, but to

cover the use of even a largt quantity, on the theory that the

oil which is used above a small fraction of 1% is wasted and it

is not to be reckoned as the oil of the claims. We submit that

any process of reasoning which arrives at this conclusion is

essentially fallacious.

Plaintiffs' counsel said in their brief before the District

Court in the Hyde case, that claims 9, 10 and 11 were

intended to cover a " loasteful use of oil "—precisely what they

say, and what the Court below has said, the defendant is

doing when it uses anything more than a small fraction of \%
of oil. In condemning these claims, therefore, the Supreme

Court has said the plaintiff is entitled to cover the use of

" minute " and " economical " quantities of oil, but it is not

entitled, in view of the prior art, to prevent others employing

a larger and " wasteful " amount of oil. Thus, at page 11 of

their brief, plaintiffs' counsel said :

" Claims 9, 10 and 11 are the broadest claims. While
clearly limited to the new agitation-froth phenomenon,
they are not limited as to oil quantities except that the

oil must be ' a small quantity.' These claims have a

broader scope than has as yet proved to be necessary for

the protection of the agitation-froth invention, since no
mine owner will use an ounce more of oil than is neces-

sary, and the ores so far tested have not required more
than the higher limit of the limited claims, but these

claims would cover a wasteful use of oil such as de-

fendant has suggested the possibility of."

It was the claims covering the " wasteful use of oil " that

the Supreme Court declared invalid. Notwithstanding this,

the learned District Judge has found in this case that the valid

claims cover the " wasteful " use of oil.

Furthermore, the distinction which the Court below makes

between a beneficial use and a wasteful use of oil, holding that

if the excess above a small fraction of 1% were beneficial

it would be no infringement and finding infringement because

it is detrimental, ignores entirely the theory on which the
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patent was differentiated from the prior art and sustained. He
gays (Tr., Vol. L, p. cxci) :

" If the excess oil were effective and useful, and not
inert, useless and harmful, it would be without the
claims of the patent, would be of that the patentees
abandoned to the public, and would involve no infringe-

ment"

We show (supra, pp. 25-29) that plaintiffs admitted in the

Hyde case that a metal-bearing froth could be produced by

prior-art quantities of oil. Admitting this, they said that such

froths were not the froths of the patented process, because

they were rnore oily, were not produced economically, and car-

ried less metal. When the defendant now produces a froth

using the prior-art quantity of oil, which froth is more oily

than the froth produced by the quantities of oil specified in

I
the patent, and is ^e^* economical, and carries less metal, the

Court below finds that it infringes for that reason. So a pro-

cess which was held not to anticipate because it was more
wasteful and less efficient, is held to be an infringement, for

the reason that it is more wasteful and less efficient I

The Claims Cannot be Stretched to Cover the Use of Oil

IN More Than the " Critical Proportions " by the
Application of the Doctrine of Equivalents or by

Any Other Expedient.

Cases were quoted in plaintiffs' brief below in support of

the proposition that infringement may be found where the

letter of the claim is avoided. That proposition is undoubt-

edly sound, but, like other sound legal propositions, it is

surrounded by limitations. If this were not true, claims

would be meaningless and superfluous. If this were not true,

the provisions of the Statutes (Sec. 4888), which require the

patentee to " particidary point out and distinctly claim the

part, improvement or combination which he claims as his in-

vention or discovery " would be a dead letter.

Plaintiffs cannot by resorting to the doctrine of equiva-

lents, or by any other expedient, wipe out of their patent any
limitation which the Supreme Court has imposed upon it.
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This case is on all-fours with the case of Union Metallic

Cartridge Co. vs. U. S. Cartridge Co., 112 U. S., 624. In that

case the patent related to a machine for making cartridge

cases. The machine as described iu the patent contained a

movable die and a stationary bunter. Defendant used a

stationary die and a movable bunter, which plaintiff contended

was an equivalent, and which ordinarily would be regarded as

an equivalent. But as a condition to extending the patent,

the Commissioner of Patents had required the patentee by

disclaimer to erase the description of a stationary die and

movable bunter, which did not appear in the patent as origin-

ally issued, but which had been added by a reissue. The

Supreme Court, speaking by Mr. Justice Blatchford, said that

it did not make any difference whether a stationary die and

movable bunter, such as the defendant used, was, or was not,

as a matter of fact, the equivalent of a movable die and

stationary bunter, such as the patentee described. The facts

of the case, the Supreme Court said, were such as to prevent

the patentee (p. 645)

" being heard to allege that persons who use ma-
chines with a stationary die D and a movable bunter

E infringe the claims of the reissue. * * * The
question of fact is not open now as to whether Allen

invented at any time the stationary die D and mov-
able bunter E, or as to whether it was, or is, or could

be, a mechanical equivalent for the movable die D and

stationary bunter E, because those questions are con-

cluded by the disclaimer."

The same reasoning applies in this case. Having secured

a favorable decision in the Supreme Court on the allegation

that a larger amount of oil is not the equivalent of the

" critical proportions," plaintiffs will not be " heard to allege
"

that a larger amount of oil is the equivalent of the " critical

proportions." This " question of fact is not open now."

The allegations of plaintiffs' witnesses and counsel in the

Hyde case and in this case on the central fact as to the quan-

tity of oil which characterized their process are flagrantly

inconsistent. In the Hyde case they alleged that the use

of a small fraction of 1% produced results which were

essentially dij}erent from those produced by the use of
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my larger quantity of oil ; and it was because the Su-

Dreme Court believed these allegations that it sustained

;heir patent ; but in doing so the Supreme Court was

bareful to limit the patent to the use of such " critical

'proportions " of oil. In this case they allege that the

ase of larger quantities of oil produce results which

ue substantially the same as those produced by the use of a

small fraction of \% ; and on this allegation they ask this

Court to find the defendant an infringer when it uses \% and

more of oil. If they were right in the Hyde case, they must
be wrong in this case. If they are right in this case, they must

pave been wrong in the Hyde case ; and, furthermore, in that

event the decision of the Supreme Court was certainly wrong,

because it was based on a misapprehension of the central fact

lof the case. It would produce an intolerable situation if the

jplaintiflfs, after having sustained their patent in the Supreme
Court on the theory that more than the critical proportions of

oil will produce substantially di^erent results, should now be

permitted to hold defendant as an infringer on the theory that

they will produce substantially the same results.

The Supreme Court, however, has wisely relieved this Court

of the burden of considering any question of estoppel. Believ-

ing the allegation of our adversaries that only the " critical pro-

portions " described in the specifications and in the testimony

of the witnesses would produce the froth of the patent, and sus-

taining the patent by reason of that belief, the Supreme Court

was careful to specifically and rigidly limit the patent to the

use of these proportions of oil. Hence, this Court has only to

apply the patent as thus limited by the Supreme Court to the

facts in this case, and thus applying the patent it must find

non-infringement in the use of any quantity of oil above the

so-called " critical proportions " of the Hyde case. What
plaintififs' counsel ask this Court to do is to wipe out the

specific limitation which the Supreme Court has imposed on

their patent as a condition to sustaining those claims which

were sustained.

In condemning claims 9, 10 and 11 the Supreme Court had

before it the very argument which is presented to this Court

as a reason why it should stretch the other claims to cover

defendant's practice when it uses quantities of oil above the
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" critical proportions." In plaintiffs' main brief before the

Supreme Court (p. 55) counsel said : ^hI

" Claim 9 is the broadest claim. The amount of

oil is stated to be * a small quantity.' The process

is stated to include * coating the mineral with oil in

water containing a small quantity of oil, agitating the

mixture to form a froth, and separating the froth.' The
essentials of agitation of the ore in powdered form

diffused in water in the presence of a small quantity of

oil, so as to form a froth and thereby to utilize air

bubble separation, are set forth, as well as the comple-

tion of the operation of concentration or separation by

separating the froth. The novelty of the invention as

thus defined is unquestionable. Conditions may well

arise in the futxire wherein the critical oil proportion is

increased by reason of a useless absorption of the oil

within the pores of a gangue maieinal, or wherein an oil

or a mixture of oils is employed having unusual char-

acteristics, as a result of which the critical oil proportion

may be one per cent, or slightly more. Under such condi-

tions this and the two following claims may be necessary

to protect the inventioii."

Plaintiffs' expert witness. Dr. Chandler (Tr., Vol. II., p.

208), concerning claims 9, 10 and 11, said in the Hyde case

:

" In claijns 9, 10 and 11 no maximum figure is given

for the amount of oil to be employed. The expression

is simply ' a small quantity of oil,' which, as I under- :

stand the language of patent literature, would mean a i

quantity small enough to accomplish the result de- t

scribed and claimed in the patent, the specification of <

which clearly indicates that, although the quantity may '

be variable, it is somewhere about one per cent, or {

under.
" The patentees have selected as the oil to be used

in their example oleic acid, and claims 5, 6 and 7 men- »

tion this particular oily substance and also mention a

proportion which may vary from 0.02 to 0.5 per cent.,

having evidently found that this is a sufficient margin of

variation in quantity."

It was with this argument and this testimony before it

that the Supreme Court in effect said :
" No

;
you are not

entitled to those claims 9, 10, and 11, because they are too
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"broad. The full extent of the monopoly yon are entitled to

is the use of oil in the ' critical proportions.' Beyond these

proportions lies the public domain."

In other words, the condemnation by the Supreme
Court of claims 9, 10 and 11, in view of the arguments

presented on behalf of the plaintiffs, is a direct and
final answer to the plaintiffs' contentions in this case.

Plaintiff's Theories That the Oil of the Claims is Only
That Part Which is Attached to the Metalliferous

Content of the Concentrates, and That Petroleum

Oil is Not Included Within the Term " Oil," as Used
IN THE Specifications and Claims, Are Not Supported

BY THE Facts and Were Not Adopted by the Court
Below.

In the Court below plaintiff's counsel argued that the

claims sustained by the Supreme Court were infringed by
the use of 1% or more of oil, on two theories

:

(a) It was contended that in reckoning the amount of oil

which is specified in the claims, account only should be taken

of the oil which is attached to the metalliferous content of the

concentrates.

(b) It was contended that the petroleum constituent of

defendant's oil mixture (being 76% of the whole) does not

have a "preferential affinity for metalliferous matter over

gangue," and is not, therefore, included within the term " oily

liquid " as used in the claims.

Neither of these contentions were sustained by the Court
below. The contention that only the oil which is attached to

the metalliferous content of the concentrates should be taken

into account, is so fanciful that it was not even referred to by
the District Court in its opinion. The contention that petroleum

is inactive and does not have a "preferential affinity for metal-

liferous matter over gangue " as required by the claims of the

patent, was directly held to be unsound. The Court below

said (Tr., Vol. I., p. clxxxi.)

:

" Another (quality of oil) of lesser importance, and
which all oils possess is the ^preferential affijiity for
metalliferous matter over gangue*

"
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The contention that in reckoning the amount of oil which

is referred to in the claims, account only should be taken of

the oil which is attached to the metalliferous content of the

concentrates, is not based on reason, or on anything in the

specifications or claims. It is contradicted by everything

therein. Claim 1, for example (which is typical), describes

the process as consisting in " mixing the powdered ore with

water, adding a small proportion of oily liquid having a prefer-

ential affinity for metalliferous matter (amounting to a fraction

of one per cent, on the ore), agitating the mixture until the

oil-coated mineral matter forms into a froth," etc. Clearly

what is described and claimed here is the use of a fraction of

1% of oil on the ore in the mixture which is to be agitated to

produce the froth. Neither the specifications nor the claims

make any reference to the amount of oil which attaches itself

to the metalliferous content of the concentrates. The only

reference in the specifications to the oil attached to the con-

centrate is the suggestion (p. 2, line 3) that the froth may be

" treated with a dilute solution of caustic alkali, which re-

moves the oleic acid in the form of soap."

Mr. Kenyon, in his oral argument in the Court below

(printed transcript of Plaintifi's' Oral Arguments, p. 51), put

this contention in another way, but in a way which

amounts to precisely the same thing. After saying that

we must consider as oil in the process only the

oil which is attached to the metalliferous content

of the concentrates, he said that from the total

amount of oil used must be subtracted all the oil

which goes off with the tailings ; all the oil which is ab-

sorbed in the gangue of the concentrates ; all the oil which is

dissolved in water, etc. This is only saying in a roundabout

way that the only oil which is to be counted as the " fraction

of one per cent." referred to in the claims is the oil which is

attached to the metalliferous content of the concentrates, be-

cause when all these things are subtracted there remains only

the oil which is attached to the metalliferous content of the

concentrates. We have already shown that the specification

and claims directly contradict this contention, because the

fraction of 1% of oil which is mentioned in them is the oil
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which forms part of the mixture which is to be agitated to pro-

duce the froth. It is not the oil which is attached to the

metalliferous content of the concentrates when the process is

completed.

If the fraction of 1% of oil in the ore referred to in the

claims is limited to the oil which is attached to the concen-

trates, then defendant's practice is still further away from the

proportions specified in the claims, for Defendant's Exhibit

158 (Tr., Vol. IX., p. 5184) shows that the percentage of oil in

the concentrates, when defendant uses more than 20 pounds of

oil to the ton of ore, is as much as 1.86% to 2.09%.

(h)

The contention that the petroleum constituent of defend-

ant's oil mixture is inactive and is not included within the

term " oil ", as used in the patent in suit, is contradicted by

the proofs, as the Court below found (supra, p. 41).

Defendant has used various mixtures of oils. The mix-

ture used by it during the joint run on April 29, 1917,

which may be taken as typical, was, iu round numbers,

(Deft.'s Ex. 227 ; Tr., Vol. IX., p. 5292), composed of 24% pine

oil, 65% fuel oil, which is a petroleum residuum, and 11%
kerosene. Since fuel oil and kerosene difi'er only in specific

gravity, both beiug petroleum, we may simplify the formula

by saying that the oil was composed of 24% pine oil and 76%
petroleum, or substantially one part vegetable oil to three parts

petroleum. The amount of mixture used was 26 pounds per

short ton of ore, ^. e., 1.3% of oil on the ore.

On behalf of plaintifi's it is contended that petroleum

is inert in the process, and should be neglected in determining

the percentage of oil on the ore, within the meaning of the

claims of the patent in suit. The suggestion is that petro-

leum was used only as a diluent to increase the bulk of oil

without taking any active part in the process of the patent.

This contention raises the question as to what is the " oily

liquid " referred to in the claims. Does it include, or does it

exclude, minei^al oils, as the petroleums are ?

In the specifications the " oily liquid " of the claims is

defined (p. 1, line 12) as ** oils, fatty acids, or other substances

which have a 'preferential affinity for Tnetalliferous matter over

gangue."
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The specification then refers to the Cattermole patent No.

777,273 as describing the use of the same " oily substances "

in larger proportions. Turning to that patent we find it states

(p. 2, line 89)

:

" The ' oil ' used may be animal, vegetable, or min-
eral oil or mixUires of these or such coal or wood tar

products or other substances which exercise, like oils, a

preferential physical affinity for metallic mineral matter

as distinguished from gangue."

Further on the specifications of the patent in suit say (p. 1,

line 62)

:

" The proportion of mineral which floats in the

form of froth varies considerably with different ores

and with diferent oily sid)stances, and before utilizing

the facts above mentioned in the concentration of any
particular ore a simple preliminary test is necessary to

determine which oily sxihstance yields the proportion of

froth or scum desired."

When we come to the claims we find that they define the

oil as " an oily liquid having a preferential affinity for metal-

liferous matter."

flence we see that any oily liquid having a preferential

affinity for metalliferous matter over gangue is included within

the term " oily liquid " in the claim. Since there is no ques-

tion but that petroleums have such preferential affinity, and

the Court below has in terms so found {supra, p. 41), there

can be no question but that they are included within the

term " oily liquid " contained in the claims.

The fact is, the practice of using a mixture of vegetable oil

and petroleum is not peculiar to defendant, nor is it peculiar

to a process in which oil is used in quantity above 1% on the

ore. On the other hand, it is a practice which is common
with those who use quantities below one-half of 1% on the

ore, and who are operating as licensees under the patent in

suit.

Thus plaintiffs' licensee, the Braden Copper Company,

uses a mixture of 1 pound American wood tar oil to 3 pounds

of Texas oil (petroleum) per ton of ore (Tr., Vol. II., p. 284).

At that place, therefore, where only one-fifth of 1% of oil
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on the ore is used, the mixture of oils used is precisely like

that used by defendant, to-wit, one part vegetable oil to three

parts petroleum.

Again, plaintiffs' licensees at the Consolidated Arizona

mine use between 2 and 3 pounds of oil to the ton of ore,

about one-half of it being Carolina turpentine, and the other

half fuel oil and stove oil, both of which are petroleum (Tr.,

Vol. VII., p. 4100). At this place, therefore, where only about

one-tenth of 1% of oil on the ore is used, the mixture of oils

used is one part vegetable oil and one part petroleum.

Again, plaintiffs' licensee, the Anaconda Copper Company,

uses for the concentration of sands and slimes kerosene acid

sludge alone or a mixture of kerosene acid sludge and creosote

in quantities between about 0.13% and 0.33% (Tr., Vol. VIII.,

p. 4291, Qs. 8 and 9, and Plffs'. Exhibits 313-315, Vol. IX.,

pp. 5555-6).

Furthermore, the alleged infringers in this country, be-

fore they adopted the use of oil in quantity above \% on

the ore, used a mixture containing petroleum as one of its

components. This was true of the Utah Copper Company
at its Magna plant, and also at its Arthur plant ; it was true

of the Chino Copper Company ; and it was true of the Kay
Consolidated Company.

Thus, at the Magna plant of the Utah Copper Company,
when using less than 0.5% of oil, they always used a mixture

of which petroleum (Jones oil) was a constituent (Tr., Vol. V.,

p. 2689, x-Q. 268 ; also x-Q. 281, also x-Q. 286). Since more
than 1% of oil has been used, they have continued to use

Jones oil as a constituent of the mixture (Tr., Vol. V., p. 2693,

x-Q. 289).

Thus, the Chino Copper Company, when using less than

0.5% of oil, always used a mixture of which petroleum (Jones

oil) was a constituent. Since more than 1% of oil has been

used, they have continued to use Jones oil as a constituent of

the mixture (Tr., Vol. V., p. 2422, Qs. 42 to 44).

Thus, the Ray Consolidated Company, when using less

than 0.5% of oil, always used a mixture of which petroleum

(fuel oil) was a constituent. Since more than 1% of oil has

been used, they have continued to use fuel oil as a constituent

of the mixture (Tr., Vol. VI., p. 3244).

So, as we have said, the practice of defendant in using a
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mixture of vegetable oil and petroleum is not peculiar to it, or

to the use of quantities of oil above 1% on the ore.

That petroleum is not, as contended on behalf of plaintifiFs,

inert in the process, is clearly demonstrated by the mill

operations at the Arthur Plant of the Utah Copper Company,

records of which appear in Defendant's Exhibit 31 (Tr., Vol.

IX., p. 4994), which are explained, Transcript, Vol. V., p. 25^1^*

Q. 59 et aeq. In one run (Experiment No. 7) the oil used was

20.33 pounds per ton, it being a mixture composed of 89% of

what plaintiffs' witnesses call inactive oils, that is petroleum

(30% Jones fuel oil and 59% smelter fuel oil) and 11% of what

they call active oils (10% American creosote and 1% Yaryan

pine oil). In this run the extraction was 98.4%, and

the tailings carried 0.076% copper. The actual amount

of so-called inactive oil used per ton was, therefore (being

89% of 20.33 pounds) 18.1 pounds ; and the actual amount of

so-called active oil used per ton was, therefore (being 11% of

20.33 pounds) 2.23 pounds. In another run (Experiment No.

20) suhstantially the same amount of so-called inactive oil teas

used alone (17.84 pounds of a mixture of the same petroleums

—i. e., smelter fuel and Jones fuel, in the same proportions).

Jn this case the extraction was 95.06% and the tailings carried

0.306% copper. In another run (Experiment No. 17) sich-

stantially the same amount of so-called active oil was used

alone (1.97 pounds of a mixture of the same so-called active

oils, that is, American creosote and Yaryan pine, in the same

proportions). In this case the extraction was 85.72%, and the

tailings carried 0.81% copper. These determinations are not

contradicted or questioned, and they prove that the petroleum

oil used in this process was by no means inactive or inert. They

prove it was, indeed, quite as active and quite as efficient in

producing the desired results as was the so-called active oil.

Indeed, it will be observed that the petroleum when used

alone gave higher extraction than did the so-called active oils

when used alone. The highest extraction, however, was

attained when they were used together in a mixture, as de-

fendant uses them.

In direct contradiction of the theory of plaintiffs' witnesses

that petroleum is an inactive oil and plays no part in the pro-

duction of foam, Wicks describes what happened one day in

the mill of the Chino Copper Co. in the regular course of mill
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operations -when the supply of petroleum was unintention-

ally shut off. He says the foam immediately disappeared, and

no recoveries were obtained until the supply of petroleum was

turned on again. At that time they were using 32.27 pounds

of oil per ton of ore (Tr., Vol. V., Qs. 87-91. p. 2433).

See also testimony of Punchon as to the effect of suspend-

ing feed of petroleum at the Arthur plant (Tr., Vol. VII., p.

3850, Qs. 8-17).

Furthermore, plaintiff's inventors and expert witnesses

admit that petroleum, instead of being inactive in flotation

processes, is active and useful.

Thus, in Complainants' Exhibit Sulman & Picard Report

of May 3, 1905 (Tr., Vol. III., pp. 1113 to 1125), being the re-

port of the patentees to the chairman of Minerals Separation

of the alleged discovery of the invention at bar, they said (Tr.,

Vol. III., p. 1118) :

" We may here conveniently note that other oils

besides Oleic acid may be employed in this modified
recovery process, but so far as Broken Hill is con-

cerned. Oleic acid gives by far the best results. Petro-
leum, residuum added as emulsion, parafflne oil alone,'''

RgPj and R1P3 emulsions, have also been used, and all

give small proportions of float, but do not act nearly
so vigorously or efficiently on Broken Hill ores as plain
Oleic acid."

Furthermore, plaintiff's witness Higgins, says that petro-

leums (fuel-oil and kerosene), when used with a vegetable oil

axe " useful in the process in the patent in suit chiefly for the

purpose oi preventing the coarse mineral from falling out of the

froth " (Tr., Vol. VIII., p. 4738, Qs. 39 and 40) ; that it pre-

vents " showering ", that is, it helps to keep the mineral from

falling out of the froth (Tr., Vol. VIII., p. 4606, Qs. 421 and

422).

Furthermore, plaintiff's witness Chapman, says concerning

petroleum (Tr., Vol. VIII., p. 4436, Q. 38) :

" I have on many occasions used inactive oils, par-
ticularly those like fuel-oil, kerosene and stove-oil to

* " Parafflne oil " is the name by which kerosene is known in England.
See Tr., Vol. VIII., p. 4740, Q. 50. Fuel oil, Jones oil, etc., being the

heavier fractions left in the still after the gasolene and kerosene have been
distilled off, are " petroleum residuums."
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produce a condition of froth in the Spitz box that will

maintain a condition of overflow. The addition of

these re-agents in small quantities is extremely useful
for the purpose, and considerably eases up the opera-
ting work."

So it is proved that it is the common practice of those

licensed under the patent in suit, and others using less than

one-half of 1% of oil on the ore, to use petroleum mixed with

other oils in the practice of the process, and it is admitted

that the petroleum used is active as an oil—not inactive like

" milk or sawdust," as Mr. Kenyon said in argument (printed

report Plaintifi"s Oral Argument, p. 65)—in effecting the con-

centration which is the purpose of the process.

Nor is it true, as plaintiffs' counsel stated below, that

the production of a froth with more than 1% of oil is de-

pendent on the use of a mixture of oils. That a mineral-

bearing froth can be produced by the use of more than 1% of

straight oil, was proved by defendants' witnesses, and was ad-

mitted by plaintiffs' witnesses in the Hyde case.

Thus, we have already shown (supra, p. 26), that defend-

ant's witnesses in the Hyde case demonstrated that using

straight oleic acid, or straight cotton-seed oil, or straight olive

oil, in quantities much larger than 1%, highly mineralized

froths and good recoveries could be obtained in the laboratory.

We have shown that these facts were not denied by plaintiffs*

witnesses ; that all plaintiffs' witnesses said was that such high

recoveries could not be obtained by the use of these oils in

mill operations. At the same time, they admitted that re-

coveries as high as those described in the specifications of the

patent in suit could be obtained and, indeed, had been obtained

by them, in mill operations, using more than 1% of straight

oleic acid (supra, p. 27).

It is, therefore, fully established in this case that miner-

alized froths can be produced by the use of more than 1% of

straight oil (not a mixture of oils), and that such froths are

not distinguishable from the froth produced by a small fraction

of 1% of oil except that they are more oily, are produced less

economically and do not carry as heavy a load of minerals—all

of which features plaintiffs' witnesses, as we have seen (supray

pp. 25-29), say are characteristic of defendant's froth when

using more that 1% of oil mixture.
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The Theory that there Is Something Peculiar About De-
fendant's Ore Which Permits the Use of More than

1% OF Oil Is Not Established by the Proofs and Was
Not Adopted by the Court Below.

Plaintiffs' witnesses intimate that there is something pecu-

liar about defendant's ore— that it contains an undefined

amount of an undefined material, which Greininger called

" gangue slime " and which Chapman called " clay gangue"

—which makes it possible for defendant to use above

1% of oil—the inference sought to be deduced from

this being that but for the presence of the so-called

" gangue slime " it would be impossible to practice the

process with more oil than given in the examples of the patent.

i. e., under one-half of 1%. This testimony is mere specula-

tion and inference, and oeing adduced in rebuttal it could not

be replied to directly. It has been, however, sufficiently re-

plied to indirectly by the proofs in the record showing that

oil in excess of 1% is being regularly used at other mills than

that of the defendant, where there is no suggestion that

the ore contains any " gangue slime " (whatever that may
mean). The use of oil in excess of 1% on the ore has been,

since the decision of the Supreme Court in the Hyde cases,

regularly used at the Magna Mill of the Utah Copper Com-
pany, as testified to by Conrads (Tr., Vol. V,, p. 2655, Q. 129,

et seq.) ; at the Arthur plant of the same company, as testified

to by T. A. Janney (Exhibit 30, Tr., Vol. IX., p. 4992 ; also

Tr., Vol. v., p. 2549, Q. 34, et seq.) ; by the Chino Copper Com-
pany, as testified to by Wicks (Exhibit 26, Tr., Vol. IX., p.

4987 ; also Tr., Vol. V., p. 2415, et seq.), and by the Ray Con-

solidated Company as testified to by Engleman (Exhibit 44,

Tr., Vol. IX.,p. 5033 ; also Tr., Vol. V., p. 2740, et seq.). In

each case the mill records of the plants, both before and after

the use of oil above 1% on the ore was adopted as the regular

mill practice, were produced. The facts established by this

testimony, in brief, are given in the foot-note.*

* At the Magna plant of the Utah Copper Company the change from below

1% to above 1% of oil on the ore was made on December 25, 1916. Before

the change was made, the smallest quantity of oil used was in the month of

March, 1915, when the average was 1.23 pounds per ton ; and the largest
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So we see it is not anything peculiar about defendant's

ore—the alleged presence of somethiug nebulously called

" clayey gangue," but not identified by any analysis, although

complainants' experts had plenty of defendant's ore to analyze '

and by which to prove its constituents, if they had seen fit

to do so—which enables the defendant to use more than 1%
of oil on the ore, because it is proved that at other mills,

where the ore is not the same, amounts of oil in excess of 1%
are being commercially and continuously used.

As a matter of fact, complainants' witness Chapman ad-

mitted that even if there were no " clay gangue " in defend-

quantity used was in the month of April. 1916, when the average was 5.37

poundsper ton (Tr., Vol. v., p. 2648, Qs. 92, 93). Before the change, a

mixture of various oils, including petroleum was used. In August, 1915,

they used a mixture of Barrett creosote, Barrett No. 4, Jones oil, pine oil,

and an oil called No. 642, which is a reconstructed pine oil (Tr., Vol. V., p.

2689, x-Q. 268). In August, 1916, they used a mixture of Jones oil, creosote

and waste oil (Tr., Vol. V,, p. 2691, x-Q. 281). In December, 1916, before

the change was made, they used a mixture of Jones oil and creosote (Tr.,

Vol. v., p. 2692, x-Q. 286). After the change was made they used a mix-

ture of Jones oil and Yaryan pine oil (Tr., Vol. V., p. 2693, x-Q. 289).

Defendant's Exhibits 35 and 36 (Tr., Vol. IX., pp. 5015-5016) give a com-

plete statement of the mill operation before and after the adoption of the

use of larger amounts of oil than 1% on the ore. Exhibit 35, which gives

averages for the entire period before the adoption of 1% of oil, compared

with Exhibit 36, which gives averages for the entire period after the adop-

tion of 1% of oil, show that the extraction before the change was 97.461%'

and after the change was 98.161%. They show that the copper in the

concentrates before the change was 39.294%, and after the change it was

28.458%.

Defendant's Exhibit 38 (Tr., Vol. IX., p. 5020) gives a record of experi-

ments made with varying amounts of a given mixture of oil while other con-

ditions were kept constant (Tr., Vol. V., p. 2662, et seq.).

At the Arthur plant of the Utah Copper Company the change from below

1% to above 1% of oil on the ore was made December 21, 1916. A tabula-

tion of the results before and after the change is contained in Defendant's

Exhibit 30 (Tr., Vol. IX., p. 4992). Before the change, an average of 3.76

pounds of oil per ton of ore was used, and after the change an average of

21.98 pounds of oil per ton was used. Before the change, the tailings aver-

aged 0.361%' of copper ; after the change they averaged 0.238% of copper.

Before the change, the recovery was 96.57% ; after the change, it was 96.60

(Tr., Vol. v., pp. 2552, Q. 46). Both before and after the change they used

mixtures containing petroleum oil as one of their ingredients.

At this plant a series of thirteen tests, which were full mill operations,

were made using in all the thirteen tests a mixture which was made of 89%
petroleum (smelter fuel oil and Jones oil), 10% of creosote, and 1% of Yaryan
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ant's ore, still, in his opinion, the same amount of oil now-

being used could be used, and the same results in recoveries

would be obtained—an admission which disposes of the whole

matter and shows that it is merely dust injected into the

mental atmosphere of the case to obscure the plain facts.

Chapman said (Tr., Vol. VIII., p. 4453)

:

" x-Q. 109. Now, you have explained the operations

at the Butte & Superior which you saw by reference to

the clayey gangue slimes you referred to. Is it your

pine oil. In these tests the quantity of mixture used varied from 6.87

pounds to 96.46 pounds per ton of ore. As tlie amount of oil was increased

from the lower limits, tlie recovery increased until 25.50 pounds of oil per

ton were used. Using oil in larger quantities than 25.50 pounds per ton of

ore, and up to 96.46 pounds per ton of ore, still gave excellent results (i. e.,

96.39% recovery) although the tailings earried a little more copper, to-wit,

0.272% (See Defendant's Exhibit 31, Tr., Vol. IX., p. 4994, and testimony,

Tr., Vol. v., pp. 2562, et seq.).

At the mill of the Chino Copper Company the permanent change from
below \% to above 1% of oil on the ore was made December 21, 1916 (Ex-

hibit 26. Tr., Vol. IX., p. 4987; also Tr., Vol. V., p. 2421, Q. 85), although

they had for three days in November, 1916, used as much as 23.7 pounds of

oil per ton of ore (Tr., Vol. V., p. 2416, Qs. 16 and 17). Before the change,

they used a mixture of creosote ( Barrett No. 4) and petroleum (Jones oil),

and since the change they have been using the same mixture (Tr., Vol. V.,

p. 2422, Qs. 42-44). The tailings loss of copper averaged, before the change,

0.48%; and, after the change, 0.32%. The average recovery before the

change was 95.528% ; and after the change, 96.936% (Tr., Vol. V., p. 2424,

Q. 50). After the change the average amount of oil used was 22.18 pounds
per ton of ore (Tr., Vol. V., p. 2421, Q. 37).

At the mill of the Ray Consolidated Copper Company the change from
below 1% to above 1% of oil on the ore was made the middle of January,

1917. A tabulation of the results before and after the change is contained in

Defendant's Exhibit 44 (Tr., Vol. IX., p. 5033). Before the change they

used a mixture of creosote (Barrett No. 4) and petroleum (fuel oil), and
since the change they have been using the same mixture (Tr., Vol. VI., p.

3244, Q. 37). Before the change of quantity of oil varied from 3.22 pounds
to 5.28 pounds per ton of ore. Since the change it has varied from 18.77

pounds to 21.19 pounds per ton of ore (Tr., Vol. VI., p. 3243, Q. 31). The
average extraction before the change varied from 91.80% to 96.52% in differ-

ent years ; and since the change it has been between 94.48% and 96.19%.

The average copper in the tailings before the change varied from 0.397% to

0.617% in different years ; and since the change it has been between 0.368%
and 0.452%. At this mill also experiments were made to determine the

results of keeping the mixture of oil constant, and varying only the quantity

used, which experiments showed that with the mixture now employed
inferior results were obtained when a diminished quantity of oil on the ore is

used (Tr., Vol. VI., p. 8253, Q. 73, et seq.).
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opinion that it would not be possible to practise the
process with as large an amount of oil if that clayey
gangue slime were absent ?

" A. You could practice the process if you followed
out the process of the Magna mill.

"x-Q. 110. Well, suppose we simply eliminate the
criticism you make of the Magna mill and carry it out
just the way they did at the Butte & Superior mill. Do
you think that it would be impossible without the
presence of this clay gangue slime you refer to ?

" A. I should think it would be quite possible to

carry out the process, yes.
" x-Q. 111. With the same amount of oil ?

" A. Yes, with the same amount of oil.

" x-Q. 112. And the same procedure ?

" A. Yes, the same procedure.

"x-Q. 113. And in the absence of the clay gangue?
" A. In the absence of the clay gangue, yes.
" x-Q. 114. And it still would be the agitation froth

process ?

"A. Absolutely."

Furthermore, the suggestion or contention that there is

something in defendant's ore which " soaks up oil like a

sponge " is conclusively contradicted by the statement made
by Mr. Williams in his opening argument, where he said

(printed report Plaintifl's Oral Arguments, pp. 27, 28) :

u * * * ^Q gj^^ ^jjg^^ g^|. jj^Q Timber Butte mill

they have an ore which is very nearly the same as the

defendant's ore, which is being treated with .7 of a

pound of pine oil. * * * It comes pretty near to

being the smallest amount that has been used."

If an ore which is " very nearly the same as defendant's

ore " can be treated with *' pretty near the smallest amount

that has been used," it is evident that it does not have in it a

constituent which " soaks up oil like a sponge."

This is confirmed by Defendant's Exhibit 158 (Tr.,

Vol. IX., p. 5184), which contains a report of defendant's

flotation operations. This exhibit shows that during

the year 1915 the average pounds per ton of oil

used by defendant was 1.49 pounds, being 0.07%

on the ore, and that the recovery was 90.36%, while

the tailings carried 1.73% of values. These results could not
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lave been obtained if there had been in the ore something

^hich " soaked the oil up like a sponge." Again, this exhibit

^ives the percentage of oil in the concentrates and in the

tailings. If there was something in the ore which " soaks

the oil up like a sponge " we would find most of the oil in the

tailings, and comparatively little oil in the concentrates

;

whereas an examination of the exhibit will show that, when
using more than 20 pounds of oil per ton of ore, the oil in

the concentrates ran from 1.86 to 2.45%, while the oil in the

tailings ran only from 0.55 to 0.71%. In the joint run at de-

fendant's plant on April 29, 1917 (see Defendant's Exhibit 227,

Tr., Yol. IX., p. 5294), the oil in the concentrates was

3.13%, and the oil in the tailings was only 0.35%. Nor is this

a peculiarity of the results obtained when using above 1% of

oil, for when only a small fraction of 1% of oil is used, the

concentrates also carry most of the oil. This is shown in Prof.

Chandler's table in the Hyde case (Tr., Vol. II., p. 161).

That table shows that using a very small fraction of 1% of oil,

the middlings and concentrates carried 87.2% of the total oil

used, and the tailings carried only 12.7% of the total oil used
;

and this notwithstanding the fact that the quantity of the tail-

ing was considerably more than the quantity of the middlings

and concentrates.

Why Dependant and Others Use Only a Little Above 1%
OF Oil and Do Not Use Larger Quantities.

Counsel for plaintiffs in the court below commented on the

fact that in each of the above-named mills and in defendant's

mill amounts of oil only slightly above 1% were

used. They said these people were very careful not to

use much above 1% of oil. The inference sought to be drawn

from this is that larger amounts of oil could not be used

and metallurgical results obtained. No such inference is

admissible. Experiments on mill scale with much larger

quantities of oil are described in the record, which experiments

show that, except for the matter of cost, much larger quan-

tities might be used (Defendant's Exhibit 31, Tr., Vol.

IX., p. 4994).

The witnesses explain why they abstain from using

much more than 1% of oil. Thus Engleman, of the Ray
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Consolidated Copper Company, said, " it has been to date

practically impossible to get enough oil to continue operations

daily with the use of more than 20 pounds of oil per ton on seven

thousand tons of feed " (Tr., Vol. VI., p. 3257, Q. 80). Wicks,

of the Chino Copper Company, says that they had " a great

deal of difficulty in some instances in getting the necessary tank

cars and in getting the oil delivered " (Tr., Vol. V., p. 2454,

Q. 189), and he explains from the records that on certain days

when the quantity of oil used was cut down because they

could not get sufficient oil to run at full capacity, using more

than 1% (Tr., Vol. V., p. 2495, x-Q. 405, and p. 2498, x-Q.

427). T. A. Janney, of the Utah Copper Company, explains

that their slimes plant is not in operation, because

they cannot get enough oil to run it (Tr., Vol. V., p. 2578,

Q. 170). He also states that to run the flotation plant of the

Arthur and Magna mills to their full capacity, using no more

than 20 pounds per ton of ore, would require 87,500 gallons

of oil per daj, and that they should carry at least 60 days'

supply on hand to be safe (Tr., Vol. V., p. 2578, Qs. 175, 176).

Dosenbach, one of defendant's engineers, says the defendant

has had great difficulty in obtaining the amount of oil

required (Tr., Vol. VI., p. 3375, Q. 245 ei seq).

The Suggestion that by Some Trick of Operation Defendant

Does not Use in the Process the Amount of Oil

Which it Appears to Use is not Warranted by the

Record and was Ignored by the Court Below.

Chapman, a technical witness for plaintiffs, in referring

to the daily run at the Magna plant of the Utah Copper

Company, which he saw on Saturday, April 22, 1917, insinu-

ated that the first box was used as a de-oiling vessel. He

did not say this positively and unqualifiedly, but in a manner

that was evidently intended to reflect on the honesty of the

Magna operation and on its staff. He said (T. B , Vol. VIII.,

p. 4426)

:

" Now, the overflow from the first box on the side

of the machine that we were examining was very

intermittent ; I judge that it overflowed perhaps
ten minutes in every hour. This intermittent over-
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flow interested me so much that I made several visits

to the other side of the 7naGhine, and I noticed that of the

five visits that I made it was overflowing on four occa-

sions ; and indeed it would he quite easy, and it would
be a great temptation to remove that oily float continu-

ously in ordinary operations."

He does not boldly say such was the case, but that " it

ould be easy,'' and that " it loould be a great temptation" Such

)stimony is not the kind to which courts of equity pay any

jrious attention. Strange it is, this being an inter partes

Bfair, where every courtesy was extended to these witnesses

the plaintiffs' staff, that he did not call these alleged over-

ows to the attention of the observers who were present and

^presenting the Magna plant.

The witness Greininger, a former member of plaintiffs'

achnical staff, was present as an observer for plaintiffs at the

lagna plant on April 22d during that day's run, and said of

he first spitzkasten (Tr., Vol. VIII., p. 4334) that—

" The first spitzkasten produced concentrate inter-

mittently ;
* * * the float in the first spitzkasten

was very oily, largely an oil emulsion," etc.

He had, however, to acknowledge that (Tr., Vol. VIII., p.

1835, Q. 56)—

" At the time the sample was taken it was not over-
flowing."

This acknowledgment was due to the fact, undoubtedly,

ihat during the taking of the samples an observer represent-

ing the plant was on hand.

Mr. Frank G. Janney, the general superintendent of all

of the Utah Copper Company's mills, was called in sur-

rebuttal and testified that he was present at the mills of the

Magna plant on April 22d during the visit of the witnesses

Chapman and Greininger. He said in regard to the opera-

tion of the first cell (Tr., Vol. VIII., p. 4818, Q. 16)

:

" The first cell was operating as an emulsifier
* * * for some time * * * since the middle of
January. No concentrate was produced in that cell.
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* * * It is not the intention in our operations to

produce a concentrate on that cell, and although a
concentrate is formed of mineral-bearing froth, it is

not discharged. Occasionally the froth fills up to such
an extent that it discharges of its own accord, but not

with our intentional operations."

Of the froth produced in the first cell under consideration,

he says (Tr., Vol. VIII., p. 4820, Q. 24)

:

*• It is a very light aerated froth, and the fact that

it lies dormant on the surface of the water, and any
air that is released in the spitzkasten has to rise

through that froth, the result is that we get a very
light, large bubble aerated froth."

The Circulating Load and Its Effect.

In the first spitzkasten, or the ** rougher cells." as they

are called, there is constantly being introduced (I) new ore,

(2) the circulating load composed of water, oil and ore, called

the " middlings," and (3) new oil. If no new oil were intro-

duced at this point still it is obvious that some oil would be

present. To determine, therefore, the percentage of oil actually

present in the rougher cells, we must take account of the oil

introduced with the middlings. Hence, if we wish to have in

the rougher cells 1% of oil on the total ore present, and the

middlings contain just 1% of oil on the ore contained therein,

we must add just 1% of oil on the new ore which is added to the

rougher cells, in order to have in the cells 1% on all the ore

which is present in them {i. e., the ore introduced with the

middlings plus the new ore). For the same reason, if we still

wish to have in the rougher cells 1% of oil on the total ore

present, and the middlings contain 1.5% of oil on the ore, we
must add just 0.5% of oil on an amount of new ore added

equal in amount to the ore introduced with the middlings.

If we should add more than 0.5%, an analysis of the contents

of the rougher cells would show that there was present more

than 1% of oil on the total ore in the cells.

This is a matter of simple arithmetic, and is fully explained

by Conrads (Tr., Vol. V., p. 2703, et seq.). Not one of plaintiffs"

witnesses has attempted to deny this simple and self-evident
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fact. Plaintiffs' brief below, however, seemed to say that their

witnesses have denied it ; but in fact they have not. They
simply have said that in their practice of the process hereto-

fore they have never taken the oil in the middlings into account.

They do not deny, however, that they should be taken into

account if one desires to know the exact percentage of oil on

the ore employed in the process.* The fact is, when operating

with a circulating load, plaintiffs' witnesses have actually been

using in the process a little more oil than their records indi-

cate ; but since they were not concerned, as defendant now is,

in keeping track of the exact percentage of oil used, and since

the amount used all-told was microscopic, it was perfectly nat-

ural that they should not trouble themselves about it. De-

fendant now must trouble itself about exact percentages, be-

cause (1) the qnestion of infringement turns on it, and (2) the

amount of oil used now is so large that economy compels de-

fendant not to use more than it has to.

Plaintiffs' counsel in their brief below seemed to allege that

since many cells are working simultaneously in defendant's

mill, some of them in parallel and others in series, all the cells,

after the first or rougher cells, must be operating on a

smaller percentage of oil on the ore than is contained in the

rougher cells. If this is what counsel mean to allege, the

allegation is not at all in accordance with the facts, as is

clearly proved by the record. For simplicity we will confine

our discussion to the record of the joint test on April 29. The
record of that test (Defendant's Exhibit No. 227, Tr., Vol. IX.,

p. 5294), taken in connection with the testimony of the

* Thus Grieninger only says (Tr., Vol. VIII., p. 4343, Q. 97) that he never

considered nor took account of the oil in the circulating load as part of the

oil supply ; and (Q. 99) that he never looked upon it from the light or con-

sidered it from the standpoint of an oil-saving operation. Thus Chapman
only says (Tr., Vol. VIII., p. 4437, Q. 45) that he has never taken it into ac-

count. Thus Wiggins only says (Tr., Vol. VIII., p. 4297, Qs. 20, 23 and 23)

that he has never taken it into account in determining the consumption
of oil in the process. Thus Rossbery only says (Tr., Vol. VIII., p. 4383, Qs.

103, 104) that he never returned the middlings for the purpose of saving oil.

Not one of these witnesses said, or could possibly say, that in determin-

ing the actual percentage of oil on the ore present in the rougher cells, the

oil in the circulating load should not be taken into account.
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witnesses (Tr,, Vol. VII., pp. 3910 et seq.) shows the following

facts : 1.77% of oil on the ore was present in the rougher

cells. The concentrates from the rougher cells went through a

series of cleaner cells. This concentrate contained more than

1% of oil (to-wit, an average of 2.74%) ; and when it was dis-

charged as a finished product from the third and last cleaner

cells, it contained a still larger percentage of oil (to-wit, Z.\^%).

The tailings from No. 1 cleaners contained more than 1% of

oil (to-wit, 2.18%) ; and these were put into the circulating

load and went back to the rougher cells. The tailings from

No. 2 cleaners contained more than 1% of oil (to-wit, 2.24%)

;

and these tailings were sent to waste. The tailings from

No. 3 cleaners contained more that 1% (to-wit, 2.74%),

and these were carried back as a circulating load to No. 2

cleaners. This completes the record of the cleaner ©Dera-

tions, and gives a complete history of the concentrates

discharged from the rougher cells. It will be seen that at all

times the oil on the ore was more than 2%, and not less than

1%. The tailings from the rougher cells went to the

middlings cells. From these cells the concentrates dis-

charged contained more than 1% of oil (to-wit, 1.68%)

;

and these were put into the circulating load and car-

ried back to the rougher cells. The tailings from

these middlings cells contained less than 1% of oil, but

they were then and there shunted out of the system and dis-

charged as waste.

The fact is, the process of the patent and the " critical

proportions " of the patent have to do only with the per-

centage of oil on the ore in the rougher cells. The patent

describes a one-cell process. Defendant's rougher cells cor-

respond with the single cell of the patent, in which the pre-

scribed amount of oil is to be used. After the ore has been

treated in that cell, the patent says that the tailings may be

subjected to any desired supplemental treatment. Thus it

says (p. 2, lines 25-39) that the tailings may be treated on a

shaking table or the like, and it says (p. 2, lines 103-119) that

they may be treated with compressed air. These treatments

are, however, mere adjuncts to the main process, and have

nothing to do with that process per se. They are not claimed

in the patent in suit. Indeed, the supplemental cleaning of the
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tailings with compressed air is disclaimed, for the patent says

(p. 2, line 116):

" This idea is not claimed broadly in this case, but
forms the subject-matter of an application filed by us
on January 9, 1906, Serial No. 295,326."

In precisely the same sense defendant's treatment of the

tailings in the middlings cells and callow cells (when used)

are mere adjuncts of the main process, and have nothing to

do with that process per se. Indeed, the concentrates pro-

duced in the middlings cells and callow cells (when used) are

not taken off as a finished product, but are returned to the

circulating load and carried hack to the rougher cells, to he there

again subjected to treatment with something more than 1% of

oil on the ore.

The Alleged Presence of Solid Grease in the Feed at

THE Test on April 29th.

It was stated several times in plaintiffs' brief in the Court

below that particles of solid grease were present in the feed

during the test of April 29th, and that these were due to the

fact that the temperature of the water was from 10" to 12**

Centigrade. It is also stated that Sadtler's experiments with

defendant's oil mixture, showing that solid particles of grease

could not have been present in it, were conducted with water

at 18° Centigrade, and therefore proved nothing. The facts

are these : In the first place, it does not appear that any-

body took the temperature of the water with a thermometer

during the test. All that Cbapman says is that the tempera-

ture (Tr., Vol. VIII., p. 4437, Q. 43) " I should judge to have

been on that day between ten and twelve degrees Centigrade."

Evidently this was mere guess-work. In the second place,

Sadtler does not say that his experiments were conducted with

water at 18° Centigrade. What he says concerning de-

fendant's mixture of oil which he duplicated (Tr., Vol. VIII.,

page 4806, Q. 16) is " I made that mixture entirely in the

cold, simply by stirring the ingredients together entirely in

the cold, and the temperature of the mixture as taken

by a thermometer at the time was 18° Centigrade, which
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is relatively low, and 1 believe was under the tem-

perature existing in the flotation mixture at the time of the

visit on Sunday." In other words, he says the temperature

of the mixture of oils when made was 18° Centigrade, and he

believed that the temperature of the load during the test was

above 18° Centigrade, and not between 10° and 12° Centi-

grade, as Chapman guessed. Both Chapman and Sadtler

were guessing, and the guess of one is as good as the guess of

the other. However, Sadtler gave 18° Centigrade as the tem-

perature of the mixture of oils when made, and not the temper-

ature of the water into which later he put the mixture. As to

the temperature of the water into which he put the mixture,

he said (Tr., Vol. VIIL, p. 4806, Q. 16), "Then a small amount

of that liquid was put into a bottle containing cold water and was

shaken up energetically." He was not cross-examined as to

the temperature of the water, and there is nothing in the record

to show that he measured it with a thermometer.

Any argument based on the precise temperature of the

feed at the joint test (which nobody thought worth while to

determine with a thermometer) is evidently a mere catching

at straws, because nobody will contend that the process in its

essentials would be changed by such minute difference of

temperature.

The Contaminated Oil of the 25% Kerosene Experiment.

Plaintiffs' counsel in their brief below insinuated that de-

fendant's experiments before the District Court with 25%
kerosene were dishonest. They characterized them as " spurious

experiments," and they spoke of the " exposure " of the deceit.

As we have avoided discussing the Kirby patents (with which

these experiments had to do) because these patents were be-

fore the Supreme Court in the Hyde case, we should logically

pay no attention to these insinuations here ; but as they con-

stitute an attack upon the good-faith and fair-dealing of our

witnesses, we cannot in justice to our client pass them by in

complete silence.

The fact is, the kerosene used in these experiments did

contain a trace—a mere trace—of an oil soluble in water,

which may have been, we admit, pine oil. The first important

question is : Was it there by design or was it there by acci-
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nt ? The next important question is : Was it present in

ifficient quantity to account for the successful results of these

cperiments ?

The answer to the first question will justify the insinu-

jions of plaintiffs' counsel, or will dispose of them once and

)r all.

There is no question whatever but that the soluble oil

resent in the kerosene was there by accident and not by de-

ign, and that its presence was not suspected by defendant's

dtnesses when they performed their experiments in Court,

liggins discovered the presence of this " small amount " of

ontaminant, but it was so small in amount that he admitted

hey were " not able to isolate it " (Tr., Vol. VIII., p. 4619).

jjater Sadtler analyzed the kerosene carefully and found it to

ontain twelve one- thousandths of one per cent. (0.012%) of some-

hing soluble in water (Tr., Vol. VIII., p. 4802, Q. 11). Pre-

dously Dosenbach had been cross-examined about this kero-

lene, and had stated that nothing had been added to it after

t was purchased (Tr., Vol. "VIL, p. 3891) and that, so far as he

new, it was not " contaminated in any way with other oils
"

x-Q. 155) ; but that (x-Q. 149)

" Sometimes we have no tanks available and we have
to use a tank that has contained other oils, but then
that is very seldom. It is quite a hard problem to

take care of all these different oils that come in, and
it is necessary sometimes to put the kerosene, as well

as other oils, into tanks that have contained different

oils."

That in practice defendant cannot provide brand new tanks

for each new kind of oil received, and that it must and does

put oil when received into whatever empty tanks are available,

without reference to what kind of oil the tank has held before,

is too obvious to require testimony to prove it. What evi-

I
dently happened was that the kerosene in question had been

put in a tank which had previously contained another oil (pos-

sibly pine oil), which explains the presence of such an oil in a

quantity which amounted to a mere trace. There is no reason

whatever to doubt Dosenbach's statement that he believed the

kerosene employed in the experiments was free from even a

trace of other oils. This simple explanation completely dis-

poses of the insinuations of bad faith aimed at our witnesses.
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The only remaining question is whether this contaminating ]

oil—assuming it to be pine oil—existed in the kerosene in suffi- I

cient quantity to account for the successful results of the experi-

ments. As we have said, Sadtler found in the kerosene twelve-.

i

one-thousandths of one per cent. (0.012%) of water-soluble oiL* i

In the experiments 25% of kerosene on the ore was used.

Hence the amount of pine oil (if it was pine oil) on the ore i

present was one-quarter of twelve one-thousandths of one per

cent. It was, therefore, three one-thousandths of one per cerUf

(0.003%) on the ore—a mere trace of a trace of pine oil|

Will anybody contend that 0.003% of pine oil on the ore will

produce any substantial effect ? We think not. At least no

one has as yet advanced such a contention. Then, with what

reason do the plaintiffs ask the Court to throw out of the

case these experiments, especially when Sadtler was prepared

to repeat them with the same kerosene oil freed from con-

taminant, and was prevented doing so by the strenuous ob-

jection of our adversaries (See Tr., Vol. VIII., pp. 4791 to

4801) ? Our witnesses did not know that the kerosene used

by them in the experiment was contaminated by a trace of an-

other oil. When that fact was developed by the testimony of

plaintiffs' witnesses, it was a complete surprise to our side

;

and we should have been permitted to repeat the experi-

ments with purified kerosene, if anybody really thought '

that the presence of this trace of a trace of soluble oil was

responsible for the successful results produced. Verily our {

adversaries have been reduced to the necessity of catching at i

mere straws and objected to having the flotation capacity of

this particular straw exposed.

It is perfectly true that some kerosene oils can be found ii

which will not produce a froth, for, as Sadtler said (Tr., VoU
VIII., p. 4790, Q. 6) :

" Some kerosenes that I have tried cannot be made
to raise a froth with the flowing ore pulp. Other kero-
senes do. In tests and experiments made several yeara
ago, I tested Pennsylvania kerosene, California kero-

sene, Oaklahoma kerosene, and Texas kerosene, and in

three cases out of four I was able to produce excellent

mineral froths with kerosenes. With some of them I did
not obtain any results. So I am of the opinion that
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many kerosenes, absolutely free from any foreign mix-
ture—and I should say tliat one of these California oils

that I mentioned, California kerosenes, I made myself
in my laboratory direct from the California crude oil by
distillation of the kerosene fraction, * * * so that

I had a standard kerosene fraction made from California

petroleum that I could vouch for as being the genuine
kerosene fraction of that crude oil. That kerosene is

a good frothing agent, gave me excellent mineral froths.

These results were gotten in June, 1914."

This testimony was not contradicted and does not conflict

th the experience of plaintiffs' witnesses, who tried samples

kerosene which would not produce a froth.

Indeed, the fact that petroleum alone will answer the

jjirposes of the process is completely established in this case.

i pointed out {supra, p. 47), in the earliest written descrip-

3n of the process the patentees themselves stated that

petroleum residuum " (the heavier fractions after the kero-

ne has been distilled off) and " paraflSne oil " (kerosene) are

Qong the oils which may be used as a substitute for oleic

!id.

II.

LThe effect of the evidence presented in this

se irhich ivas not before the Supreme Court in

le Hyde case.

The next question to be answered is : Is the evidence pre-

bnted in this case—evidence not before the Supreme Court in

be Hyde case—of such character as, in the opinion of this

ourt, would have led the Supreme Court to reach a different

onclusion if it had been presented in the Hyde case ?

Considerable testimony has been taken in this case con-

erning the philosophy of froth concentration, in an effort by
earned scientists to explain the whys and wherefores of the

)roce8S. While this testimony is interesting and instructive,

t is not necessary for this Court to consider it, because what-
ever may be the laws and manifestations of laws involved (a

mbject on which the scientific experts are not in complete

agreement), the construction of the patent has been finally
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determined by the Supreme Court. It is the law of the land i

respecting the patent in suit.

The Supreme Court's decision declaring valid claims 1, 2,

3, 5, 6, 7 and 12 was, we think, based on two alleged facts

which were urged in argument, and which were apparently

established by the proofs in the Hyde case. These were :

(a) While it is possible in the laboratory with prior-art

quantities of oil and agitation to obtain highly useful

metallurgical results using more than 1% of oil, yet such

results cannot be duplicated in mill operations.

(h) There is a " divide " which separates the territory of

the prior art from the territory of the patented process, and

that *• divide " is determined by the quantity of oil used, to-

wit, a small fraction of 1% on the ore.

Both of these alleged facts, claimed by the plaintiffs to be

established by the proofs in the Hyde case—facts on which we

think the decision of the Supreme Court in that case was

fundamentally based—are abundantly proved to be fictions

by the evidence in this case.

(a)

Are we justified in saying that in the Hyde case it was

urged in argument, and claimed to be established by the

proofs, that while it is possible in the laboratory with prior-

art quantities of oil and agitation to obtain highly useful

metallurgical results, such results cannot be duplicated in mill

operations ?

What Mr. Kenyon said in argument before the Supreme

Court on this point was (printed report of arguments before

the Supreme Court, p. 85) :

" Mr. Justice Pitney : What have you to say in

answer to what Mr. Scott said the other day to the

effect that 1.8 per cent., or perhaps more, of oil, would

give the same result with increased agitation ?

" Mr. Williams : Absolutely no.
" Mr. Kenyon : It would not.
" Mr. Justice Pitney : I understood him to say so

yesterday, and I supposed there was something in the

record to justify it.
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" Mr. Kenyon : Nothing. That will be a part of my
argument.******

" Now as to the allegation that agitation will

achieve the end with any amount of oil, it simply is

not so.******
" If a larger quantity of oil be added to the pulp,

for example, two or three per cent., the Cattermole
efifect appears. With the same identical agitation, the
oiled metal particles agglutinate and sink. The values

are taken away at the bottom. This larger quantity of

oil on the metal particle destroys the attraction of

those particles for air cells, as evidenced by the fact

that air is beaten into the pulp in the Cattermole agita-

tion just the same as in the identical agitation in the
process in suit, but it does nothing and escapes and, in

spite of it, the values go to the bottom.
" Mr. Justice Holmes : That is the formation of

globules ?

" Mr. KENyoN : The formation of globules. It

utilizes the stickiness of oil.

" If still more oil than Cattermole proportions be
added to the pulp, too much to act as an agglutinant,

the same agitation will beat it up into a pasty magma
or oil emulsion, no matter what the quantity of oil,

entrapping air cells and metal particles, but having
little aflBnity for either and destroying their affinity for

each other.******
" These oil magmas or froths with any amount

of oil can be readily produced in the laboratory. But
they are mere laboratory freaks, ahsoltitely useless in

the mill. In the mill granules would tend to form
and go to the bottom. The froth would be fragile

and drop in great chunks. It would not hold onto
the metal. It would be unreliable and uncontrollable.

" As to the proposed demonstration to-morrow, it

was our purpose simply to illustrate our process and let

you see this intermediate product of our process, the
froth, and the Cattermole metal-sinking process, but the
respondent is concerned to prove by what he will show
to-morrow alleged identity of froths by visual observa-
tion, therefore I must forewarn you.

" If the respondent tomorrow repeats the tests set

out in his record, he will be doing what is nowhere
shown in any part of the prior art, as our brief points
out in detail.

" Mr. Justice Pitney : He will be doing what ?
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" Mr. Kenyon : He will not be carrying out the

processes of the prior art.

" Mr. Justice Pitney: What will he be doing?
" Mr. Kenyon : He will be performing tests with

large quantities of oil, just laboratory tests that he
arbitrarily chooses to perform. He will give them the
names of old processes ; he will call them Everson,
Kirby, Froment, but they will not be either of those
three.

" 1. They will be carried on in modern machinery
rot known at the time.

" Mr. Justice McKenna : Pardon me one question.
Will they be using more than one-half of one per cent.

of oil?
" Mr. Kenyon : Yes, sir ; anywhere up to 25 per

cent.
" Mr. Justice McKenna : Yet they result in the

production of a froth ?

" Mr. Kenyon : You will have an oily mass or magma
at the top, but it will jiot do anything towards concentra-

tion of ores. I am coming right to that point now.
* * * * -x- * *

" Mr. Justice McKenna : Your contention then is

that the laboratory test is no standard.
" Mr. Kenyon : Yes, sir ; absolutely no standard

whatever.
" Mr. Justice McKenna : Do you admit that the

laboratory tests show a similarity f

"Mr. Kenyon : Yes. J cannot myself tell one float

from another by visual observation. Bid the mill inan

will tell you the iiistant he tries to carry out the process

in the mill.
" Indeed even minute departures in the mill from

the standard oil quantity needed for the particular ore

are harmful, and I want your Honors to mark page 196
of our brief on that point.

" Mr. Chapman was asked :

" * What has been your experience when, in using
the agitation-froth process on a commercial scale,

with a normal and proper consumption of one and a

half pounds of oil per ton of ore, this procedure has
been varied by increasing the oil feed to 2^ pounds
per ton of ore ?

'

" Note : This was only a small increase. He says

the tailings, on examination, immediately showed in-

creased losses of sulfide mineral. The result was
harmful.

* * * * -x- ^ *

" Mr. Justice McKenna : Are there any experiments
on the other side showing more than laboratory tests f
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" Me. Kenyon : No, sir. They stop with laboratory

tests. To-morrow you will see, but you will not know.
The layman cannot tell the useful froth of the process in

suit from a useless oil emulsion ; whether it is a step in a
real process of ore concentration or only a sham ; whether
it can be reproduced in the mill or not, or would treat or

successfully concentrate ore. It is a situation for caution^

especially as the court below was misled by just such
demonstrations " (pp. 85-90).

Mr. Kenyon supported his statement by reference to the

lecord as follows (printed report of arguments before the

Supreme Court, p. 88) :

" Finally, such oil froth processes are absolutely not

usable in the mill at all. To demonstrate that I want
to turn to the evidence of Dr. Byrnes, for the defendant.

I presume this will be one of the tests that will be
shown you to-morrow. T do not know what it will be
called to-morrow. Record, page 108, Second Experiment
Froment. 3.6 per cent, of cotton seed oil agitated in

our slide machine, about two pounds of the ore treated.

Result : his tailings showed only one per cent, of zinc

—

wonderfully clean tailings ; his recovery, as figured by
Dr. Liebmann (page 299) was about 100 per cent, of the
values—a remarkable recovery.

" We followed identically that same process first in

a seven-ton a day plant, a semi-commercial plant, and
then in a fifty-ton a day plant, a full commercial plant

—to see what would happen. We did just the things
there that Dr. Byrnes did in the laboratory. Mr.
Higgins testifies as to the first at page 387 of the record.

Result : his tailings showed 12 per cent, zinc, and his

recovery was only 50 per cent, of the values. Half of

the values were gone. He says the float fell in masses
;

that the tailings had some granules (the Cattermole
eflfect had been to some extent produced) ; that the
recovery was not satisfactory.

" Chapman testifies as to the test in the fifty-ton

plant (pp. 388-391). 1,680 pounds of ore were run
through in each of the four tests. In the first test the
tailings showed 17 per cent, of zinc. Seven-eighths of

the original zinc in the ore was in the tailings. He
then added more acid, to favor the process. 14 per
cent, of the tailings were zinc. Seven-tenths of the
values went away in the tailings. He then dimin-
ished the duration of the agitation, to favor it, and
17.5 per cent, of the tailings were zinc. Four-fifths
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of the values run away with the tailings. He says

these processes were absolute failures as to results

(page 390 of the record). Then he cut the oil in

two, using 1.8 per cent, of cotton-seed oil. His tail-

ings were 13 per cent. oil. The recovery was 69
per cent. But he says of it that the ' result ' was of
' no commercial value at all ' (Record, page 391)—that

there was ' really no concentration at all " (Record,
page 392)— that the concentrate was practically of no

more value in proportion of metal afterwards than
before"

Mr. Williams, in his argument (pp. 33), said

:

" So we had Mr. Higgins carry out the same opera-

tion, practically the same, with 3.6 per cent, of oil in

a little testing plant which was available at the mines
of Senator Clarke in Butte, Montana. It was only a

little plant. It was not a full size operation. In
that operation he lost 50 per cent, of his metal. He
said that it fell down in bunches when it spread out

on the surface of the spitzkasten, and although at a

little distance it looked like our floating froth, on
close inspection it was found to be an oily floating

mass. It fell down in bunches, and it only saved 50

per cent, of the zinc and threw away the rest of it.

But we were not satisfied with that. We took the

smallest full-size plant, the 50-ton plant, through which
50 tons of ore are carried by 200 tons of water in

twenty-four hours, and we carried out an operation

in that, and there the loss was 82 per cent. It was
hopeless. So that we demonstrated the negative of the

proposition that the defendant had failed to demonstrate.

We demonstrated that these products of the legerdemain

of the laboratory, not prior art at all, loere worthless in

the concentration of ores, ivholly regardless of the ques-

tion of the cost of oil or anything else."

On behalf of the defendant in the Hyde case there was

no testimony whatever contradicting these proofs. Indeed, it

was not possible at the time the proofs were taken in that

case to produce such testimony, because it was not until the

spring of 1913 that the defendant became convinced that flota-

tion would be a success in mill operations, and adopted it

(Tr. VI., p. 3528, x-Qs. 53, 54), while the testimony in the Hyde
case was closed before the beginning of the year 1913.
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So, in the Hyde case, the proofs were all to the effect that

jlqnantity of oil above a small fraction of 1%, while appar-

itly capable of yielding useful metallurgical results in the

boratory, was incapable of yielding similar results in mill

Derations.

In this case the converse of that proposition is abundantly

itablished.

For example. Defendant's Exhibit 31 (Tr., Vol. IX., p.

)94) gives the results of a series of mill operations at the

rthur plant of the Utah Copper Company in which different

aantities of the same oils were used. In the first series (Nos.

to 13) the same oil mixture was used varying in amount

cm 6.87 pounds per ton to 96.46 pounds per ton {i. e., from

I

bout 0.33% to 5%). An extraction of 96.39% was obtained

ith the use of 5% of oil. While a higher extraction (98.41%)

ras obtained with the use of less oil (25.50 pounds per ton)

et the difference is clearly one of degree and not of kind.

The continuous daily practice since December, 1916, not

nly of the defendant, but of the Utah Copper Company at

fcs Magna and Arthur plants, the Chino Copper Company,
tnd the Ray Consolidated Company in the use of oil in

quantities greater than 1% on the ore, conclusively estab-

ishes the fact that the use of oil in quantities larger than 1%
)roduces useful metallurgical results not only in the laboratory

3Qt also in the mill.

Are we justified in saying that it was alleged in argument,

and apparently established in the proofs in the Hyde case,

that there is a " divide " which separates the territory of the

prior art from the territory of the frothing process, and that

such " divide " is determined by the quantity of oil used, to-

wit, a small fraction of 1% ?

The testimony in the Hyde case on this point has hereto-

fore been set forth in this brief (supra, pp. 11-16). It ooly

remains, therefore, to state what Mr. Kenyon said on this

poiat in his argument before the Supreme Court (printed re-

port of argument before the Supreme Court, p. 91)

:

" Now, the very best possible argument of invention

is found right on page 448 and page 451 of the record
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[' i. e., pp. 1108 to 1112 of the Transcript in this case']

—the story of the birth of the invention. Because as the
quantity of oil was diminished (see column three of
* Details of Experiments,' p. 448, ' i. e., p. llOd of the

Transcript in this case ')—as the quantity of oil was di-

minished the Cattermole granulation became worse and
worse. That was degree. But there came a time when
you got over the divide, and something else hapjyened.

Just the contrary happened. As you then from that

point went on diminishing the oil that new result in-

creased. That was not degree. You had gone over the

divide. You were in a new country.
" It is apparent now that the inventors in their

minute one-tenth of one per cent, oil frothing reagent
were really invoking a characteristic and a power of oil

in an ore concentration process that develops 07ily in

that relatively m,icroscopic quantity, and which is de-

feated and disappears when that minute quantity is even

slightly exceeded, a characteristic and a power of oil

which had not existed in the prior oil concentration

processes of the art, which had never been utilized by
anybody for ore concentration, and the very existence

of which had not been known or suspected. They were
invoking the power of oil when present in viicroscopic

amount to exercise the powers of the air to search out
and find in the swirling vortex of the pulp, and hold on
to through the seven or eight minutes of agitation^

and safely bring to the top at the end, the valuable

mineral particles and hold on to them there until

they could be floated away. They harnessed the

giant of the air to their task, and the oil was only

curb and bit. It was a wholly new role for oil to play,

a wholly new function for oil to perform, a wholly new
combination of oil and air. That takes this process

right out of the oil concentration art. It is not a
process of oil concentration. It is a process of air con-

centration, as both the House of Lords and the Privy
Council have held."

In this connection we also refer this court to the colloquy

between Mr. Justice McReynolds and Mr. Kenyon, quoted

supra (p. 17).

In the present case the court hears nothing about the

" divide," or about the " critical " and " microscopic " quan-

tities of oil which alone will do useful work ; for here it is ad-

mitted that prior-art quantities of oil will do useful work, and

it is sought to make the patent cover such quantities—any

quantity, in fact, which will do useful work.
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If plaintiffs' present contentions had been presented to the

Supreme Court, who will say that court would have found the

patent valid ? It was found valid on the understanding that

only critical and microscopic quantities would do useful work

in the mill, and it was sustained only as limited to such critical

and microscopic quantities.

III.

Plaintiffs have no right to maintain this snit

because they have ^'unreasonably neglected or

delayed to enter a disclaimer ".

Our contentions with respect to the so-called disclaimer

are :

(a) If the so-called disclaimer had its intended effect of

broadening claims 9, 10 and 11, it is not a disclaimer in fact,

and is a nullity.

(h) If the so-called disclaimer has not changed the scope

of claims 9, 10 and 11, it is not a disclaimer in fact, and is a

nullity.

(g) In either of the above cases, since plaintiffs' right to

maintain this suit is derived solely from the remedial and en-

abling disclaimer sections of the statutes, which require the

filing of a disclaimer without unreasonable delay ^ the plaintiffs

now have no right to maintain this suit.

At common law a patent which was bad in part was bad in

whole ; a patent containing one invalid claim was wholly void

(Silshy vs. Foote, 20 How., 378, 380 ; Walker on Patents, Sec.

203). Indeed, such is the rule in England to-day (B'roat Pat-

ent Law and Practice, Vol. I., p. 251).

Speaking of Sections 4917 and 4922, the Supreme Court,

in Hailes vs. Albany Stove Company, 123 U. S., 582, speaking

by Mr. Justice Bradley, said (p. 589)

:

" They are parts of one law, having one general
purpose, and that purpose is to obviate the inconve-

nience and hardship of the common law, which made a
patent wholly void if any part of the invention was
wrongfully claimed by the patentee, and which made
such a defect in a patent an ejff'ectual bar to a suit

brought upon it."
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defective, and the defect arose through inadvertence, accident

or mistake, to surrender the grant and obtain an amended

grant for the unexpired portion of its term. This common-

law right was affirmed as early as 1832 by the Supreme Court

in Grant vs. Raymond, 6 Pet., 218.

Shortly thereafter and in the same year (1832), Congress

enacted a statute to regulate the grant of reissued patents,

which, without material change, appears now as Section 4916,

K. S. ( Walker on Patents, Sec. 211).

While the reissue statute permitted a patentee to surreiider

an invalid patent and obtain a reissue (hy which act he for-

feited all rights to past damages and pro-fits), it did not change

the common-law rule that a patent bad in part was bad in

whole, and that an invalid patent could be amended only by

surrender and reissue. In order to mitigate the hardship of

that rule, the disclaimer statutes were enacted in 1837, which,

without material change, appear to-day as Sections 4917 and

4922, E. S., which read as follows :

" Sec. 4917. Whenever, through inadvertence, ac-

cident or mistake, and without any fraudulent or de-

ceptive intention, a patentee has claimed more than that

of which he was the original or first inventor or dis-

coverer, his patent shall be valid for all that part which
is truly and justly his own, provided the same is a ma-
terial or substantial part of the thing patented ; and I

any such patentee, his heirs or assigns, whether of the i

whole or any sectional interest therein, may, on pay-

ment of the fee required by law, make disclaimer of I

such parts of the thing patented as he shall not choose !

to claim or to hold hy virtue of the patent or assignment,
j

stating therein the extent of his interest in such patent.

Such disclaimer shall be in writing, attested by one or \

more witnesses, and recorded in the Patent Office ; and

it shall thereafter be considered as part of the original

specification to the extent of the interest possessed by »

the complainant and by those claiming under him after i

the record thereof. But no such disclaimer shall affect I

any action pending at the time of its being filed, except I

so far as may relate to the question of unreasonable i

neglect or delay in filing it."

" Sec. 4922. Whenever, through inadvertence, acci

dent or mistake, and without any willful default, or|

intent to defraud or mislead the public, a patentee has,!
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in his specification, claimed to be the original and first

inventor or discoverer of any material or substantial

part of the thing patented, of which he was not the

original and first inventor or discoverer, every such
patentee, his executors, administrators and assigns,

whether of the whole or any sectional interest in the

patent, may maintain a suit at law or in equity, for the
infringement of any part thereof, which was bona fide

his own, if it is a material and substantial part of the
thing patented, and definitely distinguishable from the

parts claimed without right, notwithstanding the speci-

fications may embrace Tnore than that of which the pat-

entee was the first inventor or discoverer. But in

every such case in which a judgment or decree shall be
rendered for the plaintifi", no costs shall be recovered
unless the proper disclaimer has been entered at the
Patent Office before the commencement of the suit.

But no patentee shall he entitled to the heneflts of this

section if he has unreasonably neglected or delayed to

enter a disclaimer

^

In substance, Section 4917 provides that in case of an over-

claim, a patentee, without surrendering his patent (and thereby

extinguishing all claims for past infringements), may cure the

defect by filing a disclaimer in the Patent Office ; and Section

4922 provides that a patentee may maintain a suit on his pat-

ent while it contains an overclaim, providing, however, " no

patentee shall he entitled to the benefit of this section if he has

unreasonably neglected or delayed to enter a disclaimer^

It follows, therefore, that if a patent contains an overclaim,

and the patentee unreasonably neglects or delays to cure it by
disclaimer, he loses all right of action under the patent.

The District Court of Delaware in the Miami case as

early as September, 1916, decided that claim 9 (claims 10 and
11 not being in issue in that case) was broader than the pat-

entee's actual invention. According to some authorities,

it thereupon became incumbent on the plaintiffs to promptly

file a disclaimer if they would preserve their right of action

on the valid claims. The fallacy of this rule, however, was
pointed out by the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second

Circuit in Page vs. Dow-Jones, 168 Fed., 703. As the Court

there said, clearly a patentee has the right to wait until the

Court of last resort has determined the existence of the over-

claim, before he is called upon to file a disclaimer. In other
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words, it was not unreasonable for the plaintiff's to delay filing

a disclaimer until the Court of last resort had finally deter-

mined the fact of the existence of an overclaim.*

In December, 1916, the Supreme Court handed down its

decision in the Hyde case, and by that decision it was author-

itatively and finally determined that the patent in suit con-

tained an overclaim, in that claims 9, 10 and 11 were broader

than the patentees' actual invention. After that decision was

handed down, it was incumbent on the plaintiffs to file with-

out unreasonable delay a disclaimer which would cut out this

overclaim if they wished to maintain their right to sue on the

valid claims of the patent {O'Reilly vs. Morse, 15 How., 62,

120 ; Seymour vs. McCorinick, 19 How., 96 ; Gage vs. Herring,

107 U. S., 646).

While the plaintiffs did, thereafter, file a paper in the

Patent Office which they called a " disclaimer ", we contend

that that paper was not intended to cut out the condemned

overclaim, and did not, in fact, cut out the condemned

overclaim. We contend that, therefore, no disclaimer in con-

templation of Sections 4917 and 4922 has been filed and, for

this reason, that plaintiffs have no right to maintain this suit,

because the patent still contains the condemned overclaim.

The so-called disclaimer filed in the Patent Office by the

plaintiffs, in its material part, reads as follows (Tr., Vol. I.,

p. cxxxiii) :

" Your petitioner * * * does hereby disclaim

from claims 9, 10, and 11 of said Letters Patent No.

835,120, any process of concentrating powdered ores

excepting where the resiilts obtained are the results

obtained by the use of oil in a quantity amounting to a

fraction of one per cent, on the ore."

* The question as to when the period of " unreasonable delay " begins to

run was raised as early as 1857 in the case of Silshy vs. Foote, 20 Howard,

378. Justices Grier and Daniel in a dissenting opinion expressed the view

that the period begins to run when a claim is declared invalid by a Circuit

Court (p. 388) ; but by the prevailing opinion it was held that the period does

not begin to run until the Supreme Court has passed upon the validity of the

claim (p. 886). That the period begins to run when the Supreme Court has

declared a claim invalid has never been questioned, and, indeed, is not open to

question.
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(a) What was the intended effect of the so-called dis-

claimer ?

To ascertain its intended effect we must go to the state-

ments made by plaintiffs' connsel.

Plaintiffs' counsel stated in their oral arguments and in

their brief in the Court below, that the purpose of the dis-

claimer was, in effect, to erase from claims 9, 10 and 11 all

limitations as to the quantity of oil used, provided only the

desired result was obtained.

In other words, whereas the patentees should have filed a

disclaimer erasing the invalid claims, or limiting them, as the

valid claims were limited, to the use of a fraction of 1% of oil

on the ore (in which case the invalid claims as limited by the

disclaimer would not differ materially from the valid claims),

what they actually attempted to do was to broaden claims 9,

10 and 11 to cover the use of any quantity of oil, however

large, which would accomplish the desired result.

Thus, in the oral argument before the Court below, Mr.

Kenyon said, in answer to a question by the Court (p. 61*) :

" The Court : The patent here in suit has been
rather narrowly construed ?

" Mr. Kenyon : On the contrary I think the Supreme
Court has construed this patent broadly as for the pro-

cess if and whenever the results obtained are those that

are obtained when you effectively use this small quantity
of oil."

Further he said (p. 64) :

" In one sense this is a construction of the patent,

a holding that the patent cannot be extended beyond
that line. That is to say, the patent cannot be ex-
tended, under the Supreme Court holding, to the case

of a process that does not obtain the results there speci-

fied ; but it is, by the same token, a holding that the
patent should be extended up to that point. It is equiva-
lent to laying down a rule for determining any question
of infringement of this patent (assuming oil and aera-

tion, agitation and pulp), that the results ob-

tained shall be the guiding test of infringement."

*The pages referred to here and following are those of the printed book
entitled " Plaintiffs' Oral Arguments."
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Further, he said (p. 82) :

" First, as to the Supreme Court decision, for that

is the most important thing in this whole litigation,

and the meaning of that decision, for it is compelling

upon this Court, whatever it may mean. Your Honor
asked me if it was not a narrowing decision in a sense.

In a sense it is a narrowing decision, and that feature

of it, I think, strikes one on the first reading—on the

first two or three readings—perhaps more prominently
than anything else. But, studying and analyzing it, I

believe it is essentially a broadening decision, and an
unusual and exiraor'dinarily broadening decision, and
from that point of view I want to ask your Honor to

study it a little with me."

Further, he said (p. 90) :

" Now, why did the Court uphold claims 1, 2, 3,

5, 6, 7 and 12 as valid, and hold claims 9, 10 and 11

invalid? Why, in my judgment, just because the

Court felt that claims 9, 10 and 11 were broad
enough in their language to cover this oil-

lift of the prior art, and the oil-float or

magma that it had distinguished as old
;

just be-

cause the Court felt that those three claims, 9, 10 and
11, were not, as the others were, limited to the results

obtained by the air-lift and in the air-froth. By our
disclaimer we have disclaimed every procedure that

might by any possibility have been included within

those claims except the procedure recited in them when
the result obtained by it is the new result defined by
the Supreme Court, thereby aligning those claims with

what the Court has said our patent must be confined to,

with what the Court thereby says our patent may and
should cover. Not results per se ; no, that is not what
the Supreme Court has said our patent is for ; if it had
so said, that would be the law of the land and of this

patent and of this case. But it has not so said. Not
results irrespective of process, but the process, the pro-

cedure, recited in those claims when and as limited to,

and recognized and determined by, those 7'esults."

Further he said (p. 91) :

" Now, that, I maintain, is a broad and fundamental
decision ; a broad and an unusually broadening decision,
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and it gives to this patent a scope as broad as the oil-

modified air-lift, and the metal-carrying air-froth speci-

fied (when you have ore, water, oil and agitation), as

contrasted with the oil-lift and the metal-carrying oil-fioai

of the prior art."

Purther he said (p. 92) :

" So I submit that the Supreme Court decision is a

guide, and a guide clear and definite and broadening,

and that this court must apply to this patent the full

measure of the definition of the Supreme Court ; not,

says the Supreme Court, to include an oil-lift and an
oil-float, but to include every instance, it says in efi'ect,

of an air-lift and an air-froth such as is obtained when
in the vital air-bubble metal-particle combination you
have oil present in a fraction of one per cent, on
the ore."

Further he said (p. 93) :

" The Supreme Court has limited the patent to an
air-lift and an air-froth, and to the sort of an air-lift

and air-froth that is produced when a fraction of one
per cent, of active oil is added in the way and with the
agitation specified. It has read * air-froth ' into every
claim, instead of * froth,' by cutting out oil-froth, and it

has read into every claim the lifting by air as contrasted
with the lifting by oil ; and the disclaimer so limits

claims 9, 10 and 11, and it is as if, for example, claim 9
read :

' The process of concentrating powdered ores
which consists in separating the mineral from the

gangue by coating the mineral with oil in water con-
taining a small quantity of oil, agitating the mixture to

form a froth, and separating the froth, when the results

obtained are substantially those that are obtained by the

same procedure when the oil effectively used is a frac-

tion of one per cent, on the ore.' That is the legal
EFFECT OF THAT DISCLAIMER."

Plaintiffs' counsel in their brief before the Court below ex-

plained why they did not disclaim the invalid claims. They
said (p. 55) :

" The Supreme Court did not, as courts often do,

direct the filing of a disclaimer. The burden was
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cast upon parties and counsel of deciding al

the momentous questions involved. Had the pat-

entees wholly disclaimed claims 9, 10 and 11,

an infringer might triumphantly assert that all

claim to any process employing one per cent, or more
of oil had been abandoned by the affirmative act of the

patentees, and that therefore the patentees were forever eS'

topped from asserting that a process substantially the same
as theirs and producing the same result by the same mode
of operation, but using one per cent, or more of oil, was
within their patent."

After quoting that part of Mr. Kenyon's oral argument
above quoted, in which he paraphrases claim 9, as modified by

the disclaimer, they said (p. 58) :

" So far as claim 9 is concerned, no distinction need
be made between effective oil and inert oil. The identifi-

cation by the new residt associated with the words ' a
small quantity of oil ' obviates any oil-quantity measure-^
ment as to the amount of oil used."

What this means in plain English is, that any quantity of

oil above 1% on the ore, no matter how large it may be, is

now the " small quantity " of claims 9, 10 and 11, so long as

it does the work—which is only another way of saying that

the limitation to a " small quantity " of oil was intended to

be, and if plaintiffs' counsel are right, has been completely

erased from claims 9, 10 and 11 by the disclaimer.

So we see that these claims, which the Supreme Court

said were too broad because they included the use of any
" small quantity " of oil, have not by the disclaimer been

limited to the use of a smaller quantity of oil, but have been

broadened (if plaintiffs have accomplished their purpose) so

that they are not now limited at all as to the quantity of oil

used but only to the results obtained.

The trick of the disclaimer consists in artfully repeating

certain words taken from the Supreme Court opinion in such

a way as to give them an entirely different meaning. The
Supreme Court said (242 U. S., 271)

:

" The patent must be confined to the results ob-
tained by the use of oil within the proportions often
described in the testimony and in the claims of the
patent as * critical proportions '."
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This language seems to be perfectly clear and entirely

free from ambiguity. It says plainly that the patentees are

not entitled to monopolize the results obtained by the use

of oil in larger quantities— that the use of oil in larger quan-

tities cannot be covered by this patent.

The disclaimer, however, instead of saying that

claims 9, 10 and 11 are limited to the " results obtained

by the use of" the so-called critical proportions of oil,

say they are limited to a process in which the " results

obtained are the results obtained by the use of " the so-called

critical proportions of oil. By repeating the words " results

obtained " in this way, their purpose was to expand the claims

to cover any process using oil in which the results obtained

were like those obtained by using the critical proportions of

oil. The trick is clever, but it is transparent. The Supreme

Court said the claims must be limited to the *' results obtained

by the use of " the critical proportions. The disclaimer says

they are limited to " results obtained " which are like those

obtained " by the use of " the critical proportions.

1 Assuming, for the sake of argument, that the Supreme

Court decision was a "broadening" decision (which, of course

it was not), yet the only way in which advantage could be

taken of it is by means of a surrender and reissue of the patent

—that is, by a proceeding under Section 4916. The dis-

claimer sections are strictly limited to cases in which (Sec.

4917) " the patentee has claimed more than that of which he

was the original or first inventor or discoverer," and (Sec.

4922) has " claimed to be the original and first inventor or

discoverer of any material or substantial part of the thing

patented, of which he was not the original and first inventor

or discoverer," and the only act on the part of the patentee

justified by these sections is that he may (Sec. 4917) " make
disclaimer of such parts of the thing patented as he shall not

choose to claim or to hold by virtue of the patent." * A disclaimer

* Nothing is better settled than that there is no warrant in law for broad-

ening a patent by disclaimer, and no warrant in law for converting by dis-

claimer a claim for one thing into a claim for a different thing.

In Union Metallic Cartridge Co. vs. U. S. Cartridge Co., 112 U. S., 624,

the Supreme Court, speaking by Mr. Justice Blatobcfoed, said (642) :

" A disclaimer can be made only when something has been
claimed of which the patentee was not the original or first inventor,
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which seeks to broaden a patent is, therefore, without warrant

of law, and is a nullity.

(b) Having ascertained the intended eflfect of the so-called

disclaimer, and having shown that if the intended effect was

accomplished the so-called disclaimer is a nullity, we shall

now proceed to ascertain what is the actual effect of the so-

called disclaimer.

We contend that the so-called disclaimer did not disclaim

anything, but leaves the claims in precisely the same condition

they were before the paper was filed, and that it is, therefore,

a nullity.

and when it is intended to limit a claim in respect to the thing so

not originally or first invented. It is true that, in so disclaiming or

limiting a claim, descriptive matter on which the disclaimed claim
is based, may, as incidental, be erased, in aid of, or as ancillary to,

the disclaimer. But the Statute expressly limits a disclaimer to a

reiection of something before claimed as new, or as invented, when
it was not new or invented, and which the patentee or his assignee
no longer chooses to claim or hold."

In Carnegie Steel Co. vs. Cambria Iron Co., 185 U. S., 403, the Supreme

Court, in approving a disclaimer, speaking by Mr. Justice Brown said (436)t

" Had the purpose of the disclaimer been to reform or alter the
description of the invention, or convert the claim from one thing-

into something else, it might have been objectionable, as patents can
only be amended for mistakes of this kind by a reissue."

In- White vs. Oleason Mfg. Co., 17 Fed., 159, Judge Wheelbe, condemn-

ing a disclaimer, said :

" The disclaimer could add nothing to the patent. It could
take away from what was described as the invention and claimed a?
such, so as to be covered by the grant of the patent, but it had na
office to make the patent cover anything, however clearly shown in

the patent, not so described and claimed as a part of the invention.
* * Such changes appertain to reissues and not to disclaimers."^

See, also, Hailes vs. Albany Stove Co., 123 U. S., 582, 587 ; Albany Steam

Trap Co. vs. Worthington, 79 Fed., 966, 969 ; Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

vs. New York Air Brake (7<?., 139 Fed., 265 ; Bracewell vs. Passaic Print

Works, 107 Fed., 467, 469.

It is, therefore, a perfectly well-settled principle of law that the only

function of a disclaimer is to limit a patent. A disclaimer which attempts to

broaden a patent, or which attempts to change a claim for one thing (as the

use of a " small quantity " of oil in the production of a froth), into a

claim for a different thing (as the production of a froth by the use of any
qnantity of oil), is a nullity.
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To simplify our argument, we will limit it to a discussion

of claims 1 and 9 as typical, respectively, of the claims sus-

tained and of tlie claims condemned.

These claims read as follows :

Sustained by Supreme Court. Condemned hy Siipi'eme Court.

1. The h e r e i n-described 9. The process of concen-

process of concentrating ores trating powdered ores which
which consist in mixing the consists in separating the
powdered ore with water, add- mineral from the gangue by
ing a small proportion of an coating the mineral with oil

oily liquid having a preferen- in water containing a small

tial affinity for metalliferous quantity of oil, agitating the

matter {amounting to a frac- mixture to form a froth, and
Hon of one percent, on the ore), separating the froth,

agitating the mixture until the

oil-coated mineral matter

forms into a froth, and sepa-

rati7ig the froth from the re-

mainder by flotation.

Before disclaimer, claim 9, as well as claim 1, was limited

to the production of the " froth " described in the specifica-

tions. Thus claim 1 calls for " agitating the mixture until the

oil-coated mineral matter forms into a froth, and separating the

froth from the remainder by flotation," while claim 9 calls for

" agitating the mixture to form a froth, and separating the

froth.'' However, plaintiffs' counsel say {supra, p. 77) that

the purpose of the disclaimer was to limit claim 9 to the pro-

duction of such a " froth." But claim 9 was already limited

to such " froth " in terms ; so the disclaimer did not, in fact,

change the meaning of the claim at all.

That claim 9 before disclaimer was limited to the produc-

tion of the " froth " described in the specifications must neces-

sarily be true, unless the word " froth " in claim 9 is given a

different meaning from the same word in claim 1— a construc-

tion which no one will seriously contend for.

The above consideration exposes the fallacy of our ad-

versaries' contention that the Supreme Court decision is a

broadening decision. The Supreme Court condemned claim

9, which was limited in terms to the " froth " of the patent,

because it was not limited to the designated critical quantity

of oil to which the sustained claims were limited. It did not
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condemn claim 9 because it was not limited to the production

of the " frotli " of the patent, because it was, in fact, limited

to such froth in terms, precisely as were the sustained claims.

In other words, claims 1 and 9 were alike in that they both

were limited to the production of the ** froth " of the patent,

and were unlike in that claim 1 was limited in terms to the

prescribed critical quantity of oil, while claim 9 was not so

limited. Yet complainants' counsel gravely contend that the

Supreme Court's decision means that the vice of claim 9 was

not in the respect in which it di^er'ed from claim 1, but was in

respect to that feature in which it was ide?itical with claim 1.

We submit that no amount of ingenuity can spell anything so

illogical out of the language of the Supreme Court.

The statement was made in oral argument by plaiotiffs'

counsel below that the Supreme Court condemned claims 9,

10 and 11 because the term ** a small quantity " of oil which,

they contain is indefinite. The Supreme Court did not con-

demn these claims on such technical grounds. It condemned

them because the claims were too broad, as clearly appears

from tlie language of the opinion, where it says (242 U. S., 271) :

"While we thus find in favor of the validity of the
patent, we cannot agree with the District Court in

regarding it valid as to all of the claims in suit.

As we have pointed out in this opinion, there were
many investigators at work in this field to which the

process in suit relates when the patentees came into

it, and it was while engaged in study of prior kin-

dred processes that their discovery was made. While
the evidence in the case makes it clear that they dis-

covered the final step which converted experiment
into solution, * turned failure into success ' (The
Barbed Wire Patent, 143 U. S., 275), yet the investi-

gations preceding were so informing that this final step

was not a long one, and the patent must be confined to

the results obtained by the use of oil within the pro-
portions often described in the testimony and in the

claims of the patent as ' critical proportions,' ' amount-
ing to a fraction of one per cent, on the ore,' and there-

fore the decree of this court will be that the patent is

valid as to claims No. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, a.nd 12, and that

the defendant infringed these claims, but that it is in-

valid as to claims 9, 10, 11. Claims No. 4, 8 and 13
were not considered in the decrees of the two lower
courts and are not in issue in this proceeding,"
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Claims 9, 10 and 11 were therefore condemned, not be-

cause they were indefinite, but because the use of a " small

luantitj " of oil was old.

So the Supreme Court has said, as plainly as words can

3ay it, that it condemned claims 9, 10 and 11 because they

iQie not limited, as the other claims were, to the " critical

)roportions" of oil. The plaintiffs, instead of correcting this

)ver-claim by disclaimer, as they were bound to do if they

[desired to maintain their right of action under the patent, left

[the over-claim standing, and pretended to limit the condemned

(claims by inserting a feature which was always in them—not

by implication, but in terms.

The result is, as we have said, the condemned claims are

I not changed one iota by the disclaimer. The so-called dis-

claimer is a disclaimer in form only, and not in substance. It
' is a nullity.

(c) We have shown that the plaintiffs' right to maintain

this suit, if they have any such right, is derived from the pro-

visions of Sec. 4922 R. S., and from no other source. We have

shown that the " benefits " of that section extend only to those

who have not " unreasonably neglected or delayed to enter a

disclaimer ". We have shown that the paper entered in the

Patent Office and called a " disclaimer " is not a disclaimer

in fact ; that plaintiffs' counsel who filed the disclaimer admit

that its purpose was not to limit claims 9, 10 and 11 to the use

of a fraction of 1% of oil, but was,by a tricky repetition of words

used by the Supreme Court, an attempt to make these claims

cover any process in which the desired results are obtained.

We have shown that if this purpose was not accomplished the

so-called " disclaimer " has not changed the scope of the claims

and is not a disclaimer in contemplation of law ; and in any

case is a nullity.

Such being the facts, no one will say that the plaintiffs

have not " unreasonably neglected or delayed to enter a dis-

claimer." Not only have they failed honorably to conform

with the conditions imposed by the statute as precedent to

the enjoyment of the " benefits " of Sec. 4922 ; but they have

done worse. They have attempted by shifty practices to ex-

pand their patent while pretending to limit it.

Deprived of the " benefits " of Sec. 4922, they have no

right to maintain this suit.
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CONCLTTSION.

It is respectfully submitted that the decree

belo\^ should be reversed and the case remanded
Tirith appropriate instructions.

Thomas F. Sheridan,

Frederick P. Fish,

J. Edgar Bull,

J. Bruce Kremer,

KuRNAL E. Babbitt,

Of counsel for defendaut-appellant.
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and 12 (claims 9, 10 and 11 as limited by disclaimer)

of letters patent No. 835,120 issued to Sulman, Picard

and Ballot, November 6, 1906, for a process of Ore

Concentration.

The opinion of the court below is found in Vol. 1,

at p. clxxvii, and is reported in 245 Fed. 577 (Advance

Sheets No. 4, December 13, 1917).

Appellees in this brief answer the points raised by

the appellant in its brief. We feel that it is unneces-

sary and undesirable to do more than that herein. But

we also feel that the court might like to have at hand



for ready reference a more complete and thorough con-

sideration of the whole subject-matter, and hence we

have prepared and herewith submit such in the form of

a supplemental brief. Eeference thereto will, when

necessary, be made herein.

The subject-matter of this suit is of exceeding in-

terest. The matter at stake is of great importance.

The case below was tried with zeal and thoroughness

on both sides and was considered by the court with

painstaking care. The record includes the entire record

in the Hyde case (Vols, 2, 3 and 4) and in addition a

further voluminous record (Vols. 1 and 5 to 9).

The actual questions to be considered and decided by

this court are, however, few, and can be easily and

clearly stated.

Appellant's brief does not specify which of the twen-

ty-six assignments of error (Vol. 1, p, cxcix) it relies

upon here. Of the assignments of error its argument

seems practically to be limited to the seventh (as to

non-infringement since January 7, 1917), to the first

(as to validity), and to the twentieth or twenty-fourth

(as to disclaimer).

Its admissions simplify the issues.

It admits (page 6) that

"the Supreme Court has in the Hyde case authoritatively

determined the rights of the plaintiff under the patent

in suit".

(pages 63 and 64)

"The construction of the patent has been finally deter-

mined by the Supreme Court. It is the law of the land

respecting the patent in suit."



Again (page 2) :

"We admit that, under the authoritative and final

interpretation of the patent by the Supreme Court, the

use of oil in quantities of less than one-half of 1%
(as shown by Defendant's Exhibit No. 158, Tr. Vol. IX,

p. 5184) infringed."

This last admission of infringement covers all ap-

pellant's flotation operations from August, 1911, to

January 7, 1917, and on more than 1,500,000 tons of

ore.

Appellant's formulation of the three '^ questions to

be decided" will be found on page. 6 of its brief. They

relate (1) to infringement since January 7, 1917, (2) to

validity in the light of new evidence, and (3) to the

disclaimer. We will limit this brief to a discussion of

these three questions. Most of the discussions in appel-

lant's brief are academic or hypothetical in their nature

and are on issues that do not arise on the facts of this

case and that do not relate to any question that is before

t]iis court for decision.

INFRINGEMENT SINCE JANUARY 7, 1917.

Appellant's contention of non-infringement includes

(and stands or falls with) the proposition of law that

the patent in suit, as interpreted by the Supreme Court

decision, covers and includes every oil or oily liquid

that has a preferential affinity for metalliferous mat-

ter over gangue (Patent p. 1, lines 13-15 and Claim 1,

for example, p. 3, line 43).

That this must he appellant's contention is evident

from the fact that appellant's procedure since January



7, 1917, involves every ingredient, step, operation and

result, that its earlier (and admittedly infringing) pro-

cedure involved, (including the use of a small fraction

of one per cent, of an oily liquid—pine oil—that does

the work of the process), and in addition it involves the

use of a large fraction of one per cent, of an oily

liquid—petroleums—that does not, and cannot, do the

work of the process, the two fractions when added

together equalling one per cent, on the ore or more.

That this is appellant's contention appears on page

44 of its brief:

"Hence we see that any oily liquid having a prefer-

ential affinity for metalliferous matter over ganguc is

included within the term 'oily liquid' in the claim.

Since there is no question but that petroleums have such

preferential affinity, and the court below has in terms so

found (supra, p. 41), there can be no question but that

they are included within the term 'oily liquid' contained

in the claims." (Italics theirs.)

This construction of the patent is arrived at by mis-

taken emphasis upon an incidental thing and an entire

failure to recognize the essential thing.

It is conceded by both parties and found by the

court below that all oils possess the characteristic of

preferential affinity for metalliferous matter over gan-

gue. Comparatively few oils, however, possess the char-

acteristic of producing a mineral-carrying froth. The

soul of the invention of the process in suit resides in using

an oil having the characteristic of producing a mineral-

carrying froth; incidentally such oil will exhibit the

characteristic, common to all oils, of preferential affin-

ity for metalliferous matter over gangue.
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To construe the patent as if the only thing sought for

in the oil is its preferential affinity for metalliferous

matter over gang-ue is to specify a characteristic which

is common to all oils and therefore does not serve to

distinguish the oil required; and it overlooks that which

does distinguish the oil required and specifies its essen-

tial characteristic, namely, its capacity to produce a

mineral-carrying froth.

One has but to read the claims and the specification

to demonstrate this, viz.

(Claims 1, 2 and 3):

"agitating the mixture until the oil-coated mineral mat-

ter forms into a froth,^^

(Claims 5, 6 and 7)

:

"agitating the mixture until the oleic acid has been

brought into efficient contact with the mineral AND
has formed a froth therewith".

(Claim 12)

:

''agitating the mixture to cause the oil-coated mineral to

form a froth/'

(Claims 9, 10 and 11)

:

"agitating the mixture to form a froth" [limited by dis-

claimer to the same mineral-carrying froth as the other

claims]

.

It will thus be seen that the explicit requirement

of every claim is that the oil or oily liquid in addition

to coating the mineral particles must do the funda-

mentally essential thing, i. e., it must cause the oil-

coated mineral particles to form into a froth.
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This it does by reason of its mineral-froth-forming

capacity or characteristic.

If the oil fails in this respect the process does not

proceed.

If it is incapable of fulfilling this office—if it is lack-

ing in this characteristic or power—it is not the oil

or oily liquid of the claims.

The specification is equally explicit.

It sets out the discovery, the mode of operation, and

the result, all as centering in the froth or scum thus

constituted by the air-bubbles and their adhering oil-

coated mineral particles.

And the Supreme Court decision, in upholding the

patent as valid and to that end defining the process

and pointing out its novelty over the prior art, speci-

fies even more emphatically the operation of mineral-

froth-formation, including the formation of a multitude

of air cells, the adherence of the oil-coated mineral

particles to them, the lifting of the latter by the former,

and their accumulation as a floating froth, and specifies

this froth as the result obtained by the process and

describes it as consisting of air-bubbles modified by only

a trace of oil in their films and carrying in mechanical

suspension in their films a very high percentage of the

mineral content of the ore.

Oils may have different characteristics. For example

preferential affinity for metalliferous matter over gan-

gTie, lifting force in water, stickiness, and, in the case

of the process in suit, the modifying action which re-



suits in persistent mineral-holding-froth formation. One

characteristic may be utilized in one process and an-

other in another process.

The characteristic or power of oil to form a per-

sistent mineral-carrying air-bubble froth was first dis-

closed by the patentees here, and is the distinctive fea-

ture of appellees' process, and is the only explanation

that has been made by any one of the process as used

by appellant.

By the very necessity of the case the patent is lim-

ited to such an oil or oily liquid as will do that thing

and excludes every oil and oily liquid that will not do

that thing.

And the Supreme Court so confines the patent by

explicit and authoritative interpretation.

This is in epitome the prescription of the patent:

Given ore, water, acid, heat and agitation nothing

results.

Given ore, water, acid, heat, oil and agitation nothing

may result or something may result. If the oil is an

oil that, like kerosene or fuel oil, does not have the

characteristic that produces mineral-carrying froth, noth-

ing will result. If it is an oil that, like oleic acid or

pine oil, does have that characteristic, an air-bubble

froth will result in which the bubble-films are modified

by the minute amount of oil in them and hold or carry

a very high percentage of the metalliferous matter of

the ore. If the ore or the oil are new and untried

a simple preliminary test, says the patent, must be

made to determine whether the oily substance is suit-
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able under those conditions in the respect of yielding

the proportion of froth or scum desired, namely: a

froth or scum carrying a large proportion of the

mineral present.

That this description and prescription are sufificient

the Supreme Court has already held.

And this inclusion of every oil or oily liquid that

will do this work and exclusion of every oil or oily

liquid that will not do this work, is imported into all

of the claims, as is manifest on the face of those claims

as pointed out above and on the face of the disclaimer

with respect to claims 9, 10 and 11.

Appellant's brief seeks to escape the fatal force of

this situation by misrepresenting appellees' position.

It asserts by assumption that appellees' position is

that this fuel oil and kerosene in appellant's process is

wholly inactive, wholly inert, for any purpose, does not

take "any active part in the process", is used "only

as a diluent to increase the bulk of oil" (pp. 43 to 48).

This misrepresents appellees' position. Appellees'

position is this: These oils do not possess the

capacity to produce mineral-bearing froth and it is

immaterial therefore on a question of infringement

whether they are inactive or active, beneficial or detri-

mental, in other regards. Whatever action ensues from

their use is incidental merely, and is negligible and

immaterial on the question of infringement.

They may stabilize the froth, they may tend to

prevent metal dropping out of the froth or perform

some other incidental thing; but it is purely incidental.



They do not cause the process to work, and therefore

they are not the ''oily liquid" of the patent.

If the terms of the claims are to be construed by the

real substance of the invention,—if a given ingredient

is to be tested by the real work that it does in the

process, or by its capacity to do, or not to do, that

work,—if the claims in their use of the terms of the

art are to be intelligently understood and applied from

the standpoint of the end and purpose in view, the

function and operation to be performed, the results to

be obtained,—then the oil or oily liquid of the claims is

to be interpreted and construed as such an oil or oily

liquid as will do the essential work of the process, as

will function and operate in the way specified in the

patent, and in the claims themselves, and as will obtain

the results defined in the Supreme Court decision, and

to which, as that decision holds, the patent must be

confined.

When you have once so construed the claims, when

you have once so determined, as you must, that no oil

or oily liquid is the oil or oily liquid of the claims

that does not, and cannot, function and operate, and

produce the result, there set out, it only remains in

any particular case to determine whether the oil or

oily liquid in question does in fact so function or

operate and bring about the result. On this question

of fact in the case of the fuel oil and kerosene used as

appellant uses them the findings of the court below

are clear and specific and certain, and they were

based upon what was practically the concurring testi-

monv of both sides.
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And when appellant contends that an oil or an oily

liquid that will not produce the results obtained by the

process is nevertheless the oil or oily liquid of the

claims because it has a preferential affinity for metal-

liferous matter, it flies in the face of the Supreme

Court decision which holds that the patent *'Must Be

Confined^' to the obtaining of those results.

Appellant's contention of non-infringement must fall

with the erroneous proposition of law on which it is

based that the oil or oily liquid of the claims is not

limited to such an oil or to such an oily liquid as can

and does ujoon agitation form the oil-coated mineral

particles of the pulp into the froth of the patent.

Appellant's process is not only shown by the evidence

to achieve substantially the same result in substantially

the same way by substantially the same means, but

appellant's counsel so admitted in oral argument and

printed brief in the court below, saying on page 7 of

''Eeply to Plaintiffs' Brief" below

"Defendants' positions have been consistent throuuhoiit

all the htigations. They have always consistently alle<>ed

that substantially the same results can be obtained with

the use of quantities of oil largjer than one per cent."

And in oral argument (see page 34 of "Oral Argu-

ments for Defendant" below)

"Now I maintain that it has been satisfactorily proven

by our witnesses, Professors Bancroft. Sadtler. Tag-gart

and Beach, that there is no difference between the action

of plus one per cent, of oil and minus one per cent, of

oil in any respect that science can develop, and techni-

cally there is no difference. Our mill operations as set

forth in these tabulated statements which we have intro-

duced and in testimony of our witnesses show that there
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is no difference from a technical and commercial view-

point. It is a case in which practice and theory are in

absolute agreement."

The case for infringement might be briefly restated

in the following way:

Admitting infringement for five and a half years prior

to January 7, 1917, appellant, after that date, while

retaining every ingredient (including a small fraction

of one per cent, of pine oil, the mineral-froth-forming

oil of its previous procedure) and every manipulation

just as previously, has added to the ingredients a large

fraction of one per cent, of certain petroleum products

—fuel oil or Jones crude oil with a little kerosense

—

making with the pine oil a total of nearly or quite

one per cent, on the ore or slightly more. The partic-

ular petroleum products thus added to the mixture, it

is shown in the evidence, are not mineral-froth-forming

oils, that is to say, they are incapable, when attempted

to be used as the oil of the patent, of causing the

oil-coated mineral particles to separate from the gangue

and form into a froth. It is shown also in the evidence

that when mixed with a small fraction of one per cent,

of pine oil, as appellant has mixed them since Janu-

ary 7, 1917, they do not interfere with, or defeat, the

mineral-froth-forming o})eration of the pine oil, but

that that operation proceeds as before in substantially

the same way, to produce substantially the same min-

eral froth and mineral froth concentrate, though of

poorer grade and lower recovery and with greater losses

in the tailings.

On these facts the issue of infringement arises.
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Appellant does not contend that its process since

January 7, 1917, is substantially different either in

means, in operation, or in result, from what it was

before that date, or from the process of the patent

in suit. In this regard appellant merely asserts a dif-

ferent result in dollars.

But appellant does contend that the patent in suit

is in law limited, and has by the Supreme Court been

limited, in all its claims, to the use in the mixing

vat of a fraction of one per cent, of oil of any and

eveiy kind, whatever its function and effect, so long

as it has a preferential affinity for metalliferous matter

(and indeed appellant contends that the patent has

been limited to one-half of one per cent.).

On this contention the issue of infringement arises.

And it is a complete answer to this contention and a

demonstration of infringement since January 7, 1917,

that the patent in suit means no such thing, and the

claims mean no such thing, and the Supreme Court has

not so decided, but precisely the reverse.

And on this issue it is really enough to know and

to note that the whole process exists for the mineral-

carrying froth concentrate in which it ends. The process

has no reason for being except as that mineral-carrying

froth results. The entire descriptive matter of the

patent sets forth a procedure by which upon agitation

of a mixture of ore, air, water and oil, a floating froth

is produced carrying a large percentage of the mineral

matter of the ore, and the described function of the oil

is to so condition the operation as that the formation
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of that mineral-carrying froth results; and while

the claims employ somewhat different expressions, they

are all clear and identical in meaning (claims 9, 10 and

11 as limited by disclaimer) in this respect, that the oil

or oily liquid prescribed to be used in the mixture is

one. which will upon agitation produce a mineral-bearing

froth through the power of flotation of air-bubbles

which have the oil-coated mineral particles adhering to

them.

And it is sufficient answer to know and to note

that the Supreme Court in the Hyde case decided that

the confining of the claims of the patent to the obtain-

ing of this resulting concentrate, this mineral-carrying

air-bubble froth, which the court defines, gave the patent

validity, and that this result so obtained by the use of

the mineral-froth-forming oil differentiated the process,

and the principle of the froth-formation differentiated

the process, from all processes in the prior art, and it

is this froth thus produced that is the identifying

earmark of the invention.

It is clear to a demonstration that the oil or oily

liquid of the patent is and must be a mineral-froth-

producing oil, and that the Supreme Court decision,

whatever else or whatever more it has secured to the

appellees, has secured to them the monopoly under the

patent in suit of the use in the procedure of the patent

of such a mineral-froth-producing oil in an amount at

least up to one per cent, on the ore.

And that is as far as the Court need go in holding

infringement, for appellant since January 7, 1917, has
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used only a small fraction of one per cent of mineral-

frotli-forming oil.

We will now take up the argument more in detail.

THE APPELLEES' PROCESS.

The patent in suit is for a process of ore concentra-

tion by air-froth flotation. It was the first successful

process of ore concentration by air. The fact that air

bubbles would pick out and select mineral or metal

particles and reject gangue had been observed, but no

one had succeeded in utilizing it. In the practical work

of ore concentratiop fugitive and accidental occurrences

of this phenomenon had been considered as a cause of

"much trouble in ore dressing" and ''rather as a

difficulty to be overcome than as a help" (Vol. 8, p.

4397*).

The essence of the invention in suit is the employ-

ment to that end of a mineral-froth-producing oil which

modifies the water of an ore pulp in such a way that upon

agitation an air-froth flotation of the oil-coated mineral

matter results. Later (1909) it was discovered that

other materials, not oils, such as alcohol and acetic acid,

had this water-modifying and mineral-froth-producing

quality, but at the time of the invention in suit the

achieving of a mineral-froth-producing operation and

consequent air-froth flotation was wholly novel, and the

patent in suit is the pioneer patent for a process where-

in this air-froth flotation is achieved. The patent in suit

with respect to oils is limited to oils that have this min-

*The references in this brief are to the printed Transcript of
Record unless otherwise noted.
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eral-froth-producing characteristic that evokes air-froth

flotation of the mineral. The selective affinity of air

bubbles for mineral particles in the body of an ore pulp

may occur in the absence of a mineral-froth-producing

substance but no useful air-froth flotation of the min-

eral can be produced. For example, air bubbles in pure

or unmodified water select and strongly attach to

themselves the mineral particles, and reject the gangue

particles, but in such unmodified water the bubbles cc-^-^C&ii^^a—

forming larger bubbles which, when they reach the

surface, burst or explode violently and drop the

mineral particles, and the operation is useless for the

concentration of ores. In the process in suit, however,

the modifying action of the mineral-froth-producing oil

tends to prevent coalescense of the submerged bubbles

or air cells. It makes little bubbles and keeps them

little. They repel each other and repel gangue while

attracting mineral, and this has suggested electrical

theories to explain the process. The little air bubbles

coursing through the mass of ore pulp select, pick out

and attach to themselves the mineral particles, and

when permitted float upward through the pulp. When

they reach the surface they emerge as air bubbles hav-

ing thin bubble films firmly holding the mineral par-

ticles, and these bubble films do not burst but persist

and the bubbles accumulate into a floating froth layer

which carries the mineral. This froth layer may be

many inches in thickness. The bubbles in it are so

persistent under some circumstances and conditions that

the froth has been called permanent, and it is always

persistent enough to be readily separated from the
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water on which it floats without the mineral particles

dropping back into the water. A few of the bubbles

may expand, or may burst and drojD their mineral, but

the mineral is caught and held by the lower bubbles in

the froth.

THE APPELLAM'S I>FKINGEMENT.

Since January 9, 1917, the appellant has added to

the small fraction of one per cent, of pine oil that it

had previously used (and that it has still continued to

use) a large fraction of one per cent, of fuel oil (or

Jones crude oil) and kerosene, making the total of

oils of all kinds in the mixture (there was occasionally

some other oil present) vary from somewhat below to

a little abcve one per cent, on the ore. The actual

daily quantities used averaged as follows:*

Pine Oil Petroleums Total

Lbs. % Lbs. Lbs. 7c

Jan.-Dec, 1916 1.43 .07 1.43 .07

Jan. 9-31, 1917 1.51 .075 11.93 14.75 .738

Feb. 1-28 1.90 .095 16.25 19.33 .967

Mch. 1-31 _ ^.. 2.82 .141 18.77 22.08 1.11

Apr. 1-15 23.91 1.19

The petroleums added were oils; but when used by

themselves, in any quantity, large or small, alone or

together, they were ineffectual in the process. No

mineral-carrying froth was formed and no concentra-

tion achieved. When used with pine oil mineral-carrying

froth was formed and concentration achieved.

The mineral-carrying froth produced by appellant's

process with the petroleum oils so added was substan-

tially the same in character and kind and quantity as

* See Supp. Br. pp. 126 et seq.
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the froth had been before. It was produced in sub-

stantially the same way, by substantially the same

operation, and by substantially the same means. Take

the pine oil away from the process and the froth dis-

appears. Restore it and the froth reappears. Take

away the petroleum oils and the froth remains un-

changed. Restore them and the froth remains un-

changed (Supp. Br. pp. 132-136).

The grade of the concentrate was lowered when the

petroleum oils were present (a 53% grade in 1916 be-

came 47%, this meaning that there was more gangue

in the concentrate) ; simultaneously the recovery was

lowered (a 92% recovery in 1916 became 83%) ; and the

tailings losses increased (a 1.24% zinc loss in the tail-

ings in 1916 became 2.79%); the cost of the operation

was increased (a cost of $0.82 per ton of ore in 1916

became $1.34) ; and so much return of middlings for

retreatment was required that the total mill capacity

was notably diminished (Supp. Br. pp. 136-138).

That infringement is obvious on substantially undis-

puted facts as to this process of appellant's, and that

a holding of infringement is inevitable on the narrow-

est construction that could in law be given to the patent

and inevitable on the Supreme Court decision, will, we

believe, become manifest as we proceed, if it is not

already manifest.

THE PATENT IN SUIT AND THE SUPREME COURT DECISION.

The patent recites the discovery that when in the

Cattermole process the proportion of oily substance
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was ''considerably reduced—say to a fraction of one

per cent, on the ore— " (p. 1, line 31)—granulation ceased

and after vigorous agitation there was a tendency for

a part of the oil-coated metalliferous matter to rise to

the surface of the pulp in the form of a froth or scum

(whereas had gi'anulation not ceased it would have

sunk to the bottom in the form of granules). Mani-

festly if the oily substance that was being employed

had chanced to be such that the metalliferous matter

coated by it did not rise after agitation and form a froth,

the discovery would not have been made (infra, p. ft).

The patent after certain general observations, all

addressed to the formation of the new froth and the

best conditions to bring about the flotation ''in the

form of froth" of "the proportion of mineral" desired

(p. 1, line 61), gives an example of the application

of the invention to the concentration of a particular

ore (p. 1, line 70), and in that example specifies "oleic

acid" which will in fact form the metalliferous matter

into such a froth and which is therefore a mineral-

froth-forming oil, and describes as the operation and

effect when agitation is stopped (p. 1, line 89), that

"a large proportion of the mineral present rises to the

surface in the form of a froth or scum" and gives the

minimum amount of oleic acid (p. 1, line 96) "which can

be used to effect the flotation of the mineral in the form

of froth". Further on in the specification in describing

an alternative method for the recovery of any sunk

oiled metalliferous matter the patent says (p. 2, line

112) that
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'
' the bubbles of •^iie^ or other gas so generated throughout

the mass at once sweep to the surface thereof all the

metalliferous matter in the form of a froth which can be

separated as before."

And again (p. 3, line 27)

"The whole of the mineral to which air bubbles are

attached—say the oiled mineral—at once rises to the sur-

face as coherent scum or froth."

At page 1, line 105, speaking of the first example the

patent says

"The froth may contain about 70% to 80% of the

metalliferous matter present in the ore."

and immediately after (p. 2, line 3)

"the oil-coated metalliferous matter removed as froth is

separated etc."

Clearly the forming of the oil-coated mineral matter

i7ito the froth is the very essence of the operation and

the froth itself into which the oil-coated mineral matter

is formed is at once the end sought by the process and

the visible sign and evidence that the process has

proceeded.

Clearly also the oil that gives it life must be an oil

that will so form the oil-coated mineral particles into

a froth. And it is equally clear that an oil that will

not do that thing, an oil that while having a preferential

affinity for mineral matter and coating the mineral par-

ticles will not upon agitation form them into a froth,

is not the oil of the process or of the patent.

The claims are equally explicit. While some of them

specify "an oily liquid having a preferential affinity

for metalliferous matter" they do not stop there, but
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require also that "the oil-coated mineral matter forms

into a froth" or words to that effect.

Claims 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 12 are alike in the limi-

tation that it is the oil-coated mineral matter that

forms into the froth, and claims 9, 10 and 11 are alike

in the omission of this limitation, so that before dis-

claimer the froth of claims 9, 10 and 11 did not

require, so far as the phraseology of those claims was

concerned, to be formed by the oil-coated mineral mat-

ter. In other words, it need not have been a mineral-

carrying froth. The disclaimer, however, aligns claims

9, 10 and 11 with the other claims in this regard in

limiting them to the obtaining of the same result,

namely, the same mineral-carrying froth to which the

other claims are limited.

The Supreme Court in the Hyde case found that

the mineral-carrying froth formed upon agitation by

the oil-coated mineral particles of the mixture was

a result novel with the patentees and was achieved

by the use of a bubble-modifying and froth-forming

oil and differentiated the process in that way from all

processes of the prior art.

The Supreme Court found that the process formed

"a multitude of air cells," (p. 6)* the buoyancy of

which air cells chiefly constituted the lifting force which

separated the metalliferous particles of the pulp from

References in this brief to the Supreme Court opinion will be to
the pages of the pamphlet opinion as published by the Supreme
Court.

Unless otherwise noted, bracketed portions and italicizing in quota-

tions will be ours.

i
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the other substances of it (p. 5) and "floated them to

the surface" (p. 5) and there formed this froth (p. 3)

composed '^of air bubbles with only a trace of oil in

them, which carry in mechanical suspension a very high

percentage of the metal and metalliferous particles"

—

"a result never obtained before" (p. 5).

The Supreme Court said that the experimenters

were working on the Cattermole ''Metal-Sinking

process" as a basis "when it was discovered that

the granulation on which the process depended

practically ceased when the oleic acid (oil) was

reduced to about five-tenths of one per cent, 'on the

ore ' " ; that as the oil was further reduced there was an

increase in the amount of "float froth" which reached

its maximum at about one-tenth of one per cent, of

oleic acid "on the ore"; that (p. 7) "it was while en-

gaged in study of prior kindred processes [Cattermole,

etc.] that their discovery was made"; that while they

discovered the final step which brought success "yet the

investigations preceding were so informing that this

final step was not a long one and the patent must be

confined to the results obtained by the use of oil within

the proportions often described in the testimony and in

the claims of the patent as 'critical proportions'

'amounting to a fraction of one per cent, on the ore' "

(p. 8).

It is clear that the word '

' results
'

' as used in this con-

cluding paragraph of the opinion (p. 8) : "the patent

must be confined to the results obtained," etc., is used

with reference to the product of the process, the visible
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thing that is formed or made or produced or effected

by it—viz. the mineral-carrying air-froth.

The district court in the Hyde case had held that

the result or product of the process in this sense, the

air-froth holding the mineral particles, was a novel

result, and that the principle or mode of operation

by which that result was obtained was novel, and

therefore (and not because of the mere economy in

oil), it had sustained the invention as patentable and

the patent as valid.

This Court in the Hyde case had found the fact to be

that the result, the froth concentrate, the product of

the process, was not novel but was old, and that the

principle or mode of operation by which it was formed

or produced was old, and that the only novel thing

was the mere economy in oil, the arbitrary reduction

as such in the amount of oil used; and on that finding

of fact, and with entire soundness as a proposition of

law, this court had held that no invention was involved

and that the patent was invalid.

The Supreme Court had these two decisions before

it for review. The one decision found the novelty of the

process in what came out of it, the result produced by it.

The other decision found no novelty in that, no novelty

in the principle or mode of operation, and novelty only

in the arbitrary reduction in the quantity of an old ingre-

dient (oil) that went into the mixing vat at the beginning

of the process. Had the Supreme Court agreed with

this court on the facts it must have agreed on the law.

But it agreed with the district court on the facts,
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and based its holding of validity upon the novelty of

the mineral-carrying froth obtained by the process, and

confined the patent so that no claim of it should extend

beyond, or cover anything beyond, that result. Its con-

demnation of claims 9, 10 and 11 was because they ex-

tended beyond those confines. It was asked to so confine

those claims by construction, but it did not do so (Sup-

plemental Brief, p. 286). The disclaimer, however, dis-

claims all the excess that extended those claims out

beyond those confines, and it therefore aligns them

also with the court's decision.

The most conspicuous fact in this whole decision is

the emphasis given to the mineral-carrying froth—the

result obtained by the process—and to its novelty. We
have seen how the patent emphasizes that froth. The

decision makes it the very life of the process and its

novelty the very basis of the patent.

To argue, as appellant must, that any oil is the oil

of the process and patent which has a preferential affin-

ity for metalliferous matter whether it is capable of

obtaining the results specified by the Supreme Court

or not, is to fly in the face of that decision. The use

of a fraction of one per cent, of an oil that is incapa-

ble of producing the specified results could not be within

the patent, for the patent has been confined to those

results, and such an oil, therefore, is not the oil of the

patent under the decision.

The mixture, which is to be agitated, is to be com-

posed of ore, water, air, acid or not, heat or not, and

oil or oily liquid. The agitation is to be continued
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"until the oil-coated mineral matter forms into a froth"

(claims 1, 2 and 3), until the oil and the mineral have

"formed a froth" (claims 5, 6 and 7), "to cause the

oil-coated mineral to form a froth" (claim 12), to

form the same mineral-carrying froth (claims 9, 10

and 11, as limited by disclaimer).

If you omit oil or oily liquid, the other ingredients

will not, upon agitation, form a mineral-carrying froth.

The process will not be embodied. If you include oil

or oily liquid, the agitating of the mixture may or

may not form the mineral-carrying froth desired. If

it does not form a mineral-carrjdng froth, then you

have not used the oil or oily liquid prescribed by the

patent. If it does form a mineral-carrying froth,

then you have used the oil or oily liquid prescribed by

the patent.

This is the sole, single and determinative test, both

as to the quality and as to the quantity of oil to be

employed.

A process of ore concentration must give a larger

l>roportion of mineral to gangue in the resulting

concentrate than there was in the original ore—that

is the whole object of the process—otherwise no con-

centration whatever has been effected. The patent

says (p. 1961)

:

''The proportion of mineral which floats in the form

of froth varies considerably with different ores and with

different oily substances, and before utilizing the facts

above mentioned in the concentration of any particular

ore, a simple preliminary test is necessary to determine

which oily substance yields the proportion of froth or

scum desired."
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You must select an oil, not any oil, or all oil having

general undefined oily qualities or specific qualities

of other kinds, but oil which will, when added to the

mixture, upon agitation, form a mineral-carrying froth

having the desired greater proportion of mineral to

gangue than the original ore had—an oil that will con-

centrate mineral by air flotation.

If you select an oil that will not form such a min-

eral-carrying froth, it is an immaterial and negligible

thing, so far as this process is concerned, that it hap-

pens to be denominated oil, or that it happens to have

other characteristics of oil. So far as this patent is

concerned it is not oil—that is, no oil is "oil" or ''oily

liquid" within the meaning of the claims of the pat-

ent in suit unless, when added to the mixture, it pro-

duces upon agitation a mineral-carrying froth.

Placing, therefore, the narrowest and strictest con-

struction upon the decision of the Supreme Court in

the matter of the amount of oil used, we find that the

patent in suit covers at the very least, any and every

process in which ore, air and water are mixed with a

mineral-froth-forming oil used in an amount which is

a fraction of one per cent, on the ore, and in which

the mixture is agitated until a froth is produced carry-

ing a large percentage of the metalliferous content of

the ore.

The Supreme Court decision, in legal effect, goes much

further, as we believe; but for the purposes of deter-
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mining the issue of infringement in the case at bar,

it is not necessary to determine that further question,

and any determination of it here would be outside the

issues of the case, and so unnecessary.

If that issue arose on the facts (as it does not), we

would submit with complete confidence in summary as

follows: (For fuller discussion see Supp. Br. p. 275).

The Supreme Court,—calling attention to the fact that

the patentees were engaged in study of the kindred

Cattermole "Metal-Sinking Process" with the special

purpose in mind at the time to trace the effect on the

results of the process of a reduction to the vanishing

point of the quantity of oil used, whereupon, at about one-

half of one per cent, on the ore, the Cattermole results

vanished and on further reduction results unknown before

supervened and on still further reduction vastly increased

and the discovery in suit was made,—found that the

patentees took the last and successful step and there-

by obtained new results never obtained before, and the

decision supported the patent as valid because the re-

sults obtained were new, but confined the patent so that

it should not cover or include any process obtaining the

old results. Had the Supreme Court found that the car-

rying novelty lay only in a certain quantitative relation

of the amount of oil used to that previously used, it

would have confined the patent to that quantitative

relation; but it found the carrying novelty in the re-

sults obtained, and confined the patent to them—sustain-

ing the patent, not as a patent for a result per se, but as

a patent for a novel process, distinguished by the

i
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novel results it obtained, and identifiable by those novel

results. The Court said (p. 7): ''The composition of

ores varies infinitely, each one presenting its special

problem" and supported as sufficient the patent's pre-

scription of a simple preliminary test with each new

ore and each new oil to determine among other things

"the amount of oil" (p. 7) that will obtain the result-

ing froth concentrate desired.

This was a most explicit and emphatic holding

that the real substance of the invention is to be con-

sidered and that it is to be judged by its works, iden-

tified by the results obtained, and not by any arbitrary

quantitative reduction in the amount of oil used in the

mixing vat for that might vary with every ore and

with every oil. Reduction was functional, but no spe-

cific reduction was necessarily limiting.

Judge Bradford in the Miami case had declared claim

9 invalid because it was not limited to the use of a frac-

tion of one per cent, of oil on the ore. In sharp contrast

the Supreme Court, with Judge Bradford's decision

before them, held claim 9 (and claims 10 and 11) invalid

because they were not confined to the results obtained

by the process as defined by the court. This different

attitude, in the opinion of the Circuit Court of Appeals

in the Miami case, "acutely enlarged" the question of

infringement.

We are now in a position to take up the first ques-

tion on the facts, which is:
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DID THE APPELLANT, BY THE OPERATIONS WHICH IT CON-

DUCTED FROM JANUARY 7, 1917, UP TO THE TIME OF

TRIAL, INFRINGE CLAIMS 1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 11 AND 12 OF THE

PATENT IN SUIT (CLAIMS 9, 10 AND 11 AS LIMITED BY DIS-

CLAIMER)?

The answer to this question depends upon whether

api^ellant practiced throughout that period the j^rocess

described in the patent and decision.

The court below found the fact to be that the appel-

lant during the period in question had made beneficial

use of only a fraction of one per cent, of oil on the ore.

That was tantamount to a holding of what was the

actual fact that the appellant made use of only a small

fraction of one per cent, of an oil that was capable of

beneficial service in the process, i. e. effectuating air

flotation and obtaining the results specified by the Su-

preme Court.

The appellant throughout the period in question, used

a mineral-froth-forming oil (pine oil) in an amount less

than one per cent, on the ore {supra p. 16), and agitated

the mixture until a froth was formed carrying a large

percentage of the metalliferous content of the ore. The

presence in the mixture of another oil in an amount such

as to bring the total of both kinds of oil up to one per

cent., or more, on the ore (but the other oil care-

fully selected after a long search just because it would

not defeat froth formation by a true mineral-froth-form-

ing oil), did not change in kind the results that were

obtained, or the principle of action or mode of opera-

tion by which they were obtained, or the means by

which they were obtained.
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Appellant's argument of limitation to one-half of one

per cent, of oil.—So much of the argument of the appel-

lant as seeks to avoid the charge of infringement, by

claiming that the Supreme Court decision restricted all

the claims of the patent in suit to one-half of one per cent,

or less of oil in the mixture, is unworthy of serious con-

sideration. The specific example of a particular ore

—

Broken Hill ore—and a particular oil—oleic acid

—

given in the patent at page 1, lines 70 to 101, in illus-

tration of "the application of this invention to the

concentration of a particular ore" (that happening to

have been the particular example worked out by the

patentees when the discovery was made), is so limited

to one-half of one per cent, of oleic acid on the ore, as

Mr. Kenyon pointed out to Mr. Justice McReynolds

in his oral argument in the Supreme Court in his-

torically describing the making of the discovery. Claims

5, 6 and 7, of the patent, which are apparently ad-

dressed to that particular example, or others like it, are

so limited. But the case is different with the general

description in the specification (outside of that par-

ticular example), and with claims 1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 11 and

12 of the patent. In the case of the particular exam-

ple of Broken Hill ore and oleic acid, the limitation

to one-half of one per cent, of oleic acid on the ore

is not arbitrary, but is functional. It arises from the

observed fact (set out in the evidence in the Hyde

case) that that quantity of oleic acid, under the

described conditions, substantially marked the bound-

ary or divide above which the Cattermole granula-

tion operation results were obtained, and below which
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the patentees' flotation results were obtained. And

so in any other specific case of another ore and the

same or another oil, and the same or other conditions

of heat, of acidifjang, of agitation, etc., a similar sim-

ple test would determine the required proportions and

the boundary line within which the patentees' results

would be obtained. There is no magic in any

particular per cent, or quantity apart from accom-

panying conditions. The Supreme Court did not

commit what would have been the manifest error of

limiting the confines of the invention in general (cov-

ering all possible applications) to those of a particular

example and a single application, where it knew and

said that ores varied infinitely and each was a problem

by itself. On the contrary, the Supreme Court de-

cision adopted a logical and reasonable test which is

inconsistent with any hard and fast quantitative test

—the logical and reasonable test of ''the results

obtained," which results it concretely described and

which it found to be new with the patentees.

Appellant's argument that any oil is the oil of the

patent.—The only other contention made by appellant

with respect of non-infringement, is equally illogical

and unreasonable and baseless. It is, that when the pat-

ent in suit prescribes an oil or an oily liquid, it means

rigidly and absolutely and without exception, every

oil that has a preferential affinity for metalliferous

matter over gangue, whether it would form a mineral-

carrying froth upon agitation or not, i. e, any and every

oil whatever. Thus appellant's brief says, on page 44:
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"When we come to the claims we find that they define

the oil as 'an oily liquid having a preferential affinity

for metalliferous matter.'

Hence we say that any oily liquid having a preferen-

tial affinity for metalliferous matter over gangue, is

included within the term "oily liquid" in the claim.

Since there is no question but that petroleums have

such preferential affinity, and the court below has in

terms so found {supra, p. 41) there can be no question

but that they are included within the term 'oily liquid'

contained in the claims."

This contention ignores the fact, as we have already

pointed out, that the claims specify that the agitation of

the mixture is to be continued

"until the oil-coated mineral matter forms into a froth"

(claims 1. 2 and 3).

And again:

"Agitating the mixture to cause the oil-coated mineral

to form a froth" (claim 12).

and,

"agitating the mixture to form a froth" (claims 9, 10

and 11).

which latter are limited by disclaimer to the results

obtained by the process described; namely, the min-

eral-carrying froth.

That the particular petroleum products added by

appellant in order to bring its total oil mixture up to

or above one per cent, on the ore, do not function

and are incapable of functioning, as mineral-frotli-form-

ing oils, is shown in this case by overwhelming evi-

dence, and is found by the court below as a fact.
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Appellant's contention that the claims all cover and

include any oil (for all oils have such preferential

affinity), ignores the perfectly plain requirement set

forth in the specification and in every claim of the patent,

and can only be advocated in argument or adopted in

decision, by absolutely eliminating from the process its

only vital feature and factor, the air-lift and air-froth

carrying the oil-coated mineral particles, which alone the

Supreme Court found to be novel and to give life to the ^^^
invention and validity to the patent. ^Vl

Moreover such a contention flies in the face of the

Supreme Court decision which has confined the patent

to the results described and so, by necessary effect, to

oils that will effectuate those results.

The vital feature and factor of the process—the

thing which constituted its novelty—was not the mix-

ture of air, water, ore and any oil, and agitating such

mixture. In the case of a great many oils which have
]

a preferential affinity for metalliferous matter over

gangue (all oils have that to some degree) agita-

tion with such ores as have been tested will not

form a mineral-carrying froth though it were contin-

ued till doomsday. In such a case the agitation of the

mixture would not be the process of the patent in

suit or obtain the results of that process or be any

process of ore concentration. It would be outside the

patent by the explicit holding of the Supreme Court

decision. In claims 9, 10 and 11 there is no specific

mention of the preferential affinity of the oil for metal-
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liferous matter, but those claims as now limited by dis-

claimer, as well as the other claims of the patent, all

have the basic and fundamental limitation buttressed by

the Supreme Court decision that the agitation of the

mixture must cause the oil-coated mineral to form the

froth, and therefore necessarily that the oil contained in

the water to that end must be a mineral-froth-form-

ing oil.

In all the claims of the patent, as well as in the

specification, the characteristic of oil that is to be

utilized, the characteristic which the patentees discov-

ered and for which they use the oil in the mixture,

is set forth with entire clearness and beyond the

possibility of doubt or misunderstanding. That char-

acteristic is the characteristic that causes it, under

agitation, to coat the mineral particles and to cause

THEM to form into a froth. The "oil" or "oily liquid"

with which this invention and this process and this pat-

ent deal, is solely and only such oil as has this char-

acteristic. And if a simple test is required to deter-

mine whether a given oil has this characteristic, that

test, under the prescription of the patent, can and

should be made, and the Supreme Court has decided

that under the circumstances of this case, that pre-

scription in the patent is sufficient. And so far as all

experience to date shows the world over, when that

characteristic is found in any given oil, the quantity

of that oil that is necessary to develop that char-

acteristic effectually, is a fraction of one per cent, of

oil on the ore, and generally a small fraction of one

per cent.
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Mere addition does not avoid infringement.—When
appellant seeks to avoid the charge of infringe-

ment by claiming that its process is outside of

tlie patent because, while adding a small fraction

of one per cent, of a mineral-froth-forming oil, it

also adds other oils which after several years of

investigation it has discovered are not mineral-froth-

forming oils, making the aggregate of mineral-froth-

forming oil plus the non-frothing oil more than one

per cent, on the ore, it makes an irrelevant and futile

contention, wholly unwarranted and unjustified by any

principle of construction of patents and contrary to

coromon sense and the Supreme Court decision.

When the terms *'oil" and ''oily liquid" of the

claims in issue and of the specifications by which those

claims are explained, are once understood in the light

of the operation that proceeds and of the results that

are obtained, any other kind of oil, that is to say,

any kind of oil lacking the essential characteristic

so defined, is, so far as the patent in suit is con-

cerned, not the "oil" or "oily liquid" of the claims,

and is, so far as the patent is concerned, just as if it

were not oil at all but some other liquid. When you

determine, as you must, that the "oil" or "oily liquid"

of the patent is a mineral-froth-forming oil that will do

the work described in the patent and effectuate the

process there set out, then any and all other oils lack-

ing that characteristic (and regardless of other char-

acteristics they may have) are not to be considered as

oils with respect to this process, and their use in large

or small or any quantity, can in no wise affect the

question of infringement.
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There is no principle of patent law better estab-

lished and more firmly settled than that infringe-

ment exists if the snbstance of the patented process

is taken without leave, no matter what other and ad-

ditional things may also be used. One none the less

uses the patented process, notwithstanding he also

uses something else with it.

As the Supreme Court said in Tilghman v. Proctor,

102 U. S. 707, if the patented process

''modified or unmodified by the supposed improvements,

underlies the operation performed"—"forms the basis of

it"
—

"it is idle * * * to say that they do not in-

fringe.
'

'

And again,

"The introduction of an improvement gives no title

to use the primary invention upon which the improve-

ment is based."

As was said by an English court in Proctor v. Bennis,

L. R. 36 Ch. Div. 740, quoted with approval in Mor-

ley Sewing Machine Co. v. Lancaster, 129 U. S. 263,

"* * * it is obvious that additions may be an

improvement, and that omissions may be an improvement,

but the mere fact that there is an addition, or the mere

fact that there is an omission, does not enable you to take

the substance of the plaintiff's patent. The question is

not whether the addition is material, or whether the

omission is material, but whether what has been taken is

the substance and the essence of the invention. That

seems to me to be the true test, as propounded by the

House of Lords in Clark v. Adie, L R, 2 App. Case.

315, 320."

In Von Schmidt v. Bowers, 80 Fed. 121, this court

said :
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"all subsequent machines which employ substantially the

same means to accomplish the same result are infringe-

ments, notwithstanding the subsequent machine may con-

tain improvements in separate mechanism which 0:0 to

make up the machine."

In Stebler v. Riverside Orange Growers' Association,

205 Fed. 735, this court again said:

"One who appropriates another's patented invention,

even though he may add thereto another element to per-

form an additional function, is guilty of infringement."

Even where the defendant's embodiment is less

efficient or less economical than the plaintiff's, the

same rule applies.

Thus the Supreme Court said in Winatts v. Denmead,

15 How. 330:

"it is not necessarj^ that the defendant's cars should

employ the plaintiff's invention to as good advantage as

he employs it, or that the results should be precisely the

same in degree. It must be the same in kind, and effected

by the employment of his mode of operation in sub-

stance.
'

'

Again the Supreme Court said in Hobbs v. Beach, 180

U. S. 383:

"The fact that the Horton device contains no mechan-

ism for turning the strip into the inside of the corner,

merely indicates that it does not perform all of the

functions of the Beach patent. But it is no less an

infringement if it performs its primary function in prac-

tically the same way. We are not concerned with the

subordinate differences in the mechanism, least of all ^vith

the different names given by Horton to parts of his

machine similar to the corresponding parts in the Beach

patent. As the two machines are alike in their functions,
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combination, and elements, it is unnecessary to go fur-

ther and inquire whether they are alike or unlike in other

details.
'

'

Just as in that case a difference in names for identi-

cal parts made no real difference, so in the case at

bar, identity of names for essentially different ingredi-

ents can make no real identity.

In Consolidated Safety Valve Co. v. Crosby Co., 113

U. S. 157, the Eichardson valve was of such a struc-

ture that all the steam which escaped into the open air

had to pass through a peculiar stricture which was the

novel thing. In the defendant's valve only a part of

the steam passed through the defendant's stricture.

But the court held that although this was an inferior

construction yet the difference was one of degree and

the defendant to the extent that its steam escaped

through the stricture got Richardson's advantage and

by the same mode of operation and so infringed.

In Letson v. Alaska Packers Association, 130 Fed.

129, this court said

"it is unimportant that the appellants do not accomplish

by their plunger all that is accomplished by the appellee's.

The two devices are the same and the appellant cannot

avoid infringement by failing to make use of the upper
plunger for all purposes for which it might be used."

As was said by the Circuit Court of Appeals for the

Fourth Circuit in Crown Cork S Seal Co. v. Aluminum

Stopper Co., 108 Fed. 845:

"The court will look through the disguises, however

ingenious, to see whether the inventive idea of the original
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patentee has been performed and whether the defendant's

device contains the material features of the patent in

suit."

The claims of the patent in suit, so far as the use

of oil or oily liquid is concerned, define clearly, dis-

tinctly and imperatively what must be used, i. e., an

oil that is capable of producing a mineral froth under

tbe conditions of its use—and for the purposes of the

only question of infringement presented in this suit,

we may deal with the patent just as if it were restricted

in terms to a fraction of one per cent, of such an oil

upon the ore.

To determine infringement, therefore, is a perfectly

simple matter and requires only the consideration of

a fact. The only fact (if the procedure of the patent

is otherwise used) that needs to be considered is, how

much mineral-froth-forming oil is being used to form

the froth. When the investigation discloses that

the quantity of mineral-froth-forming oil is a fraction

of one per cent, on the ore and that the results speci-

fied by the patent and the decision are obtained, in-

fringement exists even on the strictest and narrowest

construction of the claims. The infringer, upon this

state of facts, can no more successfully resist the charge

of infringement by saying, "But I also used other oils

making in the aggregate of all kinds of oil more than a

fraction of one per cent, on the ore," than if he should

say, "In addition to the fraction of one per cent, of min-

eral-froth-forming oil which I used, I also used some

acids or some solids or liquids of various kinds and

with various names and functions."

f
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It is impossible to add apples and pears and get an

aggregate of apples.

It is utterly immaterial upon the issue of infringe-

ment in this case (even assuming the narrowest con-

struction of the claims) what non-frothing oils or what

other things are used, if the user employs the proce-

dure of the patent in suit and in that procedure uses

a fraction of one per cent, of mineral-froth-forming oil,

and obtains the results specified in the decision.

The appellant is in just this position, and the whole

situation on the issue of infringement is luminously

clear.

The Findings of Fact Made by the Court Below on the

Issue of Infringement.

The court below, facing all the witnesses who testi-

fied on the facts, and personally viewing the many ex-

periments and tests that were made in court during

the progress of the trial, and viewing the two pro-

cesses in the mill (appellant's and appellees') on

the last day of the trial, the one at the appellant's

mill and the other at the Timber Butte mill (one of

appellees' licensees) found the following facts:

that

"the larger part of the oil used by the defendant and
all in excess of a fraction of one per cent, on the ore,

if not inert is ineffective, wasted and injurious to the

process and results" (Vol. 1, p. cxeii)
;

that the petroleum oils which constituted a large part

of the oils

"seemed generally ineffective by the evidence of both

parties" (p. cxciii)

;
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that these petroleum oils

"are ineffective to operate the process and that is because

they have not the quality that contributes to bubble-

making. * * * With these ineffective oils agitation

will not produce froth and so there is no flotation of the

metallic particles" (ib.)
;

that

"Defendant uses the patent process, uses plaintiffs'

invention of ore concentration by air-bubble flotation,

uses the same elements in the same combination in the

same way with the same function to the same, but poorer

results" (p. cxci)
;

that

"The addition of the excess oil no more adds to or

changes the process, no more avoids infringement than

would the addition of milk or other useless substance not

a part of the process" (p. cxciv)
;

and that the excess oil was added

"merely to avoid the patent" (ib.)-

The Evidence.

These findings of fact by the court below were

based upon credible testimony of reputable witnesses

produced by both parties—practical experts in this art

such as Mr. Greninger, Mr. Chapman, Mr. Higgins

and Mr. Wiggin for appellees, who not only testified

to their observations and opinions, but some of them

made practical demonstrations of the facts in court;

also Mr. Engelmann of the Ray Consolidated Com-

pany, a practical expert in this art produced by appel-

lant, who testified to mill tests*, and Professors Ban-

*"We tried at different times to run on straight fuel oil, but we
could never maintain metallurgical results" (Vol. 6, p. 3255, Q 78).
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croft, Taggart and Beach, scientists produced by ap-

pellant, and Messrs. Wilding and Wilkinson, practical

experts who interpreted for the court appellant's tab-

IJ
ulated statements and monthly reports as to its pro-

cedures both before and after January 7, 1917.

Mr. Higgins for appellees demonstrated by a test

carried on in open court that a mixture of fuel oil and

kerosene (two of the three components of appellant's

mixture) in an amount aggregating 18 lbs. to the ton

(fairly typical of appellant's mixture), when added

to a mixture of ore, water and acid, would not

upon agitation produce a mineral-carrying froth or

effectuate any ore concentration whatever, but that

when to that mixture of ore, water, acid and 18 lbs. of

fuel oil and kerosene, 4 lbs. of pine oil per ton of ore

was added and the same identical agitation repeated,

a copious mineral-carrying froth was produced, and

ore concentration was effected (Vol. 8, p. 4608, Qs.

424-426; p. 4611, Qs. 444-447; p. 4613, Qs., 458-466). Mr.

Higgins made a similar demonstration, trying first 2

pounds of kerosene with ore, water and acid, which

upon agitation gave nothing whatever in the way of

a metal-carrying froth, and to which he then added 2

lbs. of pine oil per ton of ore and repeated the agita-

tion, whereupon a good mineral-carrying froth was

produced (Vol. 8, p. 4603, Qs. 407-419).

Some of appellant's witnesses testified to sporadic mill

operations said to be with petroleum alone, but they were

discredited and the operations shown not to have been

with petroleum alone (see cross-examination of Janney,

Vol. 5, p. 2612, XQs. 349-408, and p. 2627, RXQs. 432-446;
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and Supp. Br., pp. 114-116). Janney admits knowing

many oils that will not froth and another class that will

froth and make the bubbles stable (Vol. 5, p. 2576,

Q. 158). Professor Bancroft, one of appellant's scien-

tific witnesses, repeatedly says that kerosene is not a

frothing oil and selects it as the typical non-frothing

oil (Vol. 6, p. 3145, Q. 24, p. 3153, Q. 50; p. 3154, Q. 51)

and says of appellant's mixture that it contains (1) the

non-frothing viscous oil, fuel oil (2) kerosene, which he

had selected as the typical non-frothing oil, and (3) pine

oil which is a frothing oil.

Appellant's brief (page 45) apparently seeks to sug-

gest, by italicizing the words "kerosene" and "alone"

in the phrase "kerosene acid sludge alone" that the

Anaconda Company as appellees' licensee sometimes

uses kerosene alone in its great flotation operations.

Kerosene acid sludge is not kerosene at all, but a by-

product of the refining of kerosene, and it contains no

kerosene (Vol. 8, p. 4317, Qs. 110-112). Mr. Wiggin says

also (and this may help explain where some of the

large amount of inert and useless petroleum oil goes

to in appellant's process) that the Anaconda Company

has found that aluminous clay material in the copper

slime probably absorbs some of the oil used rendering

that much of the oil useless for flotation, this ex-

plaining why it is found necessary to use more

oil with the copper slime (Vol. 8, p. 4300, Q. 33).

Appellees' witnesses speak of the great excess of clay

gangue slime in appellant's ore and of the probably

large absorption of fuel oil and kerosene thereby, and

the reports of appellant's mill superintendent (Vol. 9,
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p. 5292-5301) show that of every 26.37 lbs. of oil added

in the demonstration mill run on April 29, 1917, more

than 10 lbs. were found running to waste in the tail-

ings where of course the proportion of gangue is

large.

That the appellant's procedure since January 7, 1917,

is substantially the same process, proceeding by the same

identical operation to the same identical result—the

metal-carrying froth—is testified to positively by the

practical experts Greninger (Vol. 8, p. 4326, Qs. 14-19,

22), Chapman (p. 4435, Q. 37) and Higgins (p. 4735,

Qs. 34-36) produced by appellees, and counsel for de-

fendant below stated that it had been satisfactorily

proven by his witnesses, that the same results are

obtained with over one per cent, as with under one

per cent, of oil and that the operations of defendant

demonstrated this. He particularly referred to his wit-

nesses, Professors Bancroft, Sadtler, Taggart and

Beach (see supra, citations p. 10). A typical statement

will be found in the testimony of Professor Beach

(Vol. 6, p. 3068, Q. 55; p. 3122, XQs. 228, 229).

Appellant's brief cites no evidence or opinion to the

contrary, and the appellant in its brief here seeks the

benefit of an argument to escape conviction of infringe-

ment by intimating or suggesting that it obtained by its

operations a different result from that obtained by the

process in suit. It cites no evidence to sustain this

argument. It points out no difference whatever be-

tween the principle and mode of action and operation

of the process as carried out after January 7, 1917,
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and as carried out for five years before that date, nor

any difference whatever in the product of the process,

the resulting froth concentrate. The argument, there-

fore, not only lacks any basis in fact to support it but

is in direct opposition to the testimony of the witnesses

on both sides. The whole effort of the defendant in the

court below was directed at proving that the results

obtained by large quantities of oil in the aggregate

above one per cent, were identical with the results

obtained by quantities below one per cent., and its

counsel urgently insisted there that the defendant had

established this fact.

However effective the argument now made might

have been, if the facts of the case had supported it,

it is utterly futile because the facts do not support it

but on the contrary destroy it.

The case is well within the rule that was stated in

the opinion in Butte & Superior Copper Company

against Clark-Montana Realty Company and Elm Orlu

Mining Company, filed at this term by this court.

"There are several assignments of error to the find-

ings of fact, * * * The appellant does not assert that

the findings of fact are unsupported by competent evi-

dence, he contends that they are contrary to the weight

of the evidence. The trial court made its findings upon

an evidently careful and painstaking investigation of the

testimony and the exhibits, and after a personal inspec-

tion of the mining properties. We have examined the

record sufficiently to see that the findings are all sup-

ported by the credible testimony of reputable witnesses.

Upon settled principles which this court has always recog-
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nized, findings so made upon conflicting testimony are

conclusive upon this appeal."

We have on the facts here a perfectly clear case

of a user of the exact process of the patent in suit who

seeks to escape the charge of infringement by adding

thereto something other and different that does not go

to the heart of the operation or change its substance

or change the kind of product or result obtained. Un-

der the law this does not relieve such user of the

charge of infringement. There is no real dispute on

the facts, and they are the sole determining test of in-

fringement. The facts demonstrate infringement from

January 7, 1917, to the time of trial.

The fuel oil and the kerosene which, when employed

in minute proportions in conjunction with minute pro-

portions of a mineral-froth-forming oil and with a

soluble frothing agent of the 1910 patent, sometimes

benefit the result by preventing the dropping of some

larger mineral particles out of the froth and by steady-

ing and stabilizing the froth, may in the uselessly ex-

cessive quantities employed by appellant effect that

same benefit, or it may not. The weight of evidence is

that it does not. But even if it does, that benefit does

not change the process in its substance and does not

change the results obtained in kind.

It is worse than foolish to say, as appellant's brief

says, that the result is different because the appellant's

profits are being reduced at the rate of $1,000,000 per

year, with the intimation that that was the sort of re-

sult the Supreme Court referred to in its decision.
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This is foolish because there was no ore concentration

process known to the prior art by which any profit

at all could be made except water concentration (and

that did not involve oil) and the Elmore Bulk Oil

process (which required ton for ton of oil and ore and

which even defendant's witnesses all differentiate), and

perhaps Cattermole (which recovered the metal and

could only recover the metal by sinking it) . The Supreme

Court could not by any possibility have had any in-

crease of commercial profits in mind as the "results

obtained" to which it says the patent must be con-

fined. And the argument is worse than foolish in that

it discloses the emptiness of appellant's armory of

argument to support its contention of non-infringe-

ment.

It is also a simple begging of the whole question to

say that the appellant's froth concentrate has con-

tained more oil since January 7, 1917, than it did be-

fore, because the very question is whether the pres-

ence of the alien oil in the froth concentrate that gets

there from the operation makes that froth concentrate

any different in kind, or the operation by which it was

jjroduced any different in kind, and the evidence on

both sides is that it does not.

It is idle too to argue that appellant's froth has

more oil in it since January 7, 1917, than before,

and that that was the distinction the Supreme Court

made between appellees' froth and the prior art;

for that was not the distinction the Supreme

Court made. The Supreme Court did not find in the

prior art a froth the air bubbles of which carried a
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large proportion of the metalliferous content of the

ore and in addition a large quantity of oil from

which it differentiated appellees' froth merely by the

lesser quantity of oil in it. That was emphatically

not the situation. The Supreme Court found a broad

novelty in appellees' froth which it defined, as we else-

where point out, and appellant's froth since January

7, 1917, is as much that novel froth in kind as was

appellant's froth prior to that date.

Attempted Justification by the Prior Art.

Where a defendant seeks by the prior art to justify

his procedure against a charge of infringement it is

usual for him to point out just what process of the

prior art it is that he is using. Appellant's brief,

however, will be searched in vain for any such identi-

fication of its 1917 procedure with any process of the

prior art; and the reason for this is not far to seek.

Appellant's process is not the Everson process. That

process is merely a water concentration or shaking

table process reversed, that is to say, one in which the

positions of the gangue and of the mineral are re-

versed in the water. In Everson it is the mineral mat-

ter instead of the gangue that floats, that is, flows, in

suspension in the upper strata of the water and goes

over the top of the riffles (Everson patent, p. 2, 1, 105-

111. Vol. 4, p. 2058). This is brought about by the

Everson treatment of the ore with seventeen per cent,

of a petroleum oil which attaches itself to the mineral

particles and by its lifting force or buoyancy makes
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them of less specific gravity than the gangne. There

is no froth in Everson. There is no mere reversed

water concentration in appellant's procedure.

It is not KiKBY. Kirby's oil was a mixture of kero-

sene and bitumen (petroleum products), and he used

five hundred pounds to fifteen hundred pounds per ton

of ore. His idea was by agitation (what he called

violent agitation, but which was not violent from our

modem standpoint) to break up the petroleum oil mix-

ture into small globules and bring about contact of

such oil globules with the mineral particles (Kirby

patent, p. 1, lines 73 to 78), and to lift the mineral

particles chiefly by the buoyancy of the oil but as-

sisted to some degree by injected air or gas, and to

carry the mineral particles in an oil layer on top of

the water and at the lower surface of the oil layer

where it contacts with the water (p. 3, line 55). The

lifting force was not chiefly by air, but was chiefly by

oil, and there was no air froth carrying metal par-

ticles in the films of its bubbles, but a floating body

of oil carrying those particles.

It is not Froment. The Froment process depended

essentially upon the buoyancy of oil for its lifting

force, assisted by a chemically evolved gas, which pro-

duced an oil and mineral magma or paste, carrj^ng the

mineral particles in the oil and entrapping some gas

bubbles in the pasty floating mass.

It is not the process of the California Journal.

That was again an instance of an oil-lift of the min-

eral particles assisted by air, and the holding of the

a

I
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mineral particles in an oil and mineral paste or mag-

ma on the surface.

Everson, Kirby, Froment and the California Jour-

nal all employed petroleum oils and petroleum oils

alone, and these oils, it has been demonstrated in the

case at bar, when used alone and without any true

froth-forming oil or any soluble frothing agent inter-

mixed with them, cannot form a mineral-bearing froth

or achieve the process in suit.

The appellant has put forward in another form the

contention of justification by the prior art.

It begins by asserting that the novelty and virtue

of the process in suit is the economy in the amount

of oil used and the large values recovered as the

result of utilizing such small quantity of oil. It then

proceeds to assert that it uses larger quantities of oil

with less values in the recovery. It derives from

these two assertions the final assertion that there^

fore it is not practicing the process of the patent in

suit. In other words it says "We are wasting oil and

wasting values and therefore we are not infringing"

This is certaintly a most remarkable argument. If

accepted it would result in establishing as a prin-

ciple of patent law that one is at liberty to use the

patented process of another provided one does it

badly.

The whole argument, however, is unsupported in

reason or in fact.

The novelty and virtue of the invention of the

process in suit resides in the mineral-froth-forming
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characteristic of the oil present and the result

achieved thereby. It is a happy incident of the

invention that this characteristic develops the most

when the quantity of the oil is the least.

It is also the fact that where its work is not hin-

dered by the presence of non-frothing oils the grade

and recovery are better.

Appellant recognizes these facts and honestly con-

fesses them, but derives therefrom an utterly unwar-

ranted conclusion. Appellant achieves the result which

characterizes the process in suit and achieves it by

producing a mineral-bearing froth by the use of min-

eral-froth-producing oil in a fraction of one per cent,

on the ore. It adds other and non-frothing oils for

the purpose of claiming an aggregate of oil greater

than one per cent., and in so doing has lessened the

grade and recovery besides adding to the cost.

Appellant omits no feature of the invention, and

simply adds a feature which makes the process, not

different but, merely less efficient.

Appellant's purpose was to get the results obtained

by the process of the patent by the apparent use of an

amount of oil that would take it outside the patent. But

it is only the ''oil of the patent" that gets the result

and neither arithmetic nor law permits an infringer

to add the ''oil of the patent" to oil not of the patent

and state the result in terms of the "oil of the patent".

Appellant's brief seems to imply that it is now

seeking to claim that the results of its procedure are

different from the results obtained by the process of
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the patent in suit, that is, are different in character.

Appellant's whole effort throughout the case below

11
was to establish the exact contrary of this. A mass

of evidence was produced to demonstrate that when

appellant used its mixture the results were identical

with the results obtained by employing exactly the

j)rocess of the patent in suit. The only difference is

in degree, not in kind or character. It is the same

result, only poorer. It is achieved in the same way

by the same agency and is made poorer merely be-

cause of the addition of the unnecessary non-frothing

oils added for argumentative, not business purposes.

The unnecessary addition reflects the legal exigency

rather than any metallurgical astuteness. It is in no

sense a reversion to the prior art.

The prior art fails entirely to disclose or to justify

the process that appellant used from January 7, 1917,

to the time of trial either specifically or generally.

Comparison of Appellant's Process with Appellees'.

The simple and ordinary and rational method of de-

termining a question of infringement is to directly

compare the process of the patent in its substance

and essence with the process in its substance and es-

sence as to which the question arises; and we see no

reason why that method should not be applied here.

What is the substance and essence of the process

in suit as defined by the Supreme Court in the Hyde

case?

The essence of the result is (page 3 and again page

4 of pamphlet decision) a peculiarly persistent froth
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composed of air bubbles modified by the presence of

only a trace of oil in them and which air bubbles

carry or hold in mechanical suspension a very high

percentage of the mineral content of the ore.

The essence of the operation (as set out on page 5

and contrasted with prior art operations and as quoted

with approval from the House of Lords decision on

page 6) is the lifting of the mineral particles in the

pulp (which lifting separates them from the other sub-

stances of it) chiefly by "the buoyancy of the air bub-

bles" which air bubbles have previously attached them-

selves to, or have attached to themselves, the oil-coated

mineral particles.

The essence of the means to that end is the multitude

of modified air cells that are introduced or form upon

agitation in an ore pulp modified to that end by the

presence of an oil or oily liquid having a preferential

affinity for the mineral matter and of such a character

and in such quantity as to act as such a modifying,

that is to say, a mineral-froth-forming, agent.

Tested by these essentials it is manifest that appel-

lant's process since January 7, 1917, has utilized the

essence of these means, and developed the essence of

this operation, and obtained the essence of this result.

It is therefore an infringement.

APPELLANT'S ARGUMEIVT THAT IT DOES NOT INFRINGE

BECAUSE OF THE RESULTS IT OBTAINS.

Although appellant does not formulate this argument

clearly and state it specifically it is quite apparent from

intimations in its brief that it intends to urge it.
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The argument, if we understand it, is in brief that

appellees heretofore when confronted with the prior

art have distinguished the process in suit by the froth

which it produces, as containing less oil and more min-

eral than prior art froths, whereas, when arguing in-

fringement, appellees abandon that distinction and

assert infringement notwithstanding appellant's froth

contains more oil and less mineral.

Such plausibility as this argument has, springs from

its very vagueness and generality. The moment the

factors it involves are accurately thought out and ap-

pellees' contentions in the Hyde case are accurately

understood and applied, the argument disappears into

thin air.

The prior art factor with which it starts is the

wholly spurious showing made in that regard by Dr.

Byrnes in that case and by experiments at the hear-

ings. Oil froths were produced the like of which never

existed before. Appellant's present froth is not like

any one of these. Appellees said of them everywhere

and always, in evidence and argument, that they were

not prior art and were merely useless legerdemain of

the laboratory and that if they got appellees' results

it must have been by appellees' process.

As to the real prior art appellees said everywhere

and always, in evidence and in argument, that a new

result had been obtained—an air froth as contradistin-

guished from oil lakes and oil floats and oil magmas

—

and by a new mode of operation—an air flotation as

contradistinguished from an oil flotation. Appellees said

that the new result was an air-froth carrying a large
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proportion of the mineral of the ore, and distinguished

it from the products of prior processes not as one air-

froth from another air-froth containing more oil and

less mineral, but as the first mineral-carrying air-froth

of any kind ever produced. Appellees pointed out that

all prior oil concentration processes were failures except

Elmore and Cattermole, and that the products of these

processes that failed, contained more oil that appellees'

product, but only incidentally, appellees' contention be-

ing always that the product of the process of the

patent in suit, the results obtained by it, were wholly

new in kind and not merely new in degree as appel-

lant's argument under consideration assumes.

And the Supreme Court has so held.

Appellant's process today obtains the same results in

kind as appellees' process, an air-froth carrying a

large proportion of the mineral of the ore, and this min-

eral-carrying air-froth is obtained by air flotation fol-

lowing the agitation of the pulp which has been modi-

fied by the presence of the fraction of one per cent, of

an oil of the patent, all as described in the patent and

as set out by the Supreme Court. It is not true that the

appellant is practicing any process of the prior art.

It is not true that the appellant is producing by its

operations the results obtained by any process of the

prior art. The appellant in the court below not only

did not intimate or pretend that it was not obtaining

the same result in kind as appellees' process obtains, but

it produced a volume of evidence followed by a stren-

uous argument that there was no difference scienti-

fically or technically in the action or result.

I
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The argument of the appellant here on the one hand

and the proofs and argument of the appellant as de-

fendant below on the other hand, not only fail to sup-

port each other but the fact is that the latter are abso-

lutely repugnant to and destructive of the former.

It is unnecessary for us to make specific reference

to detailed testimony when it is all so clearly summed

up by defendant's counsel in the court below, which,

although quoted heretofore will be here quoted again:

"Now I maintain that it has been satisfactorily proven

by our witnesses, Professors Bancroft, Sadtler, Taggart

and Beach, that there is no difference between the action

of plus one per cent, of oil and minus one per cent, of

oil in any respect that science can develop, and techni-

cally there is no difference. Our mill operations as set

forth in these tabulated statements which we have intro-

duced and in testimony of our witnesses show that there

is no difference from a technical and commercial view-

point. It is a case in which practice and theory are in

absolute agreement" (Oral Arguments below of Defend-

ant, p. 34).

And all of appellees' testimony was to the effect that

appellant's results were the same as appellees'.

And none of appellees' arguments in the Hyde case

are inconsistent with that proposition.

And when it is realized, as it must be under the

proofs, that the appellant obtains as the result of its

procedure an air-froth carrying a large proportion of

the mineral content of the ore and obtains that result

by utilizing the ''oil of the patent" in an amount less

than one per cent, on the ore, it is too obvious to re-

quire further elaboration that it is practicing the pro-

cess of the patent in suit, securing the results obtained

by that process and is infringing.
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THE REVOLUTION THE INVENTION HAS WROUGHT, THE

MYSTERY OF ITS OPERATION, ITS BROAD AND PIONEER

CHARACTER, ALL JUSTIFY AND REQUIRE THE MOST

LIBERAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE PATENT KNOWN TO

THE LAW.

The holding of infringement does not require any lib-

erality of construction of the patent, even the least, but

if it did, the court should not hesitate to treat the pat-

ent with the utmost liberality.

At the time of the taking of the testimony in the

Hyde case, more than nine million dollars in values

had been taken out by the process in Australia, with

more than four million dollars of profits, and the pro-

cess had been introduced into commercial use in Fin-

land, Sweden, Wales, Chile and Cuba, but its use in

the United States had only just begun with the opera-

tions there charged as the infringement.

Even on that relatively meagre showing the Su-

preme Court found the use extensive and the discovery

important (p. 6).

Since that time, however, the extension of the use

both in this country and abroad, has been dimply

marvelous.

Appellees had thirty-seven licensees in the United

States on May 7, 1917 (Vol. 7, p. 4028), who had treated

according to the process upwards of thirteen million

tons of ore (Vol. 9, p. 5334).

One of the largest of these licensees is the Anaconda

Copper Mining Company, which tested the process for

a year and installed it in 1915, scrapping, in that
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operation, a going and modern water concentration

plant of the value of upwards of eight hundred and

fifty thousand dollars (Vol. 8, p. 4298, Q. 24 to 26).

The flotation installation was completed about January,

1916. It has a total capacity of nineteen thousand tons

a day in the copper concentrator, and two thousand

tons a day in the zinc concentrator, and during 1916

3,800,750 tons of freshly mined ore were treated in

it. A slime pond, the reject of former water concen-

tration processes, is being treated by flotation at the

rate of one thousand tons a day. A reasonable estimate

of the values that will be recovered from that slime

pond, over and above cost of recovery, is four million

dollars (Vol. 8, p. 4308, Q. 65 to 68). The company

had employed water concentration from 1902 to the

end of 1915, and ran the tailings to waste in the val-

ley. A competent witness giving figures as to the

actual recovery of copper year by year from the ton-

nage so treated, estimated what would have been re-

covered from that tonnage year by year if flotation had

been then existent and available with an efficiency

equal to the 1916 record of the company, considering

the cost of operation and the prices of copper during

those years. The increased yield of copper from the

same ore over and above what was actually obtained

by water concentration and over and above the total

cost of treatment by flotation, would have had a value

of upwards of thirty-eight million dollars (Vol. 8, p.

4305, Q. 61 to 64).

The Inspiration Consolidated Copper Company, an-

other licensee, is one of the great porphyry copper com-
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panies. Its flotation plant has a total capacity of eigh-

teen thousand tons of ore a day, or about 6,500,000 tons

a year, and is being enlarged (Vol. 7, p. 4049, Q. 50

to 54).

Mr. Atwater testifies to the purchase from appel-

lant of its Basin dump, the reject or tailings from ap-

pellant's former water concentration processes em-

ployed before its infringement began. This dump con-

sisting of a residue of about fifty to sixty thousand

tons, has since been reground and retreated by flota-

tion. Mr. Atwater estimates from the results of that

retreatment that appellant lost by not having concen-

trated it by flotation one million dollars of the zinc and

lead and silver values in the three hundred thousand

tons of ore, the tailings of which went to make up that

dump.

Appellant's Exhibit 158 (Record, p. 5184) shows that

during 1913, 1914, 1915 and 1916 it treated by flotation

upwards of 1,500,000 tons of ore by the process in suit.

Appellant's evidence detailing the operations of the

Utah Copper Company, the Ray Consolidated Copper

Company and the Chino Copper Company shows the

enormous extent of the use these companies have made

of the invention. The suit against the Miami Copper

Company has adjudged the use of the invention by

another of the great porphyrj^ companies.

It would be almost impossible to overestimate

the obligation of society and mankind to the inventors

of the process here in issue. It has created untold

wealth in that it has made recoverable what was be-
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fore not recoverable—has made profitably workable

mines that before were not profitably workable—has

recovered some of the wastage of the past and will

prevent such wastage in the future. The invention

has as truly added to the wealth of the world as if new

mines of fabulous value had been discovered and had

been opened up to the use and benefit of mankind for

all time.

As the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Third Cir-

cuit said in McClave-Brooks Co. v. Treadwell Co., 220

Fed. 144, 145:

"It is clear, therefore, that any discovery which sub-

stantially contributes toward the utilization of such sup-

posedly worthless dumpings challenges the careful atten-

tion of those charged with the administration of the

patent laws.
'

'

See, also, to the same etfect, the same court in Moore

Filter Co. v. Tonopah-Belmont Development Co., 201

Fed. 532.

A Pioneer Invention.

A pioneer or primary invention is one that strikes

out in a new line of operation, achieves a new result,

and either founds a new art or revolutionizes an old

one.

All three things are true of the invention in suit.

The Supreme Court has so held, and the new evi-

dence here showing the extent of the revolution that

has since been wrought in the art makes this case

almost unique in the annals of pioneer inventions.
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The Supreme Court decision makes luminously clear,

that the patentees struck out in a new line and achieved

a new result.

Thus the Supreme Court says or quotes with ap-

proval as follows respecting the invention:

"it produces a result never obtained before,"

"the resulting- froth concentrate so different from the

product of other processes,"

"it differs so essentially from all prior processes in its

character, in its simplicity of operation and in the result-

ing concentrate,"

"they are enaraged upon a new method of separation,"

"the lifting force is found not in the natural buoyancy

of the mass of added oil but in the buoyancy of air

bubbles,
'

'

"the lifting force which separates the metallic particles

of the pulp from the other substances of it is not to be

found principally in the buoyancy of the oil used, as

was the case in prior processes, but * * * this force

is to be found chiefly, in the buoyancy of the air bubbles

introduced into the mixture by an agitation greater than

and different from that which had been resorted to

before,
'

'

"a froth, peculiarly coherent and persistent in character,

which is composed of air bubbles with only a trace of oil

in them, which carry in mechanical suspension a very

high percentage of the metal and metalliferous particles

of ore which was contained in the mass of crushed ore

subjected to treatment,"

"a froth * * * Qf gjj. bubbles modified by the pres-

ence of the minute amount of oil used and holding in

mechanical suspension between 70% and 80% of the

total mineral content of the mass treated,"
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"they discovered the final step which converted experi-

ment into solution, 'turned failure into success,'
"

"a patentable discovery as new and original as it has

proved useful and economical."

The new evidence in the case at bar confirms and

emphasizes these holdings of fact in a truly remark-

able way.

1. There is here the new evidence as to the discov-

ery that by the substitution of the soluble frothing

agent of plaintiff's 1910 patent (No. 962,678) for

the oil of the patent in suit, without other change,

either of ingredients or of manipulation, the air-bubble

phenomenon is evoked and the air-lift operation pro-

ceeds and the air-froth result is obtained. This new

fact has compelled a re-examination of the fundamental

causes of the phenomena underlying the process of the

patent in suit and a clarifying of the vision of practi-

cal experts and scientific men alike as to the true ex-

planation of the action. The soluble frothing agent

which goes into solution in the water can have no pref-

erential affinity for metal, so preferential affinity cannot

be essential to the operation. The phenomenon that is

common to the oil of the patent in suit and the soluble

frothing agent of the 1910 patent is the phenomenon of

the modified air-bubble formation and of the avidity

with which the modified air bubbles seek out the

mineral particles in the pulp and lift them to and

through the surface of the pulp, and the persis-

tency of those modified air-bubbles in the mineral-

holding air-froth so formed. This clarifying of the
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explanation of the phenomena involved is well illus-

trated in the theory on the subject presented to the

Court in this case by the three scientific gentlemen

produced as witnesses for the appellant, their theory

involving the action of adsorption layers of microscopic

thitmess in the bubble films. This new evidence brings

into new prominence the statement of the patent in

suit, page 1, line 91, as to the mineral rising to the

surface in the form of a "froth or scum which has

derived its power of flotation mainly from the inclusion

of air-bubbles introduced into the mass by the agita-

tion." It also constitutes a remarkable confirmation,

as we have said, of the holding of the House of Lords

and of the Supreme Court that in the patent in suit

the action is chiefly due to the multitude of air-bubbles

and to their buoyancy and that the separation proceeds

by an air-lift as contradistinguished from an oil-lift

and ends in a new technical result, namely, an air-froth

holding a large portion of the mineral content of the

ore in mechanical suspension.

2. The further new evidence in the case at bar to

the effect that there are many oils that will not with

any ordinary ores effectuate this operation or produce

this result, and that these alien oils can be added in

considerable quantity or bulk without destroying the

process provided there is present a sufficient quantity

of a soluble frothing agent in addition to a suitable small

quantity of raineral-froth-producing oil,—this new evi-

dence confirms the conclusion that the oil of the patent

in suit is not operative because oil as oil has a prefer-

I
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ential affinity for mineral matter over gangue, but that

it is operative because of its mineral-froth-forming-

capacity.

3. The new testimony in the case at bar as to the

growth and extension of the commercial use of the

process of the patent in suit in the last three or four

years, confirms the holding of the Supreme Court that

the invention not only converted experiment into solu-

tion, turned failure into success, but constituted a

patentable discovery ''as new and original as it has

proved useful and economical," and that "it was im-

mediately generally accepted as so great an advance

over any process known before that, without puffing

or other business exploitation, it promptly came into

extensive use for the concentration of ores * * *

and that, because of its economy and simplicity, it has

largely replaced all earlier processes." Counsel for

defendant below phrased this so well that we adopt his

statement (Oral Arguments for Defendant, p. 31): "If

there is something new in this j^atent, something that

we can absolutely prove to be new, then I will admit

that the acceptance of that new thing by the public

generally would be very persuasive that that new thing

was important." He added "But that is not the case

here", thereby quarrelling with the decision of the

Supreme Court, which quarrel the appellant has now

abandoned. The new evidence on this subject stamps

the invention of the patent in suit as the begin-

ning of an art, namely, the art of ore concen-

tration hy air-hiihhle selection and lift and adr-froth
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separation, and as of such stupendous practical im-

portance to commerce and industry and society as

to make it almost unique in the history of invention,

and to rank with the inventions of Morse, Howe, Bell

and Westinghouse. Many of the inventions that have

been lauded by the courts as important and of a pioneer

character seem almost trivial. The invention here in

suit has been epoch-making in metallurgy.

It is familiar law that on a question of infringement

the liberality with which a patent is treated is in a

measure dependent upon the inventor's desserts and

upon the obligations of society, and that in the case

of an invention that has been of stupendous practical

importance to commerce and industry and society the

greatest liberality is exercised in construing the patent

and its claims and in applying the doctrine of equiva-

lents.

Cases where a broad and liberal construction was

given to a patent because the invention had revolu-

tionized an art and in which the facts were parallel

to the case at bar are:

The Telephone Cases, 126 U. S. 1;

Consolidated Safety Co. v. Croshy Co., 113 U.

S. 157;

Tilghman v. Proctor, 102 U. S. 707;

Wvnans v. Denmead, 15 How. 330;

Morley Sewing Mach. Co. v. Lancaster, 29 U. S.

263;

Hobbs V. Beach, 180 U. S. 383.
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In Continental Paper Bag Co. v. Eastern Paper Bag

Co., 210 U. S. 405, the court said:

"The lower courts did not designate the invention as

either primary or secondary. They did, however, as we
shall presently see, decide that it was one of high rank

and entitled to a broad range of equivalents * * *

The right view is expressed in Miller v. Eagle Mfg. Co.,

151 U. S. 186, 207, as follows: 'The range of equivalents

depends upon the extent and nature of the invention.

If the invention is broad or primary in its character, the

range of equivalents will be correspondingly broad under

the liberal construction which the courts give to such

inventions.' And this was what was decided in Kokomo
Fence Much. Co. v. Kitselman, Cimiotti Unhairing Co. v.

American Fur Ref. Co., and Computing Scale Co. v.

Automatic Scale Co., 204 U. S. 609. It is from the second

of these cases, as we have seen, that the citation is made
which petitioner contends the point of law upon infringe-

ment depends is formulated ; but it was said in that case

:

'It is well settled that a greater degree of liberalit.y and a

wider ranger of equivalents are permitted where the

patent is of a pioneer character than when the invention

is simply an improvement, may be the last and successful

step, in an art theretofore partially developed by other

inventors in the same field.'

It is manifest, therefore, that it was not meant to

decide that only pioneer patents are entitled to invoke

the doctrine of equivalents, but that it was decided that

the range of equivalents depends upon and varies with

the degree of invention. See Ives v. Hamilton, 92 U. S.

426; Hoyt v. Home, 145 U. S. 302; Deering v. Winona
Harvester Works, 155 U. S. 286 ; Walker, Patents, sec.

362; Robinson, Patents, sec. 258."

In Schmertz Wire Glass Co. v. Western Glass Co.,

178 Fed. 973, the court said:

"When an entirely new process is invented and pat-

ented, revolutionizing the art, the claims will be given a

broad construction, as in the case of a foundation patent."

(Citing Supreme Court authorities.)
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As Judge Acbeson said in U. S. Mitis v. Carnegie

Sfed Co., 89 Fed. 343, affirmed on the opinion below, 90

Fed. 829:

"The evidence is quite convincing that his invention

was of a primary character and therefore the patent

should be liberally construed so as to secure to the

patentee and his assignees the fruits of the actual inven-

tion in full measure, if this can be done consistently under

the terms of the specification and claim."

This was later illustrated in Carnegie Steel Co. v.

Cambria Iron Co., 185 U. S. 403.

Throughout all of these cases and many others runs

the thought that the reward of the inventor should in

some degree and to some extent be commensurate with

the value and importance of his contribution to the

resources of mankind.*

Validity.

The second question to be decided is:

"HAS THE APPELLANT PROVED THE EXISTENCE OF ANT

STATE OF THE PRIOR ART SUBSTANTIALLY DIFFERENT

FROM THAT WHICH WAS PASSED UPON BI THE SUPREME

COURT IN THE HYDE CASE?"

The answer is that it has not. The contrary answer

(if a contrary answer be intended) is not urged in ap-

pellant's brief (pp. 63-71) with insistence or any indi-

cation of conviction.

* For a fuller discussion of authorities on infringement see Supp.
Br. p. 144.
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The California Journal of Technology is the only docu-

ment of the prior art that was not before the Supreme

Court, but appellant's brief does not even mention it.

It appeared for the first time in the Miami case and

was dismissed by Judge Bradford as discussing labora-

tory tests that far from suggesting the possibility of

the invention pointed to an opposite conclusion. It was

dismissed by the Circuit Court of Appeals in that case

with a mere mention, and was dismissed by the court

below in this case as detailing a "suggestive but rather

misleading and abandoned experiment."

The new evidence mentioned in appellant's brief at

pages 63 to 71 does not relate to the prior art. The

mill operations there referred to with quantities of oil

above 1% did not any one of them separately or alto-

gether reproduce any process of the prior art. Those

procedures only employed what appellant's brief re-

peatedly terms "prior art quantities of oil" (an ingeni-

ously misleading expression) in subsequent art pro-

cedures. As matter of fact every such mill operation

without exception included a soluble frothing agent in

the mixture employed, thereby utilizing an invention that

was not made until 1909 or thereabouts, and every such

operation employed a fierceness and violence of agita-

tion that were undreamed of in the prior art, and every

such operation employed a Janney machine, which gives

a peculiar kind, as well as an extreme degree, of agita-

tion, and which was not devised until 1913 or there-

abouts. Similarly all of those operations employed as

the main ingredient of the oil mixture certain petroleum

products that Dosenbach and Janney after two or three
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years of investigation (beginning in 1913 or 1914), dur-

ing which thousands of oils and oil mixtures were tested,

had discovered to be inactive in this process and yet not

destructive of it. Such operations cannot possibly cast

any light on the prior art.

The new evidence as to the enormously extending

use and utility of the process since the testimony in

the Hyde case was taken, the new evidence as to the

subsequent surprising discovery that a material which

went completely into solution in the water and re-

mained there and could not and did not coat the mineral

particles yet caused a similar air selection and separa-

tion and lift and produced a similar mineral-carrying

air-froth, and the new evidence of scientific men as to

the philosophy of the process, all tend most strongly

to confirm and emphasize the Supreme Court's con-

clusion of fact that a new operation and result was in

fact obtained, and to confirm and emphasize the Supreme

Court's discriminating definition of that operation and

result as an air separation and lift and a modified

air-bubble holding or carrying of the mineral matter

in a froth that persisted long enough for convenient

separation.

The argmnent made before the Supreme Court by

counsel for appellees here, and which is quoted on

pages 64 to 68 of appellant's brief, was an argument

addressed in part to the use of a mineral-froth-forming

oil of the patent in suit in proportions greater than 1%
on the ore (in procedures which appellees' counsel con-

tended and their witnesses testified did not represent
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the prior art) and that argument is just as sound on

the record in the case at bar as it was on the record

in the Hyde case, for in this respect there is no testi-

mony in the case at bar additional to that in the Hyde

case. That testimony shows the failure that ensued

when Mr. Higgins attempted to employ cottonseed

oil (a mineral-froth-forming oil of the patent) in

an amount equal to 3.6% on the ore in a miniature

plant, and the failure that ensued when Mr. Chapman

put through the same operation in a full-sized plant

with 1.8% of oleic acid. Appellant in its brief asserts

(p. 27) that these operations were successful metallur-

gically and bases his whole argument upon that asser-

tion. As the assertion is absolutely unjustified by the

evidence, the argument based upon it utterly falls. Both

operations were abject failures and entirely justified

what was said of them in argument by counsel for

plaintiffs in the Hyde case. The proper deduction from

the results of these operations establishes the sound-

ness of appellees' position that, so far as the evidence

showed in the Hyde case and shows here, the use of

more than a fraction of one per cent, of an "oil of the

patent" has not succeeded in the mill.

The evidence in the case at bar does not in the

slightest degree disprove what these experiments estab-

lished, for not a single one of the mill operations testi-

fied to or proved in the case at bar with quantities of

total oil at or above 1% on the ore, as we have already

said, employed more than a fraction of 1% of mineral-

froth-forming oil. The oils that were in fact employed

in quantities greater than a fraction of 1% on the ore
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were alien oils that would not alone and of them-

selves and without the presence of a frothing oil

of the patent in suit or a soluble frothing agent of

the 1910 patent, in any proportion or quantity, large

or small, effectuate the operation or bring about the

result of the patent in suit. This new evidence there-

fore but confirms the evidence on which the Supreme

Court decision was based.

THE HYDE SUIT EVIDENCE KEFERRED TO IN APPELLANT'S

BRIEFS AND THE ARGUMENTS OF PLAINTIFFS' COUNSEL
IN THE HYDE SUIT FRAGMENTARILY QUOTED IN AP-

PELLANT'S BRIEFS, DO NOT RELATE TO PRIOR ART OR
"PRIOR ART FROTHS" OR WHAT WAS ACTUALLY DIS-

CLOSED OR DONE IN THE PRIOR ART WITH "PRIOR ART
QUANTITIES OF OIL".

The evidence above referred to in the Hyde case, like

appellant's evidence of mill operations in the case at

bar, did not relate to the prior art. It related to de-

fendant's misrepresentations of the prior art. Defend-

ant's expert. Dr. Byrnes, testified that he had performed

ex parte a series of five experiments in which he said

he "operated the process of the Froment British pat-

ent" (Vol. 4, p. 1528). These are the experiments upon

which all of this evidence was founded. Plaintiff's ex-

perts vehemently denied that these were operations of

the process disclosed by Froment.

For example Dr. Liebmann quoted this statement of

Dr. Byrnes (Vol. 3, p. 658), and then first criticized the

experiments because they were carried out in a machine

known as the slide machine (which was not invented

until 1909, four years after the invention in suit) and

says that a true test of these experiments would be to
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repeat them in a test tube such as the Froment patent

discloses, although he says that this repetition of the

experiments is not necessary to demonstrate that Dr.

Byrnes' experiments "have nothing to do with the Fro-

ment patent" (p. 659).

He then translated Dr. Byrnes' alleged five Froment

experiments back to test tube proportions, and in each

instance he failed to develop the Froment operation or

to produce the Froment result (pp. 659-664). He calls

attention to the fundamental idea on which Froment

based his invention, the generation of a gas in the pulp

by the action of sulphuric acid on limestone (p. 665), and

the facts that Dr. Byrnes added no limestone and that

in the ore which he used there was no material to take

its place and that the amount of sulphuric acid was

wholly insufficient to develop any action by it and that

if it had acted the gas generated by it would have been

four times over dissolved in the pulp and therefore

utterly useless (pp. 665-668). As to the first experi-

ment he says:

''I cannot conceive the reasons which induced Dr.

Byrnes to describe this experiment as an experiment con-

ducted according to the Froment patent. It differs in

principle, in proportions and in the mode of carrying out

absolutely from anjrthing which is revealed in the Fro-

ment patent. As a matter of fact, it is nothing but the

production of the agitation froth carried out according

to the process of the patent in suit" etc.

This first experiment, employing 1.1 lbs. of cottonseed

oil per ton of ore (.05%), is not referred to in appel-

lant's brief.
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In the second experiment Dr. Byrnes says he em-

ployed 3.6% of cottonseed oil. Dr. Liebmann says:

"It can never be considered a Froment experiment"

(p. 669).

Dr. Liebmann also says:

"The oil quantities are not Froment 's quantities; the

acid quantities are utterly different from Froment 's

quantities, and the principle involved is utterly different

from Froment 's principle" (p. 670).

He also says:

"The same remarks and criticisms apply equally to the

other three experiments" (p. 670).

Experiment 4 was said to be with 3.6% of oleic acid.

Dr. Byrnes admits that it was a failure, and it there-

fore received no further attention.

In further discussing these experiments Dr. Liebmann

says

:

"Dr. Byrnes has not produced a single experiment

which can be called an experiment truly carried out ac-

cording to the Froment patent. His test-tube experi-

ments have nothing whatever to do with it. His experi-

ments on pages 165 to 166 [the slide machine experiments

above considered] have nothing whatever to do with it.

I have not repeated them. I have not considered it wise

to chase these hares which have been pushed into our

road to detract attention from the real issue of this case,

to complicate its simple issues and to confuse them" (p.

677).

Dr. Liebmann here succinctly summarized the methods

of appellant's present argument.

Dr. Liebmann further said of these experiments in

cross-examination

:

I
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"The assumption of counsel that I have considered

these experiments as Froraent experiments is not correct,

and I regret that my description of them and the reasons

which induced me to make such experiments have been

such as to mislead counsel. To avoid a further misun-

derstanding, I will now speak out in such language that

such a misunderstanding cannot occur again. I consider

the experiments of Dr. Byrnes, of which these test-tube

tests are the translation into the quantities of the test-

tube example, as utterly absurd, and not at all represent-

ing anything which Froment described or which could

arise out of the Froment description. * * * i repeat

that the experiments introduced by Dr. Byrnes have noth-

ing to do with the Froment patent" (pp. 793, 794,

XQ113).

And finally Dr. Liebmann said of these four alleged

experiments of Dr. Byrnes, No. 2, employing 3.6% of

cottonseed oil, No. 3, employing 3.6% of olive oil. No. 4,

employing 3.6% of oleic acid (and a failure) and No.

5 employing 1.8% of a very pure oleic acid:

"Dr. Byrnes says he has produced a froth with a large

quantity of oil. If it is produced, it is not produced by

the Froment process, but by the process of the patent in

suit" (p. 828).

The testimony above quoted follows immediately after

the quotation in appellant's brief (p. 28) from the same

page, and since it negatives the entire argument as to

what appellant's brief says are the '^ standards which

the plaintiffs applied to distinguish the froth of the

patent from prior art froths" (appellant's brief, p. 29),

its suppression seems to be misleading.

Further it directly contradicts what appellant's brief

says as to Dr. Liebmann 's testimony (p. 27), as follows:
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"The view advanced by plaintiff's expert, Dr. Lieb-

mann, which was evidently adopted by the Supreme

Court, is that the froth produced by the use of excess

of oil above the minute and economical proportions set

forth in the patent is not the froth of the patent in suit."

The fact is that Dr. Liebmann testified that if Dr.

Byrnes produced a froth in these experiments it was

produced '*by the process in suit." We believe that the

Supreme Court also adopted this view.

Although Dr. Liebmann considered these alleged ex-

periments so wholly irrelevant to the prior art which he

was explaining to the court that he did not repeat them,

it was deemed advisable for the information of the court

to test operations of this character in other than lab-

oratory manipulations, and the tests by Mr. Chapman

and by Mr. Higgins referred to at such length in ap-

pellant's brief were these tests. They were not tests of

prior art disclosures. They had nothing whatever to do

with the Froment patent. They were repetitions on a

larger scale of the spurious tests which Dr. Byrnes had

falsely represented to be tests repeating the operation

of the Froment process. They were all dismal failures.

Based upon them plaintiff's counsel in the Hyde case

contended that defendant's fictitious case as to the prior

art was founded only on laboratory experiments, and

that even these laboratory experiments (in no way rep-

resenting the prior art) when repeated on a practical

scale were abject failures. This appears in the more

extended quotations appearing in the latter part of ap-

pellant's brief, commencing at page 64, and particularly

on pages 67 and 68, and is well summarized in the quoted
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extract from Mr. Williams' argument in the Supreme

Court appearing at page 68 of appellant's brief, con-

cluding as follows:

"So that we demonstrated the negative of the proposi-

tion that the defendant had failed to demonstrate. We
demonstrated that these products of the legerdemain of

the laboratory, not prior art at all, were worthless in the

concentration of ores, wholly regardless of the question

of the cost of oil or anything else."

It will therefore be seen that the statements in ap-

pellant's brief, at page 29, that these were ''prior art

froths" and that these products of the legerdemain of

the laboratory, not prior art at all, were asserted by

plaintiffs in the Hyde suit as ''the standard which plain-

tiffs applied to distinguish the froth of the patent from

prior art froths" are wholly false.

Appellant's brief follows its misrepresentation of the

testimony and arguments above referred to by a state-

ment of the undoubted law that

"that which does not anticipate, if earlier, cannot in-

fringe, if later" (p. 29).

The vice of the argument of the appellant in this

respect is that it assumes that the appellees when plain-

tiffs in the Hyde case considered and discussed these

experiments and operations as if they were prior art,

whereas the proof on behalf of the plaintiffs and the

argument of their counsel denounced these experi-

ments as representing the prior art and asserted that

they utterly misrepresented the prior art.
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Appellant's brief then says

"to hold that defendant infringes when it uses more than

1% of oil, would be to say that the defendant infringes

when it uses prior art quantities of oil" (p. 29).

This expression ''prior art quantities of oil" is also

twice repeated at page 37 of appellant's brief. It is an

ingeniously misleading expression. It begs the whole

question of the actual disclosures of the prior art. It

assumes that the questions of anticipation of the patent

in suit and of limitation of the patent in suit by prior

art is to be decided as a mere matter of measurement of

oil proportions. It overlooks the fundamental fact that

patent law is concerned not with what can be done today

with ingredients disclosed in the prior art, but what was

actiuilly done or disclosed with reference to these in-

gredients in the prior art. It also conveniently has in

appellant's brief taken the place of a discussion of the

actual disclosures of the prior art. No ingenuity of

statement, however, can evade the axiomatic rule of pat-

ent law that the questions of anticipation and of limita-

tion of a patent are to be decided only on the actual

disclosures of the prior art, and this question is not even

presented in appellant's brief.

Appellant 's brief follows its argument of non-infringe-

ment above referred to by a discussion of the opinion

of the court below in the case at bar, in which discussion

are made substantially the only direct references to the

prior art that appear in appellant's brief. It quotes

from the opinion below the expression "infinitude of

bubbles" without its context, and makes it the subject

«
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of attack. The expressions from which these three

words are selected are as follows

:

"At the same time, though heretofore somewhat am-

biguous and obscure, present knowledge warrants the

conclusion that the gist of this remarkable and valuable

process and the actual discovery and invention are that

whereas theretofore in ore concentration air had been

used in desultory and fugitive bubbles as a makeshift

incident of and supplemental to oil and skin flotation,

air can be made to do all the work by creating in water-

ore pulp modified by a suitable oily contaminant, an in-

finitude of bubbles. * * * The patent fairly clearlj''

sets out the various ways and means to create this in-

finitude of bubbles and that they do the work" (Vol. 1,

p. clxxix)

.

Appellant then attempts to show by the prior art that

the creation of an infinitude of bubbles was old. But

appellant must show that it was old to create an infini-

tude of bubbles in a water-ore pulp modified by a suit-

able oily contaminant which infinitude of bubbles did

the work of floating the mineral particles in a froth,

if what appellant shows is to be of any materiality.

Anything short of this is wholly irrelevant.

The first reference of appellant is to the Cattermole

process. It was a characteristic of that process that

the same agitation that would carry on the process in

suit and its accompanying unavoidable aeration pro-

duced with the Cattermole proportions of oil the Catter-

mole metal-sinking result; that when these proportions

were considerably reduced, without other change, pro-

vided the operation started with an oil capable of pro-

ducing a mineral froth and with the other conditions

essential for producing a mineral froth (not all of them
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essential to Cattermole) the process of the patent in suit

was carried on. That was the history of the discovery.

Air cells or submerged air bubbles were produced in

the Cattermole process, but they were not in any man-

ner utilized in the Cattermole process. They worked

against the process. They were worse than useless.

They did not form a froth. But in the process in suit

an infinitude of air bubbles is produced and they do

the work of floating the mineral particles in a froth.

The other reference to the prior art is to the Froment

description. It is a demonstrated fact in the record

herein that the agitation of the ingredients described in

the Froment description does not produce a froth. With

the ingredients of the Froment description no degree of

agitation, however intense, would have produced a min-

eral-carrying froth. The oil was petroleum residuum,

a non-frothing oil. Dr. Liebmann so demonstrated

in the Hyde case by reproducing the Froment ap-

paratus and carrying on in it the procedure dis-

closed in the Froment description. The result of the

agitation was a thin film of oil on top and the oiled ore

at the bottom (Vol. 3, pp. 720, 721). He then repeated

the operation in a Gabbett cone mixer, with the same

result (pp. 722, 723). He then repeated the operation

in the most effective agitating machine known in

1912, to wit, the slide machine, and at a speed of 1600

revolutions per minute, and the result was the same (p.

723). These experiments were not attacked or criticized

by any witness for the defendant in the Hyde case or

for the appellant in the case at bar. Undoubtedly they

produced a great many submerged bubbles, and un-
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doubtedly the bubbles did nothing but uselessly form,

rise, and explode.

This portion of appellant's brief terminates with fur-

ther references to "prior art quantities of oil" (p. 37).

It again unwarrantedly puts forward this term as if by

doing so it was thereby describing some actual process

of the prior art. It again insists that plaintiffs' argu-

ments in the Hyde case relative to the experiments of

the defendant therein which the plaintiffs denounced as

falsely representing the real prior art, are to be taken to

be plaintiffs' arguments addressed to the prior art.

The pertinent inquiry of course is, what process was

under consideration"? The answer is, nothing in the

prior art, nothing that existed before the invention, but

something which had its origin only in the ingenuity of

a defendant in misrepresenting the prior art.

The phrase "prior art quantities of oil" thus re-

peatedly used by appellant is either meaningless or

misleading.

The only oil with which the process of the patent in

suit is concerned is mineral-froth-producing oil and the

quantity thereof which will obtain the results achieved

by the practice of the process in suit.

To use the phrase "prior art quantities of oil" as

connoting something in the prior art which prescribes

the quantity of that kind of oil for that purpose is mis-

leading—because there is no such thing in the prior art

and the Supreme Court has so held.

To use the phrase as merely referring to quantities

without regard to process or result is meaningless. The
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whole system of weights and measures can be drawn on

if you are merely referring to quantities without regard

to quality, process or result.

K, when appellant's counsel use the phrase ''prior

art quantities of oil
'

', they mean to imply that appellant

is practicing some process of the prior art and produc-

ing by the use of such ''prior art quantities of oil" the

same result as that obtained by practicing the process

of the patent in suit, they are met by the decision of the

Supreme Court, It held that under no process of the

prior art was there any such result obtained.

If by using the phrase they mean to imply that appel-

lant is practicing some process of the prior art with

"prior art quantities of oil" and thereby producing a

different result from that obtained by practicing the

process of the patent in suit, they are met by the facts

in the case. Their own evidence demonstrates the exact

contrary of this contention and their counsel so argued

(see citations supra p. 10).

What appellant is actually doing is using the "oil of

the patent" in what appellant admits is the quantity

of the patent to obtain the result achieved by the pro-

cess in suit, and adding thereto an alien oil so as to

claim the use of oil in a large aggregate, and terming

this aggregate a "prior art quantity of oil" so as to

confuse and mislead.

Plaintiff's arguments in the Hyde suit as to oil quan-

tity.—The only arguments presented in behalf of plain-

tiffs in the Hyde case on the question of oil quan-

tity were those addressed to claim 9. A part of
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this argument is the first quotation on page 40 of

appellant's brief. Another part of this argument is

fragmentarily quoted in the document entitled "Plain-

tiff's Limitations Regarding the Agitation Froth Patent

835,120" at pages 161, 162, and is completely quoted

in appellees' supplemental brief (p. 287). And with

this argument of petitioner-complainant before it, the

Supreme Court said that the patent must be confined,

not to the use of oil ''amounting to a fraction of one

per cent." on the ore, but to the ''results obtained by

the use of oil within" such proportions.

Additional evidence that the patent in suit excludes

all oils that are not mineral-froth-produ/^ing oils

as oils of the process described.—A striking dif-

ference between the Cattermole process and the pro-

cess in suit is that the Cattermole process utilized

petroleum residuums and kerosene for the purpose

of forming sticky coatings on mineral particles and

^''agglomerating these particles into granules, and also,

indifferently, utilized the mineral-froth-forming oil, oleic

acid, for the same purpose, whereas the process in suit

requires, and can only function with, mineral-froth-form-

ing oils, of which oleic acid is typical. This appeared

at the time of the discovery. Indeed, if the laboratory

researches as to Cattermole had not pointed out an

advantage to the Cattermole process in the use of

straight oleic acid, the discovery of the process in suit

might not have been made. Mr. Higgins' investigations

in March, 1905, were stated in Sulman and Picard's

Report of March 2, 1905, as separate determinations
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with "(a) Oleic acid; (b) Residuum Oils" (Vol. 3, p.

1100). On March 16, 1905, he reported three tests with

Balkhany crude oil, 1 cc. (.02%), 2 cc. (.04%) and 5 cc.

(.1%), with ''very little float", ''very little float, small

granules" and "less float" (p. 1109). Also with

paraffine oil (the English name for kerosene), from .5

cc. (.1%) increased in stages to 1%, the first produc-

ing "very little float" the others poor granulation (p.

1110). He sums up as follows:

"A diminution of the percentage of oil when that oil

is, either paraffine [kerosene] or Balkhany crude oil, does

not cause a similar frothing to the oleic acid, but a dim-

inution in the size of the granules and an increase in the

time required for the clean up of the sands" (p. 1111).

In other words Cattermole was impaired but no use-

ful mineral froth was formed by diminution in the per-

centage of crude petroleum and kerosene below normal

Cattermole proportions.

The reference to this subject in the Sulman and Picard

Report of May 3, 1905, which is quoted in appellant's

brief (p. 47) is less clear and definite, although it also

points out that petroleum residuums and mixtures " R3 Pj

and Ri P3" (these being mixtures of residuums and

paraffine oil or kerosene in the proportions indicated),

added as emulsions (and therefore including oelic acid)

and paraffine oil (kerosene) alone, give "small propor-

tions of float," and therefore nothing of value, as Mr.

Higgins had determined relative to petroleum residuum

alone and kerosene alone.

Mr. Chapman explains these sjnnbols (Vol. 2, p. 323,

RDQ. 241). The emulsions as used in the Cattermole

process contained soap which was decomposed by the
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sulphuric acid in the pulp with release of oleic acid as

explained in the Cattermole patent (Vol. 4, p. 2138,

lines 94-105).

As a result of these investigations, not of course

exhaustive, for as the Supreme Court says, "the com-

position of ores varies infinitely, each one presenting its

special problem" (Opinion, p. 7) the patent in suit does

not say, as appellant's brief says it does (p. 44) that the

Cattermole patent describes "the use of the same 'oily

substances' " as are to be used in the process in suit,

but prescribes "a simple preliminary test" to "de-

termine which oily substance '

' will do the work with each

ore. This is also quoted in appellant's brief (p. 44) fol-

lowing the false statement above referred to, but ap-

parently with no appreciation of its significance. The

quotation here in appellant's brief, from the Cattermole

patent, of the statement that "mineral oil" can be used

(as if thereby to import that description into the patent

in suit) is therefore unjustified if not misleading. Min-

eral oils, i. e., petroleums, are not referred to in the

patent in suit and the prescribed test of the patent

excludes every oil that is not a mineral-froth-producing

oil as an oil of the process disclosed.

Disclaimer.*

The third question to be considered is

:

WAS THE ALLEGED DISCLAIMER IN FACT A PROPER DIS-

CLAIMER UNDER THE LAW?

It is a complete answer to appellant's arg-ument in

this regard that the disclaimer filed on March 28, 1917,

*For fuller discussion and authorities see Supp. Br., p. 44.
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was in fact and in law a disclaimer and a proper dis-

claimer under Sections 4917 and 4922 of the U. S. Re-

vised Statutes.

The Supreme Court, having reached the conclusion

that the patent must be confined in a certain way, and

having also reached the conclusion that as to claims

9, 10 and 11 it was not confined in that way, decreed

the patent invalid as to those claims. To say that a

patent is ' not confined to a given subject-matter is to

say that it is broader than that subject-matter. The

Supreme Court condemned claims 9, 10 and 11, not be-

cause they were indefinite, but because they were too

broad. In this we find that appellant's brief agrees

with us (p. 82) where it says:

"The Supreme Court did not condemn these claims on

such technical grounds [i. e. "because the term *a small

quantity' of oil which they contain is indefinite"]. It

condemned them because the claims were too broad, as

clearly appears from the language of the opinion, where

it says, etc."

This presented the precise situation to which the dis-

claimer statutes are addressed with their beneficent,

saving and simple remedy. (See Suppl. Br., p. 48.)

The disclaimer cuts off all the excess by reason of

which those claims extended the patent beyond the

subject-matter to which the Supreme Court said it

must be confined. Thereby it aligned those claims with

claims 1, 2, 3, etc., in respect to the Supreme Court

decision.

The disclaimer in its recital (Vol. 1, p. cxv) refers

to the Supreme Court decision as advising the peti-
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tioner that the patent, in so far as concerns claims

9, 10 and 11, covers and includes more than the in-

ventors had a right to claim as new, that such excess

had been included therein by mistake and without

fraudulent or deceptive intent and without any wilful

default or intent to defraud or mislead the public, that

the subject-matter not disclaimed is definitely distin-

guishable from the part disclaimed and is truly and

justly the invention of the patentees and is a material

and substantial part of the thing patented, and there-

fore that the petitioner for the purpose of complying

with the law and disclaiming those parts of the thing

patented which it does not choose to claim or hold by

virtue of the patent, disclaims from claims 9, 10 and

11 of the patent:

"Any process of concentrating powdered ores excepting

where the results obtained are the results obtained by

the use of oil in a quantity amounting to a fraction of

one per cent, on the ore."

What the decision said the patent must be confined to,

that the disclaimer confines claims 9, 10 and 11 to.

To that end the disclaimer employs the very language

of the decision.

There may be difference of opinion outside of the

Supreme Court itself as to just what its decision means

in regard to the confines of the patent, but whatever

the decision means that the disclaimer also means.

Appellant's criticism of the disclaimer is really a

criticism of the decision. Its quarrel is with the de-

cision, not with the disclaimer.
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The court below said on this subject:

"The disclaimer to conform to the Supreme Court

decision that claims 9, 10 and 11 are invalid was filed

107 days after said decision and after mandate, but before

the expiration of time for rehearing. It was timely filed.

In substance it fairly conforms to the language of the

decision, disclaiming 'from claims 9. 10 and H * * *

any process of concentrating powdered ores excepting

where the results obtained are the results obtained by
the use of oil in a quantity amounting to a fraction of

1% on the ore'. The parties differ in its interpretation

even as they do in respect to the decision. Written

words, not oral claims, control. The patent claims

included what the patentees were entitled to and more.

The decision pointed out the excess. The patentees dis-

claim the excess. They can safely rely upon the decision

and a disclaimer conforming to the language of the

decision is sufficient."

The situation is so simple and obvious that argument

to enforce it seems almost a work of supererrogation.

The Supreme Court has told us by its decision that

the invention and the patent from the beginning have

been as broad as the broad definition it gives to the

invention. It tells us also that the patent from the be-

ginning has been broader even than that broad field

as to claims 9, 10 and 11. The disclaimer does not

broaden the patent one iota in respect to any of its

claims thus defined by the Supreme Court, but on the

contrary it narrows the patent as to claims 9, 10 and

11 by cutting off that excess by reason of the existence

of which the Supreme Court held those claims invalid.

So that authorities condemning a disclaimer which

attempts to broaden a patent or which attempts to

change a claim for one invention into a claim for an-
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other invention are wholly inapplicable to the case at

bar.

Appellant's brief compares claims 1 and 9 and argues

that they are both limited to ''the production of the

'froth' described in the specification." But how does

appellant's counsel knowf The Supreme Court may

not have so understood claims 9, 10 and 11. Finding

both claims in the patent and seeking for a difference

of substance between them, as presumably intended,

the Supreme Court may have noted the omission from

claims 9, 10 and 11 of the limitation found in claim 1,

that it is the oil-coated mineral matter that is to form

into the froth of claim 1.

The court may have concluded that claims 9, 10

and 11 were broad enough to include some other kind

of a froth.

At any rate the owner of the patent was not called

upon to construe the Supreme Court decision, but

simply to import that decision bodily into the dis-

claimer, as it has done, and whatever the decision

means, that the disclaimer means, and whatever made

claims 9, 10 and 11, too broad in the judgment of the

Supreme Court that the disclaimer cuts off and re-

moves.

The disclaimer could not safely do any more, and it

could not safely do any less.

The true function of a disclaimer is to disclaim an

overplus, an excess, what is not the real invention. It

is no function of a disclaimer to include within it as a

part of the thing disclaimed the real invention or any
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part of it. Hence, claims 9, 10 and 11 could not be

disclaimed in their entirety.

Appellant's brief says on page 83 that appellees by

their disclaimer

"left the over-claim standing, and pretended to limit the

condemned claims by inserting a feature which was

always in them—not by implication, but in terms."

The disclaimer inserts nothing either expressly or

by implication. It cuts off in words and in fact and in

legal effect that excess or over-claim, whatever it was

(and we do not have to know precisely what it was.

The Supreme Court knew and that is enough) that

caused the Supreme Court to find those claims too

broad. It is for the Supreme Court to say (if it ever

becomes material) just exactly what the excess or over-

plus was, but it was not necessary for the disclaimer to

say what it was or to do more than it did do, or for the

appellees now to define any more than they have done

what that excess or overplus was. Whatever it was it

has been removed. All that the disclaimer statutes re-

quire is that what is left after disclaimer be definitely

distinguishable and be truly the invention of the pat-

entees, and the Supreme Court has itself authoritatively

defined what is left and has held that the patentees

truly invented it.

The remedy by disclaimer is inappropriate and the

remedy by re-issue is alone appropriate where it is

sought to broaden a claim, or to add a claim, or to

change the description or to add to it. Where it is

sought merely to narrow the scope of a claim, as here,

the remedy by disclaimer is appropriate.
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We refer to the supplemental brief filed herewith

and fnlly indexed for a fuller discussion of the facts

and the law.

In conclusion it is respectfully submitted that the

decision of the court below involved no error of fact

or of law, and should be affirmed with the costs of

this court.

Dated, San Francisco, March 5, 1918.

Henry D. Williams,

Wm. Houston Kenyon,

LiNDLEY M. Garrison,

Garret W. McEnerney,

Odell W. McConnell,

Counsel for Appellees.
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Argument of Henry D. Williams, Esq.

If your Honors please, the text of the arguments we

make in behalf of the appellees will be the decision of

the Supreme Court rendered December 11, 1916, in the

suit of Minerals Separation v. Hyde. I shall briefly

endeavor to show what interpretation the Supreme

Court placed upon the patent in suit in the light of

actual disclosures of the prior art.

The mvention in suit was the pioneer process of air-

froth SoS. The Supreme Court has so said clearly and

distinctly. The parts of the decision that have been

called to your Honors' attention are not the parts that

describe the invention and its relation to the prior art;



just one part of that decision has been called to your

attention—that the patentees took the last step, that

converted experiment into solution, failure into success.

In the history of patent litigation, many inventors

have created new arts, as these inventors did, by turn-

ing failure into success, by turning experiment into

solution, by taking the step, the last step, the right

step, the step in the right direction, the step that

l^roduced the invention. A tj^pical examjjle of that is

in the telephone cases, where Bell tightened a screw

and changed a machine that could not convey speech

into a machine that could. Just tightening a screw

and thereby creating a new art. This invention has

created a new art.

The process can be considered to some extent in

the mechanism of its working, the manner in which it

does the work. We start with an ore pulp, a mass of

finely ground ore diffused in water, a muddy liquor.

The ore consists of particles of worthless dirt or rock

or gangue, and of valuable particles of metalliferous

mineral. They have been separated by grinding, and

they are diffused through this ore pulp which is kept

in motion so that they will not settle. Air is intro-

duced into this mass of ore pulp, and it is broken up

into air cells or submerged air bubbles. These bubbles

course through the liquid, pick out and select the valu-

able mineral particles and reject the gangue particles,

and firmly attach to themselves the mineral particles

and carry them up through the pulp and form upon

the surface of the pulp a floating froth layer loaded



with metalliferous mineral. That is the essence of

the operation of the process.

Wliy does it thus operate? With ore, water and air

and such agitation as would bring the submerged air

bubbles into contact with the solid particles, the air

bubbles would very firmly attach to themselves the

mineral particles and would reject the gangue parti-

cles and would float the mineral particles upward. But

in rising through the liquid the bubbles would come

together and would coalesce into larger bubbles, and

when they reached the surface they would burst and

explode and no froth would be formed, and no concen-

tration of ores would be effected.

But the process in suit includes not only ore and

water and air but a modifying agent, and this modify-

ing agent in the process here in suit is oil ; not every

oil, because many oils are useless for this purpose; but

an oil which, with the ore used, will so modify the

air bubbles, and make and maintain the integrity of

the little bubbles, that in fact the bubbles do not come

together and they do not coalesce, but they repel

each other, and as they course through the liquid they

pick out and firmly attach to themselves the mineral

particles and reject the gangue particles and buoy up

the mineral particles and as soon as they are given

an opportunity to do so they rise up through the pulp

and emerge from the liquid as air bubbles having thin

films holding the mineral particles, and they accumu-

late upon the surface into a floating froth layer which

carries the mineral. This froth layer may be several
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inches thick. I have seen it three feet thick.

The bubbles in it are so persistent and so firmly

grip the mineral particles that they may be sepa-

rated from the water on which they float without drop-

ping the mineral particles; usually by simply over-

flowing a dam.

The issue of infringement depends upon whether or

not the appellant has carried on this process and ob-

tained this result. Appellant admits that it did so up to

January 7, 1917, in the treatment of upwards of a

million and a half tons of ore. That was some two

or three weeks after the decision of the Supreme

Court; some intermediate experimenting was necessary.

The question is, has it continued to do so since

January 7, 1917? What change has it made in its

procedure which has so altered its process and the

results of this process, as to change it from an

infringing into a non-infringing process?

Before January 7, 1917, it used the froth-forming oil

of the patent, with ore, water, air and such agitation as

would develop the procedure of the patent. Since Jan-

uary 7, 1917, it has continued to use the same froth-

forming oil, and the same procedure in every substan-

tial respect, but has poured into the ore pulp other oils

that are not, with that ore at least, mineral-froth-form-

ing oils, and that have not prevented the carrjdng on

of the procedure of the patent, but that have impaired

it to some extent, a matter of a million dollars a year

to the defendant. The froth-forming oil both before
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but it was present both before and after as a small

fraction of one per cent, of the ore.

Now, let us briefly turn to the patent for its dis-

closure of the invention. We find, at page 1, lines 9

to 10, a very general statement, such as patent speci-

fications should begin with, of the general class of

materials to which it may be applied:

"This invention relates to improvements in the con-

centration of ores, the object being to separate metal-

liferous matter, graphite, and the like, from gangue, by

means of oils, fatty acids, or other substances which

have a preferential affinity for metalliferous matter over

gangue. '

'

Now, that statement is broad enough to cover any

ore to which the invention may be found applicable.

As a matter of fact, it is applicable to those ores that

have a metalliferous mineral compound, such as the

sulphide of zinc and the sulphide of lead, substances

like metal, or it is applicable to graphite, which is

a substance like metal, having metallic lustre. But the

process is not applicable to the oxide ores such as the

usual oxide ore of iron; it is absolutely useless for

an oxide of iron, so far as we know.

It is therefore the purpose of this broad statement

not to point out just where the invention is to be

applied, but to include the character of substances

which may possibly develop or become useful with

the application of the invention to them.

Now, oils, all of them, have a preferential affinity

for metalliferous mineral; that is a common character-
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quality, it is always present; but the statement here

and the statement in the first group of claims 1, 2 and

3, is intended to be broader than oils, and the moment

it gets to be broader than oils, then it has to add a

description of the function that oils will always per-

form,—that attraction for metalliferous particles which

will tend to coat them.

The only significance of those words in the speci-

fications and the claims, about preferential affinity for

metalliferous matter, is in so far as they tend to

include substances that are not oils. Oleic acid is the

oil of the example of the patent in suit. It is the acid

of fats. A soft soap can be changed into oleic acid

by the addition of sulphuric acid. Oleic acid can be

changed into soap by the addition of alkali. Strictly

it is a fatty acid, but is always called an oil, and in

this patent it is included as the specific exam})le

under the general name.

Now, the patent in suit, after having said that you

might use oils and oily liquids that have a preferential

affinity for metalliferous matter over gangue—those

two classes of materials—proceeds to tell you how to

find out what are the ores and what are the oils or

oily liquids that will develop the invention. And the

language of the patent specification is clear and defi-

nite. On page 1, lines 61 to 69, it is said:

"The proportion of mineral which floats in the form
of froth varies considerabl.y with different ores and Avith

different oily substances, and before utilizing the facts

above mentioned in the concentration of any particular
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which oily substance yields the proportion of froth or

scum desired."

It is necessary to determine, by a simple preliminary

test which oily substance will do the work.

That language of the patent was carefully consid-

ered by the Supreme Court of the United States. As

a matter of convenience—I did not know what appel-

lants were going to do—we have three copies of the

original pamphlet decision of the Supreme Court which

are handy for reference, and we have three copies of

the opinion of the Circuit Court of Appeals in the

Miami case as a separate pamphlet, and we have three

copies of the opinion of Judge Bourquin in this case

as a separate pamphlet, which I would like to hand

the court.

In the pamphlet opinion of the Supreme Court at

page 7, about the middle of the page

:

"The composition of ores varies infinitely, each one

presenting its special problem, and it is obviously impos-

sible to specify in a patent the precise treatment which

would be most successful and economical in each case.

The process is one for dealing with a large class of sub-

stances and the range of treatment within the terms of

the claims, while leaving something to the skill of per-

sons applying the invention, is clearly sufficiently definite

to guide those skilled in the art to its successful applica-

tion, as the evidence abundantly shows. This satisfies

the law."

There the Supreme Court was considering the objec-

tion that the disclosures of the specification were insuf-

ficient because the specification told a man skilled in
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the art to test and find out whether an oil would pro-

duce a mineral froth with the ore that he had under

consideration.

Now, in this language of the Supreme Court it is

said that such variation of the treatment must be

within the scope of the claims. So we will turn to

the claims, and first the group of claims, 1, 2 and 3.

Those are the broadest claims in their inclusion of

the modifying material; they are broad enough to

include any oily liquid having a preferential affinity

for metalliferous metal. In that respect they differ

from all the other claims. They define such an oily

liquid and then they say, and in this case in paren-

thesis, as though by way of example, "amounting to

a fraction of one per cent, on the ore", and then

they prescribe agitating the mixture until the oil-

coated mineral matter forms into a froth, and then

they prescribe separating the froth from the remainder

by flotation.

This procedure and the scope of these claims includes

only the use of an oily liquid having a preferential

affinity for metalliferous matter, whether it be an oil

or some other oily liquid, such as will upon agitation

produce a froth of the oil-coated mineral matter. The

formation of the froth of oil-coated mineral matter,

whicb can be separated by flotation, is the very end and

object of these claims. The use of an oily material

which will not usefully form this froth of oil-coated

metalliferous matter is a procedure extraneous to these

claims. The use of an oilv material which does not
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ter of indifference, so far as these claims are con-

cerned. It makes no difference, so far as these claims

are concerned whether such alien oily material is pres-

ent or absent, so long as the oily material of the claims

is present and so long as the alien oily material does not

prevent the operation of the oily material of the claims

in forming the froth of oil-coated mineral matter.

Judge MoREow. What is the alien oily substance?

A substance that has no preferential affinity?

Mr. Williams. No. All oils have that; but a sub-

stance that will not produce a froth of oil-coated min-

eral matter is wholly alien to the claims. It won't do

the thing which the claim says is to be done, which

is the process covered by the claims. To give an

example of that to your Honors, if you will turn to

page 16 of our main brief, there is a column arrange-

ment there showing the operations of the defendant

since January 7th and before. The first column, January

to December, 1916, that is the whole of the year 1916,

shows the amount of pine oil—and pine oil is the

oil of the claims—1.43 lbs. .07 per cent., a very small

fraction.

That was the only oil used.

January 9-31, 1917, pine oil first, 1.51 lbs., practi-

cally the same .075 per cent.; but with this the alien

oil, the useless oil, the inert oil, the oil that will not

produce a froth with this ore, 11.93 lbs., making a total

of 14.75 lbs., and a percentage of .738. There it was

about half way between one-half of one per cent, and

one per cent.
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February 1 to 28tb, jjine oil 1.90 lbs. You see the

pine oil increases very, very slightly, is still less than

one-tenth of one per cent. The petroleum, the inert

oil, increased in quantity, making a total now nearly

one per cent.—20 lbs. would be one per cent.—19.33

lbs., a very large fraction of one per cent.—.967 per

cent.

March 1 to 31, pine oil 2.82 lbs. That is the largest

amount of pine oil; there it is a little more than a

tenth of one per cent., .141; petroleum or inert oil or

alien oil, 18.77 lbs,, and now the total a little more

than one per cent., 22.08 lbs., or 1.11 per cent.

As to April, the information supplied by the appellant

was so insufficient that we could not find out the pro-

portion of the pine oil to petroleum.

Judge Morrow. The total is stated.

Mr. Williams. Only the total is stated; it was just

a trifle more, 23.91 lbs., and 1.19 per cent.

These were computed from the tables furnished by

the appellant, and give the averages from the data of

their operations during these periods.

Now, turning again to the patent, the second group

of claims are claims 5, 6 and 7. Those claims are the

claims limited to oleic acid; those claims are limited

to the proportions of oleic acid which were found to

produce the froth; and there the limitation in those

specific oleic acid claims, is one-half of one per cent,

as the maximum, and one-fiftieth of one per cent, as the

minimum. That was the summing up of the experi-
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ments made at the time of the invention, and, with

oleic acid, one-half of one per cent, was the point

at which the Cattermole granulation process had dis-

appeared and the process of the patent in suit had

commenced to appear. That is true of all of these

claims 5, 6 and 7. They are oleic acid claims. They

are thus limited, and claim 7 is limited to certain

degrees of temperature, 30 to 40 degrees centigrade,

86 to 104 degrees Fahrenheit.

Now, we come to claims 9, 10 and 11, as to which

there was a disclaimer, and claim 12, which was the

broadest claim, that is the broadest oil claim, outside

of the disclaimer.

Claim 12 differs from claims 9, 10 and 11 in two

particulars, not one, as our adversaries say. One dif-

ference is that claim 12 specifies that the oil shall be

a fraction of one per cent, on the ore, whereas claims

9, 10 and 11 say that the oil shall be a small quan-

tity; that is one difference. But there is another dif-

ference.

Claim 12 says that you agitate the mixture to cause

the oil-coated mineral to form a froth. Claims 9, 10

and 11 say that you agitate to form a froth. They do

not say that the oil-coated mineral is in that froth.

Your Honors will now see the significance of the

statement by the Supreme Court that these claims 9,

10 and 11 were not limited to the results obtained by

tlie process in suit.

Those are the two differences which the Supreme

Court found between claims 9, 10 and 11, and claim
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12, wbicli is the one with which they should be com-

pared. Then the Supreme Court said the patent must

be confined to the results obtained; then we wrote a

disclaimer in which we said these claims are to be

confined to the results obtained by the use of oil in a

fraction of one per cent. So we wrote into these

claims the language of the decision of the Supreme

Court, and whatever it means, they mean. But for

the purposes of this case at bar, we do not care

whether they cover a fraction of one per cent., one

per cent, and a little more than one per cent., or

whether they are limited to a fraction of one per cent.

;

for the purposes of the case at bar we are only con-

cerned with an act of infringement which was the use

of the oil of the patent, a froth-producing oil, in a

proportion which is a very small fraction of one per

cent, on the ore. That is the only question that is

before this court as to infringement, the only issue

involved in the case.

Judge Ross. We will suspend at this time.

(A recess was here taken until two o'clock p. m.)

Afternoon Session.

ARGUMENT OF HENKY D. WILLIAMS, ESQ. (Resumed).

Mr. Williams. In the decision of the Supreme Court

we find at the conclusion a statement that the patent

must be confined to the results obtained by the use of

oil within proportions amounting to a fraction of one

per cent, on the ore. We find throughout the decision
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this insisted upon by repetition of references to the

resulting froth concentrate as characterizing and iden-

tifying the invention. On page 5 we find the state-

ment:

"The resulting froth concentrate so different from

the product of other processes."

On page 3 we find that the process in suit

"differs so essentially from all prior processes, in its

character, in its simplicity of operation, and in the result-

ing concentrates".

Again on page 5 at the beginning of the quotation

of the substance of the testimony of Doctor Adolf

Liebmann

:

"The present invention differs essentially from all

previous results."

There is that repeated reference to the novel results

that characterize the invention, and then the word

''results" is written in as the identifying means of

what is imposed as the confinement of the patent.

Now, the novelty, the great novelty of the invention

is clearly pointed out in the Supreme Court opinion,

that novelty consisting of two things: First, the use

of an air-lift as contradistinguished from the oil-lift

of prior attempts at metal flotation, this air-lift being

effected by the buoyancy of air bubbles instead of by

the buoyancy of oil. Second, the carrying of the metal

particles by an air-froth as distinguished from an oil-

float. And that novelty is summed up on page 5 of

the Supreme Court opinion:

"It is not necessary for us to go into a detailed exami-

nation of the process in suit to distinguish it from the
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processes of the patents relied on as anticipation, con-

vinced as we are that the small amount of oil used makes

it clear that the lifting force which separates the metallic

particles of the pulp from the other substances of it is

not to be found principally in the buoyancy of the oil

used, as was the case in prior processes, but that this

force is to be found, chiefly, in the buoyancy of the air

bubbles introduced into the mixture by an agitation

greater than and different from that which had been

resorted to before, and that this advance on the prior art

and the resulting froth concentrate so different from

the product of other processes make of it a patentable

discovery as new and original as it has proved useful

and economical."

That reference to an agitation greater than and

different from that which had been resorted to before

is a criticism of the things that were done by the

defendant in that case with prior art quantities of oil

and alleged to represent prior art, all of which were

done with a violence of agitation which even ex-

ceeded what was necessary in the process in suit. And

the Supreme Court of the United States put its finger

upon that and said that the process in suit was char-

acterized by an agitation greater than and different

from what had gone before. And that was absolutely

true.

Cattermole, a metal-sinking process, had the same

agitation as we have. Cattermole introduced violent

agitation into the art of ore concentration. And this

comparison is not with Cattermole because Cattermole

is a metal-sinking process. This is a comparison with

the processes wherein attempts were made to float

metals and the language of the Supreme Court is clear

and definite, I think, in that criticism.
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Now I might refer again to that summary of Dr. Lieb-

mann's testimony, picking out a few of the words

there

:

"Differs essentially from all previous results."

Again, three lines further down:

"Produces a result never obtained before."

Again, the next line:

"Froth of a peculiar character, consisting of air

bubbles which in their covering film have the minerals

imbedded. '

'

And about the middle of the paragraph:

"The froth is stable and utterly different from any

froth known before."

The Supreme Court of the United States described

the prior art, and we will take the language of

that court. On page 2 there are references to the

various patents, all of them, every one of them, except

one, that are in this case. There is only one publi-

cation referred to in this case that was not in the

Hyde case, and my adversary has not referred to it in

his argument, and it is not referred to in appellant's

briefs, so I think I do not need to give it any atten-

tion. So the prior art before this court is the prior

art that was before the Supreme Court. Commencing

about the middle of the page, there is an excellent

summary of it:

"Prior to the date of the patent in suit a number of

patents had been granted in this and other countries for

processes aiming to make practical use of this property

of oil * * *."
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that was the preferential affinity for metalliferous

particles, a common property of all oils

—

"and of oil mixed with acid" * * *

acid was sometimes used and the appellant here uses

acid

—

"in the treatment of ores, all of which" * * *

all of this prior art

—

"speaking broadly, consisted in mixing finely crushed

or powdered ore with water and oil, sometimes with acid

added, and then in variously treating the mass—'the

pulp'—thus formed so as to separate the oil, when it

became impregnated or loaded with the metal and metal-

bearing particles, from the valueless gangue.

"

It was a characteristic of the prior art that the oil

carried the metal particles, that it became impregnated

or loaded with the metal particles in such a condition

that it could be separated with those metal particles

from the gangue.

Now, just by way of contrast, we will go to a descrip-

tion of the process of the patent here in suit. On page

3, the middle paragraph of the page, there is a rather

specific description—a description of the process as

described in practice:

"The process of the patent in suit, as described and

practiced, consists in the use of an amount of oil which

is 'critical' and minute as compared with the amount

used in prior processes 'amounting to a fraction of one

per cent, on the ore', and in so impregnating with the air

the mass of ore and water used, by agitation
—

'by beating

the air into the mass'—as to cause to rise to the surface

of the mass, or pulp, a froth, peculiarly coherent and

persistent in character, which is composed of air bubbles

with only a trace of oil in them, which carry in mechan-

ical suspension a very high percentage of the metal and
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metalliferous particles of ore which were contained in

the mass of crushed ore subjected to treatment."

Now returning to the prior art, as to its classifica-

tion, the Supreme Court opinion says that the prior

patents may be divided into two classes.

Judge Morrow. Wliat page is that on?

Mr. AViLLiAMs. Page 2, just after what I read

before; the last paragraph of the page:

"The processes, of this general character, described

in the prior patents may be roughly divided into two

classes. The process in the patent<LX)f the first class is

called in the record the 'Surface Flotation Process' and

it depends for its usefulness on the oil used being suf-

ficient to collect and hold in mechanical suspension the

small particles of metal and metalliferous compounds and

by its buoyancy to carry them to the surface of the

mixture of ore, water and oil, thus making it possible,

by methods familiar to persons skilled in the art, to float

off the concentrate thus obtained into any desired

receptacle."

That is the flotation part of the prior art.

In the next paragraph we have the other class

:

"The process of the other class, called in the record

the 'Metal Sinking Process', reverses the action of the

Surface Flotation Processes and is illustrated by the

Cattermole United States patent No. 777,273, in which

oil is used to the extent of 4% to 6% to 10% of the

weight of the metalliferous mineral matter, depending

on the character of the ore. for the purpose of agglomerat-

ing the oil-coated concentrate into granules heavier than

water, so that they will sink to the bottom of the con-

taining vessel, permitting the gangue to be carried away
by an upward flowing stream of water."

That is the process of the prior art which was the

immediate predecessor of the process in suit, and as
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the Supreme Court says on page 4 of the opinion, it

was while endeavoring to improve this Metal Sinking

Process that the process in suit was invented—I will

start in reading, at line 4 of the second paragraph:

*'They entered upon an investigation of the processes

of oil concentration of ores which was continued through

several years and consisted of a very extensive series of

experiments in which the quantities of oil, of water and

acid used and the extent and the character of the agita-

tion of the mass under treatment resorted to, were varied

to an almost unparalleled extent as to each factor and

the results were carefully tabulated and interpreted.

It was while pursuing a comprehensive investigation of

this character, having, as the evidence shows, the special

purpose in mind at the time to trace the effects on the

results of the process of a reduction to the vanishing

point of the quantity of oil used, that the discovery

embodied in the patent in suit was made. The experi-

menters were working on the Cattermole 'Metal Sinking

Process' as a basis when it was discovered that the granu-

lation on which the process depended practically ceased

when the oleic acid (oil) was reduced to about five-tenths

of one per cent, 'on the ore'. It was observed, however,

that, as the amount of oleic acid was further reduced and

the granulation diminished, there was an increase in the

amount of 'float froth' which collected on the surface

of the mass and that the production of this froth reached

its maximum when about one-tenth of one per cent, or

slightly less 'on the ore' of oleic acid was used."

That is an exact description of what took place at

the time of the discovery, and all that evidence is

before this court. Now, the Supreme Court describes

that froth and describes its novel characteristics at

this point:

"This froth, on collection, was found to consist of air

bubbles modified by the presence of the minute amount

of oil used and holding in mechanical suspension between
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70% and 80% of the total mineral content of the mass

treated. It was promptly recognized by the patentees

that this froth was not due to the liberation of gas in

the mass treated by the action of the dilute acid used,

and its formation was at once attributed in large part

to the presence of the air introduced into the mixture

by the agitation which had been resorted to to mix the

oil with the particles of crushed ore, which air, in bubbles,

attached itself to the mineral particles, slightly coated as

they were with what was necessarily an infinitesimal

amount of oil, and floated them to the surface."

That is a very full description of the invention.

Those were the experiments that were being discussed

in the Supreme Court of the United States when Mr.

Justice McReynolds asked Mr. Kenyon when the inven-

tion appeared. And we find written right in the

decision of the Supreme Court that it commenced to

appear in that operation, with Broken Hill ore, and

oleic acid—that it commenced to appear at one-half

of one per cent. That was the subject of the discus-

sion. It covered nothing more than that.

Now appellant refers strangely to the Cattermole

specification for a definition of the oils of the process

in suit. That seems a little remarkable. It is wholly

unwarranted, because with Cattermole kerosene oil was

continuously used in the laboratory, and heavy petro-

leum—petroleum residuum—was continuously used in

the laboratory; and oleic acid came in at first by way

of soap for emulsions, then they found advantages in

oleic acid and threw aside these mineral oils and com-

menced to use oleic acid alone. If they had not done

that they would never have discovered this invention,

certainly, so far as we know; because at the time of
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the discovery they tried kerosene and they tried

residuum oil and they found they would not produce

a froth with Broken Hill ore and therefore they wrote

into the specifications, try an oil, if it produces the

result, that is the oil we talk about. Of course the

number of oils is infinite; they could not ever exhaust

the question. AVe have not exhausted it today with

the millions and millions of tons of material treated.

They could only do what they did, jDut into the speci-

fication a direction "before you determine whether an

oil is the oil of this process, try it; simply test it; if

it works it is the oil of the process".

Judge Morrow. That is the critical i^roportion then?

Mr. Williams. You find also the critical proportion

because it is in the evidence that when you are using

this oil of the process straight, and if you have II/2

pounds to the ton and you add another pound you

spoil your process; if you have 11/2 pounds to the

ton and you take away one pound you spoil the

process. But when you get into another field, that

these appellants have entered, the situation is differ-

ent, because you can produce this mineral froth with-

out oil, by what is known as soluble frothing agent,

and it changes the situation altogether. You can pro-

duce this mineral froth with acetic acid, which is vine-

gar. You can produce it with alcohol, with whisky.

These substances have no preferential affinity for met-

alliferous mineral. They go into solution in the water

and stay there. And such a soluble frothing agent is

present in pine oil. And when you have the soluble

frothing agent, it is sometimes advantageous to that
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process to use a little mineral oil. And it is a pecu-

liar fact that when you are working that process,

you may work with it the process of the patent in

suit. And it is also a peculiar fact that you can

add a good deal of mineral oil to the process em-

ploying the soluble frothing agent and not spoil it.

But that mineral oil has nothing to do with the process

of this patent which this court is now considering.
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Argument of William Houston Kenyon, Esq.

And we have a patent for that soluble frothing

agent process, which was involved in the Miami case

along with the patent here in suit, and another still

later patent, and was sustained as valid and infringed

by a mixture like Pine oil, a similar mixture, by

the District Court and the Court of Appeals.

Now, Mr. Bull started out by saying that the court

here has merely to read, study and apply the Supreme

Court decision to the facts of this case. We say the

same thing. But I beg of you, take the statement

of our position from us, not from the appellant's

brief.

What is THE DUTY that the oil of this process, of

this patent, of this Supreme Court decision, perfonns?

On that question turns the whole issue here, the issue

of infringement.

What is the fundamental inquiry that you are to

make in the case of this process, this patent, this

Supreme Court decision, in dealing with oil!

Are you to inquire whether it has a preferential

afiSnity for the mineral over the gangue and by reason

of that, when it is intermixed, adheres to the min-

eral particles and coats them,—and stop there—which

is where our friends place their case of non-infringe-

ment—or must you go one step further and inquire,

has it also a froth-making capacity? After coating

the mineral particles, does it then on the cessation
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of the agitation, form the so-coated mineral pajrticles

INTO A FROTH?

This process requires not only the preferential affin-

ity of the oil for the mineral particles to the end that

it may coat them and not the gangue, but this process

requires also and just as much, and, we submit, vastly

more, the additional quality, the additional capacity,

the additional power, upon agitation to form those

coated mineral particles into froth.

Judge Morrow. Does the degree of agitation enter

into the froth?

Mr. Kenyon. It affects it somewhat. The Supreme

Court found, for example, that there had not existed

in the prior art an agitation sufficiently strong to

achieve the end; that we introduced it. That was

one of the things we introduced.

The process requires those two qualities of oil, and

the second, even more than the first, for all oils have

the first, and only some oils have the second.

The patent itself also requires it. Just let me read

some lines that go right to the heart of this whole

process and operation, page 1 of the patent, line 89:

"When agitation is stopped, a large proportion of the

mineral present rises to the surface in the form of a

froth or scum which has derived its power of flotation

mainly from the inclusion of air-bubbles introduced into

the mass by the agitation, such bubbles or air-films

adhering only to the mineral particles which are coated

with oleic acid" * * *

and not to the gangue. There is the vital thing,

there is the soul of the operation; and if the oil will

not do that, it is not the oil of this invention.
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And just so with the Supreme Court decision, for

in that decision it is pointed out (p. 2) that the

preferential affinity of oil and the consequent coating

of the mineral particles with oil, were old, citing

Haynes, Everson, Kirby, and other processes of the

prior ait. The Supreme Court further points out

that enhancing that preferential affinity by acid was

old, instancing Everson; that utilizing the buoyancy

of oil for lifting was old (p. 5), instancing Kirby;

that utilizing the stickiness of oil—it is oil in every

case that has gone to the mineral particle and coated

it—utilizing the stickiness of oil was old (p. 3) in

Cattermole,—the mixing of the pulp causing these

sticky oil-coated mineral particles, when they hit each

other, to stay together; nothing can get them apart

after that, and so they build up, as a snowball builds

up, into granules so large that subsequently in an

np-current of water that will carry the gangue that

has not been so granulated up and over a dam, they

will wobble down against the current and end up at

the bottom,—the Cattermole sinking process, utilizing

the sticky mass of oil.

But said the Supreme Court, utilizing the froth-

forming CAPACITY OF OIL IS NEW WITH THESE PATENTEES,

and the court tells what it means by that; namely,

to form "a multitude of air cells," (page 6, referring

to this leaflet copy) which air cells attach themselves

to the coated mineral particles (page 5), and float

them to the surface (page 5), and there form a

froth peculiarly coherent and persistent (page 3),

consisting of air-bubbles, says the Supreme Court,
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modified by a trace of oil in their films—modified

meaning persistent—they do not burst—and carrying

also in their films a large portion of the mineral

(pages 3 and 4). There is the contrast with the

art; there the definition of the invention. And

there the Supreme Court put it all right on this

FROTH-FOEMING POWER AND OPERATION.

Now, the court below held on the facts, and in exact

accordance with the Supreme Court decision, that the

froth-forming quality was the essential and necessary

thing (Vol. I, p. clxxx and clxxxi) ; that the prefer-

ential affinitj^ of oil was of less importance, instancing

our 1910 patent. And the court below, assuming that

all of the claims were limited to the use of a fraction

of one per cent, of the oil of the patent, said that

that meant the use of a fraction of one per cent, nsr

BENEFICIAL SERVICE; in beneficial service meaning the

froth-forming operation, for that is the beneficial

service of the process.

Now, when is a thing in use? When it is in course

of employment achieving the end in view, its then

destiny; and when, considering its capabilities and the

circumstances of the case, it is performing its full

duty, which should be to achieve (a) its highest poten-

tiality, or (b) at the very least, a reasonable degree

of its potentiality.

That definition of a thing "in use" applies here,

—

namely, only an oil that is used to form this froth in

the way this patent says, in the way the Supreme

Court says.
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And when you have once reached that conclusion,

you have determined the question of infringement in

this case, on any construction of the patent, broad or

narrow, whether limited to a half of one per cent, of

that kind of oil or any fraction of one per cent, of

that kind of oil, or what not.

Because the appellant employs, in the procedure as

to which alone the question of infringement arises,

only a small fraction of one per cent, of an oil having

that froth-making capacity—the pine oil—a little more

that one-tenth of one per cent, at the most and achieves

its flotation—all the flotation that it does achieve

—

by the use of that pine oil in that quantity.

For two years immediately preceding this infringe-

ment it used nothing but that pine oil and achieved

results better by a million dollars a year, so the

experts say it is, than when that pine oil is saddled

with this incubus on its back. However, after the

Supreme Court decision, and, as they say, frankly, to

evade the patent as they understood that decision,

THEY ADD TO THEIR ONE-TENTH OF ONE PER CENT. OF AN

OIL THAT WILL, NINE-TENTHS OF ONE PER CENT. OF AN OIL

THAT won't and CAN 't ; AN OIL THAT HAS NO FROTH-

MAKING CAPACITY WHEN USED WITH THE ORE OF THE

DEFENDANT AND UNDER THE CONDITIONS OF THAT PROCESS.

So much for the proposition of law. Now, for the

facts, because they do with this 11th hour typewritten

memorandum suggest that they want your Honors to

reverse Judge Bourquin on the facts,—as to what

this petroleum does in their process. So I will give

a little attention to this matter of fact, just to point
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out that the court below finds the fact proved ''prac-

ically without conflict" (Vol. I, p. clxxxiv) that some

oils are effective and more are ineffective 'Ho operate

the process." Those are his words, "to operate the

process." He holds further that the larger part of

the oil used, the nine-tenths, is ineffective, wasted,

and injurious. I am going to read the next paragraph

on the same subject (Our Supp. Br., p. 264)

:

"As before stated many oils are ineffective to operate

the process and that is because they have not the quality

that contributes to bubble-making. What this quality

consists of, wherein it lies, does not appear. With these

ineffective oils agitation will not produce froth and so

there is no flotation of the metallic particles."

And the man who tries to operate the process with

such oil will agitate and agitate and agitate until he

dies, for the claim says, ''agitate until the oil-coated

mineral matter forms into a froth", and it will never

form into a froth.

''One of defendant's witnesses testifies"—says the

court below—"that in the laboratory and plant of the

Utah Copper Company, one thousand oils have been

tried, of which but two mixtures give satisfaction. Petro-

leum seemed generally ineffective by the evidence of both

parties, though some of defendant's witnesses testify to

sometimes successful experiments with them. Incidentally
'

',

adds the Judge; he faced these men and saw some of

their tests and experiments

—

"Incidentally, there is suspicion that with experiments

as with figures can be done anything for or against, with-

out impropriety in the operator".

Is that finding of fact contrary to the evidence? Are

you going to reverse that finding of fact?
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Now the law that is laid down in this matter of

reversing on questions of fact is well stated in your

recent decision on the question of title to some of

these very veins of the Butte & Superior Company.

This was the opinion in Butte & Superior Copper Com-

pany V. Clark-Montmia Realty Company, filed in this

court, where you said (our Main Brief, p. 44)

:

"There are several assignments of error to the find-

ings of fact, * * * The appellant does not assert

that the findings of fact are unsupported by competent

evidence, he contends that they are contra rj- to the weight

of tiie evidence. The trial court made its findings upon
an e"vndently careful and painstaking investigation of the

testimony and the exhibits, and after a personal inspec-

tion of the mining properties. We have examined the

record sufficiently to see that the findings are all sup-

ported by the credible testimonj- of reputable witnesses.

Upon settled principles which this court has always

recognized, findings so made upon conflicting testimony

are conclusive upon this appeal."

Now, what is the evidence. Mr. Higgins (our Main

Br. p. 41), who has been happy enough to receive the

encomiums of Mr. Bull as knowing probably more than

anybody else in the world about these things, took these

petroleums of the defendant's j^rocess, a mixture of

fuel oil and kerosene, 18 pounds—nine-tenths of one

per cent, on the ore—went through all the operations

with ore, water, acid and this 18 pounds of petroleum,

but it would not upon agitation produce a mineral-

carrying froth or effect any ore separation what-

soever. That was done right in court. He was cross-

examined on it. The court below saw it. It was a

thing manifest to the eye. He then put in four pounds

of pine oil, two-tenths of one per cent, of pine oil

—
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and up came a beautiful froth ; the mineral froth of

this invention.

Another experiment: He took two pounds of kero-

sene such as the defendant uses several pounds of;

two pounds of kerosene—tliat was the proper quan-

tity to get the best results, if that was a froth-form-

ing oil. He agitated it under all the proper conditions

of heat, etc. and nothing came up; nothing happened;

no froth was formed. He put in two pounds of pine

oil, and agitated it, and up came a beautiful froth.

Mr, Janney, their own witness (our Main Br. p. 42),

superintendent of the Arthur plant of the Utah Copper

Company, a practical man whom they put on the stand,

admits knowing many oils that will not froth, and

another class that will froth and make the bubbles

stable. That latter class, those that will froth and

will make the bubbles stable, are the oils of this

patent and this process; the tirst class are not the

oils of this patent and this process.

Professor Bancroft (Main Br. p. 42), also a wit-

ness for the appellant, put on the witness stand as a

scientist, repeatedly saj^s that kerosene is not a froth-

ing oil and selects it as the typical non-frothing oil,

and describes the appellant's mixture here in question

as consisting of the non-frothing viscous oil, fuel oil

—

about 15 pounds of it—kerosene, which he had described

as the typical non-frothing oil—four or five pounds of

that—and pine oil which is a frothing oil; that is his

description of the appellant's mixture.

Mr. Engelmann (our Main Br. p. 40), another prac-

tical man that appellant put on the witness stand.
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from the Ray Consolidated Company, says: ''We tried

at different times to run on straight fuel oil, but we

could never obtain metallurgical results."

Now what does Mr. Bull present against this? We
had also called Mr. Greninger, Mr. Chapman, Mr.

Higgins, and Mr. Wiggin, who all testified that these

petroleum oils were generally non-frothing oils. You

have to try and see. If they do not froth, that is the

end of it.

What does Mr. Bull reply to this?

A British patent corresponding to this in suit, in

which he finds the word ''petrol." Well, now, I don't

know exactly what this petrol is; it may be a gasoline.

Appellant is not using gasoline. It is not material

whether petrol or gasoline would froth under some cir-

cumstances or would not, because these oils may froth

with one ore and not with another ore. What the Brit-

ish patent says—in the effort of the British patentees

to grasp all they can—does not prove that even the

petrol they were speaking of, with the ores that they

had in mind, would be a frothing oil.

Mr. Bull reads from the Cattermole patent. Because

our patent refers to the Cattermole patent and our

invention came to us out of the blue, while we were

trying to economize oil in the Cattermole process, he

says any oil described in the Cattermole patent must

be read into our patent. But he overlooks this inter-

esting circumstance. The Cattermole invention pro-

ceeds by the stickiness of oil. All of these oils are

sticky. If you coat a mineral particle with enough
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to take advantage of that stickiness, you can use any

one of them. In the Cattermole operation kerosene

will operate ; these fuel oils will do
;
you can work the

Cattermole process with any of them. But with our

process—no. It is only certain oils that will work our

process. And the world is indebted today to the happy

circumstance that our inventors were working the

Cattermole process with oleic acid, which has, in addi-

tion to the quality of stickiness, the then unknown

quality of froth-formation, that it possesses this inven-

tion today. If they had been working with kerosene

and had reduced the oil to nothing they would never

have obtained this froth. Mr. Higgins says so in the

original document regarding the making of this dis-

covery. So what you find in the Cattermole patent

cannot help you to interpret this patent in suit. Noth-

ing is specified in the patent in suit but oleic acid.

That will do it. Wliat you must do is, as you are

told, to try each new oil and see whether it will do the

thing described as the thing to be done.

Now this was Mr. Higgins' report, page 1111, Vol-

ume 3 of the record, written within a week of the mak-

ing of the invention; and in the same paper that

describes the making of the invention he adds this as

a note,—down near the bottom of page 1111—First,

at the top of page 1110 he gives the details of an

experiment with paraffine, starting with one-tenth of

one per cent, and testing up to a full one per cent.,

and off to the right he says: "Very little float."

Now at the bottom of page 1111, where he sums it

up, he says:
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'^A diminution of the percentage of oil when that oil

is either paraffine or Balkhany crude oil, does not cause

a similar frothing to the oleic acid, but a diminution in

the size of the granules"—still Cattermole
—"and an

increase in the time required for clean up of the sands."

Mr. Bull referred to Mr. Higgins' testimony in these

typewritten pages of his. I want to add another refer-

ence to it, in connection with the further examination

of Mr. Higgins, Volume 8, page 4740. Our brief does

not have it; questions 49 to 53.

"Q. 49. Have you ever obtained mineral froth by the

use of kerosene alone?

A. No, I have not."

That testimony was given in May, 1917, and Mr.

Higgins had been present at the birth of this inven-

tion, and has been with it step by step from 1905 to

1917, and he never had been able to obtain a mineral

froth by the use of kerosene alone.

"Q. 50. By what name is kerosene known in England?

A. Paraffin oil or simply paraffin.

Q. 51. You mentioned two especial instances wherein

you had obtained a mineral froth with petroleum oils.

What were those exceptional instances?

A. One of them was the use of the material known

as petrol which is used for motor cars in England and

the other was in the use of a hea^^^ lubricating oil such

as is used for valves, and known as Cosmo"^ I.

Q. 52. And is petrol in England tl univalent of

gasoline in America ?

A. Yes. it is the trade equivalent. It is rather lighter.

Q. 53. Did you examine these oils at the time that you

made these experiments, for the purpose of determining

the purity?

A. No, I did not."
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In these fuel oils that yon find in the market there

is mixed with them this soluble frothing agent con-

stituent, some residuum from the way in which they

are manufactured.

Mr. Sheridan. I must object to your bringing in evi-

dence at this late date; there is nothing of that kind

in the record.

Mr. Kenyon. Mr. Sheridan is mistaken in interrupt-

ing me, because the record shows in dozens and dozens

of instances of various oils of commerce containing a

soluble frothing agent constituent. Almost every in-

stance of use in the art of small quantities and cer-

tainly every instance of the use of large quantities

of oil has included some crude oil, one of the constitu-

ents of which is this soluble frothing agent, and when

any such thing as that is present, even in very minute

quantity, it does froth.

Now, finally, on page 46 of their brief appellant's

counsel refer to a 24-hour run at the Arthur Plant of

the Utah Copper Company, where first there was a

mixture of active and inactive oils, and they got a cer-

tain result; then the active oils alone and they got a

certain result; then the inactive oils alone and they

got a certain result. Strange to say the last result

was bettei an the second, or inferior only to the

first, and fiom that they conclude that fuel oils are

frothing oils, and they say these determinations are

NOT contradicted or questioned. But I want you to

turn to the record, Volume 5, page 2621. Those con-

clusions were no* only questioned, but on cross-exami-

nation THEY WERE DESTROYED, and that ended it. Let
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me read to you on page 2621, beginning at XQ403.

This is at the Arthur Plant. This (Vol. 9, p. 4994),

is the sheet (Deft. Ex. 31) put in by this witness

Janney. This is all that they talk about on page 46.

At the top of the column from which they draw their

conclusions are the figures '*1.60."

"XQ. 403. So that as far as this sheet is eoneerned.

showing what came in there, or 1.60 of oil, it is utterly

useless ?

A. With 1.60 pounds of oil, yes.

XQ. 404. It is utterly useless?

A. Yes.

XQ. 405. And it is utterly useless as to every one

of the figures as to an}^ of the quantities or amounts

under 1.60."

It is some of these amounts that on page 46 of our

adversary's brief are compared. What did he say?

''A. Yes, sir."

The only witness who knew anything about them, the

witness who put them in, said they are useless.

"XQ. 406. Because in each instance the amount of oil

you actually were operating with was entirely different

from the figure appearing in the column in which the

first figure is 1.60?

A. Yes, sir.

XQ. 407. And when you made an experiment there

was no way of demonstrating the verity of it unless you

knew what was in the Dorr tank before you began? Isn't

that correct?"

The Dorr tank was an enormous tank 44 feet across

and 12 feet deep.

"A. 1 could not tell how much oil I was going to use

until afterwards.

I
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XQ. 408. Yes, and you could not tell about a great

many other factors because of the remnants of the pre-

vious days' operations that had not been cleaned out?

Isn't that true?

A. Yes."

Now, hasn't that been questioned?

Now appellant has added 9/lOths of one per cent,

of petroleum oils, which does not affect the process in

essence or kind. I leave that question of fact. Your

Honors will not for one moment consider the proposi-

tion of reversing the court below in view of the testi-

mony.

That added 9/lOths of one per cent, of petroleum

oils does not affect the process in essence or in kind.

It is mere addition. Whether it helps or hurts, it is

mere addition. Reading from the argument of the

appellant in the court below, concerning the fact that

mere addition does not avoid infringement, counsel

for appellant there said, ''If you have the patented

thing and use that and then add something to it, you

do not avoid infringement, certainly not. That is abso-

lutely elementary. If a man has invented the prime

essentials of an automobile, and I come along and add

a horn, I do not avoid the infringement, because I

have added a horn to the automobile."

That is all this 9/lOths of one per cent, of petroleum

is.

It is a mere addition, like the "acid" which en-

hances, says the patent in suit, the "preferential affin-

ity" of the oil for the mineral, page 1, line 43 (it does

not create that preferential affinity but it enhances it)

;
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it is like the "heating", which, the patent says, assists

the contacting of oil and mineral and the coating of

mineral by oil, line 52; like the "fine grinding", which,

says the patent, assists the formation of froth, line 56

(it does not cause the froth-formation but assists it)

;

it is like the appellant's "sulphate of copper" that they

must use, and in great quantities, and which, says Mr.

Dosenbach, their expert (page 3345, Q138, volume 6),

enhances grade and increases recovery and assists

the acid in its action; (sulphate of copper does not

create the froth but it enhances the result). Just so

with the appellant's petroleums, if they enhance any-

thing
;
just so whether they enhance anything or not ; for

THEY DO NOT CAUSE THE FLOTATION, THEY DO NOT FORM

THE OIL-COATED MINERAL PARTICLES INTO THE FROTH,

The court below held on the evidence that the petro-

leums were responsible for the poorer results, and

the witnesses produced on our part showed that those

poorer results were not mere increased cost of oil; that

they included lower grade of concentrate, diminished

recoveries, increased losses in the tailings, increased

cost of operation, diminished capacity of mill; all of

those things costing the appellant company at the

rate of $1,000,000 a year.

The court below held, as a finding of fact, that the

defendant uses the plaintiff's process for ore concen-

tration by air-bubble flotation; that is to say, the same

elements, the same combination, in the same way, with

the same function, to the same results.

The court below held that the addition of the petro-

leum no more adds to, or changes, the process than
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would the addition of any useless substance not a part

of the process.

Now, is appellant's an oil-lift or an air-lift process?

For every ton of ore that goes into the appellant's

mixing vat, 214 pounds of metallic zinc are lifted to

the top in the concentrate. The total amount of oil

that is found in that concentrate useless and useful

together, the whole thing would account for the lift, by

the buoyancy of that oil, of about 2/3 of one pound of

zinc. Is that an oil-lift process, or an air-lift process?

Again is appellant's result the same as that of the

process of our patent?

The witnesses on our side (our Main Brief p. 43) are

all clear on that; they say the froth is identically the

same thing. The witnesses on the other side are mostly

silent on the subject, but Janney of the Utah Copper

says there is no practical difference in the froth until

you get up to about 100 pounds, that is 5 per cent.,

and then it begins to look oily.

Sadtler, for appellant (Vol. 7, p. 3785, EQ574) says,

that with small or large quantities, if you have pro-

vided sufficient agitation, you get the oiled air-bubbles

and the mineralized froth which is the new product in

all cases. Sadtler imputed this agitation to Everson,

Froment and Kirby; but the Supreme Court has held

otherwise. However, there is no dispute but that appel-

lant provides sufficient agitation.

Counsel for defendant in the court below has summed

up the testimony in this matter of his own four expert
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witnesses. This was in the oral argument in the court

below (our Main Br. p. 10)

:

"Now I maintain that it has been satisfactorily

proven by our witnesses, Professors Bancroft, Sadtler,

Tas:gart and Beach, that there is no difference between

the action of plus one per cent, of oil and minus one

per cent, of oil in any respect that science can develop,

and technically there is no difference. Our mill opera-

tions as set forth in these tabulated statements which

we have introduced and in testimony of our witnesses

show that there is no difference from a technical and

commercial viewpoint. It is a case in which practice

and theory are in absolute agreement."

That testimonj^ and that argument were made to serve

the purpose of the contention of invalidity on new evi-

dence, in the hope of getting the Supreme Court some

day to reverse itself. But the fact on which it is based

and the argument itself are utterly destructive of the

argument of non-infringement made by counsel for

appellant here, because it admits and asserts absolute

identity of result.

Now an attempted answer to the charge of infringe-

ment here is its asserted unfairness or inequity in view

of our argument before the Supreme Court. Appellant

says that having saved our patent by saying that large

oil quantities are not the equivalent of small, do not

produce the same result, we now assert infringement

by saying that large oil quantities do produce the same

result as small and are the equivalent. The trouble with

this attempted answer is that there the whole discussion

was as to straight oils of the patent; 36 pounds of

oleic acid, 72 pounds of cotton-seed oil, two pounds of

which would do the work. That is not the sort of thing
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we are discussing here. Here we are talking about a

MIXTURE in which there is one-tenth of one per cent, on

the ore of an oil that does the work, and 9/lOths of one

per cent, of an oil that can't and won't do the work.

The questions are not the same.

Appellant's statements as to our argument before the

Supreme court are most unwarranted as matter of fact,

but the Supreme Court wiped all that subject out, all

that discussion of Dr. Byrnes' experiments, because as

we argued, and as was the fact, they were not prior

art; they were not the defendant's procedure; they were

laboratory freaks, proving nothing; they failed in the

mills; they were hares drawn across the path of the

court to distract attention from the real questions. The

Supreme Court went straight to the real prior art and

said what it was, and to our real process and said

what it was.

Another attempted answer is that their results are

different. Having asserted in argument below that

their results were the same, they assert here that their

results are different, and I call it the "more oil and

less mineral" argument. The Supreme Court has sus-

tained your patent, they say, because the prior art

froths have "more oil and less mineral"; our froth,

they say, has "more oil and less mineral"; therefore

our froth is a prior art froth. It looks rather convinc-

ing. Things equal to the same thing are equal to each

other. But it is really childish. An elephant is heavier

than your dog. My dog is heavier than your dog.

Therefore my dog is an elephant.
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No. The comparison must go deeper than that. The

Supreme Court has drawn a line of difference of kind

between the prior art froths and the appellees' froth,

and the only question of infringement is on which side

of that line does appellant's froth lie. Is it our froth,

or is it the froth of the prior art? The appellant's brief

does not contend that its froth is the oil-float of the

prior art, as defined by the Supreme Court; nor is it

bold enough to put its finger on any particular process

of the prior art and say, that is our process, that pro-

duces our froth. Instead of that it talks of '* prior art

quantities of oil."

It is futile to talk of ''prior art quantities of oil"

apart from the character of the oil, apart from its

use in the prior art process, apart from the essentials

of it there, apart from its principle of action there and

the results it obtained. It is futile to talk about quan-

tity apart from those things. Of what profit or mate-

riality is it to substitute in a frothing process a "quan-

tity" of oil that has been found appropriate for another

character of oil in a sticking process, or in an oil buoy-

ancy process. Quantity per se, apart from operation or

result, is nothing.

If we assume that all oils are the same and that all

oil processes operate in the same way and end in the

same result, then quantity and difference in quantity

would be all there was to it. That was the view of this

invention taken by this court and that was the view

of this invention presented by this appellant in the

Hyde case to the Supreme Court in urging afiirmance.

But that is not the real situation. That is the argument
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that lies at the base of the contention that the inven-

tion and the patent are limited to a hard and fast
'

' quan-

tity line" regardless of ores and operations and results.

But the Supreme Court has swept away that assump-

tion. It has held that oil processes do not all operate

in the same way or obtain the same result.

Another attempted answer of appellant based on

alleged difference of results is this. They argue that

their results are better, and therefore they do not

infringe; that these petroleums have some advantages,

that they prevent the big particles of mineral from drop-

ping out from the bottom of the froth, that they in

some way control the froth, and they cite the use of

small quantities of petroleum by our licensees to that

end. But even if true that is mere addition, and does

not avoid the basic invention.

Another attempted answer based on alleged differ-

ence of results is that their results are poorer. They

say our results are poorer, they are $1,000,000 a year

poorer, and therefore we do not infringe. They say:

*'The Supreme Court gave you a patent whereby you

were able to save $1,000,000 a year. We do not save

a million dollars a year, therefore we are not using

your patent." This is a misconception, a ridiculous

misconception, of the fact and the effect of the Supreme

Court decision. That was what was argued by the

appellant before that court in seeking affirmance, but

the Supreme Court said, this process is not mere econ-

omy in oil, it is something else. The Supreme Court

said: while you were seeking to economize oil, you

found something else that you did not expect. This
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was like Columbus, while he was seeking the East he

came upon the West. That does not change the fact

that Columbus discovered America. A new result, a

new operation, both new in kind, the Supreme Court

lias found in this process.

Now, the court below held, as matter of law, that

the law looks through the form to the substance. That

cannot be error—looks to the thing that does the work

—

that cannot be error. If that is taken there is infringe-

ment. And the court gives an admirable and discrim-

inating statement of what the invention is; that the aib

does the work, just as the Supreme Court said, of sepa-

rating and lifting; that the air has a preferential affin-

ity for the mineral ; that the air cells capture the min-

eral; that air does the lifting. The court below said of

this process: ''It is the first of its kind." (Vol. I, p.

clxxix.) The Supreme Court has said that it struck

out in a new line. Here is every element of pioneer-

ship. The Circuit Court of Appeals of the Third Cir-

cuit has said the same thing, quoting the words of the

Supreme Court, that this patent must be confined to the

results obtained, not confined to the use of oil within

a fraction of one per cent., but to the results obtained

by the procedure.

Broadly construed this patent has been by the

Supreme Court, as broadly as the broad results it spe-

cifies. And the Circuit Court of Appeals in the MiamA.

case, says of that, commenting on that, that it acutely

enlarges the question of infringement. Judge Bradford

in the MiamA case had thrown out claim 9 because it
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was not limited to a fraction of one per cent. The

Supreme Court threw it out because it was not limited

to the results obtained when you use a fraction of one

per cent., and by reason of that change from Judge

Bradford's reasoning to that of the Supreme Court, the

Circuit Court of Appeals of the Third Circuit said the

question of infringement is acutely enlarged.

But we need no liberality of construction here. On

the narrowest construction the patent is infringed;

whether it is a half of one per cent.—that is a ridicu-

lous argument, that we are limited to one-half of one

per cent.—whether within any fraction of one per cent.,

whether it is any fraction above or below that will pro-

duce the results, the characteristic results the Supreme

Court says we have been the first to attain—our patent

should be construed certainly out to the full measure of

the great invention,—certainly (1) to cover the use of

any and every fraction of one per cent, of oil of the

patent; certainly also (2) to cover every case where

just that fraction of an oil of the patent is used and

does the work, but is camouflaged by dummy oil not of

the patent; certainly also (3) to cover the use of more

than one per cent, of the oil of the patent if the excess

is mere su^o^rplusage and wasted the results remaining

the same, for superfluity does not vitiate; and (4)

the way should be open some day, if that question of

infringement should ever arise, for a court to say that

the patent covers the use of more than a fraction of

one per cent, of an oil of the patent even though with

the particular ore in question less than that will not do

the work, provided when the work is done it is done in
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the same way and the result is the same; and lastly

(5) it may well be, too, that claims 9, 10 and 11, as

limited by disclaimer, may some day call for and

require and permit a broader construction than the

other claims.

But no question arises on the facts of infringement

here, except the second.

We stand on our brief as to the disclaimer.
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Argument of Lindley M. Garrison, Esq.

In the time that I shall devote to this case, I shall

endeavor, from a standpoint which I think it would be

fair to term that of a lay-lawyer, to draw from the

record and from such study as I have been able to

give this case since my first participation in it in the

Supreme Court argument in the Hyde case, the proper

conclusions as to where the issues are and where the

right lies, in the deciding of those issues.

So far as the appellant's case has been developed

before us up to this time by Mr. Bull, and I wish I

were sure that that is all of the appellant's case that

is going to be developed—I am not sure; and I shall

use some portion of the time that your Honors have so

graciously extended to me in an endeavor to suggest

what use they are going to make of the balance of

their brief, for they have utilized only a portion of

their brief in their opening.

But so far as Mr. Bull has opened his case, it seems

to me to be confined to these points : first, that we are

restricted to a fraction of a fraction. He is not satis-

fied with the words of the patent. He is not satisfied

with the decision of the Supreme Court. He is not

satisfied that we should be restricted to a fraction of

one per cent. He says we are restricted to *'a fraction

of a fraction of one per cent.
—"that fraction which is

one-half of one per cent."

Now, as a background for that argument, he argued

at great length that the difference between the decision
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of this court and the decision of the Supreme Court, in

the Hyde case, was on a question of law. If that state-

ment of his is not true, then whatever else may be

true, Mr. Bull's argument is not true, because it has

no foundation to rest on.

Now, is that true? Wliat this court said in effect

was, ''in our judgment, and as we view the facts, the

prior art processes produced the same result as the

process of the patent in suit. The only difference that

we find between the prior art processes and the proc-

ess of the patent in suit is that the patent in suit uses

less oil to get the same result. A mere matter of

degree, not patentable. '

'

Now, can anybody believe that the Supreme Court

of the United States would disagree with this court

upon that proposition of law, with the books full, with

the authorities clear, with the opinion of this court lum-

inous, upon the proper legal finding on those facts?

Why, of course not.

The Supreme Court never intimated any disagree-

ment with this court upon the question of law involved,

but they did radicallj^ disagree with this court on the

question of fact involved. They said in effect, ''we

find the resulting concentrate of this process so differ-

ent from the resulting concentrate of all previous proc-

esses that there was novelty of invention and patent-

ability of discovery." So the decision of the Supreme

Court did not turn upon an economy in the use of oil.

The decision of the Supreme Court does not rest upon

economy in the use of oil. It rests upon the discovery

I
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of a new function of oil never theretofore appealed to

in any disclosure in the prior art. There was no proc-

ess of the prior art that called for the use of oil having

froth capacity. These prior art processes were dealing

with petroleum; they were dealing with kerosene; they

were dealing with all kinds of oils, utilizing their pref-

erential affinity for metal, which all oils possess. That

is no more a definition of oil than it would be to say

''mix your pulp with water, that has the quality of wet-

ness"—a preferential affinity for metal is just as much

an inherent quality of oil as wetness is an inherent

quality of water.

All these prior art processes that used oil used oil

that had preferential affinity.

But what was the quality in oil that resulted in a con-

centrate so different from the prior art processes that

the Supreme Court said that it practically was the

beginning of a new art? It was the quality in oil which

when mixed with ore and water produces a mineral-

bearing froth. And because it is very difficult in words

to describe anything, to define anything, the Supreme

Court has done the very useful thing of describing and

defining this invention by the results that it achieves.

It could not describe it by what went into the mixture.

That would not define anything. You can mix oil and

water and air and agitate any way you want to for any

length of time, and if you have not got a frothing oil,

you won't produce mineral-bearing froth. So that if

all these gentlemen had done was to do what the prior

art told anybody to do, if they had not pointed out that

you must select an oily liquid which will upon agita-
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tion produce a froth, they would not have discovered

anything, and there would not have been any patent,

and there would not be an issue here for decision.

So that Mr. Bull's foundation on which all of his

superstructure rests, does not exist. It is a void; there

is nothing there.

Xow, why did Mr. Bull in arguing that the Supreme

Court had restricted us to this fraction of a fraction,

spend so much time in talking about what various

courts have said and what various counsel have said,

and what various witnesses have said, and omit to tell

you what the Supreme Court had said? Mind you,

what he was doing was telling us that the Supreme

Court had restricted us to this fraction of a fraction;

but for some reason (perhaps I am going to develop

it now), he refrained from telling us what the Supreme

Court said. Xow, what did it say? I am reading from

page 3 of the leaflet.

"The process of the patent ia suit, as described and

practiced, consists in the use of an amount of oil which is

'critical', and minute as compared with the amount used

in prior processes^"

Xow, here come the words I want to call to your

Honors' attention

—

" 'amounting to a fraction of one per cent, on the ore' ".

Xow, who is the judge quoting? What is he quot-

ing? He is quoting the jjatent. Claim 1 of the patent

says: "amounting to a fraction of one per cent, on

the ore". Claim 2 of the patent, ditto; claim 3 of the

patent, ditto; claim -i is out. Claims 5, 6 and 7 of the
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jjatent, not '^a fraction of one per cent.", but a frac-

tion of a fraction of one per cent., a specific fraction

0.02-0.5; claims 9, 10 and 11 are "small quantity";

claim 12, the same thing as in 1, 2 and 3 namely

"amounting to a fraction of one per cent."

Now, is it conceivable, that if the Supreme Court

had in mind what Mr. Bull would have you believe

that it had in mind, that our patent was to be restricted

to a specified fraction of one per cent, on the ore, which

is that fraction, Mr. Bull says, expressed by "one-

half of one per cent, on the ore", why it didn't just

quote the language in those claims of the patent, 5, 6

and 7, with respect to oleic acid! There is where the

patent specifies the lesser fraction. Those claims do

not say a "fraction of one per cent, on the ore".

Claim 5 says "adding a small proportion of oleic acid

amounting to 0.02-0.5 per cent, on the ore". Claim 6

says, "adding a small proportion of oleic acid amount-

ing to 0.02-0.5 per cent, on the ore". Claim 7 says,

"adding a small proportion of oleic acid amounting to

0.02-0.5 per cent, on the ore". So if the Supreme

Court were going to restrict us to anything less than

any and every fraction of one per cent, of oil on the

ore, they would not have selected the claims that gave

us every fraction of one per cent, and overlooked the

claims that gave us the limited fraction. It is incon-

ceivable. I do not believe that Mr. Bull himself has

any confidence that that will receive more than enough

consideration to dismiss it.

And so he says in effect: "I must have another

argument that is plausible at least, and that is that
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because this patent in stating the class of things that it

indicates uses the words 'preferential affinity for metal-

liferous matter over gangue,' and since that is a quality

possessed by all oils, it will enable me to argue that

any oil is the oil of this patent, and if we use a suffi-

cient quantity and get outside thereby of whatever

this court confines the patent to, we can operate the

body and soul and spirit of this patent with immunity".

I commend highly, and I am not speaking sarcasti-

cally, I am speaking honestly, the honesty of our

opponents in many respects in this case. In their

brief, they say with entire frankness just what they are

trying to do. They say in effect ''a burnt child dreads

the fire, and we are trying to utilize the principle which

was brought into the world by your invention, with-

out having to recognize your invention". They say

that with entire frankness. They say, of course, ''if

we could openly operate with the amount of oil and

the kind of oil which is actually specified in the pat-

ent, it would be very much better; but if there is some

way we can get the advantage of that and yet appar-

ently be outside of the scope of the patent, that is

what we are searching for". How do they search for

it! Why, they say "this patent says that the inven-

tion relates to improvement in the concentration of

ores, the object being to separate metalliferous matter,

graphite, and the like, from gangue by means of oils,

fattj'- acids, or other substances which have a prefer-

ential affinity for metalliferous matter over gangue".

In passing let me say, any draftsman of this patent,

who had used the last phrase as descriptive of oil,
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would have done a ridiculous thing, because all oils

have that preferential affinity. He simply was out-

lining a class of things from which the user of this

patent was to draw, to get the benefit of the disclosures

of this patent. Later in the patent he tells you to

take these oily liquids, because they are all properly

described as oily liquids; [oils, fatty acids or other sub-

stances having a preferential affinity], and select that

one therefrom which will produce the froth; and when

the draftsman came to drafting his claims, he dem-

onstrated just what I have said.

In claims 1, 2, and 3 he is talking about an oily

liquid, and there he talks about the preferential affin-

ity for metalliferous matter. He says you must have

an oily liquid that has this preferential affinity. When

he comes to the oleic acid claims, he does not saf

anything about preferential affinity, of course, because

oleic acid has it. When he comes to claims 9, 10, 11

and 12, that deal with "oil," without further quali-

fication, he says nothing whatever about preferential

affinity because all oil has it, and he knows that would

not be anything that would indicate the definition of

the thing at all.

So that we have in the patent itself a perfectly

plain, clear guide as to what it is that is to be drawn

on, how you are to draw on it, and when you come

to the claims, the test of whether or not you have

drawn on this class and gotten the proper material

from it is whether your oil-coated mineral rises into

a froth—and it would be perfectly absurd to say

that anybody was operating the process of this patent
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in suit unless the agitation of the mixture produced

a mineral-carrying froth produced by a modifying

agent. So that disposes of that feature.

Then Mr. Bull, I think at that point, thought it

was necessary to fall still farther back, and in the

appropriate language of the day occupy a last line

of intrenchments, and that he does by saying, "Well,

anyhow, our mineral oils are frothing oils". He says,

"I will meet you on the facts". Well, does he? Did

he point out to you any testimony which showed that

during these infringing operations they were using

any mineral oils, which used alone would froth? He

did not. And he could not, and he cannot, because

there is not one single scintilla of evidence in this

case that the mineral oils that they are using will

themselves carry on the process of the patent in suit;

and they cannot pretend that there is such testimony,

and there is no such testimony.

He finally falls back upon this, which seems to be

a sort of a semi-last trench. Out of the last trench

now, and back toward the resting place, and here

he says, ''Well, anyhow, when you have such an oil,

a mineral oil, together with something which will pro-

duce froth, then you get the process of the patent in

suit". Of course, that is our whole argument. In

other words, when you have got the genius, the soul,

the heart of this invention, when you are operating

its underlying, basic, fundamental factor, it does not

make any difference if you put something else in

there, unless that something else has the potentiality

of destroying the operation of the oil of the patent.

II
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That was his own phrase, when you have such an oil,

to wit, the mineral oil, "together with something

which will produce a froth," then you are operating

and getting the results of the process.

Almost his final statement was that the effect of

any other construction of this patent, than that which

he put upon it, would result in finding that as a

result of the issuance of this patent the world could

no longer go on doing what it had been in the ''habit"

of doing; which, of course, would be a very compelling

argument that the patent could not be construed in

any such fashion. In the first place, no one wants to

construe it in any such fashion, and in the next place

here again there is not one single foot of solid ground

for him to stand on in making that assertion. The

Supreme Court of the United States has directly and

distinctly and often in the opinion said that the result-

ing concentrate of this process was entirely different

from the resulting concentrate of any other process.

So what does he mean when he talks about not being

permitted to go on and do what they had been in the

"habit" of doing, or what anybody had been in the

"habit" of doing in this respect? Until this inven-

tion was given to the world no one had ever been

in the "habit" of producing an air-froth. It was

not known to the world. Sometimes it is difficult to

determine how often you have to do a thing or how

many people have to do it in order to constitute a

"habit"; here we do not have anybody that did it.

We were the first to do it. So how can there be any

respectable, any possible argument, even, based upon
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the idea that b}' some construction of this patent,

somebody is going to bo ]Drevented from doing what

he had been in the "habit" of doing in this respect?

That brings me to what I assume,—I rather hope

that my assumption is incorrect—that our learned

and able and astute adversary will next do. I cannot

believe that Mr. Fish is going to fool around very

long with these thin, inconsistent, unfounded argu-

ments of Mr. Bull's. I think that these were red

herring thrown across our path to get us chasing

down the wrong road, and I am afraid we have chased

a little too long on that road. Xow, what do we find

in their brief which Mr. Bull never adverted to and

which I imagine ^,lv. Fish will advert to, unless Mr.

Fish gets on to the fact that the answer to this is

quite as conclusive as the answer to that which

Mr. Bull has brought forward. It may be that he

feels that there is no particular use in bringing

forth two arguments, which can easily be answered,

and that perhaps more can be gained by rejuvenating

the argument that was advanced initially. But in their

brief they devote a great deal of space to the demon-

strations and experiments in the Hyde case, what we

said about them, and what the Supreme Court held with

respect to them. And from that they draw deductions,

which deductions naturally are favorable to them

—

because they draw them. It is necessary therefore to

have in mind a perfectly clear idea of what did take

place in the Hyde case in this respect, and what the

proper deductions to be drawn therefrom are.
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We were concerned in the Hyde case with two ini-

tial questions: first, what authentically is the prior

art? And second, what had we to say with .respect

to those things which the defendant in that case, prac-

tically the appellant here, said were prior art and

which we denounced and said were not prior art I

Now, it must be remembered, always, with respect

to any consideration of experiments, demonstrations,

arguments or conclusions in the Hyde case, that

every operation, whether it purported to be prior

art or existing art or some other art, was with a

single oil. And by that I mean an unmixed oil, what-

ever the oil was, petroleum or kerosene or fuel oil,

—

there was not any fuel oil in that, I believe—or cot-

tonseed oil, or oleic acid; it was always an unmixed

oil. Now, then, what did we say with respect to

the prior art? We asserted in the Hyde case that

no process of the prior art produced a result such

as was obtained by the process in suit; and that is

just what the Supreme Court has held. So that dis-

poses of that.

We asserted with respect to the experiments said

to have been conducted by their expert, Dr. Byrnes,

not in our presence, and about which he testified but

did not reproduce the experiments—some of those the

Doctor said he had done with oleic acid and some

he said he had done with cottonseed oil, and some he

said he had done in percentages over one per cent.,

somewhere around three per cent., we will say, for

the purpose of this discussion [the exact amount does

not make any difference]. Now, we said with respect
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to those, '^we do not know what you have done in

the laboratory; we have not seen it. We have heard

what you said about them; we have tried these things

under conditions similar to mill operations and they

have failed metallurgically ; they won't produce the

froth of the process in suit; they won't produce the

result obtained by the practice of the process in suit

in mill operation." We said it then and we can say

it now, if it is of any value to say it now, because

there is not one scintilla of proof in this case that

the oil of the patent, oleic acid, cottonseed oil or pine

oil or any of the oils of the patent, if used in a

greater amount than one per cent., will in the mill

etfectuate the process—not one single instance.

Now, how is it possible, legitimately, to claim that

we are guilty of inconsistency, or that there is any

limitation, or that there is any waiver, by contrasting

our position here, with our position in the Hyde case?

You cannot have limitation or waiver or inconsistency

unless you are dealing each time with the same thing.

It is absurd to say that a man or a court or anyone

else is inconsistent if at the two different times that

you are contrasting, he is talking about two diamet-

rically opposed things. And that is the situation here.

In this present case, that we are arguing, every

operation of this defendant is carried on with an

oil of the patent plus other oils. In no operation in

the Hyde case was there any mixture of oils of any

kind, sort or description.

Now, I do not have to challenge my opponents

with respect to that; I am not very fond of challenges.
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anyhow, but they won't dare point out to me any-

where in their case anything in contradiction of that,

because that is an irrefragable fact. But even if it

were otherwise, what comfort can legitimately be

drawn by our adversaries? That which they attempt

to draw is this: they have either got to say ''we

are using a prior art process and getting the smne

result as the process in suit" or they have got to

say "we are using a prior art process and are getting

a different result from the result obtained by prac-

ticing the process in suit." They have got to say

one or the other of those things in order to get any-

where in this argument, never mind what the facts

are that they rely on with respect to the Hyde case.

Let us now take up the first, namely, "that the defend-

ant, Butte & Superior Mining Company, is using a

prior art process and getting the same result as the

process of the patent in suit." Well, we say to them

"the Supreme Court has settled that." The Supreme

Court has said that no process of the prior art pro-

duces the result of the patent in suit. So that ends

that. The Supreme Court says that, and that is set-

tled, so far as this court is concerned, whatever the

Supreme Court may do if this matter is ever presented

to it. So that argument must disappear.

Let us take their other argument, "that the defend-

ant is using a prior art process and getting a differ-

ent result,"—all this talk about "more oil and less

recovery" and what not. But unfortunately the unan-

imous testimony in the case is exactly to the con-

trary of that. They are met by an absolutely unsur-
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mountable obstacle in the facts. Their own counsel,

after our witnesses, Higgins, Chapman and Greninger,

and others, had gone out and looked at the operations

of the mill of the defendant, and had said, ''Your

result is the result of the process in suit"—their

own counsel said, "Our mill operations as set forth

in these tabulated statements," [and these tabulated

statements involve all of their mill operations] ''which

we have introduced, and the testimony of our wit-

nesses shows there is no difference from a technical

and commercial view point"— Well, now, if there is

no difference, how on earth can the present counsel

for this defendant have the face to argue that this

whole case here must turn upon the fact that there

is a difference. It is one of those cases, which I

supppose we have all had the misfortune to be in,

where one thinks of an awfully good theory but has

thought of it too late. They have thought of it after

the case was tried on another theory, which abso-

lutely demolishes and destroys any possible standing

ground for the theory that they would like to argue.

So if they say "prior art processes, same results,"

we point to the Supreme Court; we say that bars

your progress there because it says "that is not pos-

sible," "that is not so;" "you cannot do it;" "legally

that is not possible." If they say "prior art proc-

esses and different results," here is a wall of facts

that absolutely is irrefragable. So where are our

learned adversaries in this matter? They are inside

of a wall constructed by a grant made by the gov-

ernment to these inventors, construed by the authority

that has the power to construe it, absolutely demon-
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strating that they are within the four corners of the

document.

Mr. Bull has pleasingly and charmingly wandered

around, always keeping well away from the wall, so

as to avoid injurious and hurtful contact, and all my

learned and adroit friend, Mr. Fish, will be able to

do, never mind how much he tries to persuade him-

self or you that he is not doing so, will be to run

around in circles within the confining boundary of the

terms of the patent and the language of the Supreme

Court and the common-sense of the situation, and the

justice of the situation.
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